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EXPLANATION O F
ROMANIZATION AND
ABBREVIATIONS

Tibetan written and spoken forms diverge considerably, for the written form contains consonant clusters that are not pronounced. For example, the written Tibetan word byrubs is actually pronounced "drub,"
and rtsis dpon is pronounced "tsipon."
Throughout the text of this book, the spokcn (phonetic) pronunciation is uscd for Tibctan tcrms with the proper Tibetan spellings (romanization) givcn in the List of Correct Tibctan Spellings. Phonetic
renderings of the terms are italicized. In the footnotes, the following
conventions arc uscd. References t o an article or book written in Tibetan cite the author's name in romanization, following the system of
T. \I. Wylic (1959). Rcfcrcnces to an interview with a Tibetan official
use thc phonetic rendering of his name; the list of interviews in the
Rcfcrcnccs section is givcn in alphabetical order by phonetic spelling,
with the romanizcd version in parentheses following the phonetic.
Because it is usually inipossiblc for non-Tibetan speakers t o perceive
the relationship between the spokcn and written rendcrings, if the author's name also occ~irsi l l the text, the phonetic form is given in parentheses aftcr the romanization in t11c f o o t n ~ t c sand References.
Thc phonetic rendcrings of Tibetan narncs used in the narrative have
bccn st~ndnrdized,hut the Tibctan narncs and tcrms cited in quotations

E X P L A N A T I O N O F R O M A N I Z A T I O N A N D ABBREVIATIONS

vary considerably; for example, Dzongpon is spelled in some quotations as Jongpoen, and Tashilhunpo as Tashi-Lhunpo.
In the References, Tibetan names are listed with the family name
first, followed by a comma and the personal name. For example, in
"Bya ngos pa (Changoba), Rdo rje dngos grub," the family name is
"Bya ngos pa (Changoba)" and the personal name is "Rdo rje dngos
grub." Since not all Tibetans have family names, this distinction does
not appear in all citations.
A number of abbreviations are used repeatedly in the text and in the
documents cited:
cld = could
congen = consul-general
cpr = Chinese People's Republic
cro = Commonwealth Relations Office
cmb = embassy
fo = Foreign
- Office
fol = following
fvi = for vour information
gcn = general
goi
- = Government of India
hmg = His Majesty's Government
ior = India Office Records
ltrs = Letters
mea = Ministrv of External Affairs
mil = Military
msg = message
J

oss = Office of Strategic Services
pla = People's Liberation Army
pls = please
qte = quote
refiel = referenced telegram
rep = Representative
rpt = repeat
rs = rupee
shld = should
sm = same as
unqte = unquote
ur = Your
usfr = United States
Foreign Relations
wld = would
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In 1912-1913, the 13th Dalai Lama returned to Tibet from exile in
India (see Map 1). His ragtag volunteer force expelled all Chinese officials and troops from Tibet, reestablished his rule, and began a thirtynine-year period in which Tibet held total control over its own internal
and external affairs. China never accepted this state of affairs, and the
Republican and Kuornintang governments worked t o restore Chinese
control. Thcy were unsuccessful, however, and when Chiang Kai-shek
fled t o Taiwan in 1949, the Tibetan government alone still controlled
Tibet.
The new People's Republic of China continued the Kuomintang's
Tibct policy and set as an immediate goal the reintegration of Tibet
with the "motherland." In October 1950 it launched military offensives
which quickly defeatcd the Tibctan forces, and in May 1951 the Tibctan govcrnmcnt, under the authority of the sixteen-year-old 14th Dalai Lama, signed the now-controversial Seventeen Point Agreement, in
which Tibct for the first time in its long history formally accepted Chinesc sovcrcigntv, albcit with regional autonomy.
Two diametrically opposing vicws of Tibet's political status vis-a-vis
China have dominated both thc popular and the scholarly literature.
Thc pro-Tibetan school argues that Tibct had been an independent
statc conqucrcd by thc Chincsc Communists and was wrongly incorporatcd into thc Chincsc state. Thc pro-Chincse school sees Tibet as a
traditional part of China which split from it, as a consequence of British
machinations, after the fall of thc Manchu dvnasty but which was
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rightly reunited with China in 1951. In both schools, impartiality often
takes third place to polemical oratory and political expedience, with
selected international events used in isolation to substantiate one position or the other.
This book is neither pro-Chinese nor pro-Tibetan in the current
senses of those terms. It does not set out to support the Dalai Lama's
government-in-exile or to support the People's Republic of China.
Rather, it attempts to explicate a dramatic historical event: the demise,
in 1951, of the de facto independent Lamaist State. It examines what
happened and why, and it balances the traditional focus on international relations with an emphasis on the intricate web of internal affairs
and events, for although external forces precipitated the demise of the
Lamaist State, internal forces created the conditions under which these
external forces could prevail.
Part One focuses on the period following the 13th Dalai Lama's
death in 1933, although it selectively examines important earlier events
in the reign of the 13th Dalai Lama, when Tibet threw off the Manchu
hegemonv and attained de facto independent status. Part Two deals
with the ~ a k t r aRegency of 1941-1950 and the last year of the Lamaist
State under the 14th Dalai Lama.
It is difficult not to feel great sympathy for the hardships that both
the Tibetan and the Chinese people have experienced in modern times.
In a real sense, it is for them that this book was written. I hope to
provide a fresh view of modern Tibetan history and thereby enable
them to evaluate the past from a perspective no longer obscured by
current political expediency.

SOURCES AND METHODS
The highly politicized nature of Tibetan history makes valuable a
thorough exposition of the sourccs on which this study is based. The
four major sourccs of data were: (1) oral interviews and discussions
with former Tibetan officials and others involved in particular historical
events; (2) firsthand accounts (written in Tibetan, Chincsc, and English) by former Tibetan, Indian, and Chinese officials; (3) thc cxtensive diplomatic and political archival records of the British Government
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of India, the United Kingdom, and the United States; and (4) newspapers, books, and articles, some of which include primary political
materials.

Oral Historical Data
Oral history-the collection of primary historical data by interviewing eyewitnesses concerning some period o r event-can provide invaluable information, particularly where government records are not
available. Oral historical research, however, is not without problems.
Memory is often selective, participants' accounts are sometimes selfserving, and current political issues can affect the quantity and quality
of the accounts. Consequently, such accounts must be evaluated carefully in terms of the background of the informant and checked against
other interviews and archival sources when available.
I conducted extensive interviews with former Tibetan officials, monastic leaders, soldiers, traders, and so forth, including both those who
fled Tibet in 1959 and now reside in India and the West, and those who
remained in Tibet. These interviews provided a critical window into the
internal dynamics of Tibetan history and the Tibetan perception of
events. They were conducted over a thirty-six-month period during the
years 1983-1985. Seventy-nine Tibetans and one former British diplomat who had been stationed in Lhasa were interviewed. O f these,
thirty-five were government officials and their families, twenty-four
werc monastic figures, four were soldiers, and sixteen were others such
as Khambas. Thc Rcferences section contains a list of these interviews,
with thcir locations.
Most intcnfiews urcre tape-recorded in Tibetan, then transcribed
into Tibctan orthograph\: and finallv translated into English. Since
somc of these intcnlicws fillcd as many as tcn two-hour cassette tapes,
the Tibetan and English rccords of these interviews comprise a large
corpus of data.
Thc oral historical intcnrica~phase of the project was organized in
thrcc stagcs. ( 1 ) An initial sct of intcnricws with two senior officials
covcrcd the cntirc pcriod of this history. This allowed expansion of an
initial "cvcnt list" for the pcriod and thc dc\~elopmcntof a comprehen-
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sive sequence of events that Tibetans themselves had speched as important. (2) Selected individuals who were known or suspected to have
knowledge about specific events or series of events were interviewed.
These interviews were attempts to determine the key experiences of
each subject and to examine these experiences in detail. (3) Follow-up
interviews were held after the initial interview material had been translated, digested, and compared with other accounts. These reinterviews
(and re-reinterviews) cleared up inconsistencies and answered new
questions arising from other interviews or from the British and British
colonial archival materials.
All the initial interviews in India were conducted by Gelek Rrmpoche, my research associate and the director of the project staff in
India; follow-up interviews were usually done jointly by myself and
Gelek. I conducted all interviews in Tibet. Throughout these interviews, subjects were questioned concerning Tibetan history, regularly
asked about the sources of their information, often presented with contradictory information which they were asked to explain, and always
encouraged to explain why events occurred as they did. Information
was also elicited regarding the relevant Iunship and political relations of
the interviewees.
Intense political pressures and the Lnherent problem of self-serving
accounts complicated the interviewing. A number of Tibetan former
officials in India (mainly former monk officials) worried that this history would present the old system and government in a bad light or
would hurt the cause of future Tibetan independence. As one official
put it in Tibetan, they were anxious not to "throw dirt in their own
faces." A few of these officials refused to cooperate, saying there was no
point in digging up old history; some refused to speak frankly; still
others tried to glorifv their own roles. However, virtually all individuals
cooperated to some extent and, by and large, thcir accounts wcre illuminating.
One factor that helped restrict the quantitv of blatant political pap
was that former Tibetan officials knew from the outset that I was well
versed in the modern period. I speak Tibetan, have compiled a huge
collection of political songs ridiculing the misdeeds of Tibetan government officials during thc modern era, and had worked closely with the
late Surkhang Wangchen Gelek, one of Tibet's four shapes (ministers)
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during most of the period of this study. In fact, most Tibetan officials
erroneously thought that I might have a copy of the massive history of
Tibet which the late Surkhang is said to have written (but which has
never been found), or at least that I had had access to it. These factors
worked to counteract the tendency of former Tibetan officials to sanitize accounts for naive foreigners.
When we collected contradictory versions of important events, we
were forced to weigh these in accordance with: (1) our understanding
of how the traditional system operated; (2) other accounts; (3) the
source of the informants' information (hearsay or firsthand); (4) the
relationship of the informant to the event-for example, whether he
was a relative or ally of the figures in the event; and (5) the informant's
reputation for duplicity or honesty. O n many important issues a decision had to be made regarding which version to accept, and we spent a
great deal of time trying to clarify issues by conducting reinterviews
and interviews with new individuals. Although alternative explanations
of incidents are sometimes presented, usually in footnotes, this was not
always possible or desirable.

Eyewitness Written Accounts
The new liberalization in China has resulted in branches of the Political Consultative Congress soliciting and publishing eyewitness accounts of past history. These comprise a data source not previously
available to scholars. In Lhasa an Office of Cultural and Historical Materials was created under the auspices of that congress, and former officials wcre paid to write accounts (in Tibetan) of their experiences.
Thcse accounts are contained in nine volumes published between 1982
and 1986, each about 300 pagcs long. These volumes primarily contain
articles written bv Tibctans, but there are also some important articles
written by formcr Chinese officials and translated into Tibetan. These
volumcs arc classified as "restricted circulation" (or neibu) and are gencrally available onlv to upper-lcvcl cadrcs. This results in an impressive
frankncss. For cxamplc, when discussing a meeting in 1946 in Nanking
which Tibctans attcndcd to secure Chincse rccognition of their de facto
indcpcndcncc, a Lhasa account did not say, as in the past, that the Ti-
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betans went as Chinese delegates, but, rather, said that they went to the
meeting with the "empty hope" of showing their independence. These
published materials have also made a number of the seamier aspects of
modern Tibetan history a matter of public knowledge, thus allowing
our Tibetan subjects in India to discuss these issues without fear of later
being accused of having dug up old dirt.
In India, several histories written by important officials (e.g., Khe
smad [1982], Zhwa sgab pa [1976], Shan kha ba [MS.], and Thub
bstan sangs rgyas) have also appeared or are about to appear. Although
not all of these accounts were available for study (the Tibetan refugee
government withheld several important manuscripts written by former
officials), these Tibetan-language materials provided invaluable data,
often from officials who are now dead.
A number of other participant accounts written by British, Arnerican, and Indian officials and missionaries were also utilized.

Government Records and Documents
Archival materials relating to Tibet are contained in the India Office
Record and Archive and in the Public Record Office, London. These
comprise a massive collection of letters, telegrams, notes, minutes, reports, and so forth of the British and Indian governments, including
many from the Tibetan and Chinese governments. From 1937 on there
were monthly and then weekly accounts from the British Mission in
Lhasa. The total collection provides an invaluable balance to the oral
historical and written accounts.
The United States National Archives contain an important collection of U.S. State Department materials dealing with Tibet from 1942
to 1952, including copies of Chinese, Tibetan, Rritish, and British Indian materials. Although the State Department rehses to release many
documents from that period, the available materials provided critical
data, particularly for the period between 1949 and 1952.
The government of India has not made available anv of its records
for the 1913-1952 period, but a large corpus of its records was found
in the India Office and the Public Records Office in London, where
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thcy h ~ bccn
d
scnt whe~;India w s a colony. Thcse files also include
some post-independence materials for 1949-195 1.

Tibetan and Indian Newspapers
Tibet had no newspapers during the period under study, but a small
Tibetan newspaper called the Tibetan Mirvor was published in Kalirnpong, India. Individual copies of this paper were collected in India, and
a large collection of them was obtained from Yale University's Benicke
Library. The India Office has a magnificent collection of Englishlanguage Indian newspapers which were very helpful, particularly for
the post-World War I1 period.
In conclusion, much, if not most, of the primary information on
which this study is based has never been used before. In total, it provides a level of detail and understanding not heretofore attainable.
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INTRODUCTION:
TIBETAN SOCIETY, 1913-1951

The Gclugpa o r Yellow Hat sect of the Dalai Lamas was a group of
reformists dedicated to cleaning up abuses in the Tibetan monastic system. l Emphasizing celibacy and scholasticism as prerequisites to more
advanced tantric studies and practices and seeing themselves as returning to "pure" Buddhism, they had the fervor and deep commitment of
fundamcntalists. This placed them in conflict with the older and then
dominant Red Hat sccts, which advocated "instantancous" practices to
attain enlightenment and were less conccrncd with cclibacv and study.
The Gclugpa, in turn, viewed these Red Hat practices as corruptions
and debasements.
The most p o w c h l of the Red Hat sccts, the Karmapa, and their
patron, the king of Tsang, strove to rctard the spread of the Gelugpa
scct. In rcsponsc, the 5th Dalai Lama enlisted the army of Gushri Khan,
his Qoshot Mongol patron, to defend his scct and uniQ the country
under his rule. Aftcr a brief war the Tsang king was defeated, and in
1642 the 5th Dalai Lama became the nilcr of T i b ~ t H
. ~e set out to
I . (;elufipa literally nicans "the ones o f the \.irtuol~spath." It is known as the Ycllow
Hat scct because, in contrast t o all othcr sccts, which w a r rcd hats, its monks wear yellow
hats.
2. The 5th 1)alai 1,ama was a Gclugpa-sect iricar~iatclama. (The Tibctan practice o f
recognizing incarnations began with the Karmapa scct in tlic thirteenth century A . D . )
Rcforc he accluircd political power, tlic 1)alai 1,ania's incarnation lilic was gcncrally
known in I)repung monastery as S i n i k a ~ l p m r Tlic
.
title of 1)alai L,ania, first given t o
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create a perfect cnvironment for the practice of Tibetan Buddhism in
general and for the Gelugpa sect in particu1ar.j H e established a number
of new monasteries and reorganized the economic support system for
others by giving many large Gelugpa monasteries manorial estates with
The carly Gelugpa government also formally established the optimum number of monks for some monasteries and gave these monasteries the right to conscript children from their serfs if they fell short of
this number. Similarly, it established government subsidies in such
commodities as barley, butter, and tea for monasteries without large
estates, and it set up regular funding for numerous major ritual prayer
ceremonies."
The government expressed its religious ideology with the term cbosi
nyitrel, which translates as "religion and political affairs joined together.'' The monks of the three key Gelugpa monasteries located
around Lhasa-Drepung, Sera, and Ganden-expressed this in the
saying, "Ganden Photrang [the Tibetan government] is the head of the
religion and the patron of the religion."Vhis commitment to Tibet as
a religious state and to the universality of rcligion as thc corc mctaphor
of Tibctan national identity will bc scen in later chaptcrs to be a major
factor underlying Tibet's inability to adapt to changing circumstances.

Sonam Ciyatso in the fifteenth-century by the Mongol chief Altan Khan, is a mixture of
Mongolian and Tibctan: Dalai means "ocean" in Mongolian, and Lama means "spiritual
master" in Tibetan. Although Sonam Gyatso was the first Ilalai Lama t o he recognized
as an incarnation, he is known as the 3rd L>alai Lama hecause two previous Gclugpa
masters were posthumously declared Dalai 1,amas.
3. T h e Gclugpa orientation of the new government is sccn in a land-tenure document for Kalung estate (handwritten copy o f original document) givcn t o the 9th 1)alai
Lama's family in the Water-Horse ycar ( 1822) by the Demo Regent. The introduction
savs: "Rv the order of the great ~ m p c r o Manjushri
r
[the Manchu Emperor of China], I,
G;ndcn'~hcrige Thushashin Badarkol Husamati Pakshi Huthukto Nomihan Kcge~ltof
Tihct, am in charge of civil aciministration and of' upholding the Yellow Hat sect's religious dtwtrinc." (yam dhanfisfion~qma chet~po'i bka'i Iunfijk i bod kvi lm don khuv 'dz.in
chwpa s ~ hstan
r
pa 'akin h e d dqa' ldan sile repc thu sha jin rri bha dar khl hu sa ma ti pak shi
ho they thu ? p a l tshab. )
4 . His otvn monactcry, 1)rcpung. rccci\,cd the lion's share of thcsc estates. It was
dl50 given control o l 1,hasd during the twcntv-one davs of the (;rear Prayer Festival
(Miinlam <:henlo) held during the first Tibetan month.
5. 1)ung dkar (1)unpgar) 1983: 104.
6. In Tihctan: bstatr pa rhos shin-qvi mnpa' bahcqlcgzhi4t~q
dqa' ldan pho bran8 pa c h e ~
mo ((iclek [ K i r n y ~ h c lintcniew).
,
<;ailden Photrang was the rcsidcncc of the 1)alai Idamas in 1)rcpilng monasrcrv until the 5th 1)alai 1,ama assumed political power and huilt a
m~gniticentnew pdlacc, the I'otdla, in I.hasa (see Figure 6 ) .
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THE M A N O R I A L ESTATE A N D S E R F D O M , 1913-1951
The two types of economically productive landholdings in Tibct
were manorial estates held by lay aristocrats, monasteries, and incarnate
lamas, and land directly held by the government. The majority of the
country's land and people were organized into manorial estates: recent
Chincse accounts state that they accounted for 62 percent of the total
arable land, 37 percent in the form of religious estates and 25 percent
in aristocratic estate^.^
Manorial estates were hereditary and, as in Europe, the main source
of wealth. They consisted of arable land and a "bound" labor force of
scrfs obligated to farm it. Tibetan manorial estates consisted of two
distinct sections: demesne fields, constituting about one-half to threefourths of an estate's arable land, from which the lord received the total
yield; and the remaining fields, from which the scrfs derived their subsistcnce. Thc serfs' primary hnction was to cultivate the lord's demesne
fields. They did all the agricultural work on thesc fields, at the times
specified by the cstate lord. They received no wages and, generally, no
food from thc lord on the days thcy worked. The lord, however, providcd sccd and, in most cases, plow animals. Serfs wcre also rcsponsible
for such othcr tasks as repairing the lord's house, transporting his crops,
and collecting his firewood. Thcy also often had to make some payments in kind. Some scrfs, moreover, were selected in childhood for
lifctimc labor obligations as soldiers, monks, nuns, or house scrvant~.~
In Tibetan social thcory, serfs were obliged to providc this free labor
bccausc thcy held a heten ("tax base"), consisting of their hereditary
tcncmcnt ficlds. Thcy had complete control ovcr thesc fields with the
cxccption of thc powcr of sale. Thcy planted what and when they
wantcd, and thcy rctaincd the entire harvcst. They could also lease their
ficlds to othcrs. Within any givcn estate, the tax a scrf was obligated to
pay was spccificd in writtcn documents. The total labor and tax obliga7. F,pstci~i 1983: 406. The late Surkhang Shape cstiniated that monastic and lay
cstdtcs accor~ntcdfor slightly more than 50 pcrccnt o f the total land including Kham
(eastern Tibet), and fi)r a greater pcrccntagc of Cxntral Tibet. Epstcin's f i p r c is dcri\lcd
from ofbcial figures cxhibitcd in 1,hasa.
8. H o i ~ s cscrts (scnrants) did not lia\fc thcir own land base but were supplicd with
food and clothes l y the lord.
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tion of a family of serfs was normally proportional to the percentage of
the tenement fields it held. For example, in the Nyare valley east of Sera
monastery, a woman we will call Pema grew up as a serf of Sera monastery. Her family had t o pay taxes on two tax bases, one directly from
the monastery and the other from the central government. They were a
wealthy family with landholdings (42 be of land) larger than those currently held by families in Nyare9 Pema's family tax obligations were
substantial. They had to send one worker virtually every day to work
on their lord's demesne fields o r to d o other tasks such as carrying
manure. In addition, they had to provide a second laborer during the
period from the sixth day of the Tibetan seventh month to the twentieth day of the Tibetan twelfth month, and then another worker in
autumn for sixty-one days. They also had to supply a special type of
cookie when the monks of Sera went on their annual retreat for sixteen
days in the seventh month, and perform the difficult corvke transportation obligation.
The transportation corvee was one of the backbones of the central
government's adrmnistration of the country. Tibet was divided into major routes which were subdivided into stations (satsb), each of which
was located one half-day's walk from the next to insure that peasants in
one area would be able to make a round trip to the next station in a
single day. The system operated simply. The ccntral government issued
permits (lamyik)authorizing the holder to demand transportation and
riding animals, often numbering in the hundreds, from the serfs upon
presentation of the pcrmit at a station. Holders of thcsc permits could
also obtain shelter and food either frcc or at minimal cost. l o This systcm
enabled the government to move people and goods effcctively throughout its vast territory at no expensc to itself and with no necd to cmploy
officials in villages throughout the countryside. Providing animals and
accommodations on demand was onc of the most difficult labor obligations for serfs, because the permit holder could arrive at a station as
late as the afrcrnoon before the animals were rcquircd. This made it
necessary for the serfs to maintain sizablc numbcrs of carrying animals

9. A he is a standard Tibetan volumc measurc, cquivdlcnt to about 33 pounds of
barley.

10. Surkhang. interview.
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in their houses rather than in distant pasture areas. In turn, this meant
that they had to grow or purchase enormous quantities of fodder for
these animals.
Tibetan serfs, however, were not necessarily downtrodden, and some
serfs, such as Pema's family, held substantial amounts of land and were
quite affluent. They might well have their own "hereditary" servants
and numerous tenants who provided agricultural labor in return for the
lease of some of their fields. The Tibetan serf system also had a category
of landless serfs who could live and work away from their estate, although they were still tied to their lord, to whom they paid an annual
fee called mibo (''human lease"). l 2
Serfdom was the foundation for the manorial estate system and for
the political and monastic system. It was an efficient system of economic exploitation that guaranteed to the country's religious and secular elites a permanent and secure labor force to cultivate their landholdings without burdening them either with any direct day-to-day
responsibility for the serfs' subsisrence or with the need to compete for
labor in a market context.
The Tibetan serf-based systcm also delegated substantial government
rights to the lords. As a consequence, the government maintained no
policc or magistrate force in the rural areas, and district commissioners
intervened in local disputes only when one of the parties brought the
case bcforc them. Thc serf-estate system therefore greatly reduced the
nced for a complex and elaborate structure of government and relieved
thc govcrnmcnt of the neccssity of generating large revenues for
the salarics of lay officials and for maintaining a vast monastic complex in which as manv as 15 to 20 percent of the males wcre monks.I3
It is not surprising, thcrcforc, that at the height of its power, during
the period 1913-195 1, thcrc werc only 400 to 500 Fully gazetteered
lay and monk officials administering a country that contained at least
I I . Animals such as yaks, mules, and horses were nornially kept in mountain pasture
arcds scvcral days' ciistan& from thc village.
12. For detailed discussion of liunia~i-lcascscrti see Goldstein 1971, and Goldstcin,
1986.
13. Surkli,~ng(intcn~icw)said that a govcr~inicntsunfey conductcd in the 1950s rc\rcalcd a total of' about 9 0 , 0 0 0 monks in Tibct, and tlic Tibet Academy o f Social Scicnccs
mcntioncd .i 1950s srrnfcy reporting 2 , 7 0 0 monastcrics and 120.000 monks (Pawang,
lntcn,icw). It is not clear urhcthcrthcsc rcfcr to the same sun.cy.
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one million inhabitants in an area that was almost as large as Western
Europe. l4
This, however, does not imply that the central government did not
exercise authority over the entire country; it did.

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

Lay Oficiah
The government was administered by lay and monk officials. Lay
officials were normally recruited from the estate-holding, hereditary, lay
aristocracy, which consisted of about 150 to 200 families. These were
differentiated internally into a small group of about 30 higher-status
families, known as Depon Mitra, and about 120 to 170 lower or "cornmon" aristocratic families. The higher-status aristocrats were generally
wealthier and held multiple estates, whereas "common" aristocrats generally possessed only a single estate.15
Although the aristocracy was hereditary, families were occasionally
added to their ranks; for example, the family of each new Dalai Lama
was ennobled. This mobility, however, did not threaten the integrity of
the aristocracy, since the newly ennobled families received estates and
serfs and inevitably developed the same interests as the older aristocracy.
The generic name for a government official, shungrhab ("servant of
the government"), reflects the subordination of the aristocracy to the
government. Each aristocratic family had to provide one malc from thc
family to serve as a govcrnment official; the govcrnment could confiscate its estates for disloyalty, dereliction of duty, or failurc to provide an
official.On the othcr hand, it would be overly simplistic to view these
~ f f i c i dsimply
s
as employees and their estates as salary-cstatcs. Estatcs
14. Epstein (1983: 407) cites a figurc of 616: 333 monk officials and 283 lav officials. Thc Tihetan government had theoretically fixed the number of officials at 1 7 s each,
for a total o f 350. hut there was n o real attempt t o maintain that limit in the modcrn
pcricd (Surkhang, interview). The Epstein figure appears to represent the total i l l the
v c y late 1950s, when many new officials wcrc inducted.
15. Although not all cstates requircd provision of a govcrnmcnt official, cvcry arist r ~ r a t i cfamily had one that did, known as shabten pharhi, "the cstate that is the base of
[govcrnmcnt scrvicc."
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were hereditary, and their s i x was not tied to the importance of an
official's position; the largest estate-holding family might be represented by only a very junior official; and many families held estates for
which they were not required to provide an official. The aristocracy,
therefore, had a somewhat ambivalent status. They were not an autonomous landholding elite, nor were they merely employees of the government. Though clearly subordinate to the government, they saw
themselves as an hereditary elite. They valued their government service
highly and jealously guarded what, from their point of view, was a monopoly over the lay positions in the government.
The process by which aristocrats became govcrnment officials reveals
this ambivalence: it was really controlled by the bureaucracy of the lay
aristocracy, and not, despite outward appearances, by the ruler. To enroll a son as a government official, an aristocratic family had to educate
the son either in one of the private schools in Lhasa o r at home with
private tutors. Since good handwriting was a major requisite of government service, the basic education consisted mainly of learning to write
the various Tibetan scripts properly.
Aftcr this, the family registered the son as a "student" in the Tsigang
Office (Revenuc Office), usually at about age fourteen. Such "students"
undcnvent a loosely organized training program in which they studied
subjccts such as fractions and diu, the Tibetan method of malung arithmetic c a l c ~ l a t i o n s . ~ ~ fthis
t e r training, Tsigang "studcnts" could be
nominated for appointrncnt as full governmcnt officials.
This nomination was in thc hands of the Tsigang and Kashag, the
two highest offices in charge of lay officials. Three times a year they
nominated thrcc o r four "studcnts" to present samples of thcir handwriting to thc ruler (i.c., the Dalai Lama or the rcgcnt), who then
sclcctcd two for a p p o i ~ ~ t n ~ cAlthough
n t . ~ ~ the rulcr made the final
choicc, his powcr was rnitigatcd bccausc hc was not given the entire list
of Tsigang "studcnts" to choose from. Also, although he could delay
thc appointrncnt, hc could not permanently prevent the son of an aristocratic family from cntcring the scrvicc without "dcnobling" the fam16. This training could also hc donc privately, in which casc the boy would be given
a t a t hy thc Tsigang.
17. This was known as thc mibab jenshu.
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ily itself o r showing some unusual cause. The strilung characteristic of
the lay bureaucracy, then, was that while it was theoretically subordinate t o the government, to a large extent it controlled its own recruitment.

Monk Oflcials
The origin of the appointment of monks as officials appears to date
back to the founding of the Gelugpa government, when the 5th Dalai
Lama created sixteen positions to be filled by monks. l 8 As government
activities expanded over the years, particularly in the twentieth century,
the government chose to enlarge the number of monk officials rather
than create more aristocrats, so that at the time of the demise of the
traditional Tibetan state there wcre several hundred monk officials who
controlled religious and monastic affairs and played important roles in
the adrmnistration of secular affairs.
Although thcy were required to be celibate, monk officials differed
considerably from other monks in outlook, training, and comportment.
They may be appropriately called "token monks," since most of them
had merely been rcgistcrcd in one of the big Gelugpa monasteries without actually having livcd and studied there.I9 One night's stay in a monastery was sufficient to have one's name registered in its rolls and
thereby achicvc eligibility for entcring the ranks of the monk officials.
In gcneral, most monk officials resided no more than a few wecks in
thcir monasterics. Consequently, these monk officials did not havc the
intensc loyalties and tics to the monastery and monastic collcge that
typified regular monks.
Most commonly, monk officials wcre cithcr the sons of the Lhasa
middle class or mcmbcrs of the families of existing monk officials.
Thesc shqtsang families wcrc the Functional equivalent of lay families
in that they owned property, had internal organization in the person of
a household head, and had domiciles whcrc the mcmbcrs livcd. Thcy
18. Surkhang, inteniew.
19. The eligible Gelugpa monastcrics were Sera, Drepung, Ganden, Riwa Dechcn,
Pho Lamrim, Riwo Chiiling, Gandcn Chiikor, Tshctshog, Namdra, and Nechiu~g(Surkhang, interview).
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wcrc usually well-to-do and sometimes possessed estates acquired in
past generations. They differed, however, from lay families in one essential respect: since monk officials were celibate, these households
were perpetuated not by procreation but by adoption, usually of a close
relative such as a brother's o r a sister's son, but not uncommonly an
unrelated boy. The head of the shagtsang supported and educated such
a boy and ultimately procured a government position for his "disciple,"
as these wards were called in Tibetan. These boys were made full members of the family and inherited all the family's property when the
household head died.
A small number of aristocratic families, such as Trcgang, Rong
Namse, Mondrong, and Rong Pchiin, were required to provide a
monk official for government service. Furthermore, aristocratic familics
sometimes voluntarily enrolled a second son in that service.
A third method of monk-official recruitment, known as traja, involved the conscription of special levies of bright young monks from
thc monasteries. These young monks were brought to Lhasa and educated by the office in charge of monk officials, the Yigtsang Officc.
However, during the 1913-1 9 5 1 period, middle-class and shagtsang
families so eagerly competed for the monk official positions that conscription was largely unneccssary. And even when the traja mechanism
was utilized in 1933 and 1940, it was completely monopolizcd by
shagtsang and middle-class boys who had been enrolled as monks specificallyto qualify for the traja.
Like lay officials, monk officials basically controlled their own rccruitmcnt. A candidate nccdcd an existing nionk official (called his
tcachcr) to sponsor his entry. This tcachcr was gcnerallv the head of thc
young candidate's shagtsang. In the niodcrn period, this was so important that some parcnts with no monk-official relatives arranged for another shagsang head to sponsor their son. In such cases it was not
unusual for them to sign a contract guaranteeing that their son would
make no claims o n the wcaltli of the nominal tcaclicr's shagsang. The
boy's tcachcr would thcn submit his name and handwriting sample to
the Yigtsang Office, which maintained a coniprclicnsivc list of all such
applicants. From this list, tlic Yigtsang's f o ~ i rofficials decidcd how
many candidates to present to the nllcr cach vcar and thcn sclcctcd and
rankcd thcsc. Both the comprchcnsi\rc list and the Yigsang's nominccs
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were then presented to the higher-ranking monk official, the Cbbyab
khembo, and they would discuss the matter until a final recommendation
was reached. These candidates then presented their handwriting to the
ruler in person just as the lay nominees did, and the ruler made the final
Again, the ruler did not have the complete list of Yigtsang
Office "students" to choose from.
Monk officials, therefore, cannot be considered to have been representatives of the Gelugpa monasteries. While some had close ties with
monasteries, by and large they did not have the intense loyalties that
ordmary monks had, and the monastic leadership did not perceive them
as true monks or consider them completely reliable. H. E. Richardson,
the British official who headed the Lhasa Mission for many years in the
1930s and 1940s, aptly expressed this: "Although they acted as the
watchdogs of the Church in the civil administration they seemed to fall
between two stools and were often viewed with some suspicion by the
main body of monks."21 Monk officials also differed from lay officials in
that they depended on income from their government positions rather
than hereditary estates. Consequently they tended to see themselves
as the true upholders of the interests of the government vis-a-vis the
cstate-holders.

Structure of Government
Tibct was organized as a simple bureaucracy, in that: (1) in thc hierarchy of offices and positions, each had a reasonably clearly dclimitcd
sphere of activity (see Figurc 1); (2) recruitment was bascd on qualifications which wcre measured by a limited system of cxaminations of
handwriting and appcarancc; ( 3 ) the system of internal promotions was
theorcticallv based on ability; (4) written rccords wcrc uscd cxtcnsivcly; and (5) disciplinary action was takcn if rcsponsibilities wcrc not
hlfilled o r n~lcswerc disobcvcd.
20. Unlikc thc lay official scmicc, whcrc appointrncnt as a fill1 official was routinc.
thcre was considcrahlc cornpctition in the monk sentice fix norninatioli as a full nionk
official. C~)nscrl\lently,thc households o f thc candidates gcnerallv rccn~itcdsupport
givine gifts o f varying value t o onc or more of thc fivc official$ mintioncd ahovc.
2 1. Richardson 1984: 24.
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Structure of the Tibetan government

At the head of this set of offices and positions was the Dalai Lama.
H e had ultimate authority over all decisions and appointments and,
theoretically, all recommendations for action had to be submitted to
him for approval. The Dalai Lamas are believed t o be incarnations of
thc Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara. Avalokiteivara's essencc long ago emanated into a male fctus, which then became the manifestation of that
dcity on carth: the Dalai Lama. When a Dalai Lama dies, the deity's
csscncc is belicved to be freed from the physical body and once again,
aftcr one or two ycars, t o emanate into a fetus. Thus, incarnation as a
principle of succession rcsults in at1 inevitable period when the Dalai
Lama is a minor and a rcgcnt rules in his place.
Thc nature of thc regency has varicd during different historical periods of the Gclugpa State. During thc twcnticth ccntury, rcgcnts wcrc
incarnate lamas sclcctcd to rule by thc National Assembly. In thcory,
the rcgcnt's authority was thc samc as that of thc Dalai Lama, but since
r c g c n t m l c d by sclcction rather than divine inhcritancc, they were
marc vulncrablc and usually lcss able or willing to rulc as autocratically
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as could a strong Dalai Lama. The fact that they were always affiliated
with one o r another of the great monasteries around Lhasa and, further, with one of the colleges within that monastery fostered rivalries
and also worked against their commanding the broad loyalty held by a
Dalai
Another important, but not permanent, position in the government
was that of the lonchen (or silon), often translated as "prime minister" in
English, but not really an equivalent title. In the period covered by this
study, it was first used when the 13th Dalai Lama appointed three offi. ~ ~ the Dalai
cials to rule jointly while he was in exile in M ~ n g o l i aAfter
Lama's return to Tibet in 1913, their power was greatly diminished and
their main f h c t i o n became that of transmitting lay officials' recommendations t o the Dalai Lama. In 1933, when the 13th Dalai Lama
died, only one lonchen remained, and after he resigned in 1939, the
position was not used until the 14th Dalai Lama fled Lhasa in December 1950.
Beneath the Dalai Lama and lonchen were the offices of the Tibetan
government. These varied in composition and function, each being
headed by a fixed number of officials and a fixed ratio of monk to lay
officials if they included both. There was also a hierarchical system of
ranks into which all offices and positions fitted. Some of these ranks
were nurnerical-for example, thc fourth rank-while othcrs bore
names such as dzasa or khenche. Figure 2 illustrates this for thc third
and fourth ranks. This ranlung system was displaycd in dcfercncc bchavior, particularly in seating and marching arrangemcnts at state processions and government ceremonies. The ranlung system itsclf, however, did not involve political power, and many high ranks, such as
h r h a n and khenche, had no duties or officcs attached to thcm. Officials
of these sinecure ranks could bc appointed to real offices, but thcn it
was clearly the actual position that gave political power, not the rank.
No position in thc government rcquired special training, cvcn that
of army commander. Promotions wcre theoretically bascd on ability,
22. Older regents with only a few ycars to livc, howcvcr, wcrc oticn as autocratic as
a strong Dalai I,ama.
23. They wcre Shatra, Sholkang, and Changkhvirn.
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RANKS
g ~ ~ (lay)
ng
3rd rank
dzasa
dru-han
ta lama
theiji
dargen
4th rank
seynamba
5th rank
6th rank
7th rank

INTERNAL DIFFERENTATION BY POSITIONS
Shape
Chigyab Khembo
Trun yichemmo
Phopon
Bodyguard Regiment Commanders
Khadang Regiment Commanders
Tsipon
Tseja
Laja
Remainder by Seniority

Ranks and positions in the Tibetan
government

but it was common for hopchls to attempt t o recruit support among
those controlling the appointment process by giving gifrs. Although a
fcw officcs and positions such as the district conimissioncrs had fixed
terms, the majority, particularlv thc higher ones such as thc Kashag,
Yigtsang, and Tsigang, had none, their incumbents remaining until
they were cithcr proniotcd or dcmotcd, or rctircd or died. Promotion
t o one of the highest ofticcs, therefore, was tantamount to obtaining
the position for life.
Thc highest government ofticc beneath the rcgcnt and Idnchcn was
thr Kasliag. 1)uring most of the period of this history it consisted of
fc)ur shapes, thrcc of whom wcrc lav officials arid one a monk official.
Thc monk shapc w a s alwavs formally trcatcd as the senior mcmbcr, but
this was rnerclv ccrcrnoni~l.Ncw shapes were appointed by the rulcr on
the rccommctidation of the Kashag, which submitted a ranked list of
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four to five nominees. The ruler could ignore this list, but he generally
chose one of the recommended candidates. The four shapes had equal
authority, and all decision making was done by consensus.
The Kashag was the administrative center of the Tibetan government. It ultimately received all secular information-requests,
telegrams, and the like-sorted them, and then sent cach item to the appropriate office o r official for examination. It was often referred to as
the throat between the head (the ruler) and the body (the other secular
officcs). It could decide which requests to respond to (either by acting
itself o r by sending the request to the ruler) and could alter recornmendations from lower offices. N o secular matter could reach the ruler
without going through the Kashag, and the Kashag's seal was required
for most formal orders of the government. In addition, it normally
initiated surveys, investigations, and new policies and submitted recommendations for promotions and demotions for lay officials to the
ruler.
The Kashag's recommendations to the ruler werc written in the form
of a final implementation order which gave the ruler internal choices,
including the final option of accepting or rejecting the order as a whole.
To illustrate this, the late Surkhang Shape composed a hypothetical
recommendation that went from the Tsigang Office to the Kashag, to
the Dalai Lama, then back to the Kashag. Since the higher officcs cach
used a different-colored ink, it was always clear to thc rcadcr who had
added what comments. When lengthy additions wcre made, these wcre
written on a separatc piece of paper and glued at one edge, over the
original proposal but in such a way that it could be uncovered. The
following example conveys this by using capital letters for the additions
by the Kashag and italics and strike-throughs for the ruler's choices.
It was examined [by thc Dalai Lama]) o n the fifth dav of the ninth
month of the w o o d - ~ i g e ryear.
Wtx~d-Tigeryear. A report has arrived from Gyantse district. This
vear because o f hcaw rains, the pcoplc o f Samada's fields have bccomc
covercd with water ~ n thev
d
werc not ahlc to hawcst a crop. Haseci o n
thc great difficulties caused h\l that, WHICH OTHERS HAVE N O
MEANS FOR IMITATING, after doing their cowkc taxcs, for 3, 4, 5
vcars we arc requesting a concession o f taxes in kind.
W 'Tf3 6f;

rn,rnrntfp);6R=m-E~,~~rn,rn
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368,AND BARLEY KE 70,80,90,
T O BE GWEN AS A GIFT. Please
instruct if it is all rzght or not to do h i s .
Thus, the Tsigang recommended that the Samada people should be
given a concession of their taxes in lund for either three, four, or five
years. The Kashag added a gift from the government with an option of
200, 250, or 300 silver coins, and an option of seventy, eighty, or
ninety ke of barley. The Dalai Lama approved five years for the tax-inlund concession and approved a gift of 70 ke of barley, but rejected
giving the village coins.
The Kashag, however, did not necessarily present all recommendations to the ruler before sending them for implementation. The ruler
had to approve decisions regarding the expenditure of government
funds, the transfer of land from one owner to another, permanent tax
exemptions (cbayang), promotions and demotions, and border and foreign relations, but most other topics were settled by the K a ~ h a gThe
.~~
late Surkhang Shape estimated that in a normal six-day work week
(during the mid- 1940s) about one hundred pieces of business (30 percent of the total) were sent to the ruler for final confirmation. The
remainder were settled by the Kashag, which wrote the recommendation as if it had been seen by the ruler. This was possible because the
Kashag's seal functioned as the official government seal. The percentage
of items settlcd by the Kashag increased considerably during rule by a
regent and decreased or vanished during the period of a strong Dalai
Lama such as the 13th.
Thc dominant power of thc Kashag, then, stemmed from several
sourccs. It was the only officc that could send secular items to the ruler
for approval and the o~ilysccular officc that could have direct contact
with thc ruler. By virtue of its gatekeeper position, it could also block
transmission of rcqucsts, petitions, or recommendations simply by not
acting on them. Moreover, because it was also the rcpository of governmcnt rccords and cdicts, it could and did attack cnemics by, for example, locating and collecting old dcbts or by passing information to

24. Although all decisions thcorcticallv had to bc sent t o thc rulcr, many types of
casrs wcrr tlccicicd bv tlic Kashag under thc convenient fiction that they were t o o minor
to bc worth hothcrirlg the rulcr about.
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friends-for cxamplc, that X's land-tcnurc document for an estate was
dubious-and thus encouraging litigation.
The power of the Kashag was counterbalanced by its lack of authority both over the monk officials and over affairs dealing with religion
and the monastic s\rstcm. These wcrc controlled by the chigyab khembo
and the Yigtsang Office. The chigyab khembo was the ranking monk
official. H c was in charge of the entire staff of the Dalai Lama and stood
bctwcen the Yigtsang and the ruler. O n all important issues the Yigtsang had to takc their rccornmcndations to him before scnding them
on to tho ruler, and the chigyab khcmbo had the right to alter thcm. In
issues of national importance, he was normally invited bv the Kashag
t o mcet jointly with thcm before a rccomrnendation to the ruler was
madc.Z5 The Yigtsang was hcadcd by four monk officials known as trunyichemmo. It functioned like the Kashag for religious and monastic
issues, malung recommcndations via the chigvab khcmbo to the ruler.
The stature of the Yigtsang also derived from its control of the process
of appointrncnts and promotions of monk officials. If an otfice needed
a monk official, the Yigtsang prcpared a list of four or five nominees
and, aftcr consulting with the chiflab khcmbo, sent it to the ruler. Thc
Yigtsang also had an important function as onc-half of thc cornmittcc
that chaired National Asscmbly meetings.
The most powcrful lay office beneath thc Kashag was thc Tsigang.
Although ofien translatcd as the Finance Office, it did not makc fiscal
policy for thc country, nor was it rcsponsiblc for Tibet's currcncy. Its
main function was to kcep accounts and ovcrsce tax rcvcnuc from cstares, and it was somctimcs callcd on to invcstigatc important disputcs
over land tcnurc and taxcs. It was also a stepping-stone to promotion
to the Kashag. It was hcadcd by four t'ourth-rank officials known as
rsipiinr, who wcrc the other half of the committcc that chaired the National Assembly.
Twcnty-odd othcr officcs, such as thc Mint and thc Forcign Oficc,
madc up the govcrnmcnt of Tibct.
25. Michael (1982: 54-55) is incorrect in his placcmcnt of thc c h i p a h khctnh)
above thc shapes in his "Chart ofTibetan Politv." Not only cticl thc c h i p a h k h c n h comc
below the shapes in official processions, hut hc un~~ucstionahlv
had lcss authority and
power ovcr secular matters than did the shapcs. With regard t o sr'ci~larafiairs, thc Kashag
was clcarlv dominant.
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Promotions, Power, and Competition
The division within the aristocracy between the high-status and the
common families had important consequences for political competition. The high-status, wealthy families tended to seek positions that had
or led to powcr and influence, while the poorer, common aristocratic
families (and monk officials) tended to seek positions that offered potential for malung income. The significance of this emerges when we
examine the composition of the two most important positions in the
government, the shapes (of the Kashag) and the chigyab khembo, during the period 1900 to 1959.
Of the forty-one shapcs during these fifty-nine years, twelve were
monk officials and twenty-nine wcre lay officials. O f the lay officials, 72
percent wcre from high-status aristocratic families. O f the remaining
28 pcrccnt, half werc from very rich, common aristocratic families.
Therefore, 86 percent of the lay shapes wcre either from the high-status
families or from lower-status but very rich families. O f the remaining
shapcs, onlv one was acniallv from a poor family. O f the twelve monkofficial shapes, 33 pcrccnt were from aristocratic families and 33 percent from wealthy shagtsang families.
Six of the ten chigyab khc~nbosin this century were monk officials
from aristocratic families; tlircc werc from the big shagtsang familics;
and only one was from a lower sociocconomic ba~kground.~"
Thus, the holders of largc estates, along with the rich shagtsang families, domi~iatcdthe important bureaucratic positions. The lack of adequatc salary, the frequent necessity of large gifts to sccurc the highcr
positions, and JISO the greater C X ~ C ~ ~ S(such
CS
as cercmonial rcsponsihilitirs and the need to maintain a largc house in Lhasa) required by
highcr positions made it dificult for the poorer aristocrats to compete
fixhigh positions such as sliapc. While monk officials had lower ccremonial cxpcnsc, the same factors were gccncerallv applicable.
Another f,~cctof tlic competition for powcr invol\~cd the rulcr,
whose thcorctic.~lly .~hsolutc powcr was not ncccssarily attainable.
When a new rulcr took office lic inlicritcd i n c ~ ~ n ~ b ccntrcnchcd
nts
in
the highest otticc o f tlic hureaucrac\. As timc progrcsscd, howcvcr, the
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new ruler asserted his authority by demoting "difficult" incumbents and
appointing his own s ~ p p o r t c r sand
, ~ ~ by establishing around hunself a
network of favorites who played an enormous role in Tibetan politics.
These favorites afforded the ruler sources of information and opinions
that were independent of the formal bureaucratic network. Unlike the
ranking government officials, they could be counted on to work for the
ruler's interests, since their position was totally dependent on him. Both
laymen (often servants) and monks could be favorites.
In addition to such favorites, there was an informal category of officials favored by the ruler. These "followers" supported the ruler and
were rewarded with choice positions and promotions. In some cases,
individuals in this category could have as much influence with the ruler
as the nongovernmental favorites.
The opposite of this in-group was the category of persons out of
favor with the ruler. Its members were either actually discriminated
against or felt that they might be discriminated against. Generally, these
persons waited either for an opportunity to move back into favor with
the ruler or until one of the periodic shifts of Dalai Lama and regent
occurred. Officials who were actively competing for power and influence but failed often fell into the out-group.
Between these two extremes were the majority of the bureaucratic
officials. They stood on more o r less neutral ground in the competition
for political influence. They were more interested in winning the lower
bureaucratic posts and improving their economic situation than in
gaining the higher political posts with their attendant dangcrs. Although it was hard to move up onto the favorite/followers' level, it was
all too easy to move downward to the out-group, this downward movcment usually bcing accompanied by loss of thc manorial estate. Fear of
losing thcir estatcs was the key to the conscrvativc comportmcnt of the
majority of lay officials. Even monk officials, who gcncrallv did not
have hereditary estates, tended to act conscrvativcly in order to protect
their positions and those of their families. Thcsc officials had no ideo-

27. Since government officials could he demoted or dismissed onlv for some misdeed, the ruler had to wait for cither natural vacancies or breaches in hcli~vior.Ncvcrtlicless, if the ruler remained in office for any length o f time he could gcncrallv till a majority
o f the crucial offices.
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logical commitment other than self-presetvation and tended therefore
to bend readily with the political breezes.

The National Assembly

The National Assembly appears to have arisen during the 1860s
when the lay aristocrat Shatra convened an ad hoc body that called itself
"the great Ganden Monastery, Drepung Monastery, and the government officials" (Gandredmngche). It deposed thc Regent (Reting)2H
and replaced him with Shatra. After Shatra's death the assembly, o r
Tshongdu, as it camc to be called, selected the regents and camc to play
an important role in national affairs. In the modern period (1913195l),there were three types of assemblies, all of which met irregularly
at the request of the Kashag to consider and give opinions on specific
qucstions supplied to it by the Kashag.
The smallest of the assemblies was a standing committee consisting
of the four hcads of the Yigtsang (the four trunyichemmo) and the four
heads of the Tsigang Office (the four tsipon). Called the Eight Tmnyichemmo and Tsipiins (Tmngtsigye), it was usually convened by the
Kashag to widen the base of support for a proposal to bc presented to
the ruler.
The larger of the othcr two asscmblies is called the Full National
Assembly (Tshongdu Gycntsom), but this is somcwhat misleading
sincc it was not at all national in its makeup. It consistcd of: (1) all the
abbots and ex-abbots of the tlircc major Gclugpa monasteries, Gandcn,
Scra, and Drcpung; (2) the Trungtsigyc; (3) all the lay and monk officials prcscnt in Ll~asaat the timc; (4) rcpresentativcs from a number of
~ncarnationsand n~onastcricssuch as Rcting, Kundeling, Tshomiiling,
T\hcchiiling, Ditnl, Tashilhulipo, the Gandcn Thri kmpochc, and
Sakya; (5) thc captains ( W n ) and licutctialits (gytzqpon) of thc army
who were stationed in Lhasa; (6) the approximately twenty minor offi-

28. Scra monastery was not invol\,cd sincc Rcting kvas from Scra and they supported
him.
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cials (tshopa) who were in charge of collecting house taxes and arrang~ (7) about 30 clerks (drungtog).
ing corvke taxes in L h a ~ a ; 'and
Llke the Trungtsigye, the Tshongdu Gyentsom was convened by the
Kashag. However, the Kashag did not attend its meetings, which were
presided over by the Trungtsigye, one of whom opened the meeting by
reading the topic t o be discussed. Since votes were not taken, the final
decision was generally reached when one of the Trungtsigye summed
up the feelings expressed by the members. If there were no dissenting
views, a draft was written, and if there were no objections to the wording of this, it would be taken by the Trungtsigye to the Kashag. If the
Kashag disagreed o r had questions, the assembly discussed these and
generally rewrote the draft. In the end, four seals were afKxed to the
assembly's documents: one representing d the government officials,
and one for each of the three grcat Gelugpa m o n a ~ t e r i e s . ~ ~
The full National Assembly, however, rarely remained in session
for more than a day or two, normally adjourning in favor of the third
main type of assembly, the Abbreviated National Assembly (Tshongdu
Hragdu). This consisted of between twenty and fifty members: the abbots and cx-abbots of the three major Gclugpa monasteries and several
government officials choscn by thc Kashag and the Yigtsang to represent the various govcrnmental ranks. This Abbreviated National Assembly was thc typc of asscmbly usually convened. It used the same
seals as the full National Assembly and operated in the sarnc manner.
Nonc of these assemblics could initiatc action, nor could they ultimately dcterminc administrativc action. Whether or not their advicc
was heeded and converted into policy dependcd on the Kashag and thc
ruler. Thc asscmblics, in short, wcrc consultativc bodies which reprcsented primarily thc monks of Sera, Drepung, and Ganden and thc
mass of govcrnmcnt officials. As will bc seen, the influcncc and powcr
of thesc three monastcrics gave thcir reprcscntativcs a kind of vcto
powcr in thc assembly.
29. The responsibility for this work was delegated to three aristocratic families on an
hereditary basis and to anothcr twenty or s o familics on a nonhereditary basis. O f these
twenty, most were wcalthv traders who owned propcrty in 1,hasa.
30. The government official's seal was known as thc chidam. Sera and 1)rcpung used
thc seal o f thcir Lachi cornmittccs and Ganden's rcprcscntatives i~sedtheir own seal.
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T H E M O N A S T I C SYSTEM
It is impossible to understand either the operation of the Tibetan
political process o r the events of modern Tibetan history without exploring briefly the nature of the monastic system and in particular the
structure and organization of Drepung, Sera, and Ganden monasteries.
Monasticism is fundamental to both Mahayana and Theravada Buddhist philosophies and is found wherever Buddhism exists. Howevcr,
the Tibetan form of monasticism differed from other forms in important ways. For one thing, the Tibetan monastic system adhered to a
mass monk ideology, supporting a staggering number of monks. Surveys showed that therc were 97,528 monks in Central Tibet and Kham
in 1694, and 319,270 monks in 1733.31 Assuming a population in
these areas in 1733 of about 2.5 million, about 1 3 perccnt of thc total
population and about 2 6 percent of the males were monks. The magnitude of this can be appreciated by comparing it with Thailand, another prominent Buddhist society, where only about 1-2 perccnt of the
total n~unberof males were monks." Tibetans believed that monks per
sc were superior to laymen and that the state should foster both religion
and the spiritual devcloprnent of the country by malung monkhood
available to the largest possible number. Monasticism in Tibet, therefore, was not thc otherworldly domain of a minute clite but a mass
phenomenon.
The Tibetan monastic system was also unusual in that the overwhelming majority of monks wcrc placed in monasteries by their parcnts when they wcrc hctwccn thc agcs of scvcn and ten, without particular rcgard to thcir personality or wishes, and bccausc becoming a
monk was a lifclong commitment, not a tcrnporary undertaking. Therc
wcrc many reasons why parcnts might make a son a monk. For somc,
~twas thcir dccp religious bclicf that being a monk was a grcat privilege
and honor. For othcrs, it was a culturally valued way to reduce the
number of mouths to fccd, whlic also insuring that thcir son would
ncvcr have to cxpcricncc thc hardships of villagc life. In somc cases the
3 1. 1)ung dkar (1)unggar) 1983: 109
32. Tanib~ah1976: 266-67.
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son helped support the family, bv, sharing the money distributions bye)
that monks received throughout the year. These monks, derogatorily
known as "disciples of their mothers," lived and worked at home and
only went to the monastery when they heard there was a money distrib ~ t i o nAgain,
. ~ ~ sometimes parents made a son a monk to fulfill a solemn promise made to a deity when the son was very ill. In yet other
cases, recruitment was simply the result of a CON&tax obligation: monastic serfs with three sons ofien had to make one a monk.34
Parents sometimes broached the subject with a son but usually
simply told the child of their decision. The monastery officially asked
the young boy whether he wanted to be a monk, but this was really pro
forma: if, for example, a newly made child monk ran away from the
monastery, this would not result in his dismissal on the grounds that he
did not want to be a monk. A number of monks related that they had
run away t o their home after a few months' initial stay in the monastery,
only to receive a beating from their father, who immediately returned
them t o the monastcry. The monks relating these incidents did not see
this as abusivc. Rathcr, they laughed at how stupid they had been at
that time to want to give up being a monk. Tibetans feel that young
boys cannot comprehend how w o n d e h l being a monk is, and that it
is up to their elders to see to it that they havc the right opportunities.
In any case, children seven or eight ycars of age are too young to cornprchend thc significance of lifelong celibate monkhood and makc informed decisions.
The expectation was that thc boy, oncc accepted, would remain a
monk for his entire life. However, since a monk did havc thc right to
Icavc, powerful mcchanisrns wcrc necded to retain young monks facing
a life of celibacy. The monastic systcm was structured to hcilitatc this:
a monk enjoyed high status, but an ex-monk was looked down upon.
Thc monastery did not placc sevcrc restrictions on comportment or
cxpcct educational achicvemcnt, and cvcn illiterate monks were accommodated. Rathcr than diligently weeding out ~ 1 novices
1
who sccmcd
unsuited for a rigorous life of prayer, study, and meditation, the Xhctan
monastic systcm cxpclled monks onlv if thcv committed murdcr or en33. In spokcn Tihctan, to lfmpa a m ~ v ~ q i t n("rnothcr's
r
Jisciplc for gctting fi)od").
34. In Tihctan this ic cxprcsscd as pi~usumphamva ("thc ~niddlcot'tlircc sons").
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gaged in heterosexual i n t e r c ~ u r s e Moreover,
.~~
there were no exams
that novices or monks had to pass in order to remain in the monastery
(although there were exams for higher statuses within the monks'
ranks). Monks who had no interest in studying or meditating were as
welcome as the virtuoso scholar monks.
Furthermore, leaving the monastery posed important economic
problems. Monks lost whatever rights they might otherwise have had
in their family farm when they entered the monastery. Monks who left
the monastery therefore had to face the task of finding some source of
income. They also reverted to their original serf status and were liable
for service to their lord. In contrast, if they remained monks their basic
economic needs were met without having to work hard. All these factors made it both easier and more advantageous for monks to remain in
the monastery.
The special status of monks was manifested also in the monasteries
being treated as semi-autonomous units within the Tibetan state, with
the cxclusivc right to judge and discipline the monks for all crimes except murder and treason. This relative autonomy, however, did not
mean that thc monastic systcm was disinterested in the political affairs
of the countrv. It was actually very concerned. The Gelugpa monastic
leadcrship espoused the belief that since the Tibetan state was first and
foremost the supporter and patron of religion, the needs and interests
of religion should take primacy. The Dalai Lama and the rest of the
governrncnt agrced with this in principle, but there was no unanimity
on who was to determine what in fact was in the best interests of religion.
The monasteries held themselves to rcpresent the essence of religion,
for it was in monkhood that the highest religious values were expressed.
Therefore, thc monks bclicvcd that the political and economic system
existed to hrthcr their ends and that they, not the government, could
best judge what was in thc short- and long-term interests of religion.
Thus, it was their religious duty and right to intervene whenever they
fclt the gr~vcrnrncntwas acting against the interests of religion. This, of
35. Whilc 'Tihctan monastcrics cnforccd heterosexual celibacy, homoscxual intercoilrsc was gcr~crallvovcrlookcd s o long as n o orifice was pcnetratcd. Thus, if a monk
cngagcd it1 homoscxual intcrcoursc, it was typically done bctwccn the legs of the partner.
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course, brought them into the mainstream of political affairs and into
potential conflict with the ruler and the government, which also felt
that they were acting in the best interests of religion.
This monastic political involvement, however, was practically restricted to Sera, Drepung, and Ganden monasterics, although a few
smaller monasteries in Lhasa that belonged to incarnations who had
formerly acted as regents were somctimcs also involved.

The Three Major Gelugpa Monasteries
Sera, Drepung, and Ganden were collectively known by two main
names. Often they were c d c d thc "three seats" (densa sum) of the Gelugpa sect, because they acted as thc main monasterics for hundreds of
smaller branch monasteries. More commonly they were known simply
as sendregasurn, an abbreviation of the first syllable of each of their
names. (Hereafter, the term "Three Seats" will be uscd.) Sera and Drepung were both located within thc Lhasa valley, Scra about three miles
north of the city of Lhasa and Drcpung about fivc and a half miles
northwest of the city (see Figures 3-6 and Map 2). Ganden was located outside the valley about twenty milcs cast of thc city.
These thrcc monastcrics wcrc enormous, resembling bustling towns
as much as sanctuaries for thc pursuit of othcrworldly studies. Thcir
monks were basically divided into two groups, thosc who wcrc pursuing higher studies, the "readers,"" and thosc who wcrc not. Thc former
became the scholars, whilc the lattcr typically could only read and chant
their prayer books." In the Mcy collcgc of Scra monastcry, for example,
only about 800 of the 2,800 monks, or 29 pcrccnt, wcrc " r c a d ~ r s . " ~ ~
And of thcse 800, many ncvcr wcnt beyond thc lower levels of learning.
The nonreaders workcd for thc monastcry (or for thcmsclvcs) or simply
lived off the daily distributions and tcas providcd by thc monastery
during the collective prayer scssions. However, although many of the
36. In s p k c n Tibctan, pecawa.
37. Although the past tcnsc is uscd hcrc, the Thrce Scats arc again h~nctioningin
Tibet, albeit in an attenuated form.
38. Dunggar, intcrvicw.

monks wcrc c~igagcdin nonscliolarlv aricl nonmcditativc pursuits, all
wcrc celibate.
l > r c p ~ ~ ~the
i g ,largcst o f tlic thrcc monasteries, otficially held 7,700
monks, but actuall\l containccl about 10,000 in 1951. Scra officially
hcld 5,500 and C;andcri 3,300, with each also actuallv housing niorc
monks: Scra about 7,000, and (;a~idcri about 5,000. 13\1contrast, the
army normallv prcsclit i l l 1-,Iiasa ~ i ~ ~ r i i b corily
r c d 1,000 o r 1,500 troops.
Moreover, as niariv as 10 to 15 percent of the monks liouscd in the
Thrcc Scacs wcrc do11d)so r "figliti~igriionks." Thcsc monks had a ciistinctivc appcariincc (stvlc of hair, manner of tyirig their robes) arid bclonged to clubs that hcld regular athletic conipctitions. They also typically cngagcci in ritui~lizcdcombat with weapons according t o a code
of' chivalrv, nnd ot'tc'n actcd as hodvgunrds fi)r the nio~iastcry.~~)
The
} ~ ~ s u ~ofc 20,000
.c
riio~iksi r i and around I,liasa, thousands o f whom
30. Scr (;oldstcin

(

1064) tor a rli\cussion ot'thc\c d)Dhnlonks.
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Sera monastery

wcrc this-worldly, aggrcssivc, fighting monks, traditionallv afii~rdcdthe
thrce monastcrics trcmcndous coercive lcvcragc vis-a-vis the government, whosc army in thc prc- 19 13 period thcv dwarfi-d.
Thcsc thrce monastcrics had extensive networks of affiliated monastcrics throughout the country, and thcrc was a continuous flow of
monks and monastic officials bctwccn smallcr village and regional monasteries and the parcnt monastcrv. Thus, when the Thrcc Scats took a
position o n some issue thcv could claim t o be speaking for the ovcrwhelming majoritv of Gclugpa monks.
T h e Thrcc Scats somcwhat rcscmblcd the classic Hritish uni\u-sitics
such as Oxford in that the ovcrall cntitv, thc monastcrir, was in reality n
combination of semi-autonomous subunits known in 'Tibetan as tvatsanfi; bv analogy with British univcrsitics, tlicsc arc comn~otll\rcalled
collcgcs in English. Monks belonged to a monastcrv onl\r tliroi~ghtheir
mcmbcrship in a collcgc, and although thcrc bras ,I stallding comniittcc
that functioned with regard to monastcrv-wide issues, tlicrc u'zs ti0
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abbot fi)r the whole monastery, only for tlic i~idividualcollcgcs. Each
tratsang or collcgc had its own administration and rcsourccs and i l l turn
was comprised of important residential subunits known as khamtscn
which contained the actiral apartments or cells of tlicir monks. Like the
collcgc, they had tlicir own administration and, to a clcgrcc, their own
rcsoi1rccs.
A potential monk could cntcr anv of the Tlircc Scats, hut within the
monastery tic had to enroll in a specific khamtscn, dctcrtnincd by his
region of' origin. Mcmbcrship in a khamtscn, tlicrcfi)rc, was automatic
. ~ ~ khamtscn cxhibitccl considerable interand niutirallv c x c l i ~ s i v cThus,
nal linguistic and culti~ralhomogcncity. Since difcrcnt khamtscn wcrc
afiliatrd with diWcrr~itcollcgcs, tlic o)llcgc lcvcl also often had ;I reglonal flavor. (:ollcgcs arid tlicir klia~ntscnunits occupied a specific spa40. Khamtscn v)mrti~ncccotitai~icddormitory st~bt~tiits
know11as mifscn \vIiicli wcrc
cvrn niorc \pccific witti rcgard to tlic gcogrqpliic origin of'tlic monks.
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Potala and Shiil Town ( 1 936) (photo courtesy
of India Ofice Library and Records,
British Library)

tial area within the monastcr\r and wcrc the center of the ritual, cducational, social, and political activities for their lncmbcrs (see Figure 7).
Each of these units-tlic monastcrv, thc various colleges, and the
khamtscn was a corporate entit\!. Each had an idcntitv and a liamc that
was carried across generations; each o w ~ i c dproperty and wcalth in the
name of the cntitv; and each had its own internal organization. The
monks came and went, but tlic ciititv and its property endured.
It is essential to note that a monk's loyalties were primarily rooted at
the khamtscn and a,llcgc lcvcls, and often little feeling of brotherhood
cxistcd hctwccn monks of difircnt collcgcs within a single monastery.
For cxaniplc, when the (:lie collcgc of Sera rchcllcd against the government in 1947, Sera's other large college, Me): sided with the central
government and did not 'issist its brothcr college (although its mcmhers wcrc plivsicallv present in the nionastcrv) (see Chapter 14). Simi-
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larly, Drepung's Gomang college did not come to the support of Loseling college during its confrontation with the Dalai Lama in 1921 (see
Chapter 3). The Three Seats, then, were really federations of semiautonomous colleges and khamtsen which jealously guarded their own
prerogatives.

Monmtic Organization
Drepung, the largest monastery in Tibet, can be used to illustrate
monastic organization. It was comprised of seven colleges, but by the
twentieth century three no longer had monks and existed in name only.
The four functioning colleges were Loseling, Gomang, Deyang, and
Ngagpa. Of these, the first two were dominant in numbers, wealth, and
power.4' Loseling had twenty-three khamtsen and Gomang had sixteen. Deyang and Ngagpa had no khamtsen; all their monks instead
formed a single, unnamed unit.
41. Imseling had 4,500-5,000 monks and Gomang 3,500-4,000. Thc thrcc colleges without monks wcrc Gvepa, Shagaw, and IIijwa. Although thcsc no longcr had
monks, the practice of appointing an abbot for them continucd, so they remaincd politically important.
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Within the khamtsen, monks either lived alone, in households with
other monks, or in shagtsang, whose wealth and power gave them irnportance out of proportion to their numbers: they formed a kind of a
monastic aristocracy and the monks themselves ofien called them the
"monastery's a r i s t o ~ r a t s . "Monastic
~~
shagtsang families were structurally identical to those of the monk officials mentioned earlier. They had
their own houses (shag), wealth, and possessions, and the larger ones
usually kept numerous servant monks. They reproduced themselves by
adopting relatives or, less frequently, by adopting unrelated young
monks. They were extremely influential in khamtsen and college adrninistrative affairs and held many of the important nonreligious positions,
since a substantial independent income was needed to accept some of
these positions. They were also a dominant force in molding the opinion of the mass of monks.
Of Loseling's twenty-three khamtsen, three held virtually all the
power: Gonggo, Tsha, and Phugang. These were composed predominantly of monks from Kham (Eastern Tibet), although Gonggo khamtsen had a number of monks from Kongpo and U (the Lhasa area) in
addition to Khambas from Shotalhosum. In general, roughly 65 to 70
percent of Loseling's monks were from Kham, with many, if not most,
being from regions under Chinese control during the period this history covers.

COLLEGE AND KHAMTSEN ORGANIZATION

The highest official of the collegc was the abbot. He held his office
for a term of six years, which could be renewed for a second term. He
was appointed by thc Dalai Lama or the regent from a list, submitted
by the college, which normally contained about seven ranked nominees
all of whom had completed the highest monastic scholarly degree, the
Gcshc Lharampa. Although the abbot was usually choscn from this list,
the Dalai Lama could appoint somcone else. Under the abbot were
three officialsknown collectively as the "religious heads" (ucho). These
monks, who werc primarily responsible for the religious rituals, the
42. In spokcn Tibctan,pttbey kudra.
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prayer sessions, and the educational activities of their college, were the
prayer leader (umdze), the disciplinary head @ego), and the monk in
charge of studies (lama shunglenba) .
Another very important group of officials known as "managers"
(chabu) were in charge of adrmnistering the college's and khamtsen's
estates, loans, and capital funds. There were eight of them in Loseling:

1. The manager of Phugang khamtsen's resources, known as
the phuja.
2. The manager of Gonggo khamtsen's resources, known as
the gongja.
3. The manager of Tsha khamtsen's resources, known as the
tshaja. These three were appointed for life.
4. The manager of another set of college resources, known as
the labrang chantso. H e was appointed by the abbot for the duration of the abbot's term.
Until the Loseling disturbance of 1921, the first three were appointed by the respective khamtsens. Afterward, the central government made the final appointments. (The reasons for this are discussed
in detail in Chapter 3 in the section on the Loseling disturbance.)

5-8. Four additional appointees of the abbot, known as the
phungtso. These adrmnistered land acquired after the Loseling disturbance of 1921.
Each of these managers was responsible for the estates, loans, and
capital funds of his khamtsen or office. Each operated independently
and was responsible to his khamtsen rather than to the college. However, when economic or political pan-college issues arose, these managers played an important role both through individual discussions and
via the monastic assemblies, which were convened by the abbot. These
key positions tended to be monopolized by the big shagtsang households.
College asscmblies could range in size from only a few of the top
officials to virtually all the monks. Normally, howcver, the main
decision-mhng figures included the current abbot, the cx-abbots, the
ucho, and the various managers and special reprcsentativcs scnt by the
kharntsen. On major issues, it was common for cach khamtscn to dis-
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cuss the issue before sending their delegates to the college-level as~embly.~~
Each khamtsen had its own officials, led by officials known as cbgen
and kbamtsengegen; they had parallel mechanisms for convening meetings of various sizes to discuss the kharntsen's position o n an issue.

THE

PAN-MONASTIC STRUCTURE

The monastery as a whole also owned extensive manorial estates, had
officials, and sponsored religious activities. The main monastery-level
disciplinary officials were the two tsbogcen sbenmo. They were selected
on a rotating basis from the four colleges and served one-year terms
during which their word was law. They could even criticize o r fine the
abbots and could not be either withdrawn o r punished during their
term. However, the day their term ended they were again vulnerable,
and this usually restrained their behavior while they were in power.44
They had nothing to d o with economic affairs.
The main economic managers for the monastery as a whole werc the
two cbko. One of thcse was always appointcd from Loseling college and
the other from Gomang college. Each served a ten-year tcrm and togcther they werc in charge of the revenue and estates (with serfs).
Another powerful official in Drepung was the pbotrand depa. H e
functioned as the liaison with the central government and was responsible for all the govcrnmcnt's propcrty in the monastery. This post was
hcld by a monk from Gomang college. (Loseling controlled an equally
powerful position: the stewardship of Lhasa's famous Tsuglagang
Tcmplc, the site of Tibct's holiest statue.) The pbotrayq &pa was chosen
from thc wcalthicr shagtsang familics and wore monk-official's dress
rathcr than ordinary monk's robes.
Thc Lachi was thc main assembly or parliamcnt of thc monastery. It
consisted of thc prcscnt abbots, thc cx-abbots of all thc collcges, the
pho&an~depa, thc two tsbgcen sbentl/o, thc two cbiso, and the prayer
4.1. The samc hcld tnic for thc pan-rnonastcry level of organization: each college
would first rncct t o dccidc its own policv before going to discussion with the othcr collcgcs at motiastcrv-lcvcl rncctings.
44. Surkhang, intcrvicw.
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leader (umdze) of the pan-monastery prayer hall (tsbogcen). It was the
main decision-making body for monastery-level policy but was not concerned with discipline and controlled no land or capital.
The Richi was another pan-monastery committee. It consisted only
of the six current abbots of the colleges that taught logic (tsbenyi), excluding the abbot of the Mantra college (Ngagpa Tratsang). It owned
its own estates.

Monastic Economics
The great monasteries in Tibet depended economically on manorid
estates, endowment funds, grants from the central government, and
donations from the faithful. Many controlled enormous estates: for
example, Drepung monastery was reputed to have held 185 estates,
20,000 serfs, 300 pastures, and 16,000 nomads.45 The yields from
these holdings were used in part to maintain the ten thousand-odd
monks it housed, but the manner in which this occurred is important
to understand.
In Drepung, monks not pursuing religious studies received only a
very s m d salary in grain, and even those engaged in study received
annual or monthly salaries that were insufficient to live on. Moreover,
there was no monastery- or college-run communal kitchen to provide
meals; monks had to prepare their own food. Monks supplemented
their modest salary from the monastery in a number of indirect ways.
Al monks received tea and some food when they attended the various khamtsen-, college-, and monastery-level prayer sessions, which occurred almost daily throughout the year. These were held at different
times during the day in the respective prayer halls and were sponsored
by individual lay persons or by the monastery, college, or kharntsen
through special endowment h n d s or estate revenues. Responsibility
for providing the food for each of these festivals was usually given to an
individual monk or group of monks, who had to collect the grain and
45. Grunfcld 1975: 17. During the 5th Dalai Lama's cra, 1)rcpung had 4,200
monks, 553 serf families. and a yield from its estates of 37,922 be of grain. (Dung dkar
[Dunggar] 1983: 107).
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money for one particular prayer event that year. For example, if the
session was supported by an endowment fund, the monks responsible
for the session would lend out the endowment fund's capital and use
the interest from this to cover the costs. In addition to the food distribution at prayer sessions, monks received a share of all money donations b y e ) These came from patrons who sponsored prayer ceremonies, as well as from monastery endowments. It was possible for a monk
to subsist by these two mechanisms if he was willing to attend all or
most of the various prayer assemblies. The nonscholarly monks also
commonly worked as servants for incarnate lamas, wealthy monks, and
shagtsang families and engaged in private business. The scholarly
monks also sometimes received income from performing religious services for laymen.
For the Three Seats, then, the profits from estates and loans were
not used as salaries for the monks. Instead, they were used to support a
cycle of religious prayer ceremonies at which attending monks received
food. Thus the yield from the land and serfs the monastery controlled
was used for prayers for the good of all sentient beings, and, as such,
was seen by the monasteries as essential for the nation.

Incarnations
Any discussion of the nature of the monastic system requires consideration of the position of the incarnate lamas-that is, lamas such as
the Dalai Lama, who were believed to be continually reincarnated in
human form. There were many such incarnate lamas in Tibet, and for
thc Gclugpa each was affiliated with the college of the Three Seats at
which he had received his education. For example, the lama Reting
hmpochc was from Sera's Che college, Demo kmpoche was from
Drepung's Loseling college, and Taktra from Drepung's Gomang collcgc.
Each incarnate lama had what in Tibetan is called a labrang, which
in esscncc was the corporation of his linc of incarnations. AU the past
pr~pcrtyof that linc of incarnations was the property of the labvang,
and all new property and wealth acquired by the current incumbent
likcwisc hecamc part of this lab ran^. Like modern corporations, these
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labrang retained their identity across generations, and when a lama died
his lalwang was inherited by his successor. The size and wealth of the
dfferent lahangs varied considerably depending o n the importance of
the lama and on past history; for example, incarnate lamas who had
become regents of Tibet became fabulously wealthy, while other less
well-known lamas might only have modest wealth. All labrangs, however, were structurally identical.
The most p o w e h l of these labrang officials, the chantso o r manager,
was the person in charge of the economic aspects of the labrang. A
labrang manager was not only responsible for and in control of the
economics of the labrang, but because he was generally the lama's closest and most influential advisor, he tended to be the avenue through
which others contacted and influenced the lama. To understand the
behavior of a lama, one usually has to look at the views of his manager.
In many instances, the manager made virtually all secular and political
decisions in the name of the lama. When a lama became the regent of
Tibet, his manager typically played a major role in Tibctan history.

CONCLUSIONS
While thc Tibctan state espoused a religious ideology, there was no
clear uniformity of purposc among the key religious clcments-the Dalai Lama, the Thrcc Seats, and the monk officials. In fact, the Tibetan
political proccss was typified by a network of crosscutting intercsts and
alliances. For example, on the onc hand, the intcrests of the rulcr, the
monk officials, and thc lay officials typically were opposed to t h o c of
the Three Seats. O n the other hand, the aristocracy shared dependence
on the estate serf system with the monasteries, whilc thc monk officials
were totally dependent on thc government. Furthcrmorc, each aristocratic family maintained closc ties with onc or more khamtscn and colleges, for which it acted as patron. Thcv also had closc links with thc
powerful shagtsang familics. The monk officials, ironically oftcn had
poorer relationships with thc Thrcc Seats than did the lay aristocratic
officials.
Moreover, competing units existed within the Three Seats. The
monastic colleges were often at odds with one anothcr, and even the
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incarnate lamas were allied with specific monastic colleges and kharntsen. An essential flaw in thc Tibetan politico-religious system was,
therefore, that while religious priority was universally accepted, the definition of what benefited religion was often contested.
Religion, then, though a homogeneous force in Tibetan politics in
one sense, was also a fragmenting and conflicting force. Competition
among the various religious entities to increase their influence and
prestige and the lack of consensus regarding which policies were in
the interests of religion plagued twentieth-century Tibetan history.
Furthermore, the mass monk ideology and the annual cycle of prayer
festivals led the monasteries continually to seek more land and endowments and vigorously to oppose any attempt on the part of the government to decrease their rcvenues. It also made them advocates of the
serf-estate economic system and, thus, extremely conservative. As Tibet
attempted to adapt to the rapid changes of the twentieth century, religion and thc monasteries played a major role in thwarting progress.

THE ERA OF THE
13TH DALAI LAMA
AND RETING,
1913-1941

T H E EARLY YEARS OF
T H E 13TH DALAI LAMA

The current view of the Dalai Lamas is that each was "the absolute
ruler of unchallenged authority" whom all Tibetans devoutly 0beyed.l
While this approaches accuracy for the last two decades of the 13th
Dalai Lama's life (1913-1933), it is not generally true. O n the contrary, for two centuries following the death of the 5th Dalai Lama in
1682 no Dalai Lama ruled Tibet for more than a few years.2 Moreover,
those who did rule, such as the 5th Dalai Lama, put most secular affairs
in the hands of their managers, who acted as prime ministers. So firmly
did the new Gelugpa State come to be dominated by powerful prime
ministers that in the eightecnth century, when Tibet became subordinate to China, the key Chinese administrative reform was the creation
of a "collective" Council of Ministers to replace the office of prime
minister ( h s i )."
The 13th Dalai Lama was born in Takpo in southeast Tibet in June
of 1876 and was acknowledged as the 13th Dalai Lama three years
I . Michacl 1982: 51.
2. Thc 6th Dalai 1,ama (1683-1706) was deposed by thc Mongol Lhabsang Khan
and takcn to cxilc in Amdo, whcrc hc died at agc twcnty-thrce. The 7th (1708-1757)
was sent into cxilc in China in 1728 by the Manchu emperor, although he was later
allowcd to rcturn to Tibct. Thc 9th 1)alai Lama (1806-1815) died at agc nine, the 10th
at age twcnty-onc ( 1816-1 837), thc I 1 th at agc cightccn (1838-1856), and the 12th at
agc ninctecn (1856-1875). Thcrc is ample reason t o suspect that somc of thesc LMai
Lamas wcrc "cncouragcd" t o Icave their human form. The 8th 1)alai Lama ( 1758-1804)
survived adolcsccncc but cithcr allowcd, o r was forccd t o pcrmit, a lay minister to control
plitical affairs (Goldstcin 1968: 165-66; Shakabpa 1967: 346-47).
3. Shakabpa (1967: 141-70) discusses the reforms of thc Manchu.
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latcr. H e took over the reins of government in 1895 and was the dominant figure in Tibetan political history until his death in 1933. He is
known as the "Great 13th" by Tibetans, because he came to exercise
extraordinary power and because he led Tibet out of the sphere of Chinese mfluence. His reign, however, was tumultuous. During his early
years he experienced both external and internal threats to his authority,
and these had a lasting effect on his view of the nature of the Tibetan
state.

T H E D E M O AFFAIR
No sooner had the 13th Dalai Lama become ruler of Tibet than
Demo Runpoche, the regent during the 13th Dalai Lama's minority,
attempted to regain power by killing him through Buddhist black
magic. It appears that after Demo Rimpoche relinquished power to the
13th Dalai Lama, his enemies began to exact revenge on him by harming his supporters and friends. Helpless to protect them, the ex-regent
and his brother and manager, Norbu Tsering, became increasingly frustrated and b i t t e ~Norbu
.~
Tsering enlisted the help of a lama known as
Nyagtrii, from Nyarong in Eastern Tibet, who used the deity Shinje
Tsheda in his black mantric rites and ultimately prepared a particularly
powerful mantra which consisted of the figure of a man with outstretched arms and legs. Surrounding this figure were various written
mantras, and inside its body the words Thubten Gjlatso and chiwa were
written: Thubten Gyatso was the personal name of thc 13th Dalai
Lama, and chiwa was his birth year. This black mantra was put inside
the solc of a beautiful pair of new boots which Demo Rimpoche sent
as a gift to S ~ g y a another
,~
Khamba lama who had achieved a high
level of spiritual development through the deity Shinjc Tsheda and
whose own spiritual development, it was bclicved, would syncrgisti4 . Some former Tibetan officials, however, think that in addition to the brother,
there was also a manager or chantso. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) (1976: 76), e.g., says
Norbu Tsering was Demo Rimpoche's nephew.
5 . Rell (1946: 54-55) wrote that Norbu Tsering gave the boots to the Dalai Lama
as a gift.
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cally increase the power of the black magic and end the Dalai Lama's
life.6
The official version of the incident reports that the state oracle, Nechung, prophesied that the Dalai Lama's life was in danger and that the
boots recently given to a Sogya Lama should be investigated. Sogya
was summoned and he confirmed that he had received the boots; he
added that the boots were strange, for when he put them on his nose
started to bleed. The boots were immediately sent for and taken apart
in front of everybody, and the mantra was found in the inner sole.7 It
appears more likely, however, that Sogya Lama discovered the plot and
informed the Dalai Lama or his officials, and that Nechung then
opened the soles and found the black magic mantra. Sogya Lama later
became a favorite of the Dalai Lama and was given a number of Demo's
valuables.*
As a result of this, Demo Runpoche, Norbu Tsering, Nyagtrii, and
others were arrested. Demo Rimpoche died while under house arrest
in Lhasa and is said to have been lulled by being immersed in a huge
copper water vat until he drowned. Norbu Tsering and Nyagtrii Lama
were imprisoned and either died or were killed there. The government
confiscated the estates of the Demo labrang and declared that the Demo
incarnation line would not be recognized in the future.9
Whatever the veracity of the charges against Demo hmpochc, the
Dalai Lama himself believed that such an attempt on his life had been
made.1° Consequently, for him, not only were there historical precedents of prcvious Dalai Lamas not coming to powcr, but he himself
had cxpcricnccd an attack on his life. The 13th Dalai Lama also expericnccd cxternal threats to his rule from both China and Britain and
would ncvcr take for granted thc cxcrcise of his right to rulc 'Tibet.

6 . Gyari Nyima, intcrvicw. Thcsc are not just folktales: Tibctans to this day believe
in thc powcr o f such black mantric magic rites.
7. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 75-76.
8. A pro-Tcngycling version suggcsts that thc enemies o f Demo Rimpochc trumpcd
up thc charge.
9 . Scvcral ycars later, however, in about 1903-1904, 1)emo's followers discovered
thc latc l)cmo1s incarnation to be a nephew of thc 13th 1)alai Lama, and soon after this
thc 1)alai Lama pcrmittcd thc ncw ca~ididatcto be acknowlcdgcd as thc incarnation.
10. Thc 1)alai Lama hirnsclf told Bell (1946: 54) that he belicvcd thc ex-regent had
panicipatcd in thc plot against him.
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BACKGROUND O F SINO-TIBETAN RELATIONS
While the ancient relationships between Tibet and China are complex and beyond the scope of this study, there can be no question regarding the subordination of Tibet to Manchu-ruled China following
the chaotic era of the 6th and 7th Dalai Lamas in the first decades of
the eighteenth century.'' However, as the Ch'ing dynasty weakened, so
did its role in Tibetan affairs. By the mid-nineteenth century, if not
earlier, Manchu Chinese influence was minuscule. For example, the
Tibet-Dogra War of 1841, the Tibet-Nepal War of 1857, the Nyarong
War of 1862-1865, and the British invasion of Tibet in 1903-1904
were fought and settled without Chinese assistance. Similarly, the overthrow in 1862 of Reting, the regent of Tibet, by Shatra and the monks
of Ganden monasterv brought no interference from the emperor.12Chinese influence in the Lhasa government via the Manchu commissioners
(ambans) was also marginal and, for example, the selection of the 13th
Dalai Lama was made without recourse to the lottery system instituted
by the Manchu emperor in 1793.13 Chinese overlordship had become
more symbolic than real.
Sino-Tibetan relations are further complicated by Tibetan political
theory, which conceived of the linkage with China as cbyon, a term that
refers to the symbiotic relationship between a religious figure and a lay
patron. Choyon is an abbreviation of two words: cboney, "that which is
worthy of being given gifts and alms" (for example, a lama or a deity),
and yon&, "he who gives gifts to that which is worthv" (a patron).
Thus, for Tibetans, the Dalai Lama and the Manchu emperor stood
respectively as spiritual teacher and lay patron rather than subject and
lord.
Whatever the tenuous nature of Tibet-Chinese relations before the
twentieth century, three events in the first eleven years of this century
1 1 . Ahmad ( 1960), Pctech ( 1 9 5 0 ) , Shakabpa ( 1 9 6 7 ) , and Zhwa sgab pa (Sliakabpa)
cxccllcnt accounts of the sc\.entcenth and cightccnth ccnti~rics.
12. Shakabpa 1967: 172.
13. In 1793, the Manchu emperor dccrccd that the sclcction of the 1)alai [,anla atid

( 1976) present

other high lamas such as the I'anchcn 1,ama was to he made bv means o f a lottery admillistcred bv the amban in Lhasa. In this lottery the namcs o f t h c ~ o m p c t i n gcandidates wcrc
written o n fddcd slips of paper which were placed in a golden urn. One o f t h c c was
then picked blind.
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dramatically altered the status quo: (1) the growth of British interest
and relations with Tibet, culminating in the successful invasion of Tibet
and Lhasa by the British in 1904; (2) the consequent efforts of the
Chinese to reestablish control over Tibet, culminating in the military
occupation of Lhasa in early 1910 by the Chinese general Chung Yin;
and (3) the Chinese overthrow of the Manchu dynasty in 1911 and the
mutiny of Chinese troops in Tibet.

T H E 1903-1904 BRITISH INVASION
O F TIBET AND T H E C H I N E S E RESPONSE
British India's attempts to open relations with Tibet precipitated the
British invasion of 1903-1904 and set in motion a host of conflicting
and uncontrolled forces that have dominated Tibetan history up to the
present day. By talung Tibet from the remoteness of Central Asia and
thrusting it onto the center stage of Chinese, British, and Russian foreign affairs, the invasion focused a brilliant spotlight on the nature of
Tibet's political status vis-a-vis China, India, and European powers such
as Russia.
After the Tibetan army put up a hopelessly inadequate effort to halt
the British army, the Dalai Lama, against the advice of the ambans, fled
Lhasa rather than fall under British control. Traveling to distant Mongolia, where he apparently hoped to gain Russian assistance, he arrived
in Urga, the capital of Outer Mongolia, in October 1904. The Chinese
govcrnment rcsponded to his flight by deposing him.
Thc cntrancc of the British army into Lhasa forced the Tibetan regent to act. Together with othcr monastic and government officials, he
signcd an agrccmcnt with Britain on 7 September 1904, under which
Tibet rccognizcd British overlordship of Siklum and agreed to open
tradc relations with India. Trade marts werc established in Gyantse and
Garrok, and the British wcrc permitted to station officials and troops
thcrc. Tibet also renounced all rclations with foreign countrics.14
In the aftcrrnath of thc British victory, however, thc British govcr~i14. Fleming ( 196 1 ) and Lamb ( 1960, 1966) givc detailed accounts of this invasion
and its at'tcrmatl~.
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ment in London virtually repudiated the expedition and prevented the
Indian government from reaping the benefits of their adventurous policy. For the next few years all attempts by Indian frontier officers to
establish the British position in Tibet were thwarted by Lord Morley,
the secretary of state for India in London. Even more important, the
British promptly entered into negotiations with China to obtain the
latter's acceptance of the Lhasa Convention. The resulting AngloChinese Convention of 1906 reaffirmed the Chinese position in Tibet
and, except for economic involvement, virtually excluded the British.
Thus, although British policy during these years succeeded in opening
dircct relations and in establishing a British presence in Tibet, because
the invasion was not followed up politically it was a Pyrrhic victory,
precipitating a new activist, annexationist Chinese policy toward Tibet.
China, for the first time, now made a concerted effort to bring Tibet
and the semi-autonomous Tibetan chiefdoms of Eastern Tibet (Kham)
under their direct control. As they saw it, matters in Tibet had gone
totally wrong. The Tibetan government, headed by the Dalai Lama, no
longer obeyed the ambans or the emperor and as a result of the invasion
of 1904 there seemed to be a real danger that Tibet could become a
British protectorate as had Bhutan and S i k m . In 1904-1905 the Chinese, therefore, began a program to counter this. In Batang, Kham, in
1905, they promulgated a decree that reduced the number of monks in
monasteries, forbade the recruitment of monks for the next twenty
years, and presented a grant of land to the French Catholic priests in
Batang.15 This caused a monk-led uprising during which the Chinese
architect of this program, Feng Ch'uan, was murdered, together with
his escort and two of thc Catholic priests.16
In swift retaliation, the Szechuan provincial officials sent an army,
which retook Batang and destroyed the monastery there. They also appointed Chao Erh-fcng to continue the work of consolidation, and by
1908 he had pacified Kham. But this was not just a military operation.
The Chincse intcndcd to incorporatc Kham under dircct Chincsc administration (and ultimately to do the same in Central Tibet). This fundamental shift of policy is rcvealcd clearly in Chao's new set of regulations, which wcrc implcmentcd first in Batang. Four of thcsc new rules
15. Lamb 1966: 188-89.
16. Teichman 1922: 20.
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were: all inhabitants of Batang were subjects of the Chincsc Emperor
and subject to the jurisdiction of a Chinese magistrate; all taxes were to
be paid to the Chinese; traditional taxes paid to the Tibetan chiefs and
monasteries were now abolished; and all inhabitants were now subject
to Chinese law. l 7
Inside Tibet proper, the ambans used the absence of the Dalai Lama
and the withdrawal of the British to demonstrate to the Tibetan elite
that the British were of no consequence. These Manchu commissioners
boasted that it was fear of China that had led the British to withdraw
their troops immediately after the Lhasa Convention was signed, and
then subsequently from the Chumbi valley.l8 The ambans also set out
to transform the government in Tibet and to Sinicize the elite. Plans
were laid to train a large army and secularize the Tibetan government
by creating lay govcrnrnental boards. Roads and telegraph lines were
planned, and resource exploitation was considered; a Chinese school
was opened in Lhasa in 1907, and a military college in 1908.19

The 13th Dalai Lama in Exile

Meanwhile, from exile in Mongolia, the 13th Dalai Lama turned to
Russia. He met Pokotiloff, the new Russian ministcr to China, in Urga
and sent Dorjicff, his Ruriat Mongol monk attendant, to St. Petersburg
t d mcet the tsar and ask "for protectio~~
from the dangers which
thrcatcn my life, if I rcnlrn to Lhasa as is my intcntion and duty." Russia, howcvcr, had just lost the Russo-Japanese War and was cxperiencing political disturbances internally. The tsar, therefore, was not intercstcd in getting cntanglcd in thc Tibetan situation and rcn~rncda polite
answcr, hut no more.20
The Dalai Lama's problcms wcrc compoundcd when his relations
with thc Jttsiin dampa, the lcading incarnatc lama of Mongolia, soured.
17. (i)mn~uniqui.from (;offe t o the British minister in China, datcd 2 9 1)eccmbcr
1906, cited in 1,anih 1966: 189.
18. These troops wcrc t o occupy thc Chumbi vallcy until thc Tibetans had paid Britain the indemnity established in the 1,Iiasa G)nvcntion. When the Chinese go\rernmetit
paid this h r Tibct, the llritish troops Irk Chumhi comprises the area around Yatung o n
Map 4.
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The Dalai Lama's biography explains this as follows, "Although thc
Jetsiin dampa had great respect for the Dalai Lama, because he saw that
the Mongolian people revered the Dalai Lama more than him, he gradually came to resent and dislike the Dalai Lama and wanted him to leave
M ~ n g o l i a . "Another
~~
explanation holds that the bad feelings resulted
from a difference of opinion over the height of their respective thrones.
The Dalai Lama wanted his throne to be higher than that of the Jetsiin
dampa's previous incarnation, while the current Jetsiin contended that
in the past the thrones of the two had been the same height. The current Jetsiin dampa apparently was willing to have his throne lower than
that of thc 13th Dalai Lama's, but did not want his predecessor's throne
to be so.22
Meanwhile, in Tibet, the Kashag and the Three Seats petitioned the
amban in thc summer of 1905 to ask the Chinese emperor to restore
thc Dalai Lama's titles. At the same time they sent a delegation to Mongolia requesting the Dalai Lama to return to Tibet at once. He agreed
to leave Mongolia for Tibet the following April (1906).23However,
when the Dalai Lama arrived in Arndo (Tsinghai Province) in October
1906, he was met by Chinese officials who gave him an order from the
cmpcror instructing him to stay in Kurnbum monastery in Arndo for
awhilc. This decision was no doubt the result of the arguments of
Krang Bying-thang, thc Chinese special investigatory cornmissioner to
Tibet. Throughout 1906 he had bcen rcquesting that thc emperor delay
the Dalai Lama's return to Tibet to allow time for China to stabilize its
position in Tibet.24 Fearing the reccption he would rcccivc in Tibet
from the arnbans if he tried to dcfy this order, thc Dalai Lama was
forccd to remain in Arndo for an entirc ycar.
The Dalai Lama now changcd his strategy and pursued two new
courscs of action. Rcbuffcd bv the tsar and the Jctsiin dampa, he sought
an accommodation with thc Chincsc who had deposed him in 1904.
At the samc time, hc dccidcd it was important to improve relations with
thc British who controlled India.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Ya 1986: 552-53.
Trinlcv I)orjc, intcn.~c\v,
Ya 1986: 554-55.
Ihld.: 556-59.
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With regard to the former, he appears to have instructed his regent
in Tibet to ask the amban in Lhasa to request the Manchu emperor to
invite him to Peking so that he could explain the real situation in Tibet.25 With regard to the latter, he reinstated Shatra, Sholkang, and
Changkhyim, the three shapes who had been dismissed in 1903 for
being pro-British, promoting each to the position of Ionchen with authority above the Kashag. In 1908 he sent the British minister in
China, Sir John Jordan, a verbal message that said: "The Dalai Lama
now desires friendly relations with India, and thoroughly understands
the position of affairs: whereas in 1903 the circumstances which led to
the rupture were concealed from him by his s ~ b o r d i n a t e s . " ~ ~
After spending a year in Arndo, the 13th Dalai Lama received an
invitation to visit the emperor in Pelung. Hoping to gain not only the
emperor's agreement to his return to power in Tibet but also the right
to contact the emperor without having to go through the ambans, he
arrived in Peking on 28 September 1908-the first Dalai Lama since
the great 5th to do so.
Although he was receivcd with rcspect, his treatment fell far short of
that accorded the 5th Dalai Lama, who had come as an independent
ruler rather than as a deposed "subordinatc." The Chinese wanted him
to prostratc before tllc empcror but the Dalai Lama refused, and the
initial meeting was postponed until he compromised, agrecing to touch
his right knec to the ground before the ~ m p e r o rAfrcr
. ~ ~ an audience
with the Dowager empress on 3 November, honors and titles were prescntcd. The 5th Dalai Lama had reccived a title from the Manchu emperor when hc visited Pcking that translated as "Great Good, SelfExistent Buddha." Thc Chincsc government now added a new, rather
demeaning title, "Our Loyal and Submissive Vice-Rcgcnt." Teichman
also rcpom that the Dalai Lama was given the following condesccnding instructions in an imperial ordcr:
Whcn His Holiness has rctlirned to Tibet, he must be careful t o obev the
laws of thc Sovcreign State China, and hc must promulgate to all the
goodwill of thc Cmurt of China. Hc must exhort the Tibetans to be obe25. Ihid.: 560.
26. Re11 1946: 6 9
27. Ihid.: 72.
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dient and to follow the path of rectitude. H e must follow the established
custom of memorializing Us, through the Imperial Arnban, and respectl l l y await O u r

While in Peking, the Dalai Lama sent emissaries to call on the British, French, American, German, and Russian embassies, but the Chinese arranged the reciprocal meetings so as to minimize the political
stature of the Dalai Lama, as this announcement indicates: "If any
members of thc Staffs of the Foreign Legations desire to visit the Dalai
Lama, they should proceed to the Yellow Temple on any of the days of
thc wcek except Sunday between the hours of 12 and 3."29 The Chinese
also allowed only very brief meetings, which had to be held in the prescnce of Chinese officials.30The Chinese had demonstrated clcarly to the
13th Dalai Lama that he was subordinatc to the cmperor and that his
position in Tibet was dependent on their goodwill. To the extremely
proud Dalai Lama this must havc been a very humiliating e~pcrience.~'
During this same pcriod, the American minister in Pelung, William
W. Rockhill, wrotc to the prcsidcnt of the United States: "The special
interest to me is that I havc probably been a witncss to the overthrow
of the temporal power of thc head of the Yellow C h ~ r c h . Thc
" ~ ~Pcking
correspondent for the London Times also expressed this fccling: [The
Dalai Lama's] visit has coincided with the cnd of his temporal power,
but he has becn trcatcd with thc dignity befitting his spiritual office."33
These observers, however, countcd out thc Dalai Lama too early.
Thc Ilalai Lama returned to Kumbum monastery in Amdo, and in
the summer of 1909 hc madc his way slowly back to Lhasa, whcre he
28. Tcichman 1922: 14-15, as cited in the Impcrial Edict of 3 November 1908,
translatcd from the Chincsc Govemwnt Gazette.
29. Ibid.: 14.
30. Rcll ( 1946: 74-75) reports that Sir John Jordan's interview with the l3alai Lama
took only eight minutcs. At this intcrvicw thc Dalai 1,ama rcitcrated thc scntimcnts of
his previous mcssapc t o Jordan, asking him t o tcll his king that "somc timc ago events
occurred which wcrc not of my creating; they bclong to thc past, and it is my sinccrc
dcsirc that pcacc and fricndship should exist bctwccn the two ncighbouring countries."
31. Thc Dalai Lama later criticized rhc Manchu cmpcror in conversations with Rcll
(1946: 74), expressing doubt a h n ~ whcthcr
t
thc cmpcror was rcally the incarnation of
Jampeyanp (Manjugri ), the Rodhikama of Wisdom.
32. Citcd in Bell 1946: 75.
33. The Dalai Lama might wcll havc pcrmancntly lost control of Tihct had it not
been for thc Chincsc Rcvolution in 191 1.
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arrived on 25 December. N o sooner did he arrivc in Lhasa than anothcr
confrontation occurred. Despite the assurances the Dalai Lama felt he
had received in Peking regarding the continuation of his rule in Tibet,
as he began his journey back to Lhasa the Chinese in Szechuan and
Kharn decided to send a large military force to Lhasa to insure control
over him. In November 1909, the British in India were surprised when
the Chinese Foreign Office asked whether they could send 2,000 troops
(cavalry and infantry) to Tibet via India, since this was faster than the
overland route.34When the government of India refused, the Chinese
government authorized Chao Erh-feng to send such a force to Lhasa
along the overland route with all haste.35The advance units of this force
arrived in Lhasa on 12 February 1910.
News of this military force's advance shocked the Dalai Lama and
led him in December 1909, while he was still en route to Lhasa, to
appcal both to the Chinese government and to Great Britain. The mcssagc to "Great Britain and all the Ministers of Europe"36 conveys the
desperation the Dalai Lama felt at having to face a Chinese army with
no troops of his own. All he could d o was plead for diplomatic help:
Though the Chinese and Tibetans are of one family, yet the Chinese
officcr Chao and the Amban Lien are plotting together against us, and
have not sent true copies of our protests to the Chinese Emperor, but
have altered them t o suit their own evil purposes. They are sending
troops into Tibet and wish to abolish our religion. Please telegraph t o
thc Cliincse Emperor and request him to stop the troops now on their
way. We arc very anxious atid beg the Powers to i~lterveneand cause the
withdrawal of the Chinese t r ~ p s . ~ '

Thc letter to thc Chincsc government, on the other hand, rcflccts the
bitterness thc 1)alai Lama fclt at thc Chincsc duplicity:
We, thc oppressed Tibetatis, send you this message. Though in outward
appearance all is wcll, yet within big worms are eating little worms. We
havc actcd frankly, but yet thcy stcal our hearcs. Troops have been sent
34. Rcll 1968: 96---97.
35. 'l71is was possible hccausc Chao Erli-fcng's troops had takcn control of the major
Tihctan areas of Kliani such as Ikrgc, (:hamdo, Drayab, and Markham in 1908-1909,
leaving the road to Ihasa wide opcn.
36. Rcll 1946: 8 1 .
37. Tibetan Rluc Hook of 19 10.
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into Tibet, thus causing great alarm. We have already sent a messenger
t o Calcutta t o telegraph everything in detail. Please recall the Chinese
officer and troops who recently arrived in Kharn. If you d o not do so
there will be trouble.38

Meanwhile, the Chinese amban in Lhasa convinced the Dalai Lama
that his apprehensions were unfounded, that the size of this force was
small, and that it was coming not to interfere with the Tibetans but
solely to police the trade marts. By the time the Dalai Lama realized the
truth, Chinese troops were entering Lhasa. H e again decided to flee to
exile, this time to India. A Chinese cavalry force of about two hundred
pursued him, and his capture was prevented only by a determined rearguard action at the Jagsam crossing organized by the Dalai Lama's
twenty-two-year-old favorite, Narngang, later to become an important
political figure.
O n 25 February, the Chinese responded to the Dalai Lama's flight
to Inma by again deposing him.39This time they deprived him not only
of his temporal position but also of his status as an incarnation. The
abusive and demeaning disposition order was posted publicly in Lhasa.
It said in part:
The Dalai Lama of Tibet has received abundant favours from the hands
of Our Imperial predecessors. He should have devoutly cultivated the
precepts of religion in accordance with established precedent in order to
propagate the doctrines of the Yellow Church.
But, ever since he assumed control of the administration, he has
shown himself proud, extravagant, lewd, slothful, vicious and perverse
without parallel, violent and disorderly, disobedient to the Imperial
Commands, and oppressive towards the Tibetans.
In July, 1904, he fled during the troubles and was denounced by the
Imperial Amban to Us as lacking in reliability. A Decree was then issued
depriving him temporarily of his Titles. H e proceeded to Urga, whence
he returned again to Sining. We, mindful of his distant flight, and hoping
that he would repent and reform his evil ways, ordered the local officials
38. Ibid.
39. Lamb (1966. vol. I ) discusses in dctail the Chincsc reasscrtion o f control in
Tibet; this cntire section derives primarily from his study and secondarily from those of
Tcichman ( 1922), Shakabpa (19671, and Zhwa sgab pa (Shakahpa) (1976).
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to pay him due attention. The year before last he came to Peking, was
received in Audence, granted new Titles, and presented with gifis.
O n his way back t o Tibet he loitered and caused trouble; yet every
indulgence was shown t o him in order to manifest Our compassion. In
Our generosity we forgave the past. Szechuan troops have now been sent
into Tibet for the special purpose of preserving order and protecting the
Trade Marts. There was no reason for the Tibetans t o be suspicious of
their intentions. But the Dalai Lama spread rumours, became rebellious,
defamed the Ambans, refused supplies, and would not listen t o reason.
When the Amban telegraphed that the Dalai Lama had fled during
the night of February 12 on the arrival of the Szechuan troops, We commanded that steps be taken to bring him back. At present, however, his
whereabouts are unknown. H e has been guilty of treachery and has
placed himself beyond the pale of Our Imperial favour. H e is not fit t o
be a Reincarnation of Buddha. Let him, therefore be deprived of his
titles and his position as Dalai Lama as punishment. Henceforth, no
matter where he may go, n o matter where he may reside, whether in
Tibet or elsewhere, let him be treated as an ordinary individual. Let the
Imperial Amban at once cause a search t o be made for male children
bearing miraculous signs and let him inscribe their names on tablets and
place them in the Golden Urn, so that one may be drawn out as the true
Reincarnation of previous Dalai Lamas. Let the matter be reported t o
Us, so that Our Imperial favour may be bestowed upon the selected
child, who will thus continue the propagation of the doctrine and the
glorification of the Church.
We reward Virtue that Vice may suffer. You, lamas and laymen of
Tibet, are Our children. Let all obey the laws and preserve the Peace. Let
none disregard Our desire t o support the Yellow Church and maintain
the tranquility of Our frontier t e r r i t ~ r i e s . ~ ~

Whilc thc Chincsc troops occupied Tibct, the Dalai Lama stayed in
Da jccling, India, and contemplated the circumstances that had allowed
Tibct to be conquered twicc within six years. He developed a close
friendship with Sir Charles Rcll, the government of India's political
officcrin Siklum (scc Figurc 8) and learned a grcat deal about modern

40. Impcrial dccrcc of 25 February 1910, translated by Teichman (1922: 16-17)
from thc Ch~ncsc(;ot,ernment C;azetre. This decree was communicated to thc British in a
notc dated thc samr day.
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politic^.^' H e also saw firsthand how an efficient and dedicated bureaucracy and army could rule a vast country. During his three years in
exile, the 13th Dalai Lama's views of the world broadened and he conceived a new vision of Tibet.
Meanwhile, the Chinese came to realize the immense difficulty they
would face in trying to replace a living Dalai Lama. Thus, in September
1910, the amban offered to rescind the deposition order if the Dalai
Lama would return to Tibet. The terms of the offer reflected a new
Chinese policy. While the Dalai Lama would not be punished, neither
would he be restored to his political position. H e could live in the
Potala Palace and resume his religious offices, but not his temporal
ones.42
The Dalai Lama's response opened a new era in Tibet-Chinese relations by introducing, for the first time, what was to become basic Tibetan strategy-utilization of Britain and India as mediators or supporters vis-a-vis China:
To Lo Ti-t'ai from the Dalai Lama: O n the tenth day of the ninth
month of the Iron-Dog year [1910], I received through you an urgent
message from the Peking political and military departments asking me to
return t o Lhasa. In reply, I have the following t o say: The Manchu Emperors have always shown great care for the welfare of the successive
Dalai Lamas, and the Dalai Lamas have reciprocated these feelings of
friendship. We have always had each other's best interests at heart. The
Tibetan people have never had any evil designs on the Chinese.
In the Wood-Dragon year [1904], when the British expedition arrived in Tibet, I did not consider talung any assistance except from Peking. When at Pelung, I met the Emperor and his aunt, and they showed
me great sympathy. The Emperor committed himself to taking care of
the welfare of Tibet. O n the strength of the Emperor's word, I returned
to Tibet, only to find that on our eastern borders, large bodies of Chinese
troops had massed and many of our subjects had been killed. Monasteries were destroyed and the people's rights suppressed. I am sure that you
are fully aware of this.
41. The position of political officer in Sikkrm was primarily a diplomatic post that
included under its purview Inda's relations with Tibet, Sikkim, and Bhutan.
42. Here I follow Lamb 1966, vol. 1 , who utilized the records of the Rritish and
Indan governments.
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Furhermore, the Amban at Lhasa, Lien-yu, had been reinforcing his
troops with the object of occupying Lhasa. O n several occasions, I objected to this; but he turned a deaf ear to my appeals. When the troops
were o n their way t o Lhasa, I sent my representative, Khenchung, to
meet them and explain my position; but the military officers executed
Khenchung and seized all his possessions.
While on their march, Chinese troops had exploited the people and
the monasteries t o such an extent that my subjects and the monastery
monks requested permission to retaliate. Had they done so, it would not
have been impossible for us to defeat your army, owing to our knowledge of the terrain. However, a fight by my subjects against your troops
might have been construed as against the Manchu Emperor. I therefore
asked my ministers to negotiate with your officers and t o protect your
representatives in Lhasa. I also wrote to the Emperor asking him to withdraw these troops. All this is clear in the records held by both the Chinese and the Tibetans. I have several times explained this by wire to the
Peking Political D e p a m e n t ; but I have received no reply.
At Nagchuka, on my way from China to Lhasa, I wrote several notes
t o the Amban, informing him that China and Tibet must continue their
long-standing friendship; but instead of listening t o my appeal, he insisted o n bringing more troops t o Lhasa. The advance of the Chinese
troops coincided with the Monlarn festival being held at Lhasa, at which
thousands of monks from different monasteries had come together. In
order to avoid a clash, the Nepalese representative at Lhasa called on the
Manchu Arnban to prevent trouble from arising. The Amban refused to
d o anything about it; instead, he sent his bodyguard out to meet the
advancing troops. O n the way, they fired on the Lhasa police, killing
some of them. They also fired on the Jokhang temple and the Potala
Palace.
The Eleventh Dalai Lama's nephew, Teiji Phunkhang, and Tsedron
Jamyang Gyaltsen, were Tibetan government officials assigned to administer the Monlarn festival. O n their wav to the Jokhang temple, they were
met by the t r o p s , who fired on them. Tsedron Jamyang and Teiji
Phunbang's servant and horse were killed. Teiji Phunkhang was then
beaten and taken away to the military camp. The people of Lhasa wcre
so outraged that they wanted to take revenge; but I restrained them from
doing so. I still hoped we could negotiate with China and avoid unnecessary bloodshed. Not knowing what would happen if I were captured,
I appointed a representative in Lhasa to continue negotiations and I then
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crossed the border of Tibet and India in order t o personally conduct
negotiations with China.
My ministers had appealed t o me t o remain in Lhasa; but had I done
so a situation similar t o the Muslim invasion of India might well have
taken place, which resulted in many religious institutions being destroyed. As I did not want this to happen in Tibet, I came here especially
to negotiate for my country, not caring what hardships I might have t o
endure. When I arrived at Phari, I was asked by the Chinese official of
Yatung t o remain at the Phari monastery and negotiate with Peking and
with the Manchu Amban in Lhasa by wire. I thought this arrangement
would be ideal; but when troops arrived to take me alive or dead, I had
no choice but t o cross the Indian border.
At Kalimpong, I came t o know that the Manchu Emperor had already
issued orders that I had been deposed from office. This was published in
the Indian newspapers, and even in Lhasa, posters were put up announcing that I was now an ordinary person and that a new Dalai Lama would
soon be chosen. Since the Emperor had done everything on the recommendation of the Manchu Amban in Lhasa, without considering the
independence4%f Tibet and the religious relationship between our two
countries, I feel there is no further use in my negotiating directly with
China. I have lost confidence in China and in finding any solution in
consultation with the Chinese.
I have contacted the British because the 1904 Convention permits us
to deal directly with them. The Chinese are responsible for this action of
mine.
During my stay in India, Amban Lien-yu has moved Chinese troops
all over Tibet and has exploited Tibetan subjects to extremes. They have
stopped my supplies and censored my letters from Tibet. They have
seized the treasury in Lhasa, emptied our armory, and seized our mint
factories. Khenche Khenrab Phuritsok, assistant t o my representative in
Lhasa, agcd seventy years, who was completely innocent, was imprisoned without cause arid sent to Tachienlu. Judicial cases that have already
been settled wcre reopened. Tibetan Goverr~mentproperty and the property of Tibctan officials and monasteries have beeti illegally seized.
You arc hlly aware of this inexcusable illegal action taker1 by your
troops; yct you inform me and my ministers that the situation in Tibet is
43. Thc Tihctan for this 1s ryyal khab ran8 dbanj can (Zhwa sgab pa [Shakabpa]
1976: 189). This litcrall\l nicans "having self-powcr ovcr the nation."
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peaceful and that the status quo is being maintained. I know that this has
been said t o persuade me t o return and also I know that it is false.
Because of the above, it is not possible for China and Tibet to have
the same relationship as before. In order for us to negotiate, a third party
is necessary; therefore we should both request the British government to
act as an intermediary. O u r future policy will be based o n the outcome
of discussions between ourselves, the Chinese and the British. Are you
able t o agree t o the participation of the British in these discussions? If
so, please let me know.
In case you are not agreeable t o this, I am handing you a letter containing the above facts, written in both the Manchu and Tibetan languages, which I would like you to forward t o the Emperor. Please explain carefully t o the Emperor the contents of my letter. [Dated]
Thirteenth day of the ninth month of the Iron-Dog year [1910].
(Seal of the Dalai Lama)44

This letter reveals that the Dalai Lama wished to return to a Tibet he
could control. H e would still accept a loose form of subordination to
the Manchu emperor, but now only with the British acting as a guarantor against Chinese perfidy.

T H E CHINESE REBELLION
Soon after this letter was sent, events in China altered thc situation,
fottuitously for the Dalai Lama. In early October 1911, the Chinese
rose up in a nationalistic rebellion against their non-Chinesc rulers, the
Manchu Ch'ing dynasty. After an attempt to quell the rebellion failed,
on 20 December it was agreed to create a republican form of government, and on 12 February 1912, the child emperor abdicatcd. On 15
February, Yuan Shih-k'ai was elected provisional president of China. In
the meantimc, however, troops throughout much of the cmpirc had
rebelled: "In south and west China, provincc aftcr provincc dcclared its
indepcndencc of Manchu rule, and the Manchu garrisons werc slaughtered. Szechuan was among the revolting provinccs. Tuan Fang was
44. Shakabpa 1967: 234-37
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murdered by his own men while still en route to Chengtu, and not long
afterwards Chao Erh-feng was also killed."45
When news of the revolution reached Lhasa, soldiers of the garrison
attacked and looted the amban's residence, capturing him. They then
issued orders calling for their fellow troops in other parts of Tibet to
return to Lhasa. In India, the Dalai Lama created a secret War Department and began an armed rebellion against the Chinese. By April 1912,
the Tibetans had prevailed: about three thousand Chinese troops and
officers surrendered and were permitted to leave Tibet via India. In the
fifth Tibetan month of the Water-Mouse year ( 1912), the Dalai Lama
returned to Tibet, staying first in Chumbi and then, in January 1913,
finally entering a Lhasa free of Chinese troops and officials for the first
time since the eighteenth century.
While the Dalai Lama was waiting for the last of the Chinese troops
to leave Tibet, Yuan Shih-k'ai sent him a dissembling telegraph apologizing for the excesses of the Chinese troops and "restoring" his former
rank.
The Dalai Lama has addressed a communication t o the Head of the Department of Mongolian and Tibetan affairs in which he states that after
his return from Peking t o Tibet he did his utmost to arrange the affairs
of the country satisfactorily. Later on, having been deprived of his rank,
he resided for a time at Darjeeling. But, Tibet having remained in a state
of unrest ever since the disturbances in Szechuan last winter, he now
desires to protect the Buddhist Church and prays that the President of
the Republic may take measures to this end.
Now that the Republic has been firmly established and the Five Races
deeply united into one family, the Dalai Lama is naturally moved with
a feeling of deep attachment t o the mother country. Under the circumstances, his former errors should be overlooked, and his Title of
Lqal and Submtssive Vice-Rtyent, Great, Good, and Self-Existent Buddha is
hereby restored to him, in the hope that he may prove a support to the
Yellow Church and a help to the Republic.&

The Dalai Lama rcplicd that he had not asked for his former rank from
the Chincsc govcrnmcnt and that hc "intended to cxercisc both tem45. (:lubb 1964: 41.
46. Teichman's ( 1922: 17-1 8) translation of the "Presidential Mandate of Octobcr
28, 19 12," as pilblishcd in the Chincsc (;o~rrnmentGazette (cmphasis addcd).
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poral and ecclesiastic rule in Tibet."47In other words, he cut even the
symbolic tie with China.
Twenty-two days after his return to Lhasa, the Dalai Lama issued a
proclamation to all his officials and subjects that unilaterally reaffirmed
his total rule in Tibet:
I, the Dalai Lama, most omniscient possessor of the Buddhist faith,
whose title was conferred by the Lord Buddha's command from the glorious land of India, speak t o you as follows:
I am spealung t o all classes of Tibetan people. Lord Buddha, from the
glorious country of India, prophesied that the reincarnations of Avalokitebvara, through successive rulers from the early religious kings to the
present day, would look after the welfare of Tibet.
During the time of Genghis Khan and Altan Khan of the Mongols,
the Ming dynasty of the Chinese, and the Ch'ing dynasty of the Manchus, Tibet and China co-operated o n the basis of [a] benefactor and
priest relationship. A few years ago, the Chinese authorities in Szechuan
and Yunnan endeavored t o colonize our territory. They brought large
numbers of troops into central Tibet on the pretext of policing the trade
marts. I, therefore, left Lhasa with my ministers for the Indo-Tibetan
border, hoping t o clarify t o the Manchu Emperor by wire that the existing relationship between Tibet and China had been that of patron and
priest and had not been based on the subordination of one t o the other.
There was no other choice for me but t o cross the border, because Chinese troops were following with the intention of taking me alive or dead.
O n my arrival in India I dispatched several telegrams to the Emperor;
but his reply t o my demands was delayed by corrupt officials at Peking.
Meanwhile the Manchu Empire collapsed. The Tibetans were encouraged to expel the Chinese from central Tibet. I, too, returned safely to
my rightful and sacred country, and I am now in the course of driving
out the remnants of Chinese troops from D o Kham in eastern Tibet.
Now, the Chinese intention of colonizing Tibet under the patron-pricst
relationship has faded like a rainbow in the sky. Having oncc again
achieved for ourselves a period of happiness and peace, I have now allotted the following duties to be carried out without negligence:
( 1 ) Peace and happiness in this world can only be maintained by preserving the faith of Buddhism. It is, therefore, essential to preserve all
Buddhist institutions in Tibet. . . .
(2) The various Buddhist sects in Tibet should be kcpt in a distinct
47. Bell 1946: 135
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and pure form. Buddhism should be taught, learned and meditated upon
properly. Except for special persons, the administrators of monasteries
are forbidden t o trade, loan money, deal in any kind of livestock, and/or
subjugate another's subjects.
(3) The Tibetan government's civil and military officials, when collecting taxes or dealing with their subject citizens, should carry out their
duties with fair and honest judgment so as t o benefit the government
without hurting the interests of the subject citizens. Some of the central
government officials posted at Ngari Korsum in western Tibet, and D o
Kham in eastern Tibet, are coercing their subject citizens to purchase
commercial goods at high prices and have imposed transportation rights
exceedng the limit permitted by the government. Houses, properties,
and lands belonging t o subject citizens have been confiscated on the pretext of minor breaches of the law. Furthermore, the amputation of citizens' limbs has been carried out as a form of punishment. Henceforth
such severe punishments are forbidden.
(4) Tibet is a country with rich natural resources; but it is not scientifically advanced like other lands. We are a small, religious and independent nation. To keep u p with the rest of the world, we must defend our
country. In view of past invasions by foreigners, our people may have t o
face certain difficulties, which they must disregard. To safeguard and
maintain the independence of our country, one and all should voluntarily
work hard. . . .
(5) Tibet, although thinly populated, is an extensive country. Some
local officials and landholders are jealously obstructing other people from
developing vacant lands, even though they are not doing so themselves.
People with such intention are enemies of the State and our progress.
From now on, no one is allowed to obstruct anyone else from cultivating
whatever vacant lands are available. Land taxes will not be collected until
three years have passed; afier that the land cultivator will have to pay
taxes to thc government and to the landlord even/ year, proportionate t o
the rcnt. The land will belong to the cultivator.
duties t o the government and t o the people will have been achieved when you have executed all that I have said here. This letter must be posted and proclaimed
In cvcry district of Tibet, and a copy kept in the records and offices in
cvcry district.
From thc I'otala Palace.

our

(Seal of the Dalai
48. Shakabpa 1967: 246-47.
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Tibetans consider this proclamation and the response to Yuan Shihk'ai to be declarations of i n d e p e n d e n ~ eAlthough
.~~
these are not precisely a declaration of independence in contemporary Western terms,
considering the political ideology extant in Tibet at that time they
clearly indicate the Dalai Lama's desire for freedom, as well as his intention of ruling Tibet without Chinese titles and devoid of Chinese internal interference.
The Chinese were not, however, the only threat the 13th Dalai Lama
perceived during 1904-1913. Internal concerns also weighed heavily
on his mind. During his exile in Mongolia, China, and India, important
officials and elements of the Gelugpa monastic segment sided with the
Chinese or the British and thus appeared to undermine his authority, if
not actually to encourage his deposition. One such set of incidents involved the second greatest Gelugpa incarnation, the Panchen Lama.
In 1904-1906, while the 13th Dalai Lama was in exile in Mongolia,
the Panchen Lama visited India at the invitation of the British government there. The Chinese press saw this as a ploy of the British to substitute the Panchen Lama for the Dalai Lama; and W O'Connor, the
first British trade agent in Gyantse, had in fact visited the Panchen
Lama in 1905 and concluded that the Lama was not averse to establishing his political independence from Lhasa by means of British supp0rt.5~
In 1909, when the Dalai Lama fled to India, the Panchen Lama
rehsed a written request from the Dalai Lama to join him.51This rehsal angered the Dalai Lama, who felt that the Panchen's presencc
would show solidarity and enhance his efforts both to publicize Chinese brutality abroad and to protest to the Imperial Court. Morcovcr,
the Panchen Lama then accepted an invitation from the amban to come

49. Ibid.
50. Lamb 1966, vol. 1 : 16-3 1 . The OConnor comment dcrives from F01711753,
India Office to Foreign Office, dated 2 6 October and 19 November 1904; F017/1754,
India Office to Foreign Officc, dated 7 March 1905; and OConnor 1940: 85. (Thesc arc
cited in Lamb 1966.) Mehra (1976: 33) cites a note from Rcll saving that the Panchcll
Lama told a Tibetan government official that O'G)nnor had threatened him that "ill-will
will befall [him] if he [Panchen Lama] did not g o [to India]..' This, howcvcr, is unlikcl!,
to have been an important factor underlying his visit to India and appcars to havc been
simply a post hoc rationalization.
5 1 . Phun rab 1984: 125-27.
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to Lhasa. Staying in the Dalai Lama's quarters, he frequently participated in ceremonies and parties with the amban and the Chinese military commander. For example, during the Butter-Sculpture Festival he
was taken with the amban in procession around Lhasa in a palanquin
in the way the Dalai Lama normally was.52
Tibetans have a custom of composing satirical political lyrics to tradtional tunes and singing these on the streets of L h a ~ aThese
. ~ ~ songs
poke fun at the mighty and are a kind of verbal political cartoon. A
street song sung at this time criticized the Panchen Lama's duplicitous
behavior:
The bird known as magpie
has a body that is half black and half white.
After the great cuckoo bird arrives,
we will slowly be able to have d~scussions.~~

(The magpie here stands for the Panchen Lama, its black-and-white
body symbolizing the two-faced role the Panchen was playing. The cuckoo, the king of the bird world, stands for the Dalai Lama.)
In 1911-1913, the Dalai Lama was hrther angered when the Panchen's followers did not assist the Dalai Lama's forces in expelling the
Chinese from Shigatse, the Panchen Lama's home a~-ea.~"imilarly, in
1912-1913, when the 13th Dalai Lama and his volunteer forces were
engaged in battle with the Chinese in Lhasa, many of the monks of
Drepung, particularly those of Loseling, refused to fight against the
Chinese. Moreover, the Tcngyeling monks permitted a large group of
52. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 191-92; Phun rab 1984: 125-27.
53. SCCGoldstein 1982 for a discussion of thcse Lhasa strcet songs.
54. In Tibctui, h a de skra ka zer ba'i I lus de pbrd dkar pbed n q I &a chen khu VUJ
phebs tam 1 bka' mol& lev zhus c l ~ y .
55. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms.: 103-4. The 13th llalai Lama's fcclings ate exprcsscd clearly in a rcsponsc he wrote t o Chiang Kai-shck in 1929: "Among the Panch'cn's rctinuc, many cmploycd thc tcrms 'Anterior' and 'Ulterior' Tibet with intcnt t o
sow discord. Thcy disobeyed orders of the Tibctan Go\lcr~imcntand acted frcqucntlv
against thcir superiors. Roth thcir thought and conduct arc corrupt. In the year ~ h i a
Ch'cn (1904), thc Panch'cn wcnt on to India and corispircd with the British, but all his
efforts wcrc o f no avail. In the year Hsin Hai (191 l ) , he intrigued with the Resident
Lic11-yuand madc an attcmpt t o s c i x the rcins of govcrnmcnt and control of the church
during thc abscncc of thc 1)alai I.ama. But his efforts were thwartcd by the opposition of
the pcoplc and cspccially of thc clcrgymcn of the thrcc leading monastcrics." (Translated
hy 1.1 11956: 1541 from a manuscript bv Shih Ching-yanga, thc chairman of the Chinese
Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs ~ommi.fsion.)
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Chinese troops to enter their monastery in Lhasa, fbrcing the Tibetan
volunteers with whom they were fighting to lay a lengthy siege. In
addition, it also appeared that a number of high aristocratic officials
had been collaborating with the Chinese; one of these, Tsarong Shape,
was murdered in Lhasa, together with his son, by pro-Dalai Lama
forces in 1912. Clearly, unswerving devotion to the Dalai Lama was
not automatic.

TIBET AND THE
NEW REPUBLIC IN CHINA

The Dalai Lama's triumphant return to Tibet in 1912-1913 did not
end his problems. All Chinese officials and troops had been expelled
from Lhasa and Tibet, but the fall of the Ch'ing Dynasty produced no
change in Chinese attitudes toward Tibet. In fact, on the day of his
abdication in February 1912, the child emperor charged:
Let Yuan-Shih-k'ai organize with full powers a provisional republican
government, and confer with the Republican army as to methods of
union, thus assuring peace to the people and tranquility to the Empire,
and forming one Great Republic of China by the union as beretofwe ofthe
five peoples, namely, Manchus, Chinese, Monk~ols)Mohammedans, and Tibetans, together with their tewitovy in its intgrity..'

The new Chinese government of Yuan Shlh-k'ai took this charge
seriously, despite the earlier recommendation of China's great revolutionary, Sun Yat-sen, that non-Chinese (i.e., non-Han) should themselves decide whether they wanted to be united with China. Yuan Shihk'ai's government not only proclaimed Tibet to be a part of China-but
began to take steps to implement their views. In the summer of 1912,
the Chinese forces in Eastern Tibet regrouped under General Yin
Ch'ang-hcng and soon after retook Batang, Charndo, Drayab, Markham, and other areas. In 1913, Chatreng was subdued and Chinese
1. Clubh 1964: 43 (emphasis added).
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control pushed westward. The Tibetan government distrusted this new
Szechuan army, considering it likely that Yin, like Chao Erh-feng in
1909-1910, would soon advance on Central Tibet and Lhasa.
Consequently, when the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa in 1913 to
begin his second reign, he attempted to control both external and internal threats by improving his government's effectiveness and modernizing his army and also by trying to reach a political agreement with the
Chinese.
Before 1913, all ofTibet had only about 3,000 regular troops. These
were a sorry lot, untrained in modern techniques, with out-of-date
arms; moreover, many of the solders were old and infirm.2 They had
been recruited as a corvCe labor tax from landholders who had in the
past been granted arable land with the obligation that they provide and
. ~ often than not, however, these "taxpayer" serfs
support a ~ o l d i e rMore
hired substitutes to serve their obligations.
In 1913-1914, the Dalai Lama, with close advisors such as Charnba
Tendar and the Dalai Lama's young favorite, Tsarong4 reorganized this
system and raised an additional 1,000 troops by requiring that every

2. These troops, known asmajon. or "Chinese trained," appear to have been created
after the Nepal-Tibet war, in 1792, by the Chien Lung Emperor as part of a new nulitary
force in Tibet consisting of about 3,300 Tibetan and 1,450 Chinese troops. In 1846, the
Tibetan troops were separated from the Chinese troops. The Tibetan force contained
roughly 1,800 troops from the province of U and 1,200 troops from the province of
Tsang. (Kreng 1984: 182-83.)
3. These were called m a k a n ~or "mditary" hang, a bang being the standard Tibetan
unit of land measurement. It equals the amount of land on which a set volume of seed
can be sown (ibid.: 194). Today in Tibet roughly one-half hang (nine kc) is considered
equal to one acre.
4. This young favorite was earlier known as Jensey ("Favorite") Namgang. He was
born in 1885 into a peasant farmly in Phembo who were serfs of Phurbucho Labrang
(Taring 1970: 18-19; Skal ldan 1985; 252-53). Namgang's father farmed and made
arrows on the side, hut had many taxes and debts and was very poor. Namgang and his
brother, consequently, ran away from home. After many adventures, Namgang was taken
on as a servant of a monk official from Narnkye Tratsang who accompanied the Dalai
Lama to Mongolia. Namgang gradually became a favorite of the Dalai Lama's (Skal ldan
1985: 253-55). H e organized the critical rearguard action in 1910 at Jagsam, when the
13th Dalai Lama was fleeing to Inda. Favorites such as Namgang were a particular feature of the 13th Dalai Lama's style of d e , and as we shall see, often exerted enormous
power ( ReU 1946: 140-41). Jensey Namgang was ennobled after the Dalai Lama's return
to Tibet in 1913 and was given the title of &ma. H e married into the aristocratic Tsarong
familv and took thew name.
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two military fields in U, and every four in Tsang Province, provide one
soldier.5 These 4,000 troops were placed under the command of a
Commander-in-Chief's Office headed by Tsarong and were formed
into five regiments, numbered alphabetically (i.e., ka, kha, ga, nga, ja):
1. Kadang (Bodyguard) Regiment: half came from U and half
from Tsang. This new regiment, permanently quartered in Norbulinga in Lhasa, guarded the Dalai Lama.
2. Khadang (Trapchi) Regiment: from U and Lhoka.
3. Gadang (Shigatse) Regiment: from Shigatse in Tsang.
4. Ngadang (Gyantse) Regiment: from Gyantse and nearby
districts in Tsang.
5. Jadang (Dingri) Regiment: From Dingri, near the Nepalese bordm6
The Dalai Lama then promoted Chamba Tendar to the rank of shape
and sent him to Kham as governor-general at the head of the four nonLhasa-based regiments, with instructions to raise Khamba local militia.
Chamba's Tibetan forces attacked and drove the Chinese from Shopando, Lho Dzong, and Khyungpo (see Map 5) and then established
defensive positions centered at Shopando. A de facto frontier line came
to be established between the Chinese (in Chamdo and Batang) and the
Tibetan forces roughly along the line of the divide of the Salween and
Mekong river^.^
The volatile frontier in Kham persuaded the Dalai Lama to seek a
negotiated settlement with China, for without this, Tibet would have
to maintain costly defenses against an invasion such as occurred in
1910. However, the Dalai Lama's negative experiences in China had
convinced him that Tibet could have no real security unless an outside
power guaranteed the terms of any such Sitlo-Tibetan agreement. Brita m seemed thc obvious choice for a guarantor.
5. Rnam rpal dbang 'dus 1976: 17-18; Kreng 1984: 194. The dscrepancy berwccn thc U and Tsang levies was due to the poorer yields in Tsang and its greater
distance from 1,hasa.
6. Krcng (1984: 183) incorrectlv stated that the army was initially increased to
6,500 trtmps in 1912-191 3.
7. Anon. 1940: 7-1 1 .
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The British government of India was also eager to see the SinoTibetan dispute settled. Its paramount aim was the creation of a political vacuum along India's northern flank. The Chinese incursions into
Po and the Assarn borderlands in 1910-19 12 and their harassment of
the British trade agents in Tibet had shown India all too clearly the
dangers of direct Chinese control of Tibet.
In late 1913, under considerable British pressure, China agreed to
join Britain and Tibet in tripartite talks in I n d a to settle the question
of the Sino-Tibetan frontier and to agree upon Tibet's political status.
These Sirnla Talks were to set the tone for Tibetan and British foreign
policy for the next three and a half decades.
Heading the Tibetan negotiating team was the Lonchen Shatra, a
senior aristocratic officer of the highest rank who had been with the
Dalai Lama in India. H e was given plenipotentiary powers for these
negotiations. The Tibetan government sent a mass of documents and
records to Sirnla in support of its territorial and political claims. Tibet's
initial written statement took a very hard line on both the political and
the territorial issue, demanding the reunification of all Tibetanspeaking peoples under the adrmnistration of the Dalai Lama (including all of Arndo and Kham as far as Tachienlu; see Map 5) and claiming
independent political status, with Chinese officials to be forbidden to
enter Tibet. This Tibetan position paper, signed by the Lijnchen Shatra,
represents an important formal statement of the views of the "new"
government in Lhasa:
Firstly, the relations between the Manchu Emperor and the Protector,
Dalai Lama the fifth, became llke that of the disciple towards the teacher.
The sole aim of the then Government of China being to earn merit for
this and for the next life, they helped and honoured the successive Dalai
Lamas and treated the monks of all the monasteries with respect. Thus
friendship united the two countries like the members of the same family.
The Tibetans took no notice of their boundary with China for they
thought that the actions were all meant for the good of Tibet. Gradually
the Chinese Emperor lost faith in the Buddhist religion, and he treated
the precious Protector, the Dalai Lama, with less respect. The Chinese
Arnban in Tibet and his subordinate officials and troops entertained very
little respect, later on, for the precious Protector, the Dalai Lama, although they knew him to be the owner and Ruler of Tibet both in reli-
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gious and secular affairs, while they treated the people of Tibet, both
laymen and monks, most dsrespectMly and meanly as if they were pigs,
asses and cattle. They oppressed the Tibetans and treated them with partiality, thus driving them t o grief and desperation. After the trouble between the British and the Tibetans in the Wood Dragon year (19031904) the Chinese brought solders to Tibet o n the plea of guarding the
counuy. Commencing from Dar-tse-do [Tachienlu] they picked unnecessary quarrels with the people o n the road, and robbed and destroyed
villages and monasteries without any provocation. h e d a t e l y o n their
arrival at Lhasa, without any consideration for any agreements either
verbal or in writing, they killed and wounded Tibetan officials. They
fired at the Potala, the residence of the Dalai Lama, who was then staying
in the Palace. They created such a dsturbance that the Dalai Lama and
the principal officers of Tibet, feeling themselves unsafe, had t o leave the
city. Len Arnban, with the intention of killing and woundmg as many of
them as possible, sent many solders after them. All these circumstances
were repeatedly explained t o the authorities at Pekin, but they paid no
heed. After this, the Chinese proclaimed that the precious Protector Dalai Lama was degraded and should be treated as one of the common
people, in order thereby to usurp the Government and the revenue of
Tibet for themselves. They violated the treaties and forcibly took possession of all powers from the Tibetans. Wholly ignoring the holy tie of the
dsciple and the teacher, the [sic] committed unlimited injury both t o the
Government and the people of Tibet. During the revolution in China,
the Chinese officials and troops in Tibet o n the plea of civil strife among
themselves, killed and robbed the people in U and Tsang and destroyed
their houses and propetty. The counuy might be described as 1 1 1 of
robbers and thieves. They attacked the monastery of Sera without any
provocation, set fire to the city of Lhasa and created disturbance everywhere. They tried their best to destroy the upper and lower Palaces (the
Potala and Norbulinga), the Cathedral [Jokang] and other places held
sacred by the Tibetans. All their evil deeds and intentions cannot be recounted in years and months to come. At last the Tibetans, driven by
sheer desperation, had to fight, which ended in the defeat of the Chinese.
A treaty was accordingly concluded, keeping the Gurkha as an intermediary. The Chinese officers and troops volunteered t o withdraw from
Tibet, and they returned to China bv sea. Even after this, the Chinese
officialsand troops, devoid of shame as a nation, disregarded the treaties,
and came to Kham where they set fire to many monasteries and many
thousands of houses of our subjects, killed the people and robbed them
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of their property, although the Tibetans were staying in their own country.These people (the Chinese officials and troops) should be punished
to the satisfaction of everybody. Tibet and China have never been uder
each other and will never associate with each other in fiture. It is hcided that
Tibet is an independent State and that the precious Protectm, the Dalai
Lama, ir the Ruler of Tibet, in all temporal as well as in spiritual afain. Tibet
repudiates the Anglo-Chinese Convention wncluhd at Pekin on the 27th
A@ 1906, . . . as she dtd not send a representativefor this Conventim w
did she a& her seal on it. It is therejiwe h c d d it is vwt binding on the three
Govmments.
Secondly, as regards the boundary between China and Tibet it is decided to be as follows: On the North-east by the stone pillar at Mirugang in Zilling, thence to the East along the course of the river coming
from Mar-chen Pomra mountain until it comes to its first big bend and
thence to the South-east at a place called Chorten Karpo in Jintang. This
is well-known to everybody. Accordmg to the new maps of the British
Government, the boundary of Tibet is as follows: on the North the Kuen
Lun Range, the Altyn Tagh, the Tse-dam Range connecting the Altyn
Tagh with the H o Shili Range, the Ba-Kang Po-to Range, thence to the
North of Tso Gnon-Po, including the Ba-nak Kha-sum counuy to the
border of Khan-su province of China, thence in a southerly and Southeasterly direction, including the country of Go-lok, Hor-kog, Nya-rong,
Gya-rong-Gya-kag-Cho-gyet,
Chak-la, and Dar-tse-do [Tachienlu],
thence in a Southerly direction to the junction of the boundaries of SXchum and Yunnan and thence West along the boundary of Tibet to Rima. This part of the country has recently been named by the Chinese as
Hsi-kang [Sikang]. The above countries all form part of Tibet, being
inhabited by the Tibetans and included in Tibet. It is decided that the
revenue of these countries of the past years shall be returned to the Tibetans.
Thirdly, the Tibetan Trade Regulations of the 5th December 1893
and those of the 27th April 1908 will be revised by the Governments of
Great Britain and Tibet in mutual consultation and agreement, China
havin~no longer any wncem with the afiesad Trade Regulations.
Fourthly, after all this trouble, great enmity has been generated between the Chinese and the Tibetans. It will therefore be only a source of
constant friction if they were to live together in one country in future. It
has already caused great trouble to the people of Tibet owing to the
oppressive ways of the Chinese officials and troops. Infirture no Chinese
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oflcials and troops will be allowed to stay in Tibet. Their staying there is only
an expense to the Chinese, who obtain no revenue fiom Tibet. In order therefire to ensure peace between the two countries in@ture no Chinese Amban or
other oficials and no Chinese soldiers or colonks d l be permitted to enter or
reszde in Tibet. Chinese traders shall be admitted to Tibet when so authorised by permits issued by o r under the authority of the Tibetan Government.
. . . Sixthly, the Chinese Government will compensate the Tibet Government soon in money for all the forcible exactions of money or other
property taken from the Tibet Government, for the revenue of Nya-rong
and other dstricts, whlch they kept in their possession by force, for destroying houses and property of monasteries, officials and subjects of
Tibet and for the damage done t o the persons o r property of Nepalese
and Ladakhis. A list [of] the damage done can be produced but more
such lists are coming from Kharn. The Tibetan Government is unable t o
bear this loss.
The above are our claims.
Dated the 1l t h day of the 8th month of the Water-bull year
[loth October 19131

The territories claimed by the Tibetans are those east of the 1914
boundary claim line on Map 6. They included large areas of rich agricultural lands that were then held by the Chinese. Some, such as Amdo,
had been directly controlled by China since the eighteenth century,
while others, such as Nyarong and Derge, had been lost to China only
a few years earlier during the time of Chao Erh-feng.
The Chinese, in their initial Slmla statement, took an equally hard
line:
Since the commencement of intercourse between China and Tibet there
have been many occasioris on which the latter has received much needed
assistance and protection from the former. A Chinese expedition first
entered Lhasa in the seventh century, and in 1206 Tibet was again subdued by Genghis Khan, who incorporated it into his wide-spread Empire. Tibet remained in this relation to China during the time of the
Ming Dynasty. In 1650, the fifth Dalai Lama came to China to pay re8. Emphasis added. For the full text, see ibid.: 1-6.
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spects to the emperor Shen Chih, who confirmed him in that title by
issuing to him a warrant and a seal. In 1717 the Zungarians invaded
Tibet and overran the whole country, and with the assistance of the Chinese the Tibetans afterwards succeeded in driving out their enemies. In
response t o a request proferred by the Tibetans, who were g r a t e l l to the
Chinese, the Emperor Kang Hsi appointed an Arnban to reside in order
that the Tibetans could be better looked after. In the reign of Yung
Cheng, two Ambans were appointed instead of one.
From thencefonvard Tibet was twice invaded by the Gurkhas. At one
time the number of Gurkhas occupying Lhasa was 18,000 in all, and
these invaders destroyed the monastery of Tashilhunpo and there ransacked everything o n which they could lay their hands. S o powerless and
helpless were the Tibetans that they again went t o Chlna for assistance.
To their supplication China responded at once by sending over 50,000
solders to Tibet; and accordingly the Gurkhas were driven out of the
country. Tibet was then definitely placed under the sovereignty of China.
What sacrifices China has made in money and lives for the sake of
protecting the Tibetans and their territory! Not only are these events
recorded in Chinese history, but they are also referred to in English records and books, both official and private.
As regards the recent relations between China and Tibet which have
resulted in such a misunderstanding as now exists between the two
peoples, it is not China that can be blamed, but it is entirely due to the
conduct of His Holiness the Dalai Lama himself. His Holiness once had
an official named Dojieff in his confidence, and on many occasions this
official by means of dangerous intrigues tried t o stir up international
questions between China and her near neighbours. This ultimately led to
the British expedtion to Lhasa in 1904 which nearly jeopardzed the
friendly relations between China and Great Britain.
Had His Holiness the Dalai Lama then taken the advice of the Chinese Arnban Yu-Kang by dispatching a high official t o meet Colonel
Younghusband, His Britannic Majesty's Commissioner, on the Tibetan
frontier, and conduct negotiations, the British Expedition to Lhasa
would have been avoided and the payment of an indemnity of Rs.
25,000,000 by China on behalf of Tibet would have been saved. It is,
therefore, maintained here that what has happened is all through the
intractability of His Holiness t o the good advices [sic] given to him by
China from time to time, and his ignorance of the international situation.
. . . With regard to the action which China has taken within recent
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years on her frontier, it is because the Chinese and local inhabitants in
that quarter have been frequently treated with injustice by the Lama authorities and they have appealed to the Chinese authorities for protection. Their appeal was imrnedately responded to, but the Tibetans aggravated the situation by their brutal murder of Arnban Fung and many
Chinese officials, who were skinned t o death. From what has been related it is evident that the claims presented in the Tibetan statement are
inadmissible, and in an answer t o them the following demands are made
as the only basis for the negotiation of the Tibetan question:
(i) It is hereby agreed by the undersigned that Tibetan integral
part ofthe tem'tmy of the Republic of China, that no attempts shall be made
by Tibet or by Great Britain t o interrupt the continuity of this territorial
integrity, and that China's nahts of every &scription which have mirted in
consequence of this tem'tmial integrity shall be respected by Tibet and recognized by Great Britain. The Republic of China engages not to convert
Tibet into a Chinese province, and Great Britain engages not to annex
Tibet or any portion of it.
(ii) The Republic of China has the right of appointing a Resident t o
reside at Lhasa, who is entitled to all such privileges and rights as he
hitherto enjoyed. H e is also entitled t o have an escort of 2,600 Chinese
soldiers, one thousand of whom shall be stationed in Lhasa, while
the remaining 1,600 shall be stationed at such place as the Resident
thinks fit.
(iii) Tibet undertakes to be guided by China in her foreign and military affairs and not t o enter into negotiation with any foreign Powers
except through the intermediary of the Chinese Government. . . .
(iv) Tibet agrees to grant an amnesty to all those Tibetan officials and
people who have been imprisoned by the Tibetan authorities merely on
account of their well known sympathy for the Chinese and also t o restore
to them all the property which has been confiscated by the said authorities for the same reason. . . .
(vii) The frontier boundary between China Proper and Tibet is now
roughly indicated in the accompany[ing] m a p 9

This map placed the boundary in the general area of Giarnda, a point
a mere hundred miles from Lhasa (see Map 6).

9. Ibid.: 7-1 1 (emphasis added).
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With two such diametrically opposed views, a compromise agreement of some sort was unlikely.
Although British interests and those of the Dalai Lama overlapped,
they were far from identical. His Majesty's Government had little interest in an "independent" Tibet. Not only would its creation cause considerable international discord and obstruct Britain's dealings with
China and Russia, but Tibet could then develop unilateral alliances with
countries such as Russia. British interests were best served by treating
Tibet as a self-governing dominion nominally under China but with
the Chinese influence limited and with relations with other European
countries virtually nonexistent. This came to be known as the Simla
Position: symbolic subordination to China, with extensive autonomy,
under the watchhl eye of Great Britain.
Since Britain was unwilling to support Tibetan independence, the
Tibetans compromised on the political issue in order to obtain a guarantee that the Chinese government would not interfere with Tibet's
traditional government or social system. The Tibetans also agreed to
territorial compromises, accepting a final Sino-Tibetan boundary Line
that fell between the Yangtse and Mekong rivers rather than far to the
east as originally demanded.
The talks culrmnated in the Sirnla Convention of 1914, given in its
entirety in Appench C. It covered four main points. First, the Tibetan
populations were to be divided between Outer and Inner Tibet. Outer
Tibet, the Dalai Lama's Tibet, was to retain complete effective autonomy under a nominal Chinese suzerainty. Inner Tibet, the remaining
ethnic Tibetan parts of Kharn, was to be controlled as follows: "Nothing in the present Convention shall be held to prejudice the existing
rights of the Tibetan Government in Inner Tibet, which include the
power to select and appoint the high priests of monasteries and to retain full control in all matters affecting religious institutions." Second,
China agreed not to convert Outer Tibet into a province or to interfere
in its internal administration. China would send no troops or officials
to Outer Xbet except for an amban and his escort of 300 men. Britain
also agreed to station in Tibet only those troops agreed to in the %betBritish Convention of 1904 (a small escort for the trade agents). The
British trade agent at Gyantse could, however, visit Lhasa with his escort whenever necessary to consult with the Tibetan government.
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Third, Tibet, in turn, was not to consider China to be a foreign country.
And, fourth, China and Great Britain agreed not to negotiate with each
other, or with any other power, regarding Tibet. Differences between
Tibet and China that related to the Convention would be referred to
the British government "for equitable adjustment ."
In addition to the actual Convention section, "Notes" contained important items. For example, it was understood that Tibet would form a
part of China; after the Tibetan government selected and installed a
Dalai Lama, the Chinese government was to be notified and the Chinese representative in Lhasa would "formally communicate to His Holiness the titles consistent with his dignity, which have been conferred
by the Chinese Government"; and the selection and appointment of all
officers in Outer Tibet were to rest with the Tibetan government, and
Outer Tibet would not be represented in the Chinese Parliament or in
any other similar body.
The British and Tibetan plenipotentiaries were willing to sign the
draft accord, but I-fan Chen, the Chinese plenipotentiary, refused.
After considerable pressure from the British, he initialed the draft and
then referred it to his government, which immedately repudiated his
initialing. China could accept the political aspects of Outer Tibet's status but was totally unwilling to agree to the border delimitation, which
meant giving up control of important ethnic Tibetan territories such as
Chamdo. This left Britain and Tibet the only players.
The tripartite agreement, however, was oniy part of the British
agenda. There were also two separate agreements with Tibet, both of
which were highly favorable to British interests. One, dealing with
trade, gave the British, among other things, extraterritorial powers in
the trade marts. complete control over the lines of communication beWeen the trade marts and the Indian border, and access to all of Tibet
for British traders, while prohibiting the Tibetans from establishing
commercial monopolies or placing other restrictions on British merchants. It also continued to bind the Tibetan government to Article IV
of the Lhasa Convention of 1904, in which Tibet agreed not to lcvy
tariffs or dues without British permission. The other agreement dealt
with thc Indo-Tibctan border east of Bhutan. It moved the frontier
from thc foothills of the Himalayas to its crests, ceding to India the
large scgmcnt of Tibetan tcrritory that was callcd the Northeast Fron-
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tier Agency and is now named Arunachal Pradcsh (see Map 7). Also
known as the McMahon Line, after the British plenipotentiary who
negotiated it, this boundary is still contested by China.
Sir Charles Bell summed up the advantages obtained by India at
Sirnla as follows:
1. The Chinese may not send troops to Outer Tibet or station
civil or military officials there with the exception of the Chief
Official and his escort. "Chinese pressure is thus withdrawn from
the frontier of India, from Kashrnir to Assam-some 1,500
miles."
2. The Chinese and Tibetan governments may not enter into
any direct negotiations or agreements with one another regarding
Tibet.
3. The cancellation of Article I11 of the Convention of 1906
between Great Britain and China opens the way for Britain to
obtain concessions in Tibet. Also, favorable new trade regulations
insures Great Britain the same treatment as China in regard to
trade.
4. The British trade agent in Gyantse has the right to visit
Lhasa whenever necessary and to communicate directly with the
Tibetan government without the need to go through the Chinese.
5. The Sirnla agreement includes "the cession by Tibet to us
[Britain] of the Tawang district, a country with an area of some
2,000 square miles, and much of it fertile. Also the cession of
other tracts of Tibetan territorv bordering on the territories of the
hill tribes of the north-east frontier. We have thus been able to
form buffer territories along the whole northern frontier of Assam, between it and Tibet."1°
The British officials at Sirnla, eager to secure these gains, signed a
separate agreement with Tibet binding both to the terms of the unsigned Simla Convention. This bilateral agreement also excluded China
from all rights accruing to it in the draft accord until China accepted all
its terms. This solution secured the British gains witho~itChinese
10. IOR, L/PS/10/344, memorandum no. 167E, from Bell to the secretary of the
Foreign and Political Department, Government o f India, dated 6 August 1915.
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agreement. Tibet, however, once again had to face the possibility that
China might initiate military action.
Not surprisingly, feeling was strong in Lhasa that Shatra had given
up too much. The Dalai Lama himself was unhappy and later asked
Bell, "Why was Tibet divided into two, Inner Tibet and Outer Tibet, at
the Simla Conference?" l 1 When World War I began, Lhasa came to fear
that China would try to take advantage of Britain's preoccupation with
Europe to renew military activities against Tibet. Therefore in 1914, at
the request of the Tibetan government, Britain sold it 5,000 rifles and
half a million rounds of ammunition. l2 Though this was a great help, it
could not defend Tibet from an all-out Chinese attack. In September
1915, with pressure mounting in Tibet to open bilateral negotiations
with China, Tsarong was sent to talk with Bell in Sikkim. These internal
pressures are revealed in a letter Shatra wrote to Bell asking him to help
Tsarong :
The Chinese are malung every effort t o conciliate the Tibetan Chiefs and
soldiers in Kham, and the ignorant people are being deceived into thinking that, as the Treaty could not be concluded in I n d a , the Tibetan Government might as well conclude it with the Chinese drect, especially
when the latter are now so friendly. His Holiness the Dalai Lama and his
high officials, having regard to the great kindness of the British Government who have rendered them much help, have so far rehsed t o listen
to any overture on the part of the Chinese. It is d o u b t l l , however, how
things will end, if the question remains protracted, as at present. The
people, who are of diverse minds, are suffering much trouble by having
to supply labour and troops. The Government is also hard pressed by
having to spend a lot of money in paying the soldiers. . . . Kindly help
us in whatever way it may be possible afier your discussion with the
Shape. Our chief objective is the final conclusion of the treaty.'"

Tsarong had threc requests. H e asked the British to try again to
sccure Chincsc acceptance of the Sirnla terms, or, if this was impossible,
at least to persuade them to withdraw their troops from the Tibetan
1 1 . The 1)alai Lama called Shatra to an interview at six A.M. and then made him wait
until 5 P.M.hcforc seeing him (Rell 1946: 206).
12. IOR, I1/PS/20/D222,hchardson, Precis, 1945: 21.
13. IOR, IJPS/10/344, letter to Bell from Lonchen Shatra, dated 17 September
1915.
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border so that the Tibetans could d o likewise. The extraordmary expense of maintenance of close to 10,000 regular troops and militia in
Kharn required the Tibetan government to institute special levies from
the monastic and aristocratic landlords to pay the costs, and these levies
strained internal politics. As Bell put it in 1915:
The Tibetan Government are at their wit's end t o find the revenue necessary for paying their troops and administering their country. Their
treasuries are depleted. For the last few years, until the current year, the
crops were bad and the State granaries were depleted Irkewise. They have
taken n o loan from us as Mongolia has from Russia. It is imperative that
thev should raise funds imrnediately.14

Tsarong therefore also sought economic assistance. H e informed Bell
of Tibet's intention to levy a tax of 1.4 rupees per load of wool, yak
hair, and yak tails, and requested Indian acquiescence.l5
Tsarong's third request concerned upgrading T~bet'sarmy and modernizing the country. H e asked Bell for a supply of mountain guns and
machine guns; for the loan of three or four mechanics to teach Tibetans
how to make safe and reliable ammunition (the ammunition the Tibetans were then malung in Lhasa was unsatisfactory); and for assistance
in the construction of a telegraph line between Lhasa and Gyantse.
Bell understood the situation and had already, unbeknownst to the
Tibetans, conveyed their point of view to Delhi:
The Tibetan Government have done what it could. Though now at war
almost continually for eleven years, first with Great Britain and then with
China, they maintain some ten thousand men in Eastern Tibet to keep
the Chinese soldiers from advancing hrther. To all threats and inducements they have given straighdbrward replies, asking the Chinese Government t o recognise the Convention, which the Chinese Plenipotentiary initialled. Their men are not trained or equipped as are the Chinese
troops, they have no cannon, no mountain guns, no machine guns. Still
they have done what they could, and so far they have kept the Chinese
back.
14. IOR. L/PS/10/344, letter no. 291EC, from Rell in Siklum to the Government of
I n l a in Delhi, dated 28 October 1915.
15. Ibid.
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. . . It seems, therefore, to the Tibetans that the Government of I n d a ,
while objecting to the monopoly in Tibet, have established a monopoly
in India. The Sirnla Convention required the withdrawal of the Chinese
troops from Outer Tibet. So far from this having been effected, these
uoops threaten Lhasa itself. The Tibetan Government, therefore, feel
that our Government, while unable t o render the Convention operative
in its most important aspects, have not hesitated to take advantage for
themselves under cover of it. . . .
. . . The Tibetan Government feel also that in minor matters the Government of India's dealings with them are apt to be-though no doubt
unintentionally-somewhat lacking in courtesy. . . .
. . . The question then arises whether we are doing all that is possible
in the present circumstances to give the Tibetans their dues under this
Convention, which we ourselves have concluded. It seems to me that
there are at least two things we can do. Firstly we can allow them to levy
a simple customs tariff on exports from Tibet t o India at (say) one rupee
per maund of wool and on other articles at similarly moderate rates. The
Tibetans feel they have a better right to tax their own cornmodties going
out than foreign commodities coming in. The tariff would be temporary
and would be terminable whenever the Government of I n d a so decreed.
Its object would be to help the Tibetan Government to tide over this
period, during which-from no fault of their own-their finances are
subjected to an exceptionallv severe strain. We should, therefore, offer
them a tariff to the above extent. The war and its consequences have
radically altered the state of affairs that obtained at the Sirnla Conference,
when we rehsed t o agree t o a customs tariff.
. . . Secondly, we should allow them to procure a few machine guns
and mountain guns. China, whom we are endeavoring to restrain, hmplenty
of these. It is dtficult to undevstand why we should prevent Tibet,fm whom we
are at present wmkinfi,Porn buyinfi a few. If we cannot sell them out of our
own stock, a* should pennit ~ i b e tto purchme fmm Japan or [some] other
country. . . .we cannot profiss real fiendrhip Jbv Tibet ZJin spite of her fiequent requests, we continue to prevent herPom buyingguns, which we pennit
(fw we canmt prevent) her enemy China to obtain in l a v e quantities. . . .
. . . I trust that the two foregoing recommendations will seem moderate to the Government of India. They constitute the minimum that we
shollld do for Tibet in her prcscnt emcrgency. If we d o not help her now,
there is a vcry real and serious danger that she may fall under the completc domination of China and that we may be faced anew in an aggra-
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vated form with those dangers, which the S ~ m l aConvention was intended t o obviate.16

The Government of India's response to Bell's plea was extremely
negative and alrnost insulting.
The Government of I n h a have read with interest your summary of the
advantages gained by Tibet and ourselves under the Simla Convention,
but that interest is necessarily purely academic since the Sirnla Convention has not been signed by the Chmese Government or accepted by the
Russian Government and is, therefore, for the present invalid. It is true
that by the secret Anglo-Tibetan Declaration, which recognized the Convention as bindmg on Great Britain and Tibet, certain advantages under
the Convention have been obtained by both parties, but no useful purpose can be gained at present by an examination of those respective advantages. The fact remains that the negotiations conducted last year in
Simla broke down simply and solely, because the Government of India
attempted t o secure for Tibet greater advantages than the Chinese Government were prepared t o concede, and the fact that China has persisted
in her refusal t o sign the Convention can only be regarded as an indication that both the Government of India and the Tibetan Plenipotentiary,
Lonchen Shatra, were unduly anxious t o secure the best terms they could
for Tibet. That thts failure, thertrfbe, should be regarhd in Tibet m to the
dkcredit of either the British Government m the Tibetan Plenipotentiary
would appear to show a cuyious want of &ic on the part of the Tibetansgenerally.
. . . Turning to the actual proposals put forward in your letter, the
Government of India are unable to see any necessity for action at present.
The Tibetan Government have apparently made no recent request to you
either in regard t o a tariff or to munitions of war. They are, so far as our
information goes, engaged in secret negotiations with China with a view
to concluding a separate agreement. Spontaneous concessions on our
part at this juncture would not in all probability put a stop to those
negotiations, while they would almost certainly be regarded as a sign of
anxiety on our part and lead to more embarrassing demands.
. . . the Government of I n d a are not inclined, at the present time of
16. IOR, L/PS/10/344, letter no. 167EC. from Bell to the Government of India,
Delhi, dated 6 August 1915 (emphasis added).
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grave pre-occupation, t o take up so complicated a question as the levy of
a customs tariff on exports from Tibet t o I n d a . This question would not
only involve the examination of all the condtions along the whole length
of the Indo-Tibetan frontier but would necessitate a consideration of the
uade relations between Tibet and Nepal, Sikkirn and Bhutan. Further, if
a tariff were t o be permitted, the Government of I n d a would require
some guarantee that it would be levied in such a manner as t o preclude
abuse and corruption, which could only result in hardship t o individuals
and the strangling of Indo-Tibetan trade. Such a guarantee would not in
all probability be forthcoming.
As regards the procuring of machine guns and mountain guns for
Tibet, in view of the fact that there is a serious shortage of machine guns
in the main theatres of war and that the Government of India cannot
secure sufficient for their own needs, it is out of the question at present
to contemplate the purchase of them for the Tibetan Government. . . . It
must be obvious, even t o the Tibetan Government, that at such a time as
the present the Government of I n d a are not likely t o be inclined t o
procure munitions of war for others when they have troops engaged in
so many theatres of war themselves.
. . . The present view of the Government of India is that we must
mark time and await developments in Tibet. If the Tibetan Government
succeed in negotiating a Treaty with China, which is in itself unobjectionable from our point of view, there would appear t o be no reason why
such a Treaty should not be embodied in a fresh Tripartite Convention
and accepted by the British Government. If on the other hand the Tibetan Government conclude an objectionable Treaty with China, we
should have ample justification, under our existing engagements with
Tibet, to repudiate it and demand its cancellation on pain of the withdrawal of our support and such other action as might be deemed advisable. If, however, no separate agreement should be arrived at between
China and Tibet, things must remain for the time being in rtatus quo, the
Tibetan Government being assured should occasion arise of our continued diplomatic support.17

A minute paper added another objection: "One objection to allowing
them [Tibet] to purchase machine guns in I n l a is the attitude of the
17. IOR, I,/PS/10/3#,

letter no. 448EB, from the foreign secretary to the Govern1915.

mcnt of India in the Foreign and Political Department to Bell, dated 3 September
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Nepal Durbar, which protested on a previous occasion against our arming the Tibetans." l8
This response reveals a hndarnental British ambivalence toward %bet that persisted until the end of the Lamaist State in 1951. British
officers on the spot were always highly sympathetic to the needs and
concerns of the Tibetan government; the Government of India in Delhi
was less concerned; and His Majesty's Government in London generally cited strategic interests that were more important than Tibet's.
When Bell conveyed the impossibility of Britain or India supplying
machine guns, Tsarong told Bell he could buy older-model guns
through private Calcutta gunsmiths and asked whether he could get an
export license for these.19 In November 1915, Tsarong again wrote,
urging Bell to help:
This letter is submitted by Tsarong Shape. O n the 29th day of the 9th
month (6 November 1915) I have received news from my Government
to the effect that information received by them from Kham show that
Phin Tungling [General Pen] has returned bringing with him cannon,
machine guns, Chlkar Bou, etc., and is malung preparations for hostility.
Also that Msai Utang will soon be coming to treat for peace but, if no
settlement is then arrived at, Phin, assisted by some other Tunglings, will
advance and attack us. The Chinese are very cunning and may come
upon us all of a sudden. For want of proper arms, we Tibetans are not
prepared for a sudden attack from the Chinese, which may continue for
many days and months together. As I have not received any definite reply
to the requests made by me, both personally and, later on, in writing, I
telegraphed to Mr. Macdonald [the Gyantse trade agent] asking him to
remind you of this. Kindlv favour me now with a reply.
As regards the machine guns, I telegraphed to a Calcutta firm called
Lyon and I have recently received a reply stating that they will quote
prices after hearing from Europe. I will let you know the details (of the
transaction) later on. The attitude of the Chinese being as stated above,
we want the machine guns soon. In order therefore to obtain the license
18. IOR, L/PS110/344, minute paper o f Foreign and Political Department of
ernment of India, February 1916.
19. IOR, UPSl101344, letter no. 291EC, from Bell in Siklurn to the Government of
Lnda in Delhi. dated 28 October 1915.
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for the purchase and export (from h d a ) of the m a c h e guns as quickly
as possible, please apply to the Government now, if you thlnk it desirable. The hope of Tibet is in no one but the great British Govemmnt. We are
very anxww to get the guns soon, and we a?~not knav what m&t happen.
Kindly know this.20

Delhi then agreed to Tibet's internal taxation of wool but not to Tibet's
private purchase of machine guns. It stated simply that "circumstances
do not as yet justify a reconsideration" of this policy.21
A year and a half later, in 1917, Xbetan fears were realized: conflict
broke out in Kharn after the Chinese made military advances in the area
of Riwoche. The Tibetans, armed with their new British rifles, struck
back, and within a year had recaptured Charndo and areas east of the
Upper Yangtse, such as Derge, that China had held at the time of Sirnla.
The British intervened diplomatically and the truce of Rongbatse was
signed in 1918 by the local Tibetan and Chinese officials. The terms of
the truce moved the border eastward to the Upper Yangtse River, with
the exception of Derge, which extended to the east of that river but was
controlled by Tibet. This major victory for the Tibetan forces, who
could have driven on to Litang and Nyarong had they wished, was
attributed by both the Tibetans and the British to the 5,000 modem
British rifles the troops possessed.22
After this military success, the Tibetan government once again urged
the British to pressure China to settle outstanding issues in accordance
with the Slrnla Convention. The British agreed, and in May 1919 the
Chinese made a new proposal. Although it was based on the terms of
Simla, it was completely unreahstic. It incorporated a number of Tibetan areas originally classified as Inner Tibet into the Chinese province
of Szechuan, and it stated that Chinese officials would be posted at the
trade marts in Tibet. The Tibetans rejected this proposal outright; the
British objected to the posting of more Chinese officials in Tibet; and,
20. IOR, I,/PS/10/344, letter from Tsarong to Bell, dated 8 November 1915 (ernphasis added).
21. IOR, L/PS/10/344, letter no. 196D, from the deputy secretary to the Government of Inda in the Foreign and Political Department to Bell, dated 18 January 1916.
The tax issue was part of a trade agreement signed at the same time.
22. Teichman 1922: 52-58.
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ultimately, the terms aroused strong public opposition in Cnina as
well.23
In the meantime, xbet pressed the British to sell them machine guns
and artillery. Britain again refused, arguing internally that they feared it
would made Tibet too strong v i s - h i s China and could lead to Tibetan
aggression and independence.
Richardson summed up Tibet's disappointment with the events of
the year 1919 cogently:
For Tibet the year had followed a too familiar pattern, and hsappointment at the failure to bring the Chinese to terms was made the more
bitter by our [the British] repeated refusal to provide the Tibetan Government with arms, or to allow them to imporc any through Inha. The
Government of Lndia had been anxious to sell the Tibetan Government
two machme guns and a quarter of a million rounds of ammunition, but
it was decided by His Majesty's Government that the new Arms Traffic
Regulations made thls i m p o ~ s i b l e . ~ ~

These disappointments undoubtedly raised serious doubts in the minds
of the Dalai Lama and other officials about the reliability of Britain as a
supporter.
The need to maintain a strong military force in Kham had vimally
emptied the rest of Xbet of troops, leaving only 500 Bodyguard Regiment troops in Lhasa and a few small units stationed near Nepal. The
vulnerability this engendered was shown in 1920 when a dispute broke
out between Tibetan and Nepalese traders in Lhasa. The Tibetans retaliated by denying the Nepalese traders yak dung for fuel, and the Ncpalese government in turn threatened to invade Tibet unless the Tibetan
government made adequate arrangements for their subjects.25Since it
could not withdraw its troops from Kham, Tibet had to back down.
In 1920, therefore, Tsarong proposed to increase the Tibetan arm)'
threefold, raising about 15,000 new troops.26 At this point the economic implications of a strong military became apparent. Raising new
23. IOR, L/PS/20/D222, kchardson, PrCcis, 1945: 23-24.
24. Ibid.
25. Bell 1968: 236.
26. IOR, MS.Eur. F.80.5d, letter from Bell in Lhasa to Government of India, New
Delhi, dated 26 Mav 192 1.
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revenue in Tibet was not a simple task. The Xbetan serf-based system
of production meant that the majority of arable land was divided into
estates held by lay and religious lords who paid taxes to the government
but typically possessed ancient documents that gave them various concessions and put a ceiling on the amount they paid. In the past this had
been of little importance because the Tibetan central government had
had little need for large revenues. Its lay officials received income from
their manorial estates and required only token salaries. The government
d d not maintain a national police force or internal postal services, and
it kept only a very small permanent military force which, in any case,
served as a corvee tax obligation. Most of the government's income was
earmarked not for government activities but, rather, for religious ceremonies. The traditional Tibetan government needed little income because it did little.
Since arable land in Xbet was already allocated, increasing land revenue in Tibet meant taking larger amounts from the aristocratic and
monastic lords. This struck at the very fabric of the laissez-faire serf
political economy, for these lords had either to extract more from their
own serfs or to accept lowered income themselves. One alternative was
to impose custom duties and levies. London and Delhi, however, exercising their rights from the Lhasa Convention and the Sirnla Agreement, steadfastly refused to permit this. A 1924 exchange between the
Kashag and the British reveals this clearly:
The reason of sendmg this letter by the Ministers of Tibet. In order to
make Tibet, which is the counuy of Buddhism, stronger, we have been
enlisting new troops every year. To meet the heavy expenditure on the
maintenance of the army and communications (road making, etc.) and
for the benefit of both the British and Tibetan Governments, we find it
absolutely necessary to levy customs duty. Article 9 of the Trade Regulations, which was concluded on the 3rd July 1914 (corresponding to
the 10th day of the 5th month of the Wood Tiger Year) between Britain,
China2' and Tibet says that if any of the contracting pmies desire to
revise the said Regulations, notice to this effect should be given w i t h
six months a k r the end of the first ten years and that if none have any
27. The Tibetans were surprisingly mistaken on this point: China chd not sign or
initial the Simla Trade Agreement.
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desire to revise them, the Regulations will remain in force for another
ten years. When you came to Lhasa and met us in person, we requested
you t o make an arrangement by v i m e of which we can collect customs
duty from all traders who import merchandise from India into Tibet. To
this you had been good enough to reply that you would, for the benefit
of Tibet, send a report t o the great British Government and would write
to us on the subject later, but so far we have not been favored with any
intimation about the matter. The Tsarong Shape, who is at present there,
might remind you about this. We would therefore pray that you will
kindly submit at an early date such a report to the great British Govemment as we can attain our object.
Usual ending.
Seal of the Ministers of Tibet.28

The British, as in the past, responded negatively, telling F. M. Bailey,
the political officer in Sikkim, that the government had once again
"sympathcticdy considered the question, but regret that they have
found no way of getting over the difficulty of allowing the Tibetan
Government t o charge an import duty without compromising the right
to most favored nation treatment which India possesses under Article
VI of the Convention of 1914. For India to impose a similar tax would
not remove the objection, nor in itself have any advantage." It further
informed Bailey that "the letter of the Tibetan Government appears to
be a request for the revision of the Trade regulations of 1914 as is
provided for in Article IX, but the revision could only extend to matters
dealt with in them and not to a right which is separately secured to us
by the main Convention. You should, therefore as you propose, explain
to the Tibetan Government the reasons which make it impossible for
the Government of India to agree to an import tax on Indian goods so
long as it is not also placed on the goods of all other countries."" The
British would not, however, accept Tibetan assurances that the impon
tax would also be imposed on the Chinese border, because they felt that
28. IOR, IJPS/12/4186A, translation of lctter from Tibetan Kaqhag to F. M . Bail%
thc political oficcr in Siklum, dated 28 December 1924 and enclosed in his letter to the
Govcrnrncnt of India.
29. IOR, IJPS/12/4186A, lcncr from thc deputy sccrctary to the (;ovcmment of
India in thc Foreign and Political Dcpartmcnt to the political officer in Sikkim, dated 31
July 1925.
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the Tibetan government did not have the administrative capability to
manage this. Although this issue was finally partially resolved in 1929,
when the Government of India agreed to permit Xbet to impose a
customs tariff of up to 5 percent ad valorem on the Indo-Tibetan border,30during the critical period of the early 1920s, the British refused
to allow Xbet to raise new revenue through such duties.
The Tibetan government was therefore forced to extract new revenues from the traditional estate-holders. In 1920-1921, the Dalai
Lama created a new office, the Revenue Investigation Office, to investigate the various sources of government revenue and design new ways
to generate income.31This new office levied a famous new tax on all
religious and aristocratic estates and instituted a number of reforms that
vastly increased the Tibetan government's income. For example, a number of important landholding families paid taxes to larger aristocratic
families such as the Sambo, rather than to the central government. The
Revenue Investigation Office made many of these families independent
of their overlord and instructed them to pay their land taxes to the
central government. Similarly, during the period 1923-1929, estates
throughout Central Tibet were visited to reassess their taxes. The Revenue Investigation Office also made detailed surveys of the status of
many estates. They took back a number: either the family to whom the
estate had been granted had died out, or a monastery held it without a
valid claim. In many of these cases, the current holder was charged back
taxes.
The case of thc Sambo family reveals the tremcndous potential for
rcvcnuc that the govcrnment had ignored. The Revenue Investigation
Office informcd the Sambo family that they would have to pay an additional tax of 2,500 he of grain annually (roughly forty-one tons). The
enormity of this lcvy shocked thc family. They appealed the decision to
the govcrnment, arguing that it was impossihlc for them to pay such a
tax since their serf,, and subjects had documents signed and scaled by
past Dalai Lamas which specifically precluded increasing their taxes.
30. IOR, I./PS/I 2/41 86A, lencr from the deputy secretary to the Government of
India in thr Forcipi and k,litical IIcpartment to thc political officer in Sikkim, dated 20
Iune 1929.
31. The driving forcc behind this officc was Tsipiin Ixngshar, one o f Tibet's most
ahlc and farsighted lay officials. His background is discussed in detail in Chapter Six.
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The Revenue Investigation Office informed S m b o that all these past
concessions and exemptions were no longer valid.
When he had exhausted all avenues of appeal, Sambo took leave
from the government for about a year and went to his estates to reassess
and restructure the land and taxes of each. H e found, much to his surprise, that he could easily increase his revenue and, in the end, actually
raised 30,000-40,000 additional ke of grain (495-660 tons). He thus
ended up making a huge profit even after paying the 5,000 ke that was
by then due in new taxes.32
Finances, however, were not the only problem facing the development of a strong army. Such a force would clearly tip the balance of
power in I3bet against the monastic segment. In the next chapter, a
critically important confrontation between the monastic segment and
the military is examined.
32. Sarnbo, interview.

THE DALAI LAMA, T H E ARMY,
AND THE MONASTIC SEGMENT

Tsarong's proposal to triple the Tibetan army generated a classic confrontation among three major factions. The first faction, a group of
military commanders led by Tsarong, the commander-in-chief, were
committed to Tibetan independence from China.' They believed that
military strength, not the prayers of the monks, had paved the way for
the Dalai Lama to return to Tibet in 1912. Relatively young, energetic,
and modern in their attitude, they possessed an esprit de corps unique
in Tibet. Because they were committed to modernization, others considered them to be a threat to the religious domination of the Gelugpa
State. Ostentatious in their adoption of Western (British) uniforms (see
Figure 9), dress, and customs such as sweet tea, shaking hands, and
playing tennis and polo, and generally secular in orientation and demeanor, the commanders appeared to challenge the very essence of the
monastery-dominated political system. Tsarong once sarcastically told
Sir Charles Bell that raising additional troops was easy; all the governmcnt had to do was to removc the thousands of useless dobdo
("fighting") monks from the Three Scats.' This type of outspoken
1. A commander (+on) headed a battalion consisting of roughly 500 solders.
2. Some years later, Tsarong once invited the abbots of the Three Seats to his house.
In the course of the party, he showed them his chapel room. They expressed amazement
that he had so many statues and religious texts since they had believed he was basically
irreligious (Tsarong [kmshi], interview). Surkhang Depbn exemplhed the radcal officers' view in his treatise setting out the structure for a new Tibet under a republican form
of government. This work was destroyed by his son after the fall of Lungshar in 1934;
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secularism alienated the military commanders from the monks and their
supporters.
The apparent unity of purpose and camaraderie of the military commanders made them an extraordinarily dangerous force in Tibetan politics. Although not a political party in the normal sense, they shared the
view that the ultra-conservative monks had brought Tibet to its knees
in the past and would do so again unless the central government developed its own power.
The power of the military derived predominantly from Tsarong's
unique position. Simultaneously he held the three important posts of
shape, commander-in-chief, and head of the Tibetan mint and armory.
Even more important, he was one of the Dalai Lama's closest favorites,
almost a member of his family. Though he had acquired through marriage the name of an important aristocratic family, his position was due,
rather, to the 13th Dalai Lama's policy of advancing those he personally
trusted. But the military faction's dependence on the Dalai Lama for its
power was also its weakness. Their views and attitudes did not represent basic changes in Tibetan society. They commanded no popular
support, and they did not attempt to win such support.
The second main faction, represented by the Three Seats, was vehemently opposed to the proposed expansion of the army and to most
other forms of modernization or change. Their primary loyalty was to
Buddhism and the Gelugpa monastic order rather than to any nationalistic entity called Tibet. They were committed to the Tibetan government only so long as it furthered the interests of the Gelugpa sect's
version of Tibetan Buddhism. For the monks, Tibet was a uniquely
Buddhist country whose religious character had to be maintained at all
costs. They also believed that they were the ones most qualified to determine what was in the best interests of religion.
From the monastic point of view, military expansion cut right to the
heart of thcir traditional power, draining resources that otherwise went
to the monastic system and also neutralizing the coercive force of the

he feared that if thc manuscript were found in their house the farmly would be accused
of trying to overthrow the government and would lose their estates and psition (Chun-

den Ilrogar, interview), based on comments by her uncle, the late Surkhang Shape).
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pq
Dronyerchemmo Ara gaapo (on left)

large numbers of uneducated and fighting monks. They saw Tsaron@
proposal as a shift to secularism, to the difhsion of alien (and hearhen)
British ideas which would harm Buddhism by creating an aristocraq
less inclined to act as patrons of the monasteries. For the monks, nothing less than Tibet's unique theocratic political system and the dominant position of the monastic segment were at stake.
A third faction was comprised of conservative government officials.
Led bv the powerful and stern Dronverchernrno Temba Dargye (cornmonlv known as Ara gaapo ("white beard"]; see Figurc lo), and including a number of important monk and lav officials such as Kusantse
Shape. this faction's interests fell between the othcr two. While cornmined to maintaining, if not actuallv strengthening, the central government, thev were also committed to the view of Tibet as a rcligirjii~state
under the Dalai Lama; thus, thcv too wcrc cxtrcmclv . ~ ~ ~ r c h c n s i \ ~ c
:lhout thc pro-Wcstcrn military faction Thcv opposcd thc cxic?sl\'c
power of thc monastic scpmcnt, hut thcv sharcd thc ~ n o n ~ ~ rf t~i cd r
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that a large and powerful army would create economic hardship and tilt
the balance of power toward the hands of the young, radical group
officerswho fostered Western customs.
As the 1920s began, feelings ran high. The military officers' often
ostentatious adoption of the customs of the heathen British made it
seem that they were bent on discarding the traditional culture. The
Dronyerchernrno Ara gaapo used to delight in referring to them as
monkeys, because one could see their legs when, in place of the tra&tional Tibetan robe, they wore their Western uniforms.
Several Lhasa street songs from this time reflect the resentment and
disdain many Tibetans felt at the penetration of British customs and
ideas not only into the military but also into the general populace:
Drinlung sweet tea [in teashops]
is a sign you have no house.
[Wearing] the brocade hat with two flaps
is a sign [a woman] has no headdress [and is poor].3
Putting on rouge and makeup
is a sign [a woman] is ugly.
Eating khogon [flat bread]
is a sign you have no tsamba [i.e., are poor].4

Eating khodon, a flat bread made from flour, drinking sweet milk-tea
in restaurants, wearing makeup, and abandoning the large traditional
woman's headdress all symbolized to many Tibetans the deterioration
of traditional values and customs.
Three pivotal incidents involving the three factions occurred between 1921 and 1924. The first occurred in 1921 and, for the first time,
caused the Dalai Lama to consider the threat a large army might pose
to his position.
Tsarong's proposal to increase the Tibetan army was supported independently by Sir Charles Bell, who arrived in Lhasa in November
1920 at the invitation of the Dalai Lama. Bell informally advised the
3. In Tibetan:psol ja mnpar mo bzhes mkhan l p i m s h q med pa'i bzo red 1
~~a
tshc nnp dkvil 'khm / dbu 'phrups med pa'i r t q s red.
4 In hbetnn: dkar po dmar po b y q mkhan I rnam pa med pa'i fiaffr red 1 bzha p q
bop khun bzhes mkhan lLqsolzhib mdpa'i q s red.
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Dalai Lama that to protect Tibet's borders from China effectively, he
would have to increase the Tibetan army to about 15,000.5
A proposal to increase the military was eventually placed before the
National Assembly, where it met with strong monastic opposition. This
opposition is reflected in the comments made to a British official in
1921 by an important monastic official:
The Tibetans have heard that the Tibetan Government wants to raise
15,000 troops with a view to defendng themselves against Chmese
aggression. It is believed that you [Bell] gave ttus advice. The people are
unwilling to agree to h s proposal and say what benefit would they derive by makmg friends with the British if they have got to raise an army
and fight the Chinese.
The Kusho [Chamon Depa] thrnks there would be no objection to
raising about 500 troops in Kham every year and trained for service. He,
however, thmks that even an army of 20,000 troops cannot keep back
the Chinese, should they invade Tibet at any future time when all their
internal troubles are settled. But he says that if the Chmese attack Tibet,
every monk and layman will fight to the last and they expect some military assistance from the British G ~ v e r n m e n t . ~

The monks were willing to put up with a British connection if it
relieved the external danger which was being used to justify a military
buildup; they were thus very anxious to see the Sirnla Treaty signed and
sealed by the three governments as soon as possibk7 It was universdy
held at this time that Britain was letting Tibet down by failing to force
China to come to terms.
Bell himself, realizing the strong opposition of the monastic segment. sent a message to the Dalai Lama through the Gyantse trade
agent David MacDonald on 19 or 20 January which advised increasing
the army only gradually, by 500 to 1,000 people per year; recruiting
soldiers from outlying areas; and not financing this action by t h n g
back estates from the monasteries or aristocrats. The Dalai Lama had
5. Bell 1946: 249.
6. IOR. Mss.Eur. F.8015a142, letter from D. MacDonald (Gyantse trade agent, then
in Lhasa) to Bell (en route), dated 4 January 1921, quoting Chamon Depa of Sera monastery.
7. Ibid., quoting Chamon Depa of Sera.
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come to the same conclusions and informed MacDonald that "he is
very pleased with . . . [Bell's] pr~posal.''~
On 25 January 1921 the Dalai Lama told Bell that the National
Assembly had proposed that 500 or 600 troops should be added yearly
until the total number reached 17,000, or roughly a twenty-year
b ~ i l d u pThis
. ~ was a far cry from Tsarong's original plan, but it was
enough to create a very tense and volatile situation in Lhasa. The Tibetan New Year was to begin in a few weeks, on 8 February. It was
widely feared that fighting would break out between the solders and
monks during the Great Prayer Festival, when about 20,000 monks
would be in Lhasa, which was under the control of Drepung monastery. Many families sent their valuables for safety to the countryside.
Rumors abounded that the British were sendmg troops to support the
Tibetan army against the monasteries, and posters were put up telling
people to kill Bell and Lt. Col. R. S. Kennedy, a physician in the Indian
Medical Service who had accompanied Bell.lo This behavior infuriated
the Dalai Lama, who issued an order to the Lhasa magistrates (the
mipiin):
Why are people hiding away their valuables? A sahib has come t o Lhasa
with the object of malung a treaty. The British are not going t o make war
on Tibet, let me know which nation is going t o d o so. O r if there is
going to be a civil war in Tibet itself, I require to be told who is going t o
make such war. But if there is not going to be fighting, why are people
hiding their property without cause? Every householder must sign a
written statement for my perusal, stating whether he has sent away his
property or not.

Despite the bravado, the Dalai Lama himself was nervous about
what the monks might do during the Monlam Festival. He told Bell:
The mass of the monks d o not consider their actions; they act without
thinlung (lit. "act straight on"). I am always afraid that they will cause
bloodshed at the great festivals in Lhasa. . . . when thousands are col8. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.8015a.42, letter from D. MacDonald (in Lhasa) to Bell (en
20 January 192 1 .
9. Bell 1946: 251.
10. Ihid.: 276.
11. Ibid.: 277.

route), dated
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lected, it is Qfficult to say afterwards who had started a fight. I am thinking of employing solders this time to keep the peace.12

Bell conveys the atmosphere of tension at the Butter-Sculpture Festival in Lhasa o n the fifteenth of the xbetan First Month.
Tsa-rong now arrives in a highly excited condtion. While wallung by the
Dalai Lama's side with the other Ministers he felt safe. But being so
strongly hated by the monks, he felt afraid to return to his house with
only one or two servants. . . . he feared lest a monk in one of the dark
little rooms should assassinate him from behind. . . . Tsarong is greatly
upset and full of fear on our account also. He carries a loaded revolver,
which he presses Kennedy to take, but the latter declines. He sends a
dozen soldiers with us. The Peak Secretary [the Dalai Lama's ADC] now
arrives and is also nervous for our safety, thinlung it risky for us to go
round. So he takes half a dozen stalwart monks armed with thick poles.
Our clerks, too, . . . unknown to me also carry loaded revolvers.
Later on, the Dalai Lama told me that-apparently on Tsa-rong's
suggestion-he ordered that solders as well as a guard of monks should
go round with us, though he himself considered that a guard of monks
was sufficient. The latter, he said, was necessary, as monks are headstrong, and one never knows what may happen with numbers of them at
night.13

In order to minimize the likelihood of violence, the Dalai Lama
made Lhasa off limits to the military, and he warned the abbots and
other monastic leaders that the monks must be kept under strict control. H e threatened that if fighting were to break out, the monasteries
would suffer and their officials would be severely punished. The Great
Prayer Festival of 1921 passed without incident, but military-monk
tensions remained high.
Immediately following the New Year's celebrations, in early March,
the National Assembly returned to the issue of the growth of the military. During one session on raising income for the new regimentsparticularly on whether this should come from the estates traditionally
given as income to the army commanders and shapes14-the anti12. Ibid.
13. Bell 1946: 283-85. The Butter-Sculpture Festival is named for the huge painted
butter figures placed on triangular w d e n frames ovcr which leather har been stretched,
14. In Tbetan such estater are called &hi a n d p h i .
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military clique arranged to exclude all military officcrs as delegates. This
outraged the army o f f i c c r ~ They
. ~ ~ mct at the Bodyguard Kcgimcnt
Headquarters, and Tshogaw, the wildcst and most fcarlcss of the commanders, complained bitterly that
the Assembly is discussing [the h t u r e of the military] in that meeting
and there is not even onc military officer present. It must bc because thcy
are going t o create extra incomc out of the cstates of the commandcrs
and they thought that we would protest if we wcrc present. Howcvcr,
Sarnbo [an aristocrat with an extremely large number of estates] was
invited to attend and he has been made secretary of the assembly tnccting
[implying that he would be able t o dcflcct attcmpts t o impose ncw taxes
on the large aristocratic families who could most easily atiord t o pay
more]. Since we d o not know why we were not invitcd to attcnd, it is
better that we go to thc assembly meeting and ask onc of the tsipiins
why. l 6

To confront the asscmbly about thc choicc of dclcgatcs was unprccedcntcd and highly provocative. It could only bc sccn as a grave challenge to governmental authority. Grcctcd by only a ricrvous silence
from the othcr officers, thc hothcadcd Tshiigaw scoldcd his collcagucs:
"It is not only thc qucstion of thc commandcrs' cstatcs being lost to us
now, but thcrc is also thc qucstion of all the futurc commandcrs who
will comc aficr us and thc military itself. It is better if wc at lcast ask
onc of thc tsipijns why not cvcn onc military officer has bccn invitcd to
thc m ~ c t i n g . " ~ ~
Thc othcr officcrs finally agrccd but decided to discuss tlic issue first
with Tsarong. Tsarong concurred and added that while thcy were thcrc
thcy should call Gacan Dcrnba, thc former comrnandcr-in-chief; out of
the meeting and tell him to comc to Military Headquarters to give an
15. This account of thc military officcrs' discussions dcrivcs primarily horn Shan kha
ba (Shankawa), ms. H c was: onc of thc commandcrs at this timr and a participant in thc
incidcnt.
16. Ibid.
17. 'rsiprins normally rccommcndcd t o the Kashag thc namcs of'lay officials t o participatc in thc National A.gcmblics. In an Abbreviated National Asscmhly such as this,
officialswcrc wlcctcd from all govcrnmcnt strata (thc fourth rank, fifih rank, ctc.). l'hcrc
was, howcvcr, n o tradition of sclccting a rcprccientativc spccifically from among the mili.
tary officcrc; thcy simply fcll within thc fourth-rank officials, and on this c~ca?rion,n o
military officcn wcrc sclcctcd to rcprcscnt thc fi~urthrank.
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accounting of the guns and ammunition sent by the British afier the
S~rnlaConvention (during his term of office). Tsarong had been sending queries about this but had received no answer. Gacan Demba at this
time was acting as a secretary of the assembly.18
Seven military officers went together to the National Assembly and
asked to see Chipisey (Ragashar), one of the newer tsipons who, they
felt, was not hostile to their position. l9 Unfortunately for them, he was
absent that day, and in his place the powerfd and very hostile Lungshar
emerged.
Lungshar, lrke Tsarong, was a forward-thinking favorite of the Dalai
Lama who was dedicated to developing a strong central government
but Qd not like Tsarong's blatant bias toward the British. Viewing Tsarong as a major rival, he had tactically allied with the anti-military
forces of the Dronyerchernrno Ara gaapo.
The sudden appearance of a group of uniformed military cornmanders at the door of the assembly placed Lungshar on guard. M e r hearing
what they wanted, he agreed to have seats put in the meeting for them.
Had they accepted, Lungshar would of course have been able to say
that they had threatened and compelled him to d o w their participation. The officers, however, told him that they had not come to demand
to be admtted but only to inquire why military officers had been excluded. Lungshar then revealed that the selection of the assembly members had not been done in the normal way, by the tsipons, but had been
made drectly by the Kashag (of which Tsarong was a member). He
suggested that if they wanted to find out why this had happened, they
should speak with the Kashag20
The commanders then called out former commander-in-chief Gacan
Demba and asked him about the guns and ammunition. Irritated, he
told them that he was busy attending the assembly but that all the rec18. Ibid.
19. The seven were commanders Thrumba, Doring, Shankawa, Tshogaw, and Salungpa, Captain Purdon, and Mhtary Secretary Kesang.
20. Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.; Shakabpa (1967: 264) says, "The young generals,
led by Tsarong, interrupted the meeting and demanded military representation."We find
Shankawa's version more in keeping with Tibetan norms and therefore more Likely. In
any case, while they probably &d not drectly demand representation on the spot, in n~ore
general teims that is obviously what they were doing.
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were kept in the army headquarters and could be examined without him2'
M e r leaving the assembly, the military officers went directly to Tsarong, who told them that he himself had not been attending the Kashag
recently, due to his work at the Tibetan mint, but that if Lungshar said
the assembly had been selected directly by the Kashag, it must be so.22
The incident &d not end there. The anti-military faction now had
something truly scandalous to report to the Dalai Lama. The Dronyerchernrno Ara gaapo knew full well that the Dalai Lama was sensitive
about his position and power, and he used the incident to kindle these
fears.
The military officers' action also sent waves of talk and suspicion
reverberating throughout Lhasa. Rumors spread that this might be the
prelude to a coup or that the army might take action against spechc
opponents. The enemies of the military clique talked about the audacity
of the d i t a r y officers who had come uninvited to the National Assembly and ordered a secretary of the assembly to go to Military Headquarters. This action increased the growing apprehension toward this
"foreign-oriented" military force.
Escalation of the incident occurred a few days later, when the leaders
of the National Assembly informed Lonchen Sholkang that they had
suspended their meetings because they feared the military would try to
kill them.23This very serious charge by the anti-military forces cleverly
forced the government to act.
Sholkang called all the military officers to his house the very next day
to rebuke them:
What are you people doing these days? Because of the luridness and compassion of the Dalai Lama, everybody is nice and quiet these days, so
what are you military oficers doing going to the Assembly and asking
such questions? My God, that is something fantastic. What are you
people trving to do?24
21. Shari kha ha (Shankawa), rns.
22. Ihid.
23. These leaders were eight trungtsi officials and the representatives of Ganden,
I'rcpung, and Sera monasteries.
24. Shall kha ba (Shankawa), rns.
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Thev argued that they had not specifically called out Lungshar and
that Gacan Demba had ignored a number of previous messages from
the cornrnander-in-chief's office. They assured the Ionchen that they
had no intention of threatening the assembly and asked him to try to
mediate between the civil and military officials. Sholkang told the officers to return to their work, and for some time nothing more was heard
about the incident. But the enemies of Tsarong and the military commanders were planning a second assault.
One day, without warning, the assembly representatives went to the
Kashag and Ldnchen Sholkang and reiterated their view that the military officers had acted in an anarchical and dangerous fashion by going
to the assembly and asking for Lungshar. They also asserted strongly
that the commanders had no respect for Tibetan laws and customs and
were a danger to the government.
Tsarong did attend that Kashag meeting and later described his feelings to his fellow military officers. H e thought he was going to be
arrested right then and there and began to look around to see if he
could escape. H e could not, so he put his hand in his coat pocket,
pretending he had a revolver there, and sat in an arrogant pose. As the
tension reached an electrifying height, a message arrived telling Tsarong to come to the Dalai Lama at 0ncc.~5There is no record of their
meeting, but it appears that Tsarong explained his side of the events to
the Dalai Lama and thereby alleviated some of the ruler's apprehensions.
Lhasa was now full of such rumors as that Tsarong was going to
arrest Lungshar and that Lungshar had sought protection from the
monasteries (who had, indeed, given Lungshar a bodyguard of fighting
monks). People in Lhasa expected an open confrontation.
Soon aftcr this, the liinchen arranged a face-to-facc mccting between
the military officers and the assembly rcpresentativcs, with Lungshar
and Shankawa each presenting their side. The military reitcrated that
they had broken no rules since they had not entered thc asscmbly, but
they apologixd anyway. 1.ungshar and Shankawa came to an amicable

25. Ihid.
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settlement and even shook hands, Western-style, to indicate their mutual satisfaction with the explanation^.^^
Just when all seemed settled, the volatile Tshogaw suddenly said
loudly to Lungshar, "If you people have doubts and are suspicious
about out intentions then it must mean that you all have something bad
in your minds since we have no evil plans. It is because of what's in
your minds that this has happened." Lungshar angrily replied, "Just
now we received advice from the lonchen and we have followed this.
Commander Shankawa has explained everything and this has cleared
up all our doubts. But now, after we have finished our talks, you suddenly say that we had bad intentions and that this is why we had
doubts. This is very serious because you are tallung not on the street
behind our backs but here in front of all the high authorities. This is
very serious and fantastic." Tshogaw continued shouting and arguing.
The lonchen's chief aide-de-camp, Gogpala, quickly told the other commanders to take Tshogaw and leave at once, but the damage had been
done.
The next day the military officers were summoned to the house of
the Dronyerchcrnmo Ara gaapo, their key enemy among the monk officials. That the Dalai Lama had placed him in charge of the affair
clearly indicated to all that the anti-military faction had prevailed. The
Driinyerchemlno read them a statement, prepared by the leaders of the
assembly, which called for thc military to cxplain thcir actions:
Whilc the National Assembly was llavilig a meeting about how to raise
money to mcct niilitary expenses, military officers who were not nicmbcrs of the asselnblv came and asked questions and also called out Gacan
Ikmha who was acting as a secretary of the assembly and asked him to
hand ovcr an accounting for pins, etc. All these events had been told to
thc liinchen Sholkang, and all the members of the National Assembly,
fearing thcir lives, have sought the protection and support of the
liinchen. The liinchen in turn called the military and civil officers t o his
house for a discl~ssionand there the military officers expressed regret at
what thcy had done and evcryonc had accepted their explanation. At that
time (i~mmanderTshiigaw made some sarcastic rcmarks to Tsipon
26. I,i~ngsharhad livcd in England in 1913-1914.
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Lungshar saying that Lungshar had bad feelings toward the military officers and that is why he has doubts about their intentions. If Tshogaw
can say that much to Lungshar's face then h s is Me the saying that,
"When the dog knows well about the stick, not only is he not scared by
the stick but he can remove it and carry it h s e l f . " Such behavior will
destroy the authority of the government if left unresolved. Moreover,
the military officers have no experience in politics and are all young and
look hke little kids who have no understanhg. To place weapons in the
hands of such children is dangerous. Therefore, the National Assembly
requests that all of these military officers be removed.27

The Dronyerchemmo went on to say insultingly that while normally
officials would have to answer all of these points in detail and in writing, since the officers were not well versed in the Tibetan language and
were all so young, the Dalai Lama had only asked them to state which
officer first suggested going to confront the assembly.
Although put on the spot without warning, the army officers demonstrated their unity by defying the Dronyerchemmo and the Ddli
Lama and steadfastly insisting that they could not remember who had
initiated the idea and that it had been developed jointly. A few days
later, the army officers received an order to attend the monk officials'
dady tea ceremony (mmgja) the next day. They arrived at 9 A.M.on 26
March 1921, wearing full military uniforrn.28 After the second round
of tea was served, the anti-military Kusantse Shape came out of the
Dalai Lama's room, and an order from the Dalai Lama was read which
demoted him as well as the military officers:
Kalon [ = Shape] Kheme [ = Kusantse] has been acting with nepotism
and even this time, although the members of the assembly are normally
selected by the tsipons, the Kashag gave the names of delegates and this
created the entire problem. Moreover, making Sambo, who has huge
estates, the secretary of the assembly when the question was how to create new income, made this very chfficult to do. Consequently, you are
now demoted to the rank of ~ e y n a m b a . ~ ~
27. Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.
28. The date is cited by Bell (1946: 209); the rest is from Shan kha ba (Shankawa),
rns.
29. Sevnarnba is a rank just below that of the fourrh rank. It has no portfolio and
represented a hurmliating demotion for Kusantse.
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Commander Shankawa, you insisted that you could not name the
person who first suggested that the military officers should go to the
assembly meeting. Although h s really requires a full and thorough inquiry, since you have served well as commander and have completed the
construction of the Palace in the Bodyguard Regiment Headquarters,
therefore you are demoted from the rank of commander but should remain as an o r h a r y lay official [syiima]. You should carry on the duties
of army commander until a new one is appointed. Tshogaw, you were
appointed an army commander because you volunteered many times for
[difficult] work. You did not get along well with the volunteer troops
but still were appointed to the Trapchi Regiment. But again there you
couldn't get along well with your colleagues so you were called here for
inquiries and while under investigation, you made more trouble with the
other military officers. And recently, when Liinchen Shokang gave an
explanation and everyone accepted his advice, again you told Lungshar
that it was his own bad ideas that caused the trouble and used bad language. Because of this you are demoted to the rank of regular official
[gyiirna].
Lungshar, you were asked by the military officers not to tell the Assembly about their visit but you &d so anyway and created much misunderstanding and problems. So your punishment is to pay a fine of 27
gold coins.
The rest of the military officers are fined from 18 to 30 gold coins
based on your actions in the affair, and the other Assembly and Trungtsi
members are fined 15 gold coins for calling a halt to the Assemblv Meeting. Futhermore, from now on, on top of whatever representatives are
normally appointed to the Assembly, one military officer will be added.30

By and large the military were the losers in the National Assembly
incident. They obtained representation in the assembly and the e h i nation of Kusantse, the shape who opposed their aims, but the Dalai
Lama demoted two of their most capable officers, thus warning Tsarong that the military must not become too arrogant and too insensitive to traditional values. Despite his deep affection for Tsarong, the
Dalai Lama had let the military know that he would not allow them to
make decisions for him. While the creation of a strong military still
remained a priority for the Dalai Lama, over the next four years he
30. Shan kha ba (Shankawa), rns.
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would increasingly come to view the military not as his own power
base, but as another threat to his position.
In that same year another incident occurred which brought the military partway back into the Dalai Lama's good graces. The relations
between the Dalai Lama and L o s e h g college of Drepung monastery
had been strained for years. The Tengyeling (Demo) Conspiracy and,
more important, the support Loseling gave the Chinese during the
fighting in 1911-1912 when the Dalai Lama's volunteer army was
trying to drive the Chinese out of Lhasa had inhriated the Dalai Lama.
Led by Loseling college's three managers (the tshaja, phuja, and
gongja), Drepung monastery had adhered to a pro-Chinese and antiDalai Lama policy.31When the Dalai Lama's officials ordered them to
send monks to help fight the Chinese, they refused, saying that they
were monks, not soldiers. They agreed to fight only if the Chinese tried
to force their way into Drepung itself. Many of the Loseling officials
such as the tshaja were from Chinese-administered parts of Kharn and
tended to have pro-Chinese, anti-government leanings. This was well
known to the Manchu amban; when he had to flee for his life, he went
to Drepung, where he was sheltered in a mountaintop retreat until the
fighting was over.32
Loseling's behavior warranted punishment, but during the period
from 1913 to 1919, the Dalai Lama was too preoccupied with the
Sirnla Talks and the warfare in Kham to confront Loseling. But by late
1920 no such restraints existed, so when a dispute arose in Loseling
college, thc Dalai Lama took the opportunity to attack its leaders.
The incident began in late 1920 when the Loscling managers, led by
the tshaja, told a former monastic official named Adala that his khamtsen wanted an estate returned.33Adala had been holding this estate on
permanent lease" (khantsin), paying Loscling a lease fee every year and
managing the estate as if it were his own. Believing he had permanent
rights to this estate so long as he paid the annual fee, he refused to
(6

3 1. Surkhang, interview. These three are the managers of Tsha kharntsen, Gonggo
khamtsen, and Phugang khamtsen, Imseling's three largest khamtsen.
32. Ibid.
33. It is not clear whether they just wanted to give the estate to somcone else, as
some suggest, or whether they intended to take direct administrative control over all such
estates.
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return it. When the Loseling managers decided to take it by force,
Adala complained to an acquaintance, the powerful Dronyerchemmo
Ara gaapo, who imrne&ately saw this as an opportunity to strike back
at the Loseling managers. H e told Adala to petition the
With this petition in hand, the Dronyerchernrno summoned the
three Loseling managers to his house sometime in mid to late May
1921.35 When they arrived, they were told to go to Shol (see Map 3).
At Shol they found the Dronyerchernrno waiting, not to greet them,
but to arrest them. Military troops were placed on special guard duty
by the jail, and the next day the final order was read to them. Although
normally such orders specify the nature of the crime or misdeed, in this
case it simply said that "your faults are known to you so there is no
need to list them." The tshaja and phuja were exiled; their private property was confiscated; and they were whipped and disgraced by being
driven out of Lhasa on white oxen.36The third manager, thegongja,
was released without punishment, most likely because he had not been
in power in 1910-1913.
The monks in Drepung found out about these acts only when the
~ongjareturned. They immediately sent food and clothes to the Lhasa
prison, but the two managers had already been exiled. All of Loseling's
twenty-four khamtsen then had a meeting to dscuss what to do. Led
by two monks named Ancanali and Ngogar, they refused to listen to
their abbots but decided instead to go en masse to the Norbulinga
Palace to demand the release of the two managers.
The monks of nearby Nechung monastery (see Map 2) tried to stop
the Loseling monks when they saw them pouring out of Drepung, but
the several thousand Loseling monks went on to N o r b h g a , forcing
their monastery officials to accompany them. The guards at the palace
gate also could not stop them but let them pass into the grounds and
then to the Yellow Wall that surrounds the living area of the Dalai
Lama. There the senior monastic officials prostrated and shouted that
34. Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.
35. While on their way there on horseback, they were met by a servant of Deyang
Tshenship (the assistant tutor to the Dalai Lama), who told them that they should not
to Lhasa that day as it was not good. The three managers dscussed this but decided
that since they were so close to Norbulinga, they should g o on.
36. Surkhang, interview; Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.
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they wanted to see the Dalai Lama, who was in retreat at that time.
They yelled that their managers had done no wrong and so should be
released and their property returned. The monks also taunted the
troops on guard by the Yellow Wall, daring them to shoot. When they
d d not, the mob of monks forcibly took the troop's weapons and broke
them. While the senior monks shouted and prostrated, the younger
monks urinated and defecated all over the Dalai Lama's gardens, pulled
up and trampled the Dalai Lama's flowers, broke the statues, and sang
as loudlv as possible in order to disturb him.37
The Ldnchen Sholkang came out to try to calm them. H e made the
traditional pleadmg gesture with his thumbs and said, "Please don't do
this. Whatever you have to say, tell me.'' But the monks treated him
rudely, saying, "Old man, you don't know anything. We want to see the
Dalai Lama."38
This incident reinforced for the Dalai Lama the importance of having a powerful army. Tsarong, who was hosting a party in his house at
the time, was irnrnedately summoned to Norbulinga Palace. However,
it was decided that nothing should be done, for if the military in Lhasa
were called out and opened fire on the monks, the action would be
l~kelyto provoke the other monasteries and colleges to support Loseling and possibly precipitate an all-out civil war. The government's military position in Lhasa at this time was comprised of roughly 700 solders, not an adequate force to control a joint reaction by the Three
Seats.39The Dalai Lama therefore pretended he knew nothing of what
had happened. The monks finally left Norbulinga in the afternoon. In
the meantime the Dalai Lama and Tsarong had issued orders to r e d
several thousand troops and militia to Lhasa in preparation for moving
37. Urmenla, interview; Surkhang, interview; Bell 19%: 90-1 15. The Tibetan term
pa ~u&)expresses this rushing out by the monks to protest and intlrriidate
the government. The verb lu normally conveys a substance bursting out of confinement,
as water From a hole in a dam.
38. Urgyenla, interview; Surkhang, interview; Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.
39. IOR. L/PS/10/883, telegram from Bell in Lhasa to the Government of India,
Delhi, dated 3 August 192 1. Tsarong Runshi (personal communication) contends that
there were more than 700 solders in Lhasa at this time. He says the Bodyguard Regiment
had 500, and that there were two or three other regiments in Lhasa. This may well be
correct, but Bell was referring to troops on hand; ofren a sizable portion of a regiment
was on leave. In anv case, even 1,200 solders was hardly an overwhelming force for a
major confrontation.
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on the monastery. They also armed the 700 in Lhasa with live ammuniti~n.~O
That night Tsarong moved several army units to positions between
Norbulinga and D r e ~ u n g . ~
The
l Dalai Lama, through Tsarong, ordered L o s e h g to turn over the protest ringleaders, but the monks refused. Soldiers were moved in front of Drepung, where they set up
camps. Loseling college appealed to the monks of Sera and Ganden, as
well as to the monks of Drepung's other major college, Gomang, to
support them, and then posted pickets above their monastery.42Various
lamas such as Kundeling and Ditru tried to mediate the confrontation,
but the monks would not agree to turn over their ringleaders. Sera,
however, quickly refused to join Loseling; and later Ganden also red
own Gomang college. Loseling was on its own.
fused, as d ~ Drepung's
But since it contained 4,000 to 5,000 monks, it was a formidable opponent. The monks threatened to attack Norbulinga and Lhasa, and
said they would sekx the Dronyerchernrno, whom they saw as their
main enemy in this fight.43
By the second week in August the Tibetan government had massed
about 3,000 troops in Lhasa and now felt confident that they could
handle the monks. Loseling college was to be taught a lesson, if possible
without bloodshed. The Dalai Lama had just demoted two of the most
capable officers, Shankawa and Tshogaw. H e now needed them, so he
ordered the Dronyerchernmo Ara gaapo to ask them to become army
commanders once again. Shankawa said no, but Tshogaw, hotheaded as
usual, enthusiastically agreed, saying that he would "kill all those baldheaded ones bo riri]." H e also wryly noted that he was like silverware
that is polished by the government when needed for some ceremony,
then put away afterward. So Tshogaw was given a regiment, and he,
Doring, Trentong, and Tsarong led the action against Drepung.44
The government troops were deployed in a semicircle in front of the

40. Ibid.
4 1 . Tsarong (Rimshi), personal correspondence.
42. IOR, I,/PS/10/883, telegram from Bell in Lhasa to the Government o f India,
dated 3 September 192 1, cited in a telegram from the Government of India to His Ma]csty's Government, dated 1 1 September 1921.
43. Bell 1946: 327.
44. Surkhang, interview; Shan kha ba (Shankawa), ms.
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monastery. They were under strict orders from the Dalai Lama not to
fire at the monastery, however, since this might generate widespread
sympathy for the monks. In the meantime, demands were renewed to
the monks to turn over the leaders of the d e m ~ n s t r a t i o n . ~ ~
Loseling found itself in an untenable situation. It was without support from either the Sera or the Ganden monastery, or even from Gomang college in their own monastery; it had been unable to get the
Khamba community in Lhasa to lend military support; and it was
blocked by a large army force led by Tsarong and Tshogaw, both of
whom were unlikely to have qualms about taking on the monks militarily. Loseling therefore surrendered eleven ringleaders by midSeptember.% Others who had run away, such as Ancanah, were captured in caves on the mountains behind Drepung during an all-out
search in which the government ordered all district officials to seize and
hold any Loseling monk who passed their way.47The government even
interrupted a teaching by Taktra kmpoche in his hermitage north of
Lhasa to see if Ancanali might be there.48
All told, about sixty monks were arrested, paraded around the city,
lightly flogged, and placed in shackles with cangues on their necks (see
Figure 11). They were then put under the custody of various aristocratic families. The Dalai Lama dismissed all the Drepung abbots and
passed a rule giving himself the right, for the first time, to appoint the
managers of Drepung's khamtsen. He also imposed a new rule whereby
these managers were chosen only from among the monks from Centrd
Tibet. This was done to decrease the power of the Eastern Tibetan
(Khamba) monks, whom the Dalai Lama saw as more pro-Chinese and
less amenable to control by the central g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~
For the first time in modern Tibetan history, the government's army
had confronted the monks directly and forced them to concede. Although not a single shot was fired, the monks' fears about the newly

45. Ibid.
46. IOR, L/PS/10/883, telegram from Bell in Lhasa to the Government of India,
Delhi, dated 16 September 1921, cited in a telegram from the Government of India to
His Majesty's Government, dated 23 September 1921.
47. Urnenla, interview.
48. Khri bvang 1975: 94-95.
49. Urgvenla, interview.
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Convict in Lhasa market in leg shackles and
neck cangue ( I 936) (photo courtesy of
India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

developed Tibetan military were shown to be valid. The Loseling incident of 1921 represents a major turning point in the relationship between the government and the Three Seats. The Dalai Lama had been
able to tcach the monasteries a political lesson without shedding blood.
The thousands of volatile monks around Lhasa were served notice that
they could no longer intimidate the Dalai Lama with impunity. The
Dalai Lama later told Bell that "it was necessary for me to make a show
of force or else the large monasteries would continually give me
trouble"; but he went on to sav that he intended to show them lenicnc)!") And in a sense he did. The ringleaders were severely punished,
but the monastery and monks werc not. N o estates were confiscated, as
had bccn donc at T e n ~ e l i n g . ~ ~
50. IOK, I,/PS/10/(183, tclegram from Bell in 1,hasa to the Govemment o f Incba,
I)clhi, datcd 16 Scptcmber 1921, cited in a telegram from thc Government of India to
His Majcstv's Government, datcd 2 3 September 1921.
51. ~ h entire
c
Tcnpcling monastery had been razed to the ground in 1913.
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A year later, the head of Ganden monastery, the Ganden Thriba,
arranged for the Dalai Lama to visit L o s e h g for the inauguration of a
new b u i l h g . The monks showed the Dalai Lama deference and told
him repeatedly that the building had been erected by the exiled tshaja
in an effort to secure his release. The Dalai Lama replied that he had
not realized how much good the tshaja had done and would release
him if he promised never again to become involved in politics. The
tshaja's release ended the first military-monk confrontation, but although the monks came to terms with the Dalai Lama, they remained
bitter enemies of the military clique and the Westernization its ascendency heralded.
These feelings were exacerbated by another critical incident involving the second greatest Gelugpa incarnate lama, the 9th Panchen Lama,
Chokyi Nyima (see Figure 12).

T H E F L I G H T O F T H E PANCHEN LAMA
The need to build a strong military and maintain a large army,
equipped with modem British rdles, on the Kham border had dramatically increased the expenses of the Tibetan government and resulted in
the imposition of a special tax on the great monasteries, including Tashilhunpo, the seat of the Panchen Lama. Outside of the central government, the Panchen Lama was the largest estate-holder in Tibet, possessing not only numerous manorial estates but also ten whole dstricts.
Considerable ill feeling between the officials of the Dalai Lama and
the Panchen Lama had arisen from the Panchen's behavior following
the Dalai Lama's flights to exile in 1904 and 1910. When financial
support was needed for the large contingent of troops on active duty in
K h m , some remembered that during a previous war with Nepal in
1791, when the Gurkha troops attacked Tashilhunpo, the then Panchen
Lama had paid one-quarter of all the military costs. The Dalai Lama
used this as a precedent and, after returning to Tibet in 1912, informed
the Panchen Lama that he had to pay one-fourth of the total military
costs of the 1912-191 3 Chinese war, as well as one-fourth of the costs
of the Xbet-British wars of 1888 and 1904. This amounted to 27,000
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be of grain. The Panchen Lama vigorously &sagreed with this interpretation and paid only a portion of the sum.52
Dalai-Panchen relations further deteriorated in 1917when the Dalai
Lama instituted a new rule called the Fire-Snake Year Order: the serfs
of Tashilhunpo in Gyantse District were to pay one-seventh of the horse
and carving-animal corvee tax on levies of over 100 horses and 300
carrying animals. Since Tashilhunpo had written statements from past
Dalai Lamas exempting its serfs from providing such corvke services for
anyone but Tashilhunpo, the Panchen Lama viewed this as an illegal
abrogation of his prerogatives. In 1923 the Water-Pig Year Order extended the previous order to all Tashilhunpo serfs in T ~ a n gAnd
. ~ ~in
1922, the new Revenue Investigation Office levied an addtional annual
tax on Tashilhunpo of about 30,000 ke of grain and 10,000 silver
coins. 54
The Panchen Lama and his officials attacked the validty of the new
taxes, arguing that their precedent was invalid. They argued that they
had paid one-fourth of the Tibetan government's military expenses in
1791 only because their own city and monastery were under attack.
They also argued that they could not afford to make such payments and
still fulfill their religious obligations to their monks, and they presented
documents that granted them tax exemptions. Meanwhile, as they were
protesting the decision, each year the unpaid taxes piled up. Lungshv
played a major role in this controversy, insisting that the Panchen Lama
could pay the new tax. His examination of the records of the Panchen
Lama's government documented that they could easily pay the new lev)'
and the corvCe taxes. He convinced the Dalai Lama that the real motive
behind the Panchen Lama's refusal was his ambivalence about the supreme authority of the Dalai Lama. Thus, increasing revenue to support the army produced a major dispute between the Panchen Lama
and the central government.
Additional details of this dispute come from the Panchen Lama's
approach to the British in India through the Gyantsc trade agent. D.
MacDonald, aslung for help. MacDonald wrote:
52. Don khang 1984: 2
53. Ibid.: 35.
54. Ibid.: 57.
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I have the honour to report that His Serenity the Tashi [Panchen] Lama
sent a messenger to me yesterday with a private letter (which he requested me to return to him) stating as follows:
. . . That the Lhasa Government has demanded that the Tashl
Lhurnpo Government should contribute one fourth of the total expenditure for the upkeep of the Tibetan Army, which consists of the following:
(a) Rs. 650,0001- approximately,
(b) 10,000 maunds of grain valued at Rs. 80.0001-,
(c) 2,000 boxes of Chinese brick-tea, valued at Rs. 85,0001-.
(d) In addtion to the above, they have asked for other liberal concessions (not mentioned in the above letter).
. . . In default of complying with the above demands, I have been
informed that the officials of the Tash Lhumpo Government who are
undergoing imprisonment at the Potala Palace will not be released and
others will also be imprisoned.
. . . His Serenity the Tashi Lama states that he is unable to meet the
demands made upon him and proposes to submit a representation to His
Holiness the Dalai Lama on the subject. If his request is granted, things
will then of course be all right; but if not, His Serenity wishes to know
whether the Government of I n d a will medate between himself and His
Holiness the Dalai Lama as he states that his only hope is the assistance
of the Government of India.55

After several unsuccesshl protests by his officials and one aborted
attempt to escape when he went to the hot springs in Lhatse D i s t r i ~ t , ~ ~
the Panchen Lama on 26 December 1923 secretly fled to Mongolia,
leaving the following instructions for his followers in Tashllhunpo:
Be it known to all the Abbots and Assistants of the four colleges and
also to the Acting Prime Minister and the Monk and Lay officials of the
Tashi Lhunpo Government:With regard to the troubles of the Tashi-Lhunpo Government and
their subjects, I have submitted representations to His Holiness the Dalai
Lama on several occasions, but my requests have not been granted. At
the same time His Holiness has always shown me kindness. The investigating officers listened to the advice of evil-minded persons and made it
55. IOR, L/PS/12/4174, letter from the British trade agent in Gyantse to the political
officerin Siklum, dated 18 November 1922. The British refused to intervene.
56. Phun rab, 1984: 130.
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very dfficult for His Holmess to grant my requests. Ln consequence,
orders were issued to all Jongpoens of the Tsang Province that they must
supply free transport, etc., to the officials of the Lhasa Government,
against the prevailing custom. Moreover, I have been asked to make contributions for the upkeep of the Tibetan Army, but the nobles and subjects were unable to take the responsibility of meeting these demands.
For these reasons, the subjects of the Tashi-Lhunpo Government were
dsappointed and became hssatisfied. You are all aware of these facts and
these things have made it quite impossible for us to live in peace. I
should have made hrther representation, but it would have created a
dfficult position for His Holiness. I am therefore leaving Tashi-Lhunpo
for a shorc period to make it easier for His Holiness the Dalai Lama. I
am going to see whether I can secure any one to medate between us,
with the assistance of the dspensers of gifts in Kham and Mongolia
whither I have despatched messengers. It is quite impossible for me to
make the annual contributions to meet the Military expenses and I am
compelled to proceed t o an unknown destination to try to raise funds
from the Buddhists who may be inclined to help me voluntarily. I may
state here once and for all that I have no desire to do anything against
the wishes of His Holiness the Dalai Lama or that will be injurious to
our prestige. The letter which I have addressed to His Holiness should
be at once forwarded, so as to make matters clear to him. After due
consideration I have appointed the Acting Prime Minister [of TashiIhunpo] and the Abbots of the four Colleges [of Tashilhunpo] to carry
on the adrmnistration during my absence. First of all, you should see that
the customary ceremonies are performed in the Tashi-Lhunpo and other
monasteries as usual. You should also see that the Lamas of the different
monasteries receive their rations; and that the monks study all the religious books and preach the religion, and that they d o not neglect the
subject of disputation; and above all, you should see that all the monastic
rules are duly observed. Finally, you should discharge your duties faithfully and treat the poor subjects and mollks with all consideration and
help them in every way possible. You should keep careful accounts of all
receipts and expendture from land revenue, etc., and apply the balance
for the observance of religious ceremonies. You should carry on your
duties appertaining to the spiritual and temporal powers after due consultation; but if you cannot decide any big question, vou should refer
the matter to me for orders. You should discharge the duties of your
responsible position without fail and leave nothing undone. I hearby
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command all the monks and laymen, who are subjects of the TashiLhunpo Government, to obey the orders of the Acting Prime Minister
and Council and discharge their duties faithfully. Let all noblemen and
peasants bear these instructions in mind and act accordingly. I will issue
necessary orders in the future accordmg to circumstances. Let all the
animate beings bear h s in mind. I have issued these orders on the auspicious date-the 18th day of the 1l t h month of the Water-Pig Year [26
December 19231.57

The Tibetan government sent troops under the command of Lungshar
and Tshogaw to stop him, but they were too late and the Panchen Lama
escaped with a large entourage.
The Dalai Lama responded by appointing his own admistrator,
the Dzasa Lama, to take over the administration of Tashilhunpo:
This is addressed to all men who enjoy the dual blessings of true religion
and good government and especially to the great incarnate Lama Si-theithu Lhopa and to all the Officials of the Tashi-Lhunpo Monastery and
the heads of the four Colleges, the Jongpens of Lhatse, Ngam-ring,
Phuntsoling and Kampajong, and to all the high and low monks and
laymen:Recently, I received the following report from the two Jongpens
[dzongpon] who are acting as my representatives at Shgatse:- "Before
the Tashi Lama left Shigatse for some unknown destination, he left written instructions as to how the administration was to be carried on during
his absence; these are briefly as follows:
"With regard to the complaints of the Tashi-Lhunpo Government
great luridness has been shown to me bv His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
but the investigating officers have not done justice. They have ordered
the subjects of the Tashi-Lhunpo Government to supply free transport,
etc. Moreover, I am unable to undertake the responsibility of obtaining
the supplies and money required to meet the military expendture. I am
therefore leaving Tashi-Lhunpo for a short period for an unknown destination to seek assistance from the dispenser of gifts in Kham and Mongolia and raise funds from all Buddhists."
As regards the free supplies and transport asked for from the subjects
57. IOR, T,/PS/12/4 174 (PZ 1769/24), British trade agent in Gyantse to the political
officerin Sikkim, roughly March 1924.
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of the Tashi-Lhunpo Government, they have agreed to supply the same
and the demands are in accordance with the existing agreements. I have
therefore issued orders that these should be complied with and there is
no cause for complaint. The investigating officers have not shown any
favour to any party by receiving gifts; and I have letters to prove that
this action will not do any harm to the Tash Lama or myself especially
as we are both on most friendly terms. In connection with the payment
of one fourth of the total military expendture in Tibet, it may be mentioned that it is in accordance with former custom, but as the Prime
Minister did not make the payment for a number of years, the amount
accumulated and could not be paid at once. The result was that it caused
trouble in their eyes when they rubbed them with their own hands. I
have not once used any force to exact the payment. On the other hand,
out of compassion, I agreed that the payment should be spread over
several years and reduced the amount as much as I could. This fact is
known to all the wise men. Thls time, the Tashi Lama has gone secretly
on the pretext that the two things mentioned above caused him trouble
and listened to the advice of evil persons. I have sent the Chief Accountant, Lungshar, to persuade him to return to Shgatse with the following
message:- "Having heard of your secret departure I have been deeply
grieved at the news because our relations had been friendly and I was
your teacher. Remembering the fact that you and I were born as a father
and son (i.e., teacher and disciple), it is not right for me to treat you just
as I pleased; but there is a custom prevailing among the high class people
that the elder should advise the younger. You did not consult me in the
matter and I do not know the real reasons for your departure and what
the end will be. I myself had to visit China, Mongolia and India, owing
to the British and Chinese troops having come to the Tibetan Capital, in
order to save the spiritual and temporal powers. 1 suffered great hardships to secure happiness and to safeguard our religion. By adopting wise
means, it is known to all that the Buddhist religion is spreahng and that
the temporal powers of Tibet are in our hand and that we are enjoying
peace and prosperity. But you must have been misled by your followers
who had previously caused mischief. As sins cannot be washed away by
water and mental sorrow cannot be removed by the hands, why are you
disappointed? Moreover, since I have assumed both the spiritual and
temporal powers, I have treated all the subjects and officialsof the TashiLhunpo Government with the greatest consideration, rewardng those
who observed the laws of religion and the customs of the country in
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greater matters and it is lawful to punish a few evil-doers. With regard t o
t r A n g matters, I have taken n o steps and left everytlung in peace. These
cannot be described here in detail. I request you t o think over the conversation we had at our previous meeting; and if you read the correspondence that has passed between us, you will understand everything. You
have written t o me frequently saying that there is no other protector t o
whom you can go for assistance and protection. In view of the correspondence and the conversation we had at our meeting, it is not understood why you departed secretly unless you have found yourself at fault.
By going t o Mongolia, great dangers will beset you. At the time I visited
China and Mongolia, it was peacell everywhere, but the political situation is quite dfferent now and this fact is well-known to you. I t is not
understood why you have left your monastery in which you should now
be sitting in medtation. You seem to have forgotten the sacred history
of your predecessors and wandered away to a desert where there are no
people-like a butterfly that is attracted by the lamp-light,-and thus
bringing trouble to yourself. Such conduct does not d o credt t o your
predecessors and if you had only taken the trouble to consult your
teacher 'Lhopa', he would have given you sound advice. But you d d not
consult him and ran away with your sinful companions who resemble
elephants and followed the wrong path. Although you are a holy person,
if the fruits of your deed ripen, there is no doubt that you will suffer
great hardships. As I feel the separation from you, I despatched Tsipon
Lungshar to persuade you and your followers t o return to your monastery for the sake of the Buddhist religion and the good government of
the country and chiefly for your happiness and prosperity, at a time when
religion has reached a stage like a lamp in which all the oil has become
nearly consumed. It is mentioned in many religious books that you and
I and all the holy persons should strive t o work for the benefit of all
living beings. It is difficult t o believe that a person who thrnks of himself
only and who is not freed from the three sins, (i.e., anger, pride, and
ignorance) should be regarded as a Lama or Buddha. As selfishness is a
great cvil in this world, the wisest course to adopt is t o repent and turn
back from the wrong path. What I have said above is perfectly true. You
have written to me on many occasions asking me to appoint a Dzasa
Lama (Prime Minister) at Tashi-Lhunpo and I could have done so; but
as you enjoyed both the spiritual and temporal powers, I agreed to your
proposal to carry on the administration with the assistance of four Minlsters appointed by you. But as you and your ministers have lefi Shigatse
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and gone to a foreign country, the Tibetan Government will appoint a
Dzasa Lama and send him to Tashi-Lhunpo without delay to manage the
internal and external affairs for the benefit of all the subjects. This notice
is issued to all the monks and subjects in order that they may understand
everything that has taken place and act accorhgly without malung any
mistake to attain happiness in this life as well as in the next." Dated the
20th day of the 12th month of the Water-Pig year [26 January 19241.
Seal of Dalai

In July 1924 the Panchen Lama sent an answer from China, reiterating what he had said in the letter cited above.
Although it is impossible . . . for your Holiness to entertain any ill intentions toward me, being teacher and pupil, yet as I had written to Your
Holiness many times before, some of the ignorant and mischievous officials of Your Holiness who have an axe to grind have been creating estrangement and inconvenience between us. . . . Owing to many regulations contrary to the laws and usage set forth by the previous Dalai
Lamas, Tash Lhunpo and the lesser monasteries which are under my
jurisdiction have greatly suffered and the few poor peasants workmg on
the lands belonging to these monasteries have become destitute owing
to the new taxes and unprecedented call for free labor. Again to pay the
enormous tax known as the quarter of the army expenditure with no land
as a means from which the money could be obtained and which none of
the other subjects had to pay, caused us great anxiety. Moreover my poor
and unsophisticated servants had to endure great hardship and cruelty so
that there was no peace of mind either regards externally or internally
and [they] suffered great indignity. Although I tried many times to obtain a personal interview so as to lay before Your Holiness the real state
of affairs as it is in my mind and obtain Your Holiness's true advice as to
what is the best thing to be done to help towards paying this new army
expenditure tax. This again the above mentioned ill minded officialsof
Your Holiness with the purpose of frustrating amicable settlement concocted many difficulties in the way and Your Holiness informed me that
even to have just a personal interview would place both the teacher and
the pupil in an awkward position. Therefore not knowing what to do,
leaving a note to your Holiness asking for permission to be transmitted
58. IOR, UPS11214174 (PZ 1431/24), enclosure to letter from the political officer
in Sikkun to the Government of Inda, dated 20 February 1924.
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bv the Shigatse-Chizong, I set forth and I did not ask for permission
dforehand as it might again make things awkward and this is the real
reason and please d o not be offended with me. . . . Dispatched from
Langchowfu o n 13th of 5th month of the Wood-Mouse Year [July
1924].59

In reply the Dalai Lama wrote:
I am writing this privately, without standing o n any ceremony.
Recently, on the 6th intercalary day of the 4th month of the FireTiger Year (which corresponds to the 17/18 May 1926) I received your
kind letter along with its accompaniment . . . through Jampa Thog me.
You say, and I think so too, that some evil-minded subordinate, who
did not wish that the teacher and pupil . . . should remain o n good
terms, must have reported against and caused trouble for Labrang, that
it was not convenient for you t o come and lay your grievances before me
in person, to clear my mind and take my advice. . . . In order t o make
permanent the secular and religious rule of Tibet, it was found expehent
to assess and collect extra taxes. This measure has affected all the landlords, the Government and the monasteries-a fact which is well known
to you-and it was not especially adopted in order to put the Labrang
into trouble. It is no new thing for a Government t o call for reports from
its subordinates with regard t o new taxation. These reports the subordinates base on their experience. If anyone has said anything untoward
between the teacher . . . and the pupil . . . I would not have taken notice
of it. Whatever cause for complaint the Labrang might have, we could
have gone into it at our leisure. But, instead you have lefi suddenly without any reason. It is not possible that you . . . could have become hsloyal
to me. In all probability you have been swayed by the reports of one or
two servants, who d o not understand things. I view your long stay o n
that side with pessimism, as 1 d o not know what will happen t o you.
Here I am offering prayers to the precious trinity and am performing
other holy ceremonies on a big scale for your well-being. Therefore, taklng into consideration thc secular and religious interests of Tibet, and
more particularlv of the monks of the Tashi Lhunpo monastery, it would
be a good thing if you would come back immediately. If you would
kindlv do this, I would render all necessary help. I am issuing strict orders to Dzasa Lama Lobzang Tenzing and his assistants to see that the
59. IOR, I,/PS/12/4174 ( P Z 6939/32), enclosure to letter from the political officer
in Siklum to the Government of India. dated 19 October 1932.
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Tashi Lhunpo monasterv and its branch monasteries are not put to anv
inconvenience. . . . Dispatched on the 2nd day of the 5th month of the
Iron-Tiger Year (whlch corresponds to the 12th June 1926).60

The 9th Panchen Lama d d not respond to this letter, but remained
in China. (His subsequent attempts to return to Tibet are discussed in
Chapter Eight.) Although couched in the idiom of personal rnisunderstandings, these letters clearly show that the fundamental issue was the
extent of the authority of the central government. However, to large
segments of the more orthodox Gelugpa population, the forced flight
of the Panchen Lama was seen as but another of the hsagreeable consequences of secular changes in Tibet and the rise to prominence of the
Western-oriented military faction. This is illustrated by two street songs
in Lhasa applaudng the Panchen Lama's successful flight into exile.
The Panchen, saying he is a vulture,
has gone in great leaps and bounds.
Tshogaw, saying he is a hunting hound,
has returned s n i h g the ground.
Our Lama is a God,
[our] Lama's horse is a bird.
Having put a golden saddle on the bird,
he has flown off into the sky.61

During the three years following the Loseling tshaja incident, new
regiments were raised, and Bell convinced the British government to
sell the Xbetans 10 mountain guns, 20 Lewis guns, and 10,000 rifles
with a r n r n ~ n i t i o n .Moreover,
~~
4 officers and over 300 noncornmis60. IOR, L/PSl12/4174 (PZ 6940), cited in letter from the political officer in Slklum
to the Government of Inda, dated 1 October 1932.
6 1 . In Tibetan: pan chen god po yin zer 1 lam 'phongsgcad nar thud Iong / rntsho $P0
sha k@ vin zer 1 d n ma snum nus sleb byung. nga tsho'i bla ma lha red / bla mu'i chibs pa @a
red I bva l a ~ s w
sga sgron nar I nam mkba' 4 i n g s b r - u d phebs song.
62. After warning the Chinese that unless they resumed negotiations with Tibet
within one month Britain would feel free t o "give the Tibetans any reasonable assistance
they h g h t require in the development of their countrv," on 1 1 October 1921 the Government of India informed the Dalai Lama that "His Majesty's Government . . .
permit the Tibetan Government t o import on payment munitions in installments at adequate intervals," provided they were used only for defense. Between 1921 and 19317
apparently three such installments were made, with a fourth in late 1931 (~03711202221
p. 225).
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sioned officers received military training in Gyantse between 1922 and
1925;63 4 officers and 20 noncommissioned officers received training
in the use of mountain guns in Quetta in India; and others were trained
as armorers, and in gunnery, infantry, and cavalry work.
The British provided technical assistance in buildmg a telegraph line
between Lhasa and Gyantse, and some Tibetan youths were trained as
telegraphers. Machinery for a 40,000-rupee hydroelectric plant was
purchased from England, and work on the plant began. A survey for
mineral wealth was conducted in Tibet by an Englishman, and an English school under the drection of a Mr. F. Ludlow was started in
Gyantse in 1924 with several dozen aristocrats' sons in attendance (see
Figures 13 and 14). And Ladenla, a Sikkirnese police officer from Darjeeling, was hired to establish a modern police force in Lhasa.
Other plans were also considered. Tsarong wanted Tibet to join the
International Postal Union, to produce a Tibetan typewriter in India,
and to develop motor car and motorboat transportation in Tibet.64
Others were also eager to modernize; for example, Commander Surkhang organized polo matches and constructed a tennis court in Lhasa.
Several other army commanders, includng Tshogaw, cut their hair
short in the British style. These were heady times for the pro-modern,
pro-Western faction. It looked as though Tibet was going to be able to
develop the political, economic, and d t a r y infrastructure of a reasonably modern state.
Throughout these years, the Dronyerchemmo Ara gaapo had harassed the military clique and attempted unsuccessfdly to erode the
Ddai Lama's confidence in Tsarong. In 1924 an incident occurred that
again reversed the direction of Tibet's political development, resulting
in the demotion of almost all the army commanders, includmg Tsarang, and ending the incipient program of modernization in Tibet.
The creation of a modern police force for Lhasa in 1922-1923 gencrated resentment among the army soldiers, who held that the police
did less work but received almost twice the salary and got better uniforms. In early May 1924, a fight between some soldiers and policemen
63. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.l57/214a, Lhasa Diary o f Major F. M. B d e y for 22, 30, and
31 Julv 1924.
64: Ihid
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English school in Gyantse, group portrait
(ca. 1924-1 926) (photo courtesy of
India Oftice Library and Records,
British Library)

ended with the fatal stabbing of a policeman. Ladenla, the head ofthe
p~lice,'~was notified of the fight while he was attending an d-day
p v t y with Tsarong and a number of other military commanders. The
report he received warned that a bigger conflict might erupt, since the
solders were returning to the arsenal at Trapchi to get ammunitionsbb
Ladenla, like everyone else at the party, was slightly intoxicated when
the news arrived. H e angrily informed Tsarong of the incident,
suggesting that as commander-in-chief of the army, Tsarong had every
65. Ladenla held an ambivalent position in Tibet, for though officiallya Tibetan goVemment employee, he had been lent to Tibet by the Government of Inda in August
1923 to develop the police force. Though a Sikkimese (i.e., an ethnic Tibetan), he Was
very British in outlook and often wore bow ties, riding breeches, and a British hat.
66. IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letters from Norbhu Diindup to Major F. M.Bailey,
political officer in Siklum, dated 28 and 30 August 1927; Taring 1970: 72.
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English school in Gyantse, classroom photo
(ca. 1924-1 926) (photo courtesy of

India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

right to punish the guilty soldiers by hanging them or even by tying
them to the front of a cannon and blowing them up. He also warned
that continued conflicts could seriously damage the military's future.67
Tsarong too was enraged at his troops; this was just the lund of bad
publicity that his enemies would use against him. He decided, therefore, to makc an cxample of thc guilty soldiers that would serve as a
potcnt deterrent.
All the n~ilitarvrzfficcrs at once went to the scene of the disturbance,
where Tsarone, punishcd the guilty soldiers on the spot: the soldier who
killed thc pollccmal~had one of Ids legs amputated above the knee, and
the oldier who hclpcd him had his right ear cut o f f a n T h eformer died
67. I O R , M5.F,ur. F. 1571240, lcttcr from Norbhu 13iindup to Major I-'. M . ~ailev,
political o t k c r i l l Sikklni, cic~tcd30 August 1927.
68. 'Thiiga\,, rcportcd that thcsc p~~rlishmcnts
wcrc Ladcnla's suggestion (ibid.).
Samho (Kirnsli~)(1ntcn.ic~12)
recalls that whcn hc was a boy he heard that Tsarong had
said (in \.cr\c), (([ICU , ~ ~ O
hloI IInancq mt ;yvqgs vtsr la bskon 1 dE @in8 dma~qsme d~qus h o ~
bl;qvah nac lnnc." (The Jupiin (Scrgcant) Lobsang should be hanged on the cannon's
opening I
hIo~.11
~ W A V
1. TJlc rest of thc soldiers should be lullcd in a volley [of shots]."
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and his head and limb were publiclv displaved on the left and right of
the entrance to the Thromsikang Lhasa marketplace beside the Barkor
and Jokhang Temple.
These events gave the Dronyerchemmo a new opportunity to attack
Tsarong and the military. Pointing to the d t a r y ' s failure to contact
the government regarding either the crime or the punishment, he told
the Dalai Lama: "Do they see themselves as above the government or
independent of it? You banned amputations as a form of punishment,
but they stdl d o whatever they want. There should have been arrests
and then investigations by the appropriate government agencies.
Where will all this end?"69Angered by Tsarong's defiance of his orders,
the Dalai Lama instructed the Dronyerchemmo to investigate the incident thoroughly. The Dronyerchemmo therefore ordered Tsarong to
report to him and explain his actions.
Fearing that the Dronyerchemmo would present any explanation in
the worst possible Light, and feeling also that it was unsuitable to be
questioned on a military matter by a lower-ranking monk official, Tsarong refused to cooperate with the Dronyerchemmo. His recalcitrance
only increased the persuasiveness of the Dronyerchernrno's arguments
that the military clique was setting itself up as a law unto itself.
The military faction's next moves were catastrophic. Several versions
of them are available. One account, derived from Ladenla's reports to
the political officer in Sikkirn, says that the military commanders, fearing Tsarong would be demoted, acted on the suggestion of Cornmander Surkhang that they join with the police officers in sending a
petition to the Dalai Lama to excuse Tsarong.'O
The leadmg officers met secretly to sign the petition jointly. Being
somewhat distrustful of each other, however, and knowing that the
Dalai Lama might interpret the petition as a veiled threat from the
army, they took an oath that none of them would say later that
the petition was the work of just one or two men. This secret meeting
took place in Ladenla's house, because he, as an Indian subject, was
immune from retribution. Ladenla later claimed hc acted only as a neu69. Anon 1, interview.
70. Surkhang and Tshijgaw (and others), however, told Norbhu Diindup in L,hasa
that it was Ladenla who was the prime mover.
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tral witness to all these events, b u t this is very unlikely.71 The petition
stated:
On the (blank) of the (blank) month of the Wood-Mouse Yearthere was a dspute between the police and solders of the "Ta" Regiment. The Commander-in-Chef, in the presence of the majority of the
military and police officers-in order to avoid further trouble-punished one solder of the "Ta" regiment by having his leg amputated, and
another by cutting off his ear.
The Commander-in-Chef found that the officers of the "Tan Regiment failed to take sufficient interest in their duties-and thus caused the
firing. Therefore he called on some of them in writing to explain-but
he could not complete talung their explanations that night as there was
no time. While he was enquiring into the matter, on the 2nd day of the
3rd intercalary month [5 May 19241 His Holiness the Dalai Lama sent
Dronyer Chemmo to Tsarong Shape, Commander-in-Chief, calling
upon him to submit his explanation [for the punishments]. The undersigned officers having dscussed the submission of this explanation have
decided to submit the enclosed combined memorial to His Holiness the
Dalai Lama begging him to pardon him [Tsarong] and to excuse him
from submitting the explanation called for. We therefore sign our names
consecutively:
Trompa Dzasa,
Assistant Commander-in-Chief

Rupon Tsogo,
Military Officer

Khensarn (Mondo),
Police Officer

Samse (Detsab)

Surse Wangte (Depon Surkhang),
Militarv Officer
Khyungrarn (Depon),
Military Officer
Salung Tsetop (Depon)
Military Officer

Dose (Ragashar),
Police Officer
Lhase (Lhadingse),
Police Officer
Kyipub (youngest Kyipub)
Chotran Khen tsural,
Police Officer72

71. IOR, I,/PS/10/1088. Landenla's account is citcd in a letter from the political
officerin Sikkim to the Government of Inha, dated 28 May 1927. Ladenla claimed to
Baile~that he had not signed the petition.
72. IOR, I~/PS/lO/lO88,translation of the petition of Tibetan rmlitary commanders
(a copy of which had h e n sent by Ladenla to the political officer) attached to a letter
from the political officer in S i k m to the Government of Inha. dated 28 May 1927.
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They took this petition to Tsarong the next day and, after some discussion, decided to take it to the Lonchen Shokang and ask his opinion
before sending it to the Dalai Lama.
Shokang had already met with the Dronyerchernmo and had little
sympathy with Tsarong's arguments. There are two versions of his response. According to Ladenla, he advised against submitting the petition and asked Tsarong to submit an explanation to the Dronyerchemmo. In this account, the officers and Tsarong agreed with this'
response.73
Another, fuller version of these events comes from Tshogaw, one of
the army commanders, as told to Norbhu Dondup (see Figure 15), the
ethnic Tibetan Inhan government official then in Lhasa:
So all of them left the Host house and on their arrival at Mr. Laden La's
house (Yamen) Tsarong shouted and ceased all firing and on enquiry he
got hold of the two guilty solders who stabbed the police. Tsarong was
then so excited that he made one soldier cut his ears and the other a leg
but the latter succumbed to death by the injury after few hours. Tsarong
Shappe was begged by all officers t o excuse the guilty persons from cutting ears and leg but he turned his deaf ears. After that happening they
all dspersed and returned to their respective houses, then in the evening
of the same day rumours afloat that Tsarong Shappe will be put into
trouble and will be killed by t h g such independent action of murder.
O n the following morning while Tsoko [Tshogaw] was in bed Tsarong
sent for him, he got up and went there say about 7AM and saw Sampose
coming out from Tsarong's place and little later Khyungram Depon
[commander] was also coming out there were about 2 or 3 minutes intervals between Sampose and Khyungram. Tsoko then went in and he
was ordered by Tsarong that all officers are holding a meeting today in
Mr. Laden La's house and that he must attend to this meeting, no sooner
Tsarong ordered this to Tsoko, the latter took leave and promised to go
to Mr. Laden La's place. When Tsoko came out he found Surkhang Depon was waiting outside the house so Surkhang went in and Tsoko returned. At about 10 o'clock Mr. Laden La sent twice for Tsoko. He went
there and they hold meeting and drawn up an agreement to combine
73. Ibid. A variant of this holds that the IGnchen told the officers that they should
not present the matter to the Dalai Lama themselves but that Tsarong should go persondy to the Dalai Lama and explain the situation (IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from
Norbhu Dondup to F. M. Bailey, political officer in Sikkun, dated 28 August 1927).
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into one in malung a representation on behalf of Tsarong Shappe to
Dalai Lama stating that there are many Tibetan solders and unless the
Tsarong Shappe has full power to punish any wicked solder it is difficult
to control them so they should represent such to the Dalai Lama and
putting many other things in favour of military whch Tsoko do not
recalled now all details. While thls agreement were drawing Major
Pedma Chandra (who came from Calcutta University) asked Tsoko
quietly to come to latrine they both went and Major Pedma Chandra
said to Tsoko that he should select all h s trusted solders and select from
other regiments and then take Tsarong Shappe to Shigatse to fight
against the Tibetan Government and that Pedma Chandra himself will
select his own men (artillery) and prepare accordngly to fight against the
~ this Tsoko got wild and threatened the Pedma ChanTibetan G ~ v t . 'On
dra not to say so or else he shall report the matter, however, Pedma
Chandra insisted and requested Tsoko but the latter d d not agree to his
secret conversation and afier that they came in the house (Yarnen) and
signed. The agreement was signed by T m b a Dsasa, Mr. Laden La,
Mondrong, Surkhang, Khyungram, L h e h g s e , Ragashar, Tsoko, Nyelungwa, Magtrung Tamdng, Sarnpose, Pedma Chandra and Phagdong
Latsenpa. After signing the agreement in which they all agreed to represent matters to the Dalai Lama, these officers went to Tsarong Shappe's
house and requested Tsarong to explain things to the Dalai Lama personally or in writing. Tsarong refused this flatly and said I am the Commander in Chief of the Tibetan Army and I must have certain paver, the
Commanhr in Chi@ of British Army har every q h t in haling such cmes
and why he should not follow same rule since the Tibetan have introduced
British drill inrtructwns and hsire to follow their (Briti~h)rules and Regulatwns. All officers could not make Tsarong listen to reason. Little later
Khyungram called all officers outside and taken to another room where
Tsarong Shappe's altar is and images of God and we should all take oath
and should do what I sav and asked Trumba Dzasa first. T m b a Dzasa
took oath that he shall do everything to help his brethren officers and

74. Pedma Chandra was a Rutancse national who was a mpiin (captain). I n 1923,
whcn the group o f Tibetan officers and men were sent to Quctta in Assam for training,
he was hired as a translator. At the time he was teaching Tibctan a t Calcutta Univcrsir~,
H e trained with thc men and rcturncd to Tibct with them. Railcy's rccollcctions add
credence to Tshiigaw's story, as can be sccn bv a lcttcr he wrote in 1924: "Whcn I was
about to lcave 1-hasa, the Dalai Lama sent ei
a sccrct message to say that hc disliked
Pedma Chandra. who had been speahng against thc Tibetan and Rritish govcrnmcnts,
and that hc would like to dismiss him but hesitated to do sincc hc was a Rritish subject."
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shall listen to everytlung, provided that it is nothmg against the Dalai
Lama [his uncle], no sooner Trumba had said this and took oath everyone said that I shall do the same, I shall do the same. I shall do the same,
when such things happened some of them suddenly said that since Tsarong Shappe would not listen to us, let us go to Lonchen Sholkang, they
all agreed and went to Lonchen's house to seek advice and shown to
Lonchen a draft representation with which all the officers wanted to go
before the Dalai Lama. No sooner Lonchen read the representation, he
returned the document to the officers and told them not to offer such
long representations and not to go any one before the Dalai Lama, if you
do so Dalai Lama will get annoyed and shall punish you all and since
you came to me for my advice I suggest the best to help, this is what
Lonchen said to them then the officers have returned and all the junior
officershave said since they do not have to go to the Dalai Lama with
the representation, they see no reason why everyone should go to
Lonchen next day and it is advisable that 2 senior officers is quite sufficient to represent again before Lonchen and they named Trumpa Dzasa
and Mr. Laden La as they are the two senior among the lot. This is all
what Tsoko told me privately on my pressure to him I promised not to
tell a word to any Tibetans but to you only. . . . he says he took oath not
to tell anyone but to the Dalai Lama only if the things really comes
out. . . . Further he tells me that there are 2 or 3 parties among the officers . . . [and that] they also wanted to murder the late Dronyer Chemo.
Tsoko says that no sooner Tsoko refused to fight against Tibetan Govt.
Mr. Laden La, Surkhangse, Khyungram and Pedma Chandra combined
into one most secret society and in this Tsarong is also included. Another
part Mondrong, Sampose, Lhedingse, and Phagdong Letsenpa, etc. Tsarong deals with everyone equally outwardly but his main mover are the
four mentioned above . . . but about the revolution it may come out any
moment and Tsarong Shappe is in the hot fire and everyone suspect very
much of him and thinks that British GOM.may help him if he is put into
trouble, this is bazaar rumour. It is also said that Tsarong Shappe told
out that he has asked Barbar Shamsher of Nepal to help him if Tsarong
writes to him. . . . I am feeling that His Holiness must be thinking we
are behind Tsarong Shappe or any other Tibetan military officer^.'^
[In a note to another letter to Bailey, Norbhu Dondup added:] Please
add Youngest Kyipup's name also. The Pedma Chandra suggested to
75. IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from Norbhu L3611dupto F. M. Bailey, political

officer in Sikkim, datcd 30 Auglst 1927 (cmphasis added).
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murder Dronyer Chemo first and then take Tsarong to Shigatse with
Tsoko's selected men to fight against Tibetan G ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~

Norbhu Dondup adds that the "Dalai Lama sent words through his
favorite that he does not like to discuss matter with me about Mr.
Laden La while in Xbet and says that many things happen, some have
proof and some have no proof."77 Moreover, in a later meeting the
Dalai Lama told Norbhu that there were all sorts of wild rumors, but
that, since these were difficult to prove, it was best to leave matters as
they were. 78
By Tshogaw's account, Tsarong and Ladenla orchestrated the appeal
in the form of a long statement about the need for the d t a r y to have
authority over its own troops. The lonchen advised against this and
against going to the Dalai Lama in person. Thus, the copy of the pedtion that Ladenla sent to his British superior was apparently an abbreviated second version. Tshogaw's account also reveals that although d
the officers took a sacred oath to support each other, there was no consensus regarding the use of force as a last resort. It seems clear, however,
that some officers discussed taking mllitary action as well as assassinating the Dronyerchemmo. Sambo (Rimshi) recalls his father's (Samba
Teiji's) account of a conversation he had with Tshogaw verifying this.
Tshogaw said:
We wanted to get rid of the Dronyerchemo Ara gaapo so we had no
other way but to kill hrm. . . . So we had a meeting and I was given the
responsibility of killing him. So one morning I went to Norbulinga and
waked straight into his house ignoring the normal courtesy of waiting
outside. I walked straight into his room. The room was dark and there
was something black in the back which I thought was he. I put my hand
in my pocket where I was carrying a pistol and just before I was going to
shoot hrm, I realized that there was no man there but only an old cloak
which was sitting up straight. So I walked out of the room and asked the
servant where the Dronyerchemmo was. The servant replied that he had
gone to the Dalai Lama's room, so I thought that probably someone had
76. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.1571240, letter from Norbhu Dtindup to F. M. Bailey, political
officer in S i b , dated 1 September 1927.
77. Ibid.
78. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.1571240, letter from Norbhu Dijndup to F. M. Bailey, political
officer in S i k h , dated 1 September 1927.
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leaked out our plan and I irnrnehately went to the southern gate of Norbulinga and asked the guards who had come that morning. They said
that Salunga lanother military officer] came early, just before sunrise. So
I thought I should kill Salunga instead of Ara gaapo but all my other
colleagues insisted I don't do that. So I left him alone.79

The heady but tense atmosphere of the times can be seen in a casual
hscussion between Major F. M. Bailey, the British political officer in
Sikkirn, and Tsarong about what would ensue when the Dalai Lama
died:
[Bailey] asked him what would happen at the Dalai Lama's death. H e
said that there . . . would surely be trouble and he hoped that the military
party would be strong enough to keep down any trouble. If they failed
he would fly to India and ask the Government of I n d a to give hwork,
preferably military work. What would save trouble would be if we [the
British] would send up a representative and if necessary some troops on
the death of the Dalai Lama. . . . I [Bailey] said I thought that the question would be decided on the first day or two as to whether the monks
or the military party was going to control Tibet and that the people
would join the victorious side.80

The Dalai Lama himself passed on a version of these events to the
British through Khencung, the monk official who was the Xbetan trade
agent in Gyantse. Khencung first told the story to Norbhu Dondup,
who in turn told F. W Williamson, the British trade agent in Gyantse.
Williamson thought the information was so important that he invited
Khencung to his residence so that he could hear the story firsthand. It
is obvious that this was the Dalai Lama's attempt to provide the British
with some coherent explanation of why everything they thought he was
accomplishing had suddenly f d e n apart; it also provides confirmation
(and elaboration) that some of the military officers had dscussed a plot
against the government. Wihamson's report of this discussion said:
Khencung said that the Dalai Lama called him to Norbulinga specially
and told him that the real reason for the degradations of the military
officerswas that most of the military officers had combined together in a
79. S a m b (hmshi), Interview. Tsarong had already left for India at this time.
80. IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 157/214a, dary of F. M . Bailey's trip to Lhasa in 1924, entry
for 8 August 1924, reporting a discussion with Tsarong.
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plot to deprive His Holiness of his temporal power and to leave only
religious affairs in his hands. The Khencung said he then told His Holiness that such an offense was punishable by the offender being thrown
into a river in a sack to drown, on which the Dalai Lama remarked that
he ddn't wish to be so severe, especially since, if he dsclosed the real
reason he would have to punish Tsarong equally and wished to be lenient
to bun in view of his past services.
The Dalai Lama's story was that he had received a good many complaints from the National Assembly and the clerical party of highhandedness and extortion on the part of the military officers. His Holiness directed the Dronyerchemo to obtain the explanations of Tsarong
Shape and various other officers. N o explanations were furnished and
when the Dronyerchemo became insistent, a meeting of military officers
was called in a small room above the Jokhang. It is not clear how many
people were present at the meeting. Tsarong Shape was present but he
appeared hffident about addressing the meeting, and a speech was therefore made by Sardar Bahadur Laden la, in which he appealed to the
officers to stick together and to support Tsarong Shape. He said that if
the military officers combined, no one could resist them, and asked them
all to take an oath to the effect that they would support one another and
Tsarong Shape.
A number of officials were in agreement but others including
Thrurnba said they were prepared to agree and support one another so
long as there was no movement against religion or the Dalai Lama. It
seems that no agreement was reached and the meeting dispersed without
a definite result. It is not clear when this meeting was held but it would
seem to have been in early 1924. . . .
Tsarong Shape left for India in September 1924 and shortly before
his departure, an agreement was drawn up by Tsarong and Ladenla and
other oficers to deprive the Dalai Lama of his temporal power and only
leave religious jurisdiction in his hands. It is a Tibetan custom to draw
up and sign agreements of this kind when any persons combine together
for any purpose. It is not clear whether the agreement ~rovidedor not
that the temporal powers should be in the hands of Tsarong Shape, but
this would appear to have been the intention. The agreement was signed
by Tsarong and a number of others. Some, however, refused to s i p , and
the matter was reported to the Dalai Lama.
By some means the actual agreement had come into the Dalai Lama's
hands. Khencung said His Holiness definitelv said he had the agreement
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although Khencung ddn't see it himself. Shortly afterwards, the plot
having been abandoned, Tsarong Shape asked leave to go to India. The
Dalai Lama told Khencung he was happy for him to go since it would
get him out of the way while he thought the matter over. So far it does
not seem that the officers suspected that the Dalai Lama knew anythmg
of the affair.
During Tsarong's absence the Dalai Lama decided to demote the officers and found various pretexts for doing so. H e told Khencung he
found various suitable pretexts for everyone except for Surkhang and
eventually degraded him for intrigue with a woman. . . . The Khenamg
told me that everyhng . . . was told him hrectly by the Dalai Lama in a
most secret manner.81

It is difficult to believe that the Dalai Lama would have been so
lenient if he had really had proof of a plot. His account indicates, however, how far his thinking had altered since the time when Tsarong was
his trusted favorite and the military his pet project.
The Dalai Lama's hesitancy in talung action appears to derive from
four considerations: (1) there was no firm evidence of a plot; (2) he
was unsure how various military officers would react if he attempted to
arrest and severely punish some of them; (3) he did not want to harm
his old friend Tsarong, as would have been necessary had trials been
held for the other officers on charges of treason; and (4) a k r September 1924, Tsarong was in India and the Dalai Lama could not have
known what he (and the British) would do if he arrested the other
officersfor treason. It is apparent that the Dalai Lama suspected British
involvement in the mihtary party's audacity. Ladenla was an Indian official, and it would have been unreasonable to assume he acted without
8 1. IOR, LIPS11011088, letter from the political officer in S~kkirnto the Government
of India, 27 A u p s t 1926. It is widely claimed in Tibetan aristocratic circles that Thrumba
Dzasa, the Dalai Lama's nephew, secretly went to his uncle and, in tears, told hrm that
Tsarong might take away his power. Other charges against Tsarong held that he was in
league with the British and was t h g money from the Nepalese (Tsarong [Rimsh],
interview and perso~lalcorrespondence; Rmchen Drolrna Taring, interview). Lungshar
was apparently writing secretly t o the Dalai Lama that the military was too strong and
his authoriw would be in great danger unless precautionary measures were taken. This
was told to
Shape by the Ddai Lama's other favorite, Kumbela, when Kumbela
was in exilc in India (Tsarong [ h m s h i ] ) , personal correspondence).

sarong
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orders or at least official e n c o ~ r a g e m e n tThe
. ~ ~ suspicions of the Dalai
Lama were strengthened when Ladenla was promoted by the British
afier he left Tibet in the autumn of 1925. The Dalai Lama felt
so strongly about this that he wrote the following letter to Norbhu
Dondup:
A special letter. I hear that Dzasa Depon Laden La is being appointed
the British Trade Agent at Yatung, vice Mr. MacDonald retiring. I do
not know whether this is a fact. Of course, Laden La is a Siklumese, who
has faith in the Buddhlst religion. He has been here for about a year,
organizing the police and it has been found out that he is not altogether
a steady and straightforward man and it is not known how he would
serve to maintain the Anglo-Tibetan amity. Please therefore arrange, by
representing the matter to the Lonchen (P.O.S.) [political officer in Sikh],
to appoint a British O f f i ~ e r . ~ ~

The Dalai Lama knew, however, that he could count on factions
among the military officers to prevent the army officers from initiating
military action without some strong provocation. Thus he decided, as
he had done earlier about the monasteries, that the best course of action
was to wait.
Six months later, in January 1925, another incident involving the
police brought the conflict back into the spotlight. Two Lhasa policemen came face to face with two monks on a narrow road near Lhasa.
They started abusing each other for not yielding the road, and the
lice arrested the monks despite an attempt to mediate by the head lama
of Mum monastery (near Lhasa), who happened to arrive at this juncture. The policemen took the monks to their officer, Kisur (an aristocrat), who released the monks at the request of Muru Lama. At this
time the police force was headed by Mondrong and a Lhasa magistrate
who was not a police or military officer.
The Mum Lama complained to the Lhasa magistrate, so the latter
sent for Kisur and the two offending policemen. The magistrate
Kisur to have the two policemen whipped, but Kisur refused, arguing
82. This is. howcver. precisely what happened.
83. IOR Mss.Eur. F.1571240, thc Ddai Lama's letter cited in letter from NorMu
Dondup to Major F. M. B d q , dated 7 October 1924.
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that they had done nothing wrong. The magistrate then began to beat
them himself. By this time a large group of police officers had gathered
outside his office and raised a great uproar. Believing that they were
threatening him, the Lhasa magistrate quietly left but reported the matter to the Dronyerchernrno the next day. The Dalai Lama then ordered
the arrest of Kisur and another junior police officer, and again asked the
Dronyerchemmo to investigate the affair."
In the end, Kisur was dismissed from the government. He was
forced to walk through the streets of Lhasa barefoot with his hair
down, and he was imprisoned for life in distant Kongpo. Mondrong
was also demoted from Khencung to a low rank and was posted to one
of the most remote areas, near the Ladakh border.85
Although the Dalai Lama realized the importance of the military
both for national defense and for control of the unruly monks, he had
thought a strong and professional military, under the control of his
trusted favorite Tsarong, would be completely subordinate to the government. He now found this to be unrealistic. Goaded on by the Dronyerchemmo, he chose in the end to weaken the military rather than risk
their deposing him.
The Dalai Lama now decided to defuse the threat inhrectly by demoting military officers one after another, for unrelated and often trivial reasons. Commanders Dingja and Sambo and Rupon Tshogaw were
demoted to the fifih rank and relieved of their commands for cutting
their hair in the British fashion. Surkhang was demoted for an extramarital alliance. Doring, Kyibu, and Pedrna Chandra were also demoted for trivial reasons.86 Pedma Chandra fled on horseback shortly
after the dismissal of the officers and was lulled when a pursuit party

84. IOR, LPS/10/1088, letter from Williamson, British trade agent in Gyantse, to
the political officcr in S~klurn,dated 6 March 1925.
85. IOR, L/PS/10/1088, letter of Williamson, the British trade agent in Gyantse, to
the plitical officcr in Siklum, dated 10 April 1925; IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from
Norbhu Dandup to the plitical officer in S b , dated 14 August 1925.
86. IOR, L/PS/10/1088. letter from the plitical officer in Siklum to the Government
of India, dated 20 November 1927. With the exception of Surkhang, all these men had
been trained bv the British either in Gyantse or in Quetta and Shillong. The only remaining officer with British training was Thrumba Dzasa, and he was trained onlv in infantry.
All the artillery officers had been purged.
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overtook him. His head was brought back and exhibited in Lhasa with
a notice saying that he had embezzled money and had spoken against
the Dalai Lama.87
Meanwhile, news reached Lhasa that Tsarong was back from India
and had reached Gyantse on or about 1 April 1925. The Dalai Lama
sent a special messenger to meet him at Chushul (two days' journey
from Lhasa) with an order relieving him of his position as commanderin-chief. k n c h e n Dolma Taring, then married to Tsarong, remembers
reading the order, which avoided the real reason but simply said: "By
order of His Holiness the Dalai Lama we have decided that the secondin-command, Dzasa Trumba, can carry on the work of the Army headquarters as there is no anxiety in the country at the moment, so we need
not [have] a Commander-in-Chief."88
Although many members of the monastic faction advised the Dalai
Lama also to expel Tsarong from the Kashag and to confiscate his propexqg9the Dalai Lama could not bring himself to do this. He allowed
Tsarong to continue as a shape, although Tsarong never really regained
his political power and was finally demoted from shape in 1930.
Thrumba, who was made junior commander-in-chief just before
Tsarong left for India in 1924, then took over but, as Norbhu Dondup
reported to Bailey, Thrumba was only authorized to supervise the
troops and barracks and to keep the troops properly dsciphed. In
other words, he was not to be permitted to develop mihtary policy and
could call out the troops only with permission. The shapes were to
control the decision making regardng military policy.90
The dsmissal of Tsarong and the military officers began a period in
which the d t a r y deteriorated badly. Norbhu Dondup visited Lhasa
again in 1927 and poignantly described this decline:
87. IOR, LlPS/10/1088, letter from the political officer in S~klumto the Government
o f Inda, dated 18 July 1925.
88. Taring 1970: 71. Lonchen Shokang told Norbhu Ddndup that Tibet did "not
h d any necessity o f creating a post o f Commander-in-Chief and that Tsarong Shape has
been killing Sepov [sold~ers]and punishing heavily which were against the religion and
further that Tsarong Shape has been exercising t o o much influence on various subjeas"
(IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from Norbhu Ddndup in Lhasa to Major F. M. Bailey,
political officer in S i h , dated 2 9 August 1925).
89. Ibid.
90. IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from Norbhu Ddndup in Lhasa to Major F. M.
Bailey. political officer in Siklum, dated 2 9 August 1925.
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[The] Military are drilling daily but their uniforms are practically all
torn, many of them have got one boot on one foot and the other is naked
and they always beg me whenever I passed Norbulinga and Chenselinga.
The police are about 100 in number and they are more worse than the
military. I find everyone either in the police or military desire to run away
from here if they can manage to do

It also terminated Tibet's attempts to modernize and encouraged ~ i e
Dalai Lama's autocracy and dependence on favorites. Norbhu Dondup
reported during his Lhasa visit in 1927 that the Dalai Lama had no
faith in the Kashag and little in the lonchen and that he did everything
without consulting the appropriate government officers. Norbhu Dondup also said that everyone was very afraid of the Dalai Lama.92
Norbhu Dondup urged Bailey to persuade the British government
to try to reverse the anti-British, anti-modernization attitudes of the
Tibetan government, but London categorically refused. The political
officer made this clear in a letter to Norbhu Dondup:
You should not ask for reinstatement of any officers-you should find
out the Dalai Lama's attitude toward the events and ask him if we can
help in any way. He may himself suggest reinstatement but the F.O.
[Foreign Office] think it is too much interference to suggest it (there are
only 2 ways of pulling the army together again-either reinstate the officers already trained-or train fresh officers).93

The Dalai Lama for his part, did not suggest reinstatement and dId
not take up Norbhu Dondup's offer to help in any way, as by training
fresh officers.
91. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.1571240, letter from Norbhu Ddndup to Major F. M. Bailey,
political officer in Siklum, dated 26 August 1927.
92. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.1571240, letters from Norbhu Dondup to Major F. M. Barley,
dated 25 and 26 August 1927. Norbhu Dondup also was in fear for his life. H e wrote t o
Bailey that he had been informed that "some people in Lhasa . . . are against me and
speaking badly as I am a strong puller between the British and Tibetan Government and
desire to do harm to me . . . however, I shall be careful for my life and shall not che before
I have murdered at least two, as I have my rifle and pistol which shall now be kept always
loaded" (IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 1571240, letter from Norbhu Dondup to the political officer
in Siklum, dated 12 August 1925).
93. IOR, Mss.Eur. F.1571240, letter from the political officer in SLkklfn to Norbhu
Diindup in I,hasa, dated 14 August 1925.
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Although Tibet was able to maintain its de facto independence during the two decades following the Dalai Lama's triumphant return to
Lhasa in 1913, these decades were filled with intermittent military confhct on the KhamIChina border. The Simla Convention of 1913-1914
did not produce the secure political status the Tibetan government had
expected, since the Chinese refused to sign it, although Tibet did gain
in that Britain and India negotiated and signed agreements with Tibet
independent of China. In retrospect, however, this proved small consolation for the insecurity of facing a gigantic neighbor who threatened
at anv time to launch a new military attack. Compounding this danger
was the Dalai Lama's decision to weaken the military and to retreat
from the program of modernization.

THE DEATH OF T H E
13TH DALAI LAMA

At sunrise on the morning of the twenty-fifih day of the tenth Tibetan month of the Water-Bird year (12 December 1933), the monks
of the Upper Tantric college (Gyuto) in Lhasa walked to the Potala
Palace for their annual audience with the Dalai Lama.' By 9 A.M. they
had gathered in the courtyard outside one of the Potala's assembly halls.
The monks had no idea that anything was amiss on that day. The Dalai
Lama had attended a parallel public audience held for the monks of the
Lower Tanuic college the day before, and the 25th was addtionally
important because it was the anniversary of the death of Tsongkhapa,
the fifteenth-century founder of the Gelugpa sect.
However, the officials of the Upper Tantric college were informed
that the Dalai Lama was feeling ill and would not appear. Instead would
be held what is known in Tibet as a "throne audience" or "inviting the
clothes," with the Dalai Lama's ceremonial robe placed on the throne
as a substitute for the ruler h i m ~ e l fOne
. ~ monk recalled: "The moment
I entered the room 1 saw not the Dalai Lama but his clothes. I felt so
bad when I saw this that I started to cry . . . [because] I had some kind
of feeling that the Dalai Lama was going to h e . I cried a lot.""1. Thc Upper Tantric college was one o f the two monastic institutions in Lhasa that
"ciali7ad in the tcaching o f Tantric Buddhism. It contained 500 monks, most of whom
entered as advanced students after studving in other Gelugpa monasteries.
2. In Tibetan the terms are, respectively, thrr)ty and nama h n ~ h u .
3. Tcmba Chiinden, interview.

though the monks that day were told that the Dalai Lama's illness was
not serious, five days later the 13th Dalai Lama d e d .
The Dalai Lama had been sick for about twelve days with what had
seemed to be another of the colds or bouts of flu that frequently afflicted him. His biography reports that he was experiencing a loss of
appetite and shortness of breath when he walked any distance,' but
because he rarely complained about how he felt, it was difficult for even
his close personal attendants to gauge the seriousness of an illness. In
fact, only repeated urgings by his closest attendants brought him to
agree to miss the Upper Tantric college ceremony, even though his condition had worsened after the previous day's audence.
The chronology of events of the Dalai Lama's last five days is somewhat uncertain. After his failure to appear before the Upper Tantric
college, there was talk in Lhasa about his illness. It was not considered
serious, however, and Kurnbela, the Dalai Lama's closest favorite, did
not officially notify the Kashag or the lonchen of it. O n the twentysixth, people aslung about the Dalai Lama's health were told that he
had improved and was walking a bit.5 Nonetheless, after a few more
days, word leaked out that the Dalai Lama was still ill, and some of the
monasteries began offering prayers for his speedy recovery. The Upper
Tantric college, for example, started twenty-four-hour prayer sessions
on the twenty-eighth, continuously chanting the Prayer of Long Life,
eating in the monastic prayer hall, and taking breaks only to relieve
themsel~es.~
Others, however, such as the Taring aristocratic family,
heard nothing about the Dalai Lama's sickness until his death.'
O n the twenty-ninth, Kurnbela became frightened when the Dalai
Lama started to pant for breath. He sent for Nechung, a state oracle.
At this point he also informed the lonchen and the K a ~ h a g . ~

4. Phur lcog 1935: 315-16.
5. Surkhang 1968.
6 . The Prayer of Long Life is tshesunfl in Tibetan.
7. There were, of course, n o newspapers or r a d o stations in Lhasa.
8. Surkhang 1968. There were three state oracles in Tibet: Nechung, Gadong, and
Samve. The first two had been the personal protectors of the Dalai 1,amas before the!.
gained control over Tibet; when the 5th Dalai Lama took power in 1642 they automatically became the state oracles. These protective deities are known as choiyon~or su?4m1
and the official name for state oracles is shunpden dvalha. The state oracles were communicated with by means of a medium, called in Tibetanfluten o r chijje. This mcdium would
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The government, as custom dictates, immediately asked several important lamas to visit the Dalai Lama and to request that he remain in
his body. As a BodhiSattva who has rejected his own enlightenment and
repeatedlyincarnates in order to assist people along the road to enlightenment, he can vacate his material body whenever he chooses rather
than passively wait for "natural" death. The lamas sent by the government went to the Dalai Lama's quarters in the Norbulinga Palace early
on the morning of the thirtieth. However, only the ex-Ganden Thripa,
.~
immediately the Nechung
Chamba Chodrak, was a d ~ m t t e d Almost
medum arrived.
Tradtionally, when the Dalai Lama was ill the Nechung oracle was
formally invoked by the official medum, who at this time was Gowochijje Lobsang Sonam. The deity then entered the medium's body and
answered questions put to him. O n this occasion, the Nechung oracle
said that the Dalai Lama should take a medicine known as "the seventeen heroes for subduing colds" (cbamjm paw0 cbupdiin) and himself
prepared the medcine in a cup with water. Most respondents report
that the Dalai Lama refused the dose and that the state oracle had literally to pour it into his mouth. The Dalai Lama's condition immediately
deteriorated, and by noon he was unconscious. He never said another
word. lo
In the late afternoon the Dalai Lama's situation became grave. The
lamas and the Nechung oracle (who was in trance) were again summoned. They prostrated before the Dalai Lama and, in accordance with
custom, requested him to recover and live long but asked that, if he had
determined to die, he would make the true incarnation return soon.
The Dalai Lama opened his eyes once but gave no reply.
On the evening of the thirtieth ( 17 December 1933), at about 6:30

go into a shamanistic trance t o act as the vehicle for communication with the deity who
would possess his body. Nechungs monastery is just below Drepung (see Map 2).
9. Lha'u rta ra (1,hautara) (1984: 66-67) says that Kumbela later claimed that the
Dalai Lama saw them coming from his window and ordered him to permit only Chamba
Chiidrak to entcr.
10. Phur lcog 1935: 316. ReU (1946: 388) reports that Nechung gave the medicine
at about 3 A.M. on the thirtieth, before the lamas and shapes arrived. His source also
reports that when thc medilim came out, the Dalai Lama's doctor, Chambala, said, "YOU
have made a mistake in the medicine." A1 our other sources claim that this exchange
between the doctor and thc medium never occurred.

r .M.,as dusk arrived, the fifty-eight-year-old 13th Dalai Lama died, just
as he had seemed to prophesy a year earlier in his "Political Last Testament." l 1
Shakabpa, an aristocrat, recalls that evening:
I went to my brother's house in Lhasa and we quickly made preparations
to go to the Tsuglagang Temple to pray and make offerings. On the
streets the tolling of the dama drums on the roof of the Potala could be
heard [sipfying the death of the Dalai Lama] and when we arrived,
there were people all over malung offerings with tears streaming down
their faces.

A monk from the Upper Tantric college also recalled:
On the night of the 30th we were doing our twenty four hour continuous prayers. Just before dawn [about 3:30 A.M.], we took a break to
urinate and when I looked out toward Sera monastery I saw it was full
of lights on the roof. Then I looked at the Potala Palace and also saw a
lot of light and heard the ritual drums. I knew at once then that the Dalai
Lama had died [because butter lamps are placed outside only in rituals
connected with death or on the anniversary days of a death]. l 2

For seventeen years after the death of the 13th Dalai Lama, Tibet
was ruled by two regents, Reting Rimpoche until 1941 and T&tra
Rimpoche until 1950. This interregnum period was characterized by a
preoccupation with internal political affairs and intrigues which, to a
significant degree, consumed the vitality of the political and monastic
elite. The chapters that follow will elucidate these events and the actors
and motives behind them, explicating the confrontation that occurred
11. Ln the Water-Monkey year (1932-1933) the 13th Dalai Lama wrote a political
statement in which he implied that he would Qe soon. The following quote is from the
Lhalungpa translation cited by A lo chos mdzad (1983: 29): "I am now in the fifryeighth year of my life. Everyone must know that I may not be around for more than a
few years to Qscharge the temporal and spiritual responsibhties." (Note that Tibetans
count themselves as one year old at birth; he was only fifty-seven accordrng to the Western
system.)
12. Temba Chonden, interview. A h m a is a type of drum similar to the InQan tdk
but it is struck with sticks rather than the hand. A number of these drums, each tuned to
a &&rent pitch, were normally used. They were traditionally played by the Dalai Lama's
"dancers" Ipard'u~pa)on the roof of the Potala Palace on the death anniversaries of
Tsongkhapa and all past Dalai Lamas. They were also used when a Dalai Lama died and
when other great lamas participated in ceremonial processions. Different drumbeats are
used for M e r e n t occasions.
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between the forces of change and of conservatism in a system that tried
to confront the future without moving out of the past.
The death of the Dalai Lama immediately raised the question of
whether the leadership would be able to maintain Tibet's de f a a o political status in the face of inevitable pressures from China.
On 21 December 1933, four days after the Dalai Lama's death, the
Tibetan Kashag, the lonchen, and the National Assembly voiced their
resolve in a telegram sent to China:
From-All the High Monk and Lay Officials and the Public of Tibet,
Lhasa
To-(1) The Nationalist Government, Nanlung
To-(2) Chiang Kaishek, Nanlung
Although experiencing the greatest bereavement owing to the temporary passing away of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, the Selon head of
Government and Kasag the State Council are conducting all affairs as
before. As the representatives Khempo Kunchog Jungney Ngagwang
Dakpa Ngawang Gvaltsen and Thobten Chupel are in China please refer
to them all matters so as t o bring about the most amicable relations. O n
the other hand should any steps be taken as a result of the mfluence of
persons who want to create trouble between the two countries such action will never be tolerated even if reduced t o the last man in t h s country. Please give this matter your most careful consideration and send us a
reply. l 3

To the British the Tibetan government sent the following comrnuniquC on 2 January 1 9 3 4 :
Please convev our grateful thanks to His Majesty the King for the deep
and sincere expression of sympathy on the apparent passing away of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama. Services with offerings of prayers for a speedy
reincarnation are being held and at the same time the friendly AngloTibetan relations and the civil and military affairs of the State are progressing as before.14
13. IOR, I,/PS/12/4178. This telegram was sent uncoded in English via ~ a n g t o k
and was copicd by the political
in Siklum, who enclosed it in a letter to Delhi,
dated 21 1)cccmbcr 1933.
14. IOR, 12/PS/12/4178, cited in full in letter from the Government of Inda (Inda
Ofice) to Sir Clive Wigram, Buckingharn Palace, dated 24 January 1934.
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The Chinese government responded by informing Xbet that h
h
tc
y
wished to send an official mission to Lhasa to convey their condolences
and to make appropriate ceremonial offerings. The Kashag wanted to
deny them entry, but in response to the strenuous objections of the
monastic segment, they agreed to convene the National Assembly to
discuss the issue. The dominant opinion among government officials in
the assembly was that under no circumstances should the Chinese be
granted permission to enter Tibet. They argued that this had been TIbet's policy under the late Dalai Lama. The monastic segment emphatically dsagreed, arguing that the proposed Chinese visit was purely
religious. They contended that the Chinese would be religious pilgrims
and that Tibet, a Buddhist country, could not refuse them permission
to pay their condolences. As was usual in the assembly, the monastic
viewpoint dominated. Tsipon Lungshar, a key figure in the first few
months after the death of the Dalai Lama, feared that the Chinese condolence mission would be used to restore a Chinese presence in Lhasa.
O n 29 December 1933 Lungshar secretly informed the British politicd
officer in Sikkirn of his fears:
The Chlnese Government have been telegraphing the Prime Minister,
the Kashag and the National Assembly in a pressing manner, saying they
would send a reliable man as their representative irnmecbately to d~scuss
matters. It has become definite that the Chinese representative should
come. Therefore the British Government should pay attention to the
matter. I am writing this privately. l5

AS can be seen from the following report of The Times of ond don's
correspondent in Shanghai, Lungshar's fears were not misplaced. The
Chinese view of this mission was clearly political:
It is reported from Nanking that the leading Lamas and people of Tibet
welcome the proposed dispatch of a Chinese High Commissioner to
Lhasa and will continue to be loval to the Chinese Government. The

15. IOR, L/PS112/4165, the political officer in Sikim to the Government of India,
New Delhi. dated 2 1 December 1933.
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Tashi [or Panchen] Lama who fled from Tibet to China several years ago
and has since been a highly honoured guest in this country is being consulted by the Government with a view to the restoration of China's influence in Tibet.l6

Tibet's fight to maintain her de facto independence was on.
16. IOR, L/PS/12/4177,28 December 1933, f. 375.

THE FALL OF KUMBELA

The drums on the Potala Palace roof beat a sorrowful dirge, spreading the news of the Dalai Lama's death throughout Lhasa. Prayer flags
and other house decorations were taken down, and people dressed in
traditional mourning: dark colors, with no aprons and no earrings or
other jewelry. Singing, dancing, and playing music were banned; butter
lamps burned on household altars and on house roofs; and people offered prayers in the holy Tsuglagang Temple.
The period of mourning for the Dalai Lama was also a time of profound political reahgnment. Since political succession operated on the
principle of in~arnation,~
periods recurred when there was no Ddi
Lama, or one too young to rule. In this case, the "consciousness" of the
13th Dalai Lama did not reincarnate until July 1935, nineteen months
after his death. Since the Dalai Lamas generally assumed political control at the age of eighteen, the 14th Dalai Lama would not have assumed control of the government until about 1953-a full
y e ~ afwr
s the death of his predecessor. A long transitional period under
a regency therefore began in 1933.
The regent did not have to be an incarnate lama. Some say that the
13th Dalai Lama had intended to appoint a monk lonchen to rule together with the lay Ldnchen Langdiin,2 and others clearly advocated a
1. The "consciousness" ( s n n ) o f an incarnate lama attaches itself in the womb at the
moment of conception.
2. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms. The custom of appointing a high lama to the PC'sition of regent was begun by the Manchu at the time of the 7th Dalai Lama's death
(Surkhang ms.; Dung dkar [Dunggar] 1983: 125).
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lay regent. But while there was no unanimity regarding possible regents, all higher Xbetan officials shared the view that the time was dangerous and volatile. The wrong political allegiance could have disastrous effects on individuals and families. Thus, mingled with the sorrow
brought about by the death of the Dalai Lama, Lhasa was filled with a
heightened sense of tension.

RIVALS F O R POWER
The logical regent should have been the Lonchen Langdiin, Kunga
Wangchug, who was the highest official after the death of the Dalai
Lama (see Figure 16). Langdiin was the nephew of the 13th Dalai
Lama. He had served as lonchen since 1926, when he was only nineteen, and for two years before that as assistant to the famous prime
minister, Shokang. But Langdiin at twenty-six was considered immature and somewhat foolish, a pleasant but weak and indecisive person
who was unfit to lead Xbet during this critical period. Behind his back
he was known by the derogatory nickname of Phungu phochen, "the
castrated donkey," p o h g fun at his dullness and his inabihty to sire a
child.
By far the most powerful figure at the time of the death of the Dalai
Lama was his twenty-eight-year-old personal attendant, Kumbela (see
Figure 17). Though not a government official, he had been a favorite
of the Dalai Lama since he was a youth and had wielded almost absolute power in the last two years. While Kumbela had many suppolters
among the government officials, he also had made powerful enemies by
usurping their authority These officials resented the immense power
this uneducated young peasant boy had exercised and chafed under rhc
necessity of talung orders from him.
Kumbcla was born in 1905 to a small "taxpayer" serf family in
Nyemo, an area southwest of L h a ~ a .His
~ original name, Dechen
Chiidriin, was a name normally given to girls, but when Kumbela's
mother was having difficulty giving birth, a lama had told her to say
Prayers and give her unborn child a girl's name. Unusual, therefore,
from the beginning, Kumbela, like many village children, spent his
3. Lha 'dzoms sgrol dkar 1984: 135.

w]
Kumkln in Kalimponp (ca. 1937-1 946)
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early youth happily, playing and helping his family by shepherding their
animals. When he reached the age of twelve, however, his life suddenly
~hanged.~
Many service positions in Tibet were recruited as payment of the
corvde tax obligations of serf families. If, for example, an aristocratic or
monastic lord needed an additional servant, he would inform his serf
families to send a youth of the specified age and sex. The Dalai Lama
and the government also recruited scribes from serf families in E (in
Lhoka) and from Kumbela's own region of Nyemo.= In 1916, when
Dechen was twelve, his family was ordered to send him to Lhasa for
this purpose. The family appealed because Kumbela was the only son;
in response they were granted an extra tax concession but were still
forced to send him.
Dechen's first few years in Lhasa were difficult. He studied writing
with a very strict teacher and received a salary so small that his fvnily
had to send him food supplements. Then an incident occurred that
changed his future. One day, when he and a few other scribes were in
the palace stable watching two grooms playing Tibetan dice, the 131
Dalai Lama came in and scolded them for wasting their time. The Ddd
Lama actually hit them with his rosary and ordered that they receive
lashings the next day. Rather than face the flogging, Dechen and another scribe ran away that night. The grooms who were sent to find
them quickly caught up with them. Dechen, now terrified of his punishment, jumped in the river, to escape or die, but a groom jumped in
after him and pulled him out. To Dechen's amazement, the Dalai Lama
treated him extremely kindly and Dechen responded by applying himself diligently to his studies.6 He quickly learned the when and cursive
scripts, and then learned gardening and virtually all the handcrafts.
Dechen's abilities came to the attention of the Dalai Lama, who took
him into his household servant corps. There he gradually became a full4. Ibid.
5 . Ibid. Known as imcgpa or cpa, these boys were conscripted for life. They were
trained to be cahgraphers in the Tibetan script called uchrn and carvers of the woodblocb
used to print Tibetan xylographic texts. They also copied official reports and files and
kept the Qary of the Dalai Lama's daily activities.
6. Ibid.: 136-37.
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fledged personal attendant, or kucar.' In 1921, the Dalai Lama enrolled
Dechen in the Sera Che college, although he continued to serve the
Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama also gave him his new monk's name,
Thubten Kumbe(1a).
Kurnbela became much closer to the Dalai Lama than attendants
usually d d . F. W Williamson, the political officer of Siklum, described
this relationship in an account of an official reception he attended in
1933:
The Dalai Lama was attended with tea on the dais by Kusho Kunphel
La, a tall rather good-looking young man of 28. H e is, next to the Dalai
Lama, undoubtedly the most powerful person in Tibet. He holds no
official rank, but is always in personal attendance on the Dalai Lama who
is very fond of him and treats him like a son. H e has immense ~nfluence
over the Dalai Lama. . . . H e is extremely clever and intelligent and his
talents would bring him to the fore a n y ~ h e r e . ~

On the occasion of showing a motion picture to the Dalai Lama, Williamson again observed that the Dalai Lama's "fondness for Kunphel
La was o b v i o ~ s . " ~
In the 1920s, Kumbela took responsibility for overseeing a series of
important construction tasks such as the renovation of the east section
of the Potala Palace and the construction of the Jensey Palace in Norbulinga, which was to become the main residence of the Dalai Lama.
In 1931, the Dalai Lama appointed Kumbela, still in his twenties, to
be the head of an important new office complex called the Trapchi Lotrii Laygung, the "Trapchi Electrical Machine Office." Located in Trapchi, about three miles north of Lhasa, this complex merged previously
7. Kucar literally means "betarrive in the presence." These attendants were also
known as jenrq, or "favorite" (literally, "visible to the eyes"), because they were constantly
in the Dalai Lama's presence. They 'functioned basically as his personal servants, and as
such had read\! access to his private living quarters. The term jenrqy also had political
connotations: it was used to describe those select political advisors for whom the English
term f a m ' t e is a close approximation. It should be noted that although all kucar could be
called
In the general sense, they might not be favorites in the political sense. Kurnhela, however, gradually came to be a jenrq in both senses.
8. IOR, LIPS11214175, letter from F. W. Wdiamson, political officer in S L ~to ,
the Government of India, reporting on his 1933 mission to Lhasa, dated 6 January 1934.
9. Ihid.
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separate offices such as the various coin and currency mints and the
munitions factories.1° The racks of its well-built armory could hold several thousand rifles. Its machinery was driven by power from a hydroelectric plant in the Dode valley (east of Sera monastery). Williamson
said of Trapchi in 1933, "The whole place had an air of energy and
efficiency which is rare in Tibet."" Kumbela's success here marked the
culmination of his rise to power.
After the Dalai Lama's death, the key to Kumbela's power became
his control over the crack Trongdra Regiment he had created in 1931
after an outbreak of fighting in Eastern Xbet convinced him that Tibet
needed a modem, efficient army regiment. H e persuaded the Dalai
Lama to recruit 1,000 soldiers as a corvie tax levy from the trongdra or
"better families" and to provide the troops with the best arms, training,
food, and salaries. A controversial aspect of this plan was that to this
unit the better families had to send their own sons; they could not
substitute servants or mercenaries to serve in their place, as was commonly done. Planning started in late 1931 or early 1932, a k r Kumbela
became head of the Trapchi complex. The first troops were assembled
for training in late 1932 under the command of Yuthok and Taring (see
Figure 18).
Taring recalled how he first came to be associated with the Regiment.
At that time [1932] I had just finished schooling in India and was staying
at my estate in Gyantse when I received a telegram from the government
saying that they are sending twenty-five solQers . . . for a special sixmonth training course in the use of machine guns t o be given by the
British in Canglo, an area nearby Gyantse. These were the first machine
guns to be used in Tibet. The cable asked me to serve as translator as well
as study together with them. l 2

After the six-month training period, this group returned to Lhasa.
I remember that when we arrived there I noticed that the Dalai Lama
and Kumbela were watching from outside the northern gate of the pal10. IOR, LflS11214175, report of the political officer in Sikkirn about the 1933
British mission to Lhasa, dated 1 March 1933.
11. Ibid.
12. J. Taring, interview.
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ace. . . . The troops offered a salute to the Dalai Lama . . . and then we
took the machine guns off the mules and set them up, m h g sure t o
point them toward the outer gate and not the palace. The Dalai Lama
then came and inspected the four machine guns and asked a number of
questions. M e r this he said, "It's okay," and retired into the palace. . . .
After a one-week vacation, we began t o train and drill every day on a
field at Nortolinga [a part of Norbulinga below the west gate of the
Jensey Palace]. We took apart the weapons and put them back together
again and practiced shooting them. We also trained twenty mules from
the Dalai Lama's stable to carry the machine guns and to jump over
canals and ditches. The Dalai Lama and Kumbela used to come to the
drill grounds and watch us. [The Dalai Lama] was very interested in
these activities and pleased by the performance.13

13. Ibid.
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Kumbela decided that, unlike those in other regiments, the soldiers
in the Trongdra Regiment would have short hair as in Western ("modem") armies. All Tibetan laymen wore their hair in one or two braids;
the conscripts had to cut their hair for the first time in their Lives. Many
of the recruits were deeply upset by this, as the first Tibetan police
under Ladenla had been a decade earlier when they were forced to cut
their braids. Taring remembers seeing some nomad recruits carrying
their severed hair plaits and weeping. This made such an impact in
Lhasa that several street songs were sung about the regiment and its
rules.
By the harsh power of Lords,
[I] have been put into the Trongdra Regiment;
[My] hair, whlch was hke a beautiful flower,
has been completely cut down Lrke a willow tree.
The favorite, Kumbela,
needs solders from better families.
I have no idea how it will all turn out in the end,
[But for now] I have no choice but to say yes.14

Kumbela treated the Trongdra Regiment with unabashed favoritism. Its special uniforms had been ordered from Calcutta, with overcoats for winter use. The insignias on the shoulders and hats of the
officers and NCOs were of pure gold, minted at Kumbela's persond
expense. The newly built regimental headquarters at Trapchi (neu
Kumbela's other seat of power in the Trapchi complex) was large and
comfortable. Food and salary were also superior to those of the other
military units. Taring recalled Kumbela's direct supervision of this regiment:
h r n b e l a would mix vitamins specially blessed by the Dalai Lama into
the soldiers' tea and soup [thukba].He would bring in his car sacks of
specid dry meat which would be mixed in the soup. He was very kind to
the soldiers. Since the northern gate of the military garrison was close to
the northern gate of the Trapchi Office, all six oficers of the regiment
14. Ibid In Tibetan:rlpa pdi sku dbang btsan pa / p g d r q d m q La bcud b*unfl I
s)ragsar ling 'jangpa / kang ling yuggcod btang song. spyan gsal kun phel l q s lP"0
d r q d w mi @gir / phugs su 'khyol mingang shes / l q s so ma zhw rang z h ~ .
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had to stand by to salute Kunlbela each morning as he came by car to the
Trapchi Office. H e would return the salute and would only stop if he had
some instructions to give us. . . . The regiment was the favorite brainchild of Kumbela. The bodyguard regiment had fallen from its former
power and prestige [and our regiment had taken its place]. l5

F. W Withamson, the British political officer in Sikkirn, was impressed when he inspected the regiment in 1933. H e reported to the
Government of Lndia that "outside the regular units of the British and
hdian armies, I have never seen such smartness and precision." l6
The Trongdra Regiment surpassed all other military forces then
present in Xbet in training and equipment and was unique in its subordmation to one person. Taring's orders came directly from Kumbela;
the Kashag and the office of the commander-in-chief, the normal bureaucratic channels, were simply bypassed. This military force, in possession of Tibet's first machine guns, had the potential to take control
of Lhasa, and Kumbela could have commanded them to do so, particularly if he had been able to concoct an "incident."
Taring gave another instance of Kumbela's amazing power and authority:
During the Gyetor festival of the Water-Bird year [1933] I was formally
commissioned as a government official.17 At t h ~ stime I requested that
my father should be permitted to resign. . . . Kumbela said this would
be done. He further said that I should take the rank of Runshi [ f o u h
rank] which was held by my father. Kumbela was a very decisive person.
He told me that I need not go to other people and spend funds unnecessarily [in gifts to obtain this rank], since he would take care of it. But I
told him that I did not want t o take the rank of rimshi since I am quite
young and without experience. However, I told him that since I belong
to the royal family of Siklum, I would like t o be given the rank of seynarnba.'8

15. Ibid.
16. IOR, LIPS11 2/41 75, letter from the political officer in S ~ k l u mto the Government
of India, reporting on a visit to Lhasa in 1933, dated 6 January 1934.
17. On the Gyetor Festival, a holiday on the eighth of the third Tibetan month,
government officials change from winter to summer dress.
18. J . Taring, interview. Kumbela agreed and this was done.
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Kumbela issued orders independently of the government bureaucraq
and expected compliance without confirmation from either the Kashag
or the Dalai Lama. During this period, at the height of his power,
Kumbela's orders could not be differentiated from those of the Dalai
Lama and were invariably obeyed.
The creation and the personalization of this regiment was not without risks, however. Many supporters of Kumbela advised him not to
&enate the "better famihes" by forbidding them to send substitutes
instead of their sons. Others tried to convince him that these boys were
not used to hard work and discipline, but Kumbela would not listen.
Kumbela also aroused enmity by issuing commands to older officials
and by his ostentatious use of the Dalai Lama's Baby Austin car.
Although Kumbela paid no attention to the resentment he was
arousing, even the 13th Dalai Lama apparently had reservations about
the implications of Kumbela's building a power base in Trapchi. Several
of our respondents passed on a story told by the late Tsarong Shape. In
early 1933, Tsarong was invited to the Dalai Lama's living quarters
when the Dalai Lama was about to dine. Kurnbela served the Dalai
Lama and then served Tsarong. Then Kurnbela tossed a napkm to His
Holiness in apparent anger and left. After awhile the Dalai Lama told
Tsarong to accompany him to the roof. From there he pointed to Kumbela's car heading toward Trapchi. Staring at the car in the distance, he
said somewhat sadly, "Now he's trying to do something, to build up
the mint and the military. I don't know how things will go. Its very
difficult to say what will happen in the future." Then, implying that he
was worried about Kumbela's future after his own death, he said, "You
should see that it goes through properly," thus indirectly telling Tsarong to help Kumbela if he got into trouble.19
Williamson, sensing Kurnbela's precarious position, wrote that
Kumbela "has many enemies and will be in a very difficultposition after
the death of the Dalai Lama."20
A third powerFul figure, and Kumbela's key rival, was the fifty-twoyear-old lay official Tsip8n Lungshar ( D oj e Tsegyal) (sec Figures 19
19. Gelek (hmpoche), interview.
20. IOR, L/PS/12/4175, letter from the political officerin Sikkim to the Government
of India, reporting on a visit to Lhasa in 1933, dated 6 January 1934.
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Lungshar and the four Tibetan students
just before leaving for England (ca. 19 12)
(photo courtesy of lndia Office of Library
and Records, British Library)

and 20). Unlike Kumbela, with his humble peasant origin, Lungshar
was an aristocrat whose family had served under the 5th Dalai
Hc entered government service when he was about twenty and was
quickly appointed a junior officer (tsipa)in the Tsigang Office.22
An unusuallv talentcd man, Lungshar was a Tibetan physician who
continued to trcat patients even after hc became a high official. and he
21. 1,ungshar's famil" riame means "castcrli area" and derives from the location of

their estate in the castcm part of Tanag district in Tsang Province. His family was from
the lowrr or "common" (trun~qopviima)
aristocracy (Lha klu [Lhalu] 1985: 93).
22. Ihid. Hc hcld this post for. many years and carnc t o be known as Tsipa Lungshar
for the rcnlaindcr of his life, rcgardlcss of his later positions.
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pq
(Left to right) unknown, Lady Lhalu,
Lungshar and wife, Lungshar's children

(1931)

was also a slulled musician. H e played two stringed instruments, he
yandcin and the hochin, and he frequently met with other musicians in
Lhasa to participate in "jam sessions." H e was adept with figures and
accounting and was knowledgeable about religion, being widely considered to be expert in "mirror divination" (thrabab) and black magic
(drv).Some believe he was an incarnate Nyingmapa Lama who was
never identified. Surprisingly, Lungshar was also one of the few %beta
officials with a broad understanding of the world. H e had lived and
traveled in England and Western Europe and was familiar with Western
history. His exposure to European political systems and history convinced him that reforms were necessary if Tibet was to survive in the
modern world.
Lungshar went to Europe when the Dalai Lama decided in 1912 to
follow the advice of Sir Charles Bell and send four youths to ~ n g l a n d
for a Western c d ~ c a t i o n . ~ Wappointed
e
Lungshar to accompany thcsc
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boys.24 Lungshar was not simply a chaperone. His official credentials
stated that he was also "proceedmg to offer presents to the Great British
Government. . . . H e has been invested with power to discuss matters
for the benefit of Tibet."25 Lungshar's ambassador-at-large status
brought him into conflict with the British and Indian governments,
which were adamant that Tibet should not have direct foreign relations
with other countries. As soon as Lungshar rcached India, the British
discovered his meeting with the Chinese and Japanese in Calcutta, both
of whom they suspected of wanting to induce Lungshar not to send the
boys to England. The Japanese apparently were willing to pay all costs
involved in educating the boys if they were sent to Japan. The British
were infuriated by Lungshar's dealings, and Basil Gould, who was accompanying h e Tibetans, wrote to Bell recommending that the Dalai
Lama recall L u n g ~ h a r . ~ ~
After Lungshar and the boys arrived in England, the British physically isolated him by housing him in the countryside and instructing
Ladenla, an English-speaIung Tibetan (S~kkunese)employee of the Indian government, to stay with him. Lungshar, however, considered
himself a high official on an important mission and was determined not
to let the British control his contacts and movements. Gould commented in a letter written soon after Lungshar arrived in England:
I have reason to suspect that Kusho Lungshar has in his possession presents and possible papers also which are intended for representatives of
foreign places, and he does not hsguise the fact that he intends at some
time to set up an establishment in London, where he could be independent of Ladenla and myself. It is perhaps known that some two years ago
the Dalai Lama proposed t o proceed t o London, in order to solicit the
help of the British Government in evicting the Chinese from Tibet, and
that he intended, if this help should be refused, to approach the Ambas24. The four young aristocrats selected were Khenrab Kiinsang Mondrong, seventeen, who eventually studied mining, Sonam Gombo Gorkhawa, sixteen, who eventudy
studied military science, h n z i n Doj e Ringang (Changoba), eleven, who eventually studied electrical engineering, and Wangdu Norbu Kyihu, sixteen, who eventually studied
Junreving,map making, a d telegraphy (IOR, L/PS/10/400, letter from B. Gould, British
trade agent at Gvantse, to the &pun, secretary of the Government of I n d a in the Foreign
Department, dated 29 March 1913j.
25. IOR, I,/PS/12/400, Register no. 1968, translation of credentials of Lungshar,
dated the fifteenth of thc eleventh month of the Water-Mouse year (24 December 1912).
26. IOR, I/PS/10/400, letter from B. G o d d to the political oficer in S i h m , dated
9 April 1913.
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sadors of foreign places o n the subject. It is not unlikely that Kusho
Lungshar cherishes similar ideas-he may even be entrusted with a similar commission-and I understand that o n thls account Government
desires that he should be dssuaded from talung u p residence in London,
where it would be d~fficultt o watch or restrain his actions.27

Despite initial British attempts to treat Lungshar as merely a minor
official, he tenaciously exercised his independence, angering the British
in the process. When he arrived in England, he talked of visiting the
United States, Germany, and other countries; he insisted on an interview with King George V and with members of the Cabinet, to present
gifts from the Dalai Lama; and he forced the British to move him to
London, although not until after they had tried, as the following letter
from Sir Charles Bell to the Dalai Lama shows, to have the Dalai Lama
recall him:
The Secretary of State for India t h ~ n k sthatthe retention of Lungsharpa
in England will simply increase the expense t o the Tibetan Government
and doubts whether hls stay there will be of any use t o the Tibetan Government. Therefore, it is intended t o send the presents from the great
British Emperor t o Your Holiness through him. Kindly order Lungsharpa to bring the presents from the great British Emperor. Lungsharpa
should leave England in the end of June to bring back the presents. So
will Your Holiness very lundly send the instructions to him now?

TO the chagrin of the British, however, the Dalai Lama refused to
comply. H e cagily wrote Bell:
In order t o reduce the expenditure of the party, I am requested to issue
orders for the return of Lungshar. This suggestion has been made for the
benefit of Tibet. But Lungshar has been especially deputed to look after
the students and at the same time t o convey presents and thanks to the
great British Emperor for the kindness shown to me and my party while
we were in India. Therefore, if he can obtain an interview with His Majesty, the foreign Powers will just know that the British and Tibetans are
friendly. Moreover, as Lungshar has learnt medicine from his boyhood.
27. IOR. Iz/PS/10/400, letter from B. Gould to the under-secretary of state for India,
London, dated 14 Mav 19 13.
28. [OR, L / P S / ~ O / ~ Otranslation
O,
o f a letter from Sir Charles Bell, political officer
in S i b . to the Dalai Lama, dated 13 May 191 3.
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it will benefit him to see and learn the ways and customs of London so
as to prove himself of great use to Tibet in every way. If he is recalled
now, as if from the way, the Foreign Powers and the Chinese will assume
that the British Government are not well-disposed towards Tibet and
that will injure us. The students also will feel aggrieved if no one is kept
to look after them. The parents of the students will also be aggrieved if
Lungshar is now recalled. Therefore h d l y move the Government to
grant him an audience in London.29

During his stay in England, Lungshar learned a moderate amount of
basic English and a great deal about "democratic" political institutions
and the way they had replaced hereditary monarchical institutions during the "age of r e v o l ~ t i o n . "His
~ ~ son, Lhalu, recalls that his father
would often tell stories about the fall of the lungs of France and Italy
and their brutal executions. Lungshar was also deeply impressed by the
way the British monarchy had avoided such violent revolution by accepting a constitutional monarchy. During his stay in England he became convinced that Tibet must change voluntarily or experience the
fate of France.3'
Lungshar's independence worried the British Foreign Office so
much that Scotland Yard placed him under surveillance. However, this
turned up only a few insignificant foreign contacts-visits by several
Japanese and Chinese persons and by a young I n d m undergraduate
named Mukandl Lal of Hertford College, Oxford, who was described
by Scotland Yard as "a man inclined to hold advanced views."32
Lungshar's behavior during this period provides valuable insight
into his character. He was proud, somewhat arrogant, sure of himself,
not afraid to go his own way, and willing to fight to achieve his goals.
Though still a young man, Lungshar was not awed by England or the
British and would not let them determine and control what he perceived to be the interests of the Tibetan government.
British records confirm that Lungshar visited France, Germany,
29. IOR, L/PS/10/400, letter from the Dalai Lama to the political officer in Slklum,
dated 30 May 191 3.
30. Later, in Tibet, he and his wife spoke English when they d ~ dnot want the children or servants to know what the" were saying (Lungshar Chanjula, interview).
31. Lha Nu (Lhalu) 1983: 93:
32. IOR, LIPS11SIB2 10.
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Switzerland, Italy, Holland, and Belgium before returning home in
September 1914.33 His son says that this was ordered bv the Dajai
Lama, who wanted to develop ties with other countries in case he later
had difficulties with England and China.
In September 1914, Lungshar suddenly told the British that he had
to return to India immediately. Lungshar's wife had become pregnant,
and both she and Lungshar appear to have misunderstood someone's
comment, that if her child was born in England it would be English, to
mean that the child would look like an Englishman. The thought ofa
blond, blue-eyed child terrified Lungshar's wife, and she convinced
Lungshar to set off for India immediately so that the child could be
born in the Tibetan areas of Kalirnpong and Darjeeling. They left in
September 1914. The child grew up to become the Shape Lhdu who
figured prominently in the Reting rebellion of 1947.34
Lungshar returned to Tibet during the period when the Dalai Lama
was strengthening and modernizing the military and other state institutions. H e was appointed to the important position of tsipon and took
the lead in generating revenue by confiscating estates that lacked proper
documentation of ownership and by forcing the great aristocratic and
monastic landlords to pay increased taxes. His unpopularity among the
elite is illustrated by a dilemma that F. W. Williamson encountered on
a visit to Lhasa. Lungshar had invited Williamson to his house, and
the latter wanted to reciprocate. It was customary to invite severd
officials of roughly the same government rank, but Williamson was advised by his staff that the other high-ranking officials disllked Lungshar. Williamson was forced to invite Lungshar and his family by
themselves.35
Lungshar reached the pinnacle of his power during 1925-1931, following the Dalai Lama's disenchantment with Tsarong and the military
commanders. The Dalai Lama consulted him on virtually dl government f i r s , and at ceremonies a separate tent was set up SO that he
could read and answer messages from the Dalai Lama in privacy. In
33. IOR, L/PS/20/D220, Whds Who in Tibet 1938: 44.
34. Lhdu, interview; Sambo (kmshi), interview; Lungshar Chanjula, interview
3 5 This may have been an overreaction on ~ i l l i m s o n ' spart, but it should be noted
that he was advised at this time by the very shrewd and knowledgeable Rai Bahadur
Norbhu Dondup, who should have known the internal situation in Lhasa.
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April 1929, he was appointed commander-in-chief of the military in
addition to his position as t ~ i p o n . ~ ~
Lungshar increased the army by about 2,200 soldiers and built new
regimental headquarters for these troops. H e increased the pay and
rations of the police and soldiers, both of which had f d e n into disarray following the demotion of Tsarong in 1925,37 and he procured
equipment of all types for them, including snow goggles, tents,
and stoves. Further, he dressed them in Tibetan rather than British uniforms.
But Lungshar's intelligence, energy and capability were undermined
by his arrogance, which led to a number of incidents that gradually
prompted the 13th Dalai Lama to view him as a threat, just as he had
Tsarong. The most famous of these incidents occurred in 1928-29. In
November 1926, Tibet had passed a rule forbiddmg the import and use
of tobacco. Consequently, the Nepalese commissioner in Lhasa forbade
tobacco trade and the Tibetan government bought up the inventories
of Nepalese traders. A black market developed; this irritated the Tibetan government, but little was done until the 1928 arrest of Gyebo
Sherpa, a rich trader in Lhasa, for selling cigarettes. The Nepalese commissioner protested that Gyebo Sherpa was Nepalese and therefore subject to Nepalese extraterritoriality, but the Tibetan government ignored
this protest. In September 1929, Gyebo Sherpa escaped from prison
and took haven in the Nepalese mission. Lungshar, then the commander-in-chief of the army, ordered him forcibly removed, severely
flogged," and then returned to prison in the Potala Palacc, where he
died from his wounds after two d a ~ s . 3 ~
The Nepalese demanded an apology from the Tibetan government
and insisted that the guilty officers be punished. The Dalai Lama, undoubtedly in response to Lungshar's arguments, refused. The Nepalese
36. IOR, I,/PS/10/1088, letter from the political officer in S
h to the Cbmnment
of India, datcd 15 April 1929. Lungshar's official title appears to have been m q j i ahon&in or "guardian" of the co-ander-in-chief.
Since there was no commander-in-chief,
he assumed that position (Sambo [ h s h i ] , interview; Shakabpa, interview).
37. IOR, L/PS/12/4175 (PZ 1340), letter from the political officer in S
h to the
Govcmmcnt of India, dated 6 January 1934.
38. This was the cmca ("arrival") whipping (Shan kha ba [Shankawa] ms.).
39. IOR, Mss.Eur. F. 157/214a, letter from Norbhu Dondup to Major F. M . Bailey,
dated 18 October 1929.
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(Left to right) Trimon Shape and Tsarong
Dzasa and wife ( 1 936) (photo courtesy
of India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

threatened war, and Tibet sent troops to face the expected attack.'
which was averted onlv when the British mediated in 1930. Soon after
this, in 1931, Lungshar was stripped of his position as commander-inchief, although he retained the position of tsipBn until the death of the
Dalai Lama in 1933.41
A fourth powerful figure was the fifgi-scven-"ear old Trimiin Shape
(see Figure 21). H e had bccn a tsip6n in 1910, and with Chamha Tendar had organized thc L.hasa-based rcslstancc to thc Chinese. When
Tsarong returned to Lhasa in early 19 12, Trirniin and Tsaronp, i()inccd
40 Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms
a~lth(,r~~'
4 1 IOR. I.iPS11214165. Norhhu Dondup.5 report that this 1s "on
1s c l t ~ dIn a \crier from the p o l ~ t ~ c aofficer
l
in Slkklm t o the (;rx.crnmcnt of India. Jatcl'
13 Mav 1932
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to pave the way for the Dalai Lama's triumphant return in 1913. Trimiin attended the Sirnla Convention as the Liinchen Shatra's assistant,
and soon after this was appointed first shape and then governor-general
of Eastern Tibet. Because he did not get along well with Lungshar or
Kumbela, he exerted no influence in the later years of the Dalai Lama's
reign. In fact, on several occasions Lungshar complained to the Dalai
Lama about Trimon's work and behavior and suggested that Trimon
should be demoted. However, after the Dalai Lama's death, Trimon
became the dominant figure in the Kashag, restoring its status during
the early part of the interregnum period.42
Some mention should probably also be made of Tsarong Dzasa, the
former commander-in-chief of the Tibetan army (see Figure 21). Along
with Kumbela and Lungshar, he was the third major favorite of the
13th Dalai Lama during the 1912-1933 period. As was noted in Chapter Four, he had been demoted from his position of commander-inchief in 1925 and then from the position of shape in 1930. After the
demotion in 1925, he devoted most of his energies to his own wealth
and to his work at the Trapchi complex. In the summer of 1933 he
began a one-year sabbatical from the government, and he was living on
his estate when the Dalai Lama died. H e d d not return to Lhasa until
the end of May 1934, and he played no part in any of the ensuing
machinations.
The death of the 13th Dalai Lama, then, immediately raised the issue
of who was to head Tibet during the next two decades. While lamas
prayed and religious mourning activities abounded, the start of the
eleventh month of the Water-Bird year also saw the beginning of a
monumental five-month power struggle that shook the existing structure and ended in the mutilation and imprisonment of one prominent
figure and the banishment of many others.

KUMBELA AFTER T H E DALAI LAMA'S DEATH
Because Kumbela had no official government position, the death of
the Dalai Lama left him with undefined status. On the very evening
42. The other two shapes in December 1933 were the monk-shape Chadar and
Lmgcunga Shape.
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that the Dalai Lama died, Kumbela met with the Ldnchen Langdiin
and the Kashag and offered them the keys to the Dalai Lama's quarters,
saying that he had served the Dalai Lama to the best of his ability, but
he was uneducated and planned to retire from government service to a
monastery. Although Langdiin and the shapes had been precisely the
ones whose authority Kumbela had previously bypassed, they did not
want to identify themselves as his enemies by accepting the keys. Kumbela appeared to have military backing,43 and since they had to assume
that Kumbela was not going to fade away quietly, they feared retahation
if Kumbela later came to power. They therefore urged Kumbela not to
retire and specially entrusted him with the completion of the consuuction of the Dalai Lama's tomb. Langdiin, who appears to have genuinely decided to ally himself with Kumbela, the next day invited him to
have lunch and asked his advice on what the next step should beS4
During the next weeks Kumbela continued to carry on as usual4'
and was present whenever important decisions were made by the
Lonchen Langdiin and the Kashag.* Moreover, it was Kurnbela who
first informed the British of the Dalai Lama's death, six days aftewxd,
when he sent them the following telegram:
His Holiness Dalai Lama after a short lllness took apparent temporary departure from ttus world at six-thirty p.m. Seventeenth stop please
excuse delay in wiring caused by the immensity of the shock stop government being carried on as before hope to receive assurance of continuance
o f your friendship at this sad conjuncture.
Kunbila Personal Attendant4'

At Kurnbela's suggestion, Langdiin issued an order that all government officials and abbots of the Three Seats should come to the Jensey
Palace in Norbulinga on the fourth day of the eleventh month to PaY
43. Surkhang ms.
44. Surkhang 1968; Shan kha ba ([Shankawa] ms.) wrote that Kumbela handed over
the keys to the Trunyichemmo Dombo, who then asked the shapes what to do and was
told to give them back to Kumbela. Shankawa commented that thereafter ~umbela
seen proudly dscussing atfairs with Langdiin.
45. IOR. UPS1 1214165, letter from the Cyantse trade agent to the poliucd omre'
in S h , dated 6 January 1934.
46. Surkhang ms.
47. [OR. Mss.Eur. F. 1571291, telegram from Kumbcla to F. M. Bailey, the poliucJ
officer in S h , dated 23 December 1933.
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their last respects to the body of the Dalai Lama. Following this, a
National Assembly was convened to discuss the political arrangements
during the i n t e r r e g n ~ n . ' Surkhang
~
says that Kumbela also arranged
through Langdiin to have all Lhasa-based troops come to that palace
on the fourth to "present arms" to the late Dalai Lama. Since the largest
single unit in Lhasa at that time was the Trongdra Regiment (which
had roughly 750 soldier^),'^ this was a very shrewd move on Kumbela's
part to impress and intimidate the other government and monastic officials. Surkhang suggests that had he made a move to take over the
government at this time, he would have had no o p p o s i t i ~ n . ~ ~
Kurnbela did not make such an attempt, presumably because he felt
confident that with the support of Langdiin as well as the backing of a
number of government officials, the assembly would continue his position in some form. Moreover, he was still in control of the Trongdra
Regiment.
The National Assembly met on the fourth.51Lay officials Chalu and
Kapshoba argued stronglv that one person (meaning Kumbela) was
experienced and had been trusted by the 13th Dalai Lama and that
everyone knew what that trusted person had done.52 Therefore, they
said, it was not necessary to search for a new person to take charge.53
The ensuing debate was heated. Some suggested that a Council of
Regents should be created, to consist of the lonchen plus two new
officials,one a layman and the other a monk.54 Stdl others said that
there should be an incarnate lama as in the past.ss A strong supporrer
of Lungshar, the lay aristocrat Canglocen (Sonam Gyebo), responded
48. Ibid.
49. Surkhang ms. The next largest unit was the Bodyguard Regiment with 500
troops, and then the 300 o r so solders of the Tadang ~egim'ent,which had just remmed
from duty in Eastern Tibet.
50. Ibid.
51. The type of National Assembly convened that day was the Large Abbreviated
hsernbly (Tshongdu hrvdu~qyeypa).It consisted of the current abbots of the Three Seats,
the fm-mer abbots (khensur), officials selected by the Kashag, Tsigang, and Yigtsang from
government ranks, and the eight trungtsi, that is, the four trunyichemrno and the four
tsipons acting together as a committee. The Large Abbreviated Assembly usually con~lstcdof about 50 to 75 persons.
52. Kapshiiba denled that he supported Kumbela, but this is so widely articulated
that his denial must be rejected.
53. Anon 1, interview.
54. Ibid.
55. Sle zur, 1984: 3-4; Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms.
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that when you put a lama on the throne you are in reality putting his
manager in power, and these managers are nothing more than ignorrnt
old monks who sit beneath the throne leisurely taking snuff and making
decisions. H e insisted that it was government officials who should run
the government, not managers of lamas; therefore, he concluded, two
lonchens should be added, one monk official and one lay official.56Others suggested having the lonchens rule the country together with the
Kashag; still others felt that the assembly should not concentrate on
such issues but instead should focus on performing the ritual prayers
and the last rites for the late Dalai Lama. It was finally decided to form
small committees to draft written recommendations. Most of these
committees wanted an incarnate lama as regent, but the fourth-rank lay
officials recommended Kumbela. The meeting adjourned without consensus. Those seelung power would have to create agreement.
A few days after this, on approximately the seventh day of the eleventh month, several strong Kumbela supporters, inclulng Pandatsang
and Sandutsang, sent Kumbela a message urging him to make a move.
Kumbela erased their message from its chalked writing slate (see Figure
22) and sent back the empty slate.57Whether out of overconfidence or
ambivalence, Kumbela did not act to consolidate his position and
simply continued his normal routine, workmg to construct the Ddai
Lama's tomb.
Lungshar, however, d d act. The National Assembly could decide
virtually anything with regard to the leadership of the interregnum period. It was dominated by the abbots and ex-abbots of the three great
Gelugpa monasteries. Lungshar would therefore have to gain the support of the monks as well as to neutratm Kumbela if he were to win
the regency. Since the monks were the most conservative element in
Xbet, the assembly was a far from likely avenue for Lungshar to use to
catapult himself into power and reform and strengthen the central government. Nevertheless, he developed a brilliant scheme to do just
that-and nearly succeeded.
Lungshar had the strong backmg of a number of key figures in the
Three Seats, in particular in Sera and Drepung. In Sera Mey college he
56. Sle zur, 1984: 4; Lhalu, interview; Canglocen Wanarn, interview.
57. Surkhang 1968.
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Samdra writing slate

had Tigica and Chamon Depa, and in Drepung's Gomang college he
had Saw Depa K o n ~ h o kLungshar
.~~
also elicited support from other
monk and lay officials such as the Dronyerchernmo, Tenzin Chompel,
Gacan Demba, Kongtru (Thubten Genden), Gyekar Nangba, and Kitopa. The influential monk official Temba Jayan was also aligned with
Lungshar.59
Lungshar's plan to eliminate Kumbela was ingeniously simple: he
sent his monastic supporters to their respective monasteries to mount a
propaganda campaign indirectly accusing Kumbela of foul play in the
death of the Dalai Lama. They raised pointed questions such as "How
could the Dalai Lama have died so suddenly? O n the twenty-fourth he
was well and on thc thirtieth he is dead, yet no one told us he was
58. CharnZin Depa was a former monastic administrative official who was hoth very
rich and very popular with the Sera m o n k . H e was one of the monk representatives
taken by ~ h s t r ato the SimIa Cmnference in 1913 and was a key shaper of monastic
opinion in Sera. Saw Depa, like Chamiin Depa, was a former monastic administrator.
Although he had married, he was wealth" and very popular in Drepung and had also
one of thc monastic representatives at the Simla Conference. Tigica was another
Popular formcr monastery official.
59. Si~rkhang1968: I,halu, intenlicw.
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seriously ill. This is very strange and suspicious. We must know exactly
what happened and who is to blame for the loss of our beloved Dalai
Lama."* The monks accepted the possibility of criminal actions with
alacrity and, as planned, held informal meetings at which they demanded that the National Assembly be convened to discuss this issue.
The abbots were stunned by the implication of these charges and
tried to pacify the monks by promising they would look into the matter.
Normally the abbots and disciplinary chiefs had total control over the
behavior of the monks, but in situations like this in which the monks
became highly aroused over an issue, the monastic leadership risked the
loss of their own following and standing in the monastery if they fded
to support the monks. In the Sera Che rebehon of 1947, for example,
the monks murdered their own abbot when it appeared that he was
s i h g with the government. The leadership in Sera and Drepung, together with about fifteen representatives selected from the various colleges, drafted a resolution to present to the government. As its first
point, it stated that the construction of the golden tomb of the late
Dalai Lama should not be haphazard but should follow tradition and
religious texts. Since Kumbela had already started work on the tomb,
this was a clear attack on him and a not very subtle aspersion on his
erudtion and knowledge. Second, it stated that no one had known of
the Dalai Lama's sickness until he was at the point of death, SO the
Tibetan people wanted proof that the Dalai Lama had d e d of naturd
causes. Among the questions to be examined were: Who was the doctor? What medicines were given? When was this done? Third, it stated
that a lama should be selected as regent, as has been the custom in the
past. This was not advocated by Lungshar, but was one difficulty he
had to overcome in using the monks as his source of power. F o u h , it
called for the convening of a National Assembly to settle these issues as
quickly as possible, but demanded the inclusion of extra delegates from
the monasteries. The additional delegates were a critical part of the
Lungshar plan: they would allow him to stack the assembly with supporters llke Saw Depa Konchok and Charnon Depam61
On the tenth or eleventh of the eleventh month (roughly 22 January
60. Anon 1, interview.
61. Ibid.
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1934) a large delegation of abbots and monk representatives took this
resolution to the Kashag, which immediately took it to the Liinchen
Langdiin. Whatever their personal feelings on the matter, the shapes
andthe lorichen agreed almost at once to all the points, including the
extra monastic representatives in the assembly. The first part of Lungshar's plan, therefore, had gone smoothly, while he had appeared to
have had nothing to d o with it.
To avoid tipping their hand by immediately calling Kumbela to testify, Lungshar's supporters asked the assembly first to c d such witnesses as the Dronyerchernmo and the Chigyab Khembo. These individuals testified that their job basically was to accompany the Dalai
Lama at ceremonies and that the real day-to-day work was done by the
Dalai Lama's favorites. The assembly then called the favorites, starting
with the nonpolitical Namtrola and Gendenla. They both testified that
they were with the Dalai Lama only at mealtimes when they served him
and that it was Kumbela who was there all the time and was in charge.
At this point Kumbela was called to testify. H e began by saying that
in the Water-Monkey year (1932) the Dalai Lama had already stated in
his "Last Testament" that he d d not have many years to carry out his
duties, that is, that he himself had said he would die soon, so it was less
than surprising that he had in fact died. Regardmg the circumstances
surrounding the Dalai Lama's death, Kumbela claimed that the illness
was at first assumed to be routine, since the Dalai Lama was prone to
colds. Despite a slight worsening of the Dalai Lama's illness afier the
ceremony of the twenty-fourth, those close to him felt that nothing was
unusually wrong." Kumbela, however, also insisted that he had wanted
to inform the Kashag but that the Dalai Lama had refused to permit
this. telling him that the officials would make a big fuss over it and so
would harm his Iuck.63 When the Dalai Lama's condition did not improve afier a few days of rest, Kumbela said, he then notdied the appropriate officials.After this questioning, Kumbela was sent home.
When the assembly convened the next day, its meeting was inter"pted by an extraordinary event: the sudden mutiny of Kumbela's
~ " c k Trongdra Regiment.
62. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) rns.
63. Lha '&nms sgrol dkar 1984: 142-43.
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THE MUTINY O F THE T R O N G D R A REGIMENT
Lungshar realized that to eliminate Kumbela he would have to neutralize the Trongdra Regiment. Its inherent weakness was that its
"middle class" members were dissatisfied; they did not want to be soldiers, nor did they need to be for economic survival. To conceal his
role, Lungshar sent Gacan Demba, a commoner who had been ennobled by the Dalai Lama, to persuade key noncommissioned officers to
incite the troops to desert. His argument was straightfonvard and effective: it was unjust of Kurnbela to force them to spend their lives in the
army. Now that the Dalai Lama was dead they had a unique opportunity to alter their fate. H e also insinuated that there was important
support for this action within the government. The soldiers were receptive, and on a Saturday, their day off, they staged a mass walkout to
petition the Kashag to allow them to go home for good?
Taring, the junior commander of the regiment, remembers that he
was alone on that Saturday because Yuthok, the regiment's senior commander, had left for home the day before. The regiment's soldiers normally went to Lhasa on their day off, but on that day they first went to
one of the nearby open fields and held what appeared to him to be a
meeting. Taring also noticed troops leaving the garrison carrying SUSpiciously heavy loads on their heads. He went out and asked these soldiers where they were going. When they refused to answer clearly, he
inspected their loads and found them filled with coolung utensils and
other useful objects. He immedately surmised that a desertion or mutiny of sorts was in progress and placed these troops under arrest. However, with only a few noncommissioned officers present, Taring was
reluctant to try to force the mass of solders to return. He instead went
to inform Yuthok and then the Kashag, which was meeting at Norbulinga.65
By the time Yuthok and Taring reached the gates of the ~orbulinga
Palace grounds, they found the area filled with their troops, who forced
the commanders to push thcir way through the milling mob. When
64. This account derives primarily from J. Taring, interview.
65. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms. In the meantime, one of the regiment's ru@)ns~
Ngabo (Ngawang J i p e ) , had alreadv reported the apparent desertion.
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they finally reached the Kashag's quarters, the commanders discovered
that the soldiers had already presented their petition.
The assembly was in session when word reached them of the walkout. Lungshar's followers, xgica and Saw Depa Konchok, implied that
it was another tactic of Kurnbela's. They pointed out that the Trapchi
Office,with all Tibet's guns and gold, was in danger, and they strongly
recommended that monk guards from nearby Sera monastery be sent
at once to protect the complex from looters. Although several officials
such as Lukhang and the Ti-unyichemmo Dombo argued against this,
the majority agreed to recommend to the Kashag that monk guards be
. ~ ~ the Kashag accepted the recommendation, the
posted in T r a p ~ h iHad
complex would have fallen under the direct control of the monks who
were abed with Lungshar.
This d d not happen, however. Instead, after listening to Trimon's
persuasive argument that there was still a functioning government and
that consequently monk guards were unnecessary, the Kashag, without
informing the assembly, ordered the Trongdra Regiment commanders
and 250 solders from the Bodyguard Regiment to protect the Trapchi
complex. Two officials who were subordinate to Kurnbela at the arsenal
were ordered to give to this contingent Tibet's four machine guns as
well as all other weapons and ammunition stored in the arsenal. The
machine guns were to be set up on the roof of the garrison to defend it
from all d r e ~ t i o n sThe
. ~ ~ Kashag ordered the rifle bolts of the other
stored weapons removed and kept in Shol separately from the rifles.68
They further ordered that none of the troops who had mutinied should
be permitted to return to the garrison for any reason. Taring and Yuthok were ordered to shoot the renegade solders if they tried to force
their way back. Taring remembered clearly that it was Trimon who gave
him this order." Only after these orders were given d d the Kashag
66. Anon 1, interview; J. Taring, interview.
67. J. Taring, interview.
68. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms.
69. J. Taring interview. Shan kha ba ([Shankawa] ms.), then a commander of the
Tatang Regiment, wrote that K-bela was at a meeting with the Kashag at the time of
the muting and that the s h a ~ ordered
s
him (Shankawa) to return to Trapchi and post
machine guns on the roof of the garrison to protect it. Shankawa replied that he had no
soldiers ready to go. Then someone suggested sendmg 100 Bodyguard Regiment troops,
but the Rodgguard commander argued that he needed all his troops to defend the palaces.
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inform the assembly that there was no need for monk guards since
uoops from the Bodyguard Regiment had already been dispatched to
defend the Trapchi complex.
The Kashag's outwitting of the Lungshar clique, however, was no
consolation to Kurnbela, whose power base was now destroyed. Had
he "created" a national crisis and then moved to "save" the nation with
the Trongdra Regiment, Kurnbela could very likely have assumed
power. Instead, he trusted to his experience and past association with
the Dalai Lama, leaving the Trongdra Regiment unused in the background, glittering from a distance but flawed within.70
While the mutiny and dssolution of the Trongdra Regiment marked
a major personal victory for Lungshar, it also marked the reemergence
of the Kashag as a force to be reckoned with. In particular, it brought
Lungshar and a new and able rival, Trimon, into a confrontation that
would extend over the next five months and end with the destruction
of Lungshar and his clique.
KUMBELA'S ARREST
The desertion of the Trongdra regiment set the stage for the fill of
Kurnbela. When the assembly met on the next day, many of the monk
delegates insisted that Kurnbela's testimony did not seem reasonabk
and called him to testify again.''
Shankawa says that tinally the Trongdra troops were ordered to return and guard the
valuables unul the matter of their release was settled. This is dsputed by Taring, who says
that Bodyguard Regiment troops were sent.
70. After the Trongdra troops were refused reentry to Trapchi, they pitched tents in
park areas in Lhasa and waited for the decision of the Kashag on their petition to go
home. Although many would have Wred to return to the regiment to pick up their personal possessions, and a few undoubtedly even to remain as solders (some never understood what was happening and simply followed the mob), they could not do so. The
Kashag d d not issue a decision for seven or eight days, during which time many of the
solders, having no food allotment or salary, had to beg for food. In the end, the Kashag
decreed that 750 of the regiment's 1,000 solders could go home, while 250 were to
remain in the regiment. Yuthog requested and eventually received a transfer to the Bodyguard Regiment, while Taring continued to command the 250 Trongdra troops. But they
were never again a fighting force. In fact, Taring says that since they had no military
duties, he had the solders d g wells, for this area around the barracks was notoriously
short of water. Later, even these 250 were sent home and the regiment was permanently
dsbanded. ( J . Taring, interview.)
71. Surkhang 1968.
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On this occasion the assembly treated Kumbela rudely. It did not
invite him to sit but, rather, ordered him to kneel while being questioned. It also did not accept his testimony that the Dalai Lama had
to permit him to inform the Kashag. Several monastic delegates
said that the handling of the Dalai Lama's illness had been appalling in
that there had been no warning about the illness, and thus no time to
make the appropriate prayers. A blistering attack by Lungshar's supporter Gacan Demba said, in effect, "If someone murders someone
these days, should we not whip him! If we do not punish the murderer
of the Dalai Lama then what is right?" Others, such as the lay official
Lukhang, took Kumbela's side, pointing out that "Unul now the Tibetan people have only heard about the death of the Dalai Lama, not
his murder. Since you are saying he was murdered, then it is your responsibility to present evidence supporting your ~ o n t e n t i o n . "In~ ~the
end Kumbela was arrested and confined in the Potala's famous Sharcenchog prison until a verdict and sentence were rendered.
As he was being taken to the prison that night, Kumbela stopped to
pray and prostrate before an altar of the Gombo deity in N o r b h g a .
There seemed nothing unusual about this at the time, but later that
night the Dronyerchemmo Tenzin Chompel died. A supporter of
Lungshar who had spoken against Kumbela that day, he was having a
small party for some friends and was bragging a bit about the fall of
Kumbela when, without warning, he clutched at his chest, vomited,
and fell over dead. When his body was cut up at the funeral it was said
that his heart had shriveled up. The belief that the deity had answered
Kumbela's prayer made many people reluctant to demand the harshest
penalty for him.73
That same day, Kumbela's father, Tashi, was arrested and placed in
the Nangtseshar prison, and the property of many of Kumbela's relatives was confiscated. Others involved with the death of the Dalai
Lama, such as the Jensey Tashi Dondrup, Gegen Lama, and Dr. Chambala, were arrested and placed in the Shol prison.
In the ensuing days, there was talk of severe mutilation punishments
and even of arresting Pandatsang, one of Kumbela's strongest supportCrs. Other officials, such as Tregang, who were closely associated with
72. Surkhang ms.
73. Ihid.
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Kumbela did not venture to go to their offices, and wall posters biggyur) were hung accusing those officials who had argued against punishing Kumbela of taking bribes from him. Ln the end, however, the
majority in the Assembly felt that it would be inappropriate to charge
Kumbela with the murder of the Dalai Lama, whom he had served so
faithfully, and so convicted him only of failing to deliver prompt notification about the illness. Kumbela was exiled for life to Tselagang District in Kongpo under the supervision of the Charnnag monastery; all
his property and that of his relatives (which was assumed to have come
from him) was confiscated. The others involved received similar sentences. Kumbela's father was sent back to Nyemo to serve again as a
taxpayer serf, the Dalai Lama's personal physician was exiled to Gyatso
District in Takpo (Southern Tibet), and the other favorite, Tashi Dondrup, was sent to the Ganden Rapten monastery in the Gunarn District
of Takpo. The medium of the Nechung oracle was not exiled (since in
the Tibetan belief system it was the oracle, not the medium, who gave
the medicine) but was relieved of his position and placed in the custody
of Gomang college in Drepung m~nastery.'~
The banishments were arranged for the most inauspicious day in the
Tibetan calender, the twenty-ninth day of the twelfth month, when all
the evil spirits of the year were exorcised and driven out of Lhasa. Kumbela's route on that day was planned to go through the main Lhasa
market area (the Barkor) (see Map 3) and lrectly under the window of
a house called Kyitopa. Kumbela's father was also brought to this
point, but from the opposite direction. Thus father and son passed each
other precisely at the Kyitopa house but were not permitted to sped to
each other; neither knew where the other was going. Lungshar watched
from the upstairs window of the house, which was owned by his cornmon-law wife, Lhalu.
At this time two satiric street songs were sung in Lhasa about Kumbela's fall.
Kucar [Kumbela] is in Sharcenchog [prison]
meditating,
[His] car is in Norbulinga
eating grass.
74. Surkhang 1968; Lha 'dzoms sgrol dkar 1984: 144.
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That powerful person, conqueror of all places,
in the British car,
That favorite who is a son of the gods,
please tell me where he has gone?75
But there was also sympathy for Kumbela, as is shown by the following undated personal letter from Taring, the commander of the Trongdra Regiment: "I also feel very sorry for Kunphela [Kumbela] who has
shown so much progress in his work when the Dalai Lama was alive
and now as soon as he is not in sight, the monk officials and the chief
monks of the monasteries are trying to withdraw his power at once but
the majority of the officials are on Kunphela's side."76 Shankawa relates
that when Kumbela was being taken through the streets of Lhasa in
disgrace on the twenty-ninth, many had tears in their eyes, remembering the face of his patron, the late Dalai Lama.77
Thus, the first act of the political drama following the death of the
13th Dalai Lama ended in victory for Lungshar. It did not, however,
settle the political configuration of the interregnum period, for Kumbela's fall did not guarantee that Lungshar would achieve a position of
power and authority. The events and consequences of Lungshar's major
power move will be examined in Chapter 6.

T H E PANDATSANG REBELLION
Lhasa was rocked with the news of an attempted rebellion involving
the randatsang family, a month afier the traumatic events of the Kumbela affair and in part as an outgrowth of it. Pandatsang was a wealthy
and powerful trading family from the Markharn area in Eastern Xbet
(see Map 5), who had set up a Lhasa base during the early part of the
reign of the late Dalai Lama. At the time of his death, they were sole
75. In Tibetan: sku bur shar then lcogs la / sku mtshamc bsdam nar bzhugs shag 1 ww tor
buglin~khar / rtsa &habzar n a b s M shag. '&i
la mo ta'i n a n ~/ ~mii dbang khamcgsum
dbang 'dud 1 sku bur lha yi sra po l ~ a song
r shod rogsgnang dang.
76. IOR, L/PS/12/4165, copy of undated and unsigned private letter on Tsarong
House stationery to the politird officer in Sikkun,enclosed with a letter from the political
officer to thc Government of India, dated 15 January 1934.
77. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms.
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agents for the Tibetan government in the very lucrative international
wool trade. Nyima, the head of the family, was a favorite of the 13th
Dalai Lama and had been sent by him on a number of unofficial rnissions.
Nyima's younger half-brother, Tobgye, had been given the rank of a
captain and placed in command of a border security force in his home
area. H e was serving there at the time the Dalai Lama died. The Pandatsang family had been close to Kumbela, so when news reached
Markham that Kurnbela had been arrested and put in prison, Tobgye
was bitter and angry. The Lhasa news also said that Yambe, Tobgye's
elder brother, was in danger of being arrested also. Apparently the mention of Pandatsang in the National Assembly debates on Kumbela had
reached Eastern Tibet in a garbled version.
Instead of sending a messenger to Lhasa to ascertain the situation,
Tobgye invited monks to undertake a week of prayers followed by a
"divine lottery divination" (senriy) to determine whether his brother
was in trouble.79 The answer from the divination was affirmative and
Tobgye, after some deliberation, rebelled against the Tibetan government.
The rebellion exemplifies the "eye for an eye" ethic that Khambas
held so strongly; but it also reflects the Khambas' antagonism to
central government, which dated back to the expulsion of the Chinfie
from Kham in 1913-1919.At that time the Tibetan officialswere we]comed as liberators, but they treated the Khambas, whom they considered uncouth and ignorant, with msdain and regarded their stay in
Kham as an opportunity to get rich by exploiting the free transportation corvCe labor.
As early as 1924, F. M. Bailey, the British political officer in SJdum,
had noted this:

78. The Lhasa firm was started by Nyirna's father, Nyican, who had been murdered
a few years earlier, apparently for personal reasons, while attendng a picnic.
79. The scn<v &vine lottery operated as follows. Slips of paper bearing answers (e.g.7
"my brother is in danger" and "my brother is not in danger") or names of candidates
were rolled into barley dough balls of identical s i x and weight. These were placed on a
plate and, after prayers, rolled before a deity until one of the dough balls fell off the plate.
The
or answer in that dough ball was considered t o have been chosen by the deity.
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While trying to make friends with China they [the Tibetans] should
make their army efficient by education and other means. They should
organize finance and most of all and easiest treat the people near the
Chinese frontier well. In h s way the people would prefer Tibetan rule
and this would be worth 10,000 men to them. I [Bailey] said I heard
from General Pereira that in some places the people preferred Chinese
rule as ula [forced corvCe transport and work levies] was very heavy and
not paid for by [Lhasa] ti bet an^.^^

Pandatsang Tobgye, in fact, felt that Central Tibetan officials would
never treat Khambas fairly and had for some time been advocating selfgovernment among the local leader^.^ The Kurnbela affair brought
Tobgye to the breaking point and he concluded that the time was ripe
for a rebellion. Apparently he believed that the monks of the Three
Seats, a majority of whom were Khambas, would pressure the government to legitimize his action.
Tobgye and his Eastern Tibetan troops launched their attack on one
of the government's regimental headquarters. Acting at night, they captured it easily, U e d several soldiers, and made a prisoner of the monkofficial Thubten Sangbo (Tsatora Khencung), who headed the Upper
Salt Office. Nornang, the regiment's army commander, was away making religious offerings for the late Dalai Lama and so avoided capture,
but Tobgye's forces took all the regiment's guns and cannons as well as
Nornang's private property.82
Tobgye and his supporters disseminated their views intensively in
the Markham area, both in person and in pamphlets. According to one
interview, these pamphlets contained the following appeal (in paraphrase) :
It is a cruel act to punish Kumbela imrnedately after the death of the late

Dalai Lama. Kumbela had served the late Dalai Lama to the best of his
80. IOR, Mss.Eur. I.'. 157/214a, notation of conversation with Lonchen Sholkmg
July 1924. Kham was also noted for its violent
feudng.
81. Sambo (Rimshi), interview. His first wifc was Tobgye's daughter.
82. IOR, I,/PS/12/4178, report o f Norbhu 1)iindup cited in letter of the political
in Sikkim to thc foreign sccrctary of thc government of India, dated 14 July 1934;
1hd..lcrtcr from thc Kashag to thc political officer in Siklurn, dated 26 June 1934. Norbhu Dbndup statcs that T o b p c captured 3 mountain guns and 500 to 700 rifles.
in the diary of Major Bailey, dated 28
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ability and the late Dalai Lama had relied on him. T h s is a clear example
of mismanagement by the Central Government. Not only was Kumbela
dsgraced, but he was imprisoned and exiled. T h s shows how unjust the
Central Government is. When officials of the Central Government come
to Kham they treat Kharnbas with contempt. They lash them saying that
"Kharnbas have their ears in their ass," i.e., that they respond only to
physical punishment. Therefore we cannot place our hopes in such a
government so we appeal to all Khambas to join together and take control of our own territory.83

Although many Khambas were sympathetic to his cause, most ignored Pandatsang Tobgye's appeal and a general rebellion never developed. Trentong, the governor-general of Kham (in Charndo), informed
Lhasa of the revolt in March 1934 and ordered commanders Shekarlingpa and h g a n g to attack Tobgye's forces.'' Under threat of attack
by a large Tibetan government force, Tobgye fled to Batang and Po in
Chinese-controlled Kham (east of the Yangtse River), talung his troops
and spoils with him.
When this news reached Lhasa the government ordered Tobge's
brother Yambe arrested, his house in Lhasa sealed, and the matter investigated.'= The Kashag also wrote to the British political officer
in S ~ k l u mrequesting India to freeze the Pandatsang family's assets
Recently we received a report from acting Shape Tendong-nga, Commissioner of eastern Tibet, to the effect that Pu Tobgye of Panda Tsang has
rebelled against the Tibetan government and has taken aggressive measures. It is certain that the whole family of Panda Tsang is concerned in
the matter. You, excellent Liinchen, are aware how kmd the Tibetan government has been to them. They have committed themselves very seriously. It has not been found possible to leave matters as they are. The
Tibetan Government have taken charge of men and property in Lhasa.
They have been running the trade of the Tibetan Government and the)'
83. Sambo (Runshi), interview.
84. Khe smad ([Kheme] 1982; 41) suggests that both o f these officials were related
to the Pandatsang family and avoided h d i n g Tobgye's force.
85. Scaling refers to the Tibetan government's practice of temporarily confiscating
the personal property o f people it arrests by placing seals on the doors of their house
(and lntemd storerooms). Such property was returned if the investigation showed the
person to be innocent.
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have big accounts to render to them on this account. They have accumulated the bulk of their money and property at Kahmpong [and] we
would therefore request that you, excellent Lijnchen, will very lundly
request the great British Government to issue orders to the British police
at Kalimpong to take charge of men and property at K h p o n g , so that
money and propeq may not go astray. We would also request all possible help in the matter from yourself. Kindly favour us with an early
reply.
Usual Ending
Seal of KashagE6

As the Tibetan officials and police approached Yambe's house to seal
it and arrest him, a servant noticed them and warned Yambe, who immediately ordered his gate locked, even though he d d not know the
reason for their visit. In Tibet, once a house and property are sealed,
the owner has virtually no leverage to obtain a negotiated compromise,
so Yarnbe's act, though extremely defiant, was shrewd. The officials
shouted that they were ordered to seal the house pending an investigation because Yarnbe's brother Tobgye had rebelled in Kham. Pandatsang shouted back that he had no knowledge of what had taken place
in Eastern Tibet and was in no way implicated in it; the matter could be
easily settled, he said, without sealing the property. The government
officialsreplied that they had to carry out their orders; they began to
erect ladders in order to gain entry by scaling the walls around the
house.
The Pandatsang family then decided to use their large store of rifles
and pistols to break out of the siege befcrc h e government could bring
in reinforcements. Their twenty or thirty servants and retainers were
armed and told to saddle the horses. Just at this point, some of the
police reached the top of the wall and one of Pandatsang's men fired a
86. IOR, L/PS/12/4182, letter from the Kashag to the political officer in S l k b ,
dated 25 March 1934 (tenth day of the second month of the Wood-Dog year). Freezing
such funds was not possible, and the political officer in Srkkim sent Norbhu Diindup to
Lhasa with instructions "to inform the Tibetan Government o f the legal dd3icdties in the
way of acceding to their request. He is to explain that their only remedy is to send a duly
authorixd agent, with fuU evidence, to bring civil suit against Panda Tsang in the British
Indian ~ u m . (IOR,
"
L ~ S / l 2 / 4 1 8 2 letter
,
from the political officer in S
h to the
Government of Inda, dated 4 April 1934.)
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shot. The police immediately retreated, but the shot ended the surprise
breakout plan by putting the government forces on the alert.
A stalemate resulted. Government soldiers surrounded the house
and took positions o n the roofs of the surrounding houses, preventing
anyone from entering or leaving but not attempting a fill-scale attack.
For the next few days, confusion reigned; shops in Lhasa closed, and
some roads were blocked.
When this incident occurred, friends of Pandatsang such as Phabongka Chantso, Goshamba, and Tsadrutsang held a meeting and decided that Phabongka Chantso (the manager of Phabongka, one of the
most famous Gelugpa lamas of the time) should sneak into Pandatsang's house through a secret door located in one of the shops at the
back of Panda's house, to find out Panda's side of the story.87These
friends then began secret negotiations with government officials, uaders, and monastic figures. The key person in the government at t h ~ s
time was Trimon Shape. Phabongka Chantso recalls their meeting:
I alone went with Goshamba [an aristocrat and government official]
to the house of Trimon to see him and Qscuss the case [with the hope of
convincing him to help us]. We gave him 100 h t s e as a giftlbribe
(Byabden) and said there must be some way to reach a compromise. As we
went outside, I told Goshamba to wait there a minute, for I had some
personal business to discuss. Actually I was carrying the main gift in my
pocket and when I went in I told him, "I have a little thing for you [so
as not to be empty-handed]" and put the main gift on his table. Then 1
made the begging gesture with the thumbs and said, "Please, please." He
then said, "Don't worry, don't worry."8R

The friends of Pandatsang then persuaded Phabongka ~irnpoche
himself to go to petition the Kashag together with a representative of
Ganden's Trisur Rrmpoche. So unusual was it for a high lama to go in
person to the Kashag that when they entered the shapes stood up and
gave Phabongka a seat at the same level as their own seats. ~habongka
Rimpoche said he was very sorry about what had happened, but that
while they should punish Tobgye appropriately, the Pandatsang members in Lhasa had nothing to do with the Kham events and were blame87. Trlnley Thargye, interview. (He was Phabongka Runpoche's manager.)
88. Ibid.
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less. He reminded them that Pandatsang had faithfully served the Dalai
Lama and the government. Phabongka's key argument concerned the
wool uade. Since Pandatsang acted as the agent for the Xbetan govemmerit, a tremendous amount of money was involved in their dealings.
If their property in Lhasa were sealed, all debts would be voided and
the government would not be able to collect the major part of the wool
money that was abroad. Since Pandatsang's Lhasa property would not
equal the government income from the wool, it was in the govemment's own interests not to seal the p r o p e q . Phabongka also assured
the shapes that Pandatsang would tum over the rltles and pistols he had
in Lhasa and would provide replacements for the weapons stolen by
Tobgye in Kham.
The shapes said they were willing to rescind the order, provided that
Pandatsang, supported by other prominent persons, signed a formal
d
l accounting and promptly pay all
guarantee that he would make a f
the money he owed. Then and there Trimon wrote a draft guaranteepetition and told Phabongka and the others to see if other potential
guarantors would agree to the terms. They did, and the guarantee was
sent to the Kashag. To their surprise, the Kashag d d not approve it but
instead brought it before the National Assembly. Phabongka Chantso
recalled:
We were all shocked at this news and the guarantors became very worried
and were about to withdraw. I went everywhere day and night and talked
to everyone. I gave the representative of Sera Mey college, Tigica, an
automatic pistol. I also got Chamsu from Sera Mey college and Saw
Depo from Drepung's Gomang college to support me. When the assembly meeting convened, Tigica said, "What is this nonsense of tallung
about the Pandatsang affair here? Wasn't it started by the Kashag [by
issuing the order to seal his property]? Who is Pandatsang? Is he a foreigner or a Tibetan? Are they above or below the Tibetan government?
If below, then whv didn't the trungtsigye [officials] go and seal their
Property rather than having the soldiers surround their house and wait?
It is a disgrace. This [the Pandatsang affair] is the act of the Kashag so it
has to be completed bv the Kashag. There is no reason why the Kashag
has to wash their hands on the assembly. Therefore, the matter should
not be discussed here but should be sent back to the Kashag for completion. If the Kashagb actions are not satisfactory, then and only then
should the assemblv consider the matter. Don't you all think so?" The
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other monastic representatives irnrnedately agreed. No one else said anything, so the decision was made to send the matter back, and the Kashag
accepted the earlier agreement as planned.89

The Kashag's explanation of this affair to the political officer in Sikkirn is interesting:
No sooner were steps taken to arrest the Panda family here than the
heads of various monasteries and hfferent traders, headed by the exGanden Ti h p o c h e , waited on [the Tibetan government] for days together and pleaded on behalf of the Panda Tsang family. They said that
they could satisfy the Tibetan government that the Panda Tsang family
had not entered into any rebellious combination; addmg that they would
forthwith send men from the family to Kham to advise and enjoin the
brothers there not to behave in such an ungrateful manner. Ln view of
this representation, the Panda Tsang family have been let off for the time
being. We have, however, had the deputation execute an agreement by
virtue of whch they hold themselves responsible for the big account
whch Panda Tsang have to render to the Tibetan Government [several
words missing] same time everyhng belonging to Panda Tsang [one
word missing] been handed over to them. For the present no action is to
be taken against the agents at K a l i ~ n p o n g . ~ ~

At this time a witty street song became popular in Lhasa:
From the golden house of Pandatsang,
a golden arrow was shot.
On the roof of Trimon Shape
it fell, malung the sound "crack."91

This song, of course, correctly insinuates that Pandatsang bribed Ximon.
89. Ibid.
90. IOR, L/PSI1214182, letter From the Kashag to the political officer in S W l
dated 4 April 1934. It was not unul March 1939 that the Tibetm government asked the
British to sell Pandacrmg the 238 replacement guns stolen by his brother, plus zoo
rounds o f ammunition for each weapon. Even then, Rndatsang asked the British to gu
him used guns. (IOR, LIT'S1 1214 182, letter from the Kashag to the political officer, dated
2 0 Much 1939; letter from H E. kchardson to the poltical officer, dated 6 Aprl'
1939).
91. In Tibetan:&cr khyrm spom mda' tshang nm /pser@ mda' mo btang song I sa dbfln0
5~
thog khar 1 j
q s p a bryyabr nar 'bab song.
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While these events were talung place in Lhasa, the Tibetan government sent a message through its office in Nanking requesting the Chinese government to deport Tobgye and his troops. It is supposed to
have been to this effect:
The Pandatsang issue has developed and disturbed the peace and stability
of the country. It is necessary to defeat him. They could not bear their
own guilt so they ran into your territory. The maintenance of a peaceful
relationship between Tibet and China is a must for the future, so we
request you to deport Pandatsang and his forces t o Tibet. If this is not
done then we cannot guarantee the stability of our relations, so we request that you consider this matter.92

The Chinese did not comply, but neither did they help Tobgye to
launch a counterattack. H e remained in the Kharn area under their control and did not return until after the Chinese Communist victory in
1950. The Pandatsang uprising, in a sense, portends later events where
the Khambas' Inherent distrust of the Tibetan (Lhasa) government precluded Tibetan unity against the Chinese.
The reluctance of the Tibetan government to punish Pandatsang was
only partly due to the gifts to Trimon and the fear of losing government
funds held by the Pandatsang Company. As will be seen in the next
chapter, the Pandatsang affair occurred just as the Lungshar move for
power was unfolding in Lhasa, and Trimon was concerned about the
possibility that the two groups might coalesce. Pandatsang himself told
one of our sources that he was fortunate that the Lungshar business was
in progress when his troubles ~ t a r t e d . ~ 3
92. Anon 1, interview.
93. Gelek (Runpoche), interview. The information was told to him by Sambo (hshi).

I N SEARCH O F A NEW TIBET:
LUNGSHAR'S REFORM PARTY

After the fall of Kurnbela, the assembly returned to its discussion of
the nature of the interregnum government. Lungshar's supporters
again argued for a Council of Regents, but the abbots insisted that
Tibet must have a lama as regent so that Tibetans would have someone
to venerate and prostrate before. This view prevailed; it was decided to
select an incarnate lama who would share power with the Unchen
Langdiin.

T H E APPOINTMENT OF A REGENT
The selection of a lama as regent customarily included four a t e gories of candidates: the current abbot (Thriba) of Ganden monastery;'
all former abbots (Thrisur) of Ganden monastery; the h i g h - r h g incamations (Gyetru Hutuktu) who formerly served as regents such as
Reting, Tshomohg, Kundeling, Tengyeling, and Dittu; and one or
N o other well-known incarnate lamas. Demographic factors, however,
h i t e d the possibilities. In addtion to the current Ganden Abbot,
Minyang Arm Yeshe Wangden, there was only one ex-Ganden Abbot,
Chamba Chodrak. Of the Gyetru Hutuktus, only the twenty-four-year1. The term t M a ("enthroned one") is used rather than khembo ("abbot"),because
he is considered the successor to the throne of Tsongkhapa, the founder of the GelugPa
sect. The Ganden Abbot is considered the head of the Gelugpa sect.
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Reting Rimpoche with his bodyguard

( 1 936) (photo courtesy of India Office
Library and Records, British Library)

old Reting R h p o c h c , Janlpcy Yeshc, was appropriate (see F i p r e 23).'
In addition to t h c c , assembly members suggested the most famous
Gclugpa lama of the era, Phurbucho Rimpochc, Thubten Jatnpa Tshiitrim.

The ex-Ganden Abbot was favored by the majority of the officials.
Although hc was not a reincarnation, his erudition and piety were famous, as was his gencrositv. However, since he was close t o eighty years
old, he dccidcd to withdraw his name, leaving the other three as final
~andidates:~Eithcr thc current Ganden Abbot or Phurbucho Rimpochc should havc bccn sclcctcd, for both were highly respected and
cx~ericnccd.The voong and incxpericnced Reting, however. was also
2. Rrting mondstenr, located ah,ut sixtv miles north of Lhasa, was erected in 1056
I)rt)n~,thr chlcf disciplc o f Atisha. 1)urinp the 7th Dalai Lama's r e i g . the monaster).
"'as gi\.cn to thc 1)alai 1,ama's teacher. Whrn hc died, his rcincamation was sought and
calltd Rcting Rimpochr, as all suhsrqucnt incarnations havc been (Surkhang ms.).
3. Surkhang ms,
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Group portrait of Ulasa officials
and family. Kapshoba is second
from right in top row.

seriously considered because of the unusual interest the Dalai Lama had
taken in him when he visited Reting monastery in 1933. At that time
he gave the young Reting his own divination manuscript and dice.
supposedly teuing him, "I have been using these and they have proved
good and if you use them it will prove useful for you too."4 Rcting's
supporters argued that this was a sign that the late Dalai Lama wanted
him to become regent. Reting was also famous in his own right for
having performed several miracles as a child.
The assemblv was unable to agree on a candidate. Thev finally dccided to select the regent by means of the divine lortcrv (senby).On Or
4. Sle zur (1984: 4 ) mentions only the divination hook, not the dicc. He also says
that Rethg's manager, Jamyang Delek, wrote t o Reting from 1,hasa advising him to
withdraw his name from consideration as regcnt (ibid.: 6 ) .
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about 24 January 1934, the e x s a n d e n Abbot conducted the lottery in
the presence of all government officials, abbots, and other members of
the assembly. The lottery selected Reting, who was installed on the
tenth day of the first month of the Wood-Dog year (23 February
1934).5
The combination of Reting, an inexperienced, youthful lama, and
the young and ineffective Ldnchen Langdiin allowed the Kashag, under
the leadership of Trirnon, quickly to reassume its role as the most important officein the g ~ v e r n m e n tFrom
. ~ Lungshar's point of view, the
Kashag was as unsuitable as the two "child" rulers. Their failure to
block the proposed Chinese condolence mission to Lhasa seemed to
him an ominous beginning to the twenty-year interregnum period and
reinforced his doubts about the ab~lityof the new joint leadership to
uphold Xbet's political status in the face of increased Chinese pressure.
Moreover, he was disturbed by signs of a return to the lax ethical
standards that pre-dated the 13th Dalai Lama. During the first months
after the Dalai Lama's death, the Kashag (and the lonchen) granted a
series of tax concessions, interest-free loads, and even outright gifts to
the upper-strata noble f d e s and the monastic segment.' Lungshar,
5. F0371/18105, telegram from the Kashag to the political officer in Slkkim, dated
24 Ianuary 1934; F0371/18105, letter no. 7(4)-P134, from the political officer in Slkkim
to the Government of Inda, New Delhl, dated 5 March 1934. The telegram from Kashag
informed the British of Reting's installation as follows: "[Reting] will be installed as
Regent imrnedately and the h n c h e n and Kashag will be responsible for the civil and
d t a r y affairsas heretofore."
6. The Kashag had been virtually ignored by the 13th Dalai Lama and his favorites.
J. L. R.Weir, the Political Officer in S~kkun,commented on the Kashag's d e c h e when
he visited Lhasa in 1930: "In theory the government of Tibet is entrusted to the Council
of Four Shapes who deliberate on, and discuss any matters of importance and submit
suggestions through the Prime Minister for final orders of His H o h e s s the Dalai Lama.
In actual practice this procedure is now considerably modrfied. Letters addressed to the
Tibetan Government are passed without comment of the Council [Kashag] or Prime
Minister to the Dalai Lama." (IOR, L/PS/10/1088, letter from J. L. R. Weir to the Government of India, dated 25 May 1930.)
7. Such loans commonly became permanent loans. T h s apparent shift d d not go
unnoticed in Lhasa, and a sarcastic wall poster appeared in Lhasa outside the Kashag's
officewhere a Chinese sipboard w a n ) hung that had been given by a Manchu emperor
to the Kashag. Many years earlier the Kashag had stuck a Tibetan translation above this
which said: "[You] specially increase merit and good formne to everyone, the spiritual
and temporal, inner and outer" (phinang bstan srrd yongs la bsod n a m hyi dge ahogs lhag
In early 1934, a new poster was stuck above the translation, saying sarcastically:
'[You] specially increase the feast of grain and money to everyonen (phyi nun0 she ' ~
Y o W la 'hd n ~ u l mston
i mo l h q par spel) .

PJP~~).
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though certainly ambitious for personal power, had worked energetically during the Dalai Lama's lifetime to increase the income and power
of the central government. Convinced that only a strong ruler could
control the powerlid vested interests who longed for a return to a weak
central government, he saw himself as the one to fill this need.8 With
the regency decided, however, Lungshar's aspirations could no longer
be met within the current structure, so he attempted to change important aspects of the political system itself.

LUNGSHAR'S REFORM MOVEMENT
Understanding of modem political concepts was virtually nonexistent in the Lhasa of 1934. There were no newspapers or ra&o stations,
and only a handful of officials knew any foreign language. Religion and
the serf-based economic system formed the unquestioned foundation
of life. It would have been futile to try to organize a revolutionary
political party. Consequently, Lungshar developed and orchestrated a
8. Many in Tibet and China today misinterpret Lungshar's "modern" outlook as
being pro-British. Khung (1985: 1 19), a Chmese official who was a member of Huang
Mu-sung's Mission to Lhasa in 1934, for example, states that Lungshar was really a
stooge of the British. Ln reality, Lungshar &&red from the earlier ''rnhtary" radicals
such as Tsarong precisely because he was not partial to the British. As the following letters
illustrate, the British did not view him as an ally. F. M. Barley, the political officer in
S L ~wrote
, to the foreign secretary in New D e h in 1927 that "Tsarong Shape has
fallen from favour and h s place has been [taken] by Lungshar. T h s Lungshar is the man
who took the Tibetan boys to England in 1913. On h s occasion he endeavoured to
innigue with the Chmese both in Calcutta and in London. . . . His visit to England has
p e n him great d u e n c e owing to his comparatively wider experience. I do not
that h s d u e n c e wdl last long and I am Aorng my best to unrimninc it." (IOR, UPSllOl
1088. letter from the political officer in Slklum to the Government of IndIa, dated 6 Jlule
1927; emphasis added.) S d a r l y , J. L. R. Weir, Bailey's successor, wrote in 19289
"Lungshar is the power behind the throne. H e is defirutely anti-Chmese but, although
events in Tibet have not been all in our favour during the last few years, I do not think
him so much anti-British as pro-Tibetan. H e is anxious for the old seclusion of Tibet to
be re-established. He was rubbed the wrong way when in England with Gould and Laden
La and the Xbetan boys. He will want t a d hancthng." (IOR, ~ ~ S / 1 0 / 1 0 8letter
8,
from the political officer in Srklum to the Govemmcnt of India, dated 13 November
1928.) And in 1929 Weir wrote, "It is reported that Lungshar is the most powerful I I - I ~
m Tibet at the present moment as the Ddai Lama has complete confidence in him. A
dsturbing feature is that he is reported to have Russophile leanings." (IOR. LA'S11o'
1088, letter from the political officer in S
h to the Government of India, dated l5
April 1929.)
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his modem and reformist views with the ideolplan that
ogy and values of the traditional system.
The critical reform Lungshar advocated concerned the Kashag. H e
the shapes' lifelong terms of office to be replaced by four-year
terns. Moreover, he wanted the National Assembly to select the shapes,
thereby making the shapes responsible to the assembly. This represented a radical change, shifting power from the large landholders who
tended to dominate the Kashag to the assembly, which was Lungshar's
base of power.
In order to force this change, Lungshar had to gain the support of a
large number of officials, particularly monk officials (including some
monastic leaders), since their presence would lend religious legitimacy
to what otherwise could be seen as simply a group of poor and radical
aristocrat^.^ First he met secretly with Temba Jayan, an d u e n t i a l and
popular monk officialwho agreed that change was needed. M e r Lungshar presented his plan for an organization of ''patriotic" officials to
increase the oversight powers of the National Assembly, they jointly
drafied a petition or manifesto in extremely general and innocuous
terms so as not to frighten away initial support.1° According to one
participant, it stated: that the Dalai Lama's tomb should be completed
without obstacles, that the true incarnation of the Dalai Lama should
be found quickly, and that the dual form of government should not be
d.lowed to degenerate. Since the Kashag was presumably already managing all this, the petition had to be taken as a criticism of Kashag
ability or commitment. Signing the petition was consequently perceived as a somewhat risky undertakmg.
Given the different backgrounds and orientations of the monk and
lay officialsegments, Lungshar and Temba Jayan decided to approach
(and recruit) them separately, using two identical copies of the petition,
one to be signed by lay officials, the other by monk officials. Lungshar
at this time apparently already had an inner circle of dedicated supporters. and they began to recruit members secretly for a movement Lung9. The series of almost d i l v National Assembly meetings held Immedately after the
death of the 13th
L m a pl;ved an imponant role in the genesis of this p a q . Those
meeting brought officials together day after dav and gave them a chance to exchange
abut the future in a way not nomdly poriible.
10. Lhalu, interview.
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shar euphemistically called the Kyicho Kiintiin, literally, "all united on
the side of happiness." l l
Lungshar employed basically the same strategy he had used in the
Kumbela affair: he created an issue that could rally wide support. He
argued that due to inefficiency, venahty, and incompetence the interregnum government could not maintain Tibet's present status and thus
could not be trusted to turn over a strong Tibet to the 14th Dalai Lama
when he came of age roughly two decades hence. Thus, it was the duty
of patriotic officials and monastic leaders to act to save Tibet for the as
yet undiscovered Dalai Lama. To do this, the existing leadership would
have to be overseen carefully.
Kongtru, a monk official, was responsible for recruiting other monk
officials.12 H e used the d d y tea ceremony to initiate conversations and
drew officialsin by discussing a prophecy that warned that a stupa without a head would come to Tibet.13 This prophecy, he said, had important implications because it could refer to the golden stupa that was
being constructed as the late Dalai Lama's tomb. Any obstruction to
the construction could impede or prevent the discovery of the true incarnation of the late Dalai Lama and thereby ultimately destroy the
continuation of the dual religious-secular form of government. 14 A].
though couched in symbolic religious terms, this statement implied a
lack of confidence in the present leadership, since they were responsible
for the construction of the stupa.
Because they had no children (and usually no estates) to &vide their
attention or loyalty, monk officials considered themselves the real protectors of the government. Therefore, Kongtru emphasized the need
11. Ibid. The membership of this innermost core included the lay officials Gyekar
Nangba, Menriba, Draktonba, Canglocen Khung, Gacan Demba, Yidha, Kyitopa, IJ~alu,
Tso Chungwa, Tsipa Kabten, and Chaba Rusur and Lhalu (two of Lungshar's sons).The
key monk officials were Kongtru and Takah. The monastic segment was represented by
Drepung's Saw Depa, Sera Mey's Charn6n Depa (or Chasur Depa) and Gariden's
Kongpo Trinley. With the exception of Canglocen and Kyitbpa, none of the supporters
was from a big aristocratic farmly. and none held a high position.
12. Temba Jayan, who wanted t o remain anonymous, arranged for his monk-oficd
pupil Kongtru (Thubten Genden) t o work openly with Lungshar to organize the monk
officials (ibid.).
13. Because all monk officials in Lhasa were required t o attend the official tea ceremony ( h r n ~ j aevery
)
day, it was an ideal time for contacting and recruiting them.
14. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara), 1984: 60-61; Thubten Sanggye, interview; L h a h
terview.
,
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for monk officials to take the lead during these dangerous and critical
h e s . When a large number of monk officials had expressed interest
md support, K0ngtt-u launched the next phase of the plan: inducing
them to sign the Kyicho Kiintiin document.
Konguu accomplished this without formal meetings. Typically he
would casually walk home from the tea ceremony with a sympathetic
monk offical, invite him in for tea, and at some point in the conversation bring out the petition.15 Lhautara recalls that at the time he read
it, the manifesto already contained the signatures of about forty monk
officials.16 Simultaneously, Lungshar recruited members among the lay
officials. Lhalu says that the first three signatures on the lay official document were those of Lungshar, himself, and his older half-brother
Chaba Rusur. l7
This secret recruitment generated a mixed atmosphere of excitement,
speculation, and fear. The question of whether or not to join was uppermost on most officials' minds. Taring, for example, remembered that
a relative urged him to sign the agreement but he was too afraid of the
consequences to do so.l8
After about two months (in about mid-March 1934), Lungshar and
Temba Jayan met at night in Lungshar's house to take stock of their
progress. They tallied the number of indviduals who had joined each
section and decided that the time was ripe to hold meetings and openly
merge the two sections. l9
The first meeting involved the monk-official signatories and was held
at Kongtru's house. About eighty monk officials came, f i h g his two
rooms, his courtyard, and even the corridors of his house. Kongtru first
asked them whether they wanted any changes made in the original document they had signed. When the officials unanimously agreed that the
document was acceptable as it was, thereby publicly committing themselves to the organization,'o Kongtru told them that several lay officials

15. The scroll was about two feet wide and three feet long, with the written section
on top and a large empty space beneath it for seals (signatures) (Lhalu, interview).
16. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984: 62-63. He was a member o f the group.
17. Lhalu, interview; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 102.
18. J. Taring, interview.
19. Lhalu, interview.
20. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984: 61.
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wanted to participate in their patriotic action, so he had invited them
to come the day after tomorrow. Although no one openly objected, a
few monk officials quietly grumbled that if lay officials were allowed to
join, their group's unity would be lost. But the plan for a meeting two
days hence was made.21
At that second meeting, Menriba, one of the four key followers of
L ~ n g s h a r spoke
, ~ ~ to the monk officials for the first time on the more
directly political aspects of the movement. Lhautara recalls that he said:
We lay officials depend for everything we have on the religious-secular
form of government and at this time when the government is weak we
should take the lead in supporting it. Nevertheless, we thank you monk
officials for your efforts [to these ends]. We lay officialshave twenty-three
persons in our group, but today I won't say their names. We four have
come as their representatives. The government's manner of making appointments and demotions is not at all fair. Some positions lrke Tsanyer,
Tsamshe, and Slungnyer lose money for the holders. These are jointly
held by monk and lay officials but the lay officialshave estates to support
them while the monk officials have nothing [and thus have hardships].
However, the positions of power hke the shapes only have one monk
official out of four and this is unfair. The monks officials should get an
adQtional shape seat and the lay officials should only have two. Moreover, Trimon now holds the power in the Kashag and however one looks
he is dishonest and unfair.23

Menriba's comments dramatically escalated the stakes, prompting
much animated debate. Lobsang Tashi responded that the monk 06cids did not know anything about the Kashag, and since none of them
had the ability to be in the Kashag, they had no interest in requesting
an adchtional shape.24As for Trimbn's honesty, Lobsang discllimed
firsthand knowledge and doubted whether anyone else had myrhing
concrete to report. Many monk officials supported him, pointing out,
for example, that their appointments and demotions were made by the
21. Ibid.: 62-63.
22. Lha'u rta ra (ibid.: 63), remembered three of the four: Gyekar Nangba, Menriba,
and Draktonba. Canglocen was probably the fourth official.
23. Ibid.
24. Lobsang Tash was one of the two regents (sitshad) left in Lhasa in 1950
the 14th Dalai Lama fled to Yatrung.
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yig-sang, not the Kashag, so they could not comment on Trimon's
honesty. Others said that if the lay officials wanted to make such an
accusationthey should make it separately from the monks' petition.25
At this point Lhautara asked Kongtru privately whether such statements would not inhriate the regent and precipitate his resignation,
since in essence Reting would have had to approve Trimon's actions.
Kongtr- replied that there had been secret discussions in which Reting
agreed with the organization's position. Lhautara does not mention
Temba Jayan, but it was he who had convinced Reting that these
changes would in no way alter the prerogatives of the regent.26 Kongtru explained that he had not brought this to light at the general meeting because of possible leaks.
The open dscussion of reform and dishonesty produced three responses among the members. One group of about fifieen officials followed Kongtru's lead and advocated the complete Lungshar proposal.
Another forty or so officials opposed this openly. The remaining group
of twenty-five to thirty was in the middle. By the end of the meeting,
each of these groups was suspicious of the others.27Kongtru ended the
meeting by saying he would seek the advice of Temba Jayan, a respected
senior monk official. A day or so later, they reconvened and Kongtru
informed the members that Temba Jayan advised that the petition
should be sent and should contain the above-mentioned three points,
as well as the one r e g a r h g Trimiin's d i ~ h o n e s t yHe
. ~ ~also said that the
petition should be presented to the Kashag by three or four lay officials
and the ten monk officials whose names he read aloud (without, according to Lhautara, first clearing this plan with these indviduals).
The final petition was written by the lay official Canglocen, the par9's secretary. According to Lhalu, it contained two points: (1) The
government needs some changes to improve its fimctioning; and
(2) the work of the Kashag is not satisfactory. In particular, Trimon
Shape is nepotistic and unfair. (Lhalu is unsure whether Trimon was
mentioned by name or whether the petition simply mentioned the

25. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara), 1984: 6 3 - 6 4 .
26. Lhalu. interview
.-...
27. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara), 1984: 6 5 - 6 7 .
28. Ibid: 65.
-
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shapes.)29A c c o r h g to Lhautara, the petition contained four pohts:
(1) the tomb of the 13th Dalai Lama should be completed without
delays or obstruction; (2) the new incarnation of the Dalai Lama
should be found quickly and without error; (3) the government should
not be allowed to decline but should be improved; (4) Trirnon Shape is
completely dishonest and unfair in whatever he does.30
Equally important was a very cleverly worded ending composed by
Canglocen, which avoided listing each name but indicated that there
were about 100 officials involved, and implicitly insulted the Kashag by
characterizing these officials as " t h o ~ g h t f d . "Other
~ ~ officials such as
Lhautara, Lungshar's son, Canjula, and the British verified that there
were about 100 members, that is to say, one-fifth to one-quarter of the
total number of government officials and a far larger proportion of
those present in Lhasa at the
Lungshar was convinced that the Kashag would have to show the
petition to the regent and the Ionchen. They, in turn, would not want
to confront the issue alone and would convene the National Assembly
to mscuss it. Lungshar's supporters would then manipulate the situation and implement the reforms, which would transfer a large portion
of the Kashag's power to the assembly. Lungshar undoubtedly believed
the assembly would then catapult him into a dominant position, either
as a shape or as an additional lonchen. From there, he could control the
conservatives and modernilr the state.33 Lungshar was playing a highrisk game.
29. Lhalu, interview.
30. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara), 1984: 66-67.
31. In Tibetan, dmng rigs ser rgya bsam yod brma skor ("[by] 100 or so thougha
monk and lay officials") (Lhalu, interview).
32. Many officials were on duty in the various dstricts throughout the country. Norbhu Dondup, then in Lhasa, reported that a small number of officials suppofled the
Kashag and the Ionchen, but that the majority of the lay officials d ~ not
d openly supPOfl
either party. (IOR, LIPS/ 1214178 [PZ 4 1 15/34], report of Norbhu Dendup in Lhasa to
the political officer in Slkkun, arrived 25 April 1934.) Lungshar expected to bring these
"fence-sitters" into his camp once he could demonstrate to them that he was emerging as
the victor.
33. Lhdu, interview. Others suggest that Lungshar also wanted to insure: (1) that
no officer hold more than one appointment, thus eliminating the practice of promhent
officld~h o l h g several Important positions and having their servants d o the work whl"
others (implicitly, those without wealth or connections) held no position from which to
derive income; (2) that a monk official should be appointed as the colleague of every la"
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A different version of the Lungshar affair contends that Lungshar
intended to assassinate Trimon at the time the Kyicho Kiintiin's petition was presented to the shapes and then to assume control of the
govern~nent.~~
While there is a well-known precedent for this (as well
as for the use of the assembly), there seems to be no advantage to assassinating Trimon in the Kashag office when it could have been done
anonymously at night.

PRECEDENTS FOR LUNGSHAR'S ORGANIZATION
After the 1l t h Dalai Lama died in April 1856, the Kashag asked
Reting Rimpoche to serve as regent. By 1858, Shaua (Wangchug
Gyebo), one of the shapes, had decided that the regent was abusing his
power by using his own seal to give out titles and estates without consulting the Kashag. The Kashag proposed that a new post, Keeper of
the Seal (who was to be Shatra), be created, claiming that this would
actually increase the regent's prestige. The regent at first agreed, but
when he was warned that this was a ploy by Shaua to limit his powers,
he exiled Shatra first to his estate in Nyemo and then to remote Western
libet.
By means of letters sent secretly through a snuff merchant, Shatra
--

official;(3) that the assembly should control all government appoinanents, promotions,
and terminations above the fourth rank; (4) that no official should be given larger estates
than necessary; and ( 5 ) that the government should adopt a firm attitude toward the
Chmese mission and that an intelligence officer appointed in consultation with the National Assembly should be attached to the C h e s e mission to watch their activities. These
goals c e r t d y were not part of the initial petition to the Kashag; at best they were part
of a program of reform that would have been implemented after Lungshar and his party
took control. (Various refoms are mentioned by Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984; Surkhang
ms.; Samb [Runshi], interview; Anonl, interview.)
34. In late April 1934, Lungshar sent two servants to Gangtok with letters requesting
the British political officerto ask the Government of Lnha to sell him thirty rdes, a Lewis
gun,and 31,000 rounds of ammunition. It is not known how Lungshar intended to use
these weapons. The political officer in S i b instructed his s u b o r h a t e , Norbhu Dondup (who had arrived in Lhasa on 16 April 1934), as follows: "If we find that we can, in
wme way, put Lungshar under an obligation to us, it would, in view of h s great mffuence, be useful. But his personal request cannot, of course, be entertained." (IOR, LffSI
121417a, 27 April 1934.) Lungshar, however, had no control over the nulitary and there
is no evidence that he had made any a ~ m g e m e n t for
. large numbers of monks or officials
to make a show of force.
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contacted a close supporter, Palden Dondrup, in Ganden monastery.
They worked out a plan that secured the backing of the monks of both
Ganden and Drepung, and in 1862 Shatra returned to Lhasa. When he
reached Drepung monastery the monks joined him in a great procession to Lhasa. When Shatra stopped at a park just opposite the Norbuh g a Palace complex, the young 12th Dalai Lama sent him tea and a
ceremonial scarf as a gesture of greeting. The procession continued to
Shatra's home in Lhasa. The next day Shatra and his forces took over
control of the sacred Tsuglagang Temple in the center of town, where
he established his headquarters and proclaimed himself prime minister
( h s i ) . H e then sent letters to all government officials listing the rnisdeeds of the Reting Regent and inviting them to join him at a large
meeting the next day, called the Great [Assembly] of Government Officials, Ganden and Drepung (Gandre Drungche). The government
troops that protected the regent's residence came over to Shatra's side,
and Reting fled to Sera monastery, where his monk followers in Sera
Che college protected him. In Lhasa, virtually all the government 6cials threw in their lot with Shatra, who, with the ad hoc assembly,
began issuing government orders from the Tsuglagang and holding the
monk officials' d d y tea ceremony there. Reting and two senior officids
then fled to China, leaving Shatra in complete
The other relevant coup occurred in the chaotic days of the early
eighteenth century. The Kashag then consisted of four members,
Khangchennay, Ngabo, Lurnpa, and Jaranay, with Khangchennay
being the most powerful. The others plotted to assassinate him and
chose a meeting of the Kashag, for this was a time when he would not
be surrounded by bodyguards. In 1717, Ngabi5 Shape's brother
brought a letter for Khangchennay to the Kashag. As KhangchennaY
began to read the letter, he seized him from behind and, with the help
of the three other shapes, stabbed him to death. They then killed his
bodyguards and a number of his other supporters and seized control of
Central ?ibet.36

35. This account derives primarily from Shakabpa 1967: 183-87. The use of the
term dni (rather than liinchen) implies a return to the authority of the prime minister of
the 5th Dalai Lama, who ruled even after the Dalai Lama reached majority age.
36. Shakabpa 1967: 141-45.
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T H E FALL O F LUNGSHAR
The next step in Lungshar's plan was to present the petition to the
Kashag on the morning of 10 May, a time known only to a small group
of trusted s ~ p p o r t e r sIn
. ~spite
~ of the secrecy, however, on the evening
of the ninth a young lay official named Kapshoba (Chogye Nyima)
went to Trimon and informed on Lungshar (see Figure 24).38
Kapshoba had had close personal relations with Lungshar, who had
helped his career in the Tsigang Office. H e had joined Lungshar's layofficialgroup but, dissatisfied with being just a common member, he
tried to gain acceptance in the so-called inner circle. When Lungshar
excluded him, he decided he could best hrther his career by throwing
in his lot with Trirnon. Kapshoba tried to enhance the value of his
information by deceitfdly addmg the assassination of Trimon as a goal
of the Lungshar plan, telling Trimon, in effect, "Now times are not
good in Xbet. The Dalai Lama is no longer with us and people are
hungry for power. Even your life is in jeopardy."39 This prevarication
was critical: a plot to murder a shape in the Kashag itself and seize
power was far more serious than the mere presentation of a petition
accusing him of misdeeds.
AS a result of Kapshoba's warning, early on the morning of 10 May,
Trirndn went with a large retinue of servants and Khamba bodyguards
to inform the regent and the lonchen of the "plot."40 The latter were
37. The date is cited in F0371118106, report from Norbhu Dondup in Lhasa cited
in a letter from F. W. Williamson, the political officer in Slkkrm, to the Government of
India, dated 26 May 1934. The delegates carrying the petition included a number of
Lungshar's closest supporters such as Menriba, Draktonba, Gyekar Nangba, Kongtru,
and probably Gacan Demba and Canglocen.
38. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984: 68. Lhautara reports that he went to see Trimon
on the afternoon of the tenth t o inform Trimon that the petition had been delivered t o
the Kashag and was told by Trimen's manager that Kapshoba had told Trimon about it
the previous evening.
39. Anonl, interview.
40. Shakapba recalls that morning: "We heard that Karchung and Menriba [core
members of the p a w ] were going to go to the Kashag and kdl Trimon. . . . When I heard
these mnors I went'at once to Trimen3 house at about 8 o'clock in the morning. When
I asked where Trimon had gone an old manager told me he had left for the Kashag. I
a ~ k why
~ d he took so man" servants if he was going to the Kashag and why all the mounts
were missing. I was again'told that he has gone to the Kashag at the Norbulinga Palace.
However, since His Holiness's death no Kashag meeting had been held in Norbulinga SO
I wondered why? What he had told me dld not make any sense. I thought what a liar
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thrown into a state of fear, since the strength of Lungshar's party was
not known nor was it clear whether he planned to assassinate others in
the Kashag. They agreed that it would be best for Trimon to try to
obtain sanctuary and support at Drepung, where he had close ties in
Tsetang kharntsen of Loseling college. If this could be achieved, Drepung would be neutralized. It was also decided to arrest Lungshar before he could carry out his plans.41
Trimon, garbed in official robes, immediately lefi for Drepung with
his large retinue, knowing that all the senior administrators (abbots,
lachi, etc.) would come to greet him, as was the custom. He explained
that there was a plot to kill him and that though he had many Kharnba
bodyguards who would defend him, he wanted to avoid bloodshed and
desired protection from Drepung. This news shocked the monastic officials, who irnrnelately agreed to protect him and support a thorough
investigation into the matter by the regent and the lonchen. Trimon
was taken to the safety of Gempo Utse, a small hermitage on a mountain peak above Drepung. The regent and the lonchen then moved
against L ~ n g s h a r . ~ ~
In the meantime, afier the Kyicho Kuntiin delegates lefi to deliver
the petition to the Kashag, Lungshar discovered that Trimon had kft
Lhasa. He irnrnelately sent a messenger to tell them to return but the
messenger could not catch up with them. The representatives
the petition to the other shapes, who, having been forewarned, showed
no surprise or dismay, but took the petition without saying a word.43
The Kashag put the army on alert on the morning of the tenth but
did not want to provoke open fighting by arresting Lungshar, who,
they assumed, possessed arms. Instead, they decided to lure him to his

that feuow is. I asked [another servant] who had accompanied him and he told me the
~ ~ a m eHs e. also toid me that Trimiin had put on his amulet b o x [kawu] and had also taken
the cloth travelling case for it. . . . If you are going on a long journey only then do You
take the amulet b o x case. When the servant told me these details I became very suspicious,
Later on I was told that he had gone straight t o Reting Rimpoche to report these maners
and also reported that he would be leaving for Drepung monastery. . . . All of these arc
Kapshijba's doings." (Shakabpa, interview.)
4 1. Surkhang ms.; Shakabpa, interview; Anon 1, interview; Sambo (Rirnshi), interview.
42. Ibid.
43. Lungshar Chanjula, interview.
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arrest. That afternoon, after hearing that Trimon was safe, the Lijnchen
Lmgdiin sent a message instructing Lungshar to attend an important
meeting of the Trungtsigye, of which he was a member. This order
placed Lungshar in an extremely delicate and dangerous situation: it
could have been either a trap, or the first step in the government taking
his party's demands to the assembly.
Lungshar had no real reason to suspect that the government would
y to arrest him. H e felt his organization was too strong to be challenged overtly; moreover, he had done nothing illegal. Furthermore, he
could not risk missing a meeting that might have been called to discuss
his party's charges against the Kashag. H e also did not want to give the
regent and the Ionchen grounds for demoting him by disobeying their
order. Not knowing, of course, that Kapshoba had accused him of plotting to murder Trimon and take over the country, Lungshar ignored
warnings from his close friends and went to the palace.&
When he arrived at the Potala, he was told to go to the regent's
office. There he was met by the aide-de-camp Phunraba, Trirnon's
nephew, who read an arrest order that said, 'Until now you have held a
high position and enjoyed the patronage of the government. Yet you
have done undesirable things and have not appreciated the Iundness of
the late 13th Dalai Lama and the government. You are accused of serious crimes and it will be proved later whether or not they are true
through a court of law. Until that time your status as a government
official is withdrawn."45
Custom required that Lungshar's government robes and hair knot
box then be removed, but the official in charge of this had to be called
while Lungshar stood waiting. At this point, Lungshar decided to try
to escape, believing he could reach his servant, get his pistol, and then
on horseback reach Sera, where he felt his supporters could enlist the
Protection of the monks of Sera Mey college.
Bad luck again plagued Lungshar. As was the custom, he had left his
horse with two servants at the base of the Potala (Talarn Gongmo). A
third servant had accompanied him up the long flights of stairs, and it
44. Lhalu, interview.
45. Samb (krnshi), hterview; Lhalu (interview) added that the order also speclfi'dl~accused him of trying to start a political party.
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was with him that Lungshar had left his pistol (it was improper to carry
weapons into the Potala). When Lungshar ran from the room, he expected immediately to meet the servant who had his gun. He was
shocked to discover that the servant, who had gone to a latrine down a
long flight of steps, was nowhere to be seen. Lungshar, ran down the
stairs while the servant, on his way back, started running toward him
holding out the gun and calling, "Master, here, master, here is the gun."
At this point the guards at the top of the stairs started yelling, "He's
escaping, he's gone," and started down afier him.
Although none of the sweepers and janitors working along the sides
of the steps dared touched Lungshar or make any effort to stop him,
several jumped on the servant and took the gun just as Lungshlr
reached him. Lungshar later told his son and others that when he saw
the Servant holding out the gun he suddenly saw his wife and children
before his eyes.46 During this moment of hesitation, the servant was
seized and immedately a huge Potala Palace guard caught Lungshu
from behind and flung him down, smashing his head on the ground.
The guard then picked up Lungshar (these guards are usually well over
six feet tall and exceptionally strong) and carried him back to the regent's office, where the dsrobing ceremony began.47
After stripping Lungshar of his official robe and hair knot box,
Phunraba and his assistants began to take off Lungshar's shoes. When
the first shoe was removed, Lungshar grabbed a piece of paper from it
and swallowed it despite attempts to pluck it from his mouth. Lungshar's hands were held when the other shoe was removed, and to everyone's amazement, a second piece of paper was found on which had been
written a black magic mantra: "Harm Trimen Norbu ~angye.'""
Lungshar was then taken to the Sharcenchog prison in the Potala. At
the same time his house was searched and sealed. Had Lungshar sueceeded in reaching Sera monastery, it is likely that the monks would
46. Lhdu. interview; Smbo ( h s h i ) , interview, The implication is that he feared
what would happen to them if he shot and lulled his pursuers.
47. Samba (Runshi), interview; Anonl, interview; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983:
Lhalu, interview.
48. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984: 68; Smbo (bmshi), interview; Anonl, intervie?
In T'ktan: K b n smon nm bu dbang ryyal p a n . Black mantras are customarily Put
boots
that the v~ctim'sname is constantly trampled underfoot. This is considered a
very ser~ouscrime, as repulsive as an outright murder attempt.

so
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have negotiated
some compromise with the government. But he did
not; so exactly four months afier Kumbela was imprisoned, on the
twenty-seventh of the third Tibetan month of the Wood-Dog year (10
May 1934),Lungshar found himself in the same prison dungeon where
Kumbela had been sent.
Kapshoba was also arrested at this time but was treated far less
harshly than Lungshar. H e was placed in a relatively nice room and was
permitted to wear normal layman's clothes, instead of the coarse white
wool clothes of common prisoners.49 The arrest of Kapshoba allowed
Trimon to imply that Kapshoba was involved in the party and that he
testified against Lungshar and the others only afier his arrest and interrogation.
On 11 or 12 May, Lungshar's inner circle of supporters decided to
demand his release. If their demand was refused, they would try to
release him by force. Canglocen went to Drepung's Gomang college
and Menriba went to Sera May college to enhst the support of the
monks. Both monasteries agreed to help.50
On the next day, when about a dozen senior monks went to the
Potala to ask for Lungshar's release, the lonchen told them about the
black-magic papers found in Lungshar's boot. He apparently convinced
them that the monasteries should not help a person who would resort
to black magic.S1
The next evening, Chaba Rusu, Lungshar's son, and other innercircle supporters decided to try to free Lungshar from jail. The aid of
Lhdu, mother son, was l o enlisted. The plan called for a huge monk
officialnicknamed Tsitrung Beyba to lead a small party, armed with
guns and pickaxes, to destroy the gate just below Sharcenchog late that
night. While the guards' attention was dstracted by the commotion at
the gate, Lhalu, Chaba Rusu, and a few servants would enter Sharcen'hog through a latrine attached to the back of the Potala. They would
then bring their father out the same way and take him at once to Sera
M ~ college.
v

49. Anonl. interview. This was told to Anon1 by Lady Lhalu.
50. F0371118106, report fronl Norbhu Diindup in Lhasa, cited in letter no. 7(4)PI34 from the political officer in S i k m to the Government of InLa. dated 28 May 1934.
51. Ihid.
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Lhalu at once agreed and passed out pistols to the servants he was
going to take. However, Lady Lhalu found out and argued that the
entire Lhalu family could be destroyed by his rashness. She insisted that
they could obtain the release of Lungshar by means of gifts and bribes.
Lhalu capitulated, and when Chaba Rusu returned to the meeting, the
others lost their enthusiasm and disbanded.52
On the next day, all the main party members, including Lhalu and
Chaba Rusu, were arrested and their houses sealed.53When the monasteries refused to turn over Lungshar's three main monk supporters,
Saw Depa Konchok, Tigica, and Chamon Depa, however, the regent,
the lonchen, and the Kashag decided not to confront the monks at this
volatlle time. 54
The regent, the lonchen, and the Kashag appointed the customary
investigating committee to examine all documents recovered (e-g.,
those found in the sealed houses) and to interrogate the prisoners. The
committee was composed of four officials, two from the lay corps and
two from the monk-official corps: lay official Lukhang (Tsewang Rabten); lay official and commander-in-chief Nangarwa (Wangchug Tarchin); monk official Temba Jayan; monk official Dombo (~henrab
W a n g ~ h u g )Of
. ~ ~these, Lukhang and Dombo were both pro-Trimon,
Nangarwa was neutral, and Temba Jayan was pro-Lungshar.
The formal charge against Lungshar was that he was the leader of
organization of about 100 monk and lay officials who had tried to
a shape and were plotting to overthrow the government and replace it
with a Bolshev~ksystem. The latter charge derived from the late Ddai
Lama's "Political Last Testament," in which he warned that Wbet faced
the danger of a Communist takeover and destruction of religion such
as had befallen Outer Mongolia. This "Testament" became a major policy statement for the entire interregnum period:
YOU must develop a good diplomatic relationship with our two powerful
neighbors: India and China. Efficient and well-equipped troops must be
stationed even on the minor frontiers bordering hostile forces. Such an
52.
53.
54.
55.

Lhalu, interview.

Ibid.
Sarnbo (Runshi), interview; Anonl. interview.
Lhalu. interview; Sarnbo (kmshi), interview.
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m y must be well trained in warfare as a sure deterrent against any adversaries.
. . . Furthermore, thls present era is rampant with the five forms
of degeneration, in particular, the red dology. In Outer Mongolia, the
search for a reincarnation of Jetsun Dampa [the Grand Lama of Urga]
was banned; the monastic properties and endowments were confiscated;
the lamas and the monks were forced into the army; the Buddhlst religion destroyed, leaving no trace of identity. Such a system, according to
reports sull being received, has been established in Ulan Bator [the capital of Outer Mongolia]. In the future, this system will c e r t d y be forced
eitherporn within m without on this land that cherishes the joint spiritual
and temporal system. If, in such an event, we fail to defend our land, the
holy lamas, includmg "the triumphant father and son" [the Dalai Lama
and Panchen Lama] will be eliminated without a trace of their names
remaining; the properties of the incarnate lamas and of the monasteries
along with the endowments for religious services will all be seized. Moreover, our political system, originated by the three ancient kmgs, will be
reduced to an empty name; my officials, deprived of their patrimony and
property, will be subjugated hke slaves by the enemy; and my people,
subjected to fear and miseries, will be unable to endure day or night.
Such an era will certainly come!
At the present time, when we enjoy peace and happiness as well as the
adrmration of others, inerrable common cause of religious and polity still
remains in our hands. The political stability depends on the devotion of
the ecclesiastic and secular officials and upon their ability to employ skillfully every lplomatic and military means without any possibility of regret or failure in the future.56

Other accusations made at the hearings included the charge that
Lungshar fostered misunderstandings between the Panchen Lama and
the Dalai Lama, that he had fomented dissension and confhct within
the government, and that he had used black magic for his own ends.
When Lungshar was initially brought before the investigating committee, he is reported to have told them:
I have done nothing wrong. It is only that Kapshoba has invented this
SO as to gain benefit for himself. You have sealed my house and YOU have
56. Translation by Lobsang Lhdungpa cited in A lo chos rndzad 1983: 40 (emphasis
added).
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gone through everything there. Have you found any document or any
evidence of the h g s that I have been charged with? If you have, then I
have nothing to say. But you haven't because there are none. . . . my only
aim was to reform the Kashag by having elected members, notlung
else.57
Kapshoba testdied that the party had a secret "inner document" that
he had accidentally seen in which the plot to kill Trimon and take over
the government was described. However, n o evidence of this document
was ever unearthed.
While Lungshar and Kapshoba were being cross-examined together
they had an exchange that has become famous in government circles.
Lungshar told Kapshoba that he had helped him a great deal in the past
and did not deserve what Kapshoba was doing to him. Kapshoba is
said to have used a derogatory term of address (gay) and replied, "If
you had helped me for the worth of 5 Barma, I would have given you
back the value of one sbo [ 10garma equal 1 sbo]. In any case, this is not
a time when one could repay a favor because your activities have put
Ganden Photrang [the government] itself in danger. So therefore I
could not repay the favors you have done and could not keep my mouth
shut." H e illustrated this with the phrase:
Even though the sage gets drunk with beer,
He won't exchange his skull for the beer.58
It is said that Lungshar then challenged the investigating committee to
interrogate both him and Kapshoba by "corporal punishment interrogation" ( t ~ b ~ n d n ' ) ~ whipping
~-a
that is continued until one of the two
people who have given c o ~ c t i n testimony
g
a h t s to having lied. The
investigating committee refused, presumably because they did not want
to ~nflictthis on Kapshoba.
Lungshar later told Lady Lhalu that the members of the investigation team diligentlv wrote down everything that Kapshiiba said but
when he himself spoke they &d not take detailed notes of his own
57. Anon 1. interview.
58. Ibid. In Tibetan: lto danp c h a n g p hi banp I tab li cbanp danp mi
59. Lhalu. u~terview.
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versionbut only looked on with expressions of disbelief and derision.
Because of this, he decided that it was htile to argue and told them that
"since you aren't paying attention to what I am saying, you can d o
whatever you U e . I'm not going to say even one word." From that
point on, Lungshar kept completely silent until the decision was
made.
Two of the other conspirators, Gyekar Nangba and Kongtru, were
whipped and ultimately confessed to the existence of a plan to reform
the government, although they did not admit that there was a plot to
assassinate Trimon or create a Bolshevik government. Virtually the entire case, therefore, was based on the testimony of Kapshoba and the
"inner document" he claimed to have seen.61
The investigating committee sentenced and punished Lungshar and
his colleagues within a fortnight-unusual alacrity for Tibet. Although
the committee concluded that death was the appropriate punishment
for Lungshar, it feared that the spirit of someone as w W as Lungshar
might become a vengefd ghost and interfere with the process of finding the new Dalai Lama or perhaps even harm him after he was born.
Therefore, thev recommended the next most serious punishment, mudation-in this case, the removal of both eyeballs. They also recommended that all his property be confiscated and that he be imprisoned
for life.62The committee initially recommended that each of his two
sons, Chaba Rusu and Lhalu, have one hand amputated; however, this
was moderated after prominent religious figures such as Phabongka
b p o c h e and the Sera Che Abbot, Thubten Nyingpo, pleaded with
Trimon to recommend a lesser punishment for the two boys.63 H e
agreed to forego mutilation but insisted on including a proviso that
neither they nor any of Lungshar's progeny in future generations could
serve as government officials or lead three or more persons. It is said
that Lungshar stood motionless while the punishments of blinding and
confiscationwere read, but when he heard about the permanent ban on
60. Lhalu, interview; Anon 1, interview; Sarnbo (krnshi), intenriew.
61. Lhalu, interview; Anon 1, inteniew.
62. Lukhang later told Shakabpa that he would probably be reborn
because of his activc pan m this punishment (Shakabpa. interview).
63. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 105.

a b h d man
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his progeny he lowered his head to express his f e e h g h a t this wa
grossly unfair.64
The Kashag agreed to the recommendation of the investigating
committee, but Reting tried to avoid responsibility by telling the
Kashag that it would not be proper for a lama and a Gelong (bhzbrhu)
monk to sign a mutilation order. H e told the shapes, "You all see to it,"
and the Lonchen Langdiin replied, "I don't blame you, Rimpoche.
We'll do it." Thus although only Langdiin's signature was d k e d to the
punishment order, that did not mean that Reting had objected." He
could clearly have blocked the mutilation on religious grounds if he had
wanted to d o so; and this is certainly the way Lungshar's supporters
viewed the issue during the later years of the interregnum period.
All the members of the so-called inner circle were punished by expulsion from government service, fines, confiscation of estates and
property, and exile to remote parts of Tibet. The Shatra family, into
which Lungshar's son Chaba Rusu had married, was ordered not to
consider him as its head, but to exile him to one of the family's estates.
Lhalu was placed under the supervision of Lady Lhalu, Lungshu's
common-law wife and head of his adopted family.
Lungshar's punishment was carried out on the eighth day of the
fourth Xbetan month in the Wood-Dog year (20 May 1934), a mere
ten days after his a r r e ~ tThe
. ~ punishment of taking out someone's
eyeballs had not been exacted for such a long time that there was no
one who had ever seen it done. Mutilation punishments were done by
the untouchable caste known as the ragyaba, who in this instance told
the government that they were able to do it only because their parents
had told them how it was done. The method involved the placement of
a smooth, round yak's knucklebone on each of the temples of the prisoner. These were then tied by leather thongs around the head and tightened by turning the thongs with a stick on top of the head until the
eyeballs popped out. The prisoner was heavily doped with a drug called
langchen nyocbu ("the water that makes an elephant mad") during this
64. Anonl, interview; Lhalu, interview.
65. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 105; Lhalu, interview.
66. F0371118106, XCA.62210, report of Norbhu Dendup cited in letter no. 7(4)P134, from the political officer in S i b to the foreign secretary to the Government of
Inha, dated 28 May 1934.
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process. (Lungshar later told his son that the medicine did not work
well and that the pain was e x c r ~ c i a t i n g .The
) ~ ~ mutilation was terribly
bungled. Only one eyeball popped out, and eventually the ~ g y u b ahad
to cut out the other eyeball with a knife. B o i h g oil was then poured
into the sockets to cauterize the wound. Lungshar's son remembers
that after his release Lungshar had a large scar where the eyeball was
cut out. Perhaps his greatest pain, however, came from his fear that this
was also happening to his sons. H e had been told only that his two sons
were getting punishments similar to his. One of the first questions he
asked afkr he regained his senses was about the fate of his sons. H e had
taken a sacred vow to fast until death if they had been blinded.68
At this time a bitterly sardonic street song appeared in Lhasa that
commented on the whole affair:
Saying he's a cock, Trimon
has arrived at Gempo Utse.
The dawn has arrived;
he has had a good crow.
Saying he's a lama, Lungshar
was doing prayers.
Saying he's Drimeykunden,
he has given his eyes as alms.69

The mass of monk officials who signed the Kyicho Kiintiin party's
appeal to the government were all required to write statements about
their involvement and were fined by the Yigtsang Office from one to
four golden coins on the basis of their rank.70The monastic members
were the only ones to avoid p ~ n i s h m e n t . ~ '
Kapshoba, not surprisingly, was released from prison on 18 August,
67. Lhalu, interview.
68. Lhalu, interview; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 108.
69. Drimeykunden is the Buddha-to-be in a well-known Jataka tale. He gives U P h s
wealth and riches and goes to search for true knowledge and salvation. Along the way he
gives away all his possessions, includng his eyes. In Tibetan: khrr smon bya s k F zm /
dgc 'phcl dbu rtsw slcbs shag / nam khod thig po b u n . smg 1 bya shad snyan Po b u n 8 s W
lungshar bla ma yin zm / bbaJkhtsBn&tf18;n bzhu@ s h g / dri med kun &dun yin
1
mk $binpar btang song.
70. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1984:70.
71. IOR, I,/PS/12/4178, memorandum from the political officer in Slkkun to the
Govem-nentof India, dated July 1934.
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only three months afier Lungshar's punishment. His property was then
restored to him,72and soon afterward he was reinstated as a "common"
government official. Less than a year later, in April 1935, he was promoted to the rank of rimhi and appointed as an "additional" tsipon,
the position Lungshar had held before his arrest. Clearly this was his
payment for giving Trimon the wherewithal to destroy Lungshar.
At the time of Kapshoba's release and promotion, two misleading
street songs were heard in Lhasa.
The hair-knot [pacii] bought by 500 [dotse]
was put on on the twenty-fifth.
Requesting tsipon office with 600,
he obtained it suddenly.
From the top of Kapshoba's roof
a golden arrow has been shot [and]
the honorable Lady Langdiin's
right h ~ phas been broken.73

In both these songs the implication is that Kapshoba bribed his way
first back into the government and then, amazingly, into the very important position of tsipon. Most knowledgeable officials, however, believe that Kapshoba himself composed these songs to try to cover up
his role in exposing Lungshar.
Lungshar's son Lhalu later petitioned to be reinstated as a government official, arguing that he was not really Lungshar's son. He claimed
his biological father was Shekarlingpa, another aristocrat, and both his
mother and Shekarlingpa swore that this was so. Using this rather
feeble ploy (and massive bribes), he was reinstated under the f b l y
name of Lhalu and given seynamba status. In the 1940s he became an
important official. Another well-known Lhasa street song commented
on this.
If you get a wish-fulfilling gem
whatever you do is alright.
72. IOR, L/PS/12/4178, letter from the political officer in Slklurn to the Government
of Inda, dated 26 August 1934.

73. In Tibetan: lnga h-IUnyos paJipa fqgs / nnyi shu I n ~ ala h - a b song 1 drug &Y"
1 sag te fin la zhw yod. h shod thoB kba'i gang nnr lgscrn' d'z@
h m a b song 1yabgzhir lha Iram sku zhabs / &td t q 0 g . y pa
~ bcrtq song.

mir rlpon zhw
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Even if you change the parents who have
given you your body, it is alright.'*

Lungshar's youngest son, Canjula, only succeeded in getting reinstated into government service in January 1947, a short time after his
brother Lhalu had become shape.75
Lungshar himself was released from prison in May 1938 and placed
in the custody of Lady Lhalu, his common-law wife. H e d e d about
one year later, from natural causes. Lhalu reports that Lungshar spent
most of his time praying and never dscussed the party or the events
leading to his arrest with any of the children. H e did, however, tell
Lhalu that it was his karma to have illness with his eyes, for when he
was young he shot a slingshot and knocked out the eyeball of a sheep.
He also gave this advice to his children:
If you become a government official d o not keep in mind what has happened to your father because we are old people and we d d not agree
with each other on political issues. That was our problem; it should not
involve you children. My advice for reforms were not accepted by them
because their understandng is so h t e d . There are very few people who
can really digest my advice. So h s situation developed. But our blood is
Tibetan. Tibet and Tibetans should not be forgotten even if you become
king of the world. Even if you become a great lama and can levitate you
should not forget Tibet and the Tibetan people. . . . You should never
think of revenging their deeds.'6

Canjula remembers that his father told him not to blame others for
his downfall, because the decision not to use force was his own. Lungshar also used to say that as bad as prison was, it had one useful conseqmnce: he was able to do one hundred million "0-mani" prayers.77
74. In Tibetan: kun d ~ a don
' hrub Elyun. na l ~ reaElym lyanj chog@ lus
shin
choggir.
75. IOR, L/PS/12/4202, Lhasa letter of the week endmg 12 January 1947.
76. I-ungshar Chanjda, interview. Shortly after his imprisonment, through a doctor
Lygshar ant his Ima a letter in verse. It said that no matter how powerful one person
might k,that person could take anocher's eyes by force but could not take his wisdom;
and eiVenif another's life were taken, they could not take his virtue. (Lha WU [Lhdu]
1983: 106-7.)
77. ~.hdu.interview. ''0 mani padme hum" is the most common Tibetan prayer It
'"enerallv said repeatedly while counting on a rosary.

Pa'ipha ma Ipo byes byas b a n g
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Lungshar's movement was the last attempt to reform and revit&
the traditional political system before World War 11. Its destruction was
a major turning point in modem Tibetan history. Trimon, representing
the prerogatives of the traditional system, outmaneuvered Lungshar
and punished him in a way that intimidated other aristocrats. Lungshar's statement to his sons regarding the government officials' inability
to understand his dreams for a new Tibet rings true in the light of the
absurd charge that his party was trying to establish a Bolshevik form of
government. For all his personal faults, Lungshar was one of the great
figures in modem Tibetan history. In retrospect, his downfall must be
seen as a main factor underlying the demise of the Larnaist State.

THE MISSION OF
GENERAL HUANG MU-SUNG

While the Pandatsang and Lungshar &airs were riveting the attention of the Lhasa political elite, an equally important event of a different
nature was unfolding in the international sphere. As was mentioned
earlier, the Chinese Nationalist government requested and received permission to send a delegation to Lhasa to pay China's respects to the late
Ddai Lama. This mission, headed by General Huang Mu-sung of the
Nationd Mihtary Counci1,l was a major attempt to reassert Chinese
authority over Tibet.

BACKGROUND
Chinese policy aftcr the overthrow of the Manchus in 1911 continued the Manchu notion of an empire comprised of the Han people and
the four minority nationalities: the Tibetans, the Manchus, the Mongolians, and the Moslems of Sinkiang. The Nationahst government's
kaugumtion in October 1928 did not change this policy even though
Mmchuria, Outer Mongolia, and Tibet were operating independently,
many individual provinces such as Sinkiang were ruled semi1. The official Chinese government appointment order in the N
dG ~ ~
Gazme (no. 1335 of 13 January 1934) reads: "Huang Mu-sung is hereby appointed
Specid (hnrnissioner to prmeed and o&r sacrifices to the Great Priest, proteaor qf
State, Propagator of Culture, Spacious in Benevolence, Perfea in h-tmaculate h-~tdhRenee, the Dalai Lama" (translation from F0371118105).

~

n
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independently by powerful militarists. Not surprisingly, one of Chiang
Kai-shek's primary aims was the reunification of China.2Tibet therefore
was from the beginning considered by Chiang to be an integral part of
the new Chinese Republic, and he established a Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs in 1928.3
The 13th Dalai Lama's disenchantment with Tsarong and the proBritish military officers created a favorable climate for Chinese overtures which d d not go unnoticed in China. In late 1929, Chiang initiated contact with the 13th Dalai Lama through Koncho Chungnay, the
Tibetan abbot of the Yunggin monastery in Peking,4 who was returning to Tibet with two other Xbetan official^.^ He also separately sent
Liu Man-ch'ing, a young woman who worked as a translator at the
Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs, as an unofficial envoy
with orders to report to Chiang on the situation there. She arrived in
Lhasa on 7 February 1930.6
The Dalai Lama, indicating his interest in Chiang's iniuative,
granted Liu a private audience at which she conveyed Chiang's 'deep

2. Clubb 1978: 149-51.
3. IOR, UPSJ201D222, H . E. kchardson, PrCcis, 1945: 36-37.
4. The monastery's name is really Yunghogun, but Tibetans say Yung*.
It contained about 100 Manchu, Han, and Mongolian monks who, though they &d not know
how to speak Tibetan, knew how to read their Tibetan prayer books. The Yunggiin abbot
was always appointed by the Dalai Lama from the geshes of Sera Mey and Che colleges
in Lhasa. (Thub bstan sangs rgyas (Thubten Sanggye) 1982: 11-12.) Surkhang (interview) commented that the abbot was chosen alternately from the Mey and the Che colleges of Sera.
5. Li 1956: 152 (data cited from Shih Ch'ing-yang ms.). The other officids were
p u t of the Khendr6nlosum, the permanent mission consisting of three monk oficih
sent to P e h g by the Tibetan government. Their task was to teach the Tibetan language
to the Manchu royal fanuly and to the young monks of the Yunggun monaster)'. The
name derives from the titles of the three officials: the senior teacher was a h h c w g
(fourth rank); the junior teacher was a tsendriin (fifth rank); and the third officid was a
h a w a or translator and was also usually a fifth-rank official, although a monk from the
Three Seats was used if a government official could not be found who knew Chine?
These three officials were formally enrolled as members of the Yung*
monster)' tn
P e h g and received shares of income b e the regular monks. These officials were expaed
to wait in a particular room at the Palace for anyone who might want lessons in Tibetan
They also assisted in training young monks in the Yunggun monastery (Thub bstan sangs
r m s (Thubten Smggye) 1982: 10-12.) Thubten Sanggye is a monk official who served
as a member of the Khendrijnlosum.
6. Li 1956: 151. Liu had been born in Lhasa of a Tibetan mother and Chines
father and spoke Tibetan fluently. Her account is taken from the book she wrote about
her mission, cited in Li 1956 and 1960.
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concern . . . over the prevailing conditions in Tibet and his eager wish
to see Tibet rejoin the family of the Republic as brothers."7 She later
wrote that the Dalai Lama had shown her unusual courtesy by blessing
her with his hands rather than with a tassel and had said:
Since President Chiang had Tibet in mind and had sent you here s h o d y
after the establishment of the new government to express concern for
and sympathy toward Tibet, I am deeply touched and would like to ask
you to convey personally my appreciation and gratitude. . . . I am looking forward to a day of mutual aid. What I expect most of China is real
unity and p e a ~ e . ~

She wrote that the Dalai Lama said he
wished to see the corrupt and adventurous [Chinese] civil and military
officers [in Eastern Tibet] removed and replaced by some honest and
well-intentioned men who would work for the mutual interest of the two
peoples. He was confident that the Tibet-Sikang [Eastern Tibet] question would be easily settled in a conference if the [Chinese] central government would consolidate its own position and make such a change of
the personnel on the spot. H e said he was ready to withdraw Tibetan
troops at any m ~ m e n t . ~

The essence of the Chinese initiative was contained in the written
communication that arrived in Lhasa on 16 January 1930 in the hands
of the abbot of Yungg-im monastery. In this letter Chiang suggested
that the time was right for China and Tibet to settle their differences.1°
7. Li 1956: 15 1 (from Liu Man-ch'ing 1933).
8. Ibid. She also said that the Dalai Lama spoke negatively about the British: "The
British, indeed, have a mind to draw me to their side. Nevertheless, I know the importance of guardng the national sovereignty and I have never surrendered a bit of it in spitc
of the necessity of having to deal with them, their character and customs being SO dfferent from our own." (ibid.) Note should be taken that while this fits the general Tibetan
show of friendship with the Chinese, it is obvious that she either misunderstood the Dalai
Lama or misrepresented him when she presents him as tallung of "national sovereignty"
as though he accepted Tibet as a part of the sovereign Chinese state. As we can see even
from Chiang Kai-shek's letter cited just below, this was not the case.
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid. 152. ldi uses "central
in all his translations from Chinese documents and texts. While this may weU be how the Chinese officials translated the Tibetan
text, it is inconceivable that the Tihetan government at that time would have used such a
since they clearlv did not in the least consider themselves a "local" government.
Gntrd go~~emment'"shouldbc consistently read simply as "China."
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He tried to open a dialogue by raising eight points aimed at clarifying
what Tibetans felt they needed in order to restore amicable relations
with China. These eight points, with the Dalai Lama's responses, are
cited below.
1. Q. How might relations between Tibet and the Central Govemment be restored?
A. If the Central Governmentl1 would treat the paaonage relationship between Chma and Tibet with sincerity and good faith as it previously &d,12 Tibet on its part, having always shown sincerity in its dealings in the past, would from now on make an even greater effort to give
full support to the Central Government.
2. Q. How shall the Central Government exercise a h s t r a t i v e
control over Tibet?
A. It would be advisable to work out a written understandmg on the
measures to be taken for securing a fundamental stabilization both in the
political and the religious affairs of Tibet.
3. Q. How shall the autonomy of Tibet and its scope be defined?
A. As from now on, the patronage relationship between the Central
Government and Tibet is going to be faithfully observed and the Central
Government is to show sincerity to make Tibet feel safe and secure; the
area over which autonomy is to be exercised should naturally be the same
as before. It ts expected that the Central Government will return to Tibet
those dish.icts which wrginally belonged to it but which are now not u n h
control so that a perpetual peace and harmony will surely be the result.
4. Q. Shall the Dalai and Panch'en Lamas join the Kuomintang?
A. O n account of his advanced age and the tremendous burden in
managing temporal and religious affairs, and also considering the fact
that he is not able to proceed to the capital until the consent of the three
leading monasteries and of the members of the National Assembly is
obtained, the Dalai Lama is not at the present time in a position to join
the Kuomintang. As the Panch'en Lama is now residing in China Proper
and his duty has always been confined to the religious affairs of Tashihunpo, for he has no political affairs to attend to, he should be availabk

11. Again, the Dalai Lama would not have used "Qntral Government" in his reply.
12. This is obviously a reference to the priest-patron concept
to by hex-

betans (dscussed in Chapter 1 ) .
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for membership of the Kuomintang. It must be understood, however,

that he has never had any say in the settlement of Tibetan affairs.
5. Q. Shall rhe relative position of the Dalai and the Panch'en Lama
and their respective jurisdiction in political as well as religious affairs be
maintained as before or new provisions be made?
A. Political and religious affairs have always been admhstered by the
Tibetan Government at Lhasa. The Panch'en Lama has had only the
Tashi-lhunpo monastery in his control. Actually the Tashi-lhunpo monastery was built by the first Dalai Lama. It was the second Dalai Lama
who entrusted the a h s t r a t i o n t o a fellow monk and conferred upon
the latter the honorary title of Panch'en, when he moved his seat to
Lhasa. Later, in view of the tutor-disciple relationshp existing in turn
through generations between the Dalai and the Panch'en, the fifth Dalai
Lama awarded this monastery t o the founh Panch'en Lama. If thls ageold practice were to be continuously observed, all Tibetans would be
only too pleased.
6. Q. How shall the Dalai welcome the Panch'en back to Tibet and
how shall the Central Government escort him?
A. Among the Panch'en's retinue, many employed the terms "Anterior" and "Ulterior" Tibet [U and Tsang] with intent t o sow discord.
They disobeyed orders of the Tibetan Government and acted frequently
against their superiors. Both their thought and conduct are corrupt. In
the year Chia Ch'en (1904), the Panch'en went to India and conspired
with the British, but all his efforts were of no a v d . In the year Hsin hai
(1911), he intrigued with the Resident (Arnban) Lien-yu and made an
attempt to seize the reins of government and control of the church during the absence of the Dalai Lama. But his efforts were thwarted by the
opposition of the people and especially of the clergymen of the three
leading monasteries. According t o established practice, the Panch'en
s.hould contribute one quarter of the provisions for the Army. Not only
did he fail to make such contributions, but also committed acts in violation of law. Had the offenders been punished strictly in accordance with
the letter of the law, there would have been no such state of affairs as
now exists. It is only in consideration of the long-standmg and close
tutor-disciple relationship between the Dalai and the Panch'en through
generations that a policy of tolerance and forgiveness has been followed.
Yet these people not only remained unrepentant, but further advised and
uged the Panch'en to flee away from Tashj-hunpo. A dispatch inviting
him back was soon sent to the Panch'en, but he refused to accept. H e
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then fled to Urga and had secret dealing with the communists. Only
upon the death of the Chief Lama of Mongolia, Cheputsuntanpa, was
he obliged to come to China Proper. Consequently, the Tibetan Govemment dspatched officialsto Tashl-lhunpo to take proper care of the monastery. Now, these offenders are still conspiring and malung trouble. As
the matter stands, Tibet would find it very dfficult to welcome them
unless they can give a satisfactory explanation as to their reason for taking to fight.
7. Q. Has the Dalai Lama the intention of setting up in the Capital
an office for the convenience of keeping closer contact? As to its expenses, the Central Government is prepared to grant the necessary funds.
A. At first, offices are to be set up in Nanking, Peiping, and S h g
[Western Szechuan]. If and when such offices are required for other
places, applications will be filed accordmgly.
8. Q. Is there anydung else that Tibet expects of the Central Govemment?
A. For the purpose of protecting itself against aggression, Tibet's
hope for the present is only that the Central Government will supply it
with arms. In case any other help may be needed in the future for
strengthening its security, it will make requests to the Central Government.13

The Ddai Lama's answers paralleled the Tibetan position taken at
the Slrnla Conference seventeen years earlier: Tibet was w i h g to cornpromise on the issue of independence and accept some sort of nomind
subordination to China, so long as it was actually autonomous. And, as
13. Li 1956: 153-55 (emphasis added). Li derived the eight points (and answers)
from the manuscript of S h h Ch'ing-yang, chairman of the Mongolian and Tibetan Mars
Gm*ssion, who in turn copied them word for word from the Chmese translation of
the original Tibetan in the commission's archives. Thubten Sanggye, an official in the
Tibetan Bureau in Chma after 1936, also mentions the exchange in his book (Thub bstan
l a g s rgya 1982: 17-19), although he appears to err in saying that there were ten points
m Chiang's letter. He, however, mentioned only five points: ( 1) the Chinese government
was to pay the salary for the Dalai Lama and all Tibetan officers; (2) the Chinese government was to pay the salary of the army and provide whatever weapons are needed; (3)
the C h e s e government would help libet if it were invaded by a foreign country; !4)
the
Lama should join the Kuomintang party; (5) the Tibetans should estabhh
offices in important places such as Nanking, P e h g , and Tachienlu. Of these five, the
latter three correspond to Li's version and the first two may be a garbled reference to
C h a n t s point 7.
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1914, Tibet demanded control over the ethnically Tibetan areas in
heEastern Tibetan-Szechuan borderlands between China and Tibet.
The Chinese initiative, however, produced two important new developments. First, the Tibetans no longer demanded that the British be
involved in the negotiations or that they act as guarantors of any final
decision between China and Tibet. This provision had been a major
obstacle to rapprochement h e r the failure of the S~rnlaConference.
Second, the Dalai Lama restored official relations with China. H e
agreed to transform the Khendronlosum structure (the two monkofficialteachers and their interpreter) into a bureau office that could
deal with the Chinese government and to set up offices in Nanking,
Pekmg, and Tachienlu (Sikang). In 1931, he reappointed the Yunggiin
abbot Koncho Chungnay as head of this mission and sent him back to
China, with Tsendron Ngawang Gyentsen and Chompel Thubten, to
head the Xbet Bureau Office.l4
The Chinese attempt to settle the status and future of the Panchen
Lama, however, met with an unyielding negative. The Dalai Lama was
clearly unwilling to yield any of his authority and power to the renegade Tashilhunpo officials or to the Panchen Lama.
The Sino-Tibetan atmosphere remained cordal, even to the extent
that a dspute over the name of the new Tibetan office in China was
satisfactorily resolved. The Chinese initially referred to the office as the
Ddai's Bureau, an analogue of the Panchen's Bureau, the office of the
ranchen Lama in China. The Tibetan government, however, insisted
that the name of their office should reflect that, unlike the Panchen's, it
Was an official office of the Tibetan government. The Chinese finally
agreed to call it the Tibet Bureau Office (Shitsang Benhre Tru'u).15
The Chinese government apparently contemplated following up
their initiative with a conference in Nanlung, but instead sent Hsieh
Kuo-liang to open negotiations with the Dalai Lama. Hsieh, however,
died before reaching Lhasa; his s u b o r h a t e s returned to China with
the undelivered proposal.16This proposal was later found in the records
14. Thuh hstan sangs rpvas (Thubten Smggye)
15. Ibid.: 29-30.
16. 1.i 1960: 157.
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of the Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan M i k s in Nanking. Iu
terms reveal just how far apart the two sides were in regard to the two
basic issues of Chinese control over Tibet and territorial readjustments
on the Sino-Tibetan frontier. It proposed that:
1. Tibet should restore its close relationship with the Central Government.
2. Tibet should not foster any political relations with any foreign
state.
3. All treaties and agreements still in force between Tibet and foreign states should be submitted to the National Government for reexamination.
4. The Dalai Lama should welcome the Panch'en Lama back to
Tibet.
5. The Dalai Lama should restme to the National Government dl the
dirtnits of S i h n . which he had occupd.
6 . Impmtant diplomatic, military, and political afairr of Tibet should be
the responsibility of; and adminrjtmed by, the National Government.
7 . The National Government should grant Tibet the right to complete autonomy.
8. The secular and religious authority of the Dalai and the Panch'en
Lamas should be maintained as before.
9. The National Government should appoint a special cornrnissioner to be stationed in Tibet "to conduct Tibetan affairs."
10. Tibet might set up an office in Nanking and the National Government should make an appropriation for the expenses of that office.17

Thus, aside from the acceptance of autonomy, the Kuornintang presented totally unreahstic terms, requiring Tibet to return ethnic libeta
(Khamba) areas, allow the stationing of a Chinese commissioner in
Lhasa, and defer to China on military and foreign affairs. Moreover,
the Chinese wanted the Dalai Lama to ''welcomem back the ranchen
Lama and restore his secular and religious authority, although the DJi
Lama had made clear his opposition to this and his rejection of the idea
that the Panchen Lama had ever had "secular authority." In a sense.
the negotiations were unreahstic; even had the Dalai Lama been
nable and Chiang Kai-shek been willing to makc territorial concessions
17. Li 1960: 156, cited from S h ~ hCh'ing-yang ms. (emphasis added)
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in Kharn, in fact Chiang did not control the border provinces of Szechuan (with Sikang) or Tsinghai and thus probably could not have implemented any territorial adjustments in these areas.
Whatever potential remained for a sino-Tibetan agreement was eliminated when fighting broke out in the ethnic Tibetan area of Kanze in
Chinese-controlled Kham, for this soon escalated into the Sino-Tibetan
war of 1930-1932.

THE SINO-TIBETAN CONFLICT I N KHAM, 1930-1932
The dispute began when the chief of Beri seized the estates of the
incarnate lama of Nyarong monastery in Beri, forcing the lama to stay
in Targye monastery in a dfferent principality. The Chinese commander-in-chief of Sikang at this time, the semi-autonomous General
Liu Wen-hui, supported the chief of Beri,l8 as did the Panchen Lama's
officials, who were thought to be inciting the chief. l9
In June 1930, the Nyarong Lama and monks from Targye monastery seized possession of Nyarong monastery. The Beri chief then
sought assistance from General Liu, whose troops took control of the
area. The Targye monks responded by asking Lhasa to deploy the Tibetan border troops in Kham in their aid. The Tibetan govemorgeneral sent a Tibetan force from Derge that engaged the Chinese and
drove them out of Beri and large parts of Kanze District.
In October, the Dalai Lama sent a telegram to the Chinese government blaming the followers of the Panchen Lama for the problem.
General Liu Wen-hui told Chiang Kai-shek that the fighting was, on
the contrary, the fault of the Tibetan government, who had sent reinforcements to assist the Targye monks. In the midst of the charges and
countercharges, the Dalai Lama asked Chiang to send a team of medators to the troubled area since, he said, he could no longer trust or deal
with Liu. Chiang agreed and sent T a n g KO-san and Liu Tsan-ting.
Meanwhile the Tibetan officials in the area continued to fight. In March
18. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 300.
19. Li (1960: 157) states that the dispute derived from Nyarong Tulku's desire to

Incorporate Reri monastery into Targye monastery.
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1931, before the Chinese negotiators arrived, they badly defeated the
Chinese forces and continued to push eastward toward Nyarong, a
large and important area in Kham.
The Chinese angrily telegraphed the Dalai Lama asking for an explanation. H e replied on 24 March 1931 that cease-fire orders were being
sent but would take several weeks to reach the site of the fighting. The
Tibetan troops therefore continued to push eastward, capturing substantial amounts of territory east of the Upper Yangtse, including
Kamx and Nyarong. At one point they were only a few days away from
Tachienlu.
These successes were short-lived. Liu Wen-hui regrouped his forces
and counterattacked, and by the end of 1931 the tide had turned. By
May 1932 the Tibetan forces had been driven out of Kanze and Nyarong, and by July they had lost important areas such as Derge, which
Tibet had held since 1919. Soon afterward they were forced to pull back
to the Yangtse River itself. This string of Tibetan defeats raised the
spectre of a complete rout and a repeat of the 1910 Chinese militq
invasion of Lhasa. The situation further deteriorated when the forces of
the Moslem Warlord of Sining, Ma Pu-fang, began fighting with the
Tibetans in the Nangchen-Jyekundo area northwest of Charndo, creating a second front.20
In August 1932, the Dalai Lama in desperation turned to the British, a s h g them to pressure the Chinese government to terminate the
fighting. He offered the British a secret treaty that would provide for
British intervention in the border dispute, and invited J. L. K. Weir, the
British political officer in Sikkirn, to visit Lhasa.21 The British refused
to conclude any new treaty with Tibet but did make representations to
the Chinese Foreign Office regarding cessation of hostilities in Kham.
The Chinese were informed that Britain was concerned about the integrity of Outer Tibet and about the maintenance of a stable Tibetan government. Britain also offered to work to reach a solution to the cofict
20. Shakabpa 1967: 267-70; IOR, L/PS/20/D222, H. E. kchardson, PrCcis, 1945:
40-45; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 300; Li 1960: 157.
21. The Dalai Lama also made inquiries regarding the possibility of obtaining help
from the League o f Nations, the United States, and Japan (IOR, ~IPS/20/D222,H.E.
kchardson, Precis, 1945: 43-44).
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but said it would "take a very serious view of the matter" if China
pushed beyond the Yangtse River to take c h a m d ~ . ~ ~
The Japanese military takeover of Manchuria afrcr the Mukden incident of 18 September 1931 and their establishment of the puppet state
of Manchukuo on 1 March 1932 shifted the focus of the Nationalist
government away from Tibet and persuaded Chiang that it would be
unwise to be embroiled in a war with Xbet that could alienate Britain.
He therefore instructed Liu to cease his attacks. However, Liu was
more or less autonomous, so the order might have had little impact had
not Liu's nephew, General Liu Hsiang in Chungking, attacked Liu
Wen-hui's forces in Szechuan. As a consequence, the senior Liu withdrew a large part of his forces and agreed to a truce in K l ~ a m . ~ ~
On 10 October 1932, Liu and the Xbetan leaders in Kham signed a
truce in which it was agreed that the Tibetan forces would remain west
of the Yangtse River and the Chinese would remain east of it.24The
Chinese westward march was stopped, but Tibet had lost Derge, a very
rich and important Kharnba region. The river remained the de facto
border between Tibet and China until October 1950, when the troops
of the People's Liberation Army crossed it and took Chamdo and the
rest of libetan-held Kham. In June 1933, a truce had also been signed
with Ma Pu-fang of T~inghai.'~These truces ended the immediate
threat of an invasion of Central Xbet but only reinforced the Dalai
Lama's conviction that without a mutually determined settlement of
the Sino-Tibetan question Xbet could not rest easy. Nevertheless, in
the remaining year or so before the 13th Dalai Lama's death, no fulther
progress was made toward such a settlement.
The death of the strong-willed, autocratic, and fiercely independent
13th Dalai Lama created new condtions that to the Chinese seemed
promising for the restoration of what China considered its tradtional
superordination over Tibet. The fall of Lungshar, an official whom the
Chinese saw as one of their main enemies, enhanced this promise. The
22. Ibid.
23. Li 1960: 164.
24. Ibid. It should be noted that this truce was signed only by local officials and not
b'the Chinesc ccntrd government.
25. Li 1960: 164.
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Huang mission, therefore, was intended to test whether Tibetan inuansigence regarding the Eastern Tibet border and subordinate political
status had diminished following the death of the 13th Dalai Lama.
From the Tibetan point of view, the de facto independence %bet had
enjoyed since 1913 had been extremely costly. The Tibetan government
was bled dry by the need to maintain a large contingent of troops in
Eastern Tibet; and the economic and political requisites of this maintenance, as mentioned earlier, were threatening the internal stability
of the traditional religion-based system. More immediately disturbing
were the massive failure of the Tibetan army in Eastern Tibet in 19311932 and the fear that in a sudden renewal of fighting the entire Eastern
front would collapse. Thus many officials and monastic leaders saw rapprochement with China as desirable.
O n the other hand, the interregnum government's prime responsibility was to preserve the integrity of Tibet by maintaining it as it had
been before the Dalai Lama d e d . This in essence meant following the
terms of the Simla Convention. Huang Mu-sung's visit was therefore
awaited in Lhasa with both hope and trepidation.

T H E H U A N G MISSION
The Huang condolence mission was aimed at inducing Tibet to admit it was one of the five races (ethnic groups) that made up the new
Republic of China, by emphasizing the commonalities between China
and Tibet as opposed to the alien British. By showing concern and
reverence for Tibetan Buddhism (as the Manchu rulers of China had
done) and for Tibetan customs and institutions, particularly the manasteries, the mission hoped to create an atmosphere of friendship that
would set the stage for future Sino-Tibetan relations. @nsequently,
Chiang allocated a small fortune for gifts and other expenses-400,000
Chinese silver dollars (dayan).26
Before Huang left China, the Chinese government settled on the
following negotiating position:
26. Khung 1985: 143-46. Khung was a participant in the initial discussions in
Nankmg.
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1. Concerning foreign relations, Tibet must accept inclusion
into China. All important issues, therefore, would be internal
[Chinese] issues and dealt with directly between Tibet and China
without any "foreign" interference, i.e., without any British involvement. All previous treaties with foreign countries signed by
Tibet but not ratified by Chma must be submitted to China for
examination and decision.
2. Concerning political relations, Tibet is s u b o r h a t e and
Chinese administration and authority must be restored. China
would have permanent officers in Tibet, and Tibet would send
permanent representatives to China. The canddates for appointment to higher posts would again be approved by China. There
would be complete freedom of trade and movement for Chinese
in Tibet (and vice versa). If any political structures in Tibet were
unallowable under Chinese law, they would be discussed in detail
and plans would be made to reform them.
3. Concerning the eastern border: although the areas east of
Giamda belonged to the Chinese province of S~kangat the end of
the Ch'ing Dynasty, China would be willing to cede these areas
to Tibet if Tibet would accept the first point, i.e., that it was a
part of China. However, Charndo, a critical center for trade and
defense, would be retained as a part of China. If a settlement were
reached, a stone pdar should immediately be set up to prevent
hture dsputes.
4. Concerning military disposition: after the number of Tibetan troops were established, China would send instructors to
train these troops, which would be responsible for maintaining
peace in Tibet. They would come under the unified command of
China, and all weapons and ammunition would come from China
only2'
A small Chinese advance party headed by Wu Min-yuan, a translator
for the Tibetan officials in China until 1929,28traveled by sea to India
with Huang's gifts and arrived in Lhasa on 24 May 1934. The British
27. Ihid.
28. Thub bstan sangs rgyas (Thubten Sanggye) 1982: 31.
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took note of this but did not immediately attempt to dispatch a pudel
mission. Instead, they sent their Sikkim-born official Norbhu Dbndup
to Lhasa in April to monitor the Chinese.
In Tibet, the reception for the arrival of Huang became a bone of
contention. The National Assembly had decided that an official of dzasa
rank would meet Huang three days out from Lhasa; the two Lhasa
magistrates would meet him six miles from the city; and a reception
tent would be erected two miles outside the city, where 6 junior officials
with an honor guard of about 300 soldiers and police would greet
him.29 This was more than the Tibetan government had done for the
visits of the British political officers, but Wu expressed dissatisfaction
with the plan, telling the shapes that Huang was the most important
person in China after Chiang Kai-shek and that at the very least d the
shapes should go out to receive him.30
The regent, the lonchen, and the Kashag (see Figure 25) met to
d~scussHuang's reception but ended by referring the matter to the National Assembly. After several days the assembly finally agreed to increase the magnitude of the reception: representatives of the regent, the
lonchen, and the Kashag would go out four miles and offer ceremonial
scarves; the newly appointed Bonsh6 Shape and all hasas and fourthrank officials would receive Huang in a tent with light refreshments one
mile outside the city;31 and an honor guard of 675 troops would meet
Huang a mile from L h a ~ a . ~ ~
Wu further requested that the Kashag decorate a large h d for the
presentation of a posthumous medal for the Dalai Lama. He also asked
for a List of all the Tibetan government officials with their ranks and
offices, ostensibly for gift-giving and entertaining. The Kashag again
referred these requests to the National Assembly, which decided that it

2 9 IOR. L/PS112/4177, letter from Norbhu Dijndup to the political officer in Sh.
k-un, dated 15 August 1934.

30. IOR. M'S/ 1214 177, letter from Norbhu Dijndup to the political officer ~JI Sik.
lum, dated 22 August 1934.
31. By contrast, in 1920 when Sir Charles Be1 arrived in Lhasa at the invitauon
the Ddai Lama, he was met two d e s outside Lhasa only by delegates of the Dalai Lama,
the lonchens. and the Kashag, the latter being represented only by the young Shatra (BeU
1946: 222).
32. This was basically 9 the troops then in Lhasa with the exception of a sma unit
that had recently returned from Eastern Tibet under the command of Shankawa.
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The four shapes in 1936: (left to right)
Trentong, Bonsho, Tregang, Langcunga
(photo courtesy of India Office Library and
Records, British Library)

would be inappropriate t o accept a posthumous medal or title. It also
decided to give the Chinese the total number of government officials,
but not their names and rankse33
In the meantime, throughout Lhasa the Chinese posted notices in
Chinese and Tibetan that merely alluded to Tibet as an integral part of
China, whilc expressing the utmost reverence for the Dalai Lama and
religion. A Rritish translation of the text of the notice reads:
The prccious Dalai Lama who was the ruler o f the lungdom, immeasurable in meror,om~liscient,the ensurer of comfort of all sentient beings,
hairing departed from this world, I Tron Hri [Huang Mu-s~ing],have
heen sprcially deputed to make religious offering for his benefit and am

Of

33. IOR, 12/PS/1214 177, letter from the political officer in Sikkirn to the Government
India. dated 27 A u p s t 1934.
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at the same time empowered to issue the following notification on behalf
of the Government.
Ln every respect the relations between the five nations of the empire
are like those of the members of a family. The hrteenth incarnation of
the Dalai Lama, who was hspenser of mercy and efficient ruler of the
snowy kmgdom, had appeared among us. The effects of h s 3000 different kinds of good deeds had spread among all living beings. He was the
protector of the kmgdom and savior of all sentient beings-gods and all
human beings bowing down before him and offering oblations. The
[Chmese] Government, t a h g all the good qualities of the Dalai Lama
into consideration, made everything prosperous and happy in the west
[Tibet]. The five nations unanimously desired that comfort, prosperity,
happiness and glory should be secured to the empire. While this was
going on, the precious being took h s departure from thls world, an
incident which has put us everyone into mourning. Therefore it has become necessary that all possible religious ceremonies should be performed. It is on account of this that I have been specially deputed on this
mission by the Chinese Government. The actual personality of the protector and the omniscient one has not hsappeared; it is still visible lke
the dew drops on the Yen Tara flower. It is therefore most fervently
hoped that his re-incarnation should appear very soon and that he should
again guide the destiny of the Buddhist faith. T h s should be borne in
mind by all the people of Tibet, lay and clergy. In deference to the wishes
of the Chinese Government, all possible religious ceremonies should be
performed. Let the cause of the Buddhist f i t h flourish. Reliance should
be placed on the Chinese Government, who can ensure the comfort and
happiness (of all) for ever. Bear this in mind.
By Tron Hri Huan Mu-sung4

The Huang Mission of about eighty people, includmg officers, st&
members, bodyguards, and palanquin bearers, arrived in Lhasa on 28
August. Huang's first two to three weeks were spent in courtesy calls
during which he stud~ouslyavoided any political ducussion. In order
to create a favorable clunate for Sino-Tibetan relations, he traveled to
the b h a n g and other holy temples, exhibiting piety by touching the
various thrones of the Dalai Lamas with his forehead and bowing down
34. Ibid.
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before all shrines. He visited the regent, the Ionchen, the shapes, and
lesser but important officials. To all he presented large gifis of tea, silk,
and other valuables. Finally, he went to each of the great monasteries
around Lhasa and again dstributed substantial gifts; for example, each
of the roughly 20,000 monks in the Three Seats was given two Chinese
silver dollars (dayan) as alms. At that time the Chinese obtained permission to use a wireless set they had brought to communicate with
Nanking.35
Huang did not want to discuss political issues until the Tibetans
agreed to a condolence and memorial ceremony and the presentation
of the posthumous medal. The Kashag again refused the medal, Trirnon
saying that the time was inauspicious to hold a ceremony since the
officials and the people were in mourning. He suggested waiting until
the new Dalai Lama was d i s ~ o v e r e d Huang
.~~
persisted, repeatedly
sending st& members to attempt to persuade the Kashag. The Kashag
finally referred the matter to the National Assembly, which also recommended that the title not be accepted. Huang personally visited the
four shapes, who then requested that the National Assembly have the
Chinese inscription on the medal translated into T~betan.~'
The British political officer in Sikkun had obtained a copy of the
inscription from Norbhu Dondup and had had the India Foreign Officetranslate it into English. It said only:
(a) on the inner face of the cover: Chmese Republic. 23rd year. memorial devotion of the Mission o f condolence for the great teacher, the
Dalai Lama.
Presented by Huang Mu Sung, specially appointed commissioner to
convey condolence.
(b) On revolving disk o f decoration:-Decoration in memory o f Special Commissioner Huang Mu Sung's mission o f condolence for the late
35. IOR, LPSl1214177, letter from the political officer in S~klumto the Government
of I n h , dated 16 September 1934.
36. Khung 1985: 131-32; IOR, LIPS/12/4177, letter from the political officer in
Slkkim to the Government of InQa, dated 6 October 1934.
37. IOR, I,IPS/12/4177, report of Norbhu Dondup, cited in a letter from the political officerin Siklum to the Government of India, dated 6 October 1934. At t h s time the
four Shapes were Trimbn, Langcunga, Tregang, and Bonsho.
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great teacher, protector of h s country, diffuser o f transforming M u ences, of all pervadmg [sic] c o r n p a ~ s i o n . ~ ~

After having a Tibetan translation made, the National Assembly finally agreed to accept the medal as well as a jade slab with an inscription
that read: "To the renowned 13th Dalai Lama, who protects the living
creatures of the snowy country and in whom we [the Chinese] trust as
the real Buddha. This is offered by the Chinese Republican Govemment."39 However, when Huang asked for an elaborate procession to
carry the two seals on small palanquins from his residence to the Potala
Palace with all the officials in Lhasa as an escort, the Tibetan government refused. Huang again insisted and the Kashag finally agreed to a
procession in which the Chinese themselves would carry the seals on a
palanquin to the Potala, where Tibetan troops would present arms.
After that, Tibetan officials above the sixth rank would receive Huang
at the throne of the Dalai Lama, and Huang would turn the articles
over to the Chigyab Khembo, who would place them on the late Dali
Lama's table.q0
The Tibetan government, then, while wary of Chinese motives and
intentions, was being careful not to insult the Chinese, for fear of losing
this opportunity to settle Sino-Tibetan differences.
Huang now began political discussions. O n 17 September, he invited the four shapes to his office and raised the issue of Sino-Xktm
relation^.^' The Tibetan point of view at this time was expressed suecinctly by Trimon Shape and Langcunga Shape in separate conversations with Norbhu Dondup, a few days before Huang arrived.
They both told him [Norbhu Dondup] that they &d not know the exact
object o f the Chmese Mission but that, if Sino-Tibetan relations were
seriourly &scussed, the Tibetan Government proposed to take their
stand on the Simla Convention o f 1914. They said that, if the mission
38. IOR, LA'S11 214 177, letter from the deputy secretary, Government of Indra, Foreign and Political Department, to the political officer in S h , dated 20 October 1934.
39. IOR. UPS/12/4177. report of Norbhu Dbndup, cited in a letter from the Pobtical officerin S
h to the Government of Inha, dated 6 October 1934.
40. Ibid. Khung's dates are one day earlier than those of Norbhu Dandup and have
been altered to coincide with h s since NorbhuYsletters were written at the time the events
took place and are unhkely to be incorrect.
41. Khung 1985: 146.
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pressed the Tibetan Government to allow an Amban to be posted to
Lhasa, the Tibetan Government would probably agree, provided that
there was no attempt to interfere with the autonomy of Tibet. This latter
would be insisted on under all circumstances.
Tri-mon Sha-pe remarked that the Chinese would probably object to
the Slmla Convention, particularly as they did not hke to adrmt that the
British had any concern with Tibet. H e also said that, when Colonel
Weir was in Lhasa in 1932, he had told the Tibetan Government that the
Chinese refused to discuss Tibetan affairs with the British Government
as intemedary, and that he advised them to settle matters drect with
China if possible. I do not know whether Colonel Weir actually said h s .
Advice to settle the frontier question drect was also conveyed by me to
the Dalai Lama in March 1933. . . . Our attitude has probably led Tibet
to believe that we can do little or n o t h g to help her. Lang Chung-nga
Sha-pe, however, said that, if the independence of Tibet were threatened,
the Tibetan Government would undoubtedly appeal to

At Huang's meeting with the shapes, Trimon spoke of Sino-Tibetan
relations from the time of the T a n g dynasty (seventh to ninth century
A.D.), pointing out that relations had been excellent during the T a n g
dynasty but that they had deteriorated recently, due to confhct on the
K h m border. He told Huang that if China did not want the British as
guarantor to a settlement, they should accept Tibet's willingness to live
by the terms of the treaty laid down by Tang ka'o san and Khyungram
(the cease-fire agreement of 1932) or Tibet's w i h g n e s s to use a different country as guarantor.43
Huang replied that Sino-Tibetan relations and the border delimitation were all internal matters and of no concern to foreign nations, and
he repeated the new Chinese position that the border dispute was
M e d to the overall nature of Sino-Tibetan relations. Huang evaded
Trimon's question concerning China's position regardmg Tibet and instead asked for a written reply listing the condtions Tibetans felt were
necessary to create good relations. This reply, Huang said, would serve
as the basis for further d i s c ~ s s i o n . ~ ~
42. IOR, LIPS/1214177, report of Norbhu Dondup, cited in a letter from the political officerin Siklum to the h e m m e n t of Inma, dated 29 August 1934.
43. K h ~ g 1985:
,
148.
44. Ihid.: 148-49.
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At this first diplomatic meeting the shapes also raised the issue of the
Panchen Lama. They complained to Huang that though they wanted
the Panchen to return by sea (via India) without a large escort, the
Panchen was ignoring their wishes and proposing to come overlmd
with a large contingent of troops. Huang assured the shapes that he
had recently met with the Panchen Lama, who had no intention of
fighting the Xbetan government troops. Moreover, Huang said that
the Panchen Lama needed only a small escort. H e promised to verify
this by wireless.45
After thls meeting, a series of discussions were held and comrnun i q d s exchanged. O n 24 September, one week after the medal presentation ceremony in the Potala, the Kashag sent Huang the written reply
he had requested. It stated once again that the border dispute was the
most critical issue but said nothing at all about the political status of
Tibet vis-a-vis China.%
Huang replied in writing, encouraging the Tibetans to write a clear
reply to his question about their conditions for rapprochement, and
continued to meet with officials to try to persuade them to respond to
the political issue. In early October the four shapes paid a formal visit
to Huang and presented him with a letter that once again made no
mention of future Sino-Tibetan relations. It only talked at some length
about the priest-patron relationship of the time of the 5th Dalai Lama.
Moreover, the letter continued to express the Tibetan position that
China should return a number of ethnic Xbetan territories it occupied
in Kham and Arndo such as Derge, Kame, and G0lok.4~~rnplicitwas
the point that if China really wanted to be considered a friend (md
"patron"), it would return the disputed border territories to Tibet.
The next day, Huang Mu-sung again went to see Trimon and yet
again told him that it would be very hard to achieve a settlement of the
border issue in accordance with the Tibetan position. He asked specifically whether Tibet would sincerely cooperate with (i.e., join) the new
Chinese Republic and urged him to specify what kind of political rela45. IOR, L/PSl12/4177, letter from the political officerin S i k h to the Government
of Inda, dated 6 October 1934. Although Khung does not mention any discussion about
the Panchen Lama, t h ~ swas one of the foremost concerns of the Tibetans and was
to have been broached by them.
46. Khung 1985: 149.
47. Ibid.
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tionship with China Tibet wanted. Trimijn responded that if Tibet participated in the Republic, it would want complete power to deal with
external issues and would want to maintain the priest-patron relationship as in the past, that is, to exercise total autonomy internally. Trimon
also reiterated that Tibet hoped the border issue could be settled
quickly4*
A few days later, Huang sent his second written reply to the Kashag.
It restated the Chinese position and again asked for a clear specification
of the kind of relationship Xbet wanted with China. To avoid rnisunderstanding, Huang had this letter translated into Tibetan.49
The Kashag again brought these issues before the National Assembly, which discussed them for two days in mid-October. Huang had
in the meantime let it be known that if the Tibetan government became
a part of the new Chinese Republic, the border dispute could be settled
amicably and China would support xbet against all outside invaders.
Huang also indicated that if the assembly agreed to China's terms, he
would leave with them an official who would teach the Tibetans the
new customs of the Republican government. O n the other hand, he
warned that if the Panchen Lama, now a strong supporter of the Republic with many arms and troops, tried to return to %bet using force
of arms, the Chinese government would not be able to stop him unless
libet was a part of the Republic.
Despite this, the National Assembly for the third time rejected joining the Republic. Only about six junior officials spoke in favor of the
Chinese proposal. During the course of the debate, Ringang, one of
the four Tibetan boys who had been educated in England under Lungshar's chaperonage, pointed out that, like Britain, Japan was strong,
but, unlike Britain, it was Buddhist and nearby, and Tibet could profit
by seeking that country's help in resisting the Chinese. This suggestion
was not taken seriously by the leadership; most of the assembly members were merely a r n ~ s e d . 5 ~
On 17 October Huang was informed of the assembly's final response. It said that Xbet was a Buddhist land and that the dual reli-

48. Ibid.: 151-53.
49. Ibid.: 149-50.
50. IOR, L/Ps/~2/41 77, letter from the political officer in S
of
dated 10 November 1934.

Lto the~Cb~e-ent
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gious-political government must be continued. Changing to a Republican political-legal system would be incompatible with this type of
government. The assembly also declared that because Tibet was a selfgoverning, independent country ( v a n egyebab),there was no reason
for China to interfere in its affairs or to station civil and military officials
in Lhasa. It also asked once again for the return of the Amdo and Kham
borderlands. The response ended with a more moderate but vague
statement that if I3bet's wishes were respected, Xbet and China could
present a unified face to the outside world based on the traditional
priest-patron relationship, and it indicated that Xbet would be willing
to send representatives to Nanking but, as at present, China must treat
Xbet as a foreign country.51Tibet, it said, had been ruled by the Dalai
Lamas and would fight to the last man to preserve its religious govemment.52
This strong statement by the assembly did not deter Huang, who
concluded that it was the term repzrblic that had dismayed the Tibetans.
Consequently, a little over a week later, Huang and several members of
his staff tried to reconcile the shapes to this term. Huang explained that
there was no necessary contradiction between being a Republic and the
Tibetan dual religious-secular system of government. C h a , he sid,
had no thought whatsoever of changing Xbet.53 China only wanted
Xbet to be one of the five races of the Chinese Republic. What was
important was that Xbet "rely" on China. Huang reminded them again
that the Panchen Lama had already joined the Republic and that if
Tibet &d not, the Panchen could possibly attack
For two hours
he went over what it would mean to be a part of the Chinese RepublicThe shapes finally responded that there was no advantage to Tibet in
joining the Republic, but, rather, considerable potential danger. They
had to follow the National Assembly's recommendation and would nelther join the Republic nor accept China's authority over Xbet.
Another version of this meeting is given by Norbhu Dondup. He
51. Khung 1985: 151-53.
52. IOR, UPS/1214177, letter from the political officer in SlWum to the Governent
of Inda, dated 10 November 1934.
53. Khung 1985: 153.
54. IOR, L/PS/l2/4177, letter from the political officerin S i k h to the Governent
of Lnda, dated 10 November 1934.
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repofled that Huang had stated that he would personally guarantee
Chinese nonintervention in Tibetan internal matters and, critically, that
China would surrender to Tibet the T~betanterritory she had taken, if
%bet would admit in writing her subordination to China. This was a
considerable offer and the Kashag said they would discuss it at once
with the assembly. Huang then said that because the assembly was filled
with inexperienced people, the Kashag should warn them to consider
this issue seriously.55Whichever version one accepts, it is clear that the
assembly again rejected Huang's offer.
Huang informed N a h g of the stalemate and was instructed via
wireless to return to China. H e then asked the Kashag to issue him an
officialpermit (lamyik)that would allow his staff to use corvCe animals
on the return journey, and he scheduled a departure audience for 11
November. These explicit plans for departure prompted the shapes to
act. Realizing that Tibet had so far gained nothing from Huang's visit,
they asked him to remain for a few more days, t e h g him that they stdl
hoped that fruirful discussions on the question of future Sino-Tibetan
relations could be held.56
Huang replied that before further discussions could be held they
must agree to Tibet being a part of the Chinese Republic and must use
the name of China in foreign &airs. He also reminded them that, as
pm of the Republic, Tibet could participate fully in Chinese political
life, thereby influencing China's policies, while remaining autonomous
in its own political system and internal affairs. Officers would, he contnued, be sent from China to represent the central government, to
oversee obedience to the laws of the central government, and to guide
the exercise of local autonomy. The shapes asked Huang to put these
terms in writing for submission to the National Assembly. Huang for
the first time felt the shapes had shown an inclination to accept these
terms and so he decided to make one last tvS7
On 10 November, Huang sent his assistant to the Kashag with a
detailed set of terms that he had drafied without the prior approval of
Nmking. It contained a series of items of which two versions exist, one
55. Khung 1985: 153.
56. Ihid.: 154.
57. Ihid.: 154-55.
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reported by Norbhu Dondup, the British-Indian officerthen in Lhasa,
and the other by Khung (a member of Huang's party) and LLS8These
proposals were debated in the assembly for several days, and, according to Norbhu Dondup, the following responses were offered by the
Tibetans:
1. "The relations between the Central Government and the Tibetan
Government should be those of benefactor and lama."
The Kashag accepted, provided "Chinese Government" was substituted for "Central Government" which was a new term. The Assembly
agreed.
2. "The Chinese Government should always consider Tibet a holy
and religious country."
Agreed.
3. "Tibet has religion, men and complete administrative arrangements. Therefore Chma should consider Tibet to be independent (?autonomous) and should not interfere in its internal adnunisuation."
Agreed.
4. "No Chinese troops should be kept on any of the frontiers."
Agreed.
5. "Five thousand troops should be selected from the Tibetan army
and called Frontier Guards. They should be posted on the various frontiers. China should pay, arm, equip, and train the troops."
The Kashag said that the troops might be posted on the frontiers, but
that there was no need to call them by any special name. They did not
want pay or arms from the Chinese. The Assembly added that it was not
necessary to post troops on the frontier until an emergency arose.
6. "A Chinese Officer should be posted at Lhasa to advise the Tibetan Government. H e should be given an escort out of the Frontier
Guards and should control the movements of the whole force."
The Kashag said they would prefer no Chinese officer to be posted at
Lhasa. If one were appointed, he should have nothing to do with the
Tibetan army, though he might have a small Chinese escort. The Sida
Treaty had said 300.
7. "The Tibetan Government should consult the Chinese Government before correspondmg with other nations about external relations."
The Kashag said that Tibet is independent and would deal with external affairs without consulting the Chinese. The Assembly agreed and
58. IOR, LmS/20/D222, H. E. kchardson, Prkcis, 1945: 50-52; Khung 1985:
155; Li 1956: 169-70.
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added that the Tibetan Government would correspond with all nations,
"headed by the British Government," whenever they wished.
8. "The Chinese Government should be consulted about the appohment of officers of the rank of Shape and above."
The Kashag refused, but offered t o inform the Chmese Government
after the appointments had been made. The Assembly agreed to h s .
9. "China should recognize the boundary existing at the time of the
Emperor Kuang Hsu." ( T h s appears to mean the boundary under the
Manchu Empire before Chao Erh feng's conquests.)
This was considered favorable; but the Tibetan Government said that
additional territory includmg Nyarong, Batang, Litang and the Golok
country had to be turned over to them.
10. "China should fight with or medate with any nations who try to
invade Tibet ."
The Kashag and Assembly said that as Tibet was a religious country
no one was likely to attack her. If they dd, she would deal with them
herself, without Chinese help. The question of mutual help could be
considered if it arose.
11. "China should be informed when the incarnation of the Dalai
Lama is discovered so that she can offer hun a seal and title."
The Kashag agreed. The National Assembly said that China should
be ~nformedonly after the installation had taken place to avoid trouble
such as was created in the case of the 6th and 7th Dalai Lamas. . . .
12. "The Tibetan Government should invite the Tash Lama to return at once, should restore hun to his former powers, estates and property, and should guarantee that no harm should be fall him or his followers. If this were done the Chinese Government would take away his
munitions."
The Kashag and Assembly replied that the Tashi Lama, being a religious person, required no arms and ammunition. They would welcome
him back to Tibet and guarantee his personal safety if the Chmese took
away his arms. They added that he should be asked to return via India in
accordance with the wishes of the late Dalai Lama.
13. "MI Tibetan officers in China should receive salaries from the
Chinese Government."
The Kashag agreed. The Assembly said that it was a matter of indifference to them, but that only officials especially appointed by the Tibetan Government should attend meetings.
14. "All half-Chinese in Tibet should be under the sole jurisdiction
of the Chinese officer at Lhasa."
The Kashag and Assembly replied that, when the Chinese were
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turned out of Tibet in 1912, the Tibetan Government asked all Chinese
to return to China. Those born in Tibet asked for permission to remain,
and signed an agreement to pay taxes and submit to Tibetan jurisdiction.
This article was therefore ~ n a c c e p t a b l e . ~ ~

The Li (in English) and Khung (in Tibetan) versions used the same
official Chinese records but differ slightly. Whether this results simply
from distortion due to translation is uncertain. O n the whole, the Chinese versions report a somewhat different set of proposals than that
reported by the British. Both Li and Khung indicate that Huang's proposal was prefaced with two fundamental points: (1)Xbet is unquestionably a part of the Republic of China; (2) Tibet must hold China in
esteem. (Li writes: "must obey the Central G ~ v e r n m e n t " )Huang's
.~~
proposal stated that these two points could not possibly harm either
Tibet's religion or its government. Since the situation in Tibet was obviously different from that of China, internal conditions would be recognized and the wishes of the people taken into account. With regvd
to the Tibetan dual religious-secular government, the proposal said that
the following points were necessary:
1. Tibet and China jointly held Buddhism in high esteem;
Buddhism should be given protection and propagated.
2. The traditional political system would be continued and it
was permissible for Xbet to have autonomy. China would not
interfere with any administrative measures within the authority
of the autonomy of Tibet. Foreign affairs required unitary action.
All administrative matters that were nationwide in character were
to be adnunistered by China. For example, (a) Foreign atfiirs
would be directed by the Chinese government. (b) National defense would be planned by the Chinese government. (c) a m munications would be managed by the Chinese government. (d)
The names of important officials of Tibet, afkr they had been
nominated by the autonomous government of Xbet, would be

59. IOR, UPS/20/D222, H. E. Richardson, PrCcis, 1945: 51-52.
60. Khung 1985: 155; Li 1956: 39. "Esteem" is a translation of the Tibetan w'
bkur
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submitted to the Chinese government for their approval (and appointment) .61
This section of the proposal went on at some length to present the
government of China not as the Chinese (Han) government, but as the
government of everyone, including the Tibetans. Consequently, Tibetans could participate in political life and could nominate individuals to
serve in all national offices such as the Foreign Office. The proposal
suggests that Tibet send representatives to Peking to discuss in more
detail how to participate.

3. Finally, after the Chinese government implemented Tibet's
autonomy, for the purpose of exercising 1I1 sovereignty over a
plrt of the nation (Tibet), the Chinese government was to appoint a high official to be stationed in Tibet as China's representative. He, on the one hand, would carry out national adrmnistrative measures and, on the other, would guide the regional
autonomy.62
On 16 November, the Tibetans responded with a written counterproposal that attempted to break the stalemate by conceding subordination to China within the framework of complete autonomy and territorial readjustments in Tibet's favor. Accordmg to Chinese sources, it
said:

1. In dealing with external affairs, Tibet shall remain an integral part of the territory of China; but the Chinese must promise that they will not change the adrmnistration of Tibet into a
province.
2. Tibet will listen to whatever China says with regard to
such things as external or internal authority, and laws, regulations, etc., provided they do not harm the Tibetan dual religioussecular government.
3. The Tibet dual system of government will remain independent as at present, and in accordance with the oral promises
61. Li 1956:39;Khung 1985: 155-56.
62. Ihid The term ~ m k isn
a translation
~
of b& &an8 cha ahan8 in the Tibetan.
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made at mfferent times in the past, the Chinese government will
not interfere with Tibetan civil and military power.
4. Tibet will continue friendly relations with all its neighboring states and all the peoples believing in Buddhism. Any parts of
treaties between Tibet and any foreign country that are not complete will be settled jointly with the Chinese government.
5. Only one representative of the Chinese government may
be stationed in Tibet but his retinue shall not exceed twenty-five.
This representative must be a true believer in Buddhism. The
route taken by a new representative and his retinue must be by
sea and not through Sikang [Kham].
6. R e c o p t i o n of the Dalai Lama's reincarnation, his enthronement, the selection and inauguration of the regent, and $
appointments of officials from the shapes up shall be conducted
or made by the Tibetan government as at present. The Chinese representative in Tibet shall be notified of the proceedings in
writing.
7. Those Chinese people who have resided in Tibet since the
Chinese-Tibetan War of the year [ 19121 and have been under the
jurisdiction of the Agricultural Office shall remain governed by
the laws of Tibet. The representative of the Chinese government
shall exercise no control over them.
8. Military forces to be stationed on the borders of %bet for
defense purpose shall be mspatched by the government of Tibet
as at present. In the event of foreign invasion, or if additional
soldiers are needed, the Chinese government will be consulted
and in accordance with the situation, military measures will be
taken.
9. In order to avoid further possible disputes and to maintain
peace on the borders, the northeastern boundary between Kokonor [Amdo] and Tibet should be maintained as proposed the year
before last [1932], with the Golok area, which has long been
under Tibet, to be included on the Tibetan side. As for the boundary between Iibet and Szechwan, the territory and people, together with the administration of Dege, Nyarong, Triu [Kanzel.
Targye monastery should be turned over to the Tibetan government at the earliest possible date.
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10. The Chinese government should not give asylum to, or
acknowledge as representative, any Tibetan, ecclesiastical or secular, who has rebelled against the Tibetan government and escaped to China.63
The proposal ended with a statement that these points had been approved by the National Assembly and that China should let the assembly know its de~ision.~"
This Tibetan counterproposal illustrates again the inherent inconsistency of the China policy of the late Dalai Lama. Since 1912 Tibet had
argued on some occasions that it was independent, but on other occasions it had indicated its willingness to accept subordinate status as a
part of China provided that Tibetan internal systems were left untouched and provided China rehquished control over a number of
important ethnic Tibetan groups in Kham and Arndo. The overriding
issue for Tibet was not worldwide acceptance of Tibet's pure independence but, rather, the realistic goal of achieving a final solution to the
volatile Eastern border dispute, which could erupt into open warfare,
precipitate an invasion of Central xbet, and put an end to Tibet's de
facto independence.
With the memory of the 1932 fighting in Kham fresh in their minds,
the Tibetan leadership offered Huang Mu-sung a moderate Sunla-type
compromise, albeit without reference to British participation. Tibet's
insistence on territorial concessions from China and willingness to accept only token Chinese authority in Tibet, however, seemed all too
familiar to the Chinese. Huang was by this time extremely worried that
early snows might close the passes between Szechuan and Tibet, preventing his return to China. On 27 November he informed the shapes
that he was returning to China but wanted to leave his wireless unit and
one or two officials to facilitate a continuation of this new dialogue
between Tibet and China.65The Kashag agreed.
In the final days of the Huang mission, the Tibetans reciprocated the
63. Khung 1985: 160; Li 1956: 169-70. The Tibetan offer of suborhation was
reported by the British (IOR, UPS11214175, letter from the political officer in S*( F W.Williamson) to H . Metcafe, chief o f the Foreign and Politicd D e p m e n t ,
Government of India. dated 20 January 1935).
64. Khung 1985: 160.
65. Ibid.: 160-61.
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honorary titles and ranks Huang had given them by conferring honorary governmental ranks upon the Chinese: Huang was given a full
dress-set for an official of the rank of dzasa, and each of his next four
officers were given dress-sets worn by Tibetan officials of the fourth
rank.
Huang's final letter to the Kashag contains a revealing summary of
the events from the Chinese perspective:
From-Huang Musung, Lhasa
To-The Kashag, Lhasa
Although it is now nearly three months since I have been staying in
the religious country of Tibet, yet I felt that as if I have stayed only a few
days. The reason of my so feeling was that the King of Tibet, his Ministers, and the people of the country have been lund to me. I, in return,
felt very thankful t o them.
I am very glad to say that the Chinese Government have given presents to the Tibetan Government. The latter also sent a large amount of
return presents to the former.
It is a great pleasure to me that the Tibetan Government who made
d the necessary arrangements with regard to our lodging and other necessities. I myself shall never forget the hospitahties shown toward me.
The ancient Emperors and the large Provinces of China have maintained Chmese and Tibetan affairs faithmy and the friendly relations
increasing. Owing to the devotion to religion by the Holy c o u n v of
Tibet, all the people of Chma remain prosperous like the ocean of religion.
It will be remembered that during the invasion by Zung-gar into Tibet of the looting and damages done to the Gods, men, c o u n q and
Monasteries. Thereafter again the fighting between the Tibetans and the
Gurkhas.
Emperon Kang-she and Chen-lung, however, found out that the Tibetan Government were in difficult position and were unable to oppose
enemies, deputed Lonchen named Karpel and Pu Tung-tang providing
with cash and lund and many armed Chinese soldiers. Thus by losh-ring
many lives and wealth Tibet was brought to a peaceful country as it was
before. It is needless to repeat what help was given to the Tibetans as
they remember them well themselves.
Ever since the abdication of the Mongolian descent Emperor, intemd
trouble ensued all over the Empire. T h g o p p o m i t y of the situadon
Foreign powers had been hsturbing us one afrcr another. Hence the
friendly relations between China and Tibet remain unresurned until now
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However the friendly relations which existed was based upon the solemn
oaths of the Emperors of C h a and by their kmd presents of cash and
kinds to Tibet. Tibet is inhsputably a country of China, therefore China
and Tibet are one and the same.
All the officials and the subjects of Tibet show unity with the Chinese
k e an undamaged bridge. Foreign powers also acknowledge that China
and Tibet are the same as one. So why China and Tibet should separate
themselves now when they are Linked to each other hke the body and its
hbs.
The reason of my so saying was that the late Dalai Lama had not
consulted the Chinese Government with regard to the dealings in Tibetan affairs-either military or civil, but he had been doing as he liked.
We, however, had to restrain from despatching troops to Tibet.
Both C h a and Tibet have very unfomnately lost the precious Dalai
Lama. The whole population of China are also much grieved on the
death of His Holiness, but they are anxious to see that through the kindness of the late Dalai Lama peace and friendship would maintain between China and Tibet as before.
I, Huang Musung, am deputed by the Chinese Government as an
officer on special duty to Tibet to perform religious ceremonies in honour of the late Dalai Lama and also for the purpose of increasing religion
in Tibet. Moreover after an amicable agreement between the Tibetans
and myself, I was to discuss over dfferent boundary questions without
fail.
During my journey all the Tibetan officials on the frontier and the
men along the way showed me and to my party every hospitality and
-received us warmly which made me feel that peace and friendship between China and Tibet will remain as before. Their friendly attitude towards me has given me great pleasure.
For the sake of bringing happiness to Tibet the high officials should
consult the common people of the country also. The decision whatever
may it be will be given by the Chinese Government.
On the 8th day of the 10th Chinese month a written statement was
presented to the Kashag to which a reply was received on the 17th instant (Chinese) informing that "there is friendly relations between the
Chinese and Tibetans, but to dscuss immediately any questions between
us will be delayed a c c o r h g to the present positions of the foreign powers." If that much of questions are treated as unimportant, I, although
am a man of very little intellect yet it is seen that there will be no peace
at all the China and as well to Tibet I have therefore had to call on the
K ~ h a gon the 24th instant (Chinese) and had explained matters as far as
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possible, but to my disappointment the Kashag d d not come to terms. I
then could not help reporting irnrnedately to the Chmese Government
stating that "question of establishmg friendly relations with Tibet faded.
There is a hkehhood of causing frictions between China and Tibet. So I
had to give up hope for the present." I had afterwards received orders
from my Government to return to Chma as soon as I had h s h e d all the
religious ceremonies. I accordmgly informed Potala that wished to come
over to pay my departing respects. But Kashag called on me on the 11th
day of the 9th month (Chinese) [date incorrect: tenth month] and asked
me to consider best and stay for some more days. On this day I was
informed by the Kashag that my repeated suggestions with regard to
establishmg peace and prospects between China and Tibet were considered by them, but I was asked to submit my suggestions in writing which
I complied. The Kashag told me that my suggestions were read to the
National Assembly of Tibet as requested by me. I appreciated highly for
Kashag had shown love and affection to their subjects. I was again informed that to decide any questions was rather difficult unless many
people's views are taken. I said that whatever there may be in the minds
of people, it will be dstinctly visible like the shadow of the moon in a
clear water. So if you do your best to bring unity between China and
Tibet, peace and happiness will be the result for the officials and men of
the country (Kingdom).
It will have been seen the workmgs of many foreign powers are very
deceiving and changeable every day. O n the face such situation if we
thlnk of only passing the time the country, the men and the animals will
be deprived of their hope for peace. I am informing the Kashag all these
humbly and for the benefit of all the people of Tibet like the holy priests
who pray for salvation for the Living creatures. Likewise if the Kashag
would also take interest into the matter. I Huang Musung, may be permitted to do my best for the unity of Chma and Tibet. I leave this secret
(beloved) letter just at the point of depamre. Please bear in mind.
Dated the 27th day of the 1l t h month of the 23rd year of the Republican Government of China.
sd. Huang M ~ s u n g . ~ ~
66. IOR, WS/12/4177, rough translation sent by the political officer in Siklum to
the Government of Inma, dated 1 March 1935 and sent by the Government of India to
the secretary of state for Inha, Inha Office, London. The copy of the translation of the
letter was obtained by the British trade agent in Gyantse, and the English was not corrected by Delhi.
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Despite Huang's protestation of failure in his letter to the Kashag,
the Huang mission must in hindsight be seen as an enormous tactical
success. His success in leaving an official in Lhasa in charge of the wireless established a de facto official Chinese presence in Lhasa that would
remain in place until 1949. Although Tibetans naively considered this
simply an extension of the Huang mission, it allowed the Chinese government to claim to their own people and the world that they had
reestablished their officialpresence or authority in Tibet. The following
translation of an extract from the China Weekly Review of 15 December
1934 illustrates the usellness of this as propaganda:
In order to cement the relations between the Central Government and
Tibet and facilitate direction of affairs in that border territory, the Executive Yuan has decided to station a Resident at Lhasa, capital of Tibet. It
is understood that Liu Pa-chen will be appointed the Resident with
Chiang Chi-yu as h s As~ociate.~'

Huang also skillfully improved the attitude of the governmental and
monastic elite toward China. H e was rewarded by being promoted to
the position of head of the important Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs
Office after his return to China.
By contrast, the Xbetan government obtained by its decision to permit the Chinese to keep an official and a wireless in Tibet only the
possibility of further dalogue. This decision again reflects the paradox
of %bet's China policy: a refusal to relinquish its de facto independence, but at the same time a refusal to make a complete break with
China. China dangled the hope of a satisfactory settlement while rehsing to yield on key issues.
If the Lungshar conspiracy represents a turning point in internal
political affairs, the Huang Mu-sung delegation marks a turning point
in external affairs. After a hiatus of twenty-two years, Lhasa again had
a Chinese presence, in control of the only wireless unit in Tibet. In
December 1933, Lungshar had written to the British that the present
leaders might not be able to cope with the renewed Chinese threat as
the Ddai Lama had. In this, their first test, the Tibetan leadership had
not yielded on the ultimate questions but had submitted on an impor67. IOR, LlPS/12/4177, British official at Nanlung to the British Mission at Lhasa.
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tant tactical one. Their inability to win any concrete gains from the
Huang mission, particularly with respect to the volatile issue of the
Panchen Lama's return to Tibet, meant that tensions with China would
continue.

BRITISH VIEWS
Both the death of the Dalai Lama and the Huang mission had irnportant impacts on Britain, the third actor in the Sino-Tibetan dispute.
It too saw the death of the 13th Dalai Lama as a logical juncture at
which to review its Tibetan policy. Two long letters reveal the factors
underlying Britain's reluctance to take an active role in Tibet at this
time. The first is from H. Metcalfe, chief of the Foreign and Politicd
Depamnent of the Government of India, to his subordinate F. W Williamson, the political officer in Sikkirn:
regarding the Chrnese Mission to Tibet. The Government of India observe with some concern your forecast that this visit may result in the reestablishment of a Chinese Arnban at Lhasa, whch can hardly fail to be
followed by an increase in Chinese mfluence in Tibet and may lead to a
serious weakening of British mfluence in that country. The correspondence between His Majesty's Government, the Government of India and
the P e h g Legation whch took place in 1932 and 1933 . . . suggest
that neither the Pelung Legation nor His Majesty's Government will be
prepared to proceed to any great length in bringing pressure on the Chinese Government, unless they are forced to do so by events beyond their
control. There can be no doubt that they have valid reasons for this
attitude, namely,
(1) their extremely large commercial interest in China proper which
make it extremely undesireable for them to antagonix the Central Chinese Government.
(2) His Majesty's Government as a Member of the League of Nations
cannot afford to incur any suspicion that they are aiming at detaching
Tibet from China in the same way as Japan have detached Manchuria.
Propaganda to this effect against His Majesty's Government h a dready been rife both in Chma and in Japan, the latter country being
naturally anxious to dstract attention from their own proceehgs by
directing suspicion at His Majesty's Government.
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(3) the only real interest whch we have in Tibet is the maintenance
on the Indan Frontier of a friendly Government which is unlikely to
create disturbance within our borders. This consideration is naturally of
greater concern to the Government of I n d a than it is either to His Majesty's Government or to the P e h g Legation and neither of the latter
authorities are k e l y to attach much importance to it as opposed to their
own interest in retaining the goodwill of the Chmese Government.
. . . It is, I h d q obvious from what I have said above that the Government of Inda will have great dfficulty in persuadmg His Majesty's
Government to take a strong line with the Chinese Government over the
Tibetan question, unless we can produce much more cogent arguments
than we have been able to offer hitherto. Our hands are, moreover, to a
large extent, tied by the admissions made by us in 1914 with regard to
the suzerainty of China over Tibet and, as you have pointed out, by our
agreement at that time to the presence of a Chinese Amban in Lhasa. In
spite of these dfficulties it would seem to us desireable to place before
His Majesty's Government some reasoned exposition of the policy which
we thrnk should be adopted and then to leave it to His Majesty's Govemment to decide from the larger point of view what it is worth while
doing. We presume that the maintenance of the Government of Indla's
influence at Lhasa in some form is essential, and it would seem necessary
to attempt to convince His Majesty's Government of this fact by all the
arguments which we can muster. Secondly, we should I feel suggest practicable means which can be adopted for retaining the friendship of the
Tibetan Government in spite of the determined bid now being made by
the Chinese on the other side. Would you give the whole matter your
careful consideration during the next few weeks in the light of any further developments at Lhasa and send me your views derni-officiallywhen
you feel able to do so?68

Willramson responded to Metcalfe's letter with a frank assessment of
the current situation and of future dangers:
A.Ithough Chinese and Japanese propaganda is from time to time carried
on to the effect that we are trying to "detach" Tibet from China, there is
really no question of tlus. Tibet is already detached and has been detached for about 23 years. China is trying to reattach her. Tibet's anxiety
is to remain independent, as she is now. The only weapon which the
68. IOR, L/PS/12/4177, letter f?om H. Metcalfe to the political officer in S h ,
dated 17 September 1934.
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Chinese can use in any negotiations with Tibet is t o play on the lanerjs
fears of China. Tibet is terrified of aggression on her East and Northeast
frontiers and t o force her t o give concessions t o China, Huang Mu-sung
has been playing o n that fear. H e has offered an eastern frontier favourable t o Tibet in return for certain concessions by the latter. His demand
that part of the Tibetan army should be converted into a special frontier
force in Chinese pay and under Chinese control has been rejected, but
the Tibetan Government have agreed, though reluctantly to accept Chinese suzerainty and the presence of a Chmese representative in Lhasa
with an escort of not more than 25 men. Rai Bahadur [Norbhu Dondup] dunks that the Chnese Government will not accept this as sufficient and . . . will refuse t o ratify the frontier offered by Huang and will
use Tibetan fears of aggression to extract further concessions and to try
brow-beat Tibet into permitting the Chinese representative at Lhasa to
have some sort of say in Tibet's foreign relations.
Tibet feels that she must lean o n some one. She would prefer to lean
on us. I think that she would be ready, and almost eager, to give US
control of her foreign relations if we were to undertake to protect her
from external aggression and to send troops for the purpose to her easte m frontier if necessary. High Tibetan officials more than once asked the
Rai Bahadur whether we should be willing to send troops. Any such
undertalung o n our part is of course impossible, and Tibet feels that the
so-called chplomatic help whlch we so freely offer would be of little use
in her future difficulties with China. It is only for h s reason that she had
agreed t o adrmt Chinese suzerainty and to accept a Chinese representative. The Rai Bahadur considers that Tibet's adrmssion of Chinese
erainty is very vague and translates the wording of the adrmssion as follows: "On repeated pressure from Huang Mu-sung and in order to show
the outside nations and as Tibet adjoins Chinese territory we adrmt that
we are subordinate to China, but all our external relations and internal
administration will be carried out by Tibet."
Although the admission of suzerainty may perhaps merely be theoretical and a saving of China's face, the posting of a Chinese representative
at Lhasa would be a serious matter for us. Even if such a representative
is not regarded as an Amban and is not of very high status, he will be a
rallying point for all anti-British intrigues and will constantly work for
Chinese control, especially of all relations with ourselves. . . .
There is no doubt that China is a bad neighbor. The recent troubk
on the frontier of Burma and Yunnan is sufficient to show this. In 1910
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the Chinese showed a great interest in Bhutan. The Chinese representative at Gyantse sent agents to get in touch with the Maharaja of Bhutan
and the Paro Penlop. The Chmese Trade Agent at Gyantse wrote to the
Paro Penlop asking him to supply rice for the Chmese troops. . . . Amban Len at Lhasa addressed a letter purporring to be hls orders to the
Deb Raja of Bhutan, the Paro and Tsongsa Penlops and other Headmen
and subjects. . . . The Chmese also posted troops at Tawang on the Bhutan frontier. There was in fact constant annoyance from the Chinese
throughout the year, and I thmk I have said enough to show the kmd of
irritation we may constantly expect if the Chmese regain control of Tibet.
We cannot contemplate with equanimity the possibility of the recurrence
of this kind of thing.

I feel very strongly, however, that we must under all circumstances
continue to deal with Tibet as a completely autonomous country and
must treat the Chmese Amban, if one appears, merely as a foreign representative. We must never at any time deal with or consult hlrn in any
manner whatever concerning Tibetan affairs or foreign relations. Further, we must never make the mistake of entering into any negotiations
whatever about Tibet with Chma, unless Tibet is actually a patty to them
on equal terms as was the case in 1913-14. . . .
The present situation in Tibet is critical. We have a Governrnent in
Tibet which is not really united. Each man plays for himself and the
counuy is not under one strong ruler as was the case while the Dalai
Lama was alive. This Government is, however, most friendly to ourselves
but is afraid of China. We have for years encouraged Tibet to rely on us,
but we cannot give her one thing she really wants, a guarantee of protection against aggression on her Eastern frontier. . . . we should, I thmk,
do what little we can. Our intentions are honest enough. We merely want
her to be completely independent in substance even if she is merely "autonomous" in name.69

Mlliamson then made a number of concrete suggestions. First, he
Suggested that he should be allowed to visit Lhasa during the coming
Summer of 1935, "since if I do not go, the Xbetan Government will
69. IOR, L/PS/12/4175, letter horn F. W. Wdharnson to H. Metcalfe, dated 20 January 1935.
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think either that we are indifferent to these recent developments or that
we have been frightened by the success of Huang's mission." He gas
on to say: "I ought to be generously provided with money. Some I(s.
70,000/-would be a suitable sum. It is a mere nothing compared to
what the Chinese Mission have spent. . . . Such a visit would enable me
to estimate something to re-establish some sort of British influence."70
Second, Williamson urged that he be allowed to offer Xbet exemption from payment of the second and third installments of one lakb per
year, due for recently supplied arms. H e explained to his superior:
Tibet is badly in need of money and some sort of " d s p s e d subsidy" of
thls lund would be very acceptable. T h s offer ought to be liable to be
cancelled without notice if a permanent Chmese representative appears
at Lhasa, and Tibet should be told so. I should also be authorized to
offer that we should either train more Tibetan officers or troops in India,
or send British officers to Lhasa for the purpose if the Tibetan Govemment prefer it. This training should be done at our expense and we
should not ask the Tibetan Government to pay anything for it. . . . We
should also be ready to sell Tibet more munitions if and when she wants
them. This (and the training) are all we can do to help her in the matter
about whch she is most nervous, Chinese aggression."

Williamson also suggested that if a permanent Chinese representative
appared at Lhasa, the question of appointing a British one should be
seriously considered, and that the British consular officer a N&g
should get in touch with the Tibetan representatives there.
He closed with a plea for a well-funded mission to Lhasa under his
~ ~ m m a nind 1935: "A little money, but not much, is required. It
would, I think, be bad policy to stint a few tens of thousands of rupees,
or even (including part of the cost of munition) a few lakhs at the
present critical time. It is possible that we may fail to save %bet from
domination by China but I venture to think that, if these suggestions
are accepted, we shall at least have done all that we can at the present
time."72 As will be examined in Chapter 8, Williamson's plea for a mis70. Ibid.
71. Ibid.
72. Ibid.
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sion to counteract Chinese influence was approved in Delhi and London. He left for Lhasa in 1935, opening a new chapter in Tibet-British
relations.
The Huang mission thus not only reestablished a Chinese presence
in Tibet but also set in motion a period of intense international jockeying, with Britain vying to forestall Chinese control over Tibet.

THE BRITISH, THE CHINESE,
AND THE PANCHEN LAMA

When the 13th Dalai Lama d e d , the Panchen Lama and his followers had been languishing in self-imposed exile in China for over a decade, but an initiative the Dalai Lama launched about a year before his
death had raised new hope of reconciliation.

EARLY MOVES T O SETTLE T H E
PANCHEN-DALAI DIFFERENCES
The exchange of letters between the Dalai Lama and the Panchen
Lama in 1924 did not bring a solution of their dispute any closer. The
ranchen and his followers therefore sought the support of the Chinese
government and at the same time used their long-standmg relationship
with the British to try to exert pressure on the Dalai Lama to accede to
their views. For example, on 7 September 1926, the Panchen Lama's
official, Tsa Serkhang, was granted an interview with His Royal Highness Prince George when he visited Peking. The Prince expressed the
hope that "the unformnate domestic differences which had led to the
ranchen Lama's depamre from Tibet would soon be adjustcd and that
H. H. [the Panchen Lama] would be able to return to his horneland in
the near future." Significantly, he opened the door to British involvement by commenting that "he felt sure that the Government of India
would be glad to lend their good offices if their mediation in thc maner
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should be desired and would be of any assistance to the parties concerned."
The next Anglo-Panchen contact took place six months later in Mukden. In March 1927 the Panchen Lama told the British official F. W
Wdhamson that he proposed to return to Tibet as soon as possible.
Then in May 1927 Tsa Serkhang went to India to see F. M. Bailey, the
political officer in Sikkirn. H e reminded Bailey of the pledge the Prince
of Wales made to the Panchen Lama in India in 1905: "if ever he had
any trouble he should write to the British Government who would help
him." He then handed Bailey a letter from the Panchen Lama that said
he would be grateful for any help and advice Bailey could offer and
"begged the British Government to advise the Tibetan Government not
to oppress himn2 In response, Bailey wrote that while he could not
interfere in the internal affairs of Tibet, due to the long-standng friendship between the Tashi Lama and the British he would do what he
could to help, if the Panchen would tell him just what was anted.^ The
Panchen's reply simply asked Bailey to advise Tsa Serkhang, adding that
he would say more in due course. Similar approaches were made the
same year to the British in P e h g .
In May 1928, Bailey sent the Dalai Lama a letter offering to facilitate
a new dalogue by transmitting messages from the Tibetan government
to the Panchen Lama in China. He also wrote: "It would be advisable
to inform the Tashi Lama that he will be well treated and that any
difficultieshe has will be carefully investigated. . . . I am very anxious
to do all I can for the benefit of Tibet and so I hope that you will let me
know whether I can be of any service in the matterY4 The Dalai Lama
responded with a polite warning in a letter dated 8 June 1928: "If His
Serenity returns to Tibet with a pure mind, I shall do my best to help
him . . . [but] I hope that you will remember that in accordance wid1
the [Simla] Treaty the British Government should not interfere in the

'

1 . IOR, L/PS/12/4174, "Note on the Tashi Lama," written by F. M. Bailey, the
plitical officer in Sikkim, dated 2 December 1932.
2. Ibid.
3. The British always referred to the Panchen Lama as the Tashi Lama, a term not
used by Tibetans. They also referred to him as His Serenity to dfferentiate between him
and the Dalai Lama, whom they referred to as His Holiness.
4. IOR, l,/PS/12/4174, "Note on the Tashi Lama," written by F. M. Bailey, the
p~liticdofficer in Siklum, dated 2 December 1932.
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internal affgirs of
Bailey explained that his letter had been personal, not official: he had written as a friend of both the lamas. The
Dalai Lama graciously said he had understood this all along.
While these exchanges were talung place, the nephew of the Panchen
Lama complicated matters by escaping, with some of his relatives, from
his internment in Lhasa. The Xbetan government recaptured them in
Shigatse and sent them back to Lhasa, where they were imprisoned,
this time in shackles.6
The next Anglo-Panchen contact was a letter the Panchen Lama
wrote in June 1930 to J. L. R. Weir, the new political officer in Sikkim,
implying that he was recruiting a private army to return with him to
Tashllhunpo and aslung the British to supply him with arms and ammunition. It also ominously indicated that the Panchen might, though
reluctantly, use Chinese troops if the Xbetan government rehsed to
invite him back on his terms. The letter said:
Except for one o r two individuals all Tibetans have great faith in me and
they are expecting my return. I also desire t o go back to Tibet at once
but you are aware of the danger I would have t o face there if I were to
return without outside assistance and I cannot take this risk. The Chinese
would help me by sending their troops if I were to seek their assistance. . . . If many Chinese troops arrive in Tibet it will be a great hardship on the subjects, the religion will suffer and self government will
disappear. In consideration of the above dangers I have postponed my
return. . . . The Tibetan Government of Lhasa talung no notice of past
or hture, consider my (absence) a trifling matter and continue to ignore
me. . . . For the protection of our lives, it is essential for me to take an
m y if I g o t o Tibet, otherwise the evil people of Tibet may not do the
right thing. In the circumstance I would request that you will kindly
m a n g e to help us in lending arms and ammunition for our mutual henefit. In case you find it inconvenient t o supply munition, I would request
a considerable sum o f money which if granted I shall repay on my arrival
in Tibet.'

5 . Ibid.
6 . Ibid.
7 IOR. UPS1 1214174 (PZ4362). note given to the political officer in Sikkim
Tsa Serkhang, dated 25 June 1930, included in a telegram from the political officer In
Skkirn to the Government of India.
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Weir, of course, said it would be impossible to provide arms.
By 1931, the British were increasingly concerned about how their
own interests in Tibet would be affected by the ever closer alliance between the Panchen Lama and China. British India's Tibetan policy at
this time rested on maintaining Xbet as a buffer zone free from Russian
and Chinese influence and contr01.~The British, fearing that China
would use the Panchen Lama as a means to impose greater Chinese
control on Tibet, were eager to see the Dalai-Panchen conflict resolved
amicably. Weir therefore continued to offer the Dalai Lama the good
services of the Government of India in this matter.
Weir's urgings, with the defeat in 1932 of the Tibetan army in
Kharn, induced the Dalai Lama to write to the Panchen Lama in late
1932 asking him to return. As a gesture of good faith, at the same time
he released the relatives of the Panchen Lama who had been languishing in chains in prison. Sent through the British Embassy in China to
insure its delivery, the Dalai Lama's letter opened formal negotiations
between the Panchen Lama and the Tibetan government:
I wrote you twice, once in the Water-Hog Year (1923), when Your Serenity left your monastery for China and Mongolia . . . and once again
on the 2nd day of the 5th month of the Fire-Tiger Year (12th June
1926). . . . I hope you have received both the letters. I have had no reply
to either of them. From the very beginning the relations between us, the
father and the son, have been loving and affectionate. . . . It cannot
therefore be possible that you are now acting in a way calculated to rupture this relationship. The extent of the harm which has been done by
the conspiracy of some of the conscience-stricken servants is well-known
to everyone. But you, naturally would not for a moment think of plunging Tibet into war, the country which is administered by the father and
the son; and yet rumours are rife in Lhasa to that effect. In these days
respect for religion is decreasing. It is a time when following the example
of foreigners, every one is fond of black deeds (i.e., war). Nearly ten years
have elapsed since you left Tibet and while matters remain in this state I
am full of anxiety as t o what might happen t o your life. Moreover, if you
could comc back to U [Central Tibet], the relations between the teacher
and the pupil would be like those between fire and the smoke. The noble
8. [OR, L/PS/I 2/41 77, minute paper of Secret and Political Depament, Governmcnt of India, dated 22 February 1934.
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uadtion of our predecessors will also be maintained. Please therefore
consider the matter and let me have a reply on which I can act.
Despatched on the 10th day of the 8th month of the Water-Monkey
Year (9th October 1932).9

In answer to this letter and to oral communications made by the Dalai
Lama's officials in China, the Panchen Lama replied on 26 January
1933 that he had never received the letter sent by the Dalai Lama in
1926 but that, in any case, he was sending two monk representatives,
Ngagchen Rirnpoche and Ti-unyichemmo Khembo Lobsang Gyentsen
(see Figure 26), to Lhasa to dscuss his return to Tibet.lo
The two representatives arrived in Lhasa on 2 June 1933 and held
long meetings with the Tibetan National Assembly regarding a set of
condtions the Panchen had sent. While there is no direct record of
these terms, a later discussion between the Panchen's two envoys and
F. W Williamson, the British political officer in Sikkim, revealed at least
their version of the Panchen's conditions and the National Assembly's
responses :
1. [The Panchen asked for] The restoration of all property accurnulated in Tashi Lhunpo monasteries from the time of the Tashi Lama Lobzang Chhogyen (lived? 1569-1662) down to the time of the Tashi Lama
Tenpai Wangchuk (1854-1 882) (this referred to territory lost during
previous incarnations of the Panchen Lama).
Reply [of National Assembly]: No reply was remembered.
9 . IOR, LJPSJ12J4174, enclosure in letter from the political officer in Siklum to
the Government of India, dated 11 October 1932. Weir believed he had been instrumental in convincing the Dalai Lama in 1932 t o make a major gesture. As he put it: ''After
of the Tashi
several discussions with the Dalai Lama I induced him t o release the
Lama who had been imprisoned in chains for several years. H e also agreed to write a
sincere friendly letter t o the Tashi Lama inviting him to return. In view of the stubborn
silence maintained by the Tashi Lama towards previous letters sent by the Dalai Lama,
this was a great concession on his part." (IOR, L/PS/12/4175, letter from J. L. R. Weir
t o the Government of India.)
10. IOR, LJPSJ1214174, copies of Panchen's letters included in a letter from the
political officer in Sikhm to the Government of Incha, dated 12 April 1933. Some Tibetans say that while the Dalai Lama himself was sympathetic t o rnalung concessions to the
ranchen Lama. both Kumbela and Lungshar were strongly opposed to yielding to the
TashlUlunpo forces and that this accounts for the impasse. However, this seems highlv
Improbable, given the real political issues concerned and the Dalai Lama's long commitment t o the creation of a more centralized polity. Such views appear to reflect a tendenc)l
of Xbetans to attribute all bad thoughts and deeds to the staff and advisors of a great
lama rather than t o the lama himself.
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The four trunyichemmo in 1936; (left to
right) Dombo, Ramba, Temba Jayan,
Cawtang (photo courtesy of India Office
Library and Records, British Library)

2. [ T h e Panchen asked t o be given] G)ntrol of Sh~gatsc,Nmling.
Penam and Nangartse Districts.
Reply [ o f Nat~nnalAssemblyl: The Distr~ctswill not be given to the
Panchcn Lama. O n thc other hand, two other estates will also be confiscated t o pav for the u p k e e p of the arm", and the payments due from
T a s h ~1,hunpo are heav~lvin arrears. Tashl Lhunpo mav havc the ~ncome
from rhc \rn.lll 1)istricts.of Lhatse, Namring, ~ h u n t s o l ~ Kharnba
n~,
and
Dam, but the D ~ s t r ~<:h~cf
ct
will he appo~ntcdbv Lhasa.
3. [?'he Panchen also asked for the] Rcstorat~onof all propcT
movcable and lmmoveahle of T a $ h ~Lhunpo ofic~alsand thcrr scn'ants
confiscated slncc thc Tashi Lama's departure in 192.3.
Reply [of Nationdl Assemblv]: Threc houses w ~ l lbc rcstorcd to Certain o6c-lals, and also some I~vestock.Nothing clw w ~ l lbc rectnrcd.
4. iThc Panchen asked for] Freedom of ~ n o ~ c m cof
n t Tash~L.hUnP
servants and officials throughol~tTibet without rcstrrctlons
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Reply [of National Assembly]: Until the Panchen Lama returns, his
officials will not be allowed t o move about as they like.
5. [The Panchen asked for a] Refund of all sums collected from
Tsang Province under new taxes since the Panchen Lama lef? in 1923.
Reply [of National Assembly]: N o refunds will be made. Tashi
Lhunpo is required t o pay 114th of the military expenses in case of war.
They must pay something (to be fixed later) in addition t o the income
of the 2 confiscated estates referred t o in (2) above. If desired, money
may be paid instead of transport and supplies.
6. [The Panchen indicated that] Tashi Lhunpo Labrang should have
a bodyguard and this and other troops at Tashi Lhunpo should remain
entirely under the Tashi Lama's personal control.
7. If, in the future, the necessity should arise, the whole of the troops
of Tsang Province should be paid by the Tashi Lama and controlled
by him.
8. Taxes in Tsang Province should be fixed and collected by the Tashi
Lama's officials and not by those of the Lhasa Government.
Reply [of National Assembly] : None.
9. [The Panchen said that] In the event of agreement, the agreement
should be witnessed by a foreign power (i.e. Great Britain or China).
Reply [of National Assembly]: The Panchen Lama must return by
sea. There is no necessity for a foreign power to act as a witness t o any
agreement.1 1

This exchange reveals not only how far apart the Panchen and the
Tibetan government were at the time of the Dalai Lama's death but,
even more clearly than in previous letters, the manner in which the
disagreement concerned not simply taxes but the nature of the political
system in Tibet. The Panchen Lama wanted a return to what he claimed
was an earlier system in which Tashilhunpo h c t i o n e d relatively autonomously and he wanted the addtional right to maintain an armed force
of his own. The Panchen Lama's letter to Williamson conveys this:
I am always think of Tibet's troubles. 1 have recently received letters
and telegrams from the Tibetan Government in which they ask me to
return to Tibet. I have decided to return to Tibet as soon as possible but,
before I do so, I think it would be better if the differences, which were
11. IOR, L/PS/12/4181, letter of the political officer in *S
India, dated 8 January 1934.
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created by one or two evil-minded men by introducing innuvations which
conjicted with the old relations existing between the Tashilhunpo Government
and the Tibetan Government, were definitely settled, so that no dispute
may arise in the future between the two governrnents.12

Real negotiation regardmg these issues was not possible, because the
Panchen's two envoys did not have the authority to alter any of the
Panchen's original terms. The Tibetan National Assembly prepared a
written response to the Panchen, which was read to the two envoys
before they left Lhasa for China in November 1933. It was this information that the envoys passed on to Wdiamson.
The two envoys returned to China via India but first visited Tashihunpo, the seat of the Panchen Lama. After spending several months
there, they moved on to Skkim and India where, on 24 March 1934,
they met Williamson and informed him that the talks in Lhasa had not
been fruitful. They thought the Panchen Lama would not return under
the terms offered by the Tibetan National Assembly.13
The death of the Dalai Lama increased the Tibetan government's
desire to bring the Panchen Lama back to Tibet, where he could not be
manipulated by the Chinese. The Kashag therefore sent the two envoys
a telegram in Kalimpong, Inma, exhorting the Panchen Lama to return
to Tibet because supernatural mvination had revealed an imminent dmger to his Life. This telegram provides a useful reminder of the belief
system in effect in Tibet during this period:
While consulting the Lhamo [deity] at Potala on the third of the first
month [16 February 19341 by means of ballots known as Tsesum xnril
[&vine lottery] it predicted danger t o the life of His Serenity the
ranchen Lama so that we cannot bear the thought of his staying away so
long and it is imperative for him t o come by sea as soon as possible. With
reference t o the memorandum from the National Assembly to His Serenicy unless you two are able to go to China direct with the least possible
delay it should be forwarded t o him in advance with request for an early
reply on receipt of which we intend to send persons to accompany him
12. IOR, UPSl1214181, translation o f a letter from the Panchen Lama to F.
Wihamson, dated 9 August 1934 (emphasis added).
13. IOR, UPSl1214181, letter from the political officer in Sikkim to the Cflvemrnent of InQa, dated 28 March 1934.
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on his return journey. Advise us with regard to action taken by you in
this matter.
sd. The Kashag14

The Kashag appears to have sent the same telegram to its representatives in Nanking, who personally carried it to the Panchen Lama.15
Shakabpa writes of this:
Apparently no clear-cut reply was given to the Tibetan representatives
when they visited the Panchen Lama to deliver the cablegram. One of
the representatives, Chospel Thubten, told me personally that it would
have been a good thing if the Panchen Lama had accepted the condtions
laid down by the Tibetan government; but he treated them with d s dain.16

This defiant attitude was exhibited in a strident telegram the Panchen
sent to the Kashag on 22 May 1934. H e insisted that unless his original
terms were met, he would not return to Tibet:
According to your telegram and for general pleasure I wished immediate
return by sea. I especially deputed Ngagchen Trungchi [and] on their
return [they] gave me the [Assembly's] reply and details minutely but in
the reply of the assembly nothing was mentioned agreeable about the
difference of shung [Tibetan Government] and Labrang [Tashilhunpo]
so you can imagine the position of my return aaa at the time of replying
it seemed that due to the unagreeable opinion of some ignorants had put
His Holiness the Dalai Lama and the learned Chieves and other Assembly uneasy to do anything aaa Now not being influenced by them I
wish a reply soon agreeing to my conditions list which sent with
Ngagchen Trungchi under my seal aaa from Tashi Lama Hangdra Lhundrup Ga Tshal Palace China on the 6th day of the 4th month of the
Wood-Dog Year aaa letter follows.17

The Panchen's camp at this time was divided into two parties, one
insisting that the Panchen return to Xbet overland with troops and
large stores of munitions and the other wishing him to return through
14. IOR, LlPS/12/4181 (PZ 2763134).
15. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 340-41.
16. Shakabpa 1967: 280.
17. [OR, LIPS1 1214 18 1 (PZ 4 115134).
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India without such a force. Ngagchen Rirnpoche and Trungche
Khembo identified themselves as the leaders of the "India" party and
mentioned that Tsa Serkhang was associated with the "Overland" Party.
They said that the Panchen Lama had bought about 1,000 rilles from
German firms at Shanghai, that he had one or two hundred men who
had been given some military training in China, considerable amounts
of ammunition, and a number of followers from the Sino-Tibetan borderlands and from Mongolia. The "Overland" party argued that the
British would not let the Panchen bring via India all the troops and
arms that they believed he would need to protect himself against any
future "unreasonable" orders from the Tibetan government llke the one
that had forced him to flee in 1923.18The dominant attitude seemed to
be that they would never again let themselves become totally vulnerable
to the wishes of the Tibetan government. Tsa Serkhang confirmed the
presence of such troops in a conversation with Norbhu Dondup:
Tsa Serkhang was very hesitant but on the Rai Bahadur begging him to
be perfectly frank, he said that it would be very difficultfor the Tashi
Lama to return through Inda, owing to the large number of soldiers and
munitions he would wish to bring. The solders were mostly Tibetan and
Mongolians, but had been recruited in China. There might be "some
thousands" of troops and a similar number of rifles.I9

The Panchen apparently believed that the death of the Dalai Lama
would weaken the resolve and the unity of the Zbetan government and
increase China's willingness to back his return to Tibet. He and his
officials had been soliciting Chinese government and popular suppofl
for his speedy return under Chinese auspices. He visited Nanking in
ealy 1934 and received new tides and honors from the ~ationalist
government, which he was quoted in newspaper reports as praising
profusely.20 In March of that year he told A. Cadogan that "he had
now received many messages from the Lamas and people of Tibet wclcoming him back. He was therefore now only awaiting thc instructions
18. IOR, UPS11 214181, letter from the political officer in Sikkim to the Government of India, dated 26 January 1935.
19. IOR, UPS/ 121418 1, report of Norbhu Diindup's conversation in a Iener from
the political officer in S i k m to the Government of India, dated 26 August 1934.
20. IOR, UPSl1214174, typescript note about the Tashi Lama, author unknown
but presumed to be Walton of the India Office, dated 2 December 1932.
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of the Chinese Government on the subject."21 Feeling confident, the
Panchen sent his two envoys back to Lhasa in late 1934 with the same
set of condtions as the year before and the arrogant explanation that
refraining from increasing his demands following the death of the Dalai
Lama was evidence of his eagerness to return. The Panchen Lama's two
representatives reached Sikkim by late November 1934 and arrived in
Lhasa apparently about the beginning of 1935.
This unyielding position received reinforcement in early 1935 when
Huang Mu-sung returned to China and recommended that the government provide the Panchen with an escort and assist him to return to
Tibet. On 8 February 1935, the Chinese government responded by
appointing the Panchen "Special Cultural Commissioner for the Western Regions" and assigning a personal escort of 500 Chinese troops to
his base at Sining in T ~ i n g h a iSoon
. ~ ~ after this, Huang Mu-sung was
appointed chairman of the Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan
Affairs and was thus put in a position to further this policy.
The Panchen Lama also took a hard line with the British. In response
to a telegram from Williamson advising the Panchen's two envoys (and,
in a separate telegram, the Kashag) to "concentrate on attaining a satisfactory settlement and not to delay matters over trifling issues," the
ranchen replied in mid-January 1935 that he had sent his delegates to
Lhasa to negotiate with the Tibetan government "so that I can return
without having recourse to arms."23 He asked Britain to remain neutral
ifit felt unable to back his militant position. Williamson reported this
as follows:
On his return he hoped to place Anglo-Tibetan amity even on a firmer
footing than it used to be during the Ddai Lama's time; indicated that
should the Tibetan Government decline to admit his demands, he hoped
that His Majesty's Government would give him such help as might be
necessary and ended with a suggestion that His Majesty's Government,
should they be unable to help him, should remain

21. IOR, I,/PS/12/4181, report of intcrvicw with the Panchen Lama in China by
A. Cadogan. British Ministcr in China, dated 9 March 1934.
22. Li 1956: 171-72.
23. IOR, L/PS/12/4175, B. Gould's report on Williamson's 1935 Mission.
24. Ibid.
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And on 25 February 1935, the Panchen's representatives informed the
British Embassy in Peking that they were meeting "with obstacles in
connection with the division of spheres of control of the Tashi and
Dalai Lamas re~pectively."~~
O n 25 April 1935, Williamson answered
the Panchen Lama, suggesting that he moderate his demands and be
satisfied with the Tibetan government's offer.26
During this tense period, the regent wrote to Williamson (on 23
March 1935) inviting him to visit Lhasa that summer. The British
jumped at the opportunity to repair the inroads made by Huang Musung.

T H E WILLIAMSON MISSION TO LHASA OF 1935
The Williamson mission was intended to demonstrate that Britain
was interested in Tibet and its problems. The British hoped it would
also facilitate the return of the Panchen Lama from China. Its specific
m s were:

1. To broach orally the subject of the Panchen Lama's return
and to seek to promote a settlement of any differences without
His Majesty's Government or the Government of India assuming
any responsibility for the maintenance of such a settlement. The
question of a guarantee was not to be broached.
2. To ascertain whether the Chinese who werc lefi behind
with the wireless set were to be regarded as permanent representatives of China.
3. To ascertain what the Tibetan attitude was toward having a
British Mission as a counterbalance to the Chinese Mission if the
latter was to be permanent.
It was highly llkely that the Tibetans would inquire what support
they could cxpcct from India and Great Britain in casc of Chinex
aggression, and Williamson was authorized to convey to thc Tibetans
only the following assurances:
25. Ibid.
26. Ihid.
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1. That although Britain was prepared to admit the "theoretical suzerainty of China," it would adhere "to their present policy
of regardmg Tibet as an autonomous country in practice."
2. That Britain was anxious to maintain their traditional
friendship with Tibet and to continue to have dealings with it as
in the past.
3. That Britain was prepared, insofar as the merits of the case
justified, to give Tibet the W e s t diplomatic support in Nanking
should Tibet become involved in any trouble with China.27
When the mission arrived in Lhasa on 26 August 1935, negotiations
between the Panchen Lama and the Tibetan government had reached
an impasse, although the Tibetan government had shown some flexibility by agreeing to restore to Tashilhunpo all ten Dzongs confiscated
after 1923; remit new and enhanced taxation on all Tashilhunpo estates; reduce certain other new taxes; restore the movable but not the
immovable property of the Tashdhunpo officials; and demand only a
moderate contribution (in cash or kmd) to the central government for
the upkeep of soldiers. But it had also refused to turn over the additional districts of Shigatse, Namling, Penam, and Nangartse; permit the
Panchen to raise and pay his own troops separately from the Tibetan
government; restore property that had not belonged to the present
Panchen Lama; recogniu: Tashilhunpo as independent or autonomous;
or permit an escort of Chinese troops to accompany the P a n ~ h e n . ~ ~
The issue of the Chinese escort was particularly unpopular among
the officials in Lhasa. On 15 July the Tibetan government protested
directly to China, following the National Assembly's categorical refusal
to allow a Chinese military escort to enter Tibet.2YAt the time of Williamson's arrival in Lhasa, there was, therefore, considerable anxiety
regarding thc possibility of a Sino-Tibetan clash over the return of the
Panchen Lama.
While Williamson waited for the regent and Trimon Shape, who
would be malung a religious tour of southern Tibet until late October,
the Chinese took further action with regard to the escort. In September
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid.
29. Ibid.
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1935, China appointed Ch'eng Yun as "Special Cornmissiona to Escort H. H. the Panchen Lama, the Western Border's Cultural Commissioner," and news reached Lhasa that the Panchen was expected to leave
soon for Tibet via Sikang30
At this juncture the
government asked Williamson what the
British government would be prepared to do if Tibet militarily opposed
the Chinese escort troops and the Chinese government sent reinforcements. Williamson, knowing the firm British policy against sending
troops to assist Tibet, evaded the issue by pointing out China's
weakness at that time and assuring them that they had nothing to fear.
H e &d, however, indicate that he would contact the Government of
India for an answer.31
Wdliamson attempted to reduce the danger by telegraphing the
Panchen Lama on 10 September 1935 that "it would be unwise to
bring any officers or soldiers from outside as this would not be at all
good for Tibet."32 O n 23 September, the Panchen Lama in turn requested Williamson to ask the Tibetan government to accept his demands in full. Williamson on 28 September was able to tell the Panchen
Lama that the Tibetan government had met all his demands except
three: control of an army, control of additional districts, and the Chinese escort and officials. Williamson urged the Panchen to accept this
compromise. On 3 November 1935, the Panchen answered vev
strangely, stating that "the Xbetan Government's statement that 1wish
to bring Chinese officials and soldiers with me is untrue. This is not
one of the points in my demands." He remained unyielding, telling
Williamson, "I would request that the British Government may be kind
enough to bring the differences between the Tibetan Government and
the Labrang to a definite settlement in accordance with the list of demands which I have already made."33
In the meantime, Delhi and London were considering how to re-

30. IOR, IjPSl12/4 186B, extract from Chinese Government Gazetteer, no. 183'.
Translation is from Kuo Min News Agency, 10 September, 1935. Sikang was the newly
created province that included Chinese-held Kham.
3 1 . IOR, UPSl12/4186B, telegram from F. W Williamson to the Government of
Indra, dated 14 October 1935.
32. IOR, UPS/ 1214 175, B. Gould's report on the 1935 Williamson mission.
33. Ibid.
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spend to Williamson's urgent telegrams asking what Britain would do
if fighting occurred and stating his fear that Tibet would back down if
the British did not offer support. Britain, though absolutely unwilling
to provide military support, was persuaded that it was extremely important to settle the Panchen Lama situation permanently and to avoid
having Chinese troops and officials housed in Tashihunpo. Thus Williamson was informed that Britain would diplomatically, but as forcefully as possible, pursue with China the Tibetan demands for withdrawal of the Chinese escort.
In early November 1935, W l a m s o n was authorized to tell the Tibetans that the British ambassador in China had made a strong representation to the Chinese government emphasizing that the dispatch of
troops as an escort to Tibet against the wishes of the Tibetan government "would cause legitimate concern to His Majesty's Government,
who would be bound to take strong exception to it." Williamson also
told them that Britain was hopeful of success and that, therefore, Tibet
should not revise its present attitude.34 The Tibetan government expressed their gratitude to Williamson and declared their intention of
holding to their rchsal to permit the entry of Chinese troops and officials with the Panchen Lama.
The Chinese reaction to the British diplomatic position turned
out to be less than encouraging. A. Cadogan in Nanking reported that
on 9 November the Chinese vice-minister for foreign affairs confirmed
China's intention of sending an escort of 300 men, in accordance, he
said, with the Panchen Lama's request. The vice-minister also said that
a larger forcc had originally been contemplated but that the Chinese
government reduced it in deference to the representations made some
months ago by thc Tibetan government. He went on to insist that these
troops were really a bodyguard for the protection and prestige of the
Panchcn Lama and were not intended to remain in Tibet. The escort
would also perhaps bc accompanied by one civil official who would not
remain in Tibet. Cadogan strongly protested against this plan." About

34. IC)R, IA/PS/12/4186R,telegram from the Government of India to F. W. Williamson and Battye, datcd l l November 1935.
35. IOR, L/PS/12/4186R, telegram from A. Cadogan to H i s Majesty's Government, dated I 1 Novcmhcr 1935.
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three weeks later, on 29 November, the Chinese government replied
formally to Cadogan that (1) "as regards alleged Tibetan objections to
the escort, Huang Mu-sung when in Lhasa mentioned to Tibetan authorities that a bodyguard would be sent to escort the Panchen Lama,
and they raised no objection, and (2) the escort will not consist of
'troops' but will be a bodyguard under a civil officer."36
The British again responded very strongly on 20 December 1935:
Whatever might have been the attitude of the Tibetan Government
when the matter was mentioned by Huang in 1934 their present attitude
is one of strong opposition to the escort and also to the despatch of
Chinese officials t o accompany the Panchen Lama to Tibet. The Chinese
Government's insistence upon their proposals in the face of Tibetan objections may well give rise to a difficult situation between China and
Tibet. In view of the interest which certain other countries are talung in
Tibet and the presence of communists on the China-Tibet frontier, the
present moment is ill chosen for actions tending to antagonise Tibet.
Moreover it is surely desireable for the maintenance of good relations
between Great Britain and China for the latter to work to an agreed
policy with His Majesty's Government in a country which had a vital
interest for both. The matter is one to which His Majesty's Government
attaches importance having regard to clearly expressed wishes of the Tibetan Government to the danger whch might result from Chinese action
in opposition to those wishes and they hope that the Chinese Government will not pursue the course which might in the circumstances led
to unfortunate complication^.^^

Cadogan verbally informed the Chinese that 300 fully armed trmpS
could hardly be regarded as purely ceremonial and that the prestige of
a religious figure such as the Panchen Lama did not demand this son
of show. He argued further that since the Panchen Lama did not have
such an escort when he traveled in China, he should not need one to
return to Xbet. The lama's safety could be insured by a party of his own
Tashihunpo people who would meet him at the border.38
36. Ibid.
37. [OR. UPSI1214186R, oral points made in accompaniment to an aide-mimoire
in Foreign Office
prexnted to the Chinese on 30 December 1935. They were
telegram no. 459.
38. Ibid.
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The Chinese answered that the Panchen's escort could not be withdrawn, "since this would necessarily be construed as an act of grave
discourresy to the Tashi Lama and would be calculated to provoke resenunent in Tibet." When Cadogan asked how the absence of an escort
could provoke resentment when the Tibetans did not want one, the
Chinese vice-minister insisted that they had received no word from Tibet to this effect and that the reports of Tibetan protest were probably
exaggerations.39
This issue led the British to wonder briefly whether they were being
duped by the Tibetans, who could not provide any dates for their alleged protests. At London's request, Basil Gould pressed the Tibetan
government to specify when their protests were actually made. By late
January 1936, the Tibetans had traced the documents and passed them
along to the British, who continued to pursue the issue vigorously in
China. Cadogan again met the Chinese vice-minister for foreign affairs
and this time challenged him with the dates and names the Tibetans
had provided. According to Cadogen, the Chinese official was visibly
shaken but repeated that the Tibetans had never protested. H e also
denied that the Panchen Lama had ever given any inmcation that he
did not desire the escort.40
In the meantime, tragedy befell the British mission. Soon after his
arrival in Lhasa, Williamson became ill and by November he was in
critical condition. The British wanted to evacuate him quickly and
asked the Tibetan government for permission to land a plane on flatlands below Sera monastery. The Tibetan National Assembly refused,
offeringinstead to provide bearers to cany Williamson back to S i b .
The reasons behind this reveal the new leadership's lack of confidence.
First, thc government feared that the monks of Sera would riot and
stone the airplane and any military guard stationed there. Second, in
the past thc Tibetan government had consistently refused Chinese government applications to establish an air service between China and
Lhasa, saying that planes had never landed in Tibet and they did not

39. IOR, L/PS/12/4186, telegram from A. Cadogan t o His Majesty's Cmver-ent,
dated 4 January 1936.
40. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, telegram from A. Cadogan to His Majesty's C ~ V ~ I mcnt, Imndon, dated 4 February 1936.
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want to set a precedent. If they now permitted the British to land, they
feared it would be difficult later to refuse the Chinese. This decision
actually made no Qfference because the Royal Air Force ultimately concluded that their planes could not take off at Lhasa's high altitude
(roughly 12,000 feet). Meanwhile Wdiamson's condition worsened,
and on 18 November 1935 he died of chronic uremia.41Captain Battye, the Gyantse trade agent, who was in Lhasa with the mission, now
took command.
A few weeks later, information reached Tibet that a contingent of
300 Chinese soldiers had left Nanking to join the Panchen Lama at
Kumbum and accompany him to Tibet in the coming year. On hearing
this news, the Tibetan National Assembly passed another resolution
stating that if the Panchen Lama tried to enter Tibet with a Chinese and
Mongolian escort he would be opposed by f0rce.4~The Tibetan government telegraphed this decision to the Chinese government on 21
D e ~ e m b e r but
, ~ ~they remained unsure of their ability to stop a concerted Chinese advance and repeatedly tried to obtain British assurances
of d i t a r y assistance. Battye commented: "The uppermost thought in
their minds very often seemed to be fear of Chinese aggression and
..
nmr than a c e our mat& assirtance wm asked for in the fmnt ofa mhtary fwce to oppose the Chinese should the need amre."*
Just before his departure in November, Battye met with the 'Iibetan
government to mscuss the Panchen Lama issue. The Tibetans reiterated
that they had agreed to restore practically all the p r o p e q that had been
in the Panchen Lama's possession at the time he fled, but that they
could not compromise on the military issue or on the additiond districts he had demanded; most important, they would not allow a Chinese military escort to enter Tibet. Battye then met with the ranchen's
two envoys and told them that he considered the Tibetan govermenh
41. IOR, UPS11214175 (PZ 8278135).
42. IOR, UPS11214175, Battye to the Government of India, dated 16 December
1935.
43. F0371120221, summary of telegram from the Tibetan government to the
Litical officer in Sikkim, dated 11 January 1935, as cited in a telegram from the Government of Inha to the secretary of state for India, London, dated 13 January 1936 Th's
relegrun also states that the Tibetan National Assembly sent a parallel telegrm direcdv
to the Panchen Lama.
44. IOR, UPS1 12141 75 ( PZ 2040136) (emphasis added).
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terms very reasonable and that the remaining differences were slight
and could be settled in person after the Panchen's return. Battye also
sent a lengthy telegram to this effect to the Panchen Lama, but he received no reply.
At their final meeting with Battye, the Kashag explained their position on the suzerainty issue. Trirnon, speakuig for the other shapes, told
Battye on 14 November 1935:
Last year General Huang Mu-sung while in Tibet pressed the Tibetan
Government to admit Chinese suzerainty outwardly. The Tibetan Government replied that they would be prepared to, provided the Chinese
would surrender to them certain territory, namely Derge and Nyarong,
on their Eastern frontier, while as regards the administration of their
internal affairs Tibet would remain free and untrarnmelled by China.
Derge and Nyarong have not been surrendered to Tibet and the Tibetan Government now refuse to acknowledge Chinese suzerainty either
in theory or in fact.4"

Thus, by the time of Battye's departure, Britain had come to play an
important mediating role. The regent in fact asked Battye to have the
British government "bring pressure to bear" on the Panchen Lama to
accept the government's offer.%

1936: A YEAR O F CONFRONTATION

AS 1935 came to a close, the Panchen Lama and his followers still
seemed intent on returning to Tibet with their private army and Chinese military cscort. A lcttcr sent by the Panchen Lama to Chiang Kaishck on 1 1 March 1935 reveals both the Panchen's strongly proChinese vicws and his somcwhat inflated view of his own hture role in
%bet. Aftcr telling Chiang that his discussions with the Tibetan ~ O V crnmcnt had, by and large, settled the important matters, he urged
Chiang to try to scttlc thc outstanding issues between China and Tibet
45. IOR, I,IPSI12/417S, Icrtcr from U a q e to the Government o f India, dated 16
Decanher 1935
.
I O R , ~ I / P S214
~ I175 (PZ 3 1 1136).
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(since the Tibetan government was using this as a reason for not agreeing to allow his Chinese escort to accompany him). He also wrote:
Concerning gradually implementing propaganda which will make the
local people grateful [to China], recently I went to Kham via Arndo and
[suggest to you] that all the monasteries which have been damaged
should be repaired. Also all those monks who are just wandering around
should be collected together [in monasteries] and monastic wealth and
rules should be improved. The people's misery should also be eliminated.
By acting honest in such ways, the five races will become harmonious
and the people will be grateful-I think that this is a good thing. [I also
thmk that] the party and nation should make it clear to the border people
that you consider them lovingly and protectively, and I hope that China
will allocate h d s and divide them among the poor people of the borderlands.
Concerning plans for the development ofTibet: . . . If I, the Panchen,
return t o Tibet, first and foremost I plan t o build a much needed road
between Amdo, Kham and Central Tibet ( ~ t s a n ~After
) . this, I shall
establish telegraph and postal communications between the important
&strict headquarters (dzong).
Then I shall establish primary schools in
which Tibetan written language will be taught together with Chinese
language and science. Finally, according to schedule, youth will be selected and sent t o China for complete education. This is my plan. In
order t o accomplish such tasks I estimate that the government [i.e., the
Kuomintang] will have to provide about one million Chinese dollars. I
hope the government will make preparations for these funds. . . . If the
government orders the Education and Communications Offices to send
experts and teachers to help in this work, I will welcome them. Concernk g the need t o make definite preparations to return to Tibet: . . . whatever the manner of my returning to Tibet, for the purpose of showing
the grandeur of the nation [China], it is necessary for me to take along
an honor guard of protective troops. Because of this, the government
should prepare their uniforms and select soldiers who are well disciplined
so that when we go along the road we will look magnificent. This is my
hope.47

We have seen, however, that dcspitc the Panchcn's optimism the 3betan government categorically opposcd the Panchcn3smilitary escofl.
47. Ya 1986: 848-50. Ya cites the Pan
Ya's quotation.
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~ h ~ an
s ,m e d confrontation seemed a distinct possibility if the
Pmchen tried to force his return with the escort.
On 10 January 1936, Tibet received a reply to the telegrams they
had sent in December. Signed by Huang Mu-sung, the head of the
Chinese Mongolian and Tibetan Office, it said that a Chinese bodyguvd of troops and officials had been sent to the Panchen Lama in
Amdo (Tsinghai), thus implying that they would be accompanying the
Panchen to Xbet. It also tried to assuage Tibetan fears by saying that
this force would cause no trouble in Tibet.48
Beginning early in 1936, reports began to pour into Lhasa that the
Panchen Lama had started back to Tibet. Some reports indicated that
he had sent baggage to Tashilhunpo overland, while others reported
that he had lefi Kumbum monastery in Arndo and moved to Labrang,
whence he was to continue to Jyekundo and then Tibet (see Map 4).
These reports were soon confirmed by a letter the Panchen had sent
to the Tibetan government just before he lefi Kumbum monastery. It
stated that he was returning to Tashilhunpo, his seat of power in Tibet,
with a regiment of bodyguards, and requested that the Tibetan government issue an order that all subjects along the route assist them. This
news led to an emergency meeting of the National Assembly at which
it was decided to send two special envoys, Doring Teiji and Khencung
Jmpa Chowang, to Jyekundo to meet the Panchen and accompany him
back to Tashilhunpo. The Tibetan government continued to refuse to
pernut a Chinese military bodyguard.49
The Panchen's journey from Kumbum was delayed somewhat because of the sudden emergence of Chinese Communist forces in Kham
in mid-May 1936. These troops had been driven out of Hunan in 1935
by the Nationalist forces and, after breaking into smaller groups, had
fled northward through Kweichow, Yunnan, and then Szechuan Provlnce. mthough constantly pushed north and west, they won a number
of victories and during May and June they held most of Kharn, includ1% Litmg and Derge. At one point it was not clear whether the pursuing Nationalist troops w o d d force the Communist troops to move
48. F037112022 1, telegram from the Govemrncnt of India to the secretary o f state

lor India. Ifindon, datcd 13 January 1936.
49. Ihid.
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into Xbet proper, but in the end they headed northward rather than
westward into Tibet.
This episode first alarmed the Tibetan government and then raised
its confidence, for in the wake of the Communist forces, Tibetan troops
crossed the Yangtse k v e r and occupied Derge and a number of subareas within it. Chiang Kai-shek wired to the Tibetan Kashag to express
surprise at the report of Tibetan troops entering Derge. He requested
an explanation of this violation of the 1932 agreement, indcating that
such an action would detract from the prospects of successful negotiations for the settlement of major issues. The Tibetan government replied that the governor-general in Kham, Trentong, had had no authorization for the action and that they were making inquiries.50By
December, the Tibetan forces had withdrawn to their previous boundary on the west bank of the Yangtse River, but the incident revealed to
Tibet the disorganization and weakness of the Nationalist Chinese in
the Kham area and suggested to them that China would have to consolidate its position east of the Yangse before it could think of moving
against X bet.
The year 1936 also saw a second British mission visit Lhasa. In early
February 1936, Basil Gould, Williamson's replacement as political 06cer in SiWrim, had been informed by Tsa Serkhang that the Panchm
Lama intended to return to Xbet that coming summer. The volatili~
of the situation led Gould and the Government of India to propose to
London that the Government of India intervene in the dspute between
the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama by guaranteeing afrnal W mnt.
The essence of this plan was described by London in a letter to Cadd.
ogan in China a s h g for his opinion:
1. The GO1 considers that although the Tashi Lama is under Chinese
influence he is anxious to spend his last years at Shigatse [ ~ a s h i l h u n ~ ]
in Face. They believe his peaceful return would strengthen the pmition
of the present Tibetan Government and therefore implement our policy
o f preserving an autonomous and friendly government in Tibet. This
object cannot, however, be attained until the questions of the Chinese
50. IOR. UPS11214182, letter from the Government of India to His M~I~s?''
Government, dated 24 October 1936, repeating a telegram from R. Gould.
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escort and the Tashi Lama's demands are disposed of and on these there
is a possibility of compromise if we take active steps to promote it. The
GO1 contemplates that in return for h e concessions by the Lhasa
Government the Tashi Lama might accept a Tibetan instead of Chinese
escort.
2. The Government of India proposes to send Rai Bahadur [Norbhu
Dondup] to Lhasa to (1) inform the Tibetan Government that HMG
are exerting strong pressure at Nanlung on the question of the escort but
that efforts are being hampered by the continued assertion of the Chinese
Government that no direct protest from Lhasa has been received, and
(2) to state that Gould is ready, if the Tibetan Government agrees, to
send a letter to the Panchen Lama.
3. In this letter Gould would stress the Tibetan Government's objections to the Chinese escort and their willingness to provide a Tibetan
escort and would repeat the suggestion that the remaining differences in
regard to the Tashi Lama's demands could best be settled after his return.
The letter would then refer to the Tashi Lama's request for mediation by
HMG and would state that HMG are prepared to give Gould full powers
to act and sign as guarantor or mediator between the Tibetan Government and the Tashi Lama. Gould would offer to meet the Tashi Lama
anywhere within Tibet and himself conduct His Serenity to his palace in
Tashilhunpo.51

51. A draft of the proposed letter said: "To: His Serenity the Tashi Lama, Kumbum
Palace. I learn with regret that in spite of the strong protests of the Tibetan Government
the Nanlung Government insists that on your return to Tibet you should be accompanied
by a Chinese escort of three hundred troops. You p ourself informed my predecessor Mr.
Williamson that this escort was not one of your demands. Tibet is not a nation which
desires to fight but is the lover of peace and of the religion of which you are now the sole
head and leader. The Tibetan Government while anxious t o welcome back Your Serenity
at a time when your presence would be of great value to your religion and your country
1s preparing to resist the entry of the Chinese escort. It would be a melancholy event if
Your return should be stained with bloodshed for which you would be responsible. You
have repeatedly requested the help of my predecessors and of myself in connection with
Your return. The matter has been discussed fully with the Tibetan Cmvernment and to a
large went your demands have been met. But greater than any of the demands which
YOU made is the love of your countrymen which will be yours if you return in peace. If
You come without a Chinese escort I s h d be in a position to attempt to settle matters
amicably.
"Recently I was pleased to meet your representative Kusho Tsa Serkhang and have
Sent a similar message hy him. 1 am one of the few remaining who met Your Serenity in
which have now long passed.
"If you desire that I should he a witness r e g a r h g the terms under which YOU will
plcasc inform me. I will then inform the Tibetan Government of your wish.
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4. To assist the Tibetan Government m h g hrther concessions to
the Panchen, Gould could offer them favors such as grants of free transit
of goods through Inda and the training of Tibetan military officers in
Lnd~a.~~

This very strong recommendation was considerably watered down over
the next few months. Cadogan thought it was a good idea in general,
but he wanted the initiative to appear to come from the Tibetan government. H e suggested that the
be asked to send a letter requesting British mediation.
The British Foreign Office had more fimdamental reservations.They
strongly objected to Britain acting as a guarantor and wanted even
mention of future mediation to be limited to the lifetime of this
I'anchen Lama. Furthermore, the offer of mediation was to be conditional on the Panchen Lama's return without the Chinese escort. They
also wanted it to be made clear to the Panchen Lama that Gould would
meet him with Tibetan troops, not British ones, and that the negotiations would only begin when he reached Lhasa, where he would meet
with the Tibetan government. O n 3 June 1936, a telegram of approvd
was sent from London to Delhi stating these changes and authorizing
Norbhu Dondup to go to Lhasa to discuss them with the Tibetan government.
Norbhu Dondup reached Lhasa on 26 June. Several weeks later he
notifred Gould that the Tibetan government did not want British mediation. In a subsequent telegram he stated: "They [the Tibetan government] categorically say that they d o not want the GO1 to internee
in the dispute which is a matter of Tibetan internal affairs. . . . they
claim to have sent a deputation to the Tashi Lama to bring him back to
L h a ~ a . "The
~ ~ Kashag even refused to send a written invitation to
Gould to visit Tibet, saying that since Norbhu Dlindup had come with
only an oral message, their message to Gould would also be only oral.

[signed] Political Officer in S h m . " (F0371120221, draft telegram from the plitica'
officer in S i k m to His Serenity the Tashi Lama, K-bum Palace, ca. 13 January
52. IOR. L/PSI12I4l8l7 letter from His Majesty's Government to the charp6 daf.
faires in Peking.
53. IOR, UPS11214 186B, telegram from R. Could to the Government of India,
dated 3 August 1936.
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The Ebetans explained that they were on the verge of coming to an
agreement with the Panchen Lama and therefore did not want Gould's
interventionat this stage but would discuss the situation with him after
he arrived in Lhasa. The Tibetan government did, however, agree to
write to the Chinese government a formal letter of protest about the
escort that would be transmitted via the British.
The religious sector in Lhasa had felt strongly, and Reting, the regent, had concurred, that the government should do whatever was necessary to effect the Panchen Lama's return. Because of this, the Tibetan
government had decided to make further concessions to the Panchen
that would render British mediation unnecessary. On 15 July 1936, the
government gave the Panchen's envoys two letters for transmission by
telegraph to him. One letter, from the regent, the lonchen, and the
Kashag, stated that a bad impression had been made by the Panchen
Lama's fdure to reply to the previous request not to bring "even one
Chinese official or soldier" or any warlike stores. However, the letter
also indicated new concessions, i n c l u h g the willingness of the Tibetan
government to surrender all properties that belonged to the pr&w
Panchen Lamas and to return all property belonging to those officials
now with the current Panchen Lama (i.e., not just movable property, as
previously offered). The latter properties were to be distributed in accordance with the Panchen Lama's wishes. Also, a Tibetan army escort
consisting of whatever units the Panchen might prefer would be sent to
escort him on Tibetan soil. This meant he could choose one that consisted of solders from his region of Tsang. The letter reiterated, however, that the Tibetan government could not concede control over ShiDistrict or permit the Panchen Lama to control his own military
force. The second letter, from the abbots of the Three Seats, said much
the same but also assured the Panchen Lama that they would guarantee
his safety and mentioned that the monastic representatives they had
Sent to meet him had arrived at Labrang monastery in K a n ~ u . ~
Instruc'
[Ions were sent to the Tibetan governor-general in Kham informing
hlm that hc should provide all needed accommodations for the Panchen
54. IOR, LIPS/12/4186B, letter from Norbhu Dondup to B. Could, dated 15 July
1936. cited in tclcgram from B. ~ o u l dto the Cmvernment of India, dated 30 September
1936.
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Larna but should not permit his Chinese escort to enter 'Zibet. He informed the Panchen Lama of this in December 1936.
Although the British idea of mediation now had to be scrapped,
Gould was sent with new instructions "to explore the situation generally, to advise the Tibetan Government against over-optimism, and to
impress on them the need for strengthening their own position by making peace with the Tashi Lama and reorganizing their army and finances." To this was added, "To these ends we were prepared to help
them with instructions for their fighting forces, if they wanted it, and
with Customs concession^."^^ Gould's st& included Brigadier Nearne
of the Eastern Command, who was to advise on military matters, and
two officers of the Royal Signals, who were in charge of operating a
wireless t r a n ~ r n i t t e r . ~ ~
The situation regarding the Panchen worsened when a large advance
shipment of baggage to Tibet was discovered by alert Xbetan border
guards to contain rifles, hand grenades, and ammunition. They codiscated the baggage at the border checkpost at Nagchuka in rnid-Jd~.~'
The Panchen responded arrogantly to the Tibetan government's note of
15 July, saying nothing at all about the government's new offer and
concentrating solely on protesting the government's seizure of his am.
These events revived suspicions regarding the Panchen Lama's intentions and strengthened the lay-official'sfirm position against the monks'
softer views.
Though rejecting direct British medation, the 'Iibetan government
continued to press the British to apply dplomatic pressure on the Chinese t~ withdraw the escort. To counter the Chinese government's continual assertion that Tibet had never formally protested their plan to
55. IOR, UPS/12/4186B, telegram from the political officer in SlWum to the,Govemment of Incha, dated 3 August 1936, and telegram from the political officerin S l k m
to the Government of Incha, dated 30 September 1936.
56. The information on the Gould mission and the Neame study of the Tibetan
m y comes from [OR, UPS11214193, Lhasa Mission 1936, Diary of Events, part IV
(written by B. Gould), and F0371120222, Neame's Military Recommendations to be
made to the Government of Tibet, dated Lhasa, 8 September 1936. This mission Included H. E. hchardson, the Gyantse trade agent.
57. IOR, UPSl1214186B, repeating Norbhu Diindup's telegram from Lhasa in a
telegram from the Government of Incha to the secretary of state, London. dated 21 July
1936.
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send a Chinese escort, the British in turn pressed Lhasa to restate their
opposition in a written note which the British would themselves present to the Chinese government. O n 1 7 July 1936, the Xbetans produced such a note, signed by the Kashag and addressed to General
Huang Mu-sung. It began:
We, the Ministers of Tibet, send this letter t o inform you that, while (we)
are glad that His serenity the Tashi Lama will shortly return to Tibet, we
are, on the other hand, informed that the Chinese Government is sending Chinese officials and 300 troops t o carry flags and to escort the Tashi
Lama to Tibet. In view of the fact that the outstandng Chinese-Tibetan
question has not been settled, we cannot allow Chinese officials and
troops to enter Tibet. Both parties have been maintaining officers and
troops to guard their respective frontiers. We have repeatedly sent detailed wireless messages to various officers of the Chinese Government
aslung them not to send officers and men to Tibet.58

Two months later, the Kashag contacted Gould and told him that
earlier they had been confident that the Panchen could not refuse their
new terms and had not wanted to bother the British unnecessarily, but
because the Panchen had not yet replied to their offer, they hoped that,
should the necessity arise, the British would still be willing to medate
A week later, the Kashag told Gould that they still did not
want British meQation but that they might need it later. They indicated
that they were anxious for the British to apply strong diplomatic suppon in China and reiterated that they would oppose the Chinese escort
by force but were afraid that this would lead to a war with China.60
At this time, Ncame made a thorough assessment of the Tibetan
army.
58. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, letter of the Government of India to the secretary of state
for India, London, dated 22 July 1936. The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs at first

refused to accept this lcttcr from the British ambassador in Nanlung because in their view
Tikt was not a f o r c i p country, but they accepted it when it was presented t o the Mongolian and Tibctan Affairs Officc rather than the Forcign Officc.
59. IOR, Id/I'S/12/4186R, telegram from thc political officer in Sikkirn t o the Government of India, datcd 30 Scptcrnber 1936.
60. IOR, I,/PS/4186R, telegram from the political officer in Siklum to the Government of India, datcd 10 October 1936. Ya (1986: 857) states that these monastic repre-
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T H E TIBETAN ARMY I N 1936
In discussions Neame held with the two commanders-in-chief and a
variety of other army commanders and government officials, he learned
that the primary task of the Tibetan army at this time was the protection
of Xbet's eastern bordec61 In mid-1936, there were about 5,000 regular troops in Eastern Xbet (nine regular regiments) and eleven regiments of militia, each with about 500 men, making a total of about
10,000 regular and militia troops. These were located in roughly
twenty discrete detachments strung along the frontier. However, since
there was no fighting in Eastern Tibet, a large percentage of the regular
troops were actually on indefinite home leave. Nearne's report astutely
noted that this was "presumably to save the expense of feeding them."
These troops had 4 mountain guns, but 3 had been stolen by P a datsang Tobgye in 1934 (see Chapter 5) and their condition was doubtful. There were 6 good Lewis guns and about 5,000 good Lce-Enfield
.303 rifles that the regular troops used. The militia had some old .303s
sentatives met the Panchen at Labrang in Amdo in June of 1936 and gave him a letter
from the Kashag that said, "Since the Dalai Lama &ed, all the Tibetan people, monk and
lay, old and young, male and female, are praying for the speedy return of the Panchen
Lama. Moreover, we have sincerely sent representatives t o welcome you. Therefore, we
hope you will soon return t o Tibet. We have been able t o accept the conditions governing
your return in the main, so you should not worry about these issues. [However], before
the outstandmg issues between China and Tibet are settled, we hope you will not bring
the Chinese and Mongolian troops and officials, since to d o so will bring harm to the
Tibetan joint secular-religious form of gover-cnt.
Because this is the wish of the
Tibetan people, if YOU d o not accept this, we have definitely decided to block your return.
For the purpose of avoiding disturbances between China and Tibet, even if china decides
t o send an escort of Chinese and Mongolian troops and officials, they will not allowed
t o set one foot beyond the Tibetan border. Rvnpoche, if you need a bodyguard of SO'.
ders, it is acceptable for you t o pick an escort from among the Tibetan soldiers of y0q'
native Tsang who will escort you as soon as you reach the Tibetan border." The Panchcns
otficid~translated this into Chinese and sent it along t o the Chinere government ?$
the following comment: "The Kashag's letter is only the view of a few individuals-lt
definitely not the general view of the people. . . . In accordance with the knchcn's pre.
vious plan. next year at the start of spring we will return to Tibet ~onsequcntl?.Wc h°F
that China will put into practice the previous plan and see it through to the end If
spring when we reach the Tibetan border we find Tibetan government troops hlbbn$
our way, we are confident that China will do whatcvcr is nrccssary in retaliatlo"" Sevcra'
months later, in December 1936, a second group of wclcominp officials,this tlmc led
a senior monk oBcial, brought the ranchen another warning that hc must not br'nf a
Chinese military escort with him.
61. The lay commander-in-chief was Cangra; the monk commander-in-chicf ap
pears t o have been Temba Jayan.
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[Tic-/
Tibetan army demonstrating machine guns
in Ulasa (1936) (photo courtesy of
India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

and a motley collcction of other foreign guns and old Tibetan rifles.
They had no machine guns.
In Lhasa, there wcre only the 600 troops of the Bodyguard Regiment, 400 armed police, and 300 soldiers from regiments stationed in
Khm who werc learning to usc mountain p s . There were 6 m o m tain guns in Lhasa ( 2 of which Ncarne thought werc dangerous to fire),
2 good Lewis guns, and 5,000 modern riflcs with the Bodyguard Regiment. Thc Tibctan government had about 4,000 ncw rifles in thc armory at Trapchi, as wcll as 4 machine guns (see Figurcs 28 and 29). A
few regular troops wcrc stationed on thc Nepal border; all the other
districts, including thosc bordering Ladakh, werc dcfcnded entirely by
militias with ancicnt matchlock riflcs.
Cangra, the commander-in-chief, told Neamc that the Tibctans had
tried to manufacmrc ammunition for the .303 rifles but had stopped
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Tibetan army demonstrating ten-pound

mountain guns in Lhasa ( 1936) (photo
courtesy of India Office Library and
Records, British Library)

because they frequently exploded and injured the soldiers. He said that
all military training and activity had lapsed after the dcath of the Dalai
Lama, although some interest in revitalizing the army was again erne%ing. He assessed the principal weaknesses of the military in Tibet as
follows :
First and foremost he [Cangra] complained that the army Officersare
continuously being transferred to civil jobs, and ignorant and inexperienced civilians appointed to militan, Commands. This is especially the
case in times of peace, when Officers even if left with the troops are
burdened with many civil tasks, and the m p s instead of being allowed
to train, are generally employed on civil works and ctwlic tasks. . . .
[Cangra's own history shows this since1 he was first appointed a Dcpan [Commander] at the age of 48, having held onlv civil appoinments
previously Two years ago. at the age 56 he was appointed Commander-
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in-Chief. And he frankly bemoaned the fact that he had no experience
and although he realized many reforms were required and many things
required doing in the army, he d d not know how to begin.
His second big complaint was that practice in target firing is practically never allowed for guns, machine guns, Lewis guns or rifles. In consequence, when the troops go into action they are entirely useless at
firing their weapons, and squander ammunition to no purpose.62

It is interesting to note that procuring ammunition from the arsenal
was a very elaborate and ifficult task. AU the ammunition was sealed in
a room and none could be issued without the attendance of the
lijnchen, the Kashag, and the commander-in-chief (or, more likely, their
assistants).
The organization of the army in the field was also criticized. Neame
wrote, "From consideration of sound strategy it is unwise to have all
the avadable troops extended along a wide stretch of frontier with no
reserves behind to reinforce any threatened point. Further it is difficult
to ensure that troops receive any training if they are scattered on frontier duty."63Moreover, the troops in Kham were scattered under ifferent commanders who received operating orders, not from any superior
commander in Kham, but from Lhasa. The Kashag had authorized its
two ~ ~ m m i s ~ i oin
n eKham
r ~ to make urgent decisions, but all routine
matters were referred to the Military Department or the Kashag in
Lha~a.~~
The financial strain caused by the army is apparent in orders, issued
only a shorr time earlier, that prevented the troops from "living on and
battening on the local villages in Kharn." Simultaneously, the salary of
the solders was raised from Rs. 1.60 per month to Rs. 4.00 per month
in Kham and to Rs. 3.00 per month in Lhasa. Their rations comprised
about a pound of unhusked barley per day and some butter, salt,
and tea.65
62. When a military drill exhibition was staged for Neame in Lhasa, Neame discovercd that it had been six vcars since any of the Lhasa solders had fired their rifles.

63. F037 1 120222,'~eame'sRecommendations.
64. Ibid. Appointment of an overall commander was tried in 1932 when K h v g 'am was placcd in command of all troops in Kham. This resulted in internal conflict
amongthe commanders and was not repeated.
65. Ibid.
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Neame ended with a highly unfavorable impression of the state of
the Tibetan military:
It is clearly apparent that the Tibetans as a nation are absolutely unmilitary, all their thoughts and energies are devoted to their religious life.
The Tibetan Government has absolutely no idea of military organization,
admistration or training. The military authorities even if they had the
knowledge, have no power to apply it. The troops are untrained, unreliable, and unpopular with the country. The Tibetan Official hierarchy are
quite inhscriminately pitchforked into civil or military jobs regardless of
their qualdications. No regular solher of experience can rise beyond the
rank of Rupon, a lower grade of commissioned officer.
In fact, it is jusufiable to say that, except for the fact that they possess
a certain number of modern weapons, which few of them know how to
use, the army has advanced but little from its condition in 1904.66

Although Neame overemphasized the devotion of Xbetans to "religious life" and failed to realize that what he saw was the deterioration
of an earlier, stronger army force, his assessment was devastating. The
Tibetan army was not "sufficently trained either in the use of their
weapons or in tactics of attack and defence to enable them to resist a
determined advance by even a moderately efficient army."67
If Neame's ideas for rectifying this situation had been put into practice the course of Tibetan history would have been changed. He suggested that:

1 . The Tibetan government collect a body of troops at some
central place where they would be available to reinforce any part
of the frontier that was threatened. This planning would have to
be accomplished b@e any outbreak of war.
2. This unit should be treated as an elite corps, to bc trained
thoroughly in all weapons and in offense and defense.
3. After this unit was completely trained, the standards for
troops should be improved by arranging periodic relief between units of this force and those in Khm. The first relief of a
unit from Kham should take place after two years. Thereafter, one
regiment would be relieved and retrained annually. Under this
66. Ibid.
67. Ibid.
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plan the entire regular amy could be retrained in the elite unit
over a period of about seven years.
4. The s i x of this unit would be roughly that of a brigadea little over 3,000 men. It was recommended that it should be
formed from existing units on the frontier: (a) Brigade Headquarters under a commander and two or three staff officers, with
a number of mounted orderlies or foot soldiers for carrying orders; (b) a mounted infantry company of 200 men; (c) three regiments of riflemen, each with 800 men; (d) one battery of mountain guns consisting of four mountain guns and 150 to 200 men;
and (e) one machine-gun company of six machine guns, six Lewis
guns, and about 150 men.
5. The location of the Brigade Headquarters should ideally
be somewhere like Chamdo, but Lhasa would be possible.
6. Morale, pride, discipline, and contentment would be critical elements for the success of this plan. The best officers and
men should be put in the elite brigade and not be transferred
frequently.
7. The unit's armaments should include the latest ,303 rifles;
four new ten-pound mountain guns, with 200 rounds of ammunition for each gun; five new Vickers .303 machine guns, three
old machine guns (for practice), ten new .303 Lewis guns, and
three old Lewis guns, with 6,000 rounds of ammunition for each
machine gun and 4,000 rounds for each Lewis gun.68
8. There should be one set of wireless equipment for the elite
brigade in the field and another set for Lhasa.
9. The officercorps of this brigade was critical. About fifteen
officers,including nine commanders, should be trained in WazirIstan on Inda's northwest frontier; since that terrain is similar to
that of Tibet, they could learn appropriate tactics there. Junior
officersand noncommissioned officers should receive training in
Gyantsc.
10. The military organization must be changed. AS Neame
Put it, "If any good lasting results are to be obtained from the
68. The Tibetans had recently asked Indla for four mountain guns, four machine
P n s , and tell Lewis guns (ibid.).
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recommendations set out above, certain principles of military organization and training must be adhered to." He went on: the
officers and men for the new unit must be 'voung, energetic and
keen." It is essential to pick a first-class commander for the brigade and good assistants, all with experience of fighting. They
should stay with the brigade for at least four years. Training must
be continuous throughout the year. Units must be kept up to
strength with fixed leaves of two to three months a year. Weapons
training must be carried out every year, with 50 rounds per rifleman, 500 rounds per machine or Lewis gun, and 20 rounds per
mountain gun. The soldiers should be well paid and well rationed. Solhers must be made to clean their weapons and keep
them in good working order. Daily inspections by noncommissioned officers and frequent ones by commanders are needed. The
uniform should be of tradtional Tibetan design and materials.69
Neame also felt strongly that Tibet would need the help of an outside
military officer to perform inspections and give advice at regular intervals.
Neame presented this plan at a four-hour meeting with shapes Bansh6, Trentong, and Langcunga and two other British officers, Richardson and Norbhu Dondup. The Tibetans took detailed notes and then
back-translated these to insure accuracy. Both Trentong and Bonshbtold Nearne that the military suggestions were feasible, although they
might take some time to carry out and would have to be reported to
the regent and the lonchen. They also inquired about financingfor such
changes, but were told to raise this issue with G o ~ l d . ~ O
Although Gould strongly supported this plan, the Foreign and Political Department of the Government of India was not at all enthusiastic
about Gould's urging the Tibetan government to approve Nearne's mommendations. In a telegram to the secretary of state for India in London, the department stated that Gould's recommendations for new
weapons for Tibet had not been authorizcd, because the Government
of India felt
69. Ibid.
70. IOR, WPS/12/4193, Lhasa Mission 1936, Diary of Events.
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serious doubts whether it is desirable to proceed further with the matter.
These doubts arise not from any consideration of Chinese objections t o
supply, which could we presume be satisfactorily answered by reference
to past policy, but rather from state of Lhasa Government and Tibetan
Army as depicted by Gould and Neame. Impressions we have gathered
from their reports, which in Neame's case has been supplemented by
personal remarks, are as follows:
(a) Regent and Kashag are incapable of takmg strong line about anything or of following any consistent policy except that of waiting on
events.
(b) Tibetan army requires complete reorganization and elaborate
training before it could be regarded as of any military value even if additional armament now asked for is supplied.71

Moreover, the Indian Foreign and Political Department reported
that the General Staff in India was unable to undertake the elaborate
training suggested by Neame and that, at best, only a small number of
commissioned and noncommissioned officers could be trained. Finances were also mentioned as a difficulty. The Tibetan government
already owed the Government of I n d a 600,000 rupees for arms and
ammunitions previously supplied, and the Indan Foreign and Political
Depamnent recommended to London that the Xbetans be made to pay
cash on delivery for any new weapons. It went on:
We are by no means satisfied that it is in India's interest to have a well
trained, well armed and highly organised army in Tibet. Such an anny
mrght encourage the Lhasa Government to unhrtuke adventures on the Tibetan Chinese frontier, which would came further complicatwns, and, if we
bring such an army into existence, we shall be committed not only to
continual inspections on the military side but also to some responsibility
for control of Tibet's foreign policy.
Although, therefore, we appreciate that Gould attaches much importance to this supply as a means of stiffening Tibetan Government resistancc to Chinese influence and penetration, we cannot agree to d o more
than:
(1) offer supply on usual conditions of arms and ammunition for cash
payment, and
71. F0371120222, telegram from the Government of India to the secretary of state
for India, dated 12 Dcccmbcr 1936.
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(2) undertake to train afminstructors in India. We would be grateful

for His Majesty's Government's approval to this course.72
Finally, they recommended that one wireless set-not two, as
Nearne suggested-be given if the Tibetans wanted it, but "it will then
be maintained and worked by them and not by
This, of course,
made it an impossibility.
Delhi need not have concerned itself with the Neame-Gould plan,
for the Tibetan government decided that the proposed restructuring of
the military would provoke a confrontation with the monastic segment
and might lead to the emergence of a "military faction" like Tsarong's
group in the 1920s. O n 29 January 1937, when Gould met with the
Kashag and offered them the limited training of military officers approved by Delhi and London, he reported that the Kashag met this
offer "with due acknowledgement and with regret that preoccupations
on the eastern frontier necessitated its postponement for the time
being."74 The issue was never again raised during Reting's regency. The
legacy of the mhtary-monastery conflict of the early 1920s still cast its
shadow over Tibetan politics. Tibetans made excellent troops when
properly led and armed, but the political implications of a modem and
efficient army continued to threaten the religious elite and precluded
the development of such a force. The Tibetan government continued
purposely to maintain an ineffective army.
The Panchen Lama, meanwhile, had continued his journey to %bet,
arriving with his escort in Jyekundo in late November 1936. In that
same month. Ngagchen hmpoche, under orders from the Panchen Lama's office, requested customs exemptions from the Government of
India for 400 packages, containing the property of the Panchen Lama
and his followers, that were to be sent to Xbet via India." With 1936
coming to a close and the Panchen Lama and his Chinese escort in
Jyekundo, poised to enter Tibet, two verv different initiatives were
launched.
72. Ibid. (emphasis added).
73. Ibid.
74. F0371120963, telegram from 8. Gould in Lhasa to the Government Of
New Delhi, dated 3 1 January 1937.
75. F037112022. telegram from B Gould in Lhasa to the Government of India.
New Delhi. dated 14 November 1936.
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Reting privately asked Phabongka Rimpoche, an eminent Gelugpa
lama who happened to be in Kham giving religious teachings, to visit
the Panchen Lama in Jyekundo and do what he could to speed his
return. At the same time, Ngagchen Rirnpoche, one of the Panchen's
two envoys in Lhasa, returned to the Panchen's camp on his own to try
to convince the Panchen to accept the Tibetan government's terms. H e
believed that the Tibetan government sincerely wanted to allow the
Panchen Lama to return with dignity and was upset by the Panchen
Lama's intransigence. As he put it, this problem was due "to bad influences of certain members of the Tashi Lama's entourage," an attitude he
hoped personally to counteract. H e added that the Panchen Lama
"must realize that in the matter of his return, it is probably a case of
next year or never."76 He met with the Panchen in late December but,
tragically, failed to make him see reason; instead, he was relieved of his
duty. The Phabongka initiative fared little better.
C(

T H E PHABONGKA MISSION
Phabongka Rimpoche left Chamdo about mid-January 1937 and
met the Panchen Lama in Jyekundo. In keeping with Tibetan etiquette,
they spoke only about religious topics, addressing the question of the
Panchen's return to Tibet by means of notes written on the erasable
slate message boards described earlier (see Figure 22).
The Panchen wrote that he desired to return to his monastery but
that the Tibetan government insisted that his Chinese bodyguards not
accompany him.77He felt he had been patient, hoping that the abbots
and representatives of the Three Seats could make the government
understand, but his departure could not be delayed further; Phabongka
should convey this emphatically to the regent. He announced that influential officers of the Xbetan government would soon be meeting
with his officials in a nearby monastery to discuss both his return and
the overdl problem between the labrang and the government. He
76. F0371I20221, telegram o f the political officer in Slklurn to the Cbvernment of
India, dated 23 Deccmber 1936.
77. Pha bong kha (Phabngkha) 1981: 322-23.
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hoped for a settlement, but he could not relinquish the bodyguudc the
Chinese ordered him to take.
Phabongka replied that it was excellent that the Panchen was attempting to clear up his misunderstanding with the government and
return to Tibet. H e blamed the attendants of the two great lamas for
fomenting and perpetuating the disagreement, but he also wrote that
the fortunes of the people in general and the Gelugpa order in particular had become like ice rocks in spring (i.e., about to melt). He asked
the Panchen not to lose hope but to continue to live for a long time and
try to eliminate all the misunderstandings. He offered to do whatever
he could to help.78
Phabongka then sent a strong message to Reting (and, it is said, to
many others of his disciples and aristocratic students) in which he supported the Panchen Lama's position:
I went and met the Panchen Lama and made whatever requests I could.
The Panchen is determined to go to Tashilhunpo as soon as possible
so whatever the misunderstanhng between the Government and the
ranchen should be cleared. True understanding between the Government and the Panchen is actually the root of happiness and long life of
Buddhism, and the Government's power depends on this. By keeping
this in mind, you as Regent, please take the responsibility and make it
easy for the Panchen Lama to go to Tashilhunpo. Not only that, but dl
your powerful friends in the government please advise them and makc it
clear for them to understand what is good for the future. . . . Please don't
get angry at this letter.79

At about the same time that Phabongka visited the Panchen Lama,
the Kashag spoke with Gould about Chinese proposals for negoti*
tions. As before, the Kashag expressed doubts about the success of new
gotiations unless Britain acted as guarant0r.M A week later the Kashag
told Gould that since their many requests to the British to settle the
Sine-Tibetan question had produced no result, they were seriously
thinking of s e n l n g a shape to China to discuss the escort and other
78. Ibid.
79. Ibid.: 334.
80. IOR, UPS112H 194, telegram from the political officer in Siernrnent of India in New Delhi, dated 29 January 1937.
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An "arrow letter" (dayik) (photo courtesy
of lndia Office Library and Records,

British Library)

major issues. The Kashag once again complained about the onerous
costs of maintaining troops in Kham.81
A b u t March 1937, while the Tibetan National Assembly was d s cussing some aspect of the Panchen's return, the Kashag received a copy
of an "arrow lctter" (see Figure 30) that had been sent by the Panchen's
officials in China. It said: "From the Nangmagang [Office of the
Rnchen Lama] to the great monastery of Tashilhunpo, to all the District Officers on thc way to Tashilhunpo via L h m , that they should
Preparc all thc necessary arrangements to receive the Panchen Lama and
his c n t o ~ r a g c . "Thc
~ ~ assemblv was insulted by the tone of the letter
and by thc ofhand mention of Lhasa, which failed to pay deference to
8 1 . IOR, I,/PS/ 1214 194, telegram from the political officer in SlWum to the Government of lndia in Ncw Delhi, dated 7 February 1937.
82. Shakabpa, intcrvicw (cmphasis added).
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its importance as the capital of Tibet. Then, too, the Panchen Lama
appeared to act as though there were no legitimate government in Tibet
and to issue whatever orders he wished. Furthermore, the letter indicated that the Panchen was returning with an entourage that included
20 Chinese officials and 500 armed Chinese soldiers.83The infuriated
officials in Lhasa erupted in indignant protest. Shakabpa, who was attending that meeting of the assembly, recalls:
Lukhang was sitting next to me. I don't remember his rank then [but] I
was a tsipa at the time and maybe he was a Kashag's Secretary. Lukhang
started t o clear his throat several times and then said: "Such a detailed
'arrow letter' is not even sent for a Dalai Lama. Twenty officers and 500
Chinese solders will be coming with him t o take absolute control of
Tibet and we have t o make all the arrangements to make their stay cornfortable. It is blatantly outrageous and an affront. We should not allow
under any circumstances these Chinese soldiers to cross into Tibet."
There were certain government officers and abbots of monasteries who
wanted the Panchen t o come to Tibet even with the Chinese soldiers
saying that the Panchen is a great Lama and we must make some consideration o r he will not return. Lukhang started arguing with them individually. At about that time all the government officialsstarted saying no
we shouldn't let in the Chinese soldiers. . . . The chipon [head of the
Dalai Lama's stable] stood u p and started crying and screaming at the
delegates not t o let in the Panchen Lama and then all the government
officials unanimously and categorically came out against letting the sold e r s come. Then the Assembly decided to make an extraordinary recommendation to the Kashag known as the "great oath" which would say
that under no circumstances can the Chinese troops enter Tibet.84

The next day, after certain monastic representatives again raised objections to a total ban on the Chinese bodyguards, a group of government officials proposed a compromise. If the Chinese bodyguards were
d o w e d to enter Xbet, there' would have to be a
guarantee that
they would return to China via India after one month, with a third
83. Ibid.
he) is r*
84. Shkabpa. interview The ''great oath" (in Tihtan: m n a ' ~ a nmthu
since
it
rcquires,,al
strongest document the assembly can send. It cannot be
addtion to the seals o f the assembly and the Three Seats, the seals of the Gandcn Thrlpa
the asscmblv meetand of the two tutors o f the Dalai Lama, who do not usually
ings.
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country acting as witness to this agreement. If the Panchen Lama did
not accept these terms, troops should be ordered to halt his entry into
Tibet.85
Shortly after this, Reting Regent sent Phabongka a letter that commented on events in Lhasa. It said, in part:
If I could do something like that [using my influence to get the assembly
to let the Panchen in with his bodyguards], it would have been wonderful. However, recently there was a National Assembly meeting and they
decided regarding the problems between the Government and the Labrang that we cannot just forget and leave these issues. And regarding
the Chinese bodyguards, etc., it is not at all negotiable. This is a period
when the Dalai Lama is not living [actually he had been born, but he
had not yet been found] and they feel that Tashilhunpo is trying to take
advantage of this situation so they decided not to let this happen. It was
a final and firm decision so I am helpless. Please do not get angry.86

Phabongka's biography records his shock and anger: "Having so many
people gathered and calling it an 'Assembly' without having intelligent
people who can see what is good for the future creates more problems
than it helps. Now it is i m p ~ s s i b l e . " ~ ~
But this was not the end of the matter. Negotiations continued between the Tibetan governor-general in Chamdo (Kham)and representatives of the Panchen Lama, and the Tibetan government continued to
protest to the Chinese government about the escort. Similarly, in April
1937, the Kashag contacted H. E. Richardson, the head of the British
Mission in Lhasa, aslung that Britain "reinforce our protests to the Chinese Government," and in late May, the British &d send another letter
on Tibet's behalf to the Chinese minister for foreign affairs in Nanking.88
The discussions in Chamdo in May 1937 actually produced a propsal that the Panchen Lama and his Chinese escort should be allowed
to return directly to Shigatse via the northern route, bypassing Lhasa
and Central Tibet. The Tibetan government replied that they would
85. Shakabpa, 1967: 282.
86. Pha bong kha (Phabongka) 1981: 347.
87. Ibid.
88. IOR, IJPSl12141868, telegram from H. E. Richardson to the pobticd officer
in Sikirn, datcd 3 1 May 1937.
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accept the idea only if the agreement were guaranteed by a foreign
intermediary." Consequently, in mid-May the Tibetan government prepared to fight to block the entry of the Chinese escort. It ordered 1,500
of its troops in Kham to take up defensive positions in Rongsm,
southwest of Derge, and another 1,200 troops with five mountain guns
to an area northwest of Dengo (see Map 5).90
On 17 July, a mounted messenger arrived from the Tibetan governor-general in Chamdo with an updated report: the Panchen wanted to
start at once for Tibet and had asked the central government to withdraw its official in Tashilhunpo; he was insisting on bringing the Chinese escort, but he now promised to return the escort to China by sea
within five months of their arrival at Shigatse; he would keep as sureties
the representatives of Sera, Drepung, and Ganden who were with him;
and he desired to visit Lhasa to discuss the various outstanding questions with the Tibetan g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~
A meeting of the Tibetan National Assembly was immedately called.
It replied via the Chinese wireless: the Tibetan government would
withdraw their administrator from Tashilhunpo as soon as the Panchen
Lama returned to Shigatse; the Tibetan government agreed to the Chinese escort corning with the Panchen and then leaving by sea, s~ long
as the pact was witnessed by an intermediary foreign power other thm
the monasteries and the Chinese; the Panchen Lama had no reason to
come to Lhasa, but should settle all outstanding issues through the
Tibetan governor-general in Chamdo before leaving. The ranchen
should return to Tibet via Nagchuka on the northern route to Shigat~e.~~
In mid-August the Kashag felt confident enough that a solution was
close at hand to ask the British in Lhasa to "report [to Dehi] h~medlately so that the Government of India may consider profoundly as
the best course of action to be taken by the Government of ~ndia."
89. IOR, L/PS/l2/4186B, telegram from H . E. Richard50n to the politicd ofice'
in S i b , dated 17 May 1937.
90. IOR, UPS/1214186B, letter from Knatchbull-Hugessen, the Rritish ambassador in Nankmg, to His Majesty's Government, dated 15 May 1937.
91. IOR, UPSl12/4186B, telegram from Norbhu DBndup t o the political oficer
in S h , dated 21 July 1937; IOR, UPS112/4186B, telegram from Norbhu pondup
to the political officer in S i b , dated 14 August 1937.
92. Ibid.
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Gould inquired as to what action they desired from the Government of
India, but the shapes replied that they could not make any suggestions.93 The Government of India considered the issue concluded.
"They [the Tibetan government] did not make any specific suggestion
or request. . . . it was decided that, in view of the improbability of the
Tashi Lama being allowed by his Chinese advisers to accept British
witnesses of his guarantee, the Tibetan Government should be informed that His Majesty's Government could do no more than continue their diplomatic efforts."94
Shortly after this, on 30 August, another messenger from the Tibetan governor-general in Chamdo arrived with the news that the
Panchen Lama had left Jyekundo for Lungshigon, a monastery within
Tibetan territory, about fifty-two miles southeast of J y e k u n d ~The
.~~
National Assembly met the next day and ordered the mobilization of
the Trapchi Regimer1t.~6Fearing that the Panchen Lama might suddenly proceed straight to Shigatse without sending any further comrn~nications,9~
on 6 September the assembly decided to dispatch 500
troops of the Trapchi Regiment to Chamdo irnmedately. At the same
time, the governor-general in Chamdo was ordered to welcome and
escorc the Panchen Lama to Shigatse if he were traveling without the
escort, but otherwise to resist him.98
A few days later the Tibetan government received conflicting reports. Norbhu Dondup reported on 13' September that the Chinese
officialin Lhasa, Tsiang, had received a copy of wireless instructions
that had been sent to the Panchen Lama by the Chinese government
stating that, owing to the Sino-Japanese War which had started in June
ofthat year, it was not advisable for the Panchen Lama to proceed to
Tibet, as the Chinese government could not support him if thc Tibetan
93. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, telegram from the political officer in ~ikkunto the Government of India, Ncw Delhi, dated 14 August 1937.
94. IOR, L/PS/20/D220, Richardson, PrCcis, 1945.
95. In a latcr tclcgram the Tibetan governor-general reported that the h ~ c h e nsaid
"0 m~orcthan that hc was going as far as this monastery.
96. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, telegram from Norbhu Dondup to the political officer
in Sikkim, datcd 4 Septcmhcr 1937.
97. They estimated that the journey to Shigatse would take him about one and a
half months.
98. ]OR, LIPS11214186B, telegram from Norbhu Diindup to the political officer
in Sikkim, dated 7 September 1937.
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government's troops resisted him and the escort. These instructions
suggested that the Panchen Lama stay in Chinese territory until the
Sino-Japanese trouble had ended.99
At about the same time the Tibetan government received a wireless
message from their officials with the ranchen Lama saying that the
Panchen Lama and his escort were planning to proceed toward Xbet,
but that no date had been set for departure. Similarly, the three Xbetan
government representatives in Nanking met with Chiang Kai-shek to
convey to him Tibet's position that he need not send Chinese troops to
accompany the Panchen Lama. Chiang said nothing about changing
his plans and scolded them, saying, "The Panchen Lama himself also
needs a little freedom."loOOn 16 September the National Assembly
recommended senhng a shape to Lungshigon monastery to try to persuade the Panchen Lama to return to Tibet without the escort. This
proposal was approved by the Kashag and awaited action by the regent. l o l
At this juncture the Sera, Ganden, and Drepung abbots and the
Kashag informed the Panchen that the impasse could be overcome if he
agreed to send a letter (with his seal on it) guaranteeing that his escort
99. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, telegram from Norbhu Dendup to the political officer
in Siklum, dated 1 3 September 1937. Ya (1986: 858-59) cites a letter the Chinese SF
cial Escort sent to the Panchen Lama as soon as he heard from the Chinese government
that the return to Tibet was to be postponed if there was a possibhty of conflict. It said,
"On the 23rd of last month, an order from the A h i s t r a t i v e Yuan [of the Chinese
government] arrived by telegram for me, the Special Escort. In this it said that you should
temporwily postpone your return to Tibet. . . . &poche, you should once again Send a
telegram to the representatives of the Big Three Monasteries a s h g them to inform the
Kashag clearly of the following three conchtions: I. The Kashag is not
to
obstruct or block the Chinese Government's Special Escort and Retinue and Escofl
Guard when they return to Tibet with the Panchen Lama; 2. Outstandmg issues beween
U and Tsang [Lhasa and Tashrlhunpo] can be settled after the Panchen Lama rerums to
Tibet; 3. When the Panchen Lama and the escort arrive at the Tibetan border, the Kashag
should immechately provide transportation services for the journey into Tibet. If the
Kashag approves of these points and telegraphs us within ten days, I, the Special Escort*
w d ~ t i t i o nthe [Chinese] government to permit us to leave for Tibet, and this wiU be
approved. If after ten days no reply is received, or if the Tibetan government replies
negatively that it is unable to accept these points, it wiU be a sign that the Kashagdoes
not respea the Panchen Lama, and you, in accordance with the advice of the Chinese
government, will not leave for Tibet for awhile."
100. Thub bstan sangs rwas (Thubten Sangwe) 1982: 64.The Tibetan is:
dung phran bu &os k y red.
101. IOR, L/PS112/4186B, telegram from Norbhu Dhndup to the political officer
in S i b , dated 17 September 1937.
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would leave afier a few months. It is apparent that this change of heart
on the part of the Kashag was an artifact of the altered balance of power
resulting from the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war.lo2
However, it was too late. Tsiang's information had been correct: the
Panchen Lama responded to this major concession on the part of the
'Tibetan government by saying that he was returning to Kanze (in Chinese-held Kham) and was not coming to Tibet that year. Norbhu Dondup reported that the Panchen said: "I have received your message
which I do not understand as you have included various obstructive
conditions in it. Moreover I have no orders from the Chinese Government to proceed to Tibet. I am therefore returning to Chinese territory." lo3
On receipt of this reply the National Assembly was again convened
and a heated discussion ensued between the monastic segment, who
wanted another invitation sent, and the lay officials, who objected
strenuously. Norbhu Dondup's paraphrased report of the arguments in
the assembly reveals the internal debate:
The opposing party [against issuing another invitation] argued that the
Tibetan Government sent repeated wireless messages direct to the Chinese Government and also via the Tibetan representatives in China asking them not to send a Chinese escort, and secondly, that a written protest was sent by the Tibetan Government. This party considered it
necessary to maintain the same policy with regard t o the escort. This
party also argued that since the Tashi Lama informed the Tibetan Government repeatedly of his desire t o return to Tibet and managed to get
Sendregasum to bear witness and stand sureties for him, the Tibetan
Government agreed to this arrangement and wired permission t o him
accorhngly. Now the Tashi Lama refuses to come t o Tibet obeying the
orders of the Chinese Government, disregarding the Tibetan Government and their kind invitation because of Chinese support.
To which the first party replied, "The Tashi Lama is anxious t o return
to Tibet as he asked Sendregasum to stand guarantors." They added that
102. Ya 1986: 860-61.
103. IOR, L/PS/12/4186B, tclegram from Norbhu Dondup to the political officer
in Siklum, datcd 12 Octo&r 1937. Ya (1986: 860-61) cites a letter dated 1 October
I937 from t h hnchcn
~
Lama to the Chinese Special Escort in which the former said that
SlncC the Tibctan government had not been sincere in their welcome, hc w o d d listen to
the advice of thc Chincsc government and would not return to Tibet for awhile.
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"he being the leader of the Buddhist religion they were of the opinion
that he will not d o anydung whch might damage the sanctity of religion
and will return to Tibet peacefully as China is at present engaged in war
with Japan." They therefore suggested that the Tash Lama should be
invited again to return to Tibet with hls escort. They added that if he
comes, the Tibetan Government can see that the escort is returned to
China and in case the escort refuses to go, the Tibetan Government can
force them to leave the counuy.
The opposing party then replied that the Tashi Lama is definitely in
favor of China and seeing Tibet's weakness he wants to be the King of
Tibetans who would be under Chinese suzerainty. It is therefore not
advisable to invite him again and they suggested the matter should be
left as it stands.lo4

Having reached no consensus afier four days of discussion, the assembly approached the Kashag, who, afier deliberation (and, undoubtedly, dscussion with the regent), sent the following wireless message
on 10 October to their representatives in the Panchen's camp: "Wire
cause of Tashi Lama's proposed return to Chinese territory. Is it under
orders of Chinese Government? If he does not agree to our conditions
wire which one in particular he dsagrees to? lo5 There is no record ofa
reply, but the Panchen returned to Jyekundo soon after this. He feu ill
there and died on 1 December 1937, thus ending the threat to %bet.
In retrospect, it is clear that the Chinese had missed a golden opportunity to establish a strong pro-Chinese party in Xbet. China had been
forced to back down by internal and external discord. In particular, the
eruption of the Sino-Japanese war in July 1937 not only absorbed of
China's energies but reemphasized the importance of maintaining
friendly relations with Britain. China was roo weak to risk what might
have become a costly war with Tibet.
n b e t had thus once again defied the Chinese and come away unscathed. This success hrther reinforced the belief among the more conservative and religious elements that there was no need to ''modemix"
Xbet's religious polity in order to maintain a de facto independence.
104. Ibid.
105. Ibid.
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For the rest of Rcting's regency, Tibet would face the future embedded
in the past.
The Panchen Lama incident had another important consequence:
the establishment of a permanent British Mission in Lhasa. When
Gould came to Lhasa in 1936, he brought a wireless unit with him to
offset the one the Chinese had brought in 1934. When he left in February 1937, Gyantse trade agent Richardson and some other officials
remained in Lhasa. As with the Chinese Mission, the Xbetan government officially treated the office as temporary but made no attempt to
close it down. The British Mission in Lhasa remained in operation
throughout the period covered by this history.

THE ANGLO-TIBETAN DISPUTE O V E R TAWANG

In 1935, while the dispute with the Panchen was playing out its
course, the Tibetan interregnum government was unexpectedly confronted with another internal problem when control over the remote
area known as Tawang became a serious matter of contention between
British India and Tibet.
The Tawang tract is south of the main Himalayan crest in what the
British called the Northeast Frontier Agency (NEFA), and India today
calls Arunachal Pradesh (see Maps 7 and 8). The administrative center
of the area was the town and monastery of Tawang, the latter a branch
of Loseling college containing about 500 monks. Because of Tawang's
relatively low altitude (8,500 feet), it was used as a winter residence by
the two Tibetan district commissioners of Tsona Dmng.
Comprising about 2,000 square miles, the Tawang tract was divided
into two scgmcnts. One, north of the Se La pass and centered around
Tawang itsclf, was under the control of the Tsona Dzong district commissioners. Thc othcr, south of the Sc La pass, belonged predominantly
to Tawang monastery (and Loseling), which appointed officials to administer thc villagcs and collect taxes.la
The carlicst mcntion of Tawang in Western sources is found in Pem-
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berton's report of 1839: he refers to a "Towang Raja, a Chieftain immediately dependent on Lassa [Lhasa]" and to Tawang as "a tract of
country dependent on Lassa and forming an integral portion of Tibet
territory." lo7
In 1864, Ashley Eden described the Tawang Raja as "a priest subordinate to Lassa . . . whose special duty is to protect the people of SouthEast Tibet from the raids of the Tongso Penlow [of Bhutan]."lo8 Unquestionably, then, prior to 1914 Tawang was under Tibetan control.lo9
The Anglo-Tibetan dspute over the control of Tawang and NEFA
derived from the Simla Talks of 1913-1914. During this period, A. H.
McMahon, the British plenipotentiary, persuaded the Xbetan plenipotentiary, Shatra, to agree to a new frontier line along the crest of the
Himalayas (rather than the then current boundary along the plains).
Shatra exchanged letters with McMahon in March 1914, accepting this
new frontier, which has come to be known as the McMahon Line.ll0
Shatra apparently agreed to relinquish Tawang and NEFA to India in
order to placate McMahon, with the expectation that Britain would
compel China to accept the Simla Convention and thus achieve 'Tibet's aim.
Tibet's agreement to the new border brought no change to the administration of Tawang; the Tibetan government and Drepung monastery continued to adrmnister it, as before. This did not surprise the
Tibetans; they appear to have assumed that they would maintain administrative control of the areas while negotiations to persuade China
to accept the overall Slmla Convention continued.
The outbreak of World War I, and the difficulty of penetrating
wilderness areas from the Indian plains, led British India to ignore

107. Pemberton 1961: 15, 78.
108. PolitdMirsiomtoRhootan 1865: 131-32.
109. F0371120963, B. Gould's Report on Tawang, attached to an express leacr
B. Gould (in Lhasa) to the Government o f India, New Delhi, dated 15 November
1936.
110. The agreement also specified that the Tibetans would have free acccss to imprtant pilgrimage s p t s south o f the new border. Notc should also be taken that China
repudated the Simla G>nvention, including the McMahon I,inc, and the (.:hinc~cha"e
never ceased to claim this area. All recent maps from the People's Rcpuhlic of China. for
example, include it as part of China.
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its territorial windfall. The British never established an administrative
presence in these areas, nor did they perform topographical surveys or
publish the text of the Sirnla agreement. They did not even authorize
the Survey of India to prepare maps indicating the new border.
Consequently, the 1914 agreement gradually came to be forgotten
even within the Government of India bureaucracy. In 1935, neither of
the two British Indian officers most directly concerned, the political
officerin Slkkun (in charge of Indo-Tibetan relations) and the governor
of Assarn, knew that such a border existed. Two events in 1934-1935,
however, revived British cognizance of the area and the 1914 agreement concerning it.
One of these events concerned a dspute between Bhutan and Assam
over whether some tribal peoples living south of the Se La pass were
under the administration of Tibet, Bhutan, or Assam. The other concerned the misadventures of a British explorer-botanist, F. Kingdon
Ward, who had wanted to undertake research in the area north of the
Se La pass but had been refused permission by the Tibetan government
to enter Tibet. He went on with his work anyway and was arrested in
1935 by Tibetan officials, who then protested this violation of their
border to the British mission visiting Lhasa (the Williamson mission).
Kingdon Ward claimed that one of the Tibetan district commissioners
at Tawang (from Tsona Dzong) had given him verbal permission to
enter Tibet. He was released but the incident sparked the Foreign and
Political Office of the Government of India to investigate whether
Kingdon Ward had actually crossed the border. The investigation led to
the redscovery that as a result of the Simla Convention the border lay
at the crest of the Himalayas, placing the entire Tawang tract within
Indian territory. Consequently, in November 1935, the Government of
India told both the political officer in Siklurn and the governor of Asthat the Indo-Tibetan boundary was the crest of the Himalayas as
represented by the red line on the Simla Convention maps and that this
had been accepted by the Tibetan government in accordance with Article m of thc 1914 Convention. The telegram asked why Tibetan officials werc in Tawang and whether Kingdon Ward had passed into
%&tan territory, beyond thc rediscovered border. It also specifically
lnstruct~dthe political officer in Sikkm that he should "not in any way
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compromise with the Tibetan Government [the] validity of [the] international boundary agreed to in 1914."'
When the telegram reached Lhasa, afier Williamson had died, the
acting head of the mission, Captain Battye, raised the issue. He reported: "Tibetan Government allege that Kingdon Ward went far beyond the red Line [the new border marked on the Sirnla maps] even to
Kongbo, Pome and Poyul north of the Tsangpo. They maintain that
the Red Line has not been modified. . . . Kingdon Ward has been sent
back to India and Tibetan Government are willing to regard the incident as closed." l2
Battye's diplomatic representation concerning the "Red Line" (the
McMahon Line) shocked the interregnum leadership, for libetan political ideology made it virtually impossible for the Tibetan government
to agree to the alienation of any part of Tibetan territory; the regents
were duty bound to maintain the territorial integrity of the late Ddi
Lama's patrimony until his next reincarnation took power. Moreover,
not only was Tawang the location of a large monastery that was associated with the largest and most powerful monastery in Lhasa, but the
inaction of the British in this area over the past twenty-one years was
testimony to Tibet's rights to Tawang, at least until the Simla agreement
was accepted by all the parties concerned.
Nevertheless, Tibet realized that it could not afford to reject the
McMahon Line unilaterally, for that would imply rejection of the entire
Slmla Convention and might prompt the British to leave libet to stand
alone against the Chinese at this precarious point in their history. 3bet's answer to the dilemma lay in a traditional Tibetan political ploysayhg formally what an adversary wanted to hear, while continuing to
pursue their own interests. It is not surprising, then, that Baqe was
left with the impression that the "Tibetan Government have indicated
their adherence to the red line in connection with the Kingdon Ward
case."'13 It is also not surprising to note that the Tibetan government
did not tell Battye they would withdraw their administration from Ta-

''

1 1 1 . Gupta 1974: 69.
112. IOR. UPS11214200, telegram from the Lhasa trade agent to the Governmcnt
of Incha, dated 14 November 1935.
1 13. IOR. UPSII2N200, telegram fmm the secretary of state, Government of India
to the Foreign and Political Department in New Delhi, dated 15 September
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wang; they merely agreed in general that such a border line had been
negotiated in 1914 and that they had ratified it. The Kashag hoped this
would end the direct confrontation, while leaving Tibet in control of
the area.
But this time, having rediscovered the very advantageous McMahon
border, the British asserted their control over it. The Government of
Inda published the Sirnla Convention in Aitchison's Treaties (without
the maps) and had the Survey of I n d a produce a map that showed the
McMahon boundary line. At the same time the McMahon Line was
brought to the attention of the leadng map publishers in Britain."'
Moreover, in September 1936, the Assam government argued that action should be taken to assume control of these areas:
It is highly desirable t o e m p h a s k the interest of British India in the
Tawang area either by actual tours or by collecting the revenue [taxes]
ourselves, since the mere reproduction of the McMahon Line on Survey
of India maps would be insufficient to correct false impressions which
have gained ground in the years since 1914. The continued exercise of
jurisdiction by Tibet in Tawang and the area north of Tawang might
enable China, or . . . any other power which may in the h t u r e be in a
position to assert authority over Tibet, t o claim prescriptive rights over a
part of the territory recognised as within India by the 1914 Convention.ll5

These fears were not entirely without substance. In the period from
1909 to 1911, when China administered Tibet, substantial Chinese
penetration into these areas had occurred. The Chinese had posted a
detachment of troops near Rima and had placed boundary markers as
far as Walong; in 1911, they had sent officialsto secure the submission
of tribal Mishmi headmen in thc southern parts of NEFA.llbThe fall of
the Ch'ing dynasty ended this threat but lefi the conviction that if the
Chinese cvcr again gained control of Tibet, they would make an effort
to control thcsc areas, and Bhutan as well.
Beforc any such action was b e p n , Gould was instructed to pursue
1 14. F0371/35754 ( 6 1746), report titled "History of Situation in lndia's N.E.
Frontier with Tibet."
11s. Reid 1942: 294-95. Sir Robert Reid was governor of Assarn at that time.
116. Lamb 1964: 135-37.
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the Tawang (and the central sector or Tehri) border issues with Tibet
during his 1936 mission to Lhasa. H e describes how he raised the issue
of Tawang with the 'Iibetan Kashag:
I said that the Kashag were doubtless fully aware of the terms of the
convention of 3rd July 1914 which, under the Declaration of the same
date, had been acknowledged t o be bindmg on the Government of Great
Britain and Tibet. Under this convention Tibet had no claim to any territory t o the south of the red line which had been drawn to the north of
Tawang. The Kashag, who had n o warning that the subject of Tawang
was likely t o be raised, replied promptly that they were hlly aware of the
terms of the 1914 Convention: but that ( 1 ) up to 1914 Tawang had
undoubtedly been Tibetan, (2) they regarded the adjustment of the
Tibet-Indan boundary as p m and parcel of the general adjustment and
determination of boundaries contemplated in the 1914 Convention.
Since China refused t o ratify the Convention which provided for an adjustment o f the Sino-Tibetan boundary favourable to Tibet, Tibet would
not be expected t o grant a concession in respect of the Indo-Tibetan
boundary and get nothing in return, (3) If they could, with our help,
secure a definite Sino-Tibetan boundary as defined in 1914.[?]They had
been encouraged in thinking that His Majesty's Government and the
Government of India sympathised with this way of regarding the matter
owing t o the fact that at no time since the Convention and Declaration
of 1914 had the Indian Government taken steps to question Tibetan, or
to assert British authority in the Tawang area. They also repeated a vague
rigamarole, on the lines reported in Bailey's D . 0 letter No. 530-p of the
8th September 1924 (which mentions Tawang B o ) to the effect that the
Anglo-Tibetan Trade Regulations are subject t o renewal from time to
time and that the position in regard to the Tawang area is affected by the
fact that no such renewal of the Trade Regulations had taken place."'

This was a cogent argument. Although the simla documents did not
suppon Tibet's contention that the Anglo-Tibetan border was contingent on China's acceptance of the Sirnla Convention, Xbet's challenge
to the British claim to NEFA on the basis of deeds put pressure on the
117. F0371120963, express letter no. 6(1)-PI36 from R. Gould in Lhasa to the Foreifl and Political Department, Government o f India, dated 15 November 1936. Po"t2
from IdPS/1214200, minute o f Kitarus, Foreign and Political Department, C"\'emrncnr
o f India, dated 2 3 June 1938.
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British to explain why, if this area did indeed belong to them, they had
not done anything about it for twenty-one years.
Gould did not accept the argument, however. H e told the Kashag
that "there was no possible doubt that the Indo-Tibetan boundary had
definitely been determined by the Convention and Declaration of
1914; it was in accordance with this Convention and Declaration that
relations between His Majesty's Government and the Tibetan Government had been conducted ever since 1914.""* O n the other hand,
Gould &d realize the strength of the Tibetans' feelings and argued with
Delhi that because of other urgent matters such as the threat of a SinoTibetan war developing out of the Panchen Lama's situation, "further
discussion of the . . . Tawang question might be deferred."'19
Although Gould agreed to defer the Tawang question, he recognized
the strategic importance of this area to the Government of India and
reminded Delhi that the Tawang tract, lying as it does south of the crest
of the Himalayas in a relatively d d climate and low altitude, was militarily a critical area. He said: "It is difficult to imagine any method by
which the Chinese, by moderate amount of expenditure and effort,
could cause us more embarrassment than by claiming that Tawang is
Chinese and by locating Chinese troops, and a Chinese ahnistration,
in the Tawang area." 120 He set out three possible scenarios for the Foreign and Political Depamnent: (1) if Tibet succeeded in reaching an
agreement with China over the border, her arguments of quid pro quo
would have been met and she would have to accept the validity of the
McMahon Line; (2) if Tibet allowed Chinese troops to enter Tibet with
the ranchen Lama, Britain should "take the bull by the horns" and at
once exercise its authority in Tawang, to prevent the Chinese from entering or mtluencing this area; or (3) if the present situation continued,
then in consultation with the Assam government a new a h n i s t r a t i o n
might be introduced gradually in NEFA, so as not to shock Tibetan
sensibilities.'21
The Government in Dclhi. however, uninterested in Tibetan sensi118. F0371120963, express letter no. 6(1)-PI36from B. Gould in Lhasa to Foreign
and Political Department, Govcmmcnt o f India, dated 15 November 1936.
119. Ibid.
120. Ibid.
121. Ibid.
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bilities, called the Kashag's attitude "wholly untenable." They instructed Gould to secure Tibetan agreement for the Government of
India to a d m i s t e r the area and asked him to obtain written reaffirmation of the validity of the McMahon Line.122Precipitating these
actions was the Assam government's mid-October request to Delhi for
permission to send tours to Tawang and to adjoining areas. The Government of India agreed to put these in the budget for the upcoming
year and indcated that it was desirable for the Assam government to
collect revenues in this area so that all Tibetan officials might be withdrawn. 123
Gould realized the enormous difficulty of persuading the Tibetan
government to put anything in writing. He responded vigorously:
I hope in time t o succeed in securing acquiescence of Tibetan Government in whatever measures Government of India may wish to undertake
in Tawang area and even written affirmation of Mac Mahon Line if in
the light of development of events such reaffirmation still appears to be
necessary. Main problem at present is how best to secure what is essential
in Tawang area without prejudice t o our interests in other matters. . . .
I apprehend that if at present stage 1 were t o suggest written reaffirmation my action would tend t o create impression that we ourselves
feel that engagements of 1914 stand in need of reaffirmation; and it is
practically certain that Tibetan Government would decline to reaffirm
especially in writing except after reference t o Regent, Prime Minister,
National Assembly and Monastery who were signatories to declaration
of 3rd July, 1914. China would in one way or another be likely to make
capital out of such requirements and opportunity would be to Tibetan
Government to attempt to attach negotiations for affirmation d sons of
requests vi-a-viChina.
In my opinion at present stage best method of dealing with anomaIOU de fktto position in Tawang will be by definite action on our part
backed by reiteration of oral explanation here of our indubitable rights
rather than by raising question of r e a f f i r m a t i ~ n . ' ~ ~
122. F0371120963, telegram from thc Foreign m d Political Department in New
Delhi to G o d d in Lhasa, dated 8 December 1936.
123. F0371120963, letter from the Foreign and Political Department, Government
of Inma, to the chief secretary to the Government of Assam, dated 9 Dccembr 19j6.
~ o l ~ ~ ~
124. F0371120963, telegram from B. Gould in Lhasa to the Foreign
Department in New Delhi, dated 12 December 1936.
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Gould's arguments swayed the Government of Inma, which instructed
him to discuss "assertive measures" with the Assam government before
that government took action. lZ5
In April 1938, the British finally initiated action: Captain G. S.
Lighdoot led a modest force to Tawang. H e reported that the Tawang
area north of the Se La pass was controlled by Tibet and that Tibetan
officialscollected taxes south of this into the areas of Dirang Dzong
and Kalaktang, whose inhabitants were Tibetan Buddhists of either
Bhutanese or Monpa stock. Lightfoot was instructed to collect a tax to
demonstrate that this was Indian territory, but he was also instructed
not to demand the withdrawal of the Tibetan officials and not to make
assurances to the local people that they no longer had to pay taxes to
Xbet.lZ6Although the expedition was modest, when news of it reached
Lhasa from the Tibetan &strict commissioner in Tsona Dzong and the
abbot of Tawang monastery, the Tibetans lodged a strong protest with
Norbhu Dondup, the resident Government of India official in Lhasa.
Mer nine meetings with the Kashag and three with the regent, he
reported that the Tibetans were reluctant to a d m t the validity of the
Red Line. Norbhu Dondup concluded that there would be no quick
settlement: "All of them are afraid to come to a decision in the matter
and the explanation given by them [that they have to find their copy of
the Sunla Convention] . . . is merely a pretence."lZ7
However, this first British presence in Tawang had little effect on the
de facto situation. Lighthouse left no garrison or civil officers, and after
his withdrawal the Tawang matter again receded into the background.
In Tibet, the discovery and enthronement of the new Dalai Lama absorbed the interests of the civil and religious elites; and for the British,
a combination of factors such as the tense European situation on the
Cvc of World War 11, a reluctance to allocate the large sums of money
that would bc nccdcd to take genuine possession of Tawang and the

125. F0371120963, telegram from the Foreign and Political Department in New
1)elhi to B. Gould in Lhasa, dated 17 December 1936.
126. IOR, LIPS11214200 (PZ 3507/38), telegram from the political officer in S d h m
to the Forcipn and Political Dcpartmcnt in Ncw Delhi dated 4 May 1938.; Reid 1942:
294-95.
127. IOR, IiPSl1214200, l c ~ c rfrom Norbhu Dondup to the political ~ f i c e rin Sikkim, dated 26 Aup~st1938.
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other areas in NEFA, the ill-feeling such a move would obviously create
between the British and Tibetans, and the fact that the Japanese hvasion of China and the death of the Panchen Lama had eliminated the
danger of a Sino-Tibetan war (and the likelihood that China might
soon take over Tibet) led the Government of Incha to leave the matter
in abeyance for a year or so, although Lighcfoot and Reid, the governor
of Assam, urged further missions in early 1939.
During this brief interim, a more flexible position on the McMahon
Line began to emerge in India. Compromise solutions were discussed
wherein adjwtments in the frontier would be made that would leave
Tibetans in control of Tawang, the area of most importance to them.
One crucial factor motivating this shifi was the cogent analysis of
the McMahon Line and current I n d a n policy presented by Sir H.
Twynum, the acting governor of Assam in 1939, in a letter to Lord
L d t h g o w , the governor-general. The main points of his argument
were, first, that the map attached to the Simla agreement was s m d
and therefore unclear with regard to Tawang: the McMahon Line was
superimposed on the word Tawang. H e asked:
The actual boundary as now claimed is based upon notes which were
exchanged on 24th and 25th March 1914 between Sir Henry McMahon
and Lonchen Shatra, the Tibetan Plenipotentiary, which were accompanied by two maps which undoubtedly place Tawang on the British side
of the "red line". The Tibetan Plenipotentiary's note dated 25th March
1914 states that he had received orders from Lhasa and accordingly
agreed t o the boundary. D o we base our claims on these notes, which are
lacking in formalities associated with a treaty, or on Article 9 of the Convention which does not refer to the maps accompanying the interchanged notes, but only to the small scale map attached to the Convention which was subsequently not ratified by China?

Second, he asked how the fact that India and Britain took no steps to
implement Article IX of the Convention from 1914 to 1938 affectcd
the British position from the point of international Iaw and in tcrmsof
equity. Third, given that India's overriding policy was to maintain g d
relations with Tibet, he suggested that a more reasonable policy might
128. IOR, L/PS/12/4188, dated 17 March 1939.
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be to reduce the Indian claim and cede the Tawang area, fixing the
boundary further south than the Himalayan crests to take in only the
Dirang Dzong and Kalaktang areas, or possibly just the latter. Such a
policy could elicit a formal reaflirmation by Tibet of the rest of the
McMahon Line. 129
London asked the viceroy in New Delhi for his views on Twynurn's
letter, and he replied: "My view is that there is much to be said for his
proposal both on general and financial grounds, particularly as he
thinks that a boundary south of the Se La Pass would cost only about
one-fourth of the expenditure estimated to be necessary, if we were to
decide eventually to go right up to the McMahon Line and include
Tawang."130 Similarly, at a meeting in Assam on 1 August 1940, the
concerned officials, including the governor of Assam and the political
officer for Slklum, concluded that Delhi should accept a border that
was hrther south than the McMahon Line, either running through the
Se La range, or even further south, in the area of Dirang Dzong. They
also recommended that it would be better to "vindicate" the McMahon
Line in the more easterly parts of NEFA such as the Siang and Lohit
areas, where Tibetans had less drect concerns. They therefore suggested leaving the Tawang, Dirang Dzong, and Kalaktang areas as they
were for the time being.131
As a result, for the next three years nothing was done in Tawang,
although armed posts were established in 1940 and 1941 in Karko and
hga in the Siang k v e r area east of T a ~ a n g .Even
l ~ ~ this modest activity ceased afier the outbreak of World War 11. The Xbetan strategy of
intrmsigence appeared to have succeeded for the time, but the Tawang
issue was to flare up again in 1943, as will be examined in Chapter 12.
129. Ibid.
130. IOR, I,/PS/12/42OO, letter from the secretary of state for Inda, London, to the
viccroy, dated 25 July 1939; IOR, L/PS/12/4200, letter from the viceroy to the secretary
of state for India, dated 24 August 1939.
131. IOR, I,/PS11214188 (PZ 55511940).
132. Reid 1942: 257-62.

RETING TAKES CONTROL,
THEN RESIGNS

M e r the 13th Dalai Lama died, the Kashag, led by Trimon, reasserted its traditional authority and dominated the weak and pliable
Lonchen Langdiin. The appointment as regent of the youthful and inexperienced Reting did not alter their stance. Reting, however, was no
Langdiin. H e disliked taking advice from others or having to negotiate
decisions, and he felt he should rule Tibet just as previous regents had.
H e chafed at the two impediments in his path: the arrogant Trimon
Shape, and the Lonchen Langdiin with whom his power was divided
to such an extent that no new seal had been created for his regency.
Reting was to become a feared ruler, but in the first years of his reign,
this future was hidden from view

RETING'S VISIT TO LAKE LHAMOLATSO
The main task of the interregnum government was to find the new
Dalai Lama. Reting, as a great incarnate lama, felt that this duty devolved upon himself in particular. The process of selecting a new D d i
Lama was critical to the legitimacy of the Tibetan polity. Its authoh~
depended on a total transfer of charisma from the old to the new Ddai
Lama, who was considered his incarnation. The selection process therefore had to be accepted as infallible. Tibetans achieved this conviction
by deflecting the main responsibility for selection onto the realm of the
supernatural. libetans have well-developed methods of testing and
lecting candidates for the position of Dalai Lama, but the difficulttask
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of identifying such candidates is generally guided by prophecies, signs,
and portents that focus attention on speclfic parts of the country and
then, within these, on specific kinds of buildings, scenery, and so forth.
The search for the 14th Dalai Lama began in the summer of 1935,
after the consecration of the late Dalai Lama's tomb. Reting, accompanied by high officialssuch as Trimon Shape and his own large retinue,
set off on a long pilgrimage that included a tradtional visit to the holy
lake of Lharnolatso in southern Tibet, in which prophetic images can
sometimes be seen. Shakabpa was in the government retinue accompanying the regent:
They say you should not look at these lakes [smaller ones along the
way to the main lake] because if you see visions there you d o not get to
see visions at the main lake. Therefore . . . we averted our glance so as
not to see the lakes by chance as we rode by. . . . We found an open space
on top of the mountain [overlooking the main lake], made a temporary
camp there, and offered prayers t o a local deity. The prayers were chanted
with 1 1 1 ritual music by the monks from Narnkye Tratsang [the Dalai
Lama's monastery in the Potala] who had accompanied the group. When
you look down from the peak you can see the lake which appears turquoise blue. From this site we had t o walk down individually without
makmg any noise. They say that if you go down with your friends you
will not see any visions. So we all went separately without servants or
companions. . . . The Regent and Trimon rode down the steep slope to
the lake on yaks while we had to walk. . . . The Regent went back to the
lake three times. The first was very ceremonial and involved the entire
retinue. The second and third visits were private and he was accompanied
by only a few attendants. Trimon similarly visited the lake two more
times. . . . We used to sit between the rocks waiting 2-3 hours to try to
get a vision. I saw nothing on all of my three visits. Reting kmpoche,
however, had a vision. . . . Before we were to depart from Chokhorgyal
people starced talking about the visions of the Regent but he would not
make any comment. He only announced his vision in the following year
at a meeting of the Assembly called for that purpose.'

On thc way back to I.hasa, the regent stopped for five days in Rame,
his place of birth. Thcrc s t r a n g happenings began that significantly
altcrcd thc power structure in Tibet.
1. Shakabpa, intcnricw. ~h~ rcgcnt3s vision was to play a major rolc in the selection
of t h Dalai
~
1,ama and will bc discussed bclow.
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The tents of the regent's party were normally pitched some distance
from those of the government officials; only his personal entourage was
allowed to stay close to the regent. O n this occasion, however, Trimen
went to Reting's tent several days in a row in the late afternoon and did
not return until late in the evening. At that time, Trimon said nothing
to anyone about these highly unusual long evening visits.
After Rame, the group went to Taklo monastery. There, Trimon
called his nephew Shakabpa to his quarters and, after reviewing the
whole history of his service to the government, told Shakabpa to draft
a petition to be submitted to the regent requesting permission for Trimon to resign from the Kashag. Trimon repeatedly stated that all his
various activities and accomplishments should be listed in detail in this
petition, and he told Shakabpa to end the petition by saying that he
was now advanced in age and would like to resign to devote the remaining part of his life to religious pursuits. Shakabpa was shocked. Trimon
was at the height of his power and was only about fifty-sevenyears old.
He asked his uncle why he was malung such a sudden decision without
consulting his family and the other shapes. Trimon responded that both
he and the regent were going to resign, and he insisted that Shakabpa
draft this letter immediately2
Trimon was known to be very conservative, stern, and arrogmt, believing himself indispensable to the operation of government. He apparently felt that he should have the rank of 16nchen since he was redy
doing the lonchen's work. But he was also a decply religious person
who believed that he was an incarnate lama. He seems to have suffered
at various times from mcntal instability. Several incidents suggest that
during this period Trimon had a particularly intense religious exper'ence that may have triggered a partial breakdown. Whcn hc was visiting
the ancient monastery of Samye, he clirtibed up onto the Blue Smpa
and called to his nephew Shakabpa, "Look, son-hc always used to call
me son-you see the lead band around this stupa. I did all these
things.""hakabpa
explained that in the Kathang text it is stated that
the Blue Stupa at Samyc was built in thc cighth century
Chden
Doj e Tricung, and Trimon bclicved he was thc incarnation of that
2. Ibid.; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 338.
3. Shakabpa, interview.
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lama. Shakabpa also recalled that Trimon was once asked by Kharak
Yondzin hmpoche to accompany him on a ritual prayer march (chokhm). Shakabpa saw them both returning from this march wearing the
,~
distinctive dress and hat of the Red Hat Nyingmapa Terton l a r n a ~an
unth~nkablegarb for a shape.
Given Trimon's state of mind, one may surmise that Reting and his
advisors may have seen an opportunity to eliminate the arrogant, bossy,
and now unstable Trimon. Reting's declaration to Trimon that he
would resign with him suggests that Reting told Trimon (or insinuated
to him) that he deserved to be made lonchen and that if he resigned as
shape, Reting could not continue without him and would also resign,
thereby forcing the assembly to persuade Reting and Trimon to stay by
offering to promote Trimon to the position of lonchen.
After returning to Lhasa in late October 1935, Trimon revised his
resignation letter and, despite the advice of his family, presented it to
the regent just before the Tibetan New Year (roughly January 1936).
Reting, of course, &d not resign nor &d he respond at all to Trimijn's letter of resignation. This appears to have provoked a worsening
of Trimon's mental state and his behavior became extremely bizarre.
For example, he went into the market in Lhasa dressed in a white shamthab (the lower dress worn by ascetic lamas); he was seen playing music
and dancing in the market; and he once caused an incident by banging
on the door of the Jokhang Temple, yelling for the stewards to open it.
Trimon was either clearly unbalanced or, as his nephew Shakabpa tactfully suggests, perhaps was just acting crazy so that his petition to resign would be acceptcd.
Trimon's eccentricities did not pass unnoticed in Lhasa, as the folbwing Lhasa street song shows:
Oh great Sawa~~gchemmo,
who whet1 high didn't hold on to the heights,
[You] put on a white shamthab and
did a mad dance; How come?"

4. Shakahpa, interview. A t d n is a lama w h o &scovers a text hidden centuries
earlier.
5. I n Tibetan: mtho dw mtho tshod ma zin / mi rje sa dbanp chen mu / sham thabs
PO h h f l nlu 1 snvo khan br&
n r v ~ a n .von~.
p
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Soon afier the New Year's celebrations, Reting accepted Trimon's
resignation and rewarded him for his service to the country by granting
him an estate called Kaship Nubling. Trimon turned out to be very
distressed by this and unsuccessfully tried to muster support for his
reinstatement. One former official recalls an incident recounted by his
father (who was then a tsipon) that shows Trimon &d not really want
to resign.
Once when my father and Ramba were in a meeting as trungtsi [after
Trirnon had resigned], Trimon came and took out a telegram telling
them that Chiang Kai-shek had sent him this cable requesting him not
to resign. H e showed them the telegram. My father and Ramba were
thus put in a very awkward position, for if they said, "Oh, yes, you
shouldn't resign," then they were afraid that Trimon would start making
more statements that the trungtsi don't want him to resign. So neither
of them could really say anything at all other than [the meaningless]
"Ah, Ah."6

The elimination of Trimon marks a major transition in the interregnum
period. For the next five years, Reting would increasingly come to
dominate the weak Langdiin and control the government.

T H E SEARCH F O R T H E NEW DALAI LAMA
In the summer of 1936, two and a half years afier the 13th Ddai
Lama had died, Reting convened the Tibetan National Assembly to
approve sending teams to search for the new Dalai Lama.
R e t h g explained to the assembly the various supernatural signs and
omens that he believed were clues to the whereabouts of the Dalai Lama's incarnation, the most important of which was his vision the prc6. h m b o (Lmshi), interview. Another common story holds that Trimon continued to attend the Kashag after his resignation until finally his cushion was removed md
he was told to cease a m n d m g (Anonl, interview; S m b o [Rimshi], interview). Sh*abpa
denies that this ever happened. Later, during the early years of Taktra's regency, Trimiin
attempted to regain a shape seat by offering the regent's manager the estate the government had given him when he resigned. Rut he again had no luck in thc end. hcavilv ?
debt, he gave all his estates to Kundeling Labrang, who assumed his debts and paid hls
expenses until both Trirnon and his second wife &ed (Kundeling Dzasa, interview).
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"ious year in the waters of Lake Lharnolatso. Reting told the delegates
he had seen three letters of the Tibetan alphabet (a, ka, ma), a monastery with a three-tiered turquoise roof and a gilded pagoda-like top,
and a misting trail leading east of this monastery to a bare hill opposite
a smd one-story house with a blue roof.7 Unsure of the meaning of
these images, Reting had kept silent about this for an entire year, consulting secretly with a few lamas and oracles. Now he announced that
the letter a that he had seen stood for Amdo, a part of China's Tsinghai
Province with many ethnic Tibetans.
This interpretation was consistent with other supernatural evidence.
For example, after the Dalai Lama died his body was placed in state on
a throne in Norbulinga facing south.8 Twice, however, when attendants
returned the next morning, they found that the Dalai Lama's head had
turned to the east. Similarly, on the east side of a wooden pillar located
on the northeast side of that room, a great star-shaped hngus suddenly
appeared; and on several different occasions, the state oracles Nechung,
Gadong, and Samye had flung ceremonial scarves toward the east while
m trance.
Reting's selection of Amdo and the east, however, met with some
resistance. Ldnchen Langdun and several other lay officials felt that
there was a strong candidate present in Lhasa: a relative of Langdun's,
Yabshi Phawpon's son, who was born amid a number of auspicious
signs. For example, on one occasion a horse from the late Dalai Lama's
stable broke loose and ran directly to Phawptin's house, that is, to his
old rnast~r.~
Moreover, these officials did not like the idea of focusing
the search for the new Dalai Lama in Chinese-controlled territory, since
this could give the Chinese a lever to increase their influence in Xbet.l0
The National Assembly, however, followed Reting's assessment and
launched three search teams, each headed by an incarnate lama and each
including both monk and lay government officials. These three search
~afiicswcrc given the regent's written notes on the relevant omens and
7. Kun rtsc (KusantscIKhcmc) 1968: 21-22; 1)alai Lama 1977: 21-22.
8. Actually, the bod" of the deceased Dalai Lama was being embalmed. Since this
VCr)l slow proccss, thr bod", wrapped in gauze, was placed on a throne and the
p~ulaccwas allowcd an audicnic with it.
9. Anonl, intcrvicw.
10. Rwa sprcng mkhan po 1985: 79.

'"

so forth, and in the autumn of 1936, were sent, respectively, to h
mrtheast (Amdo), the east (Kham), and the southeast (Takpo md
Kongpo). The southeast search team was headed by Phurbucho hpoche and Tsendron Temba Chungnay; the Amdo group was headed
by Sera Che's Ketsang Rimpoche, lay official Kheme Sonam Wangdy
and monk officials Khenrab Tenzin and Lobsang Tshewang; and he
Kham group was headed by Sera Che's Khangser Rimpoche, the monk
official Tsultrirn Chompel, and the lay official Dri@.ll The plan was for
these groups to identify a number of exceptional candidates and then
bring the favored two or three back to Lhasa for final scrutiny and
selection.
When Ketsang kmpoche's group reached Riwoche in Kham in late
1936, they were invited to visit the Panchen Lama in Jyekundo. In
roughly February 1937, they reached Jyekundo and were informed by
the Panchen Lama that he had discreetly investigated unusual births
while he was living in Kumbum monastery and had found three interesting boys there. After a delay due to heavy snow, the search party left
for Kumburn, arriving around May 1937 (on the tenth of the Tibetan
third month). Kheme recalled that as soon as he saw the three-tiered,
pagoda-style main building of Kumbum monastery with its roofs of
gold and turquoise tiles, he thought that this must be the monastery
Reting had seen in the holy lake.I2
In July 1937, afier the entire team went to Sining to pay a courtesy
visit and present gifts to Ma Pu-fang, the semi-independent Moslem
warlord in control of the area, the search continued for stories of remarkable births of male children. Although no truly extraordinaly signs
were found, afier a month and a half the search team had put together a
List of twelve names. To these were added two names from the Panchen Lama's list: a boy from Taktse, near Kurnbum, and a b o who
~
had pulled the Panchen's rosary while he was giving thc Kalacha
teaching. l 3

1 1 . Kun rtse (KusantsciKheme) 1968: 22-23; Zhwa sgah pa (Shakahpai 19'"
339. Kun rtse is an altcrnatc family name for Khemc, who was the ranking lay oficia' in
the Amdo scarch team.
12. Kun rtse (Kusantse/Kherne) 1968: 28-33. Unless otherwise noted, the account
o f the Amdo search team derives from the firsthand source of Kun nsc, pp. 3fl-65. ThC
roof is alternately described as jade or turquoisc-like.
13. The third boy mentioned by the Panchcn Lama had died.
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The boys singled out by the Panchen Lama were the most important, and the team wanted to appraise them before visiting the others.
However, they did not want to alert the parents as to the nature of their
mission. Thus when they visited the boy from Taktse, who had been
born in July 1935, they pretended to be travelers stopping overnight
en route to a nearby holy site. Moreover, the head of the group, Ketsang Rimpoche, dressed as a servant so that he could stay in the
kitchen and observe and talk with the boy informally, while the underh g s acted as the lords and interacted with the parents. When the
Taktse boy came into the kitchen, he looked carehlly at the rosary Ketsang fimpoche was wearing and said, "I want that." Ketsang Rimpoche replied, "If you know who I am I will definitely give you this
rosary." The boy replied, "You are Aga of Sera." A&a, their translator
explained, means lama in the local language; so the boy had said correctly that Ketsang Rrmpoche was a lama from Sera monastery. The
young boy spent most of the time with Ketsang Rirnpoche and continually looked at and held the rosary, which had belonged to the 13th
Dalai Lama. The next morning when they were about to leave the boy
began to cry, saying he wanted to go with them.
Kheme and Khenrab Tenzin went alone to visit the house of the
other boy mentioned by the Panchen Lama. They got there in the early
morning. While having tea, they asked the family whether they had any
young boys. The mothcr said she had only one son and then narrated
the story of how he had pulled the rosary of the Panchen Lama. She
brought the boy to meet them, but he was very shy and would not
approach them. They thought he might act differently if he saw a rosary
that had belongcd to the 13th Dalai Lama, so Khenrab Tenzin put one
around his neck and called the boy to him. The boy, however, still refused to come.
It is common for small children who are reincarnations of lamas to
remember objects and pcoplc from their previous lives, and Tibetans
bclicvc that some can also rccitc the scriptures without having been
'aught. Thus, tradition dictatcd that each of the candidates be given a
full set of tats consisting of matched pairs of articles, one of which was
personal property of thc late Dalai Lama. The candidates were
a"~d to choosc onc articlc from cach pair; the rcincarnation would
Presumably sclcct thc onc hc had owned as thc late Dalai Lama. The
team thcrcforc scnt a sccrct tclcgram to Lhasa cxplaining what
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they had already done and asking if they could start open testing. The
reply said: "The young Taktse boy sounds very interesting and we have
high hopes for him. So d o a detailed and carefd examination of that
boy." Consequently, after a few days, they all went quiedy to the Taktse
boy's house. At the moment they were leaving Kurnbum monastery,
the monks began blowing conch shells, a good omen in Tibet. When
they were about to reach the boy's house, they met a Chinese man
carrying wood on three donkeys; he told them that if they traveled via
the lower road it would be better. When they did so, they came to an
area where the 13th Dalai Lama himself had rested on his way to a
nearby retreat many years before. That day was also the first time that
year that they heard the sound of the cuckoo bird, also an auspicious
sign.
In the afternoon, they reached the Taktse house, the front of which
they found to be exactly like the house in Reting's vision.14After the
search team had eaten, they asked permission to examine the boy The
14th Dalai Lama later wrote of this encounter.:
So far, my mother and father had not suspected the real mission of the
travelers they had entertained, but a few days later the whole search parry
of senior lamas and high dignitaries came to our house in Taktser. At the
sight of this large distinguished party of visitors, my mother and father
understood that I might be a reincarnation, for there are many incamate
lamas in Tibet, and my elder brother had already proved to be one of
them. An incarnate lama had recently died at the monastery of Kumbum,
and they thought the visitors might be searching for his reincarnation.
but it did not occur t o them that 1 might be the reincarnation of the
Dalai Lama himself.15

The examination was done at a long table on which all the real and
duplicate articles were laid out. Ketsang hmpochc and Khenrab Tenzin stood at the right side of the table, while Kherne and Lobsang Tshewang stood at the left. When the small boy came in, Ketsang picked U P
both rosaries in his hand and asked the bov which one hc wanted. The
14. The team considered that the Chinese man was sent hy a deity to en"rc
they arrived at the front o f the house so that they could see its similarity with the 'lo".
The upper route would have brought them to the rear o f the house (ihid.:45).
15. Dalai Lama 1962: 23.

that
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boy took the Dalai Lama's and put it on his neck. H e was then shown
a second pair of yellow rosaries and the boy again chose the correct
one. Next they offered him the late Dalai Lama's walking stick and
Ketsang Rimpoche's. H e looked carefully at these and started to take
the fake one. The search team thought he was going to make a mistake,
but the boy changed his mind, put the wrong one back, and took the
correct one. Later, when they thought about this near-miss, they realized that the duplicate walking stick had in fact also once belonged to
the Dalai Lama, who had given it to a lama, who had in turn given it
to Ketsang Rimpoche. So the Taktse boy had made no mistake in the
three tests. The last test involved the small damaru drum the 13th Dalai
Lama had used to summon his servants. It was very plain, while the
duplicate one was spectacularly beautifid, with ivory, gold, and turquoise and a long, multicolored brocade tassel. Kheme later said that
he was very nervous about this test. However, the child again chose
correctly, taking it immediately in his right hand and beginning to play
it. At this point, Kheme wrote, he became convinced that they had
found the real Dalai Lama, and his eyes filled with tears. The search
team stayed that night and left the next morning. They wished that they
could bring the boy with them, but they had to leave him since they
did not want the Chinese to thlnk that they had decided he was the new
Dalai Lama.
Two or three days later, the team heard that the other boy mentioned
by the Panchen Lama had come to Kumbum, SO they went to give him
the ~ametests. As in the first encounter with that child, their efforts to
get him to respond to them were unsuccessful. Whatever they did, the
boy refused to touch any of the items, real or duplicate. l 6
The team then sent a secret messenger to Lhasa to ask whether they
should investigate the other twelve names they had collected or settle
immediately on the Taktse boy. After a delay of several months. Lhasa's
reply arrived: the Taktse boy was undoubtedly the real Dalai Lama;
they should bring him to Lhasa as soon as possible (see Figure 31).
However, by that time the team had become convinced that if they announced the selection openly, Ma Pu-fang might take the oppomnitv
send a large militarv escort to Tibet which then might not leave, or
16 This boy was later rccognilcd to be m incarnation of mother lama.
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Young 14th Dalai Lama (seated) in Amdo
before he went to Lhasa in 1939

he might ask for large sums o f money, o r both. They thercforc took
oath not to divulgc the selection t o anyone and thcn, instructing Lhasa
to
thc secret, set about convincing Ma and tlic othcrs in Kumbum
that the Taktsc bov was onlv a candidate. To allav local suspicions the
[cam did tcst thc othcr twelve bovs, all at onc time so that information
about the tcst itcms would not spread through the area. NOIICofthcsc
boys got even two itcms corrcct.
T h e Amdo team thcn informed Ma Pu-fang that the Taktsc boy had
performed somewhat better than the other b ~ v sbut that no dcfinitc
conclusion had been reached. Thev asked to havc the bov brought from
his h(~)uscto Kumbum monastcrv. Thc
team continued the ch3radc bv cabling the tcst results t o I,ha,sa, and thc Tibetan govcrnnlent
reciprocated bv instructing the Amdo tcam to bring thc Kurnhum b(?'
to Lhasa to joiri thc other
"filial" cdndidatcs fiIr rllc final ~ i , ; l I l l a t i ( ~ ~ l ~
The tcam asked Ma t o help them arrange this, bllt
a f c days
~ M"
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askedwhy they were taking only that one boy. When the Tibetans responded that he was by far the best, Ma said they should contact his
local
and the Kumbum monastery's chief administrative committee, the Lachi, and give them 100,000 silver coins (dayan)(equivalent
to 7,000 to 8,000 pounds sterling).l 7
Ketsang Rimpoche informed Lhasa of this, and after some time had
passed, the money arrived. Again he went to see Ma Pu-fang, but Ma
continued to stall the travel arrangements. M e r many days, Ma told
them that while he himself had no objection to the boy going to Lhasa,
Kurnburn monastery had stated that if the boy was the Dalai Lama then
all the monasteries in the Kumbum area and all the local people wanted
to receive his blessing before he left. Ma told the team to hscuss this
with the heads of the monastery.
The search team tried to convince the Kumbum monastic officials
that the boy was only a canddate, but the officials insisted that they
would not let the boy go to Lhasa until he was confirmed as the Dalai
Lama. Kheme recalled that several of the young monks were so angry
that they were on the verge of assaulting the team, who reiterated over
md over that they did not have the power to declare the boy to be the
Ddai Lama and that the final decision could only be made by oracles,
lamas, tests, and so on. They tried to assuage the monks' anger by telling them that they could take blessings from the boy as a major candidate for the Dalai Lama, but the Kumbum monks remained adamant.
During this time, the team was informally told that the Kumbum monastic officialsactually had little authority in this matter: the final decislon was in the hands of Ma Pu-fang. Desperate to get the young Dalai
Lama to Tibet, the team again went to see Ma in Sining.
After a long delay, Ma agreed to permit the Taktse boy to go to
Lhasa as a candidate, but in view of the difficulties this would causc
with the monasteries and the people, he said he would need another
300,000 silver coins. Furthermore, the Kumbum monastery wanted a
set of the late Dalai Lama's clothes, one of his thrones and

17. The p u n d equivalent derives from Gould 1941: 8. Gould says this was &stributcd as follows: 30,000 to the local govcmmcnt's Head Council, 30,000 to the local
cOmmander-in-chief,30,000 to the amban "for equipment for the war against Japan,"
and 10.000 to the Kumbum monastery
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decorations, a 108-volume Kangyur written in gold, and a full set of
the Tengyur. The search team responded that they could not give Ma
any more money, but they agreed to supply the other items after they
reached Xbet. Ma Pu-fang insisted on the money, so the search team
was forced to remain in Kumbum awaiting instructions from Lhasa.18
At about this time, in the autumn or winter of 1938, the Tibetan
government asked the Chinese Kuomintang government representatives in Nanlung for help in persuading Ma to release the boy.19Two
to three weeks later, Lhasa informed the search team that they would
send the addtional money soon. The team, fearing Ma would take the
300,000 dayan and then make further demands, replied that Lhasa
should not send money until some sort of guarantee mechanism could
be devised.20Thus 1938 passed with the young Dalai Lama candidate
stdl under Chinese control.
The Kuornintang appear to have been willing to help extricate the
Amdo candidate but presented a number of preconditions which the
British Mission in Lhasa reported as follows: (1) the Tibetan government should decide at once which of the canddates was the real Dalai
Lama; (2) if the choice were to fall on the Sining candidate, the Chinese government would forego the monetary payment; (3) the Chinese
government must be 'allowed to send a representative to offer the regent
a Chinese title at the arrival ceremony for the young Dalai Lama at
Lhasa; (4) the people of Arndo should be allowed to pay their respects
to the Dalai Lama on his journey, as was done when the 7th Dalai Lama
traveled from China to Lhasa; and (5) a Chinese escort should accompany the new Dalai Lama, as was done for the 7th Dalai Lama. *he
British believed these conditions moderated an unknown earlier set of
terms in which the Chinese apparently asked for representation at the
18. Kun rtse ( Kusantse/Kheme) 1968: 70. Godd ( 1941 : 8) rcported that Ma told
the Tibetans that because of the disturbed nature of the country, an escort would be
needed and that this could not be produced without a hrther payment of lOO,Ooo dayan
to the commander-in-chief, 100,000 for the Iocd Sining government, 20.000 for he
troops who would provide the escort, 10,000 for Ma, and 100,000 for the Kumbum
monastery.
19. Li (1960: 179) says the Tibetan government contacted the Nationalist gotrernmcnt as early as 13 September 1938.
20. Kun rtse (KusantseIKheme) 1968: 70-71.
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electionof the Dalai Lama.21Li reports that the Nationalist government
had in fact instructed Ma Pu-fang to "provide careful protection dong
the route" and that Ma in turn reported that he had appointed Major
General Ma Yuan-hai as a special commissioner to escort the boy with
a bodyguard battalion of 500 soldiers.22
The final communications between Lhasa and Nanking are not
known. It is clear that the Kashag and the lonchen did not agree to
these terms, but some agreement was reached, for on 29 March 1939,
the Chinese government informed Tibet that they wanted to send the
director of the Mongolian and Tibetan Commission to attend the selection and enthronement of the Dalai Lama. On 23 April, Tibet agreed
to this so long as the Chinese representative came by sea.23Also in
April, the Chinese government embassy in London applied to the British for travel permission and facilities in India for their delegation while
en route to Lhasa for the electioil of the new Dalai
Meanwhile, in Tsinghai, the Arndo search team discovered a group
of rich Sining traders going on a pilgrimage to Mecca via India and
conceived of an arrangement wherein the traders would advance the
300,000 silver coins for Ma Pu-fang and would later be repaid by
the Tibetan government in rupees. Such an arrangement would give
the Tibetans considcrablc leverage in dealing with Ma; for if Ma again
rescinded his agreement, they in turn would not repay the traders when
they reached India. Thus, the Moslem traders would in effect guarantee
that Ma would honor his word and release the boy, and they would also
scrvc as an escort fbr the Tibetans.25
Approached by Khcme and by Reting's personal representative in
Sining, the Moslem traders readily agreed. As prominent figures in the
21. IOK, I,/PS/12/4165, tclcgrm from H. E. Richardson, British Mission in
I'hasa, t o thc political officer in Sikkim, dated 2 6 April 1939; F0371123492, tclcaram
from Richardson, British Mission in Lhasa, to the political officer in Sikkim, dated 17

July 1939.
22. Li 1960: 179.
23. Ibid.: 180. Ll's account of the I)alai Lama's selection and installation derives
Wu's rcport titled: Ju nanfi p kao.
24. IOR, L/PS/12/4165, H . E. Richardson's "Rcport on Tibetan Mairs from Octobcr 1938 to Scptcmbcr 1939."
25. Kun rtsc (Kusantsc/Khcmc) 1968: 70-71.
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Sining area, they felt they could trust Ma, and they would realize a
considerable profit, given the Tibetan exchange rate. Ultimately d
sides, including the Kumbum monastic officials, signed a binding document.26
O n 17 July 1939 the Kashag received word from its representatives
in China that the Amdo candidate would leave for Lhasa on 19 July.
The Kashag, still leary of the Chinese escort, tried to postpone the
departure, but the search team with the Amdo candidate left Arndo on
21 July, along with the large group of Moslem traders who served as
their bodyguard. A month later, on 23 August, while the group was
still en route, the Tibetan government and the Full National Assembly
declared the Taktse boy to be the 14th Dalai Larna.Z7 The records do
not make clear why this was done before the group arrived, but it appears to have been a move to prevent the Chinese official en route to
Lhasa for the enthronement ceremony from later claiming that he had
had to be present to approve the Dalai Lama's s e l e c t i ~ nNow
. ~ ~ that
the boy was beyond the grasp of Ma Pu-fang, there was no longer a risk
in naming him as the new Dalai Lama. The travelers reached the major
Tibetan border outpost of Nagchuka in late September, and Lhasa on
8 October. The Tibetan government had once again avoided disaster,
no doubt due to China's preoccupation with the Japanese problem and
Ma Pu-fang's greater interest in money than in Sino-Tibetan political

26. Ibid.; Gould (1941: 8 ) simply states that the traders were given an advantageous exchange rate. Tibetan money problems surfaced on 2 9 August, when a delegation
of high Tibetan officials went t o Richardson and told him that they urgently had to raise
Rs.90,000 and 220,000 dayan, owing to the high expenses incurred by their representatives in Sining. They requested permission from the Government of India to sell some
silver that had been privately sent for sale t o India by two officials but had been conhscated and returned t o Yatung. ( IOR, LIPS11214 165, Richardson's "Report on Tibetan
M i r s from October 1938 to September 1939.")
27. This assembly was known as the Tashi ("(;otd Formne") Assembly and was
convened when especially good news was to be announced.
28. kchardson commented on this in his "Report on Tibetan Alfairs from Oct('Fr
1938 t o September 1939," IOR, L/PSI12/4165. Richardson notcd that througl1outth'"
proc~amationand affirmation "it is noticeahlc that nothing was said about the sclcction
being approved by the Chinese Governrnent as had been done for cvcry l3alai I ~ m since
a
the Seventh. Thus the Tibetan Government appear to havc asserted thcir indcpcndcnec
in a most important matter."
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T H E E N T H R O N E M E N T CEREMONY
Tibetan custom required an enthronement ceremony in the Potala
Palace on the golden throne of the Dalai Lamas (see Figures 32 and
33). Astrological calculations determined that the ceremony should
start on 22 February 1940, during the first Tibetan month. About a
month before this date, Wu Chung-tsin, chairman of the Mongolian
and Tibetan Bureau, and Basil Gould, the political officer in S i b ,
arrived in Lhasa to attend the ceremonies. As with much else during
this era, the enthronement ceremony became embroiled in the "Tibet
question," and British and Chinese accounts dffer widely.
The Tibetan government proposed to Gould that he attend the ceremonies on the twenty-third, although the Chinese, Nepalese, Ladakhis,
and Bhutanese were attending on the twenty-second. Gould explains
this as follows:
The Tibetan Government proposed that the British mission should
attend with their gifts on the second day and enquired whether they
would desire to be present on the first day also. They were c a r e l l to
point out that there was no question of the British Mission not being
welcome on the first day. The consideration was whether a more personal
appearance on the first day, when there would be no occasion for the
presentation of gifts, would tend t o detract from the effect of a more
official,and also more intimate, appearance on the second day, when
there would be opportunity for the presentation with due ceremony of
the gifts which were to be offered in token of the felicitations and goodwill of His Majesty's Government and of the Viceroy of India.29

The true explanation, however, appears to be that the Tibetans had
decided to treat the Chinese representative with special honor on the
twenty-second and did not want to provoke a confrontation with the
British. The evidence for this comes from several sources. Gould him"If wrote that Wu was givcn a raised seat placed slightly in advance of
the scats of the other foreigners and, like the seats of the Dalai Lama
and his family, facing south instcad of west. The Chinese were also
allowed to filc before the Dalai Lama's throne for his blessing just after
29. Gould 194 1: 17.
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Father and mother of 14th Dalai Lama
(ca. 1940)

the Tibctan incartlations, which was earlier than the usual tinic for forclgncrs. Beyond tlicsc privilcgcs, howcvcr, W u had no spccial fiinctiotl
in the ccrcnion~l.~()
Thc Tibetan go\rcrnmcnt cxcncd itself t o give the
British cqual treatment, bv gratlting then1 an cxclusi\~audience \~rith
the h l a i I.ania at which thcv could present their gifis.
The Chincsc vcrsion of the-r role in thc cnthroncmcnt ccrctnonics
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derives from Wu's report and makes it appear as though Xbet were
under Chinese control. Li, citing that report, wrote:
Wu was supposed to come to Lhasa to supervise the oracle revelation
and lot-drawing procedures for the purpose of choosing the true incarnation out of the three canddates. But upon his arrival he found that the
regent had eliminated the two other canddates and the candidate from
Kokonor [Amdo] was the only claimant to the Pontiff Chair. . . . The
Chinese Mission, of course, supported the pro-Chinese Regent. As a
matter of procedure, it demanded that a request should be made by the
Regent to the National Government for the exemption of the lotdrawing process, and that the boy should be identified by Mr. Wu in a
private interview. To this the Regent readily expressed his consent.31
Thus, on January 26, 1940, the Regent sent Mr. Wu a communication a s h g the Central Government to confirm La-mu-tan-chu as the
reincarnation of Dalai Lama without the performance of drawing lots.
The communication stated that after many investigations and according
to all the indcations, this boy has been proved without any doubt to be
the reincarnation of the 13th Dalai Lama.32

Considering Sino-Xbetan relations at that time, Wu's version of
China's role is implausible. The Tibetan government would have
wanted to show respect and courtesy to the Chinese government, but it
seems inconceivable that they would ask China's permisswn to dispense
with the Chinese-instituted "golden urn" selection process that had in
fact already been ignored in the selection of the 13th Dalai Lama. As
3 1. Ya ( 1986: 876-78) presents information from WU'S assistant suggesting that it
was Reting R u n p h e who was eager t o please the Chinese. H e states that Reting agreed
t o demands of WU that he be allowed t o "examine" the qu&ties of the young Ddai Lama
a private meeting, and that Reting send the Chinese government a request for permisslon t o forego the Golden Urn ceremony. He also indicates, however, that when Wu tried
t o get the Chigyab Khembo to arrange such an "examinationn meeting, the Chigab
Khembo refused, saying that the choice of the Dalai Lama had already been made by the
Tibetan National Assembly and could not be changed. Wu, furious, notified ~etinp,of
his. and the latter immediately apologized and arranged a private meeting for him whyh
t m k place on I February Four days later, the Chinese government announced worldwide
that after e x a h n i n g the canchdate in Lhasa they approved him as the new Ddai Lama.
Although of this was clearly done by Reting to maintain his labrang's friendly relations
with China rather than because Tibet actually had t o secure China's agreement to the
Tibetan government's actions, it reflects Reting's political naivetk and his reluctance to
accept the advice of senior government officials.
32. Li 1960: 181-82.
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was indcated above, the main reason for officially recognizing the Dalai
Lama while he was still en route from Amdo was precisely to avoid later
Chinese claims that they had participated in his selection.
Wu's instructions also included trying to improve Tibetan feelings
toward China, and to this end, he presented generous gifts to the
monks and lamas.33H e was also charged with probing Tibetan sentiments regarding Sino-Tibetan rapprochement and, on 10 March, his
assistants opened discussion with the Kashag on three basic political issues: the improvement of communications between Tibet and
China-in other words, the status of Tibet vis-a-vis China; the return
of the Panchen Lama's remains to Tibet; and terms for the return of the
Panchen's followers to Tibet.34
Three weeks later, on 2 April, the Kashag replied to Wu in writing
that Xbet would be happy to receive the remains of the late Panchen
Lama but also wanted to know where his possessions were. As regards
the return of the Panchen's followers and the Sino-Tibetan political issue, they reiterated Tibet's hope that areas in Chinese-held Kham such
as Derge and Nyarong would be returned to Tibet, and indicated that
until this issue was addressed they could not discuss improvements in
communications. Wu, seeing no prospect for progress toward a rapprochement, lefi for China on 14 April 1940.35
Before leaving, he also tried to formalize the status of the Chinese
Mission in Lhasa. By 1939, the two Chinese liaison officers who had
been left by Huang Mu-sung in 1934 had either died or lefi Tibet. The
officeremained open but was being run by a low-status wireless operator. Wu's visit to Lhasa was used by the Chinese government to upgrade the officeand thus the Chinese presence in Tibet.
On 13 March, Wu had sent an officer to the regent to discuss the
establishment of a Chinese high cornmissioner in Tibet. In his report,
Wu stated that the regent objected instantly, saying that the internal
situation of Tibet was delicate and complex and that, in accordance
with the practice established by the late Dalai Lama, such matters had
to be referred to the National Assembly, which was certain not to accept
33. Rshad sgra (Shatra) 1983: 85-89.
34. I,i 1960: 184.

35. Ihid.
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this proposal. The regent pointed out that Gould was in Lhasa and the
Tibetan government did not want to provoke a similar response from
the British. When Wu reported this to Nanking, he was instructed to
reconstitute the existing office as a branch office of the Chinese government's Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission. Wu, however, had
by this time realized that the Tibetan government would not formally
agree to any Chinese presence in Tibet. Thus, instead of requesting
permission, he simply notified the regent and the Kashag in writing of
his intention to inaugurate such an office. H e followed this by sending
his aides to explain the meaning of the
What these aides told
the Tibetans is not known, but the Tibetan government ignored the
change. The Tibetans d d not agree to the new name, but they never
objected to it either. They simply treated it as irrelevant, continuing to
interact with the Chinese exactly as before. From the Tibetan point of
view, neither the British Mission nor the Chinese Mission in Lhasa had
any legal status; they were allowed to remain only to avoid giving offence.

RETING TAKES C O N T R O L
This period began a time of heightened tension and discord in xbet
as a result of the actions and policies of Reting, the regent.
After Trirnon resigned in 1936, Reting Rirnpoche gradually assumed total control of the administration. He became increasingly autocratic, while at the same time his private life became more blatantly
hedonistic-he appears to have had sexual relationships with men and
women," to have filled his time with amusements such as kite-flying
and shooting,3Rand to have spent money lavishly. His labrang during
36. Ibid.: 186.
37. Rering's affairs with women were documented in personal letters that were exhibited by the Tibetan government in 1947 following his arrest. This facet of his behavior
is dscussed in more detail toward the end of this chapter.
38. N v p e h a . the business head of Reting Labrang, once compluned
R. D. Tsarong tn Reting's presence that Reting wasted great sums of rnonev on uxless
hings. He cited the example of Reting having spent 75 h t s c that year just to fly his ktes
(Tsarong [Rimshi], interview).
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these years became one of thc three largest trading companies in Tibet,39 and the most infamous, due to its exploitative trading practices.
A Tibetan official who had been part of Reting's pilgrimage to
southernTibet and to Lake Lhamolatso recalls Reting's love for amusement: "The Regent was a very happy and carefree person by nature. H e
would send the Government Officials on ahead of him and he would
come later with his friends and attendants. Sometimes they would stop
on the way. . . . they would sing along the way and I was told the Regent would take part in shooting corn petition^."^^
Several on-the-spot assessments of Reting's character are duminating. Although the British at this time saw Reting as sympathetic to
their interests, H. E. Richardson, their officer in Lhasa, wrote: "In my
opinion . . . the Regent is governed by self-interest. He has no fixed
policy and his actions are dictated by momentary consideration^"^^
Ngagchen h p o c h e , the Panchen Lama's representative in Lhasa, described Reting in October 1936 as "being hopelessly venal, even in
small matters and disinclined to view any matter otherwise than from
the point of view of his own financial a d ~ a n t a g e . " ~ ~
These negative facets of Reting's character were not initially apparent to Tibetans, who universally considered him a true and great incarnation. Beginning in 1938, however, a series of events occurred that
undermined Reting's position. In that year, Reting, irritated by the
frank advice and admonishments of his old manager (see Figure 34),
forced his resignation and replaced him with a young and inexperienced relative of Reting's, Jampey Gyentsen. There followed a threeYear reign of willful, unpredictable behavior.
39. The othcr two trading companies wcrc Pandatsang and Sandutsang, and the
three werc collcctivcly known as Ra-pa-sa-sum (sum = three).
40. Shakabpa, intewicw. Thcsc comments were not offered in criticism of the regent
hut, rathcr, as a description of Rcting's khavior on the trip. Similarly, the uncle of a loyal
servant of Rcting's recallcd how Rcting first became aware of his nephew when he voluntcercd to Ict Reting shoot an apple from his outstretched palm a la William Tell (Thubten Thuwang, intcwiew) .
41. IOR, 12/PS/12/4165, report of the British Mission in Lhasa for the year from
October 1938 to Scptcmbcr 1939.
42. I O R , I,/PS/ 1214186R, record of conversation citcd in telegram from the political(jfi~cr
in Sikkirn t o thc (;ovemmcnt of India, dated 4 November 1936. It should be
rc~all~d
that Rctlng dcsircd the Panrhcn Lama's return; Ngagchcn ~impoche'scornrnentsthcrcforc cannot bc passcd off as bittenless toward an cncmy.
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~n October 1938 Reting suddenly removed Yuthok as commander
of the prestigious Bodyguard Regiment. This removal supposedly
from the regent's having "induced" Yuthok to buy a horse
from him at an excessive price. Yuthok's subsequent resale of the horse
at a lower price seemed to Reting to be Yuthok's demonstration that
Rering had cheated him, so Reting retaliated by appointing Yuthok to
a sinecure with no responsibilities.
Shortly after this, Reting very adroitly forced his co-ruler Langdiin
to resign, leaving himself the sole ruler of Tibet. Reting had early begun
to chafe at the need to consult with Langdiin on decisions and to use as
their joint seal of office a seal that had been made for an earlier lonchen.
Previous regents had ruled alone, and Reting's pride demanded no less.
However, it was only when Langdiin disagreed with him over the
search for the 14th Dalai Lama that Reting acted. Langdiin not only
initially supported the canddacy of his relative, Yabshi Phawpon's son,
but, more important, sided with the Kashag in rehsing to capitulate to
Chinese demands to obtain the release of the Amdo canddate, the new
Dalai Lama. Reting, on the other hand, saw the discovery of the Amdo
boy as his greatest personal achievement and felt that vague hture political implications were of less importance than enthroning the new
Dalai Lama. He ultimately came to believe that Langdiin was not passing messages from the search party in Amdo to him. Believing that
Langdiin's obstructionism was still an attempt by him to get Yabshi
Phawpon's son recognized as the new Dalai Lama (the boy was eventudy recognized as Ditru Rimpoche), he decided to rid himself of
Langdiin.43
During the Tshongco Prayer Festival in the second Tibetan month
43. The abbot of Rcting monastery reflects this view in his explanation of Lmgdiin's downfall: "Ketsang kmphe
his staff sent many reports to Lhasa incbcating
that the Amdo boy was the true incamation, but E n c h e n Langdiin blocked these reaching Reting directly. . . . Langdiin's aim at that time was t o get Ditru k m p o c h e recogn k d as the new Dalai Lama." (Rwa sgreng mkhan po 1985: 80.) This was also clearly
stated by Ye shes tshul khrims (1986: 60-61), an important Reting advisor who wrote,
''At that time, because the Silhn Langdiin contended that the 13th D a l i Lama's incarnation was Ditru hmpoche, a disagreement occurred and he had t o step down from
office."Song Rirnpochc, a very knowledgeable ex-abbot of Ganden monastery, also suppOrted this explanation. H e
having heard that Langdiin was interfering with o r
obstructing communications from the Amdo team and that was what led Reting to orchestrateLangdiin's dismissal.
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(roughly March-April 1939), Reting arranged for one of the Three
Seats abbots who was his close supporter to inform the other assembled
abbots that Reting was having difficulties in conducting his duties and
suggest that the Three Seats take action to help him. The other abbots
agreed, realizing that this plea had been initiated by Reting himself, or,
as one lama tactfully explained, "The light radiated from Reting's heart
to the abbots of the Three Seats."44 The abbots told the Kashag they
had heard that the high authorities were having difficulties executing
their duties and asked the Kashag to convene the National Assembly.
The shapes responded that they were astonished; their group had no
problems and they had not heard that Langdiin or Reting had any. The
abbots insisted, and the shapes agreed to convene a joint meeting of the
eight Trungtsi, themselves, and the abbots.
The abbots drafted a statement to present at the meeting. Since it
would be inappropriate, and perhaps even dangerous, to state blatantly
that Reting was having dfficulties with Langdiin, they added two
points to camouflage their real aim:
1. It is important to select and enthrone the Dalai Lama as
soon as possible.
2. In the past, because of the strategic importance of Kham, a
shape was appointed as governor-general, but for some years only
officials of the dzasa rank have been sent there. This is not good:
a shape should be sent as soon as possible.
3. If there are any problems in the smooth and effective excution of government duties and activities, these should be discussed and rectified.45
The Kashag answered the first point by saying that they were moving as fast as thcy could. As proof, they showed the abbots all the letters
and cables from the search parties; these papers took thc abbots two
full days to read. In reply to the second point, thcy said that a shape
was going to be sent to Kham very shortly. Regarding the third point.
the real issue, they again stated that they knew of no problems or difficulties and wondered what the abbots meant by their insinuations.
44. Song Runpoche, interview.
45. Anon I , interview; Song Ibmpoche, interview.
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When the abbots continued to insist only that there were unspecified
problems, the shapes went to the regent and lonchen directly about this
matter. Langdiin of course said he had had no difficulties, but, to
the amazement of the Kashag and the trungtsi, Reting replied affirmatively: there were such problems, and he was planning to resign
because of them. The shapes pleaded with Reting not to do such a
thing, since Reting, as a lama, was critical for the confirmation of the
new Dalai Lama. Reting merely continued to declare his intent to resign.
On 14 April 1939, the Kashag convened the Abbreviated National
Assembly to dscuss the regent's r e ~ i g n a t i o nSince
. ~ ~ the delegates did
not know the source of Reting's unhappiness, however, even though
they were unanimous in wanting to do anything possible to remove the
regent's problems, they were stymied. They therefore took the unprecedented step of going en masse from the Tsuglagang to Reting's labrang in Lhasa to meet with him in person.
As soon as they arrived, they requested an audience with the regent.
All prostrated before him and pleaded with him not to resign. Aker
reiterating his intention, Reting finally told them that the present dual
regency made the administration of the country very difficult. He Ilkened the situation to having one Buddhism, but two different Budd h a ~For
. ~ ~example, he said he would decide to punish some official,
but then Langdiin would warn the official, and the official's wife and
family would come to Reting begging him not to do what he had
planned. Reting complained that this kind of worlung at crosspurposes was mahng it extremely difficult for him to rule and thus it
Was best that he resign. In essence, then, Reting said that Langdiin had
not been doing his job properly and was obstructing him from carrying
out his duties.48
Thc assembly delcgates returned and met that same evening. Immediately, cvcn before the dclcgates could settle down and have tea, the
Teba Abbot of Sera stood up on his knees (it is normal to speak from a
46. IOR, I2/PS/12/4178, Lhasa Mission rcports by H. E. kchardson dated 16
April and 23 April 1939.
47. In Tihetan : hstan pa ~ c layston pa~nvir.
48. IOR, L/PS/12/4178, Lhasa Mission rcports by H. E. kchardson, dated 16
April and 23 April 1939.
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cross-legged position) and said, "Now we know what problems the
regent is facing and we have to make our decision. Do we want to keep
Langdiin or Reting h n p o c h e ? Reting has told us that the Lonchen is
the main source of his problems. Haven't we decided to remove his
problems? Thus now we must at once request Langdiin to offer his
re~ignation."'~Although the overwhelming majority agreed with this
view, some felt apprehension about whether Langdiin would refuse and
muster support to launch a counterattack to expel Reting. Thus it was
decided that although Langdiin would have to relinquish parricipation
in administrative affairs, he could retain his title and his salary estate
and could still attend all official ceremonies. The trungtsi reported their
decision to the Kashag, and that same night they agreed to present it to
Langdiin. The question on everyone's mind was whether Langdiin
would acquiesce or fight.
The next morning the Kashag's shapes themselves went to Langdiin
and informed him of the assembly's decision. Langdiin, although hrious, decided not to contest it. H e agreed to resign if it was done in
the way that the assembly indicated. He later explained his forced resignation to hchardson, the British Resident official in Lhasa:
[Langdiin] said that all kinds of rumours had been circulating in Lhasa,
and that it was said that he was not sufficiently zealous in attempting to
secure the return of the Dalai Lama. H e declared that he had done his
best within the limits of his intelligence which was not great [typical
Tibetan polite phraseology], and that the decision to remove him came
as a sudden shock. H e asked the National Assembly what he had done
wrong and they replied only that his services were not needed. He said
that although this put him greatly to shame he was now content with
his lot.50

By April 1939, Reting was the sole ruler of Tibet. All rivals had been
e b a t e d , and his power had been enhanced by the unprecedented
vote of confidence he had just received from the assembly and the
Kashag. Reting's concern with his own image immediatelv manifested
itself: he said he no longer wanted to use the seal that he had shared
with Langdiin, and he ordered the creation of two new seals (one of
49. Anonl, interview; Sarnbo (Rimshi), interview.
50. IOR, UPS11214178, letter from H. E. Richardson to the political oficcr In
Siklum, dated 2 1 October 1939.
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gold and one of silver) for his reign. These were presented to him on
28 May 1939.51
Behind the scenes, however, dissent was forming. This attack on the
hapless Langdiin was resented by many officials who saw it as wrong to
discard the late Dalai Lama's nephew and appointee, who, they felt,
had only been trying to serve the interests of the Tibetan state.
A Lhasa street song criticized Reting:
It is easy
to break the horn of a

bull.
[But] if the goat goes fast,
there is a danger of slipping and falling on a

The bull is Langdiin; the first syllable of his name means "bull." The
goat is Reting.
In the years 1938-1940, other incidents increasingly alienated segments of the bureaucratic elite. For one, the death of Trentong Shape
in September 1938 opened a position on the K a ~ h a g The
. ~ ~ leading
caddates for this position were Khyungram, Sarnbo, Phunkang, and
Kapshoba (see Figures 35 and 36). Khyungram, a senior lay official
who was then governor of Hor (the northern dstricts), had been a
supporter of Reting and had apparently been promised the next vacant
shape position by him. Khyungram was also the first choice of the
Kashag. Khyungram consequently returned from his post in northern Tibet to Lhasa in grand style, Fully confident that he would be
appointed shape. However, Reting's monk-official lover, Phunkang
Jetrungla, persuaded Reting to appoint his father, embittering Khyungram and a number of senior officials.54
In August 1939, Reting eliminated another senior official, the re~pctedmonk-shape Tregang. Tregang apparently had been critical of
both the Langdiin affair and the regent's unwillingness to allow the
Kashag to negotiate juduziously with Ma Pu-fang and Chiang Kai-shek.
Rering's response was to summon Tregang to his office and tell him
51. IOR, L/PS/12/4178, letter from H. E. Richardson to the political officer in
S h , dated 21 May 1939; Lhasa Mission Report, dated 21 May 1939.
52. In Tibetan:~ h n g gm
i a c o p d par / Inr su slap0 'dug te 1 m a pho rAyuAs
MI
la zhah 'dred shor yong.

chf

53. IOR, L/PS/12/4165, H. E. Richardson's "Report on Tibetan Affairs from October 1938 to September 1939."
54. Horsur, interview; Samba (Rimshi), interview; Surkhang, interview.
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Phiinkang in his sitting room before he
became a shape ( 1 936) (photo courtesy of
India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

that he would like his resignation at once. Tregang complied and the
regent appointed Temba Jayan in his place. Tregang later told the British resident official in Lhasa that his position in the Kashag had become
too difficult for him to carry
At about the same time, Reting performed another of his increasingly willful acts. This one involved Kheme, one of the aristocratic lay
officials who headed the Laja treasury. The practice of officials borrowing monev or goods from government treasuries to usc in their own
55. IOR, ~,/PS/12/4178, lettcr from H. E. Richardson to the political ofitcr in
S i k m , dated 25 August 1939; IOU, LIPS11 214 178, 1,hasa Mission Diary, dated SCPtcmbcr 1939. Reting's supporters sprcad the malicious rumor that ahcr being ordered to
resign Tregang tried unsuccessfilllv to bribe Rcting to allow him t o remain (ibid.1.
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private husincsscs had been prohibitcd by thc latc 13th Dalai Lama
bccausc it liad become conlmon for such officials not to pay interest on
thcsc loans-if, in fact, they cvcr repaid thcm at all. Under the Rcting
rCRcnCy, this practice had gradually reemerged. Thus, in 1939, when a
wealthy trader from Kham donatcd a large amount of gold as endowmcnt for the m o n k at t J 1 ~
Mhnlam Prayer Festival, represcntativcs
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from Reting Labrang came to Kheme to borrow some of the money56
Normally, the Laja officials would not have dared refuse such a request,
but Kheme was deeply critical of the deterioration of ethics and morals
during the Reting regency and refused the request, sarcastically asking
the Reting officials, "Don't you think it is necessary to have something
left in the treasuries for when the new Dalai Lama takes over?" The
regent, though incensed by the refusal and particularly by Kheme's
comments, could not simply punish him for doing his job. He searched
for an unrelated misstep to use in retaliation. Not long after this,
Kheme apparently made a mistake on a report regarding repair work in
the Norbulinga Palace that had not been completed, and also took leave
to go to a hot springs for his health without performing the formal
departure and arrival visits to the regent.57 Although these breaches
were very trivial, Reting used them to expel Kheme, in a most demeaning manner, from the ranks of officials. During the autumn Tibetan
opera performance held in Lhasa on the grounds of Reting's labrang,
Reting summoned Kheme. Before hundreds of people, he performed
the traditional lsmissal ceremony during which Kheme's hair knot,
brocade robe, and official shoes were removed. Reting compounded
the negative impact of his act by appointing one of his supporters,
Cogtray, in Kheme's place, even though Cogtray's name was not on the
List of candidates submitted by the Tsigang and the Kashags8Cogtray's
wife (see Figure 37), it should be noted, was widely considered to have
been Reting's lover.59 This incident further embittered many government officials.

KHYUNGRAM VERSUS RETING
Reting's most unpopular act during this period was his destruction
of the lay aristocratic official Khyungram and his family. On 11 October
56. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 48-49. Other versions of this incidcnt have the
regent's people aslung for a loan o f a new shipment of brocade.
57. Kheme later said that his request for a leavc of absence to g o to the hot springs
had indicated that there would be no departure and arrival audiences.
58. IOR, L/PS/12/4178, letter from H. E. kchardson to thc political officer In
Sikkim, dated 25 August 1939; IOR, 1-IPS11214 165, Richardson's " R e p ~ f 0l" Tibctan
Affairs from October 1938 to September 1939."
59. Dardo (Rimpoche), interview.
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Cogtray and his wife, Namkye Tsadron
(photo courtesy of India Office Library and
Records, British Library)
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1939, three days after the arrival of the Dalai Lama in Lhasa, the National Assembly was convened to discuss four issues: first, that of giving
the Dalai Lama's family a house in Lhasa; second, prohibiting the public and officials from seeing the Dalai Lama in a private audience; third,
granting manorial estates, and serfs to the Dalai Lama's parents, who
were to become an aristocratic family using the name Taktse; and,
fourth, conferring promotions and other rewards on the officials who
had been involved in the search for and discovery of the new Ddli
Lama.60
Afcer three days of discussion, all issues were settled, although a decision as to just which estates and which rewards were to be given was
deferred until a later date. This consensus soon ended when Reting's
monastic supporter Yeshe Chungney, the ex-abbot of Gyepa college of
Drepung monastery, suggested that the regent should also be rewarded
for the critical part he had played in discovering the Dalai Lama, and
that his reward should be substantial, in keeping with the importance
of his ac~omplishment.~~
Other monastic representatives supported Yeshe Chungney's recommendation, most of them suggesting that Reting should be given
five or six government estates as his reward. A few monastic representatives also suggested that the government should completely renovate
Reting Labrang. Then Gyentsen Sengge, the Toba Abbot of Sera monastery, expounded at length on Reting's achievements and loudly stated
that Reting should be given, at the very least, fifty or sixty of the besf
government estates and districts.62 Most lay government officih, however, objected to impoverishing the government by giving the already
wealthy regent one more estate, much less fifly or sixty
This attitude also stemmed from the increasing anger at this time
regarding the regent's abuse of his position to generate profit for his
Iabrang. Reting's traders, using the name of the regent, had become

60. IOR. UPS11214165, report of the British Mission in Lhasa for the month of
December 1939 (written by Norbhu D6ndup). This report mentions that thc asxmb'y
was also convened to discuss giving Reting a reward. Lhalu rta ra's (Lhautara) account
(1986: 116) states that the issue of Retin@ reward was raised by the monastic representatives, and this is more convincing.
61. Lha'u rta ra 1986: 116-17.
62. Ibid.
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infamous. For example, when they arrived in a district, typically they
would teU the government's district commissioner that they were from
Reting Labrang and wanted help in bartering tea, cloth, or other goods
to the nomads and herders in return for wool which they would collect
at a later time. The commissioner would then pressure local people to
deal with them. Moreover, they often dealt dshonestly; for example,
they might initially indicate an exchange rate of one bale of wool for
one brick of tea, but later demand two or more bales per brick of tea.
By then the herders would have consumed the tea, so felt obligated to
pay the higher amount. Theoretically, they could have brought suit
against the regent's traders, but that would have been not only antireligious but also expensive and, probably, futile.
The Toba Abbot's suggestions, therefore, provoked open opposition
from several lay officials.Lukhang said that while everyone was grateful
to the regent, "the precious estates of the government could not be
squandered. We are all caretakers for His Holiness the Dalai Lama so
we have to think of conserving all the resources to turn them over to
him. We have to pull hair from inside our noses," he said, meaning that
all the government officials should contribute something individually
for the regent's reward to show appreciation. All the tmngtsi, partkulvly Trunyichernmo Dombo, also spoke against giving a large number
of estates to the regent.63
When the abbots continued to demand a large reward for Reting,
Khyungram, a senior lay official, spoke out. He said that although he
recognized the great contribution the regent had made in finding the
new Dalai Lama, the servants (the government officials and the monk
representatives) could not make decisions on behalf of the master (the
Lama), meaning that they could not give away land that belonged
to the inheritance of thc Dalai Lama. Hc continued that the treasuries
were empty, and the young Dalai Lama had yet to make his entry into
the monasteries, an cvent that involved very substantial expcnses.
Khpngram indicatcd that though he and the rcst of the asscmbly were
deeply ~ratcfulto thc regcnt, who certainly deservcd a reward, if the
now gavc him cstates and districts the government would be
unable to mcct its commitments. He scconded Lukhang's idca that the
63. S a m h (Rimshi), interview.
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officials should contribute a cash gift to the regent or that a one-time
head tax should be imposed on all individuals in Tibet. In the course of
his long-winded commentary he talked about the behavior of the 3betan military officers in Eastern Tibet during a previous war, saying
that while some commanders died and others lost all their possessions,
a few ordered their soldiers into battle but themselves avoided combat.
These commanders, he said, were not content to have avoided risking
injury, but went so far as to act as if they had achieved great success in
battle. At this point he quoted a Tibetan saying that conveyed extreme
greed :
After eating the mountain, hunger is not satiated.
After d r h g the ocean, thirst is not quenched.64

Khyungram apparently did not intend this as a direct accusation of
greed on the part of the regent, but he could not finish because the
Toba Abbot immediately stood up and interrupted him in a loud voice,
demanding to know whether his remark was drected at the regent. The
Toba Abbot said, "As far as I and the world knows, Reting has not
asked anything for the work he has done but we have gathered here to
give him a reward as a token of our love and respect for him. But you
have spoken so much publicly that now you must say whether you are
hinting at Reting h p o c h e or not, and if not, you must withdraw
your statements and swallow your own words." Khyungram, an extremely proud and hot-tempered man, replied that his comments were
not intended to be taken in all h d s of ways, but that the abbot was
welcorne to believe what he wished. "You and your supporters may do
whatever you like.""5
Ultimately, the assembly decided to recommend to the Kashag three
options for Reting's reward: presentation of two or three government
estates to Reting, renovation of Reting Labrang, or a money gift
lected from all government official^.^
64. In Tibetan: n bo bznr nas mi @ a n p / rma mtsho 'thunp nas mi ngom.
65. Shakabpa claimed he did not say this, b"t others such as Samho (Rimshi).Surk.
hang, Horsur, and Anon 1 insisted that he did (interviews).
66. Lha'u ma ra (Lhautara) ( 1986: 12 1-23). He relates that the next day, when the
asxmbly officials were supposed to come to place their scnls cm the decision. ~ a p s h ~ ~ ' ! .
one of the tsipons. came early and secretly altered the draft recommendation so that It
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Despite the general agreement to reward Reting, the nature of the
discussion and, particularly, Khyungram's comments were humiliating
for the regent. Khyungram, on the other hand, immediately became
the hero of the government-official corps. He had stood up and challenged the regent and his abbot surrogates and had expressed feelings
others did not dare to display openly. Khyungram apparently enjoyed
basking in the adulation of his peers and thus was induced to compound his initial mistake.
In view of the trivial grounds for which Reting had dismissed
Kheme, this blatant insult could be expected to provoke a far worse
response from Reting. Khyungrarn's friends and relatives who were
also close to Reting told him that these were bad times and, "like butter
being hit by a stone or a stone being hit by butter," the result wdl be
destruction, so they implored him to tell the regent humbly that he had
meant nothing personal by what he had said. Khyungram ignored this
advice and is said to have even told Khardo Rimpoche, one of Reting's
closest inner advisors, "I have done nothing wrong and have nothing
to hide. If someone tries to harm me then I shall put my folded hands
behind my back and say a few words in the Barkor [the circular road
in the center of the city that is the heart of Lhasa]." Supposedly, he
also implied to his friends that he could reveal certain secrets about
Reting.67
Soon afier this, Reting found an unrelated transgression through

read that the regent was t o be given all three of the options. Shakabpa, one of the two
officialswriting the h d copy of the draft recommendation, says that ~ a p s h o b asked
a
for
the draft, made some changes, and then told him to make the copy irnmedatelv. He and
his partner, however, were suspicious and stalled until the other tnmgtsi oficials came
When the first two t-gsi
officials arrived they imrnehately asked whether the copy1% of the rccornrnendation had been completed. Shakabpa responded that they had not
started it yet and gave them the draft Kapshiiba had altered. They looked at it and then
at each other but said nothing. Soon &cr this the senior tnmyichemmo, Dombo, arrived
and also asked if the copy was completed. At this point one of the other t n m g s i oficids
told Dombo to look at the altered draft. When Dornbo saw what had been done he was
manmhc shook. Hc said, ''Kc [a &rogatory term] Kapshoba, we may have t o cut off
Your hand" (in Tibetan : skad h shod pa mdzg mgo brg 4 0 s @ed yon8 nga). Shakabpa
that Kapshoba mumbled "I'm sorry" and crossed out his changes (Shakabpa, interview).In thc: cnd thc original proposal wherein one of the three options was to be seas the reward was restored. D o m W s anti-Reting stance soon afrcr resulted m his
king promoted to a sinecure (the ra& of Khcnche) without responsiblties.
67. Anon 1, intcrvicw; Sambo (Rimshi), interview.
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which to avenge himself on Khyungram. One of Reting's attendants at
this time was the father of a personal attendant of Kapshijba, and thus
Kapshoba came to know that Reting was very upset by Khyungrrn's
actions. Kapshoba, eager to obtain the position of shape, saw this as a
perfect opportunity to ingratiate himself with the regent by helping to
provide Reting with a pretext for destroying Khyungram. Kapshoba
had been the governor-general of the H o r area before Khyungram and
knew the people and area well; of course, he also knew exactly how the
governors extracted profit from the peasantry. There are two versions
of the way he used this background to damage Khyungram. In one
version, which Khyungram himself believed, Kapshoba induced a
number of important Hor residents who were visiting Lhasa to file a
petition against Khyungram.68 In the other version, the group of Hor
people purposely came to Lhasa to protest Khyungrarn's excesses and
applied to Kapshoba for advice." In either case a petition was fled,''
charging Khyungram with taking bribes and with causing hardship to
the people by traveling in an extravagant style, thus forcing the people
to provide him with many
By the ethical standards of the day,
these were relatively petty issues.
Khyungram was ordered to appear before an investigating committee to d~scussthese charges but twice refused to go, primarily because
it was composed of two trunyichernmo and two tsipons, one of whom
was Kapshoba, the person he believed had engineered the whole affair.
Instead he secretly prepared his own petition to send to the ~ationd
Assembly and the Three Seats, explaining his actions and apparently
attacking Reting's behavior. He also appealed for help from the parents
of the new Dalai Lama, on the grounds that his actions to preserve
estates for the government were on behalf of their son. They promised
to help him, but actually made only a halthearted attempt to intervene.72
68. Lha'u na ra (Lhautara) 1986: 126.
69. Horsur, interview.
70. Anon1 (interview) says that this was composed by Kapshiiba's secrctay Khe
smad (Kheme) (1982: 51) disagrees and says that the person who sent the appeal was
Khyungpo Trunyi Phula.
71. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 5 1 . Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) ( 1986: 124) simply say"
the charge was that Khyungrarn had exploited and abused the populace.
72. IOR. UPSll2H165, repon (by Norbhu Dhndup) from the British I.hasa Mission for the month of June 1940.
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A Nyingmapa lama who was Khyungram's "root" (main) lama told
Kapshoba that Khyungram was preparing a petition, and where he kept
it. Kapshoba informed Reting, who immediately arrested Khyungram
(on 22 May 1940). Khyungram, who was in his late fifties, was taken
on foot by armed soldiers to Reting's residence in Lhasa, where the
formal demotion ceremony took place. Khyungrarn's house was sealed,
and the sealing officers, Lhautara and Dorje Phiintso, carefully went
through his letters and correspondence until D orje Phiintso found the
petition. It is clear that he had been instructed where to search and
what to look for and that Khyungram had been arrested in order to
secure access to his house. The petition said that Khyungram had done
nothing wrong and that it was Kapshoba who had orchestrated false
charges against him; it then reiterated what Khyungram had said in the
assembly.73The draft copy of the petition also listed a series of complaints against the regent and asked for a meeting of the National Assembly to consider them.74 Finally, it said, "We are all servants of the
Government and we cannot decide such things at this stage. Even
though I have served the Government faithfully, I am now being accused. Hence I appeal to the monk and lay community to support
someone who stands for the truth. I have served the government and
the government has been good to me. I desire still to continue to serve
the governrnentY5 This request could, according to Tibetan norms, be
construed as an attempt to persuade the National Assembly to remove
Reting.
This draft petition contained several handwriting styles in addtion
to Khyungram's, indicating that others were involved at least in edting
the petition. Identifying these others became a matter of concern to the
regent. Khyungram was interrogated by whipping but never admitted
to wrongdoing or revealed the other writers.76Although his petition
had never been submitted, he was convicted of conspiring to overthrow
the government and hc and his family were totally destroyed. His estates were confiscated and his property sold; his two wives were sent
hack to their original families; his descendants were banned from enter73. I.ha'u rta ra (1,hautara) 1986: 126.
74. Khyllnp ram (Khyungram) 1986: 135. The author, Khyungram TeiJi's son,
"It was a petition which challenged the Regent."
75. Anon I , intcrview.
76. Horsur, intrrvicw; I,ha-u rta ra (Lhautara) 1986: 127-28.
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ing government service; and he himself was publicly given one hundred
lashes and sent to exile in a monastery in remote Western Tibet in Rutok under the supervision of monks from Sera Che college, Retin@
monastic college.
With regard to the other handwritings, the government interrogated
Khyungram's servants and found out that Gacan Demba, Khyungrm's
close relative who had just returned from exile for his role in the Lungshar party, was involved. When he was arrested and whipped, he
quickly confessed to correcting the petition. AU his property was confiscated and he was exiled to Sangnga Chodzong in Southeast Xbet. After
receiving "farewell" public floggings, he and Khyungrarn were sent into
exile on 6 June 1940.77
The other handwriting was recognized as that of the powehl Bonsho Shape.78 Reting planned to demote him, but when Bonsho got
wind of this he appealed to a favorite of Reting's, the monk-shape
Temba Jayan, to intercede on his behalf. Bonsho apparently gave Temba
Jayan a substantial gift and swore to support him in the hture, and
Temba Jayan convinced Reting to punish Bonsho only by a fine of ten
gold coins (sang).79
In the eyes of most Lhasa officials, Khyungrarn's punishment was
excessive and vindictive and was ~nflictedon an officialwho was standing up, not for his own personal gain, but for the interests of the government. This and the Kheme incident symbolized the depths to which
the Reting regency had fallen in its final years. More than anything el%
the last years of the Reting regency taught the aristocracy that their best
strategy for protecting their family name and estates was to mind their
own business and not to take controversial stands. Tibet was to pay
dearly for this attitude in the next decade.
At this time in Lhasa a series of anti-Reting songs appeared:
The wings of the eagle have been broken,
the bile o f the bear has been taken out.
I f you harm the Naga,
pimples will grow on your face.

77. IOR, UPSl1214193, Lhasa Diary of the British Mission for the month of junc
1940.
78. Khyung ram (Khyungram) 1986: 135.
79. I.ha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1986: 128-29.
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Don't harm the Naga [or]
pimples will appear on your face.
If you harm the bear,
you will h e .
It is not easy
to be Regent these days.
One needs a specialist of the Bonbo sect
and an egg of a Naga.
The billy goat has got sick.
The medcine for curing this
requires the bile from a bear
and the top-knot from a Naga.80

The allusions in the songs derive from the names of the main antiregent officials. The first syllable of Bonsho's name is the same as that
of Bonbo, the pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet, the first syllable of
Khyungrarn's name is the same as that of the mythical eagle or Garuda,
the first syllable of Lukhang's name means Naga, and the first syllable
of Dombo's name means Bear.
Another verse critical of Reting was hung as a poster on the walls of
buildings around Lhasa. Known as yzdyur, these wall posters were an
alternate type of public protest. This one sarcastically commented on
the seemingly limitless rapacity of the regent:
The wolf living between the hills and the plain has a full [stomach]
The fox living between two rivers has his thirst quenched.
[But] the Regent who has eaten the mountain is not full [and]
even if he drinks the ocean his thirst will not be q u e n ~ h e d . ~ '

The poetic contrast here between the wolf and fox living in marginal
m a but being able to satisfy their needs, and the regent having needs
80. In Tibetan: khyun~gipshcgsba bcags song / dumgyi m k h pa bton song 1 klu la
A"od pa b~balnu l @ n ~la thm pa don yong. klu I.p o d pa ma skyel l g h g I.thw Pa
yonE I dam la p o d pa bshal nu / 'chi ba'mng dang bral yong. k n g sang r& po bed par 1
'U ju P O mi 'du. 1 &onm i mkhar pa @OJgii / klu y i gotp~nga @gu.
pho mYun#
flh bJtn
I klu y i f l u d t m @JU.
L I. phan pa3 $man la /
m b pa
8 1. In Tibctan: n ma thanflgi spyang ki brgyags nar 'dug / chu gnyu bar gyi wa mo
'p 'dig I n bo bzar nas ma &angs r m d d a b s k / rma mkho btungs n u ngomr Par
hut ro.
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that appear beyond satiation, conveyed the feelings of a large segment
of the officials.82
In September 1940 the National Assembly again convened to specify the rewards for the regent and the others. This time there was no
opposition to making Reting a substantial gift and he was presented
with five estates, the Gonggar Throkar estate, the Longma estate near
Gyantse, the Bhodong Tashigang estate near Shigatse, and the Treshong and Dogdzong estates in Nyemo, as well as the entire district of
Namru Dzong. The other lamas and monk officials involved in the Dalai Lama's discovery also received estates and rewards: Ketsang Rimpoche received the estate of Rasa Gyakhen and the lucrative post of
Nagchuka district commissioner for three years. He was also given the
title of duben. Khenrab Tenzin received the estate of Khudzin and the
post of Hor district commissioner was given to his brother. Lobsang
Tshewang, a junior monk official, received the estate of Senang, the
post of Nyertsang (Lhasa municipal officer), and a house. Kheme, the
lay official involved in the Dalai Lama's selection, received no estate but
was promoted to the rank of dzasa and given a loan of 250 loads of
brick tea and 900 loads of tea-pods free of interest for ten years.''
Reting's success in taming the lay officials led him to try similar tattics with the monastic segment, in particular with the Mey college of
his own Sera monastery.

T H E TOBA ABBOT INCIDENT
Reting's staunch supporter during his period of power consolidation
was the abbot of the Toba college in Sera. Although the head of this
college carried the title abbot, it was in reality one of the anachronistic
colleges that no longer had monks or property. Incumbency in this
82. A second wall-poster verse was composed by Gacan Dernba himself and was a
very clever plea ashng the government to take his wealth but not his freedom or his right
to Live in Lhasa: ha bzhagdung brmad pha khan8 ma tibangyang I lam zan s g u pa'i
~ ~pranfl
PO bf9kw zhu I zhabs rten sa h a n g do dumphung bzha b a n g Isa )&In r p n . 'bud m*ld
Pa thu8-f j r f l ~ ("Even
~.
though I won't own my ancestral four-pillar, eight-beam hou"?
pleae allow me to stay as a beggar by the side of the road. Even though you confiscate
my government service estate, please don't exile me.") Of course, it had no effect.
8 3 IOR. UPSI12N165, repon fmm British Mission in Lhasa for Septemhcr 1910,
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abbotship was usually seen as a stepping-stone in the monastic hierIrchy;it was common for the Toba Abbot to be made the abbot of one
of the real colleges when an opening occurred. Reting, however,
to reward his ally the Toba Abbot immediately. H e decided to
force the current abbot of Sera Mey college to resign, so that he could
appoint the Toba Abbot in his place.
The incumbent Mey college abbot was a learned and pious elderly
monk who was admired and respected by all the monks. H e was also a
Kharnba, and very close to the Pandatsang family, both of whom came
from Markharn. Pandatsang, in turn, was a close supporter of Reting.
Consequently, Reting asked Pandatsang to convey to the abbot that he
wanted him to resign from his position at once. As with Langdiin, the
regent tried to sweeten the blow by offering the old abbot the title and
rights of an ex-abbot (making him eligible to attend the government
and monastic assemblies) and giving him the yield from the estate assigned as salary to the Mey Abbot for one more year. The old abbot,
not wishing to dsobey the regent, immediately agreed to resign. He
knew, however, that the monks of Sera Mey were not fond of Reting,
who was from Sera Che, their rival college, and he suspected that they
would insist that he remain as abbot if he announced his intention to
resign. He therefore requested to be allowed to resign without informing the monks. Reting agreed to this and the abbot submitted his written resignation.
The Sen Mey monks were first surprised and then incensed as they
discovered what had transpired. When the order came from the government to submit a list of candidates for the position of abbot, the monks
guessed (or wcrc secretly told) that the reason behind the resignation
Was to allow Reting to appoint the Toba Abbot. They decided first to
fdow traditional rules and submitted to the regent a list of five out~tmdingcandidates, but did not include the Tdba Abbot among them.
also agreed internally to stage a mass walkout if the Tdba Abbot
a p ~ i n t c dUsually
.
only a ranked list of namcs was submitted, but
MCYcollege monks werc so angry that they added a written note:
The elimination of our good Abbot has made us vcry sad, but this is
WC arc not going to make any troublc about it. However, regarding the appointment o f a new abbot, we have submitted the names
of f i v ~first-ratc candidates a, please pick the ncw ahhot from among
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these five. If this is not agreeable, we will send up other names to you.
But there is one person whose name we will not send up-the Toba
Abbot. He has a great wish to be abbot but he is not knowledgeable or
scholarly and will not be a good abbot. He is good in politics, but is not
good in religion. If you appoint him as abbot, then we will put away the
rug on which the monks sit in the Prayer Hall and leave. To this all the
monks have taken an
This defiance placed the regent in an extraordinarily difficult and
humiliating position. If he appointed the Toba Abbot, as was his right,
the monks had already sworn that they would not accept him; given
the volatility of monks, they might even try to kill him. If Reting then
took action against these monks, there was n o telling what kind of support they would get from Drepung and Ganden monasteries.
Reting turned for assistance to the most famous lama of Sera Mey,
Phabongka. H e was in the midst of giving religious teachings in Tashih u n p o , but the regent sent a special messenger traveling day and night
t o ask him t o return at once. In Lhasa, the regent explained the situation and asked Phabongka to persuade the monks to accept the Toba
Abbot. Because most of them had taken teachings from him and were
thus in a teacher-student relationship, Phabongka was confident they
would listen t o him.
Phabongka invited the more influential monks in Sera Mey to come
to see him and enjoined them to obey the regent. The monks replied,
You are our 'root' lama and whatever you say we will do. If you say
die we will die. However, agreeing to accept the Tiiba Abbot we will
never do." Phabongka in turn scolded them, "If you do not listen to
what your 'root' lama says you are very bad indeed." The Mey college
monks would not yield. They offered Phabongka a gift of money that
symbolized their belief in him, but Phabongka, angry and frustrated,
threw the gifi money back at t h e m . 8 T h e monks still refused to acquiesce, saying that even if they, the higher monks, agreed to accept the
Toba Abbot, the common monks would never agree.
Phabongka thus had to convey the monks' resolve to Rcting, who
then tried to intimidate them. He ordered blacksmiths in Lhasa pub'C

84. Surkhang, interview.
85. Ibid.
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licly to rnake many leg and hand shackles and to leak the rumor that
these were for the Sera Mey monks who would be arrested by the government. After this display, Reting ordered the Mey college leadership
to come to his office in Shol, fully expecting that, fearing arrest, they
wouldnot come. If this ploy worked, he would have a more defensible
issue to employ against them if he chose to use force.
But again he failed. The monk leaders first asked the common monks
what they would do if the regent arrested or killed them. When they
swore to sacrifice their lives if necessary in support of the leaders, the
Sera Mey officials went, as ordered, to Shol.
As though giving them a last chance, the regent asked the Mey college officialswhat they were going to do, implying that force might be
used against them. The monks stood firm again, saying, "We have
nothing to thlnk about at all. If you want you can put us all in prison
but we cannot yield. Even if we wanted to change now, the lower
monks will not let it bena6Reting, though furious, now backed down,
rather than risk a violent confrontation with Sera Mey, and appointed
one of the five canddates originally submitted for the abbotship. He
was not content to leave the matter there, however. He decided to punish the monks of Sera Mey by venting his anger on the old abbot. He
expelled him from the monastery (on the grounds of having fomented
discord),causing him to lose not only all his rights and income but also
his home in the monastery. This further embittered the monks, who
then humiliated the regent still more by spreading the word that the
life ofthe Toba Abbot was not safe if he returned to the monastery, and
he, unwilling to take such a risk, now had to resign.a7
This succession of events-Langdiin, Kheme, Tregang, Khyunand now Sera Mey-eroded support for Reting among the monastic and lay political elite and set the stage for his resignation.
T H E RESIGNATION O F T H E REGENT

On 26 December 1940, Rcting returned to Lhasa from his visit to
the monastery of Sarnyc (see Figure 38). Soon afrerward, rumors began
86. Ihid.

87. Ibid.

- -
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Reting relaxing in Tsarong House shortly
before his resignation as regent

t o sprcad that he was planning t o resign. In mid-Januan, 1941, Rcting
called thc Kashag t o his office in the Potda Pdacc and officially notified
them of his intention t o rcsign, instructing thcm to inform the asscmblv at oncc. H e told the shapcs that he had cxpcricnccd drcams that
foretold that his life was in danger unlcss hc resigned and went into
retreat. Sincc he had thrcatcncd t o rcsign in the past when he wanted
something, this rcqucst must initiallv havc sccmcd another political
ploy t o the shapcs. T h c Kashag inforkcd thc assembly, which was
chancc in scssion. Incrcdulou at the n e w , the dclcgatcs imrncdiatcl!
asked thc Kashag t o rcqucst that Rctine, rcconsidcr. Whcn Kashag
spondcd that they had already donc this, all thc mcmbcrs of the asscmblv went cn massc t o Rcting t o bcsccch him not t o rcsign. Rcting
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took an oath, saying that he had to resign. He then advised them that

he thought Takua Runpoche, an old lama who was acting as the junior
mtor to the young Dalai Lama (the regent himself was supposed to be
the senior tutor), would be the best choice as his successor (see Figure
39). Reting promised to speak to him personally if he r e h ~ e d . ~ ~
The assembly returned and mscussed this suggestion. Taktra was a
learned and highly respected lama in his sixties who had given teachings
to Reting and who was the head of a very small and poor labrang located about fifteen miles southwest of Lhasa. H e was a strict and taciturn person of high moral standards who had not been involved at all
in politics. When the assembly went to tell him of Reting's wishes,
Taktra at first demurred, saying, "I am very old and could not do such
a thing."89But when the assembly leaders insisted that Reting wanted
Taktra to be the new regent, he accepted. In a single day, the old regent
had resigned and the new one was confirmed. As one former Tibetan
official put it: "It was done as simply as changing a village headman."90
By the end of February 1941, on the first day of the first month of
the Iron-Snake year, the elderly Taktra became regent of Tibet. Then
began a series of dsastrous events which saw Reting unsuccessfully try
to assassinate Taktra in 1947 and, in turn, be himself assassinated in
prison. The unexpected afiermath of the quick and uneventfUl change
in rulers plunged Tibet into internal chaos at precisely the time when
external dangers escalated and finally overwhelmed the polity.
Two questions require elucidation. Why did Reting resign at the
height of his power? Why did he select the old and otherworldly Taktra
b p o c h e as his successor? A number of explanations are possible.
Some take the regent's comments at face value: he resigned because of
a supernaturally revealed danger to his life. Reting's behavioral aberrations had been apparent to the monastic leadership, who speculated
hat they might have been due to the influence of some deities or that
they might be a symptom of chitey, that is, signs of approaching death.91
But this supernatural cxplanation seems highly unlikely. The regent
could have takcn any of a number of religious alternatives and still re88. Actually, Rcting had already spoken to him. This is discussed later in thc
chapter.

89. Shakabpa, intcrvicw. H c was in the room with thc delegates and Taktra,
90. S a m h (Rimshi), intcrvicw.
91. Dardo (Rimpoche), intcrvicw.
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as regent. H e had only moderate day-to-day work
t h e d his
to his position and could have devoted most of the day to
prayer and contemplation while still holding the coveted position of
regent of Tibet; or he could have gone into retreat for a few months,
m&ng the Kashag responsible for decisions or appointing an acting
lonchen.
A second explanation holds that public criticism and opposition
within the government and the monastic segment were increasing, due
to Reting's economic misuse of power and his treatment of Langdiin,
Khyungram, Kheme, and the old Mey Abbot. Moreover, the scholar
monks ( ~ e s h e s had
) ~ ~ begun to criticize his undisciplined behavior,93
complaining that to become an abbot or attain the highest ~ e s h elbarampa rank one no longer had to study but just had to pay enough
money to Reting L a b r a ~ ~But
g . ~these
~ explanations also seem insufficient to explain the regent's resignation. Despite verbal criticism, it
would have been difficult to organize a movement against him. His
earlier "miracles" of stickmg a stake in a rock and tying shut the mouth
of an overflowing clay pot were known to all, and belief in his powers
was universal among the common people.
To understand Reting's resignation at the height of his power, one
must turn to Reting's sexuality. Many in the monastic and government
elites knew that Reting was not celibate. H e is said to have had affairs
with Nmkye Tsedron, the wife of the lay official Cogtray, with TseYang, his half-brother's wife, with whom he lived polyandrously (see
Figure 40)95and also with one of Phiinkang's daughters.96

92. Geshe is onc of the highest scholastic degrees monks can earn.
93. Sarnbo (Rimshi), interview.
94. Dardo (Rimpoche), interview.
95. Ibid.; Sarnbo (Rirnshi), interview. Both of these women were from the Delerabten family. In a l c ~ c written
r
after he had returned t o Reting monastery, Reting asked
C!gtrays'
wifc to comc to him. She rcplicd that she would not lcave her husband and live
with Rctinp bccausc it was not right (lit. in Tibetan: rmu 'bmr la 2 r o ~ma
i red). "But,"
wrote, "I'll scc you in Idhasan ( h l o n l , interview). In a letter to Nyungnc Lama In
Lhasa,rcplyinp to his advicc that Rcting flee to China at once, R c t h g wrote that it would
bc hard for him to flec to China at that time because bu pad narn na phra bas ban8
than^ du &o ~~d dka' ba ("bccausc son Padnam is so young it is difficult t o g o through
'hc Nonhcnl Plain7' [which was freezing in winter]) (Sarnbo [Ibmshi], interview, confirmed by Lhalu, intcrview).
96. l h d o (Rirnpochc), intcrview.
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Tserang

In and of themselves, these affairs would not have been regardcd as
very important: for incarnate lamas such behavior was easily acceptcd
as high-level Tantric siddhi activities that people of Iowcr consciousness
could not understand. Another lama said that he explained all this to a
puzzled young monk as follows:
We human beings can see only the external appearance but cannot
fathom the inner mind. . . . I'm not defending Reting but basically if
judge by the external appearance only, then the Eightv Great Siddhas,
much venerated by us all, were all like this in their lifetime. Espcciallv
those who have reached higher levels of Tantra, they do take such appearances. Most of these Siddhis were born in a lower strata. You must

RETING TAKES

CONTROL, T H E N

RESIGNS

know this and analyze the truth. Reting Rimpoche has not changed.
It is the same Reting Rimpoche who put a wooden-peg into the rock
and it is the same Reting Rimpoche who tied the neck of the pot, and
finally it is the same Reting Rimpoche who was recognized by the 13th
Dalai

The red problem lies in the fact that the Dalai Lama was scheduled to
be ordained as a "novice" monk (getsul) and take thirty-six vows, including the vow of celibacy in early 1942, roughly one year hence. It
was customary in Tibet for the senior tutor of the Dalai Lama (that is,
the regent) to administer the vows. For Tibetans, this was certainly one
of the regent's most important duties, and a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence. But the person who gives the vow to others not only has to have
taken them himself but also must have adhered to them, especially the
vow of celibacy. Tibetans view the transmission of t h e ~ e t s u vow
l
as a
continuous line across the centuries, from one who has taken the vows
to the next. If the vows are given by someone who has broken the
vows, then the vows he has given are meaningless, and the young monk
in effect has taken no vows at all.
That this was the real problem faced by Reting did not go unnoticed
in Lhasa, and in 1940, wall posters appeared both in Lhasa and at Drepung monastery: "It is important that the Abbot who will ordain the
Ddai Lama has to be a person who observes the vinaya [monastic] rules
properly and is pure without any q ~ e s t i o n . ' ' ~ ~
It might appear that the regent might have circumvented this diffic u l t ~by instructing the junior tutor to perform the ordination or by
t&ng leave for prayers at the time of the ordination. These alternatives
were impossible, however, given the weight Tibetans placed on the
97. Ibid.
98. In Tibetan: RAyal
h n m i bdagpo'i rab bzhes mkhan po de bzhin 'dul khrim
@@n8kn&nfl m d ci &os@ the ( K ~ Csmad [Khcmc] 1982: 53). Ka shod (Kapshoba)
(1985: 6) says thc poster sud, " ~ ist not 111 right for Rcting to give thc Ddai Lama his
"ligious vows hrcausc he has no vows' ( m a g w n A la s d m pa m d p m r& ba
Po cher
' k 1 y l r h.1 bda6 sdar 'bul *he$ JOYS bar
na m j
H c adds that in Lhasa much sccrct
di~ussiontook place about &is m d people wcrc dubious, saying that thcrc was only one
Year before the Ilalai L a a ' s vow-tabng ceremony, so if Rcting did not resign then or
avnldthe ceremony later, there would be a major controversy that would have dire consequences for the religious-temporal political system.

w).
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pure transmission of the vows to the Dalai Lama. Sambo, a senior Tibetan official, explains: "Look, he is the Senior Teacher [and regent]
and Taktra is only the Junior Teacher so how can the senior Teacher
leave this and let the Junior Teacher take it over. That is not possible.
Therefore, Reting either had to close his eyes and sit [silent] or else he
had to leave [the position]
The only way for Reting to avoid responsibility for the vows was to resign as senior tutor: to do this, he had to
resign also as regent.
It might also appear that, given the Xbetan people's acceptance of
noncelibacy for incarnate lamas, Reting could have admitted his loss of
celibacy and been relieved of the duties of the rabjun ceremony only.
But while Tibetans silently accepted such behavior on the part of incarnate lamas, open adrmssion was another matter. Reting, a proud and
vain man, apparently could not put himself on the level of a common
farmer by adrmtting he needed sexual intercourse. Then, too, an open
adrmssion might be used by his enemies to oppose his continuing as
regent.
Before he resigned, Reting called together his main advisors,
Nyungne Lama (see Figure 41), Reting Dzasa, the ex-Reting Dzasa,
Khardo Lama, and a household official named Ngawang Loden, to
discuss the problem. Nyungne and Khardo advanced a brilliant scheme.
They advised Reting to resign from the regency and return to his monastery for several years, ostensibly to undertake the religious prayers
and meditation needed to remove a "danger" to his life. Then, aftcr the
cc
danger" was eliminated, he could return as regent. The Dalai Lama's
initiation ceremony would be over, and all could return to normd.
They also advised him that if he appointed one of the great incarnation
lines such as Kundeling as his successor, it would later be hard to ask
for the power back. But if he appointed an old and minor lama such as
Taktra, such problems would be avoided. Not only was Taktra ~ e t i n g ' s
cc
root" lama, but he was old and uninterested in power and w~aJ*.
From all perspectives it appeared that he could be relied upon to return
the regency sometime after the ceremony was completed. They also
urged Reting to resign well in advance of the vow-ceremony SO that the
99. Sambo (Rirnshi), interview.
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(Left to right) Tsarong, Reting's halfbrother Thubten Gyentsen, and Nyungne
b m a (photo courtesy of Tsarong Rimshi)

linkagc would not bc obvious. Rcting Dzasa and cx-Dzasa agreed, and
this strategy pr~vailed.'~"
Aftcr this mccting, Rcting individuallv suninioncd shapcs Tc~iiha
Jayan. Ronsliii, and Phlinkang, explaining t o each of them the p r ~ p h c Cles regarding his lifc and his decision t o resign from h ~ t hthe rcgcncy
and the scnior-nltor r(rlc.'(" Kapsliiiba wrotc that Rcting also callcd
100. Ka shod (Kapshiiha) 1985: 7-8. Kapshiiha also states that the real rrason was
""pcmanlrallv3' identified threat his lik; hut this seems to he nrtrihutahlc Kiprhohas wish a ) portrav Rrting ill thr most ir,sirivc light hccausc o f the (:liincsc povcrnm~nt's
p r i t i v c attltlldc toward Rcting and their view that Taktra was a pro-British

PupPC'
101. lhid.: 10,
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him to his residence and explained the signs and prophecies that had
led him to resign. Kapshoba says that he advised Reting not to resign
but, rather, to take a temporary leave, appointing Taktra as acting regent while he returned to Reting to pray. Taktra would then handle the
giving of monastic vows to the Dalai Lama and other political issues,
but if an important matter arose he would consult with Reting. Reting
replied that he did not think appointing an acting regent was appropriate. A few days later, Reting again called Kapshoba and told him
that because Taktra would have to perform the Dalai Lama's vow ceremony, it was not suitable that he bear the designation of a mere acting
regent.
Although most accounts say that Taktra was Reting's first choice,
one report stated that Reting broached the subject with Phabongka
Rrmpoche before Taktra. Phabongka was famous for his view that lamas should not become involved in politics, and it may be that Reting
also saw him as one who would not want to retain power. Phabongka's
manager, the late Trinley Thargye, recounted the event:
Reting sent a samdra slate-board note t o Phabongka Rimpoche saying,
"I would like t o resign for awhile from the regentship . . . so would you
lrke to take my place for awhile?" So then Phabongka asked me in a
joking way saying that "Now Honorable [Gungo] Dzasa has come." And
he told me he had received the sarndra note and that if he becomes regent
then I will come t o be called [by the title] Honorable [Gungo] Dzasa.
"So 1'11 call you that title now." H e said this in a joking manner. Then he
said [seriously], "What shall we do? Shall we be regent or not?" I told
him t o please let me think about this for tonight and give my suggestion
tomorrow. This is so big that I can't say anything right now. Phabongka
said that is fine and told the messenger to g o back to Reting tonight and
to come back tomorrow morning to collect the answer.
That night I could not sleep all night. It was very exciting but one
had to think what to do. To be a regent or t o be a lama. If he becomes a
regent he becomes very powerful and I myself will have great power. 'l%e
labrang will also be big and as much as we want it can be built u p But
in another way of thinking there is no place in Tibet, including Sendregasurn, the government officials, various small monasteries and villages,
where there is no Phabongka disciple. If he takes over as regent he will
never be able to fulfill the wishes of these people. Then there will hc a lot
of mistrust between the teacher and the disciples and this will be bad.
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So the next morning I got up early and washed my face and took a
scarf and tensum [a little money to represent the body, mind, and speech
of the Buddha] and went t o Rimpoche. I told him please excuse yourself
from becoming the regent. It is not necessary for you t o become a regent.
Whatever you are now, this is good enough. I d o not need a Dzasa title
for myself [he was crying while he said this], we don't need anything.
Please remain as you are. It is the best. . . . If you become regent everything will be spoiled. In this country you will never be able t o fulfill the
wishes of the people, you will make enemies, and I will not be able t o
serve you. Everyone will be demanding higher status and power so in
the end it will be horrible. This is what I think. So this is how we gave
up the offer. I swear that this is what happened. [He was still crying.]
When I first told Rirnpoche, he told me, "How silly you are. When it
came to the hand you have no heart to take it." So I thought he ddn't
like my ideas. So I told him that no matter how much I think that it is
better that you should not become regent, the decision is up to you.
Then later he was really happy for that suggestion and he told me, "You
are really an honest person. Your way of thinlung is right. If one cannot
give up the worldly dharma, then you are not a true religious person.
Some abbots of the monasteries cannot give up their abbotship, but you
can give up the regency. If this is not important, then what is important?"'02

If Trinlcy Thargye's account is accurate, then it was only afier Phabongka refuscd that Reting turned to Taktra. However, a number o f
former officials doubt this possibility, because Reting and Phabongka
did not get along very well, and it is difficult to believe that Reting
would have turned over power to someone who was not a close associate.'03
In my case, after Reting's resignation he and his entourage returned
to Reting monastery several days north o f Lhasa and did not return to
Lhasa until December 1944, when their visit precipitated a civil war.
102. Trinlcy Tharme, interview. This is also mentioned in Phahongka's official biography (IAam ma 198 1 ).
103. Lhalu, interview.

CONCLUSION TO PART ONE:
THE RETING YEARS

The seven-year period spanning the period from the death of the
13th Dalai Lama in December 1933 to the resignation of Reting h m poche in early 1941 represents the first phase of the interregnum period. These years saw the vitality of the Tibetan government decline
and its development lag. The state of the Tibetan military deteriorated,
the economic surpluses vanished, and the full grain-storage bins of the
1920s emptied. Led by the excesses and abuses of Reting and his labrang officials, national and government interests took sccond place to
personal gain and aggrandizement.
This period also saw a number of critical turning points in modern
Tibetan history. First and foremost was the destruction in 1934 of
Lungshar and his "Union for Happiness" reform party. Lungshar's
d o w n f d eliminated the most forward-thinlung and capablc figure in
the government, and Tibet lost its best opportunity to overcome the
entrenched religious conservatism that had been impeding redistic
change. Had Lungshar's scheme succeeded, it is not unlikcly that the
Tibetan government would have been able substantially to strcngthcn
its military and international position, and thcrc is reason to bclicvc
that the demise of the Lamaist State in 1951 might have becn avoided.
But Lungshar's ideas, though modcrate by Wcstcrn standards, wcrc
considered racbcal in Tibet and threatened the vested interests of the
elite. His defeat, his vicious mutilation by blinding, and the destruction
of his family sent a clear message to others with libcral and pr(,grcssivc
ideas. The Lungshar "lesson" was reinforced by thc treatment accorded
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helayofficialKhyungram and his family. The forces that had destroyed
heTsarong faction in 1924-1925 had become even more dominant in
his first period of the interregnum.
A second critical turning point was the monastic segment's insistence
hat an incarnate lama be selected as regent. This resulted in the selection of the young and inexperienced Reting in 1934. Acquisitive, funloving, and vindictive, Reting Labrang became one of the largest traders in Xbet and Reting came to dominate the government bureaucracy,
eluninating officials who questioned him. With such a ruler at the helm,
the strict standards of duty and propriety the 13th Dalai Lama had
imposed on Tibet quickly fell by the wayside. Moreover, Reting's failure to maintain his vow of celibacy forced him to resign the regency
rather than defile the presentation of vows to the young Dalai Lama.
The resignation set the stage for a dsastrous internal conflict six years
later when Reting attempted to regain the regency. The attempted
coup, a brief civil war, and the asassination of Reting was to leave Tibet
hopelessly dlvided just at the time when it faced the threat of postwar
China.
The interregnum government also faced several delicate and dangerOUS external situations. The Chinese were allowed in 1934 to establish
a mission in Lhasa for the first time since they had been expelled by the
13th Dalai Lama in 1912, and the British followed suit in 1937. Tibet,
moreover, was unable to secure British support for its claim of independence and could not reach any territorial or political settlement with
China. Though Xbet continued to long for an amicable rapprochement
with China regarding these issues, the two sides remained far apart on
all issues.
During the first phase of the interregnum, however, Tibet did contlnue the policies of the 13th Dalai Lama and d d maintain the de facto
independent political system that had been established in 1912. The
government prevented the Panchen Lama from returning to Tibet with
a Chinese military force, and the 14th Dalai Lama was brought from
Chinese territory and installed without any demonstrable increase in
Chincx influence or presence in Tibet. These successes continued to
the convenient but ultimately disastrous belief among Tibet's conScrvativclmonasticsegment that Tibet would always be able to preserve
own political system without importing new and alien ideas and
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institutions. Tibet entered the second phase of the interregnum period,
the Taktra regime, without any compelling fears. However, Xbet's ability to block Chinese advances had in reality been due malnly to internal
conchtions in China. The Japanese invasion and the Communist threat
combined to preoccupy the Nationalist government and to render it
impossible for Chiang Kai-shek to contemplate military action in %bet.
Tibet, with its glittering gilded roofs and religious altars, was racing
toward a fatal collision with the modern world and China. This will be
the subject of Part Two.

THE ERA OF TAKTRA
AND T H E 14TH
DALAI LAMA,
1941-1951

THE EARLY YEARS OF THE
TAKTRA REGENCY: 1941-1943

The sudden resignation of Reting and the enthronement of Taktra
in 1941 reversed the moral decline of the later Reting years. The new
regent, an elderly and learned incarnate lama who led an austere life, at
once set out to restore the high level of discipline and morality that had
characterized the reign of the 13th Dalai Lama. In glaring contrast to
the commercial abuses and venality of Reting Labrang, Taktra at once
publicly announced that his own labrang would not engage in trade o r
b~siness.~
Two incidents convey the ethical standards of the new regency.

TAKTRA'S NEW ETHICS
During Taktra's first ycar as regent, Dingla was appointed as one of
two lay officials @aria) who participated with 500 peasants in an annual
Ceremony in which thcy dressed in ancient military costumes and
paraded in Lhasa during the New Year's festival. Because the cos1. Although Taktra did not mention Rcting Labrang per se, the implicit ComParIson Was not lost on Rcting and his foUowers, who took this as an insult the)' had flat
cxPcted from the pcrson thcv had plucked from obscurity and elevated to the posltl0.n
of
This was rclatcd b;' the \atc Thubten Thuwang (interview), Samba (Rimshl)
finrcmi~w)
and indirectly b y ~ c t i n g1 ) ~ s a(interview). In r sense. this event represents
hpinninp of the cordict henvccn Rcting and Taktra.
,
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turnes and related expenses cost each official as much as 15,000 rupees,'
Dingja tried to use his influence in the Tsigang to be released from
participating.
Appointments to this ceremonial post were made on the basis of
seniority, and the next official in line was Namseling. He had just arrived from a three-year tour of duty in Kham and would normally have
been considered less able than Dingja to take on this unpopular responsibility. Nevertheless, the Tsigang approved Dingja's request and sent it
on to the Kashag, which in turn sent it to the regent for routine approval. Taktra, however, saw this as precisely the kind of shirking of
duty and personal favoritism that had become common during the Reting regency, and he reversed the decision. His action gave notice to
officials that new standards were in effect and that they were expected
to serve the government conscienti~usly.~
A second, more important and complicated incident reveals Taktra's
willingness to act even where the new Dalai Lama's family was involved. The family of the young 14th Dalai Lama, in keeping with
custom, expected to be ennobled and provided with financial security
in the form of a house in Lhasa and one or more manorial estates with
attached serfs. While these arrangements were being decided, the government provided temporary housing in Lhasa and paid all their expenses. The precise size, number, and quality of such estates varied; in
April 1940, it became clear that the 14th Dalai Lama's father (known
by the title of Yabshi Kung or Gyeyab) was not going to be easy to
satisfy. When the government offered him two estates, one near Lhasa
and one in Chayul in southern Tibet, and the house that had been confiscated from Khyungram in 1940, the Dalai Lama's father refused the
Khyungram house, saying that he and his family would feel uncomfortable living in a house that had been confiscated so recently. The government then offered him the Photrang Sarba house that had been confiscated from Kurnbela in 1934, but he refused this also. In the end, the
government gave him a large park, Cangseshar, in ~ h a s aand
2 . IOR, WPS/12/4201,
Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week ending
19 March 1944.
3. Shakabpa, interview.
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hematerials and labor for construction of a huge new house. The Yabshi Kung then informed the government that his family could not
maintainthemselves with the two estates he had been given and requestedthree additional ones. He somewhat gruffly reminded the government that before he and his farmly lefi Arndo for Lhasa, the Tibetan
government promised to give them whatever they needed to live in
Lhasa and now should fulfill this promise. The National Assembly &scussed his complaint and reluctantly agreed, although many felt he was
receiving an excessive amount.
All of this would not have become an issue except for the Yabshi
Kung's lsdain for the laws of the Tibetan government. The father,
strong-willed and hot-tempered, refused to pay the usual taxes on his
estates and started to requisition free transport and labor from other
serfs without going through the government. He also interfered in government legal cases and disputes and began himself to judge cases and
issues brought to him by individuals. Funhermore, he demanded unheard-of deference when traveling in Lhasa; for example, all mounted
persons, regardless of rank, had to dismount and pay respects to him or
risk being beaten by one of his servants. O n one occasion, when a sick
person en route to the British Mission for treatment did not dismount,
the Yabshi Kung immediately confiscated the man's horse4
On another occasion, in the autumn of 1942, when several farmers
from Betsang village near Lhasa went to the Tsona area in southeast
'Tibet to barter salt for rice, they were met at Jora by the headman of
one of the Dalai Lama's father's estates, who wanted to buy salt. The
Betsmg villagers, suspecting that they would be forced to accept an
unfavonbk exchange rate, refused to do business with him. The headman complained to the Yabshi Kung in Lhasa, who summoned the
Betsmg headman and then imprisoned him.
Because Betsang village was an estate of Drepung monastery's Loselcollege and under its protection, the Loseling Abbot went to the
house where the headman was being held and personally released him,
him to Drepung for safety. The abbot then called on the Yabshi
4. IOR, LIPS11214179, letter from Norbhu Dbndup, assistant political officer in
S i ~ (then
m in 1.hasa) to the political officer in S i k h , dated 2 January 1942.
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Kung, told him what he had done, and asked him why the h e a h m
had been imprisoned. The father cursed the abbot and threatened to
shoot him with his pistol. At this point, it is said, the abbot coolly
invited him to shoot, but he did not do so. The abbot filed a complaint
demanding that the Yigtsang Office examine the issue, and the Dalai
Lama's father filed a countersuit with the Kashag5
The abbots of the Three Seats were not accustomed to such insulting
behavior from religious figures, let alone even as important a layman as
the father of the Dalai Lama, and monastic public opinion was strongly
behind the Loseling Abbot. Consequently, friends of the Yabshi Kung
persuaded him to withdraw his case, at which point the abbot h d likewise and the affair ended.
The behavior of the Dalai Lama's father continued to violate even
the rather loose norms of Tibet, and Taktra stepped in and ordered the
National Assembly to dscuss this issue. In late November 1942 it recommended that the Tibetan government curb the Yabshi Kung's unlawful behavior; soon afterward, it specified that any servant of the
Kung who abused his position and exacted tribute either in cash or in
h n d from Tibetan subjects should be a r r e ~ t e dTaktra
.~
approved the
decision and ordered a proclamation to that effect exhibited on the
streets of Lhasa and in the various districts of Tibet. It said:
Since the arrival of the father of the Dalai Lama the upper and lower
treasuries (Tsi-chag and Lha-chag) [Tseja and Laja] of the Tibetan Government have spent more than a lakh of Dotse on him. This amount is
exclusive of messing and clothing charges. Over and above this the Tibetan Government have bestowed on him estates capable of producing
20,000 bhos of grain per annurn [1 bho = 15 seers, roughly 30 Ibs.1.
Despite the above, the Dalai Lama's father requisitions grass, grain, butter, salt, firewood and yak dung from poor dealers and does not pay the
full cost of such articles. Moreover, he fines people heavily for minor
offenses without any reference t o the Tibetan Government. . . . Further,
he has instructed his tenants [i.e., peasant serfs] not to obey the demands
of the Tibetan Government for forced labor. Be it known to the public
5. [OR, L/PS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week ending
3 0 August 1942.
6. IOR, I,/PS/12/420 1 , Lhasa letters from the British Mission for the week ending
2 9 N~vcrnber1942, and 2 0 December 1942.
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that henceforth the Dalai Lama's father has been ordered to behave himself in a manner similar to the other Yabshis [i.e., families of earlier Dalai
Lamas]. If any of his servants commits an offense, and if the Kashag takes
no steps to try the case against the Dalai Lama's father, then the National
Assembly will straightaway judge the matter.
The above proclamation has passed by the National Assembly and
bears the seal of the Kashag.'

Thls unprecedented action illustrates the lengths to which Taktra was
w i h g to go to reassert government propriety and eliminate favoritism
and self-interest in these first years of his regency. The contrast between
the last years of the Reting's reign and the initial years of Taktra's is
strllung; even suppotters of Reting Rimpoche recall that they were at
first somewhat ashamed to compare Reting's behavior with that of the
high moral tenor established by Taktra.8
These actions also reveal that Taktra never had any intention of acting as a caretaker or puppet regent and showed no favoritism to Reting
or his followers. Taktra's removal of his labrang from participation in
trade clearly pointed at the excesses of Reting Labrang, and the limitations imposed on the Dalai Lama's father seemed to Reting to be an
ungrateful attack on a family with whom he had become c10se.~
Taktra's hostility to Reting was displayed in early 1943, when Taktra
had his first opportunity to appoint a new shape (see Figure 42). At
this time, Langcunga, the one shape remaining from the time of the
13th Dalai Lama, was serving as the governor-general of Kham. Such
terms of duty normally last three years, and Langcunga, having served
this term, was eager to return to the comforts of Lhasa. However, despite repeated requests for a replacement, none was sent, as the other
shapes i d not want to take his place.l"Irritated and frustrated, Lang7. A translation of thc edict was included in IOR, L/PS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from
the British Mission for the wcck endng 10 January 1943.

8. Sambo (Rirnshi), interview. The new regent had also begun a series of malor
xholarly projects. Hc ordered dl Tibetm
then available in Central Tibet to
and distributed them. He also
coUccted, had ncw w d b l o c b cawed, md
had all the available w d b l c h k s in G n t r d Tibet (in monastcries. homes, etc.) catah e e d . For all thcsc reasons, T&tra\ accession to power was initially received favorably
the mass of govcrnmcnt officids (Gelek [hmpchhe], interview).
9. Rcting Dzasa, intcrvicw.
10 The three other s h r p s at the time werc Phunkang. Bo~lsho, Temba Jayan.
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The three shapes in 1943: (left to right)
Temba Jayan, Bonsho, Phiinkang (photo
courtesy of India Office Library and
Records, British Library)

cunga rcturncd from Kharn t o Lhasa in the spring of 1943 withour
having bccn relieved of duty. Taktra rcspondcd by dcmoting him to the
rank of dzasa, thereby creating a vacancy in the Kashag.
main competitors for the position of shape were Sambo Teiji.
Ragashar, Surkhang Dzasa, Shasur, and Kapshiiba. Surkhang Dzasal
co-head of the Foreign M a i r s Burcau, madc a scrious move to obtain
the position through his supporrcr, the monk-shape Tcmba Javan.
When Tcmba Jayan suggested Surkhang's name at a Kashag mcctine.
howevcr, hc was rcbuffcd by Phiinkang, a Rcting supporter and app o i n t ~ who
~ . openly askcd Temba Jayan how the" coold cvcn consider
somconc who smoked opium. This public insult infuriated the Sllrkhang family, which dccided to makc a major effort to obtain the p(lsl-
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tion for Surkhang Dzasa's son, Wangchen Gelek, even though at thirtythree, he was rather young to compete for a shape position.ll
The Surkhang family succeeded partly through the strong support
of Temba Jayan and a huge gift of gold they gave to the regent's manager,12but primarily because the Surkhang family disliked Reting because he had confiscated d o n e of their estates and they were, therefore,
a certain source of support for Taktra vis-i-vis Reting. Wangchen Gelek
was appointed shape in October 1943 (see Figure 43).
At about the same time, Tsipon Driyii, a Reting supporter, was demoted for malung mistakes in accounting and was replaced by Shakabpa. This was a huge jump in rank for Shakabpa, who at the time was
only a tsipa. The Shakabpa family had been a patron to Taktra before
his regency and the family also carried grudges against Reting both
because of his treatment of their close relative Trimon and because Reting had forced Shakabpa's uncle, Tregang, to resign from his position
as monk shape in 1938. With these appointments, a major shifi of personnel began in the upper levels of the government, with anti-Reting
officialssystematically replacing those who were pro-Reting.
A number of Lhasa street songs commented sarcastically on these
appointments:
The horn of the ox has been broken
and a prayer flag has been erected on the comer.
The old yak has been sent to the butcher and
two layers have been put on the hat.13

The first syllable of the demoted minister's name (Lang-cunga) means
'ox,'' and the first syllable in the name Surkhang literally means "corner"-house. The first syllable in Driyu, the demoted tsipon's name,
means "female yak," and the first syllable in Shakabpa's name means
"hat." The allusion to two layers can be interpreted in one of two ways:
1 1 . F0371/46123, memo from thc British trade agent at Yatung to the political
officerin Siklum, dated 15 Junc 1945.
12. Gifts @abLn) to influence key figures in law cases and promotions were cornman In Tibet. In this instance, the size of the gift shocked the Lhasa elite. It was particularhi welcomed by T&tra I.abran@ manager, however, since his labrang was poor and
u t r a refused to cngagc in trade or to take more estates from the government.
13. In Tibetan:.lan8~i
u, b c w song / zur la dur L q btsugs son. 1 'bnv a n bshaf
L P ~ & 1 zmw I,,
mw bYmdSon8.
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Surkhang Shape (ca. 1945) (photo courtesy
of J. T. Surkhang)

cithcr Shakabpa'9 hin.inp jiimpcd several ranks .lt onc time. o r that nvo
members of the Slidcabpa fam~lvwere promoted at this samc tlnlc.
Three othcr songs also comment o n thcsc appointments.
H,lving kickcd thc \.ak,
hc p11t

0" ,I

ll.lt.
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Having built a wall of 30,000,
he put a prayer flag by one side.
The luck of Langcunga is low
so he has been hit by a cannon shell.
Having built a wall of gold,
a flag was put up in the corner.
The horn of the yak has fallen off;
it is a sign of having caught the stupefying disease.
The two and three layered hat,
is not so appropriate.14

The h a 1 stanza comments on the inappropriateness of a minor official like Shakabpa rising up in status to Tsipon in one leap when there
were other, more experienced officials senior to him.
Given these developments, one of the great conundrums of modern
Tibetan history is the nature of the transfer of power between Reting
and Taktra. Did Reting offer the Regency to Taktra with the clear written or verbal agreement that he would have to relinquish the position
to Reting after a few years? Or &d Reting simply assume that the elderly and other-worldly Taktra would wihngly step down if asked? Or
did Reting believe that Taktra would respect his "advice" and favor his
followers, thus affording him the power of the regency with none of
the responsibilities?The answer is not clear. Many of Reting's suppofiers today claim that the National Assembly gave Reting a document
that said Reting could resign and Taktra would rule in his place tempora&y.l5 Other officials from that era, however, unequivocally assert that
there was no such formal document and that Reting resigned uncondit i ~ n a y . The
' ~ nature of Tibetan politics supports the latter view, for if
Reting had possessed such a document his monastic supporters could
have demanded that the assembly meet to discuss his return, but, as we
14. 'hla rdop r m q p z h w nm / zhwa la zhwa mp.yops son8 k h p s u m rtstppa hst!ls
1 ZUr h dar l c q btsups sonp.planp h u n p rlunp rta d m ' bas 1 me sDDBS 'thm d l the65
J0"81~~
rtsg
e 8paf h k s nar / zur la dar lug btswps sonp. 'bn yi m a co bud pa 1
nad
phad fa'i p h i red 1 sham mo n w h g s sum b m g s 1 Len po ran .van,
b ~ u t ~

15. Kapshoha, interview; Rcting Dzasa, interview.
16. Shakabpa, interview; Lhalu, interview; Sambo (kmshi), interview; Anonl, interview.
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shall see, no such attempt was ever made." However, this does not rule
out the possibility that there was a verbd agreement of some sort.
In 1947, while a prisoner, Reting himself mentioned such an agreement. Pebola, his jailer, quotes him as saying: "Not only did Taktra md
I have a good relationship as teacher and disciple, but, since Takaa
Labrang was very poor, I resigned for awhile and turned over the regency to him to help his labrang economically. [However], we had a
verbal agreement that he would return it to me after a few years had
passed."18 Considering Tibetan religious etiquette, it is unlikely that
Reting could have overtly told the more elderly Taktra he planned to
return as regent afier a few years. At best, Reting might have hinted at
a return at that time and only later interpreted this as an "agreement."
It is possible, however, that a more explicit verbal agreement was
reached by the managers of Reting and Taktra. What is certain is that
Taktra's anti-Reting demeanor was completely unexpected and created
a set of conditions that made Reting and his followers perceive regaining the regency as important for their well-being.
While Xbet was slowly being divided internally into pro-Taktra and
pro-Reting forces, externally Xbet was once again becoming embroiled
in a threatening confrontation with China.

PLANS F O R A N INDIA-CHINA ROADWAY
VIA TIBET, 1941-1943
When the Japanese military machine severed China's traditional supply routes, Chiang Kai-shek needed to develop alternate routes from
17. Further evidence that there was n o letter comes from Lha klu (Lhalu [I9851
51). who says that shapes Bonsho and Temba Jayan were worried about their own pitlon if the regency changed again and added a line to the document that specified h a t
T k t r a should remain regent until the young Dalai Lama tcmk over. He also says that
R e h g signed this document without realizing what it said. It is obvious that this would
not have been necessary or possible if Reting really had a written agreement from the
s w m b l y to return after three years. The actual assembly documents undoubtedly exist in
the government archives in Lhasa, but these are not available to scholars. When they are,
h s issue wdl probably be resolved.
18. The Tibetan reads: S t g brg dung ngngnyrr 6la sh6 kyi 'du shes yag poyod~ama
ad 1 s t q hq 6 h hang sly0 po ytn stabs ngar mg bn.y h 'rshos b o n ~byed chcd re zhip nfla
bad b r m d khab on^ pa ZkW tt r n d rrhab~parpa stag brag nusp u n ? r f l hnfl
1 lo &ha shm s w mkham ryyd khab lyi h 3an n . la p4;r s p r d f f a n r~ - u Mn? ma''
ldan (yarpayin (in Shar rtse [Pebola] 1983:115).
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India to China. After preliminary discussions with the British ambassador in Chungking, Chiang issued orders in February 1941 to begin
construction of a motorable highway from southwest Szechuan Province through Rirna in southeast Xbet to the NEFA (Northeast Frontier
Agency) border in what is now Arunachal Pradesh (see Maps 7 and 8).
The British ambassador in China supported the Chinese action and
"recommended that in this matter we should not allow outmoded political conceptions to stand in the way of progress," that is to say, that
Britain and India should not let their support of Tibet's internal autonomy interfere with Chiang's plan.19
The Government of India opposed the road, arguing that construction, as a very long term project, would not substantially help the war
effort and that if China were to build such a road without Tibetan consent (as it appeared w i h g to do), Tibet's position as a de facto independent buffer state closely linked to Britain and I n h a would be damagedS2O
The British Foreign Office agreed that the road was impractical, but
also felt sympathy for China and sought to assist her struggle against
the Japanese. The outbreak of World War I1 in Asia in December 1941
md the Japanese army's remarkable initial successes created in London
md Delhi "a new urgency, not without a hint of panic in it, to conciliate Chinese opinion which had been shocked and alarmed by our [Britah's] collapse in the Far East."Z1 A letter from the head of the British
Foreign Office's Far Eastern Department reveals the importance London placed on preventing the fall of its ally, China:
we hold the view that the collapse o f China would prolong the war by
removing a potential base for striking at Japan, by the extent to which it
would relieve the strain on Japaneseresources, by the adverse psychological effect it would have on aU of us and by the encouragement which it
would give to our enemies. For these reasons we share the anxiety . . . to
help in maintaining Chinese resistance and we spend much time thinking
how best this can be achieved.22
19, IOR, tA"S120/D222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 70. This source contains referencesto many telegrams
letters that are no longer available in the archives.
20. Ibid.
21. IOR. LlPSI201D222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 70.
22. U.S. Forcig Rclrtions, China, 1942, letter fkom A. Clarke (head of Far East
"pment of the British Foreign Office)to rhc counseUor of the American Embassy ln
Kingdom. datcd 7 Aupst 1942.
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Consequently, London did not reject the plan for new supply routes
but informed China that Tibetan consent was necessary before they
could cooperate in the project.23
While this was taking place, the Chinese representative in Lhasa informed the Tibetan government that Britain and China intended to
build a road through Tibet to Assam and that a survey party had already
left China to begin the project.24The Tibetan government had previously rehsed China and Britain permission to build roads or airfields.
They saw Chiang's actions as yet another attempt by the Chinese to
regain a foothold in their country. After securing the National Assembly's approval, the government ordered the border officials to turn
back any Chinese survey parties they encountered in their districts; it is
said that the Tibetans killed the head of one such party.25
In February 1942, Chiang Kai-shek visited India and convinced the
Indan and British governments to construct a motor road outside 'Tibet from the Assam rail and river heads at Sadiya and Ledo through
Fort Hertz, south to Myithyina in Burma, and then to Lungling in
Yunnan Province (see Map 9). This was considered an immediate
priority, due to the possibility that Rangoon would soon fall and necessitate an alternate route to move the U.S. lend-lease stores to ChinaaZ6
In this atmosphere of comradely cooperation, the Government of India
unilaterally reopened the issue of shipping goods from Inha through
Tibet to China. It sought, however, to alleviate Tibetan apprehensions
by limiting the carriers to pack animals and the existing trade trails. In
March 1942, Norbhu Dondup, the assistant political officer in S i M .
was sent to Lhasa to try to persuade the Kashag that Tibet could best
protect her own future interests by voluntarily helping Britain and
China in their hour of need.27 The Kashag wanted to show its friend-

23. Ibid.
24. This. of course, was untrue, as Britain had not agreed to the plan; on the connary, it had informed China that Tibetan consent was needed.
25. USFR. 740.001 113272, telegram from the U.S. chargk in China to the gcretaw of state, Washington. D.C., dated 25 May 1943; IOR, LlPSl20lD222, Richardson,
Pricis, 1945: 71.
26. F037113 1636, report and sketch maps on possible road development in Assam.
including references to othir telegrams no longer a d a b l e .
27. F037113 1636, telegram from the cmvemment of India to the British Embuy
in Chungkmg, dated 28 March 1942.
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ship to India and Britain, but they did not want to set a dangerous
pecedent. They referred the matter to the National Assembly, which
categorically stated that Tibet could not agree to the use of its soil for
the purpose of transpotting supplies to China. The Tibetan government also informed the British at this time that they wanted to remain
neutral in the war.28
Meanwhile, the Chinese learned of the Indian overtures to Tibet and
became increasingly impatient at what they considered the audacious
intransigence of the Tibetans. This tension was exacerbated by the Tibetan government's creation of a new office to deal with foreign affiirs.

THE TIBETAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS BUREAU
Before the creation of the Foreign Affairs Bureau, both the British
Mission and the Chinese Mission in Lhasa dealt directly on all issues
with the highest office of the Tibetan government, the Kashag. By
1942, the volume of foreign affairs had expanded considerably and the
Kashag decided to resurrect the Foreign Mairs Bureau that had been
established and utilized briefly during the 13th Dalai Lama's reign. In
early July they notified the British, Nepalese, and Chinese representat i v e in Lhasa (in letters parallel to the British one cited below) that
they would have to deal with a new office:
At the suggestion of the National Assembly of Tibet and with the sanc-

tion of His Holiness the Regent o f Tibet, it has been decided to open a
new office to deal with Foreign affairs. Dzasa Surkhang Surpa and Ta
Lama Kunchog Jungne (Yongon Dzasa) together with a few assistants
[see Figure 4-41? have k e n appointed as Officers in charge of the said
office,and the office will Function with effect from the 23rd day of the
5th Tibetan month (corresponding to 6th July 1942).In fiture
mten both bg and small, between the British and Tibetan Governments should
be ductused with this ofice.zP
28. UPSI20lD222, kchardson, Precis, 1945: 71.
2 9 F037II3 1700, trmslation of Tihtan letter dated 6 July 1942. enclosed in ,a
'cttcr horn F. Ludlow in Ihnsa to the
officer in S
h (emphasis added). This
was callcd in Tihctan Phvi Rgyal I.as Khung.

Tibet's first foreign secretaries: (left to
right, seated) Surkhang Dzasa,
Yunngiin Talama, Ringang

The Government of India complied, believing that bv discontinuing
direct access to the Kashag, the status of the Tibetan government was
enhanced and that day-to-day work would be facilitated, sincc the had
of the Foreign Affairs Bureau would be far more readily available Tor
consultation than the
The Nepalese government, however, had special rights, deriving
from the Nepal-Tibet Agreement of 1856, permitting thcm to deal
with the Tibctan government through the Corship Officc, which bras
created solely for Nepalese disputes and affairs. They informed the
Kashag that thcv would continue to use that office, and the Tibetan
government accepted this.
China also demurred. It did not want to be iilcludcd 11.1 the same
30. IOR, I,/PS/20/1)222, Richardson, Prccis, 1945: 6 8 .
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category as other foreign countries such as Britain, since this would be
a tacit admission that Tibet was independent of China. It ordered Dr.
Kung, its official in Lhasa, to continue to deal solely with the Kashag.
When he informed the Kashag of this decision, they told him they
could not agree to this and could no longer have mrect dealings with
him.This produced an impasse wherein the Chinese government could
not present matters to the Tibetan government via their Lhasa repre~entative.~
The extent of this stalemate is reflected in an incident involving the
delivery of a letter. A Chinese official in Kharn sent a letter to Dr. Kung
care of the Tibetan Kashag. The Kashag passed the letter on to the
Foreign Afiirs Bureau for delivery to Kung, but he refused to accept it
fiom them and ultimately it was sent back to China unopened.32
Sino-'Iibetan relations in Lhasa deteriorated further on 27 August
1942, when a
policeman stopped a Chinese Tibetan man from
beating his wife in the middle of one of the streets in Lhasa. The man
assaulted the policeman and was arrested, tried by the Lhasa magistrate,
and sentenced to 100 lashes. Kung demanded the release of the man on
the grounds that as a half-Chinese he was under Chinese jurisdiction.
The Xbetan government refused, reminding Kung that at the time of
the expulsion of Chinese from Tibet in 1912-1913, all half-Chinese
Xbetans had been given the choice of returning to China or staying in
%kt, and that those who decided to remain in Tibet had been informed that they would fall completely under the authority of the Tibetan government. Consequently, the Tibetan authorities carried out
the lashing. Kung was so angry he ordered a photograph taken of the
man's bloody buttocks and sent it to C h ~ m g k i n g . ~ ~
Sine-Tibetan relations plunged even further on 6 October of that
Year, when another half-Chinese Xbetan became involved in a serious
brawl with a half-Nepalese Tibetan. Four Tibetan policemen intervened
31. F0371/3I700, remarks of Surkhang Dzasa t o F. Ludlow, Lhasa letter for the
week ending 2 4 A U ~ 1942.
S ~
32. F0371131700, comments of h n g a n g t o F. Ludlow, Lhasa letter for the week
ending30 August 1942. The Chinese circumvented the ~ r o b l e mfirst by conducting most
~fthelrbusbless via t e l e p a from Chunghng t o the Kashag, and later by contacting t
h
Foreign Affairs Bureau quietly through the T i k t government's liaison oficer to their
Misionland by "informally" visiting the shapes in their homes.
33. Ibid.
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but the half-Chinese man fled to the quarters of the Chinese Mission,
where he sought refuge as a Chinese national. The Tibetan police pursued him into the mission and Kung, furious, seized the Tibetan policemen. When other police congregated outside the mission, Kung went
to see the regent even though it was late in the evening. The doors to
Norbulinga Palace were locked, and, once they had been locked, Tibetans consider it unthinkable for anyone to knock on the doors to gain
entrance. Kung either d d not realize this or did not care, for he started
banging loudly, shouting that he demanded to see the regent. Kung
was merely told to come back the next morning,34 but the shocked
Tibetans considered it an unforgivable expression of disrespect to the
regent and the Dalai Lama. The next day the Kashag withdrew their
Liaison officer and convened the National A~sernbly,~~
which decided to
punish Kung by ceasing to provide the Chinese Mission with fuel and
servants and by demanding that the Chinese government recall K ~ n g . ~ ~
A letter written by a subordinate officer in the Chinese Mission in
Lhasa in late October 1942 reflects Kung's loss of position and the
isolation of the Chinese:
Since the formation of a Foreign Office in Tibet, the situation has been
suddenly changed. In August, two Chinese were arrested, and on October 6th Tibetan police raided the [Chinese] Office as well as making
arrests. The situation still remains the same, and is of great concern to
everybody. The relationship between China and Tibet now remains as it
was before [i.e., bad]. Ching [Kung, the head of the mission] has lost his
standing, and cannot be expected to extend his work.
I came here t o settle the frontier area at the time of national reconstruction and also to strengthen the relations between all races living in
Chinese territory. Now the conditions are such that I am really a prisoner

34. FO371135754, Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week ending 11
October 1942. All former Tibetan officials intcrvicwed about this agrced that thc British
report was accurate.
35. IOR, L/PS/12/4182, Lhasa letter frorn the British Mission for the week ending
2 0 October 1942. The Tibetan government was so furious that they dismissed the liaism
officer (the monk official Sarncor) from his position and fined him 3 gold coins for not
reporting the police incident and for failing to prevent Kung frorn going to Norbulingat
despite the fact that he had been at home, not on duty, that cvcning.
36. Anon 1. interview.
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in Lhasa. I would like to get back home to see my mother and to obtain
another post in our national government.37

CHINA AND TIBET MOVE TO T H E BRINK OF WAR
The deteriorating military situation in China and Southeast Asia was
heightened by the warning, from the British ambassador in China to
London, that China might take independent action against Tibet if Tibet did not agree to the transport of goods. Fearing that such action
might lead to the reestablishment of a strong Chinese presence in Tibet,
the British decided to increase the pressure on Xbet to compromise.
Britain attempted to make =betan acquiescence more palatable by
trying to wrest a public statement from China that it would respect
Tibet's autonomy.38The British informed China that "they were prepared, in association with the Chinese, to speak plainly to Tibet and to
threaten economic sanctions in order to change the Tibetan attitude,
but [His Majesty's Government] feels that prior thereto the Chinese
Government should do its part to facilitate Tibetan acquiescence, as
Tibetan reluctance is believed to be largely due to fear of Chinese penetration." If China made such a "declaration," Britain said it would be
ready to cooperate with them to exercise joint pressure on Tibet.39
However, the Government of India did not wait for a Chinese statement but instructed F. Ludlow, the head of the Lhasa Mission, to use
both the threat of sanctions and the ties of friendship to impress on the
Tibetans the seriousness of the matter. Ludlow then informed the Tibetan government that if they refused to allow the transit of goods,
Britain might withdraw its acceptance of Tibet's "autonomy," or it
might be necessary to stop the export to Tibet of brick tea from China
Or block the export of Tibetan wool to or through India.'O Soon after
37. IOR, lflSI1214182, lcttcr from Tai Hsin-chih (Lhasa) to Tsao Hsiang-leng
(Ch~ngkin~).
interccptcd and copicd by the British.
38. IOR, llPS12011>222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 72.
39. U.S. Foreip RRctions, China, 1942, 893.24, 1377.5, cited in telegram from
rcretary of statc (C. Hull) to
U.S. ambassador in China. dated 3 July 1942.
40. IOR, LlPSl201D222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 72.
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this, in July 1942, the Tibetan government backed down to the extent
of agreeing to permit the transport of nonmilitary goods to China for
one year, with the term nunmilitary not to be interpreted strictly; petrol, for example, was included among the nonmilitary supplies.41These
supplies were to be sent through Tibetan tradmg companies on existing
pack-animal trails via Central Xbet, Nagchuka, and Jyekundo, bypassing Lhasa. So sensitive was this issue in
that the Kashag asked
Taktra to sign the agreement without referring the matter to the National Assembly, which, it feared, would r e h ~ e . ~ ~
In the meantime, China chd not issue the statement Britain had requested regarhng Tibetan autonomy, so London asked the United
States for assistance. The Department of State declined to get involved:
For its part, the Government of the United States has borne in mind the
fact that the Chinese Government has long claimed suzerainty over Tibet
and that the Chinese constitution lists Tibet among areas constituting
the territory of the Republic of China. This Government has at no time
raised a question regardng either of these claims. The Government of
the United States does not believe that a useful purpose would be served
by opening at this time a detailed discussion of the status of Tibet.43

Now that Tibet had capitulated before British threats of sanctions,
China informed the British that they were unable to make a public
declaration with respect to Tibet's status. However, privately they
stated that although Xbet was considered a part of the Republic of
China, China had no intention of interfering with the autonomy of the
internal administration in Tibet.44
Attempts to put this compromise into effect very quickly ran into
41. Some materials indicate that the Tibetans agreed to this in June (F03711
35758), but a letter from the Xbetan government mentions 29 July 1942 as the date.
Actually, Tibet was fortunate in obtaining these terms since F. Ludlow was not authorixd
to agree to the prohibition on rmlitary goods. (IOR, LlPSl20lD222, Richardson, Precis,
1945: 73.)
42. IOR, UPSl20lD222, Richardson, PrCcis, 1945: 72; USFR, 893.2411386, telegram from the British ambassador in China to the secretary of state. Washinpn,
dated 13 July 1942.
43. F0371135756, aidememoire sent by the U.S. Depamnent of State to the
ish Embassy in Washington, D.C., dated 15 May 1943.
44. USFR. 893.2411386, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in China to the
secretary of state, dated 13 July 1942. The U.S. ambassador in Chungking was vflbalh
informed of this by Foo Ping-sheung, the vice-minister for foreign affairs.
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snags. China agreed to use existing pack-animal trails, but notified the
British ambassador in Chungking that they planned to station Chinese
"technicians" along the route to facilitate transport. The British knew
that the Tibetan government was firmly committed to preventing any
Chinese officials from entering Tibet to administer trade and therefore
showed their disapproval to the Chinese by asking the Tibetan government their opinion of the intentions of the Chinese. The Tibetans refused to consider the Chinese plan; this was just the h d of development they had anticipated when discussion of a roadway began. The
Tibetans informed the British that they wanted the final transportation
arrangement embodied in a tripartite agreement wherein Britain would
guarantee faithll adherence to its terms.45
In August 1942, the Chinese government raised a new obstacle by
indicating that a representative of the Chinese Ministry of Cornmunications would negotiate contracts directly with Tibetan transport
firms.&The British agreed to this and in November informed Tibet of
the proposed arrangement:
The Government of India's purpose has throughout been to arrange for
the establishment of a supply route for the benefit of their ally the Government of Free China in their resistance against the Japanese. Apart
from this they had no direct object. They undertook certain discussions
with the Tibetan Government in the course of which the latter laid down
terms and conditions on which they would agree to supplies being
passed through Tibet t o China. The Government of India accepted the
conditions on which Tibetan assent was given and now that it has been
proposed that direct negotiations should be undertaken between representatives of the Stage Transport Administration of the Chinese Minisuy
of ~rnrnunicationsand the Tibetan carrying firms, the Government of
India have it in their mind to confine themselves to using their good
ofices with a view to facilitating such an agreement within the terms laid
down by the Tibetan G ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~

The Tibctan government responded by forbidding Tibetan firms to accept such offers without their approval. Consequently, when the Chi45. F0371135756, British aide-mkmoire to the United States. dated 15 May 1943.

46. USFR, 893.2411428, copy of telegram from the British Foreign Office, dated
Augufl 1942, passed on by the British Embassy to the U.S. Department of State.
47. IOR, I,IPS/20/D222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 73.
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nese officers contacted Tibetan transport firms in Kalirnpong, India,
none would accept a Chinese contract. The Chinese government approached the Tibetan government about this in late January 1943 and
were told that no permission would be granted for shipments through
Tibet unless a tripartite agreement with Britain was signed.48In March
1943, almost nine months after Tibet had agreed to permit nonditary
trfic to be carried by private firms, no such tripartite agreement had
been reached. The Tibetan government then took the rather rash step
of ordering private Tibetan trading firms to stop the shipment of all
goods to China until a final tripartite settlement was reached.49The
Tibetan firms again complied, and Tibetan trade with China ceased.
These actions infuriated Chiang Kai-shek and in April he ordered
the governors of Tsinghai, S~kang,and Yunnan to move troops toward
the Tibetan border. Tibet was fortunate in that Chiang and his Kuomintang government had little control over the semi-independent border
governors, two of whom, Liu Wenhui in Sikang and Lung yun in Yunnan, ignored the order for fear of weakening their own positions. Ma
Pu-feng in Tsinghai, however, told Chiang he would take action against
Tibet if Chiang would provide him with arms and ammunition. Chiang
rea&Iy sent him fourteen truckloads of munitions, and Ma moved a few
thousand troops first to Jyekundo (see Map 4) and then nearer Tibet.5o
The Tibetans immediately sent troops to Nagchuka and recruited
new militia. Although intent on confronting the Chinese if they advanced, the Tibetan government was frightened by the thought of war
with China and turned to their only foreign supporter, British India,
sending the following appeal:
Last year, MAPUFANG, Chairman of KOKO NOR Province, SANING [Sining], in direct and willful violation of Treaties between Tibet
and Saning, sent hundreds of troops, to DZAMAR near NAKCHU
right into Tibetan territory.
48. IOR, L/PSl12/4201, minute from H. Rumbold to the secretary of state for
Inha, dated 2 7 April 1943.
49. F0371135756, telegram from F. 1,udlow in Lhasa to the political oficcr In
S i b (Gould), dated 7 April 1943; IOR, LlPSI2OID222, Richardson, Prkcis, 1945:
73; F0371135756, telegram from the British Ambassador in China to the Govcrnmcnt
o f Inha, New Delhi, dated 3 April 1943; Shakabpa, interview.
50. F0371135755, telegram from the British ambassador in Chungking to the M.
eign Office, dated 8 May 1943.
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This year it is reported that with the most aggressive intentions, many
troops have already arrived o n Tibetan border and that others are on the
way. Naturally the Tibetan Government can no longer remain passive
and must think of best ways and means t o preserve the integrity of our
sovereignty. Please ask our great ally, the British Government, through
the Government of India to render us every assistance possible to uphold
and maintain our independence and also ask Major G. SHERRIFF,
Additional Assistant to Political Officer in Sikkim, to follow up this
matter.5

The Tibetans also took steps to relieve the tension by ending their trade
embargo, although they categorically refused to allow any Chinese to
accompany the goods without permission from the Tibetan government. They sent a letter to the British, setting out their condtions:
With reference to the transit of goods through Tibet to China, a joint
petition has been received from Chinese traders resident at KALIMPONG a s h g for orders to be issued t o Tibetan Trade Agent Yatung, t o
allow their goods to pass through en route t o China, as these are purely
and solely merchandse such as cotton goods and yarn, etc., for trading
purposes and that they are willing to give a guarantee to this effect if
necessary.
In accordance with sanction accorded by Tibetan Government after
strong representations by Government of India as per our letter of July
29th 1942, we have given orders to the Tibetan Government's Trade
Agent Yatung and informed the Chinese Resident at KALLMPONG that
goods may enter Tibet provided there are no military stores or that no
Pmm offieign nationality endeavar to obtain admksion into Tibet with the
8 d . So please ask the Government of India, through Foreign Office
and Political Officer in Siklum to see that no Chinese, withoutfint
obtaining pemrrMl of Tibetan Government, or military stores of any kind
ffouthe Tibetan border, and ask Major G. SHERRIFF, Additional Assistant to Political Officer in Siklum to follow up this matter.52
51, r0371135756, telegram from G . Sherriff, British Mission in Lhasa, to B.
Gould, political officer in S i k m , dated 15 April 1943.
52. F0371135756, telegram from G . Sherriff, British Mission in Lhasa, to B.
cmuld. politicd officer in Sikim, dated 15 AprJ 1943 (emphasis added). The British
md India governments honored Tibet4 ~ ~ n d t i o nregarding
s
the entrance of Chinese
0 ~ 3 into
s Tihet. For example, in June 1943, when one Chinese trader t anted to send
"Yocmploy~e~
with his go& to T i k t , Delhi responded, "Please inform applicant that
you
no authority to authorise any person o f any nationality to proceed to Lhasa . . .
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The British responded to Tibet's request for assistance by pressuring
the Chinese to give assurances that they were not planning to attack
Tibet and by informing the United States that American weapons sent
to China through India could not be used against Tibet. They also
asked the U.S. State Department to urge China to abandon what the
British called "this unproductive policy" and concentrate on fighting
the Japanese. In the meantime, the Chinese government unofficially
denied having any plans to attack Tibet. For example, at a Pacific Council Meeting in Washington on 20 May, the Chinese foreign minister,
T. V: Soong, informed Winston Churchill that although Tibet was a
part of China, there were no plans to go to war with Tibet.53Sirmlarly,
in July, the Chinese acting foreign minister verbally assured the British
ambassador in China that Chinese troops would not be used against
Tibet.54The British had to be content with these informal and private
reassurances, since the Chinese would not make any official statement
that questioned their contention that Tibet was a part of China and saw
all assurances that they would not invade Tibet as contradictory to their
position that Tibet was already a part of China.55
Incredibly, the Chinese tried to shift the focus of attention by informing the British of reports of Tibet's aggressive intentions toward
China and of unconfirmed rumors that the Japanese were sending munitions to Tibet and were preparing airfields in Kharn for Japanese aircraft. The British responded by formally asking Tibet to give assurances
regarding their intentions toward China. Tibet dutifully replied that it
did not have any aggressive intentions against China or any "dealings
or understandings with other foreign powers" such as Japams6

unless applicant can show that he has prior consent of Tibetan Government." (F03711
35757, telegram from B. Gould, political officer in Slklum, to the Government of India,
New Delhi, dated 3 June 1943; F0371135757, telegram from the Government of India,
New Delhi, to B. Gould, political officer in ~ i k m , - d a t e d3 June 1943.)
53. USFR. 893.00164. memorandum of conversation by, -J. Ballantine (Far Eastem
Affairs, State ~ e ~ a r t m e n tdated
) , 31 May 1943.
54. F0371135757, telegram from the British Foreign Office to the Rritish Embassy
in China, dated 2 1 July 1943.
55. The United States was also given assurances: for example, the Chinese viceforeign minister told the Americans that, whatever the nature of the troop movements,
"in any case we w d d o nothing." (USFR, 740.001 113465, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in China to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 28 September 1943.)
56. IOR, LlPSl201D222, kchardson, Precis, 1945: 74; F0371135839, telegram
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T H E FIRST MISSION T O TIBET
FROM T H E U N I T E D STATES
The possibility of constructing a motorable road through Xbet to
China prompted the U.S. Office of Strategic Services (OSS) to propose
sending intelligence officers to Tibet to survey the terrain secretly. The
U.S. State Department did not like the OSS initiative, but a plan for
two officers to travel from Lhasa to China to join General Stillwell was
approved in the summer of 1942.
The U.S. government initially asked the Chinese government to
arrange for this visit, and in June 1942 the Chinese representative
in Lhasa requested permission for two unnamed Americans to pass
through Tibet to China. The Tibetan government flatly refused. The
OSS then asked the U.S. ambassador in I n d a to request the Government of India to approach the
government to permit two emissaries to bring a letter and gifts from President Roosevelt to Lhasa.
The Americans &d not mention their previous attempt through the
Chinese, nor did they inform the British that the two officers really
wanted to travel from Lhasa to China.=' And although the State Department implied that this was an official request to the Tibetan government, the following note from Secretary of State Hull to President
Roosevelt indicates that this was not the case:
Colonel William J. Donovan, Director of the Office of Strategic Services,
is sending two members o f his organization on a special and confidential
mission to China via Inda and Tibet. It is believed that the work of the
mission in Tibet would be greatly facilitated if you were to provide it
with a letter of introduction to the Dalai Lama o f Tibet. The letter ic
addressed to the Dalai Lama in his capacity ofreltgious leader of Tibet, rather
than in hir capacity @seculav leadtr @Tibet, thw amdinggiving any possible

from the British ambassador in China to the Government of Inda, dated 22 April 1943;
F0371/35755, letter from the Tibetan government to the Government of Inda, cited in
a telegram From the Government o f Inda to the secretary of state for India, London,
dated 17 May 1943.
57. F0371135759, British Foreign Ofice draft memorandum, dated 20 October
1943.
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ofinse to the Chinese Government which incluhs Tibet in the territory ofthe
Republic

Afier being assured by the head of the British Mission in Lhasa that
this was a genuine mission which could benefit Tibet and that the two
Americans would return via India, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau
extended an invitation to the A ~ n e r i c a n s On
. ~ ~ 12 December 1942,
Captain Ilia Tolstoy and Lieutenant Brooke Dolan entered Lhasa,
bringing Roosevelt's letter and some gifcs which the British snidely assessed as being far too inexpensive to impress the Tibetans (see Figures
45 and 46). Roosevelt's letter to the Dalai Lama said:
Washington, July 3, 1942.
Your HOLINESS: Two of my fellow countrymen, Ilia Tolstoy and
Brooke Dolan, hope t o visit your Pontificate and the historic and widely
famed city of Lhasa. There are in the United States of America many
persons, among them myself, who, long and greatly interested in your
land and people, would highly value such an opportunity.
As you know, the people of the United States, in association with
those of twenty-seven other countries, are now engaged in a war which
has been thrust upon the world by nations bent on conquest who are
intent on destroying freedom of thought, of religion, and of action
everywhere. The United Nations are fighting today in defense of and for
preservation of freedom, confident that we shall be victorious because
our cause is just, our capacity is adequate, and our determination is unshakable.
I am asking Ilia Tolstoy and Brooke Dolan to convey to you a little
gift in token of my friendly sentiment toward you.
With cordial greetings [etc.]
Franklin D. R0osevelt6~

The Americans were well received in Lhasa but faced a difficulttask
in securing permission to travel to China via Nagchuka and ~~ckundo.
The logical source of support, the British Mission of Lhasa, could not
58. U.S. Foreign Relations, China, 1942, 103.918021687, letter from the U . 5 stcretary of state to President Roosevelt, dated 3 July 1942 (emphasis added).
3
Lhasa
59. IOR, LIPS11214229, minute dated 1 1 February 1943; ~ 0 3 7 1 1 1700,
letter from the British Mission for the week ending 24 August 1942.
60. U.S. Foreign Relations, China, 1942, 103,918021687, Lctter from president
Roosevelt to Dalai Lama, dated 3 July 1942.
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Gifts sent by President Roosevelt via
Capt. Ilia Tolstoy (1943) (photo courtesy
of U.S. National Archives)

assist thc Americans since they had assured the Tibetans that the h e r icans would rchlrn via India. Tolstov, liowcvcr, quickly won the aph
proval of the Tibetan govcrtimcnt by showing grcat sympatliv ~ i t Tibetan vicws. Lcar~iingo f Tibet's intcrcst in obtaining communications
facilities, hc offcrcd t o help the Tibetais obtain wirclcss equipment
from thc Unitcd Statcs and pronliscd t o scck help for Tihct in the m.wufacturc of a Tibetan tvpcwritcr. T()lstoyniadc his greatest impact when
hc ctatcd that hc was rcc(>nilncnding t o his govcrnmcnt that Tibct bc
rcprcscntcd at tlic Pcacc (2,lif'crcncc at the clid of the war. This rcprcscntcd a nrw nicchanism for altering the stahls q u o with regard t o Tihct's international t a n l s . T(rlstoy's suggestion, cooplcd with his statemcnt that thc I.J.S. govcrnmcnt was in full sympathy with weak and
'mall countries that wisllcd
rctdi,i their indcpcndc~icc.cxcitcd the
Tihctan F o r c i p Affair Burcall and the K a s h ~ g ,w h o felt that with
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(Left to right) unknown, Derge Sey,
Reting, and Ilia Tolstoy ( 1 943)

United States support for their cause, a postwar conference could
simply declare that Tibet was independent. F. Ludlow, the head of the
British Mission in Lhasa, furthered their hopes by indicating that his
views "were very similar to Tolstoy's and if thc Tibctan Government
desired that their case should be rcpresentcd at the Conferencc. I would
d o all in my power to help.""'
6 1. [OR, LIPS/ 1214229, 1,hasa letter from thc British Mission for thc week cndinJ?
20 February 1943; IOR. IiPSI1214229, mrmorandum from E I.odloa to the plitica'
officer in Siklum, datcd 4 April 1943.
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Tolstoy's suggestion was sent by the Kashag to the regent to elicit
his views, and on 12 March the Foreign Affairs Bureau called Ludlow,
Tolstoy, and Dolan for a meeting. Ludlow's report of this meeting is

Surkhang [Foreign Secretary] said that both the Regent and the Kashag
had carefully considered Tolstoy's suggestion. They thought it a very
excellent one and were most anxious that Tibet should be represented at
the Conference. They expressed a hope that the Tibetan Government
would be informed in due course, and in good time, of the date of the
Conference, and the manner in which application for representation
should be made. Meanwhile they trusted that the greatest secrecy would
be observed, otherwise Chunking might forestall events by tahng drastic
action before the Conference assembled.
3. Surkhang then went on t o explain t o Tolstoy and Dolan that Tibet
owed her present independence entirely to Great Britain. H e added that
what the Tibetan Government wished t o see was America backing up
Great Britain in her effort t o maintain Tibet's independence. The Tibetan
Government trusted this help would be forthcoming. He went on to say
that the Tibetan Government had always placed implicit trust in Britain's
good faith and had never found this trust misplaced.
4. Surkhang went on t o give a history to [sic] Tibet's relations with
China, emphasizing that Tibet had never recognised China's suzerainty,
and that Chinese domination in the past had been purely military.62

The Tibetan government's enthusiasm appears to have made Tolstoy a
bit nervous, and he commented to Ludlow after the meeting that ''he
was really very doubtful if his Government would approve his action
md thought it quite likely that they would decide not to interfere in
Sino-Tibetan affairsybJ
But Tolstoy had achieved his aim; the Tibetan government reversed
its position and granted him and Dolan travel permission, saying, "This
is the first time that friendly relations have been established between
%bet and the U.S.A., and Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt has sent a letter
62. IOR, LIPS11214229, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa to the political
in Siklum, dated 14 March 1943.
63. IOR, l,lPS/12/4229, memorandum from F. Ludlow to the political officer
SikkJff4 dated 4 April 1943. For Tolstoy, apparently, this was partly a ploy to Secure
prmissionto travel to China via Jyekundo.
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and presents to the Dalai Lama. For the above reasons, the Tibetan
Government allows you to go through [to
Tolstoy's doubts about the propriety of encouraging the Tibetans to
think about a postwar conference were small compared to the reaction
of the British in Delhi and London. While Basil Gould, the political
officer in Sikkim, cautiously commented that there were points both for
and against encouraging Tibet in this course and asking rhetorically
whether anything might be gained if Tibet were to declare adherence
to the Allied cause in the war, the viceroy of India, furious with Ludlow
for indcating his personal support for Tolstoy's idea,65wrote a blistering comment to the Secretary of State for India in London:
I regard with apprehension amateur efforts of two Americans who have
recently been in Lhasa. Indcations indeed are that they are impressed
with Tibetan claim for autonomy, but suggestion . . . that Tibet should
be represented at Peace Conference seems to me strangely inept. . . . Nor
am I impressed by suggestions recently received from Gould and Richardson that Tibet should be prompted to follow up contact made
through these representatives of President of U.S.A. and send letter impressing on American Government their theory of independence. American enlightenment in matters Tibetan may come in due course, but I
would judge it unsound that we from here should attempt to hasten
process.66

Ludlow was instructed to inform the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau
that the Government of India could not associate itself with the Toistoy
proposal and that Ludlow's opinions were strictly his own. Moreover,
"the advice of the Government of Inda was that they [Tibet] should
not raise the matter them~elves."~~
The External Affairs Deparunent
further instructed Gould that the Government of India did not wish
Tibet to declare adherence to the Allied cause, as this "would inevitably
64. U.S. Foreign Relations, China, 1943, 893.00 Tibetl77, Tibetan Foreip Office
R . Dolan, dated thirteenth day o f first month, Water-Sheep year (February 1943).
65. IOR, WPS/12/4229, letter from R . Gould to the Government of India, Department o f External Affairs, Delhi, dated 15 April 1943.
66. IOR, L/PS/12/4229, telegram, dated 3 May 1943.
67. IOR, L/PS/12/4229, memorandum from the British Mission in Lhasa to the
Government o f India, Department o f External Affairs, Delhi, dated 30 May 1943.
to 1. Tolstoy and
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evokeprompt reaction in C h ~ n g k i n g . "This
~ ~ prompted R. Peel in the
India Officein London to say, "I hope that the Tibetans' childlike trust
in Britain's good faith will not prove to be misplaced-but I do not feel
too much ~onfidence."~~
When the nbetans were informed of the British position they tactfully responded to the British representative in Lhasa: "If the Government of India did not think they should apply for representation at the
Peace Conference they would certainly not do so. The Foreign Office
stated that they had relied on the British Government to help them to
maintain their independence and likened the two Governments to FaThe British official added that he felt the sentiment
ther and
was quite genuine.

THE BRITISH REVIEW T H E I R POSITION O N TIBET
The most recent officialstatement Britain had made on Tibet's political status was the 26 August 1921 memorandum given by Lord Curzon to Dr. Wellington Koo, the Chinese minister in London. The relevant passage in this memorandum reads:
In view of the commitments of His Majesty's Government t o the Tibetan
Government arising out of the tripartite negotiations of 1914, and in
view of the fact that the Chinese Government accepted, with the exception of the boundary clause, the draft convention of 1914, providing fbr
Tibetan autonomy under Chinese suzerainty, and formally reaffirmed
their attitude in this respect in their offer of 1919, His Majesty's Government do not feel justified, failing a resumption of the negotiations in the
immediate future, in withholdin8 any lon~ertheir reco.gnitbn ofthe fiatus of
Tibet ar an a u t o r w m ~State
~ undrr the suzerainty of China, and intend
dealitl.8 on this basit with Tibet in thefuture."
68. IOR, LIPS/12/4229, letter from H. Weightman, External Mairs Depa-ent,
New Dclhi, to R. Gould, politicd officer in S i b , dated 6 May 1943.
69. [OR, LIPSI1214229, note by R.Peel, dated 13 May 1943.
70. 10R, I,/PS/12/4229, memorandum from the British Mission in Lhasa to the
cmv~mmmtof India, External Alfurs Department, Delhi, dated 3 0 May 1943.
71. F0371135755, minute on "Tibet and the Question of Chinese Suzerainty,"
April 1943 (emphasis added).
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At that time C u n o n also verbally informed Koo "that we [Britain]
regard ourselves as at liberty to deal with Tibet as an autonomous State,
if necessary without h t h e r reference to China, to enter into closer relations with her, to send an officer to Lhasa from time to time and to give
the Tibetans any reasonable assistance they might require in the development and protection of their country."72 These communications set
formal British policy with regard to the status of Tibet untd 1943.
In the spring of 1943, while the threat of war with China hung
heavy over Lhasa, His Majesty's Government contemplated discardng
the fiction of Chinese suzerainty and supporting Tibet's claim to independence. A Foreign Office report ("Tibet and the Question of Chinese
Suzerainty") presents the case for shifting policy:
Chinese plans and propaganda for a post-war settlement in the Far East
aim at securing independence from British rule for such territories as
India, Burma and Malaya. The real motive, so far as the two latter are
concerned, is undoubtedly to clear the ground for Chinese political and
economic domination, which the people of these regions would be in no
position to resist if left to themselves. The Chinese are the least sentimental and altruistic of nations but they are shrewd propagandists and have
been clever enough to present their aspirations as an unselfish desire to
secure for their neighbours the same freedom from foreign imperialism
that they themselves desire. Chiang Kai-shek has said that "China has
infinite sympathy for the submerged nations of Asia, and towards them
she has only responsibilities-not rights". The Atlantic Charter is invoked on behalf of the British, Dutch and French Colonies; but when it
comes to Tibet and Mongolia, who have successfully emancipated themselves from Chinese domination, it would seem that the case is different.
We are expected to accept an escparte statement that these territories form
part of the Chinese republic, and that any tendency to contest this would
be offensive to the Chinese. . . . I see no reason why the Chinese should
be allowed t o get away with it as easily as that; and I would urge that,
apart from the strategic value to India of having an independent Tibet as
a buffer State between herself and China, we can, when the time comes,
make good use of the Tibetan case to expose China's pretended altruism
in attaclung our hold on our own Far Eastern possessions.
72. F0371135755, letter from R.Peel, India Office, London, to the Foreign Oficc.
London, dated 7 May 1943.
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In order to give effective support t o Tibet's claim to complete independence, we should, I submit, abandon our previous willingness to acknowledge China's suzerain rights. We are perfectly free to d o so because
our previous offers to make this admission were contingent o n an agreement involving mutual concessions [i.e., the Simla Convention], which
we were never able to get.
A fUrther reason for discardng our previous attitude towards Chinese
suzerainty is that it hampers our freedom to make treaties with the Tibetans themselves. In the matter of the Indo-Tibetan frontier, for instance, the agreement reached in 1914 has not proved satisfactory in
practice and the Government of India would like t o conclude a new and
more binding agreement with Lhasa. . . . But so long as we continue to
recognise the overlordship of China it will be dfficult to assert the validity of an agreement with the vassal State as against the objections of the
suzerain in such an important international matter as a fr~ntier.'~

On 29 April 1943 the British Foreign Office sent a proposal regarding the withdrawal of British recognition of Chinese suzerainty over
Xbet to the InQa Office, the Government of India's headquarters in
London. The Foreign Office letter (not available in the archives) appears to have emphasized the benefits to India with regard to defense
and to the settlement of outstanding questions between India and Tibet, e.g., the Indo-Tibetan border. It suggested that no public or diplomatic statement be made r e g a r h g the change of policy but that Britain initially enact this new position by refraining from alluding to
Chinese suzerainty over Tibet. The response by Peel of the India Office
on 7 May supported the Foreign Office's suggestion, although, for the
record, it set out a number of arguments against altering the current
~0licy.These caveats are illuminating.
(a) China is bound to absorb Tibet at the end of the war if not before
and that wc can do nothing effective t o prevent it. . . .
(b) in the event of India gaining her independence, we shall be unable to help Tibet f u h e r and that therefore it is a poor service to the
Tibetans to encourage them against the Chinese now AS regards this, we
shall desire in our own interests to maintain the Tibetan buffer for as
long as we are respnsiblc for India's foreign relations and we shall have
73. F0371135755, T i k t md

1943.

question of Chinese surcrainty, dated 10 Aprd
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an obligation to pass on to an independent Government of India-if and
when such an independent Government is established-India's existing
buttress of buffer States. . . .
(c) the developments of modem war have rendered out of date the
policy of the buffer state. . . .
(d) the withdrawal of our recognition of Chinese suzerainty may precipitate a Chinese attack on Tibet.
(e) it would be very awkward tir-&pis the Chinese, parricularly at the
present moment when we can do little against the Japanese, to announce
that we d o not recognize Chinese suzerainty over Tibet. . . .
(f) Chinese suzerainty over Tibet is rooted very deep in history and,
even though the Tibetans refuse to acknowledge it now, they might quite
possibly be ready to do so in return for a general settlement on lines
satisfactory to themselves, as they were in 1934.74

In the end, Britain again decided, as it had many times earlier, that
withdrawal of recognition of Chinese suzerainty might precipitate a
Chinese attack on Tibet which it was in no position to counter militarily. Unable to make a commitment to direct support for Xbetan independence and unwilling to believe that Tibet, with British training
and armaments, could defend herself against China or unwilling to provide this level of aid, Britain retained the old dual policy, restated in a
confidential memorandum given to the Chinese foreign minister, T. \!
Soong, by Anthony Eden, the foreign secretary, on 5 August 1943, in
London. The Eden memorandum is noteworthy for the very blunt first
paragraph, which sets out that Tibet had been independent in a de fact0
sense since 1911, but it makes no changes in the fundamental issue of
Tibet's international status:

Personal
5th August 1943
Dear Dr. Soong,
When you visited me on the 26th July, you spoke of Tibet and enquired as to our attitude.

74. F0371135755,letter from R. Peel. India f3fice, to H . Ashley Clarke, British
Foreign Office, dated 7 May 1943.
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I have pleasure in sendmg you the accompanying informal memorandum which I trust will serve to clear this matter up.
(signed) Anthony Eden
His Excellency,
Dr. T. V. Soong.

TIBET
Since the Chinese Revolution of 1911, when Chinese forces were withdrawn from Tibet, Tibet has enjoyed de facto independence. She has ever
since regarded herself as in practice completely autonomous and has opposed Chinese attempts to reassert control.
Since 1911, repeated attempts have been made to bring about an
accord between China and Tibet. It seemed likely that agreement could
be found on the basis that Tibet should be autonomous under the nominal suzerainty of China, and this was the basis of the draft tripartite
(Chinese-Tibetan-British) convention of 1914 which was initialled by
the Chinese representative but was not r a d e d by the Chinese Government. The rock on which the convention and subsequent attempts t o
reach an understandrng were wrecked was not the question of autonomy
(which was expressly admitted by China) but was the question of the
boundary between China and Tibet, since the Chinese Government
claimed sovereignty over areas which the Tibetan Government claimed
belonged exclusively to their autonomous jurisdction.
The boundary question, however, remained insuperable and, since
the delay in reaching agreement was hampering the development of more
normal relations between I n d a and Tibet, eventually in 1921 the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Lord Curzon) informed the then Chinese Minister (Dr. Wellington Koo) that the British Government did not
feel justified in withholding any longer their recognition of the status of
Tibet as an autonomous State under the suzerainty of China, and intended dealing on this basis with Tibet in the future.
This is the principle which has since guided the attitude of the British
Government towards Tibet. Thcy have always been prepared to recogn i i ~Chinese suzerainty over Tibet but only on the understanding that
Tibet is regarded as autonomous. Neither the British Government nor
the Government of India have any territorial ambitions in Tibet but they
are interested in the maintenance of friendly relations with, and in the
Preservation of peaceful condtions in an area which is coterminous with
the Noh-East frontiers of India. Thcy would welcome any amicable
arrangements which the Chinese Government might be disposed to
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make with Tibet whereby the latter recognised Chinese suzerainty in return
for an agreed frontier and an undertalung to recognise Tibetan autonomy and they would gladly offer any help desired by both parties to
this end.'=

China &d not reply to this note, which reconfirmed that Britain
considered Tibet a part of China, nor &d Britain pursue it further, and
the Tibetan government never knew how close they had been to winning British support for an independent Tibet.
T H E TIBETAN GOVERNMENT
PURCHASES AMMUNITION FROM INDIA
Tibetan doubts regarding the reliability and support of Britain and
India had been heightened during the road-building issue and by a
relatively minor incident that occurred in 1942, at the time of the dispute with Kung, when the Government of India delayed agreeing to
send a telegram to China on behalf of the Tibetan government,76but it
was the war scare of 1943 that pushed the Tibetan government to assess
its h t a r y capabilities and the current state of the Tibetan army. The
fin&ngs were alarming. The army's weapons and ammunition had deteriorated badly during the Reting regency, when only five Vicker machine guns, three drill-practice machine guns, ten Lewis guns, and four
mountain guns had been purchased.77 he government also found that
their store of ammunition was dangerously low Consequently, in mid1943, the Taktra administration urgently requested the Government
of India to sell it weapons and ammunition: five million rounds of
rifle ammunition, 18,000 shells for their mountain guns, and 50,000
rounds for the Lewis and machine guns. Tibet also asked to buy
more machine guns, or, if possible, Bren guns.78
75. F0371193001, letter from the British foreign secretary, A. Eden, to the Chinese
minister, Smng, dated 5 August 1943. The Foreign Officc instructed its ambassador in
Chunglung to "avoid an unconditional admission of Chinese suzerainty" (~0371135757,
telegram from the Foreign Office to the British Embassy in China, dated 21 July 1943).
76. F0371141588, memorandum no. 3(4)-L/43, from the British officer in charge
of the British Mission in Lhasa to the political officer in SiWum, dated 10 August 1943.
77. During the period 1914-1933, by comparison, Tibet had obtained 15,000
rfies. 20 machine guns, and 10 mountain guns (F03711357.58, telegram from R. Gould
to the Cbw-nment of Incha, New Delhi, dated 26 June 1943).
78. Ibid.
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At the same time, the Taktra government began to plan to increase
the s k of the Tibetan army by one-third to one-half and asked the
British in India to train Tibetan troops in the use of the four mountain
guns they had bought from the Government of India during Reting's
reign. Inda agreed and sent a team of eighteen men, including two
officers,to Gyantse to train the Tibetans in the autumn of 1943. In
December of that year, a British ordnance expert was sent to Lhasa to
examine the mountain guns. To his surprise, he found that the four
guns had never even been unpacked. They were, however, in good
working order and he proceeded to overhaul them. They were finally
fired by the newly trained troops in a public demonstration in L h a ~ a . ' ~
This initiation of plans to improve Tibet's military lefi the British
with an important decision to make. As was discussed earlier, the British had provided arms and munitions to Tibet to maintain their influence there, but not to the extent that Tibet could confront neighboring
countries or become independent of British India. Normally they sold
old and out-of-date weaponry, and even that in pitifully small amounts.
Gould, the political officer in Sikkim, realized Tibet's military weakness and was sympathetic. He strongly recommended that the Government of Inda provide a reasonable supply of munitions. The Delhi
officials,however, reasoned that that would be a mistake since it would
open Britain and Incba to charges that the war effort was being diverted
to enable Tibet to resist China, although they realized clearly that "refusal . . . will leave Tibet without ammunition to resist aggression."
They consequently overruled Gould and recommended to London that
munitions should be provided to Tibet only after the war."
The India Office in London decided on a policy that fell between the
views of Gould in Siklum and the Government of India in Delhi. Arguing that the sale of ammunition to Tibet was a continuation of past
British and Indian policy and that the Tibetans would use the ammunition for police and defense purposes only, they concluded that the ad"mtagcs of keeping Tibet friendly at this time outweighed the risks of

79. IOR, L/PS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week ending
1 August 1943.
80. F0371135758, express letter from the Government of India to London, dated
27 July 1943.
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the negative propaganda the Chinese might make of the matter. Therefore, they recommended to the British Foreign Office that the Tibetans
be sold ammunition but nut new weapons.s1In November 1943, the
Tibetans were sold five million rounds of rifle ammunition but only
1,000 shells for their mountain guns and no Lewis or machine gun
rounds. By late December 1943, this ammunition had reached Sikkim
and had begun to wind its way on pack mules toward L h a ~ aXbet
.~~
had again been sold enough munitions to keep its army going, but not
as much as it wanted or needed.
81. F0371135758, letter from R. Peel, Lncha Office, to Clarke, Foreign Office,
dated 30 August 1943; F0371135758, letter from A. H. Clarke to R. Peel, dated 7
September 1943.
82. IOR, LlPSl20lD222, hchardson, Precis, 1945 : 8 1.

CHANGE AND CONFRONTATION
IN THE TWILIGHT OF
WORLD WAR 11

The years following the Anglo-Tibetan disagreement over control of
Tawang (and NEFA) in the late 1930s had not brought the issue closer
to resolution. The British sent several expeditions to NEFA, established
cold-weather posts at Kargo and Riga in the Siang River area (see Map
7), and sanctioned annual tours in this area up to the McMahon Line,
but they did not establish a permanent British administrative presence
in the territories and did not try to prevent the Tibetans from collecting
revenue there.
The Taktra administration sent a senior official to Tawang in late
1942; when he departed, they permitted a small military garrison to
remain to demonstrate Tibetan controL2 They also held discussions
with Bhutan about the repatriation of Tawang subjects in Bhutan and
Bhutanese subjects in Tawang, an act the British saw as an attempt to
gain external acceptance of their de facto admnistration of these areas.3
Ludlow, the head of the British Mission in Lhasa, protested the presence of Xbetan troops in Tawang, and a month and a half after his
1. F0371146123, "History of Sirnation in India's North East Frontier with Tiby the India Officc in 1943 and appended t o a memorandum on the
McMahon Line prepared by the British Foreign Office, dated 19 July 1943.
2. Ibid.; IOR, political external collection 36lfile 2 3 no. pol. 3797143, letter from
Assam government to the viceroy of India, dated 2 9 March 1943.
3. F0371146123, "History"; IOR, political external collection 36lfilc 23 no. pol.
1695/1943, telegram from the Government of I n d a t o the secretary of state for India,
dated 1 April 1943.
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protest they were withdrawn, but the Tibetan government d d not concede the issue of control and continued to collect taxes there.*
The Government of India reacted to these actions by requesting permission from London to assert administrative and military control over
the entire area; or, in their words, to "vindicate" their claims to NEFA.
The British Foreign Office grudgingly agreed to this proposal but instructed the Government of India to avoid military clashes between
British and Tibetan forces, explaining that "the effect [of such clashes]
might be disastrous, and we should be represented as being at our old
game of adding to our territories under cover of a war undertaken for
allegedly altruistic motive^."^ The Foreign Office added that active
steps to occupy the Tawang area should be deferred until attempts had
been made in Lhasa to settle the dispute.

T H E G O U L D MISSION O F 1944
At this same time, the Chinese government appeared to the British
in I n l a to have launched a deceptive propaganda campaign aimed at
convincing the world that Tibet was actually then under Chinese administration. Basil Gould, the political officer in Sikkim, feared that
unless these Chinese distortions were answered effectively, an international consensus could emerge that would greatly aid China in taking
control over Tibet after the war. Gould therefore proposed to Delhi that
a mission be sent to Lhasa to impress on Tibet the need to counter
C h e s e claims over Tibet, to propose a compromise to settle the TIwangMEFA issue, and to strengthen the links between Xbct and India.
Specifically, Gould wanted to prop up Tibet's international identity by
having I n l a agree to the appointment of a Tibetan representative to
the Government of India and by encouraging Xbet to dispatch an envoy to the United States with presents for Roo~evelt.~
The Govcrnmcnt
of India agreed and requested permission for this mission from London, arguing: "Since it will be no less important from the point ofview
4. F0371135757. letter from F. Ludlow. dated 13 Mav 1943.
5. Ibid.
6. IOR. LRS112142 17. express letter from the Government of India to India
House, London, as summarized in a minute by Blair, dated 22 April 1944.
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of HMG and of the Government of India to maintain the Tibetan
buffer after the war, it is in our opinion necessary to instruct Gould to
make an attempt to bring the Tibetan Government to a realization of
the dangers into which their apathy is leading them."7
The ~ovemmentof India's proposal arrived in London on the heels
of the Foreign Office's decision to maintain the status quo in regard to
Tibet. Not surprisingly, the Foreign Office objected to enhanced Tibetan hplomatic relations with the United States and British India.
Anxious to prevent a Sino-Tibetan confrontation, the Foreign Office
indicated that while they were amenable to Gould's trying to induce the
Tibetan government to "stiffen their attitude toward Chinese moves to
undermine their independence," they did not think that the Chinese
propaganda had a great effect. They warned the Government of India
that they were opposed to Gould encouraging the Tibetan government
to make a categorical statement about Tibetan autonomy, since this
might provoke the Chinese. In fact, they felt that if the Chinese made
overtures, the Tibetans should be encouraged to try to reach a settlement along the lines of the Slrnla Convention. The Foreign Office explicitly ordered Gould not to offer misleadingly strong commin-nents,
because Britain d d not want to defend Tibet militarily against China or
even directly to support Tibetan aspirations for independen~e.~
Gould arrived in Lhasa in August 1944 (see Figure 47), in a political
chate in which British friendship and reliability were being increasingly questioned. He met with the Kashag on 7 September and informed the shapes that Britain was willing to agree to Tibet entering
into hrect negotiations with China so long as Britain was kept informed. Gould then asked the shapes ~oint-blankwhether the Tibetan
government still claimed to be autonomous. When he received an unequivocally affirmativereplay, he told them:
I have treated this [whether Tibet desired autonomy] in a serious manner
hause the British Government have lately been rather disturbed by
what they call the supine attitude of the Tibetan Government towards
China-for instance in the manner of the congratulatory telegram sent
7. F0371141586, express letter no. 2914-x/44 from the Government of India to
India ofice. London, dated 3 Aprd 1944.

8. IOR, WPS/12/42 17, minute from Blair, Inda Office,dated 2 1 April 1944.
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British officials in Basil Gould's 1944
mission: (left to right, seated) Richardson,
Gould, Morgan (photo courtesy of
India Office Library and Records,
British Library)
to Chiang-Kai-Shek by the Tibetan Government. The outside world nat-

urally would assume that these claims are genuine if they are not refuted
by the Tibetan Government. People do not get anything that they want
unless they ask for it, and ask consistently.'

To this the Kashag replied: "There is no reason for the British Government to be worried. We have not changed at all in our intention to
remain autonomous. Wc will submit what vou havc said to the Regent
9. F0371141589, note bv Kusho Chang-ng~-~a
(Ringang) of the Tibetan Fore i p Ofice, who interpreted in the interview between the p,IiticaI officer in Sikbm and
the Kashag on 7 Septemhr 1944. A week later B. Gould sent a formal note regardnl!

this interview to the Kashag.
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and let you know frankly what our views are, after we have had time to
consider them." 'O
The Tibetan leadership was well aware of the joint press release,
made in Chungking on 24 June by U.S. Vice President Wallace and
Chiang Kai-shek, recognizing "the fundamental right of presently dependent Asiatic peoples to self-government, and the early adoption of
measures in the political, economic and social fields to prepare those
dependent peoples for self-government within a specified practical time
lirnit."ll Corning after the encouragement they had received from the
Tolstoy and Dolan mission in 1943, these comments fueled Tibetan
hope that they would be able to obtain de jure independence after the
war. In this context Tibet saw the Gould mission as an unexpected opportunity to secure British support and interpreted Gould's remarks to
the Kashag as an invitation to do so. The Kashag drafted a formal set
of responses to be read to Gould and had these approved by the regent.
They were presented to Gould on 30 October. The key point is
the fourth, which requests British help in giving Tibet a voice in the
poshvar peace conference. As reported by Gould, the Kashag's response was :
1. they [the Kashag] thanked His Majesty's Government and Govenunent of India for their interest and frankness.
2. from remote past there had been religious connection between
Tibet and China and presents (?had been) exchanged. (?But) everyone
knew that Tibet had always been independent.
3. in 1914 Treaty which followed on hostilities with China His Majesty's Government recognised Tibetan autonomy.
4. in mder that whole world may be aware that Tibet is autonomous Ttbet
Government desires help $His Majesty's Government in order to send a Tibetan delgatwn to post war p e u wnfirence. . . .
7. I had in addition recentlv informed them that Shen contemplated
that Tibet should become a Province of China and be deprived of direct
relations with His Majesty's Government. To this Tibet could never
agree. They stated this with great emphasis.
10. Ibid.
11. F0371141589, tclcgram no. 361 from R . Gould, Lhasa, to the Government of
dated 30 Octohrr 1944, cited in telegram no. 14263 from the Government of
India, New Dclhi, to thc sccrctam o f state for Inda, London, dated 3 November 1944.
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8. they desire that His Majesty's Government should conduct conversations with China on the basis of the 1914 Treaty and should maintain principles of this Treaty with utmost finnness.12

Gould's instructions, of course, specifically precluded any such active
British assistance, so he told them he would have to consult with his
government, agreeing, in the meantime, to the Kashag's request that he
remain in Lhasa until he received a reply. His telegram to Delhi eloquently presented Tibet's dilemma:
To the Tibetans who have very Little knowledge of outside world and of
dplomatic usage, it is extremely difficult t o explain what is meant by
dplomatic help o r diplomatic support. Their outlook is that what we
really want t o d o we can accomplish but that mere benevolence will accomplish little vis-a-vis the Chinese. What they want His Majesty's Government t o say is that we will see them thouth in their determination to
maintain status quo or to secure a settlement with China substantially on
1914 lines. If we can assure them of this, and at the same time advise
them that it is by such means rather than by presence at a post war conference that they are most likely to obtain what they want, they may be
willing to go slow on the idea of post war conference.13

O n 11 November, though His Majesty's Government had still not
replied, the shapes again met with Gould. They bluntly said that dthough they wanted to be recognized as independent, without guarantees of practical British support to this end they were afraid to antagon k the Chinese. Unbeknownst to the British, the Tibetan government
was planning to send a mission to China to negotiate secretly if it did
not receive such guarantees from Britain (see Chapter 15). Gould reported their comments as follows:
Regarding Chinese question they said that compared with China Tibet
is weak but would nevenheless d o everything in its power to extent of
fighting to utmost of its strength t o preserve integrity of Tibet provided
it were assured definitely that His Majesty's Government and Government of India would see them through. (Ringang [the Tibetan government's interpreter] even mentioned the word allied). But that unless such
assurance were given Tibet must of necessity be cautious.
12. Ibid. (emphasis added).
13. Ibid. (emphasis added).
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As to informing China through Shen or otherwise that Tibet claims
independence Tibet Government could not think of doing this unless
given full assurances. . . .
Tibet Government & d not anticipate that China would actually (?employ) force against Tibet unul Japan has been defeated. But meanwhile
in absence of assurance asked for, Chma was likely to push influence
gradually forward in eastern regions of Tibet Inhabitants of which having
lost their morale would easily fall into hand of China when time of test
comes.14

Soon after this exchange, the response from London arrived. The
Foreign Office had understood, no doubt correctly, that Tibet's vague
phrase that Britain should "see them through" meant that, as a last
resort, Britain would guarantee military support. They refused to accept this responsibility. Gould put the official response in a written aidemtmoire that he presented to the Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau. The
relevant sections of that document follow:
2. My government earnestly desire that the autonomy of Tibet, inc l u b g the right of Tibet to be in direct relations with the Government
of India, should be preserved. You may feel quite certain that my Government would be ready t o d o all they can to help to secure these results
by diplomatic means.
3. I am not authorised t o guarantee military supporr. For this there
are three reasons. (a) It would, as you can see, be difficult for my Government to give such guarantee in a matter which affects a country which
is an ally of His Majesty's Government in the present great war. (b) My
Government uust that neither Tibet nor China will allow an occasion
for the use of force to arise. (c) My Government thlnk that a satisfactory
solution can be reached by peaceful means.
4. My Government point out, that because China is their ally in the
war, His Majesty's Government are in a very favourable position to use
their influence to bring about a peaceful settlement.
5. The presence of a Tibetan representative at the Peace Conference
would not be appropriate because Tibet has not taken part in the war;
and in any case it may be a long time before any formal Peace Conference
takes place.
14. F0371141589, telegram no. 382 from B. Gould in Lhasa to the Government
dlndia, New Iklhi, as cited in telegram no. 14914 from the Government of inda. New
klhi. to fie secretary of state for India, i ~ n d o ndated
,
15 November 1944.
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6. If Mr. Shen should wish to d.~scusshture relations between Tibet
and China, my Government would advise the Tibetan Government to
try to reach a settlement on the lines of the 1914 Slrnla Convention. My
Government would expect to be kept in close touch with any such discussions. 1assure you that my Government would do all they can to help
Tibet to secure a suitable settlement.15

Gould, who had come to "stiffen up" the Tibetan government, ended
by rejecting the Taktra administration's request for British support
against a Chinese military confrontation. Britain, while professing
friendship, fixed on a policy that could only ultimately result in libet's
subordination to China.
If Britain's vague offer of "diplomatic support" gave the Xbetan
government little satisfaction, the discussions regarding the IndoTibetan border dispute were even more frustrating.

T H E TAWANG NEGOTIATIONS
The viceroy's instructions to Gould insisted that Tibet reaffirm the
legality of the McMahon Line, but offered in turn an important concession:
You [Gould] arrive at Lhasa at a moment when . . . [the] Government
of Inha are deliberately t h g steps to establish their position in territory which is theirs by virtue of the 1914 Treaty with Tibet. . . . We must
hold Tibetans to their treaty engagements while being prepared, if so
advised, to consider dght adju~hnentsoffiontier in favour ofTibet in the
neghborbwd of Tawan.. . . . His Majesty's Government are not prepared
to forego their Treaty rights with Tibet.16

G o d d conveyed this to the Xbetans, indicating also that the Government of India was willing to compensate Xbet for its loss of revenue in
15. F0371146121, aide-mCmoire submitted by B. Gould to the Tibetan Foreign
Ofice. Paragraphs 1-6 were read to the Kashag on 4 December 1944, and the document
was handed over later in December.
16. F0371146123, memorandum on the McMahon Line attached to a letter from
the Foreign Office to the British Embassy in China, dated 7 August 1945 (emphasa
added). These instructions to Gould had h e n approved by h e British Foreign Oficc
and the India Ofice.
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these areas. In the meantime, the Assarn government continued to expand its control in the eastern sector of NEFA. O n 19 October 1944,
Walong, an important site on the Lohit River, was taken, and on 3
November the Assarn government was informed by New Delhi that if
the local Indian officers in the Se La area could protect the tribesmen
from the Tibetan officials, the tribesmen could be directed to refuse
payment of civil taxes to Tibet (see Maps 7 and 8).17
The Tibetan government, unaware of these latest advances, replied
to Gould's proposal on 31 October, continuing its policy against directly challenging the validiv of the McMahon Line while urging that
the status quo be lefi intact. Gould reports on their response:
2. With regard to McMahon areas they [Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau] had to make a definite request. The Tibetan Government did not
wish in any way to dispute the validty of McMahon line as determining
the limits of the territory (subject t o such minor adjustments as were
contemplated in 1914) in which India and Tibet respectively are entitled
to exercise authority. Thirty years since 1914 Tibet had in practice exercised authority and had enforced taxation in certain areas south of the
McMahon line notably at and south of Menilkrai and in Dirang Dzong
area. [See Map 8.1 In the latter area monastic tribute also had been collected by Drepung Monastery.
3. The (?matter) of overwhelming importance in the near future
would be how to secure a territorial and political settlement with China.
Tibetan Government apprehended that departure from long existing status quo in such parts . . . of McMahon area as have hitherto been under
defacto control would have two undesireable results. (a) It would have
to be discussed in the National Assembly whose minds might better be
employed with consideration of China-Tibet problems . . . (b) any friction over any India-Tibet issue would cettainly be exploited to the utmost by China.
4. They enquired whether in these circumstances it would be posslble for His Majesty's Government and Government of India to postpone
action in McMabon aremfor a shm time. Kashag anticipated that Chinese
Tibet issue would come to a head very soon. Afkr a year or two way
would be clear for His Majesty's Government to assert their rights withO u t i n ] to~ main
~ vital issue.
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5. It was noticed that when I mentioned compensation for Drepung
Monastery they did not even enquire what the amount might be. They
were interested in nothing except the main question.18
The earnestness and logic of the Tibetan government persuaded
G o d d that it was impossible for Tibet to relinquish administrative control of these areas at this time; thus he switched his views and strongly
advocated that the Tibetan government's position be accepted:
I believe this presentation to be entirely genuine. Never before have I
known Tibetan Government to be in so resolute and constructive and
open a state of mind. . . .
9. For 8 years I have been second to none in advocating that if
action is to be taken in the McMahon areas it should be prompt and
vigorous. ( ? I therefore) run no risk of being misunderstood if I now
recommend that suggestion now put forward by Tibet Government
should receive most careful consideration. No one is more fully aware
than His Excellency of principle that action has ofien to be adjusted to
the essential requirement of the circumstances of the time and that ofien
thehalf may be greater than the whole. The fact that action is 30 years
overdue is not necessarily a good reason for hurry now.
10. In view of explicit acknowledgement of McMahon line referred
to in paragraph No. 4 (which I could probably obtain in writing) I have
no apprehension of loss of face vis-3-vis Tibet if we were to substitute for
Walong a post well south of areas of defacto influence which is known to
extend as far as Yepak near Menillcrai, and if we were to turn a blind eye
to Dirang Dzong and Kalaktang for the time being. Within the McMahon line there are large non-Tibet areas which are perhaps more in
need of the limited amount of attention available than Tibetan areas.I9
The British Foreign Office instructed Gould that no posts already
established in NEFA on a permanent basis would be withdrawn and
that he shodd make it clear to the Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau that
Britain was not prepared to forego rights acquired in the Sirnla Convention. At the same time, Britain &d not \rant to put any obstacles in
18. F037114 1589, telegram no. 364 from B. Gould in Lhasa to the External Affairs
Department in New Delhi, dated 1 November 1944, as cited in telegram 14308 fmm
the Government of Inda, ExternJ Mairs Department, to the secretaly of state for Inha.
dated 4 November 1944 (emphasis added).
19. Ibid.
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the path of a Sino-Tibetan settlement; therefore it permitted Gould to
demonstrate a willingness to be accommodating with regard to the details of the McMahon Line, and in particular with regard to the possibility of making an adjustment of the border in the Tawang area.20

On 4 December, Gould informed the Xbetan government of these
views in an aide-memoire. Its main points were:
8. My Government have no designs on Tibetan territory. But my
Government do intend to maintain their rights; and they are glad to
observe that the Tibetan Government d o not dispute these rights.
9. With regard to matters of detail, and in order to meet the wishes
of the Tibetan Government to the greatest extent possible, (i) My Government would be willing to alter the frontier so as to run from the Se
La, not to the north of Tawang but t o the south of Tawang. (ii) They
will not for the present object t o voluntary contributions for monasteries
being collected even south of the Se La-but they would prefer instead
to make an annual or lump sum contribution t o the monasteries affected
in this area. (iii) Private Tibetan ownership of land south of the 1914
frontier line will not be interfered with. (iv) If it is found that the holy
places, TSO KARPO and TSARI SARPA, are o n the British side of the
frontier, but within one day's march of the frontier, the frontier in this
area will be adjusted as was promised in 1914. There is no record of any
other promises having been made in 1914; and items (i) and (ii) above
are new offers.
10. On the other hand my Government request that officials of the
'Tibetan Government may be directed not to attempt exercise authority
south of the Se La: and posts which the Government of India have established cannot be withdrawn.21
The %betan National Assembly convened to discuss the British aidemkmoire, but because of serious internal problems (discussed below
md in the next chapter), by the end of December 1944, no response
had hen made. During this same period the Assam government con-

to consolidate its control over the area south of the Se La pass
20. F0371146123, memorand- on the McMahon Line attached to a letter from
British Foreign CWice to the United Kingdom Embassy in China, dated 7 August

1945.
21. F0371/46121, aidc-mkmoire read to the Xbetan Foreign Affairs Bureau On
D m ~ m h r1% by B. ~muld,given in writing soon *ward.
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and in the eastern NEFA area. Although Tibet was angered by this, it
was not until the internal problems were resolved in April 1945 that
the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau again turned to the Anglo-British
dispute. At this time, they delivered to the head of the British Mission
the following strongly worded protest:
In the map showing the red line as the Indo-Tibet frontier it shows all
the areas below Tawang as within Indian territory. But the Political Officer in S~klurnsaid that slight adjustment of the boundary could be made
based on the Se La. The actions o f the Government of India in taking
over and sendmg troops and in saying that they cannot withdraw the
uoops stationed in an indsuptable Tibetan territory are regretted, because we look upon the Government of I n d a for reliance and assistance.
The Sino-Tibetan question is being negotiated with the Govt. of India
as the intermedary and it is not yet been settled, besides the territories
mentioned above have not yet been shown as having been included
within the I n d a n territory in the treaty. In consideration of the fact that
this question has not been raised for the last 30 years or so since WoodTiger Year (1914), we regret t o say that we cannot agree with the Government of India's new action in talung over these Tibetan areas within
I n d a n territory. If the officers and troops stationed at Kalaktang and
Walung are not withdrawn irnrnedately, it will look something like a big
insect [sic] eating a smalLer one and thereby the bad name of the Government of India will spread out like the wind, and it will undoubtedly affect
the feelings of the general public of Tibet. Major Sherriff also said that
the Government of India suspect that Chinese may have design towards
some Tibetan areas on the frontiers from the direction of Burma; if it is
so, we can assure the Government of India that we will certainly see to
the defence of our own territory. As you know very well that the cause
of the present world war is due to the big power wanting to grab the
smaller power, therefore in consideration of the welfare of Tibet as it is a
small religious country and to promote a good 1ndo[su]-Tibetan relation, will the Government of India very lundly withdraw their occupational oCcials and troops from places where they are stationed at
present.22
22. F0371146122, copy of the Tibetan government's official English translation of
the original Tibetan letter from the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau to the Government
of Inma via the British Mission, dated 27 April 1945. This was contained in
memo no. 3 ( 2 ) - U 4 5 .dated 29 April 1945, which, in turn, was contained in a lencr from
the political officer in Siklum to the Government of India, dated 9 May 194s.
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The libetan Foreign Affairs Bureau orally added: "In order to avoid
b r e h g the Indo-Tibetan relation, would you kindly give us a special
considerationin this case and leave the boundary as it was before without my interference. Please repoa this matter to the Government of
India through the Political Officer in Sikkirn and let us have a reply."23
Gould then returned to Inda, having come no closer to a solution.
The libetan legal arguments, though far from cogent, reveal their
strong commitment to maintaining control over NEFA and thus their
unwihgness to accept the McMahon Line.
The Government of India was committed to taking actual control of
NEFA. They responded to the Tibetan note of April by reiterating that
they were not taking any Tibetan territory but that all of NEFA was
British by virtue of the Simla Convention. Since the Tibetans had not
responded to the British offer regardmg Tawang, another copy of
Gould's aide-memoire was included. The British position is illustrated
in a telegram from the External Affairs Department in New D e h i to
the Secretary of State for India in London:
Worst possible outcome would be that Tibet Government under the influence of monasteries and prompted by Chinese might denounce the
1914 Convention and exchange of notes and even demand the withdrawal of our mission from Lhasa, at the same time shifting their policy
towards Chinese. Even if Tibet were tempted to take this action, in
agreement with Gould we d o not think we can be deterred from occupation of these areas. Moreover, Tibet Government is largely dependent
on India's goodwill for supplies, and their fear of absorption by China
remains real one. We think therefore that we must persist in the present
course of action on the lines proposed.24

of this led to another British mission being sent to Lhasa. Basil
Gould retired in 1945 as political officer in Sikkirn and was replaced by
J. E. Hopkinson, who, in late 1945, went to Lhasa to raise the issue of
the McMahon Line once again. Hc fared no better than G o d d had, but
his interview with Surkhang Shape is particularly revealing because
Surhang was the shape most sympathetic to modernizing Tibet:
23. Ibid.
24. F0371146122, telegram no. 570 1 from the Govcmmcnt o f India, External Affairs Dcpamnent. to the secretary o f state for Inda in London, datcd 25 June 1945.

[Hopkmson said] 'Wow likewise I want friendly discussion of the Tibetan letter of April, you know the letter I mean-that rude letter, about
a big insect eating up a small insect." . . . At an early stage Surkhang
Shape asked with a knowing air, whether our Government had f U e d
all the eleven arricles of the 1914 Agreement, rather implying by h s
tone that we had not. . . . I suspect he had in mind the view voiced by
hls father, Surkhang Dzasa (Foreign Secretary) . . . that the validity of
the portion of the Agreement relating to the McMahon line is conditional on our arranging a Sino-Tibetan settlement. . . . "British policy",
he said, "has changed. The British are now giving Indans liberty. What
benefit will it be to the 'English Government' to take portions of Tibetan
territory?" . . .[After recounting the local history of Tawang and Dirang
Dzong going back about 160 years, he said,] "Why did the British not
occupy the area in 19142 Why Qd they not stop our tax collectors forthwith from that date?" O n my replying that t h ~ was
s doubtless due to the
pre-occupations of World War I, he asked "Why then did the British,
much more hard pressed in Burma etc. press forward the occupation
during World War II?" I [Hopkmson] said that it was our area to do
what we l ~ k ewith" . . . [and when Hopkmson suggested he and Surkhang together visit Tawang so that they could make suggestions based
on local knowledge, Surkhang replied frankly,] "My name would be forever blackened, if during my Shape-ship I were to give away territory we
have held for 30 years since the treaty."25

The Tibetan position was not entirely without support in the British
Foreign Office in London. Sir R. Campbell, in a minute written in
1945, expressed views sunilar to those of Surkhang:
There are the makings of a complicated dispute in which we might find
it difficult to explain why we were undertaking an occupation policy at
this time to enforce a line which was drawn some thirty years ago and
which is so obscure that it was dscovered in 1935 h a t neither the Political Officer at S i h m nor h e Government of Assam were even aware of
its existence.26

Nevertheless, the mspute continued unresolved, even after 1947
when India became independent. In the intervening years, the Zbetms
25. F0371153613, enclosur~no. 1 to telegram no. 365 from Hopkinson to the
British Foreign Office, New Dehi, dated 21 December 1945.
26. F037114-6122, minute by Sir R. Campbell.
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continuedto exercise complete control in the main Tawang area north
of the Se La pass and the British kept their outposts in the other areas.27
However, as we shall see in Chapter 15, the antipathy toward Britain
that was generated by the border developments and by Britain's refusal
to agree "to see Tibet through to the end" vis-i-vis China greatly increased the pressure on the Tibetan government to yield to the proChinese elements in Tibet and seek a bilateral agreement with China.
Gould's and Hopkinson's exchanges with the Kashag reveal that the
shapes had a reasonable understanding of the dangers facing Tibet afier
the war and were pursuing alternate strategies aimed both at convincing
the British to stand between Tibet and China so that they could maintain de faao or de jure independence and at negotiating a bilateral
agreement with China to preserve the essence of Tibetan internal selfgovernment while acknowledging Chinese superorbation. They also
began to implement a modest course of modernization so that they
could more effectively face China on their own.

ATTEMPTS AT MODERNIZATION

As long ago as the time of the Gould mission of 1936, Tibet had
unsuccessfully tried to persuade India to supply it with wireless equipment. The confrontation with China over the transport road in 19411943 had reaffirmed the importance of wireless communications and
had induced the Tibetan government to broach the subject with American officersTolstoy and Dolan when they visited Lhasa in 1943. As
Was dscussed in Chapter 11, the Americans responded favorably, recommendng to OSS that the United States provide Tibet with three
fully equipped portable wireless stations so that a trans-Tibet netulork
could be set up in the border areas such as Chamdo, Gartok, Nagchuka,
27. AS late as February 1947, a Tibetan tax coUector and a large party of Tibetans
'dvmed some fourtecn miles into the Inman-adnunistered part of NEFA but were
"med back by the assistant politicd officer in charge of the Siang valley, who was backed
a detachment of A S S &flcs
~
(F0371163943, m u d report of the British Mlsslon m
Lhua for 1947).Tawang itself was not taken over by India until February 195 1.
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Tsona, and Rima.28 This cornmuniqu~was sent through Gould, who
immediately advised his superiors in Delhi that Britain should also give
Tibet transmitting equipment so as to lessen the impact of the heAmcrican gift of the wireless sets.29
In the United States, W Donovan, the head of OSS, approved Tolstoy's recommendation, arguing to the Division of Far Eastern Affairs
of the State Department that this would be a historic precedent that
would open Tibet up to U.S. influence. The State Department responded that such support would inevitably "cause irritation and offense to the Chinese" and urged OSS to drop the idea." Donovan, not
easily deterred, continued to press for approval. The State Department
in turn tried to forestall a decision by asking General Stillwell in China
to render an opinion as to whether this would offend Chinese susceptib~hties.~'
Ultimately, the United States Government presented three wireless
sets and five receiving sets to Tibet. The British, now eager not to be
lefi out, gave Tibet two more sets and, at the request of the Tibetan
government, agreed to train Tibetans at their Mission in Lhasa to operate them.32 This training was not an easy task since it involved not
only transmitting and receiving but also maintenance of the sets, and
this required some basic Western education. H. E. kchardson cornmented:
The Tibetan Government have shown great eagerness to get the equipment as soon as possible, but it is probable that they do not fully appreciate the difficulties there will be in setting up an efficient wireless network. The officials who are undergoing training are reported to be very
keen, but they are few in number and have no technical background, and
28. U.S. Foreign Relations, China 1943, 983.011946, memorandum from Donovan, h e c t o r o f OSS, t o S. K . Hornbeck, advisor on political relations, U.S. State Department, dated 12 April 1943.
29. IOR, UPSl201D222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 80-81.
30. U.S. Foreign Relations, China, 1943, 983,011946, from W. Ilonovan, director
o f OSS, t o S. K . Hornbeck, advisor o n political relations, U.S. State Department. dated
12 April 1943 and 30 March 1943.
3 1 . U.S. Foreign Relations, China, 1943, 983,011944, memorandum from the assistant secretary o f state, A. Berle t o W. Donovan (OSS), dated 23 April 1943.
32. IOR, LlPSl20lD222, Richardson, Precis, 1945: 8 1 .
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the very small number of Tibetans who know any English limits the
choice of suitable people to train.33

The British Lhasa Mission's report of a conversation with one of the
Tibetans who went to school in London in 1913 is also revealing:
I took this opportunity of dscussing with Ringang the question of hture Tibetan wireless officials and their treaanent by the Government.
No officials draw pay which is of any use to them. Their money has to
be made in other ways, and Government posts are not sought afier because of the pay the post carried, but because of the opportunities it
offers for money making. A future wireless official might draw pay of Rs.
200 a year, and if this is all he is to get, he will not want the job. I
suggested that Ringang tell the Kashag that unless a dmng [district] is
given as well as the post of wireless official, no one will show any keenness. The Kashag have agreed, I understand, that some such arrangement
must be made. Better than this would be adequate pay and the prospect
of adequate rank, and I intend to talk to the Kashag about this at our
next patty on January 3 0 h 3 *

kchardson and G. Sherriff also advised the Kashag that if they were to
uthzc Western technology, many more English-speakers would be
needed. The British pointed out that English had become the most
widely known language in the world and that Tibet should arrange to
produce a sizable corps of officials who knew it.35
The importance of English for the development of Tibet was not a
new idea there. The late Dalai Lama had sent four young aristocrats to
London in 1913 to receive a British education (see Chapter 5), and in
1923 he opened an English school in Gyantse under the tutelage of
Frank Ludlow, an Englishman. However, when the Dalai Lama turned
against the military clique in 1924, these initial moves were terminated.
A few aristocrats continued to send their children to India for school1%)and a few children of officials were tutored at the British Mission,
but after 1926 there was no program to teach English in Tibet. In
33. Ibid.
34. IOR, L/PS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week
23 January 1944.
35. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) and Lha klu (Lhalu), 1983: 55.
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1938, Reting sent a few boys to the British Mission to learn some
English and Hindi, but this was solely to enable them to work more
effectively in Reting's own trading company in India, and the group
included no government officials.
Because of the need for English-educated officials to operate the
wireless units, hydroelectric works, and other modern technology, the
shapes, with the Chigyab Khembo Ngawang Tenzin, approached Taktra with a plan to open a school.36H e quickly agreed, rationalizing that
such a school was merely an extension of the late Dalai Lama's policy.
In January 1944, the Kashag asked the British Mission in Lhasa for
help in finding a good headmaster; on their advice, R. A. Parker was
hired. The new school was to combine Tibetan education for part of
the day with English education for the remainder.37
A site for the school was selected in the center of town and a substantial construction budget was allocated.38 ALL books and supplies left
from the earlier Gyantse school were sent to Lhasa, and Parker purchased the remaining items from India. To fachtate the recruitment of
students, the Yigtsang and the Tsigang called meetings of all monk and
all lay officials, respectively, explaining the nature of the new school and
asking them to enroll their sons or, in the case of monk officials, their
nephews and monk disciples.39 Thirty-three lay aristocratic children
and ten commoners ranging in age from about seven to eighteen were
enrolled; significantly, no pupils were relatives of monk officid~.~O
It
very soon became obvious that many among the monk-official segment
and the monasteries strongly objected to the school, fearing that it represented a major threat to religion and to the Tibetan monastic system.
In the two decades that had elapsed since the confrontation and de36. The four shapes at this time were Phiinkang, Bbnsho, Surkhang, and Temba
Jayang.
37. Ka shod (Kapshoba) and Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 56.
38. The budget included 25,000 sang in cash and 4,700 ke of barley (ibid).
39. The four tsipdns were Lukhang, Kapshijba, Lhalu, and Shakabpa.
40. Ka shod (Kapshoba) and Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 56. R.A. Parker repom that
the original pupils were thirty-eight boys aged five and a half to seventeen, of whom
twenty-eight were from the aristocracy (sons of officials) and the remainder from h , ~
middle class. H e states he was told that the Tibetan rationale for this division was that ~f
Tibet was going t o have English-speakmg officials, they would need to have Englishs p c h n g clerks. (F0371146122, brief repon on the English school in Lhasa submincd
from Shgatse by R. A. Parker, headmaster, dated 26 January 1945.)
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srmction of the pro-Westem military clique in the mid- 1920s, the monastic segment had gained no awareness of the grave danger China presented to 'Iibet, or at least would present h e r the war.
The school was officially opened on 3 1 July4' At the opening ceremony Kapshoba, one of the heads of the Tsigang, read the regent's
official pronouncement:

AU political activities no matter how large or small they may be depend
not only on the intellect and ideas, but also on composition and arithmetic. Nowadays, unlike previously, the educational emphasis is more on
practical science everywhere. Therefore it is necessary to have not only a
perfect basis in the traditional abstract arcs and arithmetic, but a thorough knowledge of the English language and the other educational topics prevalent in the rest of the world. For that reason, the late 13th Dalai
Lama who foresaw the future sent a few Tibetan Government officials to
London for such education with no consideration for expenditures.
Thereafter, in the Water-Pig year, they established another school at
Gyantse with Ludlow as the teacher. Students were selected by the Tsigang from the various aristocratic lay official families.
Now it is necessary for us to continue the great idea and the important decisions of the late Dalai Lama. We are here t o establish this school
where one can study both Tibetan and English. As far as admission of
students is concerned, only the real sons of medium and lower aristocratic families can be admitted.42

The regent's eloquent justification of this school and his efforts to
d a y the monastic segment's fears were not successful. After two or
three weeks of classes, the monastic segment openly raised objections.
It appears certain that important conservative monk officials encouraged the monks to t k e aaction:3 and it is also generally understood that
41. IOR, L/PS/12/4201, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week endkg 30 July 1944.
42. Ka shod (KapshGba) and Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 62-63. The school was d"lded kt0 two sessions, a m o m k g unit fmm 8 A.M. to 12 noon during which Tibetan
waraught, and an afternoon session from 1 to 5 P.M. when English and arithmetic were
taught.(F0371146122, brief report on the English school in Lhasa submitted from ShigatRby R.A. Parker, headmaster, dated 26 January, 1945.)
43. A Sera C h c j e ~ h e(Thubten Thuwang, interview) reports that a high government officialwcnt to the Sera Che Abbot and warned him of the danger the school
prwnted to the monastic system and to religion. This prominent official toid the abbot
mat not only wrrc thc sons of lay 0fici.l~go*g to the school, but that monks (actudy,
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Shen, the new Chinese representative, viewed the school as a British
attempt to tear Tibet hrther away from China and that he lobbied the
monks to close the scho01.~Kapshoba and Lhalu mention that the
former regent, Reting, was among those opposed to the school.4~
The abbots and other conservative monk officials believed, as they
had in 1920-1925, that educating young and impressionable boys in
the English style of thinking would change their attitude toward Buddhism and the Xbetan way of life. They feared that such boys would no
longer be strong patrons of the monastic order and that the income of
the monasteries would eventually be severely damaged. The monks also
feared that as these young boys became ranking officials, they would
want to give predominance to the temporal segment of the Tibetan
government, thus potentially endangering the dominance of Tibet's religious form of government. In contrast, the monks did not consider
future Chinese domination as a threat to religion. The Three Seats had
many monks from Kham and Amdo who had lived under Chinese d e ,
and those areas had many monasteries of their own. The Manchu emperors, moreover, had been patrons of Tibetan Buddhism. The same,
however, could not be said of the Christian British. Consequently, the
abbots and monks were unalterably opposed to the
Led by Jungnay of Drepung monastery's Gyeba college and by the
abbot of Sera Che college, meetings regarding the school were held in
each monastic college. These discussions ~roducedagreement that if
the government was unwilling to close the school on its own, the
monks of the three monasteries would be sent en masse to close the

monk officials) were also supposed to go; this, he argued, would gradually destroy Buddhism, so the abbot should speak out before it was too late. (Thegerhe refused to divulge
the name of the prominent official.) Former Tibetan officials and the British records
speculate that Kapshoba himself was the main official who sought to sabotage the school
through the monastic segment. Although this does not make a great deal of sense, since
his own son was Westem-educated, Kapshoba was noted for double-dcaling. Some suggest that his opposition t o the school was an attempt t o build a support base mong the
monastic segment and t o develop a strong relationship with the new Chinese representative, Shen.
44. Surkhang, interview. Shakabpa (1967). and a number of other officialswe interviewed d suspect that the Chinese played a role in inciting the abbots.
45. Ka shod (Kapshbba) and Lha Wu (Lhalu) 1983: 65.
46. Ibid.: 67.
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school by f0rce.4~Having decided on confrontation, the abbots requested that the Kashag convene a meeting of the National Assembly.
Since the abbots dominated the assembly, they felt confident that they
could iduence the assembly to recommend closure of the school. The
Kashag responded that the new school was approved by Taktra Regent
for the long-term benefit of Tibet and that the monks were exaggerating the importance of the issue.48The abbots insisted on the assembly
considering the issue, and by early October 1944 the school's future
looked less than promising.49In the bazaar, rumor had it that the dobh
monks were going to kidnap the students and take them to the monastery, a threat the lay-official families believed.50
Just as pressure to dsband the school was reaching its apex, Lhasa
was stunned by the news that a group of monks from Sera monastery
had murdered the acting district commissioner of Lhundmp Dzong.
Sera monastery, moreover, challenged the government by refusing to
give up the guilty monks. Faced now with a serious internal monastic
threat, the Kashag and the regent decided the prudent course of action
was to close the school and thereby preclude the possibility that the
monasteries might unite against them. Thus, in January 1945, during
the three-month school winter holiday, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau notified the British Mission in Lhasa that they had decided to close
the school permanently, due to public pressure. The explanation they
offeredis simple and basically forthright: "It is found that there is open
resentment and strong public feeling against school because most of the
boy(s) are from the nobility and so young that they are not capable of
judging for themselves and therefore they are afraid of its leading to
chmges in habits and religious beliefY5l
47. Ka shod (Kapshijba) and Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 65. The dobdos were "fighting
monk'' comprising more than 10 percent o f the 20,000 monks enrolled in Drepung,

Sera, and Ganden. Sec Goldstein 1964 for a detailed dscussion o f these unusual monks.
48. Ka shod (Kapshoba) and Lha klu (Lhalu) 1983: 66.

49. IOR, LIPS1 121420 1, Lhasa letter from British Mission for the week e r l h g 2 4
September 1944.
50. Sincc d o b h wcre notorious for stealing young boys for homosexual practices,
thesehrcats to thc new school had overtones k y o n d simply h o l h g them the monastery.
. 5.l. F0371/&121, translation o f letter from the Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau
'ltcd In telcgrarn no. 81 from British Mission in Lhasa to R. Gould, dated 18 January
1945.
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Thus, after only five months, the second attempt to open an English
school in Xbet ended in failure. The monastic segment demonstrated
again that while it was w i h g to allow the introduction of Western
goods such as weapons and wireless units, it would not permit changes
that might alter the balance of power in
Tibet continued to face
the future while firmly rooted in the past.52
There would be no further attempts to modernize Xbet for three
years, for the country was on the eve of a bitter, monastic-led civil war.
The Lhundrup Dzong incident (to be discussed in Chapter 13) began
a bitter internal dispute between Taktra and Reting that continued unabated until 1947, sapping the vitality of leadership, paralyzing the
government, and leaving Tibet hopelessly divided. Just as it was becoming obvious that Tibet would for the first time in this century soon have
to face a p o w e m and energetic China, all of Tibet's energy was channeled into a life-and-death struggle between Taktra and Reting.
52. The school closing cbd not alter the Kashag's conviction that English-educated
officials were necessary, and they informed the British Mission in Lhasa that they sd
wanted to maintain close relations with Britain and were planning to select the best boys
from the school to send to Incba to study (ibid.).

THE SEEDS OF REBELLION

Monasteries in Tibet held an annual series of prayer festivals, at
which most of the monks read prayers in the monastery's huge meeting
halls. These prayer festivals were financed in a number of ways, including endowments for specific prayer festivals. These endowments were
much like the endowments of Western universities, in that the capital
was invested and only the annual interest was expended. In Tibet, endowment capital was invested as loans to farmers and traders at an interest rate of about 25 percent per m u m . It was the collection of such
loans that precipitated the Lhundrup D w n g incident.

T H E L H U N D R U P D Z O N G INCIDENT

In the autumn of 1944, a group of nine or ten monks from Sera Che
college, with one from Ngagpa college, went to Lhundrup Dzong,
north of Lhasa in Phembo, to collect loan interest.' Before they arrived,
however, a group of peasants went to the dzong's acting district commissioner and complained they were unable to pay that year.
One version of the story holds that in early 1944 the Kashag, with
the approval of the National Assembly, had offered exemptions on the
principal and interest of older loans and set up fixed annual payments
loans contracted within the past ten years. They also made it legal
1. These monk collectors were called grain stewards (in Tibetan: ' ~ P Y H ) .
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to seize land, houses, wealth, or domestic animals from debtors in lieu
of interest due.2
Another version denies that there was any new law in 1944 but says
that during the 13th Dalai Lama's reign an order had been issued prohibiting the forcible collection of interest on old debts.3 It contends
that in the spring or summer of 1944, a number of Lhundrup Dzong
peasants had asked the acting district commissioner to examine their
old loans and adjust their obligation^.^ This request was passed on to
the Kashag for investigati~n.~
A third version holds that a number of families notdied the monastery that they were unable to pay because of a bad crop that year. The
monks responded by threatening to seize other property, for example, a
horse or yak, and it was to receive government protection against such
forcible collection that the peasants appealed to the acting &strict commissioner.
Whatever the cause, the peasants did appeal and the acting district
commissioner appears to have told them that Lhasa would very possibly help them. Moreover, when the monks came to collect the loans in
late autumn, the case had not been settled and the acting district commissioner told the peasants that they did not have to repay the loans (or
the interest on them) at that
The monks, in their turn, asked the commissioner for help, arguing
that they required the income from these loans to sponsor their prayer
festivals. The commissioner, unmoved, ordered them not to try to collect by force before the government completed its investigation. This
dsagreement had larger political overtones because the acting district
2 . Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 386. This source erroneously reports that the
Lhundrup D w n g incident occurred in the autumn of 1945, but, as will be seen below,
British weekly letters from Lhasa definitively show that this occurred in the autumn of
1944, as all other Tibetan sources have it.
3. Lhalu, interview.
4. Horsur, interview; Gyentsen Tempel, interview. Gyentsen belonged to the
shagtsang of the powerful Trunyichcrnrno Gyambumkang.
5. Cyentsen Tempel, interview.
6. Still another version holds that the Kashag actually told the acting distria cornmissioner that since investigation of the case was not completed, thc district should take
physical control of the amounts due t o monks, letting neither the monks nor the pasants
take that grain until the case was settled (ibid.). Lhalu, who was on the subsequent investigating comrnittec, has no recollection of this and doubts that rhcrc was such a hrmJ
order ( Lhalu, interview).
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commissionerwas the brother of Chompel Thubten, one of the four
myichernrno heading the Yigtsang Office and a suppolter
0fTakua (see Figure 48), while the monks were from Reting's Sera
Che c01ege.~
One of these monk collectors, Ngawang Narngyel,s angrily went
back to Sera Che to inform its abbot, Ngawang Gyatso, about the impasse. Ngawang Gyatso was an intimate associate of Reting's, and a
Triu Kharnba noted for shortness of temper.9 He instructed Ngawang
Narngyel to appeal to the commissioner again, and if he refused to
cooperate, to round up all the Sera Che monks in Phembo (for example, those conducting village prayers or visiting relatives) and do
whatever had to be done to collect the loans.1°
The Sera monks did as instructed, and in the ninth Tibetan month
(roughly November 1944) they went to the dlstrict commissioner with
traditional gifts such as a dried sheep's leg. He, however, merely lectured them haughtily on their obligation to abide by the rules of the
government. In the series of increasingly insulting exchanges that followed, one monk, in a frenzy, started hitting the district commissioner
on the head with the dried meat. The other monks, using anything they
could get their hands on, such as a teapot and tea heating stand, beat
and stabbed the commissioner repeatedly. l 1
The &strict commissioner's secretary, who had been worlung in the
next room, came running to help but was stopped by the monks and
7. Chompel Thubten or Bumtang (he was also known by the nickname "raven,"
because of his hooked nose) was actual]" the district commissioner, as this was his "salary
estate" (thabten phmhi) but, as was
in Tibet, he had sent someone t o administer
in his place.
8. One source says his name was Ngawang Dawa.
9. Reting Rimpoche had appointed him abbot in the face of considerable opposition from monks of Sera Che, who felt that because he had not yet served in the monas'Cry a a ~ g (disciphary
o
officer), he was not eligible to be appointed abbot. Retmg,
however, trusted Ngawang Gyatso implicitly and insisted on appointing him. forcing
Sera Che to acquiesce (Thubten Thuwang, interview).
10. Gycntsen Tempe!, interview. Another version says that the abbot told the n ~ o n k
'0 t v to persuade the district commissioner, but if he d ~ d
not listen, t o
him. The
instruction to "lull," of course, was not literal but was, rather, a Khamba slang phrase that
views should not be allowed to
the meaning that the district
Prevent collection of the money (Thubten Thuwang, interview).
11. Tibetans drink tea continuously during the day; it was customary to keep
by putting it in a g l m d clay teapot on a metal or glued clay stand containing
hot coals.
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Four trunyichemmo (ca. 1948): (left to
right, front) Lhautara, Lheting, Cawtang,
Chompel Thubten (photo courtesy of India
Office Library and Records,
British Library)

locked up in another room. In the meantime, the monks beat the district commissioner into a state of semiconsciousness and left. A servant
who had run up from the kitchen found thc district commissioner 1~1%
on the floor. As soon as she had revived him hc asked whcrc thc monks
were; whcn hc heard thcv had lcft, hc ordcrcd her to go to the window
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and count the number of monks leaving. The district commissioner
then dictated a letter to his brother in Lhasa describing the beating in
detail and, some say, even taking off his shirt to count the exact number
of wounds. He died four or five days afier this beating.12
When Chompel Thubten received the letter he immehately submitted a petition to the Kashag demanding that the monks be punished.
The Kashag agreed and ordered Sera Che and Ngagpa to hand over the
guilty monks. It also appointed an investigating committee consisting
of one monk official, Ti-unyichemmo Ngawang Tragpa (Lheting), and
one lay official, Tsipon Shakabpa, who then persuaded the Kashag to
increase the number of investigators to seven by adding the three other
tsipijns and the two remaining trunyichernrno (Chompel Thubten, of
course, was excused).
The investigating committee first called upon Chompel Thubten to
explain what had happened. Shakabpa, who was a member of that committee, recalls that all of them, incluhng his Yigtsang colleagues, put
very hard questions to Chompel Thubten. Ngawang Tragpa told him
that although he currently enjoyed a high reputation, if he followed
what others said or insisted on representations that were untrue, it
would create tremendous problems for the government. l 4
Shakabpa recalled that after listening to the committee warn him to
be honest and to consider the effects of his statement:
Chompel Thubten blew his nose and put his monk's upper shawl over
his shoulder, and said, "Who made this first? Wasn't it the assembly who
12. It is said that he even used pigeon feathers t o determine the depth of each
wound (Horsur, interview). Horsur said he heard this account from the secretary of the
deceased acting district commissioner. It should be mentioned, however, that the Sera
Che monks to this day claim that the official &d not &e as a result of the beating and
that he actually went t o Lhasa after thc incident. They claim his family even had a picnic
to celebrate his recovery. His death soon after this, they assert, was unrelated (Thubten
Thuwang, interview). Vimally all other officials consider this merely a Sera Che ration&tion, and even the autobiography of Tricang Runpoche (Khri byang 1975: 233)
stated clearly that the cornmissioncr dicd as a result of the beating.
13. Shakabpa, interview.
14. Ibid. Lukhang, a tsipon, also warned Chompel Thubten that if he was acting
Precipitately it could lower the prestige of the Yigtsang and Tsigang offices. H e said,
v u r decision must be straightforward, like the proverb, 'an egg should be able to carry
a horse."' (This derives from the belief in Tibet that if an egg is placed exactly upright, it
will not break even if a horse stands on it; thus the proverb's meaning is that if something
1s true, nothing can alter it.)
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decided for the well-being of the people that all these old debts should
be written om And if it is within ten years then all the interest should be
written off; and if it is within five years it should be only light interest?
Wasn't this the decision of the assembly? The decision of the assembly
should be carried out by the dstricts, and Lhundrup &strict happens to
be my 'salary-base' and my brother was there looking afier it. So it was
really the assembly's decision he was f~llowing."'~

Shakabpa endorsed Chompel Thubten's remarks, commenting that
"when the assembly decided to ease the interest burden the monasteries
had to put their seal on it. They [the monasteries] cannot do something
separately. If they had problems or complaints they should have done
something about it before they put their seal on the assembly's decision." l6
Following this investigation, the committee ordered the arrest of a
number of peasants in Lhundrup Dzong who were relatives of the
monks and again ordered the monastery to turn over for interrogation
the monks involved in the incident. When the monks received this order, a meeting was held in Sera, consisting of representatives from each
khamtsen and mitsen residence unit" and all the officials of Che college, including the abbot. Ngagpa college was represented at this meeting by Namdra Sherab, one of its most respected officials. The representatives decided not to relinquish the monks, reasoning that they had
been w o r h g for the benefit of the monastery, not for their persond
gain, and also that to d o so would disgrace the college. They agreed to
accept punishment by the government in the form of a fine imposed on
the college as a whole, but they were unanimous in rejecting punishments for the indvidual monks.18
Sera Che then sent several representatives such as Reba Gyawu and
Mugi Gyagba to Lhasa to convey the college's view that the monks
were only doing their duty and that what happened was not intended
as a show of disrespect toward the government. They requested, therefore, that thc govcrnmcnt withdraw its order that the monks appear
15. Shakabpa, interview.
16. Ibid.
17. For a discussion of'khamtsen, see the Introduction, above.
18. Thubten Thuwang, intenfiew.
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individually. This stalemate continued for over a month, with the
monks and the government repeatedly presenting the same arguments.

RETING'S VISIT TO LHASA
The tension surrounding the Lhundrup Dzong case was heightened
by Reting Rirnpoche's first visit to Lhasa since his resignation three
years earlier. As was indicated in Chapter 11, from the beginning Taktra
had distanced himself from his predecessor Reting and showed no favoritism to Reting's friends and supponers. Despite these signals, Reting and his advisors could not bring themselves to accept the fact that
their creation, Taktra, was hostile to them. They attributed the disrespect shown to them to those around Taktra and concluded that if Reting could confront his old teacher, the latter would graciously allow
Reting to return as regent. Reting, however, as a great lama and exregent, needed a special reason for coming to Lhasa. In February 1944,
a "divine lottery" held at the Potala Palace appeared to provide such an
opportunity when it revealed a danger to the Dalai Lama's health and
life. In response, the Three Seats began to pray for the long Life of the
Dalai Lama, and Reting wrote letters to a number of imponant figures
such as the monk-shape Temba Jayan, Phunkang Shape, the trunyichemmo Chompel Thubten, the ex-abbot of Drepung's Ngagpa college
(Ngawang Khechog), the abbot of Gomang college (Chompel Gyebo),
the Sera Toba Abbot (Gyentsen Sengge), the Sera Che Abbot (Ngawang Gyatso), and Tsipon Kapshoba, asking them to help arrange an
invitation for him to conduct such prayers in Lhasa.19
The abbots responded favorably to this and met with the shapes and
Trungtsigye to request thcrn to convene the National Assembly to invite Reting to Lhasa.20 Kapshoba, a member of the Trungtsigye at that
time, reported that at this meeting he expected Temba Jayan Shape and
Phunkang Shape, both of whom had received letters from Reting and
were assumed to be in Reting's camp, to support the abbots strongly.
19. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 20-2 1 . H e was contacted hy Retlng regardng this
plan.
20. Ibid.: 22-24.

H e thought that the monk-shape, Temba Jayan, would take the lead,
because Reting had indicated him as one of Reting's two main hopes.
Temba Jayan, however, had been &sappointed by Reting's later years in
office, and though Reting had promoted him during his regency, he
had become allied with Taktra. He spoke against bringing Reting to
Lhasa. Kapshoba recalled that he was shocked when Temba Jaym said,
"Concerning the prayers for the Dalai Lama, don't we have the Regent
Takva here like shining dew drops? Because of this, inviting Reting is
unnecessary; it's like putting a seal made from dough on sealing wax.
Isn't it better if, in the future, you abbots of the Three Seats do your
religious studes [i.e., stay in the monastery and mind your own business] ?" Bonsho Shape agreed with Temba Jayan; Phimkang Shape, although disputing the comparison of Reting to a "dough seal," did not
argue forcefully that Reting should be invited, and the youngest shape,
Surkhang, added that since Reting had gone to his monastery to pray
to remove the danger to his life, it was not appropriate to disturb his
meditations. Temba Jayan then addressed the abbots: "Isn't it better if
you keep quiet? Isn't it better if you keep quiet? If we have to single out
[the ringleaders], later it will be too late."21After such a strong negative
reaction from three shapes, the abbots had to drop the idea. Taktra,
moreover, took steps to avoid trouble by ordering the pro-Reting abbots to stay in their quarters and devote themselves to conducting meditation prayers for the long life of the Dalai
Reting, however, still believed he could regain the regency if only he
could speak &rectly with T a l ~ t r aHe
. ~ ~ultimately induced the Sera Che
Abbot to invite him to Lhasa to participate in Sera Che's consecration
of their renovated assembly and prayer hall.24A campaign of rumors of
Reting's impendmg return to power, apparently launched by Reting
himself, began in the summer of 1944. In July, for example, elc crabden, a close associate of Reting's, told the British that "the great manasteries might ask the ex-Regent to return to Lhasa and again undertake
2 1. Ibid.: 25-26. In Tibetan: bzhugr &hugs na dga'gi red ria I phrcng ba vdoA 'bud
bed &H b u n g nu p l y pa red.
22. Ibid.: 28. This prevented them from fomenting discord among the common
monks.

23. Reting Dzasa, interview.
24. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 29.
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the Regency some time this A u t ~ r n n " ;and
~ ~ a Reting official told the
British that the "term of Regency was originally fixed at 3 years, and
that the ex-Regent had hopes of again assuming the office."26 Similarly,
in October 1944, there was talk that Taktra would retire in February or
March of the following year.27
Amid these rumors, Reting arrived in Lhasa on 3 December 1944
with great pomp: his horses and mules were all of the highest quality
and were arranged in groups by color; all his attendants wore the same
kind of red-and-yellow brocade dresses; and even their beards were
identical. His entrance was so grandiose that it prompted comments
that even the Dalai Lama did not have such a beautiful entourage when
he traveled.28
He was greeted in Lhasa llke a returning regent. Some pro-Reting
officialsactually rode out two days' distance from Lhasa to meet him,
while all the government officials, including the Dalai Lama's father and
the shapes, greeted him one mile east of Lhasa at Mondrong Samba,
where a reception tent had been erected.29And once he had arrived in
Lhasa, government officials, monastic leaders, and traders rushed to
seek his blessing in private audiences.
Indeed, his main goal in Lhasa was to regain the regency. Shakabpa
recalled a conversation he had with Reting at that time:
[Reting] told me to sit down. He had never told me to sit down before,

and I sat down. Then he told me to come closer, so I moved a little closer.
It was in the Reting Summer Cottage in Lhasa and Rrmpoche himself
was seated on a low throne. Then he again said to move closer, and I did.
Now I was very close to him. He said, "We [Reting Labrang] are very
close to the Shakabpa family; however, when I was Regent I could not
help you at all [indicating sadness]. But Taktra has been a great help to
YOU and that is g m d .
25. IOR, L/PS/12/4201, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 30 July 1944.
26. IOR, LIPS/ 1214201, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 20 August 1944.
27. IOR, LJPS/12/4201, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week end.
"% 15 October 1944; Shakabpa, interview; Anon 1, interview.
28. Shakahpa, intcrvicw; Dardo (Runpoche), interview.
29. IOR, IIPS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from the British Mission for the week ending
3 December 1944.
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"I put my door t o the east with the hope of getting some good sunshine [indcating that he gave Taktra the regency expecting good to come
from that], but the horns that have grown o n the head are now sticking
in the eyes [indcating that though you d d something good for someone
he in turn d d something bad to you] ."
H e told me this that day from his own mouth. So how do I interpret
that? Instead of help I got harm. So I didn't know quite how to interpret
this.
I irnmedately got up and prostrated before him and told him, "Please
try t o keep the teacher-and-student relation [between Taktra and Reting]
pure. And whatever complaints you have please make them straight to
Taktra Rimpoche. I have no reason for strongly supporting Takua
against Reting, or vice versa. So whatever complaint you have, please
make it directly t o Taktra."
This didn't suit Reting's wishes and he ddn't like my remark. He said
nothing but started taking snuff. What he really wanted was for me to
volunteer t o d o something [on his behalf with Taktra], but where is the
power I have? I had no power. . . . Don't you think he meant that I
should discuss the matter with Taktra? . . . It shows that they had some
talk. It definitely indcates that they had a talk [before switching the
regency]. But I would never dare to tell this to Taktra. How could I tell
him? H e is a very taciturn and very strict lama [with whom one could
not talk easily] .30

Reting appears t o have also asked a number of other incarnate lamas to
speak with Taktra o n his behalf.
The critical face-to-face meeting between Taktra and Reting took
place at Taktra's residence, just off the Barkor. Reting later told Geshe
Thubten Thuwang that Tiktra was not at all open and that the meeting
of the two had lacked even the normal courtesy conversation." Kundeling Dzasa recalls:
They met at the Photrang Sarpa. Though they had a meal together, Reting d d not stay for a long time. . . . After Reting left the Photrang
Sarpa, the talk started in Lhasa that Reting . . . told Taktm, "I have
trusted you and hoped that you would return the regency as you had
promised, but I see it is not correct. You have made Sera Che the scape30. Shakabpa, interview.
3 1. Thubten Thuwang, interview.
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goat in the [Lhunchp Dzong] Incident and you show dsfavor to the
people, monks, and officil who have been friendly and close to me."
Although we were outside the [closed] door I &d not hear anything like
this at all.32

Kapshoba claims that Reting first told Taktra that the danger to his
life and health had passed and discussed the various measures he had
taken to achieve this. H e then said that he imagined that Taktra's age
must be making the responsibilities of regent very hard and that this
was the reason that he had come to L h a ~ a A. ~similar
~
version holds
that Reting spoke more indirectly, saying, "It must have been difficult
for you being regent; thank
Such a phrase allowed Taktra to
bow out gracefilly by agreeing that it had been hard to function as
regent and continue his religious activities. However, Taktra reportedly
said only, "[It has been] So-so, so-so."35
Whatever the exact nature of the exchange, Reting was thoroughly
disheartened by this meeting. Taktra exhibited only coldness and disdain; moreover, he continued to reject compromise with the ex-regent's
Sera Che college in the Lhundrup Dzong incident. The tone of this
meeting soon spread all over Lhasa, and the number of visitors to Reting fell daily.36Humiliated and angry, Reting returned to his monastery
before the Tibetan New Year. The next time he would return to Lhasa
would be in 1947, as a prisoner of the government.

SERA C H E DEFIES T H E GOVERNMENT
As the Tibetan New Year approached, the stalemate between the
government and Sera Che showed no signs of resolution, dcspitc attempts by Reting and his officials to persuade the government not to
32. Kundeling (IJzasa), interview.
33. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 30.
34. Lhalu, interview. In Tibetan: sku mnyel po byun, med
thu~sye the (tlu YePo
~hunflmdm, thuchechc) .
35. In spoken Tibetan: Ofihe, Ofihe. Lhalu, interview. Ka shod (Kapshaba [1985:
301) says that Taktra pretended he did not hear Reting's comment and just said. "h,
ah"
(In T k t m : la la) and did not mswer Reting drccdy or try to hold a convenation with
him.
36. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 30-3 1 .
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punish the monks. The Sera Che leaders anticipated the approaching
Monlam Prayer Festival (when all monks would be required to be in
Lhasa) as both a threat and an oppormnity. During this festival, authority for the city of Lhasa was transferred from the lay authorities to the
monks of Drepung monaste~-y.37Since Taktra was from Drepung's
Gomang college, the monks of Sera Che feared that the government
would persuade the Drepung officials to seize the Sera monks they suspected of being guilty.38The Sera Che monks therefore decided to boycott the Monlam Prayer Festival unless the government agreed to release the Lhundrup Dzong peasants they had arrested and not to
demand the arrest of the guilty monks.39As the second largest college
among the Three Seats,40Sera Che felt confident that the government
would find it difficult to refuse its compromise. The boycott threat was
made about the middle of the Tibetan twelfth month (January 1945).41
At this juncture the Lhasa business community (primarily the
Khamba trading firms with close llnks to the monasteries) and leading
incarnations and monastic officials (such as Sera Mey's Phurbucho
Rimpoche) tried unsuccessfidy to mediate. It appears that the government had learned from their interrogation of the Lhundrup Dzong
peasants that the murder of the district commissioner had not been
simply a spontaneous incident perpetrated by lower-echelon monks,
but that it had involved the Sera Che Abbot.42
Tension heightened until a direct confrontation between the monks
and the government became a distinct possibility. The government
could not permit Sera Che and Ngagpa colleges to boycott the Monlm
Prayer Festival-particularly that year, when the young Ddai Lama
was going to attend the Monlam under the sponsorship of Tshomoling
Labrang, which was associated with Sera Mey collcge. It would be a
terrible disgrace if the Dalai Lama's first attendance at the Monlm were
to be marred in any way. In Lhasa, rumors spread that the Sen Che
37. Cnntrol was actually in the hands of the Drcpung ~ b r n m
(disciplinary)officijs.
38. Pema D oj e , interview.
39. Gyentsen Tempel, interview.
40. The largest college in Tibet was Drepung's Loseling, which contained over
4,000 monks.
41. This date is cited in IOR, UPS/12/4201, lcttcr from thc Rritish Mission In
Lhasa for the week ending 18 February 1945.
42. Horsur. interview.
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monks were arming themselves and that many had volunteered to kill
ranking- officials during the Monlam. A number of important officials
such as the trunyichernrno Chompel Thubten lent credence to these
rumors by staying at the Potala Palace. The Sera Che Abbot had in fact
decided to distribute Sera Che's weapons and fight if the government
troops tried to force their way into the college.43
Despite last-minute mediation attempts, when the Mijnlam Prayer
Festival began on 14 February, the Sera Che monks did not appear.
Geshe Thubten Thuwang recalled watching Lhasa during the first and
the second day of the Monlam from the roof of Sera Che. He said that
the monks' spirits were high, and when he and the other monks saw the
smoke rising in Lhasa, they would joke that now they must be having
the morning tea, now the afiernoon tea.M In the meantime the Kashag
met for two days to dlscuss the boycott; the second meeting went on
until an unprecedented 9:30 P.M. Unwilling to capitulate to the exregent's college but desperately needing to avoid an incident during the
New Year's Prayer Festival, they played for time by sendlng word back
to Sera Che via the tradmg community that if the monks attended all
the Monlam functions as usual, the Lhundrup Dzong peasants would
be released and the case settled in April, when the Monlam and
Tshongco prayer festivals would be over." In essence, this was merely a
guarantee that no monks from Sera would be arrested during the Great
Prayer Festival, but the monks interpreted it to mean that the monastery would win the dispute. They therefore rejoined the prayers on 17
February.46
The government's plan was to open the case again after the
Tshongco, but only after the arrival of additional troops. They had no
intention of settling the case in the monks' favor, as the monastery believed, but, rather, intended to exercise their authority over the monks
43. Thubten Thuwang, interview.
44. Ibid.
45. The Tshongco Prayer Festival ends on the thirtieth of the second Tibetan
month.

46. IOR, UPS/12/4201, Lhasa letter from thc British Mission for the week e n h g
'8 February 1945. Sh&abpa (interview), however, said they missed only the first practice
~fM0nIarn.C<cshe Thubten Thuwang (interview) recalled that an order from the
government arrived at each monk's quarters ordering them to attend the Manlam t h ncxt
~
day.
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and punish the murderers. To this end they quietly ordered the recall of
1,900 troops to Lhasa to augment the 1,500 already present in Feb-

r~ary.~'
However, when the Tshongco Prayer Festival was over, the government did not open the case immediately, because they were unsure how
to suppress the monks without extensive bloodshed. This long silence
puzzled the monastic leaders, who began to worry that the government
was plotting against them. The monastery first requested and then insisted that the government settle the case as they had promised. The
Sera Che Abbot and his associates met secretly with Shen, the new
Chinese representative, and the monks now openly threatened to use
their weapons against the government if they tried to storm the mona ~ t e r yTension
.~~
increased when the government issued an order on 3
June that banned both the spreading of rumors and the removal of
valuables and other property from the city, and said that violators
would be severely punished.49
A week later, the Tibetan government decided on a strategy. The
government believed that the main obstacle to a satisfactory solution
was the adamant position of the abbots of Sera Che and Ngagpa, particularly the former. The government therefore decided to dismiss them
at the traditional audience for Sera abbots in Norbulinga in early June.
O n that day, all the abbots came except the Sera Che Abbot who, suspecting a trap, claimed to be ill. The government went ahead with the
dismissal of the Ngagpa Abbot, talung his official yellow abbot robe
(ch@o). It also sent a letter to Sera dismissing the Sera Che Abbot.
ordering him to bring his yellow robe to Lha~a.~O
The Sera Che monks immediately convened a meeting of the heads
47. The 1,900 troops recalled to Lhasa consisted of about 500 troops each from
Shigatse, Nagchuka, Namru, and Kharn. Shakabpa told this to H. E. kchardson, who
wrote it in IOR, L/PS/12/4201, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week
e n d n g 27 May 1945. The 1,500 troops in Lhasa consisted of the 500 of the Bodyguard
R e g h e n t and 1000 Trapchi Regiment troops permanently stationed in Lhasa.
48. Shakabpa told the British representative that he suspected the Chinese were at
the bottom of the trouble. (F037114-6122, lettcr from the British Mission in Lhasa for
the week ending 27 May 1945).
49.
371146123, letter from the British Mission in 1,hasa for the weck ending
10 June 1945.
50. Pema D o j e , interview; F0371146123, letter from the British Mission in I,hasa
for the week ending 17 June 1945.
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the khamtsen in Sera Che and Ngagpa. Reba Gyawu, an influential monk, insisted that Sera Che should not turn over the abbot's robe
under any circumstances, and the abbot himself, as he was preparing to
the monks, strongly recommended defiance to protect the honor
of Sera Che. At this time, Sera Che had 2,000 rifles that Kurnbela had
helped them buy and so could have put up serious resistance. Reting
monastery also had about 1,000 Russian-made rifles. Agreement with
Reba Gyawu was unanimous until Mugi Gyagba, the representative of
Harndong, the largest khamtsen in Sera Che college, spoke. He wanted
to avoid great bloodshed by turning in the abbot's robe and argued that
"the mountain landslide cannot be contained by a rope,"51 meaning
that the monks could not control the government. He went on to say
that the interests of one person should not take precedence over the
collective interests of the college and that the monks were only temporary inhabitants, not owners, of the monastery, which had been built
by great lamas over many centuries; they had no right to destroy it for
the sake of a few.52
Mugi Gyagba's position stunned the abbot and his followers, for it
was apparent that the Hamdong monks would follow his lead. After
this speech there was dead silence. When no one rose to challenge it,
the Che Abbot took off his robes on the spot and threw them in front
of Mugi Gyagba, saying, "I am only fighting for the reputation and
benefit of Sera Che college, not for one man. I don't care anything for
my personal well-being. I came from Kharn as a monk-beggar [apcho]
with only my wallung stick. So if you want to hand over my robes, here
the)' are. You go ahead." With this he stalked out of the meeting, went
first to his quarters to vacate them, and then moved to Khardo Lama's
quarters.53
The Che Abbot and several of his brothers then decided to flee to
their home in Kharn beforc the govcrnmcnt arrestcd them for disobcdience and their part in thc Lhundrup Dzong incident. Onc brother
Went into Lhasa that "cry night to arrange for horses and supplies, and

of

5 1. In Tibtan: ti nyd
t h y par mi thub. (Lobsang Chonden, interview.)
52. Thubtcn ~ h u w i n intcrview.
~,
53. h i d . If thc abbot had brought the robc to the governmclit hirnsclf. hc would
k c n arrested.
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soon afterward they left for Kham. A Sera Che manager delivered the
abbot's robe of office to the g0vernrnent.5~
When the government realized that the abbot, his manager, and others had fled, they immediately sent a group of soldiers to bring them
back. A notice was also sent to all districts ordering them to capture or
kill the fugitives, and particularly alerted Yuthok, the governor-general
of Kham at Chamdo, where it was assumed that the abbot would head,
since he was from the Kanze area in Chinese Kham. Yuthok posted
soldiers at all the likely spots and eventually spotted him near Jyekundo.
The abbot fled, dsguised as a beggar, while his manager and his monkrelative bodyguards fought with the troops. The abbot's manager, who
was also his brother, was lulled. Because of the family resemblance, the
solders mistook him for the abbot and notified Yuthok that they were
returning with proof of their success, the head and hands of the Che
Abbot.55Not until these arrived in Lhasa was the mistake Qscovered.
The abbot had in fact reached Chamdo, where, disguised as a beggar,
he had walked right past the solders posted on the main bridge. The
abbot was welcomed by the Kuomintang and remained in Chinese
Kham until the Chinese Communists took control of Tibet, at which
point he returned to Lhasa with great pomp.56
Following these events, the investigating committee asked Sera Che
to send representatives to Lhasa to discuss the Lhundrup Dzong case.
The Sera officials complained that the presence of the three trunyichemmo on the investigating committee biased their chance for a f i r
hearing, since it was a trunyichemmo, Chompel Thubten, who had
filed the case against them.57The Kashag added two members to the
investigating committee, the lay officialTeiji Sarnbo and the monk ofi-

54. Ibid. Ka shod (Kapshoba [1985: 331) and Lha Mu (Lhalu [1985: 81) write that
the abbot had already fled the morning the Ngagpa Abbot went to Norbulinga. They
appear to be confused, for it is not reasonable that the Sera Che Abbot would have given
up his position merely on a rumor that he would be arrested.
55. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 93.
56. Anonl, interview; Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 93.
57. F0371146123, letters from the British Mission in Lhasa for the weeks ending
17 and 2 4 June 1945; memorandum from the British Mission in Lhasa to the political
officer in Sikkun, dated 2 4 June 1945. In the latter, Shakabpa states that the monks ha*
threatened the Lives o f the committee members.
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cial Dombo (Khenrab Wangchug), and on 20 June, seventeen monk
leaders appeared before them.58
The order of the initial session of the investigating committee was
unusual: first came discussion; then advice from the committee; and,
finally, interrogation. At the end of the first day the committee told the
monks that it would be better if they all stayed in the city at the Potala
Palace for a few days-in essence placing them under involuntary detenti~n.~~
Coming on the heels of the dismissal of the abbots of Sera Che and
Ngagpa, this arrest of their leaders broke the monks' resistance, and
eventually all the monks involved in the Lhundrup Dzong incident
were imprisoned. During the committee's questioning, Reba Gyawu
and another militant monk, Narndra Sherab, were insolent and defiant.
Shakabpa, who was on the committee, recalls that at one of the many
sessions Kapshoba got so angry that he hit one of them over the head
with a writing ~late.~O
Shakabpa recalled that day:
Then Kapshoba ordered them to take these [defiant] monks down and
give them whippings. To this some of the trunyichernmo and I said that
it is not good to whip monks and if we could avoid this it would be
better. But Kapshiiba said, "No. Look at him" (pointing to a Ngagpa
monk), "at how big they're all tallung. They really need a good beating."
Then they were taken down toward Sharcenchog [prison] and on the
way the two defiant monks were whipped. . . . The senior tsipon and
mnyichemrno both walked down t o where they were whipped so we
also had to go down. While they were being whipped we said, "Oh,
that's enough now."
By that time they had received 40 or 50 very severe lashes. . . . The
58. bid. Thus the investigating committee came to be known as Tey Ken Trun~rsi
Gutril, "the ninc: thc seven trungsi and the benchen and teiji" (in Tibetan: tha'i *an

hv mi &u

s@).

59. Thubtcn Thuwang, interview. The next day, Mugi Gyagba of Hamdong h a m tSen waq released and scnt back t o Sera. Geshe Thubten Thuwang, a fellow member of
his khamtscn, visitcd him when he arrived and was told that he had been released I ~ c a u s e
h~ had spoken in favor of surrendering the abbot's robes.
60. Shakabpa, intcrvicw. Shakabpa also said of this: "For a member of the investigatingcommittee to hit a witness over the head with a slate doesn't look nice. It was
Ka~shoba'ssycophancy ltllar is, his trying t o curry favor with the regent]. It was too
much."
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Ngagpa monk was almost unconscious but Reba Gyawu was still very
sassy. Those whippers had come from Shol and they whipped them severely with a wooden switch. They also made some lay people who were
to be questioned watch the whippings and they were all shivering by the
end of it in fear.61
When the news spread that the monks were being flogged, Reting
wanted to go to Sera Che to lead the monks in a rebellion against the
government. H e told Thubten Thuwang's nephew, who was his personal attendant, that "Taktra didn't have to be that cruel to our monks.
I brought him up by first giving him the assistant tutorship [of the
Dalai Lama], then the tutorship, and finally the regentship." Reting
wept as he said this. However, Reting's key officials were strongly opposed to this course of action and, after much persuasion, Reting finally
agreed not to go.62 In the end, fourteen monks were punished for the
Lhundrup Dzong incident, Reba Gyawu was exiled to Hor Trachen in
Nonhern Tibet, and one Lhundrup Dzong layman was sent to exile in
Phari.
The regent then appointed a learned old Mongoliangeshe called Tendar as the new abbot of Sera Che. However, despite Tendar's membership in Reting's own Samlo khamtsen in Sera Che, he was very close to
Taktra and disliked Reting intensely for having taken Sarnlo kharntsen's
only estate for his labrang while he was regent." At the same time, the
government also moved to preclude later monastic violence by confiscating all of Sera Che's weapons, compensating the college for the loss
by creating an endowment for a prayer f e ~ t i v a lGeshe
. ~ Thubten Thuw a g recalls that the weapons were all taken from their crates and set
out on the roof of the college: "They were all brand new and well oiled
and glistening in the sun. AU the monks were heartbroken and had 10%
61. h i d . Others, however, say that Shakabpa, a trusted confidant of Taktra's, was
also among those urging harsh punishment.
62. Thubten Thuwang, interview.
63. This o l d ~ e s h eused t o speak of Reting disparagingly, saying, "Lct alone helping
h s own kharntsen after he became regent, he gobbled up our only cstate." Ibid.
64. Ibid. The government based the amount of compensation it gave to Sera Che
on the number of monks who appeared at the first meeting of the new prayer festival, on
the twenty-second of the ninth Tibetan month. Sera Che therefore sent messages to their
m0nk.s all ovcr the country telling them to come on that day, and about S.000 arrived.
The government gave three sun8 to the endowment for each monk.
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faces that day. Behind his [the new abbot's] back they were saying that
we need these guns for our rights and now he has given them all away.
Then the abbot had the dobdos each carry five or six guns and turn them
over to the g ~ v e r n m e n t . " ~ ~
The Lhundrup Dzong incident began the final breach between Reting and Taktra, starting a two-and-a-half-year period of discord which
culrmnated in the abortive coup &itat of Reting in 1947.

THE RETING-TAKTRA CONFLICT INTENSIFIES
Reting's trip to Lhasa and the defiant behavior of Reting's college in
Sera monastery convinced Taktra that Reting and his followers posed a
genuine threat to his position and to the stability of the government.
Consequently, &er the conclusion of the Lhundrup Dzong incident,
Taktra took every opportunity to rid the government of close Reting
supporters.
The first such action was the dsrnissal of Phunkang Jetrungla, a
young monk official who was widely reputed to have been one of Reting's lovers. Whcn Reting was in,power, Jetrungla was his constant
companion and consequently commanded the respect of others, although he did not hold a monk-official position. Whcn Reting was
about to retire, he appointed Jetrungla as an aide-de-camp in his secretariat, a position Jetrungla retained under the Taktra adrmnistrati~n.~
In October 1945, the Yigsang Office transferred Jetrungla to the Tibetan government's Bureau Ofice in China. He did not wish to leave
Lhasa and gave the excuse that he was sick. Taktra retaliated by dismisslng him from government service.67
65. Ibid.
66. A commonly hcard story asserts that because Jetrungla had becomc too old to
continue as thc ex-regent's lover he remained in Lhasa.
67. The dismissal order stated that when Jetrungla was appointed a monk official,
an oath saying that he would scrve wherever orhe, l i b dl monk officials, had
dcr~d;his rchsal to g o to China was therefore a serious breach (Anonl, interview).
F0371/46123, lcttcr from thc British Mission in Lhasa for thc week e n h g 21 October
I P 4 6 confirms the Ocmber 1945 date. Another British report from Lhasa states that
Rering tried to intcrvenc in the case t~ ,gain leniency for Phiinkang but that this backfired
and rcsultcd in the punishment being increased from demotion to dismissal (F03711
53614. lcrtcr from thc British Mission in Lllasa for the week cnding 1 7 February 1946).
This is hiphlv anlikcly,
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Not long afier the dismissal of Phimkang Jetrungla, Cogtray, mother lay official very closely associated with Reting, ran afoul of T&tra.
Reting had appointed Cogtray in 1939 to replace Kheme as laja, and it
is widely accepted that Cogtray's wife (see Figure 37) had at one time
been Reting's mistress. Reting and she had even exchanged a series
of letters in which Reting asked her to leave her husband and live in
Reting.68
O n 22 January 1946, Cogtray's house was suddenly sealed and he
was placed under house arrest in the T ~ u g l a g a n gCogtray
.~~
had apparently d r a e d a letter requesting donations for Sera Che college on behalf of Ngawang Gyebo, the Sera Che Abbot, who had fled to China.
This letter had been among the personal possessions of the abbot's
manager, who had been killed in Kham. While the letter appeared innocuous, the evidence of a close connection between the ex-Sera Che
Abbot and Cogtray, a close associate of Reting's, raised suspicion. Kapshoba took this opportunity to attack Cogtray; he was overheard commenting in the Kashag, "It is too dangerous, we cannot take the responsibility and must arrest and seal Cogtray now,"70 implying that
Cogtray's letter might be the tip of a conspiracy against the government. Once he made this insinuation, the other shapes had little choice
but to detain Cogtray and investigate the matter and, particularly, to
look for other incriminating evidence in his house. An investigating
committee found no suspicious evidence in his house and Cogtray was
soon released, but the experience frightened him. Soon afier his release
he resigned from government service, explaining that the situation had
become too difficult for Reting's friends."
The following Lhasa street song appeared just after Cogtray's arrest:
Kapshoba, like the two-faced [hand-held] drum,
has stirred up the soup-gruel.
68. Anon1 (interview) said thcse letters were among those publicly displayed in
Lhasa after Reting's arrest in 1947.
69. IOR, UPSl1214202, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the weekending 29 January 1946; Sambo (Rimshi), interview.
70. .%mbo (Fbmshi). interview. Kapshoba was appointed shape in latc 1945 to
replace Bonsho, who had died of natural causes.
71. Ibid.
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Surkhang, like the sun and the moon,
please speak tr~thfidly.~~

Some months later, in early November 1946, a sordid dispute
erupted in the Phunkang family, giving Taktra the opportunity to oust
another Reting supporter. Phiinkang Shape had had a son and daughter, Phrinkang Geshela and Dadang Cam, with his first wife. Neither
got dong with their stepmother, and subsequently they lefi the family,
one as a bride and the other as a monk. The senior Phimkang servants
apparently also did not like the new wife, who was notoriously hottempered and verbally abusive. They incited Geshela, as the eldest son,
to demand a larger share of the family wealth than he had been given as
his "monk share" or ~ h a g c h e .Geshela
~~
filed a suit asking for a share of
the family wealth equal to that of his half-brothers; his petition also
accused his stepmother of having defamed the name of the regent by
saying publicly during the Monlam Prayer Festival that Taktra was having an aEair with a high-class prostitute called N y i - a - ~ u n g . ~ ~
This petition caused a tremendous stir in government circles.
Prompt action was taken to investigate the accusation of defamation.
Nihkang Shape was asked to stop attendng the Kashag temporarily,
while the hearing was in progress, and Geshela and Phiinkang's wife
were summoned for interrogation. The wife refused to admit she had
defamed Taktra; instead she accused Geshela of the defamation, since
the evil words had come out of his mouth, not hers. The Kashag decreed that although Phihkang's wife denied defaming the regent, the
~ossibiligthat she was in fact guilty could not be ruled out since she
Was a lady who "cannot remain in her own place.'' In other words, she
regularly poked her nose into other people's business. She would ordinxily have been punished by removal of one of her sense organs, but
since this was her first offense the government instead confiscated two
states from the Phiinkang family. Geshela received a s m d Phiinkang
72. In Tibetan: K a shod du ma ru yir 1 thugpa dkrugs h f l 5 dk??ssoflfl/ zur
~ I Jba I dranj popsun. n y s p n g dung.
73. S a m h (Rimshi), interview. Rich families are expected to provide a shagche for
mns who become monks. This
includes Furnishings as well as a source of income
for the monks during their lives.
74. Ibid.; Anon 1, interview.
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house in Lhasa and an annual allowance in grain. Phidcang's wife and
Geshela were both scheduled to receive a whipping, but the wife
pleaded to be permitted to pay a fine instead, and this was accepted;
Phiinkang Geshela was whipped.75The decree also ordered that Phiinkang Shape be dismissed from the Kashag but be allowed to retain his
title of bung. Thus, another of Reting's key appointees and closest associates was eliminated for a relatively trivial reason.
In March 1947, just before the Reting coup attempt, yet another
close Reting associate, the Chigyab Khernbo Ngawang Tenzin, was dismissed from his position after the discovery of the theft of a small
amount from the Dalai Lama's treasury, over which he technically held
re~ponsibility.~~
In the same incident two other pro-Reting officials,
Teiji Shankawa and Khencung Thubten Dawa, were also demoted.77
While the Taktra adrmnistration was removing supporters of Reting,
two openings appeared on the Kashag. The first occurred when Bonsho
d e d in 1945. A scramble for that position ensued; Kapshoba, the official who had earlier informed on Lungshar and worked closely with
Reting, won the post. Kapshoba had already switched his allegiance to
Taktra and is said to have offered a tremendous bribe if he were given
the appointment. A Lhasa street song derisively comments on his appointment and the new morality:
20,000 [dotse] slipped and fell,
30,000 banged its hip,
without 50,000
there is no way to become a shape.78

The song implies that gifts of 10,000 or 20,000 h t s e (as some of the
candidates are thought to have offered) did not suffice to obtain the
position of shape; it took the 50,000 h t s e Kapshoba offered.
The second opening in the Kashag resulted from the demotion of
75. Anon 1, interview.
76. Ngawang Tenzin, however, was allowed to retain the position of ex-ecclesiastic
Lord Chamberlain but was not given another portfolio.
77. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 93; Jso IOR, [,/PS/12/4202, letter from the British
Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 13 April 1947.
78. In Tibetan: Nyis kbri 'drrd brdar shn sony / sum k h dpyi m8o brddf $hajmd'
l n p kbn tham pa med par 1 zhabs pad yon8 sa mu red.
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Phiinkang. Taktra appointed Lhalu, Lungshar's son, as Phiinkang's replacement. This prompted the following street song:
If you make Lhalu shape,
it will be very scary.
Instead of this if you appoint Sambo,
Pandatsang can put out hard cash.79

This song comments that it would be better to appoint Sambo as shape
since Lhalu was "scary" (as the son of Lungshar) and Sambo could pay
a large bribe because his son was married to one of the Pandatsang
farmly, who were prominent traders.
The Surkhang, Shakabpa, Kapshoba, and Lhalu appointments reflect the political and ethical transformation that had occurred during
Tbktra's regency. Between late 1943 and 1946, the high ethics of Taktra
had disintegrated. It had become common for all candidates for high
positions to offer large bribes to the Regent's manager. Another Lhasa
street song from this period captures this widespread feeling:
Taktra came to the throne and
upheld the virtuous laws,
[But] like the vows of a nun,
little by little they were lost.B0

However, it is clear that offering money was not enough to succeed in
the Taktra era: one also had to be anti-Reting. Only individuals who
were thought to be strongly pro-Taktra were advanced to the highest
positions.

T H E TIBET IMPROVEMENT PARTY
While the attention of the Tibetan elite was focused on the escalating
enmity between Taktra and Reting, another political threat emerged, in
79. In Tibetan: Lha klu zha&s p d d n p na 1 a tsi a ma yod red 1 de k bsam pho 4705

"I fWmda' h r q h r q yod red.
bun

80. In Tibetan : S t q b v q khri la '&hodsong / tshul khn'm srung ba'ignang shag a ni
~
' don
1 pa i ~ lerga
a fer shm song.
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the form of the Tibet Improvement PartyB1Located mainly in the In&an border towns of Kalimpong and Darjeeling, this group sought not
simply a change in regents, but the "liberation of Xbet from the existing tyrannical Government'' and the revolutionary restructuring of the
Tibetan government and society.B2
The Tibet Improvement Party was founded and led by Pandatsang
Rapga, a somewhat idealistic Kharnba nationalist and intellectual. It
included as its main members Canglocen Kung, Kumbela, and, less
actively, the brilliant but dssolute monk, scholar, and rebel Gendiin
Chompel (see Figures 49 and 50).
Rapga was the younger brother of Yambe, a well-known Lhasa government official from an economically separate branch of the Pandatsang family. About forty-five years old in 1945, Rapga had spent most
of his life in Kham and had been involved when Pandatsang Tobgye,
another brother, had launched his abortive nationahst revolt against the
Lhasa government in 1934. Rapga was a devout believer in the political
ideology of Sun Yat-Sen and had translated some of Sun's more important writings into Tibetan.83Rapga wanted change to come to %bet as
it had come to China following the overthrow of the Ch'ing dynasty
and was convinced that the present Tibetan government was hopelessly
dl-suited for the modern world. He took the ideals and theories of the
Kuomintang as models for Tibet and looked to the Kuomintang for
help in creating an autonomous Tibetan Republic under the overall
control of Republican China.
Rapga had gone to I n d a from Kham in 1935, the year after the
abortive Kham revolt, but he quickly returned to Chungking and entered the service of the Chinese government's Commission on 'Iibetm
and Mongolian Affairs. He started the Tibet Improvement Party in KaL
irnpong in 1939, with Canglocen Kung and K ~ r n b e l a . ~ ~

81. The group used the name Tibet Improvement Party in its Englsh materials, but
the Tibetan (nub bod le# bm SF
$dud) is more accurately translated as Westem Tikt
Reform Party. The Chinese used o n its letterheads translates even more strongly. the
Tibet Revolutionary Party.
82. IOR. UPS1121421 1, the ''Concise Agreement ofTibet Improvement Party. Kd
Lmpong ."
83. Rapga translated, for example, Sun Yat-sen's "Three R~ghtso f the People* ($
Tibetan: Aon~swmrind lugr).
84. IOR, UPS1121421 1, "Concise Agreement ofTibet Improvement h q Kidirnpng."
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pq
Leaders of the Tibet Improvement Party:
(left to right) Ragpa, Kumbela, Canglocen

Kumbcla and Cangloccn had both bccn arrcstcd and cxilcd to
Kongpo after the 13th Ilalai Llama's death in 1933 (sec Chapters 5 and
6).Whilc in cxilc thev visited one anotlicr and soon dcvelopcd a friendship. h t h hccamc cmbincrcd when they saw many othcr exiled and
dcbarrcd political f i ~ l r c sbeing allowed to rcjoin thc government,
while thcy were not
pcrmincd to rcmm to Lhasa. In Dcccmbcr
'937
sccrctly fled to India.8"
RS

At

the rime of his flight, (:angloccn Kliung, nrll h i o w n as a ptxt, sent a lcttcr
a classic in T i k t a n lircraturc. It was memorized h!. lay

' a h i ~ n din I.hasa rhar tycamc
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pq
Gendiin Chompel (center) in India

Rapga visited China for a few months in 1943, apparently to seek
support for his party, and returned to India in September 1943 carrying
an official Chinese passport. In 1944 and 1945, he received financial
assistance from the Kuornintang and, with Canglocen and Kumbela,
set about building the party in Kalimpong and, apparently, in Tibet as
well.86
Gendiin Chompel, the fourth well-known member of tl e party, was

officials, one of whom remembered it as: "The false explanation in which ~hcrkarlingba
D e p n is [said] to be the father of young Lhalu who is Lungshar's child has been accepted, but our request, which was only t o be allowed to rcturn to our homeland. [has
not], because a few of the principal lamas and lords cannot judge fairly [literally, not treat
equally happiness and sadness, higher and lower]. [Thus] we havc no choice but to sccretly g o for a while to sightsee and seek refuge in the capital of England though wearc
faultless. Because of this please d o not havc any regrets." (In Tibetan: lun.phrup lhafrm
s b b e d she1 mdar brdztu paJi r n w rben n i c j o phud I bdap tshn ranp yul rbanfl par k?4
' t h Shy Su'anfli mrlzadptm bla +on re Zunflflh bdr r d u yanA
~
mi s n w p i n y Ienla
h e n p a re z h g v a n ~ pal
r d&ln len r@ saJijmnp%her du ltad mo bita ba d a n ~nag td
b h n ska6r ~ h ba
u chabs c g t u p s a n ~brkyod mi h a mthu med h u n p bar ma ,)pod Pa 'tfhd)
(Samba [ h m s h i 1, interview.)
86. IOR, LIPS/ 12/42 1 1, letter from Panda Rapga dated 17 Junc 1946.
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an erudite but somewhat wild Amdo monk who had been born in

1905. After becoming a monk, he stayed at Tashikhil monastery in
Amdo until he was twenty-two or twenty-three, when he enrolled
in Gommg college, Lumburn khamtsen, in re pun^ monastery. When
he was about thirty he went to India for a stay of twelve years during
which he learned English and Sanskrit and translated and composed a
wide variety of texts.87While in India he became enamored of MarxistLeninist political philosophy and anti-colonialist ideology and came to
believe that major reforms or a revolution in Tibet was necessary.88He
favored giving the monks salaries instead of estates and requiring them
to study instead of engaging in business. He is also said to have favored
land and legal reforms, and democracy.89 For all his brilliance, however,
Gendiin Chompel was hopelessly degenerate for a monk. He was a
womanizer, a chain smoker, a user of opium and liquor, and physically
unkempt.
Gendiin Chompel met Rapga, Canglocen, and Kumbela in Kalimpong and found they had much in common with him. Seeing themselves as advanced Tibetan intellectuals, they discussed the movement
to oust the British from India and the need to bring about reforms in
Gendiin Chompel became involved in the Tibet Improvement
P q and in 1945 was asked by Rapga to travel through Bhutan and
Tawang to Tibet, disguised as a monk-beggar making a pilgrimage but
a c ~ d drawing
y
maps of the country, particularly the northern border
areas where Tibetans lived.91 He performed this task and arrived in
Lhasa sometime before 4 January 1946.92
Many Xbetans believe that Gendiin Chompel erred by sending the
maps and notes to Rapga through the British-run postal service between Gyantse and Incba, instead of using a personal messenger, and
87. Sambo (hmshi), interview. His main translations were the Sp.?'od ?+Po)
l
the C ~ OkyiS hh@s su &cad pa, and, with N. Rocrich, the Blue Ann&. His main original
work wcrc thc Q y a ~ a r p m
~ i kand the Deb they dkar po. He also adapted the Kama
Sutra (Dodpa'i bstan bcos) into~ibetan(Gelck [krnpoche], interview).
88. Kirti sprul sku 1983: 23-24.
89. Ibid.: 273-74.
90. Samba (Rimshi), interview.
91. I,ha 'dznms sgrol dkar 1984: 147-48; Sarnbo (Rimshi), interview.
92. This is thc date when the British first mentioned him in their weekly letter from
'dhasa, IOR, L,/PS/12/4202, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending
10 February 1946.
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then compounded this error by using Rapga's well-known address at
Reli View93They contend that when British official H. E. Richardson
(then in Gyantse) saw the address he became suspicious and opened the
letter, finding the maps and notes indicating "Tibetan" areas. Richardson reported the discovery to the K h p o n g police, and plans were
instituted in India to watch Rapga and his clique closely.94Richardson,
however, recalled no such incident,95 and the records in the British and
British InQan archives make no mention of such a letter or maps.
Actually, the British appear to have developed an interest in Rapga
when the Indian police Qscovered that he had ordered (in early February 1946) 4,000 copies of a membership form for his party and 2,000
copies of a membership card and an insignia that bore striking similarities to the Soviet Russian emblem (see Figures 51,52, and 53).96One
Tibetan official recalls that Basil Gould, the political officer in Sikkim,
informally asked him at this time, "What is this Pandatsang Rapga
doing in Kalimpong? How does he manage to live, since he is not
engaged in any ~ o r k ? " The
9 ~ British debated whether they should tell
the Tibetan government about this political group. Gould's letter to the
Foreign Affairs Office in Delhi in early April reflects their caution:
My original idea had been that we should present the Tibetan Govemment with the whole case fully documented. But we have no guarantee
that they will take any notice, and meanwhile the knowledge of our action will be common property. It seems best therefore to divulge the
information gradually only, piece-meal, and be guided by their reactions
as to the next step, e.g., Richardson could let the Tibetan Government
know that document A has come into his hands, at the same time hinting
willingness t o divulge further information if but only if really wanted,
keeping till the very last Document C [Rapga's own letter].98

93. Anonl, interview; S a m b (kmshi), interview.
94. Sambo (Rimshi), interview.
95. H . E. kchardson, interview.
96. IOR. LIPS11 2/42 1 1 , letter from additional deputy-commissionerof police, Sccurity Control, Calcutta, dated 4 April 1946.
97. Sarnbo ( h s h i ) , interview.
98. IOR, UPS1121421 I , letter from the political officer in SiWlrm to Delhi, dated
April 1946. The affair was complicated because of the fact that Tobgye's bmthcr yamh
was an influential pro-British official in Lhasr and it was not ccrtain at that time whether
he was also involved.

Badge of the Tibet Improvement P a m
(photo courtesy of India Omce Ubrary and
Records, British Ubrary)
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l52.1
Application form of the Tibet Improvement Party
(photo courtesy of India Otnce
Library and Records, British Library)

O n 10 April, kchardson informed the Tibetan government of the
existence of a Tibet Improvement Party but did not mention the names
of any individuals concerned. To Gould in Slkkim he wrote:
Before receipt of your letter under reference I showed all the enclosures
t o your Express letter No. 7(11)-PI45 dated 30th March 1946, except
the copy of Rapga's letter to Thacker Spink, to the Tibetan Foreign Bureau. . . . The Foreign Bureau's reactions were immediately to connect
the documents with Rapga, and Surkhang said that he knew that Mr.
Shen had given Rapga Rs. 14,000/-for the purchase of a printing press.
The implications of the Soviet-type of emblem and of the word "Revolutionary" appearing in the translation of the Chinese version of the application forms and its absence from the Tibetan version did not escape
them.
At their request I provided them with copies of the documents which
I showed them-and they said that they would put them up to the

Membership card of the Tibet Improvement
Party (photo courtesy of India Office
Library and Records, British Library)
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Kashag at once. I informed them that I could show them evidence that
the moving spirit in the matter was Rapga if they wanted to see it. So far
they have not asked me to d o so.
I shall take steps t o inform influential persons about the "Tibet Improvement Parry" as you suggest in paragraph 5 of your letter under
reference .w

O n 26 April, two weeks after this disclosure, the Tibetan Foreign
Mairs Bureau thanked Richardson for the information and requested
the Government of India to extradite Rapga to Tibet. Richardson said
he would pass the request along but explained that it was unlikely to be
approved since Rapga claimed Chinese nationality. Richardson himself
recommended deportation to China on the grounds that Rapga was
using India as a base for activity for China against the Tibetan government. loo
On 19 June 1946, the British raided the houses of Rapga and six
others who were suspected of spying, revolutionary activities, and
counterfeiting Indian rupee notes.lOl The Chinese commissioner in
Delhi had warned Rapga of the imminence of a raid, however, and d
the documents relating to the party, particularly the membership lists,
had been destroyed. But Rapga had overlooked certain letters in a suit
pocket, and these were dscovered by the police. The most important
was a signed copy of the Tibet Improvement Party Agreement and several letters Rapga had written to the Chinese. They provide a window
into the Rapga party:
M i r e qreement of Tibet Impro~ementParty, Kalimpon.. For the improvement and progress of Tibet we signed one detailed agreement in
1939. After that we passed four resolutions in Kalimpong when Mr. P.
Rapga lefi for Chungking on 11 May 1943. Subsequently we submitted
one application on 7.9.44 to Commissioner Tsung Lien Shen when he
arrived Kalimpong. Thereafter one application dated 9.4.45 was submit99. IOR, L/PS/12/4211, memorandum no. 3(7)-U46 from H. Richardson to the
political officer in Siklum, dated 14 April 1946.
100. F0371153614, telegram from the British Mission in Lhasa to the pollticd 06cer in S h m . dated 2 7 April 1946.
C ~ R ' ~
10 1 . The others were JmpWosel, T. Borhra, Li Pei-thing, S o p
cen Kung, and F. M. Shen.
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ted to him through Mr. Ma, ex-Chef Section of Lhasa Office. O n 9th
August 1945 we received [a message] through Chinese Consulate from
Commissioner Tsung Lien Shen, saying Mr. Kumbila and Mr. Chang Lo
Chen will receive maintenance allowance from July 1945. Also we might
receive financial assistance for organization of Tibet Improvement Party.
However whether we receive help or not we must strictly observe the
following serial rules:
1. It is needless to say that we must act as per agreement of 1939,
W e r we must translate into action principally the three principles of
the People (San Min Chu I) and orders of the President Chiang. We
must co-operate with the Principles and policy of the Central Govemment in all physical verbal and mental acts. We must never violate these.
2. Recently President Chiang has declared t o allow autonomy of Tibet. Accordmg to h s we must exert our efforts mainly for Liberation of
Tibet from the existing tyrannical Government. Also we must act in the
Light of other progressive and democratic nations of the World and especially democratic Central Government of China for which all members
of our party must work as men on the same boat.
3. Members of Tibet Improvement Party cannot go anywhere without consulting and obtaining sanction of the party.
4. We must co-operate with and assist those persons who have got
sympathy with our party and we must pitch united front against those
who are enemies to our party.
5. Members of Tibet Improvement Party living inside and outside
Tibet must be linked up by the strong cord of ? ? ? in matters relating to
common interest. All other members of the Party must co-operatedly
help such members who have suffered any harm of troubles for the sake
of common interest.
6. We cannot make relation or talk with any Government or party
without passing resolution. Individual members cannot d o as they like.
7. For control of finance of the Party and for collection of finance the
Party must pass resolutions and accounts should be submitted monthly
'0 the Controller of Accounts of the Party.
All members of Tibet Improvement Party must strictly observe the
short rules or discipline:
(1) To obey the regulations and principles of the Party.
(2) To allow free discussion on any problem concerning the Party but
to obey absolutely once a resolution has been adopted.
(3) To keep Party secrets.
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(4) To pennit n o attack on fellow members or Party organs before
outsiders.
(5) Not to join any other political party.
(6) Not to organise cliques or factions.
Anyone violating the above rules is liable to one of the following
punishments:
a. Warning.
b. Temporary suspension of membership privileges.
c. Temporary suspension of membership.
d. Or, expulsion from the Party.
[The Tibetan version was signed by Rapga, Canglocen, and Kumbela]lo2

The Government of India issued deportation orders to Rapga, who
then, as the following letter to the Mongolian and Tibetan Mairs Office in China illustrates, tried to induce the Chinese to intervene on his
behalf and persuade the Indian Government to rescind their order:
The Commission on Mongolian and Tibetan Mairs,
The National Government of China, Nanlung, China.
Dear Sirs,
Most respectfully I beg t o submit that I came to India in 1935 and in
the same year I went to Chungking. Since 1936 I entered sewice under
Commission on Mongolian and Tibetan Atfairs. In 1936 I returned to
I n d a and all along I have been loyally and honourably sewing our Government.
Before I left for China in 1943, houses and land in the name of my
wife, we registered as joint property of my wife and myself in the Indian
Court at Kalimpong. Then I visited Chungking in 1943 and stayed there
for four months only.
1 started from India in September 1943. In January 1944 I returned
to India with a Chinese Official Passport. At that time the Inspector of
Police of Kalimpong Thana indirectly told me "You apply and declare
that you have got no connection with the Chinese Government and then
we shall give up your registration." At that time I did not care for his
remark and I have not budged an inch from rendering faithhl service to
our Central Government. Therefore my work m d inspiration have been
naturally growing against the British Government.
102. IOR, LIPS112142 1 1,

hpong, dated 20 June 1946.

memorandum from the C~ntralIntelligence (Jficc, Kal-
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Recently the Government of India has notified to the Chinese Commissioner in New Delhi that my departure from India should be arranged within one month.
If I leave India as they demand, it is needless to say that I will lose my
property and business and morale of the Tibetans of this side will be
down. So, I request you through this to use your best influence irnrnediately and urgently as my demand as below [sic] :
(1) I stay here as a Chinese Government employee under Chinese
Government Passport as hithertofore. If this is impossible then
(2) I stay in Kahmpong according to the civil status of other Tibetans.
If not,
(3) I should be given at least one year's time to make the necessary
arrangements for my houses and land and the ample business spread
under my control and for the ueaunent of my wife who is very much ill.
Reli View,
P.O. Kalirnpong,
N. Bengal India.
The 17th June 1946.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
(P.Rapga)
Commission on Mongolian
and Tibetan Affairs,
the National Government of
China, Nanking, CHINA

The Chinese were unable to persuade India to rescind the order. Rapga
kft for Shanghai on 22 July 1946. Kumbela was deported sometime
after this, and it is said that Canglocen was saved from similar action
only by the intervention of the Bhutan royal family, whose children he
was tutoring.
Thex documents reveal that Rapga, Canglocen. and Kumbela were
in the pay of the Chinese and that they wanted to overthrow the Tibetan government and institute a republic in Tibet that would be a part
ofthe Chinex Republic. Several Tibetans who knew Gendiin Chompel
have verified that he was in the pay of Rapga.lo3
Meanwhile, the Tibetan government in Lhasa had been keeping
Gndiin Chompel under surveillance. Richardson reported to Gould:
103. lntervicw with former I.hasa magistrate Tashi Bera, in Kirti sprul sku 1983:
ashi Rera relates a conversation with Gendiin Chhmpel in which the latter told
himthat Rapga was sending him 400 to 500 mpces a month, a substantial sum of money

time. S a m h ([Rimshi], interview) says Gendiin Chiimpel told him hc was recclv-

'"R money from Rapga in India and that some of it came through his family.

the Foreign Bureau know all about Chomphel La. They say he is always
demanding interviews with the Shapes, decrying Tibetan Buddhism as
corrupt, praising the "New Wisdom" (which seems to emanate from In&a), s p e a h g in favor of Nazism and generally conducting himself in an
eccentric way. For these reasons the Tibetan Government have had him
watched. They say he is correspondmg regularly with [Nicholas] Roerich
[a Soviet Tibetologist].lo4

In late July the Tibetan government sent the two Lhasa magistrates
to arrest Gendiin Chompel and confiscate his possessions. The magistrates were informed that the charges were very serious but were instructed to tell Gendiin Chompel only that the arrest pertained to the
dstribution of counterfeit money in Tibet.lo5 TWOaristocrat students
of Gendiin Chompel, Horkhang Sey and Ragra Rimpoche, contacted
their relatives in the Kashag to secure his release, but due to the political
(but still secret) nature of his case, they were unsuccessll. Horkhang
Sey recalled that when he spoke with Surkhang Shape about this, Surkhang gestured negatively to him and said, "Younger cousin, younger
cousin, you shouldn't get involved in this," implying that it was something very dangerous. l w
The results of the search of Gendiin Chompel's belongings were not
illuminating. The government found only some figures on the number
of troops, arms, and ammunition in the Tibetan army, notes on influential persons in Lhasa, and information on the border areas.'" Nu-

104. F0371153615,memorandum no. 7 (8)-PI% from the political officer in Sihm
t o the central intehgence officer in Shdlong, dated 1 1 July 1946.
105. Interview with former Lhasa magistrate Tashi Bera, in Kirti sprul skll 1983:
142.H e was one of the two magistrates who arrested Gendiin Chiimpel.
106. In Tibetan: Ola, Ola, d i d r e nnng gyu ya-rc.
Horkhang (Sey), interview.
K a m a y (1985:45)is incorrect when she says that Horkhang revealed "the threat made
by Surkhang Sawang Chenmo in 1947,the then most powerful of the cabinet ministers.
Surkhang told Horkhang that if any attempt were made at interfering in dGc- 'dun Chos'phel's [ G e n d k Chompel's] condemnation, both the Horkhang and Tethong f h l i f l
would be wiped out t o the very name." Horkhang's article in Tibetan does not say anvthing like this and his verbal account of his conversation with Surkhanp;, his close relative,
c k u l y indicated that Surkhang was not ''threatening" him but, rather, warning him that
there were deeper issues that he could not reveal which would makc this something
Horkhang should not get involved in (Horkhang [Sey], interview).
107. Sambo (Ibmshi), interview; interview with former 1,hasa magistrate Tashi Rerain Kirti sprul sku 1983:158-59.
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merous boxes contained notes and papers related to a history of Tibet
Gandiin Chompel was writing. lo*
Gendiin Chompel was interrogated on numerous occasions and was
once whipped. He was formally charged with forging money and was
imprisoned, but the real reason was his involvement with the Tibet
Improvement Party. Gendiin Chompel spent three years in prison, first
at Shol Office and then at Nangtseshar. H e was finally released in 1951,
with his khamtsen in Drepung monastery standing surety for him.
Corning on the heels of the Lhundrup Dzong incident, the revelation of a revolutionary pro-Chinese party that had gone so far as to
print up thousands of membership cards and application forms unquestionably convinced the Kashag to act cautiously and incarcerate Gendiin Chompel. It is unclear to this day how wide the support for the
'Tibet Improvement Party may have been in Tibet, but knowledgeable
'Iibetan officials believe that there were at most a hundred or so sympathizers among Kharnba traders. Such a small group might seem unimportant, but the possibility of an alliance between the Reting forces
and Rapga's Kuornintang-backed party posed a real threat to the Lhasa
government. As will be seen in the next chapter, in less than one year
Reting's forces would indeed appeal for Kuomintang help and attempt
to assassinate Taktra and take over the government.
108. The Whte Annab (in Tibetan: Deb ther dkar po). Sambo ( [Rrmshi], interview)
his wife once asked G e n d h Chijmpel after his release from prison whether
it was true that they had found a life-sized female rubber doll in his house. Gendiin
Chompel turned away and &j not reply; this indcates, in Tibetan style, that it was true,
since he did not deny it. Sambo was present on this occasion.
q m - t s that
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The anger and frustration felt by Reting and his advisors following
their failure to regain the regency in 1944-1945 prompted them to
consider overthrowing Taktra. Reting's inner circle in these machinations consisted of three figures, Nyungne Lama, Khardo Lama, and
Reting Dzasa.'
Nyungne Lama was an incarnation from Shide Tratsang, Reting's
monastery in Lhasa (see Figure 41). Born in 1887, a short man with a
defective eye, he was intelligent and was skilled in Xbetan medicine as
well as carving, painting, and repairing mechanical objects such as
watches, cameras, phonographs, and guns. He was also worldly by Tibetan standards, having spent many years in Mongolia as a youth, including the period of their revolution.' M e r his return from Mongolia,
the 13th Dalai Lama appointed him abbot of Reting's monastery of
Shide. At this time he developed a close relationship with the young
Rcting, playing with and amusing him. When Reting became regent
he placed Nyungne in charge of his labrang's secretariat, in effectgiving

1. Cogtray, as was indicated in Chaptcr Thirteen, was another important memhr
of Reting's inner coterie who advocated action.

2 . 'Jam dpal rgyd rntshan (Reting Dzasa) and Thub bstan snyan grags 1986: a384 ('Jam d p d rgyd rntshan is pronounced J a m p y Gyentsen). Gelek ([~impochel,
Interview) recallcd that his father, Demo Rirnpoche, was close to Reting and often told him

that Nyungne talked about "democratic reforms and modernization," but thcre was no
evidence of this influence during Reting's reign.
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him control of the labrang's business affairs. In 1939, Nyungne's power

h the labrang increased hrther when Reting simultaneously appointed
him associate and advisor to Jampey Gyentsen, the new manager of
Reting L a b r a ~ ~ g . ~
Khardo Rimpoche, Reting's second important political advisor, was,
hke Reting, a Sera Che lama. Roughly the same age as Reting, they had
become friends when they were students in Sera. The third and least
irnpolrant of the three was Reting Dzasa, Reting's nephew In his early
twenties in 1944, he had Reting's interests at heart, but was inexperienced.
After the Sera Che incident, Nyungne, Khardo, and Reting Dzasa
repeatedly wrote to Reting from Lhasa urging him not to sit by while
his friends and supporters were persecuted by Taktra.4 Since there was
no legal way to depose the current regent, the alternative they suggested was assassination. Nyungne and Khardo were convinced that
with Taktra out of the way, their followers would be able to orchestrate
a "spontaneous" movement to ask Reting to assume the regency. However, as will be discussed below, they also sought the support of the
Nationalist government in China, a decision which turned out to be as
disastrous a miscalculation as their choice of Taktra had been.
The main order of business, assassinating Taktra, was no easy task,
for the regent rarely went out in public where he would be vulnerable.
Nevertheless, the Reting conspirators determined several times when
Taktra could be ambushed. One such time was on the evening of the
fifrcenthday of the first Tibetan month, when the Regent attended the
Butter-Sculpture Festival in Lhasa to examine the displays. Other pas3. 'Jam dpal rgyal mtshan (Reting Dzasa) and Thub bstan snyan grags 1986: 8485; Rctlng Dzasa, interview.
4. Thubtcn Thuwang, interview. Thubten Thuwang was a Sera Che~esheand incamation whose infomation comes from his two nephews, both of whom held important positions with Rcting. One of his nephews Ngawang Trinley, was a junior sapan
(Rcting'spersonal attendant), and the other, Chhntse Tenzin Gyatso, was a trusted perfavorite of Rrting's. Ch(intse gained Reting's trust when hc volunteered to
Ret"R! who was fond of shootlng, shtw,t an egg from the p l r n of his outstretched hand.
aficward asked him why he had volunteered when evcryone else was afraid. and
Young man replied, "I thought that even if I got shot and d e d , it w o d d have been at
hmds of a great Inma and I wouldn't have gone to hell. So I thought it was dl right"
iThubtcnThuwang, intervicw). Ngawang Trinley (interview) confir~ledthis.
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sible times were when he traveled from Lhasa to his hermitage (T&tra
h t r i i ) and when he returned. In the first case, the attack could take
place at night, and, in the second, it could happen outside the city.5
Reting was initially somewhat ambivalent about the prospects of a
coup. Though bitter over what he saw as Taktra's betrayal, he was afraid
of the consequences of an abortive attempt. In one letter to Nyungne
and Khardo he advised them to d o nothing precipitous, for "even if the
stupa is turned upside down, the middle remains the middle," that is to
say, even though Reting Labrang did not have the regentship, it still
had great respect and d ~ e n c eReting
. ~ wanted to wait for a reply from
China regarding their appeals for help instead of trying to lull Taktraa7
In other letters, Reting said that if they continued with such activities
they might one day have to flee to the northern nomad area, where not
a single human being lived. But in the end, Reting succumbed to the
urgings for action: he told Nyungne that he should do whatever he had
to do, but carefidIy8 This gave Nyungne and the others the permission
they needed, yet would later permit Reting to deny knowledge of the
specific acts his staff had committed.
It appears that the plotters were not able to organize in time to ambush Taktra when he returned to Lhasa from his hermitage in late
1946, SO they decided to strike with hand grenades on the evening of
the Butter-Sculpture Festival in February 1947.9 Two assassins were
recruited to lull Taktra: Chontse Gendiin, who was a monk from Drepung, and a Triu Khamba. l o

5. Thubten Thuwang, interview; Lha klu ([Lhalu] 1985: 14-15) and Ka shod
([Kapshoba] 1985: 50) report a letter from Nyungne to Reting proposing the second
plan.
6. Anonl, interview; Shakabpa, interview. In Tibetan: mhod Hen mgo 'jug b m I
bang rim s&d pa.
7. Ka s h d (Kapshoba) 1985: 50.
8. Elements of this were mentioned by Sambo (Rimshi), interview; Shakabpa,
interview; Lhalu, interview; Thubten Thuwmg, interviw; and Lha Mu (Lhalu) 1985:
11-20.
9. The Butter-Sculpture Festival, known as Gngachiipa, is part of the mnu?
Great Prayer Festival (of the first Tibetan month), which was started by Tsongkhapa a
fourteenth century O n the evening of the full moon of that month, three- to fourstory-tau butter sculptures are displayed on the Rarkor route around the Tsuglagmg
Temple.
1 0 Thubten Thuwang's nephew, Chiintse Tenzin Gyatso, was present when thc
plotters were t d h n g about this and later told Thubten that when he heard of the planncd
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When the regent went to inspect the butter sculptures, he was norm d y accompanied by the eight trungtsi and the four shapes. Shakabpa,
one of the trungtsi at this time, recalled that he had no inkling of
trouble and was preparing to meet Taktra and the others at the Tsuglagang Temple:
Then I received a message suddenly. I think the message had come from
Shoga Office [the regent's office] saying that the trungtsi should not
come tonight as the regent is not going to attend the Butter-Sculpture
Exhibition. I thought it was really strange why his visit was suddenly
canceled. [I thought] that it was not possible for the trunyichernmo not
to attend, for they have to read out the information for each of the butter
sculptures. So I decided to go on my own as a spectator. I saw the shapes
and all the trunyichernrno and some soldiers. That was all. The regent
was not there.' l

Taktra had obviously somehow gotten word of a possible attempt on
his Life.12 However, he had no proof that a plot was afoot and could
only wait and remain vigilant. Two Lhasa street songs of this period
reflect the tense mood of the capital:
The northern bearded goat
should be clever [because]
the ferocious tiger demon of the west
wants to swallow him up.
In a golden pan
I have to pop some beans.

attack he immed~atel~
thought that his father would be attendmg and might get lulled,
but he was afraid to write to him not to come, for fear the plan would leak out (Thubten
Thuwang, interview). This whole scheme was later revealed in the letters of R e h g and
hisoficids in Lhua, mmy of them in Retin$ own handwriting on his distinctive yeflow
Stauonery in the green ink he used. These were exhibited, under glass, on the streets of
Lhasa and are therefore widely known to officials.
11. Shakabpa, interview.
12. Thubten Thuwang (interview) claimed that Kaphoba, one of the four shapes1
have warned Taktra, because Kapshb-ba was close to Reting and his advisors and w u
h U ~ aware of the plot. H e claimed to know this because his nephew Chb-ntse Temln
G~atso.
a servant of Retin@, told him that Kapshb-ba was present when N ~ p and
e
were discussing assassination attempts. This is udkely, however, for if Ka~shb-ba
had
this openly, Taktra would have had proof of the plot and would have acted.
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I don't need much firewood,
poplars from Reting will suffice.13

These songs cleverly sum up one aspect of the current political amosphere by warning Reting (the goat in the first song) that Taktra (the
tiger) is waiting for an opportunity to do him in.
Taktra's failure to appear at the festival meant that Nyungne and the
other plotters would have to wait several months. The next opportunity
to ambush Taktra would be when he left Lhasa after the Tshongco
Prayer Festival in mid-April. Having finally decided to act, they were
impatient of delay. They decided to kill Taktra by an indrect methoda parcel bomb.14 Nyungne Lama created a bomb composed of a box
and a hand grenade. Afrer the pin of the hand grenade was pulled out,
the lever that triggered the grenade was held in place by the sliding
cover of the box. When the box was opened by sliding back the cover,
the lever was activated and the grenade exploded (see Figure 54).15
The plotters initially sent a Reting servant named Chontse Tenzin,
and Lobsang Namgye, a Khamba servant of the Gyagpontsang family
(who were close to Reting), to Taktra's manager with the bomb parcel,
which was labeled "A secret report from the governor of Kharn, Dzasa
Yuthok, to the Regent." When they saw many people talking with the
manager, however, they left without delivering the bomb. The plotters
then decided to send the bomb to Taktra via Gymburngang (Ngawang
Namgyel), the powerful trunyichemmo who was an inner-circle advisor
of Taktra's.16 Lobsang Nmgyel took the small package to Gymbumgang's house early one morning toward the end of February.17The only
person awake at the time was a thirteen-year-old lurchen servant named
Guru, who informed Lobsang that his master was not yet awake, but
took the package. Lobsang, pretending to be the servant of a wedthy
1 3. In Ti betan : b a n g g i ra pho rma bo 1 c a n g p t y ma Iyu ztr na / nubfli $49 'drf
ngar n u / khur mig d o n g nying 'dod shag. g s e r ~ slang
i
n~a'inanp la / rfla Iran yo5 cY
b
a @ 1 me shing m n g po mi 4 0 s / m a speng shug par ' p > ~ a .
14. Rcting Dzasa (interview) indicated that he was also trying to devise a plan to
assassinate Taktra Dzasa, the real power behind Taktra.
15. J. Taring, interview.
16. 'Jm dpd rgyal mtshan (Reting Dzasa) and Thub hstan snyrn grag 1986: 91,
17. Ibid. Ngawang Trinley (intervirw) confirms that the Kharnba was Lobsmf
Nmgyel. and said that Lobsang was killed during the massacre d the govemmenis
troops at Reting.
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n .I.:

Sketch of parcel bomb

Khamba tradcr, said his master would comc later, and lcfi. The ~ O put
V
the packagc asidc and later gave it to Gyarnbumgang's manager with
message that the Khamba trader who had sent it would comc soon.
The manager, in turn, did not considcr it u g c n t , but put it in a drawer
in his quarters until rhc main trader came. Hc did not mention thc
P ~ ~ C Cto] Gyam humgang. In
When sevcral wecks had passed with no explosion, thc Reting plot18. I.ha klu (1,halu) 1985: 22-23.; Trinlcv Dajc, intcnicw, as told to him by
Gl'ambumgang's stcward.
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ters assumed that the package had not been given to Takrra, and, not
knowing why, tried to precipitate action by throwing into Takna's residence an anonymous, rolled-up letter that said, "Dzasa Yuthok has
sent a very important letter to the Regent Taktra through Trunyichemmo Ngawang Narngyel [Gymbumgang]. However, it is under.
stood that the trunyichemmo has not handed over the letter as yet. This
raises doubts about the trunyichernmo's loyalty to the goverment."l9
This note was turned over to Taktra's manager, who considered it a
crude attempt to sow discord among allies and told his servants to ignore it.20
In the meantime, Gyambumgang's nephew, Gendiin, became curious about the heavy package. Thinking that there must be something
valuable in it, he secretly took it to his room and proceeded to unwrap
it carefully so that it could be rewrapped unnoticeably. As he began to
open the cover, it made a hissing noise. He immediately dropped the
box and fled, barely escaping the room when the package exploded,
breaking the glass windows and damaging the interior of the room.
Gymburngang took the debris of the explosion to the Kashag, with a
letter explaining what had h a ~ p e n e d . ~ '
The Kashag notified the regent and disclosed the bomb incident to
the Lhasa public, ordering them to search for the person who had delivered the parcel. Everyone who owned a house had to give a guarantee
that he was not p r o v i h g shelter to such a person, and even those who
were renting apartments were asked to give written guarantees that
they harbored no such Khmba.22
19. h o n l , interview; Gyentsen Tempel, interview. Gyentsen Tempel was the
younger monk-official from Gyambumgang's household.
20. Gyentsen Tempel, interview; Trinley Doje, interview, as told to him by Gyambumgang's steward. The delay in passing on such a letter or parcel addressed to the regent
horn the commissioner of Kham has led a number of Tibetans to speculate whether the
entire bomb plot was engineered by the government, but this does not seem possible.
Later evidence revealed that Reting Labrang in Lhasa had other hand grenades and boxes
~
~ to those
~ used
a in rthe attack (this is explained below), and thc source of Reunfs
grenades was later identified with certainty. Moreover, as was seen above, Reting Dzasa
has now adrmtted this ('Jam dpal rgyal mtshan [Reting Dzasa] and Thub bstan sn!'"
g a g s 1986: 91). All of this makes it seem lrkely that the delay was due simply to an
oversight. The parcel was set aside on the assumption that the Kharnba trader would
soon arrive in person; since he never arrived, it was forgotten.
21. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 22-23; Gyentsen Tempel, interview.
22. Anon 1, interview.
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Taktra received no leads, however, and d d nothing for another two
or three weeks. Then, on the twenty-third of the second Tibetan month
(14 April 1947), he suddenly struck back at Reting.

RETING A N D T H E KUOMINTANG

Reting and his advisors had been seeking military and political assistance from the Nationalist Chinese government in their attempt to
regain power. As early as 1945, they had contacts with Kuomintang
secret agents and with the Kuomintang representative in Lhasa. Reting
told them that Taktra stood in the way of friendly relations between
'Tibet and China, and the Chinese reciprocated by expressing interest in
Reting's return to the regen~y.2~
Nyungne Lama then prepared petitions requesting the Chinese government to assist Reting to achieve
this end, assuring the Chinese that there would be no break in hannonious relations between China and Tibet when Reting was again regent, and that Reting would serve China gratefully.24Several such communications were sent to China via the Kuomintang representative in
Lhasa.25
China responded by inviting Reting to participate in the National
Constitutional Assembly Meeting that was to be held in Nanlung in
1946. Reting could not, of course, do this but he asked two close associates, Kharnbas Gyagpanphu Dondrub and Lagaphu Thutob, both
delegates from the K a n x area in Chinese-adrmnistered Kham, to act
secretly as his substitute in China. He instructed them to tell the Chinese government again that Taktra was pro-British and to try to procure
China's assistance in regaining the regency.% He also expressed this in
letters he sent with them.27Nothing, however, came of this approach,
23. 7am dpd rgyd rntshan (Reting Dzasa) and Thub bstan snyan grags 1986:
89-90.
24. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 18-19.
25. shes tshul khrims 1986: 64.
26. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 13-14. The National Constitutiond Assembly Meeting
is di~cu.$sed
in Chapter 15.
27. Ye shes tshul khrims ( 1986: 65) says he re pared one such letter.
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because Chiang Kai-shek was at this time in the process of negotiating
with the Taktra g o ~ e r n r n e n t . ~ ~
Further evidence of Reting's appeal to China for aid derives from
the account by Pebola, one of the monk officials guarding Reting in
prison in 1947. Reting told Pebola:
Taktra and I had a relationship of teacher and student. Moreover, since
Taktra's labrang was poor at that time, to enrich his labrang I agreed to
resign and let Takua become the regent for awhile on the condition that
he return the regency to me after a few years. But let alone handing back
the regency, Taktra always indulged in antagonizing and injuring my labrang. Thus there was always confrontation between us. The aristocrats
in both the Yigtsang and the Kashag tried to damage Reting Labrang as
much as they could. Therefore, I sent the Khamba traders Gyagponphu
and Lagaphu t o China t o seek Chiang Kai-shek's help to regain the regency of Tibet for me. However, I &d not receive any concrete respon~e.~~

The appeal Reting made to the Chinese was discussed in a number
of letters exchanged between Reting and his advisors in Lhasa, and
between them and China, which were confiscated and later publicly
&splayed in Lhasa by the Tibetan government. In one letter to his labrang's officials in Lhasa, Reting wrote:
YOUshould be especially alert and clever for regardless of whether China
has ordered [the Kashag t o reinstate me], if Tibet doesn't listen and if
planes, etc., aren't sent [by China] at once, because we have sided with
the Chinese government, our complete d e s t ~ c t i o nis certain. . . . [Also]
if we don't send repeated clear telegrams [to China] saying "Later, at the
time our goal is achieved, we shall hold dear the kindness of the Chinese
government and serve it," then they may delay acting on our behalf be28. This is examined in Chapter 15.
29. In Tibetan: 'on bang s t g b r a g ~ i rnga la ryyal tshub phir $pod bed r ~ phar
u
hhag m a sgreng bla ban. la 'khon '&in .nod '&he kho na byas byin. / der h e n nJagnyu
&d m u r pa red 1 b h ' shag dany / ?& tshang ~i @so bo chos mchod pa'i s t g bra^ A' qcf
'ban8 sku drap tshos m a blargnod ' t ~ h e ~ athub
n . bved kyi ' d v I dcr h e n n p h a m fihW
h?Ya dpm khan. duty 1 la kha t s h a n ~ @bujnyir iyya
la b t a g rte can. re hm bod@
r2Vd
n p r a n . la ran. jags yon8 ba'i zhi d r a p ~ a n gb I+ tugs r a n p a n . mJJzhu bar
b t a n ~ba yin 1 'on bang p h r lan ljoA bzo thon pa Aang yang mu byun~zhes. (Shar me
[Pebola] 1983: 115-16.)
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cause China is a big country and has much work that is never finished.
And if China delays, it is not certain what those evil officials [Takua and
his advisors] will do.30

On 14 April 1947 (the twenty-third day of the second Tibetan
month), an ultra-secret coded telegram was received in Lhasa from the
'Iibet Bureau Office in Nanking that opened with the unusual instruction that no one beneath the rank of shape was to read it.S1The government telegraph officer immediately took the telegram and the code
book to the Kashag, where the shapes slowly unraveled the message.
To their astonishment and alarm, it revealed that Reting had just sent
an urgent message through Gyagponphu and Lagaphu requesting Chinese troops, military equipment, and airplanes to help him overthrow
Taktra.32Reting's message apparently offered to accept Chinese overlordship and, some say, to cede to China contested Tibetan territory in
khan^.^^ The telegram also said that China had agreed to respond to
Reting's urgent request within five days.34 This telegram proved to the
Kashag and the regent not only that Reting and his advisors were planning a revolt but that the political status of Tibet itself was threatened:
if Reting regained power through Chinese military force, Tibet would
unquestionably become subordinate to China. Reting's appeal for military support from China represented an extraordinarily dangerous escalation of the Reting-Taktra hostility.
Kapshoba and Lhalu (both were shapes at that time) have written
30. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 18-19. In Tibetan the critical phrase is: yes sm don son
mchi mtshan rma @bun. chen po'i bh' dvin snyin. bcang~irzhabs '&AS s p b c h y . This
Indicates clearly that if Reting regained power he would repay China's h d n e s s . These
letters apparently still exist in the Archive Ofice in Lhasa, but have not been released for
research.
31. The head of the bureau at this timc was the monk oficial Thubten S m g h .
32. Lha klu (1,halu) 1985: 25; Ka shod (Kapsh6ba) 1985: 43. Thubten Thuwang
(interview)rccallcd a later discussion with his student Thubten Sangbo, the Ilead of the
Bureau Office in Nanhng at that time. Thubten Sangbo told him that he was the one
who had found out about Reting's appeal and had sent the telegram to Lhasa. Thubten
Smgbo told him further that it is absolutely certain that Reting had approached the
Chinese government for aid to come back t o power. When Thubten T h ~ w m g who
.
was
staunchlypro-Reting, demurred, Thubtcn Sangbo told him, "You are my teacher and
bow religion but with regard to politics you don't know the real situation:'
33. Anon 1, intcrvicw.
34. Idha klu (L.halu) 1985: 25.
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that it was H. E. Richardson, the head of the British Mission in Lhasa,
who first brought Reting's request to the Chinese to the attention of
the regent. Kapshoba wrote:
In the second Tibetan month [March] Richardson . . . went straight to
the regent to secretly inform him that Reting had sent two representatives [Gyagponphu and Lagaphu] to Nanlung at the time of the Chinese
National Constitutional Assembly and these were treated with more respect than the Tibetan government's representatives. . . . Moreover, after
the assembly meeting was over, they stayed in Nanking and conveyed to
the Chinese government Reting's message that he accepts that Tibet is
not independent and is a pan of Chna. Moreover, he asked for help,
saying that China should send Chinese troops to Tibet as well as weapons and money to Tibet and should order the Tibetan government to
reinstate Reting as regent. He also said that China had decided to send
many uoops as well as many planes which would bomb Lhasa. Richardson said that this might occur any day and was a great danger. He also
said that the Chinese had given Gyagponphu guns and much money and
that Reting and Tashilhunpo had allied and were making Sera their military base. They and their cohorts were planning to have an uprising in
Lhasa and, using Tashilhunpo monastery as a military base, also in Shigat~e.~~

Kapshoba wrote that when Thktra received this information he secretly
informed the shapes of what Richardson had said; they, in Nm, sent a
secret message to the Tibetan Bureau Office in Nvllung asking them to
investigate.36
Kapshoba's presentation of events is incorrect. Richardson did meet
with the regent when the Victory Congratulations Mission was in
China and did warn the Xbetan Foreign Atfairs Bureau about the Mission being duped by the Chinese. This was in 1946, however, not in
1947. There is no indication, direct or indirect, in the British arid British Inman records that kchardson or Delhi had any knowledge of k t 35. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 40-42. Lha Mu's ([Lhalu] 1985: 21) report
s d u , but he d ~ dnot specify what Reting had said to rhc Chinese government or what
his plans were for an uprising in Tibet. He wrote only: "At that time [Rcting] said mm!'
urgent and important things regarding the Tibetan question."((InA~labrbod h j h ! l d
chc L a d r y ~s ik d Jta man8 tsam yod l u ~ bshad
s
pa red).
36. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 41.
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ing$ appeal to the Chinese for military support either before or afier
this event. kchardson, moreover, categorically denies having had any
such infomation: "I never had any political discussion with the Taktra
Regent md certainly never gave him any secret information. I was offi&lly entertained by him on 3rd March [1946]. He was not well and
lfter exchanging scarves he left and the Nendron [aide-de-camp]
looked after us. I had no meeting with the Kashag until they invited
me, after the [Reting] trouble was over, to put their case, on 12th May
[1947]. . . . I had no knowledge of the trouble until it suddenly blew
up on 14th ApriLnJ7Kapshoba and Lhalu have apparently confused
kchardson's earlier approaches concerning the Victory Congratulations Mission with the later cable from China.38
In actuahty, it was Kumbela who informed Thubten Sangbo, the
Xbetan government's representative in China, of Reting's appeal. His
motivation for this derives from events that occurred in India just before his deportation. After his escape to India from exile in Kongpo,
Kumbela began working for Reting Labrang's trading company in Kalimpong. In 1946 he apparently made substantial purchases in Bombay
on his own authority, for which he was not reimbursed when the venture lost moncy. Kumbela quit the firm in anger, but, virtually penniless
just before his deportation to China, he made one last attempt to obtain
reimbursement. Although Reting Labrang was phenomenally wealthy,
it a g h refused to pay, and Kumbela is said to have sworn vengeance.39
This animus was exacerbated by the difficult time Kurnbela had at first
in Nanking. Ultimately he gained employment with the Mongolian
and 'Ebetan Office and through it met Gyagponphu, who, while smok1% opium with Kurnbela, told him of Reting's proposal to the Chinese.
Kumbela immediately saw his chance for revenge and contacted Thubten S a n g b ~ . ~
37. H. E. Richardson, personal communication dated 3 April 1986.
38. Lhalu, interview.
39. bid. The British records also mention that Kumbela quit or was fired in a
over moncy (IOR, LIPS11214211, letter from the poh-ical officer in S
h to
the Government of India, Delhi, dated 17 July 1946.)
40. Lhalu, interview; Samba ( [ h s h i ] , interview) reports that Kumbela himself
him abut this one day when they were smohng opium in Lhasa. Kumbela, not
Su~risingly,
was permitred to return to Tibet soon afier the Reting &air ended; he ar-
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T H E SEARCH F O R RETING
Afier each shape had read the coded telegram, they discussed the
matter at length but did not suggest what course of action should be
pursued. Finally, Surkhang stated that they had no choice but to bring
Reting to Lhasa, that is, under arrest. The others at once agreed and
decided that a shape should go to Reting with the troops.41
When they explained the situation to Taktra, his eyes filled with
tears, but he agreed to Reting's arrest, first appointing Surkhang to
perform that duty, then, in view of the danger and unpopularity of the
task, appointing Lhalu to accompany him. Surkhang and Lhalu, fearing that if they delayed for even a day word would leak out, left that
same night. Surkhang, Lhalu, and the two commanders-in-chiefmet at
the Trapchi army garrison, about a mile and a half north of Lhasa, to
organize the escort. The u Garrison commander, Shukoba, was also
present, as was the governor of Northern Tibet, hmshi Shakabpa. The
two shapes explained to the military officers that they were going to
arrest Reting and instructed them not to tell the troops their destination. They sent Rimshi Shakabpa with a squad to the Phembo Gola
pass to stop all traffic going north. At about 11 P.M., Surkhang, Lhalu,
Commander-in-Chief Kesang Tsultrim, Shukoba, two Trapchi rupons.
and about 200 troops left Trapchi for R e t i ~ ~ g . ~ ~
One soldier recalls that evening:
I was sleeping in the barracks when suddenly I heard a bugle call summoning all the high NCOs. Then another bugle called all the lower
NCOs. I knew that something very serious must have happened and got
up to look outside. I saw the entire courtyard of the garrison filled with
horses and mules. I wasn't aware at this time that the two shapes were
there. The talk was that 400 soldiers led by the RupRn Koang had to
leave at once. . . . We were told that the purpose of our mission was to

him with an
rived in Lhasa on 1 November 1948, and the Tibeta" government
annual salary and a house.
4 . Lha Mu (Lhalu) 1985: 25-28. The four Shapes at this time were: Ramhr
(Thubten Kiinkyen). Surkhang (Wangchen Gelek), Kapshiiba (Chiigyc)' N!'ima)
Lhalu (Tsewang 110j e ) .
42. Ibid.
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capture Kapshoba Shape, who had run away with some important

things.43
At about 9 P.M. the following evening, the shapes reached Talung

and decided to spend the night. However, at about 1 A.M., sentries
postedon the main road awakened the shapes with the news that they
had spotted several suspicious riders moving toward RetingMThe riders, in fact, had been sent from Lhasa to warn Reting to flee. Reting
and his advisors had frequently discussed the possibility of the government suddenly arresting Reting, and Reting was prepared on short notice to flee to China via the northern route.45Nyungne and Khardo had
advised Reting that it would be safer for him if he left Tibet at this
time, but Reting was worried that the northern route would be too
cold for his small son Panam,46and he was reluctant to commit himself
any sooner than necessary to what might be a lifetime in exile.
Reting's officials in Lhasa had found out about the government's
plan when a headman from a nearby estate of Reting's came to Lhasa
to tell them that a group of soldiers had headed north over the Phembo
Gola pass, apparently in search of Kapshoba. Reting's officials were
immediately suspicious, but decided to find out from their friends in
the government whether Kapshoba had left before they sent a message
to k i n g to flee to China. They soon ascertained that Kapshoba was in
Lhasa, but neither Surkhang nor Lhalu was to be seen anywhere. They
then sent to warn Reting those riders that were seen by the sentry.47
Afkr being awakened at Talung, Surkhang and Lhalu decided to
leave immedrately for Reting. One group of fifty troops under the ru43. Tashi Dondrup, interview.
44. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 30.
45. Reting himself preferred the In& route and had already alerted his representatives Kalimpng to be ready, but H . E. Richardson, the British official in Lhasa,
r ~ f u s to
~ dgrant him a visa without the Kashacs permission, so this option was dropped.
Khcho Sunden, a Driprng Labrmg official whose fmily was very close to Retlng.
recalled that sornc months &fore RetingVsarrest, Retine told him that he might have to
fly suddcnlv to China ; u ~ dasked if K6ncho wanted to join his p a q . When the official
yes, Rcting told him to he
to leave as soon as he received a message. (Koncho
Samden, intcrvicw.)
46. 1,ha klu (1-halu) 1985: 16-20; Lhalu (interview). As was indicated earlier, Re['%was ~ l v a n d r o u ssharing
l~
his half-brother's wife. This letter was later displayed pubI i c l ~ the Tibetan government. ( S m h [RimshiJ, interview; Lhalu, interview.)
47. Rcting l h s a , interview.
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pon Anadawa was sent to Reting monastery to insure that the mo&
&d not try to interfere. Kesang, the rupon of the fourth unit, was chosen to go with fifty soldiers directly to Reting's residence, because he
knew Reting well and would not arouse suspicion. He was accompanied by Gyagpon Kesang, an officer very close to Taktra, who was to
see that all went according to plan.48 The shapes and the remaining
troops were to remain behind until all was secure.49
While the main force was moving toward Reting, the three riders
were again sighted. Surkhang and Lhalu decided not to open fire on
them unless they headed toward the upper valley, since by that route
they could reach Reting ahead of the troops. The riders apparently realized this and saved their lives by heading toward the lower valley.
They still tried to warn Reting by sending messages through local
people, but they themselves fled straight to China. The messages
reached Reting too late.50
Meanwhile, in Lhasa on the morning after the arrival of the Nanking
telegram, the other two shapes, Ramba and Kapshoba, implemented
the plan to arrest Reting's main advisors. A Kashag aide-de-camp recalls that morning:
NO, we didn't know or guess anything like that was happening [Surkhang and Lhalu leaving for Reting]. Let alone we ADCs, even the
Kashag secretaries[Kadrung] were in the dark. Nobody knew where the
shapes had gone. When we asked, someone said that because the Dalai
Lama was about to go to Drepung monastery the two shapes had gone
to inspect the roads for the journey. . . . Then we noticed that the
trungcsi were in a rush to meet with the Kashag, and we began to suspect
that something was amiss. We started looking at each other and ashng
what was going

Shdabpa, who was a tsipiin at the time (see Figure 55), remembers
that eventll day:
48. Ngawang Trinley, interview; Lhalu, interview.
49. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 30.
50. There are unconfirmed rumors that Yeshe Tsultrim, the leader of the riders,
either fell asleep or drank t o o much barley beer at one spot and hat is why he was unable
to reach Reting before the government forces. This seems highly unlikely.
5 1. Tsarong, interview.
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pK-1
Four tsipons: (left to right) Shakabpa,
Ngabo, Lukhang, Namseling (ca. 1945)
(photo courtesy of India Office Library and
Records, British Library)

We were giving a dyyu test for new candidates who wanted t o become
lay officials.Recausc of this, we had been at thc Tsigang since early mornIng and were rnorc dressed up than usual. Suddenly, the aldc-de-camp t o
Ramha Shapc came t o the Tsigang and told us that all the trunflsi were
required to go to the &shag ~mmcdiatelvfor a very important meeting.
We talked among ourselves 1 the fc,tcr tsipcis 1. wondering what could he
the rcason for such an ~xtra(>~dillary
ordcr, for urlcler normal circum'tanccs S I I C ~a message would have come from thc Shiiga ofice. We Went
to the Kastiag and foulld onlv Kapshiiba and Ramba thcrc.
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We were told t o wait in the Tseja Treasury Office until the other two
shapes came. We waited and waited but every time we inquired about
them we were told the other two shapes still hadn't arrived. We talked
among ourselves and speculated why they had called us to come for a
meeting so early in the morning and then made us wait for so long.
Whenever we would inquire about this, the reply was that all the shapes
weren't there. M e r a long time the Kashag ADCs, who still did not
know what was really happening, finally told us that Lhalu had taken
leave that day and Surkhang had gone to Gempo Utse near Drepung to
check the road for the forthcoming visit of the Dalai Lama to Drepung.
We then went in and met the two remaining shapes.
After we entered, the shapes closed the door, indicating that all appeals, messages, etc., should not be brought in. There were to be no
interruptions. The Chigyab Khembo was present with the two shapes.
We sat down; they told us they had received a telegram from the Nanlung Bureau Office [of the Tibetan government]. . . . In that telegram it
was mentioned that Reting had sent people to Nanking and was seeking
support from Chiang Kai-shek, saying that the Takua administration was
no good, etc. Then the two shapes said, "this is a very serious and dmgerous situation. The regent has been informed and Lhalu and Surkhang
have left to "invite" Reting t o return to Lhasa. You all now have to go
and seal the property of the other involved people [and arrest them]."
We were all shocked to hear this and asked, "What will happen when
we go to seal Reting Labrang [in Lhasa] and what should we do if there
is trouble." At this time there was a loud knocking on the door of the
Kashag Office. . . . Someone said, "Get up and open the door," and I
think Tsipon Namseling opened it. The knocking was the regenr's ADC,
so we placed a small cushion for him to sit on and asked him what was
the matter. He said that while watching Reting's house through a telescope they saw four armed people leave Reting and head off via the Dode
Valley [toward Reting monastery via Phembo Gola pass]. He said, ''It
may be that they are trying to catch the shapes or to get to Reting manaster7 ahead of them and warn the ex-regent so it would be a good idea
to send some soldiers t o catch up with them and stop them." The shapes
sent an ADC to call the commander-in-chief, Ragashar, who was instructed to send soldiers at once to bring those riders hack. . . . This
discussion in the Kashag took about one or two hours.s2
52. Shakahpa, interview. Hc is the brother of Shakabpa Rimshi, thc govcmor d
N0rthct-n Tibet, who accompanied Lhalu and Surkhang. D r ~ y uis the traditional Tibetan
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The Trungtsigye then decided that because of the sensitivity of the
task, they would include in the sealing party representatives from the
Dalai Lama's Office, the Regent's Office, and the Kashag. Fearing that
Reting's associates might try to stop them, they also ordered the Trapchi Regiment to send troops to meet them at Reting Labrang in Lhasa
(see Map 3). The arresting officials divided into two groups in order to
appear less conspicuous as they walked toward Reting; one group left
from the northern gate of Shol, and one group from the barracks of the
P ~ t a l aOne
. ~ ~official recalls:
When the sealing party arrived at Reting, the soldiers hadn't yet gotten
there. Since the officials could not just stand around aimlessly waiting
for the soldiers, they entered the courtyard. At this point, one of the
officials suggested that it would be safer if they weren't all bunched together, so the group spread out and crossed the courtyard in single file.
One member of the party recalls that he thought that "if anyone had
opened fire with a shotgun at that time not a single person would have
survived. But nothing happened."54

In the meantime, Nyungne Lama, Khardo Rimpoche, Reting
Dzasa, and the Reting ex-dzasa discussed their plan of action in the
event the government came to arrest them. Nyungne suggested shooting down the trungtsi party once they came into the Reting Labrang
courtyard. The Reting officials had pistols, rifles, and apparently even a
few Bren guns and could have done this easily. The old Reting ex-dzasa,
however, adamantly objected, saying that such an action would lead to
all-out war and the total destruction of Reting Labrang, as had happried to Tengyeling monastery three decades earlier. Nyungne Lama
objected to a meek surrender; he proposed that they invite the government officials into a room and then detonate a hand grenade, lulling
both the officials and themselves. Again the ex-dzasa objected, as did
Rcting Dzasa himself. Having reached no consensus, each went his
own way." Reting Dzasa walked over to the house of the Dalai Lama's

"stern of making arithmetic caIcuIations. It involves manipulating various kinds of materials such as rocks, sticks, and threads to add and subtract.
53. Ibid.
54. Anon 1, interview.
55. Ngawang Trinley, interview.
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farmly (which was next to Reting Labrang) to tell the Dalai Lama's
mother that whatever happened, Reting had never meant harm to the
Dalai Lama or his position.56
The government officials entered the courtyard, walked to the main
house, and went up the two flights of stairs to the living quarters.57
Shakabpa recalled:
We were scared because these servants and monks had no instruction but
were just hanging around. So Chompel Thuden sent his servant to look
for the soldiers and the moment he went outside the labrang courtyard
he saw the soldiers coming and came right back. Immediately after this
the solders came marching into the Reting Labrang house and straightaway went on the rooftops and courtyard and completely took over the
situation. We were very relieved and got together in a single group
again.58

When the trungtsi were told that Reting Dzasa had gone to the
house of the Dalai Lama's family, they sent Tsarong and someone from
Reting Labrang to "ask" him to return at once since he was the official
head of the labrang. At the Dalai Lama's family's house, after a short
wait, Tsarong was told that the dzasa had just gone back to Reting from
the back of the house. Fearing that he might be running away, Tsarong
sent his servant to follow the road from the back of the house while he
followed on horseback from the front. The dzasa, however, had gone
straight to Reting Labrang, and Tsarong met him at the entrance."
The senior trunyichernmo told Reting Dzasa that they were there to
search and seal Reting Labrang because the recent bomb incident had
caused much suspicion.60 He said Reting Dzasa would have to go to
the Kashag, and he ordered the two Kashag aides-de-camp, Sham md
Tsarong, to accompany him and the ex-dzasa. Tsarong recalled his fear
that the prisoners would escape:
With a few soldiers as an escort, we were sent with the dzasas and told to
inform the Kashag that the trungtsi were still conducting their search of
Reting Labrang. The two dzasas and ourselves were on horseback while
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Reting Dzasa, interview.
Anonl, interview; Sarnbo (Rirnshi), interview.
Shakabpa, interview.
Ibid.
Anon 1, interview.
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the soldiers were coming on foot. . . . They were riding good horses and
started to trot with them. I was a bit frightened since they had such good
horses and the solders had lagged somewhat behind us. I thought if they
wanted to they could easily have escaped. But they didn't try. As we
reached Talarn Gongmo where the path [to the Potala] goes uphill, we
dismounted and Reting Dzasa asked me where Surkhang and Lhalu had
gone. I told them they had gone to inspect the road by Drepung, but
that I wasn't sure. The dzasa knew me personally and said that this
doesn't seem to be true and then added bitterly, "Today we are going to
get our reward for the discovery and enthronement of the true Dalai
Lama."
At the Kashag we were told to take the dzasas to Trayde Leygung and
stay there with them while the shapes sent a proposal to the regent to
dismiss and imprison them. Afier about half an hour, the two dzasas
were summoned to the regent's offices and the dsrnissal order was read.
It said, "Reting Labrang's overt and covert evil designs against the government have now come to the surface and they must be sternly investigated. Therefore, for the time being, both your ranks and privileges will
be withdrawn and appropriate punishments will be given in accordance
with the investigation. Until then you will be kept under surveillance in
the Sharcenchog prison [in the Potala]." Then the regent's ADCs removed the two dzasas' official dress and sent them to prison.61

By the time Reting Labrang was sealed, it was getting late, so the
arresting party decided to split into two groups to save time, one going
to seal the house of Phunkang Kung and his son, and the other, the
house of Sandutsang Lo Gendiin. These three were very close to Reting
and were suspected of being part of the conspiracy.
During the searches of Reting Labrang and the quarters of Nyungne
Lama and Khardo Rimpoche, a hand grenade was found wrapped in
brocade, like a gift parcel of money, with the label "many gold ran&'
Many small biscuit tins with sliding covers like the one used in the
bomb attempt were also dscovered, as were highly incriminating letters
and drafts of letters exchanged by Reting and his labrang officials in
Lhasa.62
6 1. Tsarong (krnshi), interview. KapshGba drafted the dismissal order that was sent
to the

regent for his approval.
62. Anonl, interview; Shakabpa, interview; Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 39. ShaLabpa said that there was no question about the grenade, for he saw it himself (Shakabpa.
lntc"iew). Subsequent investigation established that these grenades were originally given
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On the day of the sealings in Lhasa, Nyungne and Khardo had fled
from Reting Labrang. Khardo was arrested the next day, but Nyungne
was discovered only some days later in the house of a khatsara in the
Barkor neighborhood. Before he could be arrested, Nyungne ran into
the latrine of that house, locked the door, and shot himself.63

RETING'S ARREST
One of Reting's attendants recalled that he was on the roof of Reting's residence, scattering ceremonial dough effigies for the birds, when
he saw the soldiers coming. H e assumed they were just a troop on their
way to Nagchuka; soldiers frequently stopped to ask Reting Runpoche's blessing.64
Rupdn Anadawa's group arrived first and went immediately to guard
the monks in Reting monastery. When the soldiers entered the monastery, none of the monks paid any attention to them. Anadawa secured
the area and then surrounded Reting's cottage. When he had the area
under control, he gave a bugle signal. Thereupon Rupijn Kesang went
to Reting's quarters, telling an attendant, Ngawang Trinley, that he and
his troops were headed north and wanted an audience with Reting.
This was granted without argument. Kesang then sent a messenger to
the shapes telling them all was well and that they should come quicklybs
Reting's own account of the events that followed was recorded by his
guard, Pebola:

t o an army commander, Chingba, at the time he went to serve in Kham.Apparently he
d e d before returning them t o the government, and his brother-in-law, thc lay oficld
Tsheden Phiintso, used several to pay a debt he owed t o a horse trader named Tsering
Tobgye. Tsering, in turn, sold the grenades t o Reting Labrang. (Shakabpa, interview;
[ h s h i ] , interview; IOR, L/PS/12/4202, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa
for the week e n h g 2 7 April 1947; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 23-24.).
63. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 41. Khatsara are persons of mkcd Ncpalesc and Tibetan
parentage.
64. Ngawang Trinley, interview.
65. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 32. Lhalu and Surkhang had in thc meantime been
t h g about their fear that Reting had already escaped. Sut-Wlang told Lhalu that
SO, would not hc able t o face Lhasa but would flee t o a foreign country, while 1 ~ ~ l 1 l , s ~ l ~
that since he had a big family, he would return whatever happened, g c d or bad (ibld.),
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While I was guarding Reting in prison he told me: "One pleasant morning I was in my cottage relaxing when the fourth Rupon [Kesang] of the
Trapchi Regiment came to me suddenly. H e prostrated three times and
offered me a ceremonial scarf and then told me that two shapes and a
group of soldiers were about to arrive here. H e further told me that their
purpose for coming to Reting was to take me to Lhasa and that I should
get ready for the journey. At that time I sensed the danger and decided
against surrendering myself to them. I thought it was better to escape
and decided to slip out through the back door of my house and then go
to the stable and get a horse. I carried a holy peg in my pocket to protect
myself from weapons, and my two personal attendants were with me.
[But as I started to leave] Rupon Kesang stopped me and prostrated
before me, pleading, "Rimpoche, please don't go. Even if you manage to
escape, your relative the Dzasa and others in Lhasa will suffer a great
deal." At this point I realized that if I challenged the arrest there was no
doubt that my relatives and friends would be tortured, etc. Thus I returned and asked him [Kesang] whether they have arrested my dzasa and
the others. He said that they had not been arrested and that I would
learn more in detail from the two shapes when they arrived. Before I
could reply, Surkhang Shape and Commander Shukoba arrived with the
soldiers.66

Ngawang Trlnley similarly recalled that Rupon Kesang initially prostrated before the ex-regent, and he added that Kesang was not dressed
in his battle uniform and was unarmed. H e recalled that Kcsang told
Reting that the National Assembly had sent him and the shapes to
mite" Reting to come to Lhasa to talk about some outstandng issues
between the government and Reting Labrang. Since Reting had helped
the Trapchi Regiment when he was regent, Kesang apologized to k t ing by emphasizing that he was ordered to come and had not volunteered for the task. Reting replied bitterly that he had worked hard, had
served the government, and had discovered the Dalai Lama; yet in the
end he was bcing blamed for crimes.
Surkhang and Lhalu then arrived at thc conagc. They prostrated,
blessed by Rcting, and then sat down. Reting asked them why
they had comc, and Surkhang answered as Kesang had, adding that
Raing should not worry. Reting agreed to return with them, and SwkL<.

66. Shar rtse ( P c h l a ) 1983: 1 12-1 5 .
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hang and Lhalu stepped out of the room to arrange the transport back
to Lhasa for that very
Reting Rimpoche, according to Pebola, recalled:
Surkhang told me that they had come to take me to Lhasa and that I
should get myself ready at once. I asked Surkhang why I was being called
to Lhasa so suddenly and what arrangements I had to make for the journey. Surkhang told me that the reports regardng my officials in Lhasa
were not good and that I would learn the details when I reach Lhasa. He
fimher told me that since I was the lama who had performed the "first
hair-cutting" ceremony for the new Dalai Lama, I would come to no
harm in Lhasa. Regardng the traveling arrangements, Surkhang told me
to take only my two personal attendants, three riding horses, and one
horse to carry the baggage. He forbade me to take any weapons but said
I could take any other necessary items.
My horse-keeper saddled my personal horse called Yudrug. I put on
a beautill set of robes and took religious objects and a bunch of Tibetan
one-hundred-dollar notes wrapped in a cloth. I asked one of my personal
bodyguards and my Junior Attendant [Sopon Shomba] to accompany
me. When I went to mount my horse, Surkhang interrupted and told me
to use a mule. Surkhang knew that my horse Yudrug was not an ordinary
horse since it had left its hoofprints on rocks, and might have thought
that if I rode Yudrug I might escape.68

In the meantime, in Lhasa, the monks of Sera Che college rose in
rebehon against the government.

T H E M U R D E R O F T H E SERA C H E ABBOT
On 16 April," a cash hstribution of one silver coin per monk had
been made at the Tshongco Prayer Festival, and most Sera Che monks
67. Ngawang Trinley, interview; Lha klu ([Lhdu] 1985: 32-33) said Surhands
answer had been that a hand grenade had exploded in Lhasa and they had therefore
sent by the assembly t o invite Reting t o Lhasa. Interestingly, when they were alone for a
few moments Reting told Surkhang that he knew there had been differences beween
them over the Treshong estate when he was regent, but these were small rnattcrs. a d he
would be happy t o return the estate to Surkhang (Surkhang, interview).
68. Shar rtse (Pebola) 1983: 112-15.
69. There appear to have been two 2 5 t h ' ~in the second month of the Tibetan cdendar that year.
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had gone to Lhasa in the morning to participate and collect their
money. When they returned to the monastery in the afternoon they
learned that the government had sent officials to seal the property of
Reting Labrang and Khardo Labrang in Sera Che. The Sera Che Abbot, as tradition required, had already returned from Lhasa to accompany the government officials.
The Sera Che monks had become angry and sullen when Reting's
officialshad been arrested in Lhasa on 15 April. Their anger was directed not only against the government and Taktra, but also against
their own abbot, Tendar, the Mongoliangeshe Taktra had appointed in
1945 after the Lhundrup Dzong incident. His support of Taktra was
not at all popular with the Sera Che monks, who were overwhelmingly
loyal to Reting.
On the day of the seatings, the Sera Che Abbot incited the monks by
appearing unnecessarily pleased by the government's actions. One
monk's recollection reveals the bitterness the monks felt toward their
abbot. He said that Tendar showed no sign of sadness during the sealing but was so eager that he almost helped carry the lamp the officials
used to heat the wax to seal the rooms. By contrast, the abbots of the
other colleges walked behind the officials and clearly showed their displeasure.70
Afcer the seatings, when the abbot returned to his quarters, the militant pro-Reting monks asked the top scholar monks (the deshe lharampa) to request that the abbot intercede with the government on
behalf of Reting and the others. Sometime around 5:30 or 6:00 P.M.,
these scholar monks went to the abbot, but he angrily replied, "What
do you people know about politics and about Reting? Yes, yes, now I
understand you people. You want to correct the g ~ v e r n m e n t . "A~ ~second version of this event, told by Lhalu, holds that the monks went to
the abbot's manager, not the abbot, and told him, "Sera Che must send
a forceful and united appeal to the government to persuade it to take a
more understanding attitude," and the manager responded, "What do
YOU people know? The need to arrest Rcting is apparently the result of
Reting's own misdecds. There is no reason for our college to interfere
70. Lobsang Chiindcn, interview.
71. Ibid.
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in this affair."72 Whichever version is correct, the monk representatives
carried the negative answer back to the mass of angry monks waiting in
the courtyard in front of Sera Che's assembly hall. This convinced them
that the abbot and manager were on Taktra's side and had to be eliminated (killed) if Sera Che was to be able to confront the government
and help their beloved R e t i r ~ g . ~ ~
Later that evening, a large group of angry and armed h b h monks,
led by the well-known dubdo Gyase Garbo (Chamba Yeshe), went to the
manager's quarters. As they pushed their way into his house the manager pulled out a revolver, shot Gyase Garbo, and wounded another
dobdo, Lhopey Gartrug. It is said that the manager's revolver then
jammed and he was immediately lulled by a dobdo named Tshephel, who
struck him with a sword. Two of the manager's monk servants were
also lulled.74
When the abbot, whose apartment was above his manager's quarters, heard the shots and saw the mob of sword-carrying monks pushing their way into the lower apartment, he realized that they were coming for him. Since the monks were on the staircase, he jumped from a
window to the northeast comer of the roof, hoping to escape in the
dusk. The monks pursued him as he ran along the edge of the roof
toward Ngagpa college. At the southwest comer of the Sera Che roof,
he climbed the large gilded pillar ornament, possibly thinking of jumping down to the Ngagpa college roof. He hesitated, however, as the
gap between the two buildings was a formidable four to five feet. At
that moment the monks caught up with him and pulled him off the
pillar. They stabbed and struck him with knives, an axe, and swords
until he was dead.7s An Amdo incarnation, Aka Trulku, and an attendant of the abbot's named Dondrup were able to escape from the abbot's
room in the commotion. Dendrup ran to the regent's house in Lhasa
and told him what had happened.76
From this point on it can be said that Sera Che college was in rebel-

72. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 41.
73. Lobsang Chonden, interview.
74. Lha k l ~(Lhalu) 1985: 42-43; Ka shod (Kapshijba) 1985: 52-53. Chmba
( A ) (hterview) related similar versions.
7 5 Lobsang Chijnden, interview. Ka shod ([KapshhbaJ 1985: 53) related a parallel
version.
76. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 42.
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lion. The original outburst had been spontaneous. After the killings,
the monks milled around the roof, gathering here and there in small
groups with no leader. The full weight of their crime was just s~nking
in. At this juncture, Tsenya Runpoche, an incarnate lama only about
eighteen years old, declared himself the "war leader" of the monks.77
Since Tsenya Rimpoche was the "speech" reincarnation of Tamdrin, the
most important protective deity of Sera Che, the monks thought that
with the survival of Sera Che at stake he would have tremendous supernatural powers; they therefore accepted him as their leader.7s Tsenya
took the sword, silver mirrors, and five-colored scarf from the famous
Sera Che image of Tamtrin and had his servant carry them on his back
while he walked around the monastery supervising the monks, with the
help of some of the d i t a n t h b h s .
At this juncture one of the most respected of the Sera Che officials,
Gyurme, the chiso official of Pitu khamtsen, tried to defuse the situation.
He admonished the militant monks to stop acting like madmen and
insisted that the issues could be dscussed later and resolved. His comments only served to infuriate the mob. A Triu Khamba h b h monk
with a gun threatened him, shouting, "You are also telling us to do
nothing and so also must be the servant of Taktra." Gyurme was spared
only when Tsenya intervened.79
Tsenya Rimpoche organized a meeting of the monks for midnight
that night. There they decided that Sera Che would support Reting and
fight against Taktra. A large number of monks-perhaps as many as
fifty-volunteered to go into Lhasa that very evening to lull G y m bumgang, one of Taktra's closest advisors, burn his house, and break
into Rcting Labrang to get the weapons that were stored there.80
77. A number of days before the arrcsts in Lhasa, Rcting Labrang had begun llleet1% with supporters in Sera Che college. One of the key figures then was a young and
tamed incarnatc lama, Tshamtru ~ h ~ o c hmother
e;
was a f m o u s ~ e s h e Lhoba
.
Lhoka.
nest two met Khardo R h p o r h c in Lhasa to discuss what the Scra Che monks should
do in case of trc)ublc. Afrcr they remrllcd, they followed Khardo's instructions and called
a meeting of a small number of trusted monks at a place called Miser Thromo. Before
plan could bc put into cffcct, howcver, thc arrcsts took placc. After the murder of the
the two playcd only minor rolcs (Thubtcn Thuwang, intcrvicw).
78. [bid. Deities can have three, five, eight, or cvcn more incarnations. Three is thc
most common number, onc rcprescnting thc mind, one the speech, and the third the

av.

79. Ibid.

80. Ka shcd ([Kapshiiba] 1985: 54) wrote that they were going after G y m b u m gang and Shakabpa. Somc government officials sarcastically rcfcrrcd t o Taktra's close ad-
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The monks headed toward Lhasa via Ramoche, but ran into some
armed policemen at the Dosam bridge. They exchanged fire, killing a
policeman and forcing the rest to flee, then continued on to Gymbumgang's house. Having heard about the rebellion, however, Gymburngang had gone to the Potala. H e had left armed servants in his house,
who opened fire when the monks arrived and prevented them from
getting close enough to the house to burn it down. The monks then
went to Reting Labrang to seize weapons, but were again thwarted
when they encountered armed soldiers who fired on them.81
The sound of shooting in Lhasa following the report of the murder
of the abbots caused many leading officials besides Gyarnburngang to
move from their homes to the safety of the Potala. These officials held
meetings and decided to post reinforcements at the east, west, and
south gates of the Shol wall and to lock all the gate doors. The regent's
aide-de-camp, Thubten Lengmon, joined the other officials and tearfully told them that the regent, who was then close to seventy, had been
badly upset by the events. It appears that when he heard the shooting
he jumped out of bed and feu, and was having trouble breathing. The
shapes immediately called the doctor, and went to Taktra to offerprayers. When they arrived, they were told that the regent could not speak
easily and did not want to meet them. They returned and decided to
meet early the next morning to dscuss their next move.82
On 17 April (the twenty-sixth of the Tibetan second month), Lhasa
was semi-paralyzed with fear. Shops and schools in Lhasa closed, and
200 monks from Drepung were placed in the Tsuglagang Temple, 0stensibly to pray, but really to guard the temple.83 Meanwhile, the
Kashag met with the Trungtsigye and the Chigyab Khembo and convened the Large Abbreviated Assembly. The assembly indicated their

visors as the "little government" (in Tibetan: &a' Idan pho brang chung chung). G)'ambumgmg and Shakabpa were two of the most powerhrl of this ''little
(Samba [Rimshi], interview).
81. Chamba(l3) (intcrview). He is a Sera Che monk who participated in this raid.
82. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 55-57.
83. Sogo Ceshela. interview; Celek ( R i m p h e ) , interview. The British repoflcd
the first two days after the murder of the abbot as follows: "Thcrc has been desulto?'
rifle and machine p n firing for the last two days and nights, and it seems that there Is a
mild engagmcnt betwcen monks and troops in the neighhrhonl of Sera" (IOR. Lp'
PS/12/4202, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 20 April 1g4'),
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fullsupport for the actions taken by the government as well as for any
similar actions they might take in the future to quell the Reting rebellion. However, they asked the Kashag to allow them to act as the investigating committee in the Reting case.84
That same day, the regent reduced the risk of other monasteries joining Sera Che by instructing all the abbots and ex-abbots of the Three
Seats who were attendmg the National Assembly Meeting to stay in
Lhasa rather than return to their monasteries. The government sent a
liaison officer to see that their needs were met and to insure that they
remained.85The Kashag also ordered that the Lhasa evening bugle
would now be sounded at sundown rather than at 9 P.M. and that from
then until the dawn bugle anyone found outside would be shot or arrested. Furthermore, messengers were sent to Sera officials from other
colleges to instruct them to order the Che officials to come to the National Assembly to explain why they were in revolt and to hand over
the ringleaders. The other Sera officials issued the order, but reported
to the Kashag the next day that the Sera Che monks would not obey
them; in fact, they had threatened to krll them if they did not stop
t h g S a In
6 the meantime, Reting was on his way to Lhasa.

RETING ARRIVES I N LHASA
Surkhang, Reting, and the army troops left Reting's cottage at about
2 P.M. on the sixteenth, the day the arrest was made. Lhalu finished the
xdings and caught up with them the next day at Talung. There they
received a message from Lhasa instructing them to return by an unusual
route. Normally they would have come via the Phembo Gola pass, a
route that passed in front of Sera monastery; now the government
Wmted them to rcturn via a route just west of Drepung monastery. The
government was particularly worried because Nyungne Lama was still
at large and might be organizing a military force. Surkhang speculated
84. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 43; Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 58.
85. Ka shod (Kapshijba) 1985: 59.
86. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 59-61.
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that Nyungne would head for Reting monastery, so he sent sixteen
soldiers to protect the sealed houses and watch for Nyungne.R7
Surkhang and Lhalu disagreed with the plan of avoiding Phemo
Gola pass. They felt that the monks would not dare to attack, and if an
attack was made, they felt confident of handling it.88They immediately
sent a message back to Lhasa saying that they would be coming
through the Phembo Gola pass the next daya9
After crossing the Phembo Gola pass as they had planned, at Lingbu
Dzong, they received another message from Lhasa, warning them that
the monks of Sera Che had rebelled and murdered their abbot and his
manager. U p to this point Reting had been wearing elegant traveling
robes, but the shapes now felt this made him too conspicuous and ordered him to change into the costume of an ordmary monk.90They also
separated Reting from the attendants who were accompanying him,
sendmg the latter immediately to the Trapchi Regiment, where they
were i m p r i ~ o n e d . ~ ~
The government also took elaborate military precautions. Machine
guns were mounted on each of the four corners of the Trapchi Garrison
and about 400 troops of the Bodyguard Regiment established defensive positions at strategic points such as at Tsesumthang and along the
large empty canal known as Chera that ran below Sera (see Figure 56).
Moreover, command of the Bodyguard forces was taken from the regular rupon and given to the battle-experienced Rupon Bokhangwa,
who happened to be visiting Lhasa at the time. Thus, when Reting and
the escort reached the end of the Dode valley and were about to turn in
front of Sera monastery on their way to the Potala, the army was in
place and ready to protect them.
In Sera, the Che college monks decided to attack the two shapes and
87. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 33-34, 36.
88. Lhalu, interview.
89. Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 36-37.
90. Ngawang Trinley, interview.
91. Reting described this as follows: "We halted [at Phembo Gola] and rested for
ahout
hour. At that time Surkhang told me that I will have to go to thc Potall and
that my two attendants will be sent directly t o I,hasa from herc and that they will ha\'c
spend the night at the Trapchi Regimental Headquarters. My attendants were in tears
[when they heard this]. I divided my money in two and gave thcm half. Rcfore wc
s ~ e our
d journey from 1,ingbrl Dmng, Surkhang searched mc and removed the protcctlve p g from my pocket." (Shar rtse [ P e b l a ] 1983: 112-15.)
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rescue Reting. Murdering their abbot was a clear act of rebellion, but
the monks really had no well-formulated goals other than to obtain the
release of Reting's advisors and rescue Reting. Because Sera Che had
been forced to turn over their new rifles and ammunition at the conclusion of the Lhundrup Dzong incident in 1945, they had only an assortment of old weapons and a few guns owned by indvidual monks. An
armory belonging to the Sera Lachi (the monastery as a whole) was
seized by the monks, but it too contained only old-fashioned arms
which had been used during the 1911 Sera fight with the Chinese.92
Nevertheless, Reting's arrest involved the honor of Sera Che, and the
monks were prepared to accept death in preserving that honor. They
took strategic positions around and above Sera and waited with what
weapons they had for Reting and the shapes to appear so that they
could rush out to free him.
The government, as was indicated above, was ready for them. When
several hundred monks rushed down from the monastery as the Reting
party crossed in front of Sera, they were met by withering fire from the
Trapchi and Bodyguard regiments. Tibetan troops were usually under
orders to fire only if they had targets (to save ammunition), but on this
occasion they were told to fire continuously at Sera until Reting and
the escort had safely passed. The monks were quickly forced to retreat
into the monastery. One observer who was watching from Lhasa
through binoculars said that it looked as though a dam had burst and a
red stream poured forth; but, just as quickly, the flood of red returned
to the monastet-v.93
Lhdu and Reting went directly to the Potala, where Reting was
placed in the Sharcenchog prison. This was 18 April 1947, the Mntyseventh day of the second Tibetan month.94
Witty, sarcastic songs were sung on the Lhasa streets at this time:
92. Ibid.; Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 60-61.
93. Tashi Dondrup, interview; Wangdu, interview; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 37-A8.
94. Ibid.; Thubten Thuwang, interview; Shar rtse (rebola) 1983: 110; Anonl, in:
terview; Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 96. Rcting was put in the room of one ofthe DJa'
Lama's cooks at Sharcenchog, rather than in a prison cell. His room had a window facing
south, and he continued to wear his normal lama's robes. He was not permitted to meet
or speak with either Khardo hmpoche or Reting Dzasa during his imprisonment,
(Anon I , interview.)
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The old goat, acting show-offish,
has stuck his beard on the tiger.
The tiger, being shameless,
has suddenly eaten the goat.
I had a friend who was a goat
who was lost in the mouth of a tiger.
In the future if I have a friend,
I musn't show him to the tiger.
Reting says he's a goat
and is staying in a big corral.
Taktra's saying he's a tiger cub
had done in the goat.95

In these songs the goat means Reting, the first syllable of whose name
means horn but is homonymous with goat, and the tiger is Taktra, the
firstsyllable of whose name means tiger.
Reting was kept under strict surveillance; the guards had orders to
kill him if his followers tried to free him." Two government officials,
the regent's aide-de-camp, Kesang Ngawang, and Tseja Darhan, were
placed in charge of security (Kesang Ngawang was a member of the
same household as the pro-Taktra commander-in-chief Kesang Tsultrim). These two supervised the imprisonment and issued all orders to
the prison guards. Two subordinate government officials (one monk,
one lay) were appointed to stay in Sharcenchog with Reting. The lay
official,Urgyen Namdol (nicknamed Porkyola), was the son of Lungshar and the brother of Lhalu Shape. He had been barred from governrt~entservice at the time of his father's punishment in 1934 but had
been dowed to rejoin the government shortly aftcr his brother Lhalu
had been made a shape in 1946.97 His monk-official colleague initially
95. In Tibetan: ra pho dung dod lungs nar I stag la 'og sholg.yog song 1 *pho n8o kha
pnr 1 ra pho hob ste bzar song.p g s po ragqg yod pa I s t q g i kba la shor song 1p b i n Chad

Pa po lrjun~na I s t q ~la ston rmu mi 'dug. m a sprig ra pho yin zer I ra

the b 5 M
s bIf
~ieh y s t q p h g yin zer I ra pho rtag tqg kos song.
96. Shar rtse (Pebola) 1983: 121.
97. Pcbola (ibid.: 122) reported Retin@ version o f the Lungshar affair, which is
interwing in that Rering p n r a y e d himself as blameless. Reting told Pebola. 'UrgJ'm
Namdol holds a grudge against me for his father Lungshar. But he was a child at that
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was Thubten Nyima Meru. However, his trustworthiness was immediately questioned when he appeared to show unusual respect to Reting,
and he was replaced by the monk official Shartse Yeshe Thubten (nicknamed Pebola), who was considered a safe choice because he had lost
an estate and house during Reting's reign, and because he had little
respect for lamas, religion, or people in high position^.^^ In addition to
these officials, Reting was guarded by about twenty soldiers, a military
noncommissioned officer named Gyagpon Kesang, and a nongazeteered official named Chola Chambala, whose duty it was to take Reting his meals.99

T H E SERA C H E WAR
The day afier the unsuccessll attempt to free Reting, the Kashag
took further precautions. Fearing that an assemblage of thousands of
monks parading in the center of the city would precipitate disorder, the
Kashag, for the first time in 300 years, canceled the great religious procession known as Sebang that is held at the conclusion of the Tshongco
Prayer Festival. At the same time, the rebel leaders in Sera Che organized a second raid into Lhasa to seize the weapons in Sandutsang's
sealed house. Tsenya Trulku and about fiftymonks stole into Lhasa late
on the evening of the nineteenth and attacked the police guarding Smdutsang's house. In the ensuing battle five monks were killed and No
wounded and captured, and three policemen were killed or wounded,
but the monks did obtain a number of arms, mostly rifles.'O"This sue-

time and does not seem to understand the real facts. It was the aristocrats of the government who passed the judgment on his father. They sent the draft of the judgment to take
on fl.
out Lungsharb eyes t o me for approval but I neither approved it nor put my
told them. I am a J C ~ J monk and as such cannot approve such orders to take out the
eyes of a human being. Even in the case of whether Lhalu was the real son of Lungshar
o r not. I let him (Lhdu] enter the government servicc because I thought that since be
other sons of Lungshar have been debarred from entering the government ~ e f l i cLhJu
~,
could lead and support his brothers." As was indicated in Chapter 6, Reting's silence was
taken as agreement with the punishment.
98. [bid.: 1 11-12.
99. Shakabpa, interview.
100. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 68-69.
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cess boosted the monks' morale but also pushed the government to
initiate action against the rebellious monks.
The next morning, the twentieth (the Tibetan twenty-ninth), the
assemblyinformed the Kashag that it was impossible to tolerate the
Sera Che monks' behavior any longer and recommended that a shape
be appointed with full decision-making powers to suppress the monks
(by peaceful or d t a r y means). The Kashag at once summoned the
two commanders-in-chief to a meeting that began with Tsipon Shakabpa, a strong Taktra supporter, sarcastically comparing the current situation to that described in the old proverb, "Even though the dog
steals one's food, one smiles; and even though the temple is filled with
a bad odor, one smiles." Shakabpa then said, "We don't need these Sera
Che monks. We should destroy Sera Che. I swear I wouldn't have regrets to amount to even a single seed of sesame if we &d that. A shape
acting as commander-in-chief should go right away and destroy those
Sera Che monks." lol
Kapshoba Shape then volunteered to take command of such an operation, saying that Surkhang and Lhalu had just returned from arresting Reting, and Ramba, the monk-shape, was old, so it was his turn to
take the lead. The other shapes agreed, and the commander-in-chief,
Kesmg Tsultrim, the trunyichemrno Ngawang Narngyel (Gyambumgang), the tsipons Ngabo and Namseling, and another thirty lesser
monk and lay officials were assigned to assist Kapshoba. Their mission
was simple: to crush the Sera Che rebellion by whatever means were
necessary.102They established their headquarters at the Trapchi garrison. At the same time, the Kashag sent urgent orders to Commander
Tshogaw in Gyantse to move his regiment to Lhasa by forced march. lo3
Kapshoba and the other officials expected to begin military action
mediately. However, when they arrived they found that most of the
capable troops in the Trapchi Regiment had been sent to p a r d the
Potall and other critical sites; those that remained were predominantly
101. Ibid.: 70-72. Kapsh(jba says Shakabpa spokc in favor of destroying all of Sera,
but Lh.1~.who was also thcrc, says he only mentioned Sera Che (Lhdu, interview). T h s

since Sera
collcgc was not at all involved in this struggle and Its
monks were staying quietly in the'monastery at that time.
102. Ka shod (Kapshiiba) 1985: 73-74.
103. Tashi Diindrup, intcrview; Wangdu, intcrview.
1s certainly correct,
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the old and infirm. They concluded that it was too risky to launch an
attack on Sera Che without first investigating how many capable troops
were available, but decided to fire some artillery rounds from the Trapchi Regiment's two howitzers at areas on the mountainside above Sera
to show the monks that they had arrived and were serious. To their
chagrin, the inexperienced gunners put their shots right over the hill
above Sera and into the next county; this, of course, produced hooting
and jeering from the monks.lM
In Lhasa, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau informed H. E. Richardson, the head of the British Mission in Lhasa, that Kapshoba had
been sent to Trapchi to quell the rebellion. They asked him to allow R.
Fox, the mission's radio operator, to help the army with radio communications in Trapchi. Richardson says he was reluctant to agree, but
finally allowed it after a second formal request and a guarantee of his
safety.lo5On that same day, the Tibetan postmaster general, Phiinrab,
told the British representative in Lhasa that the Tibetan government
had stopped all ordinary mail for a week and asked them not to accept any letters from Tibetans for transmission to India in the British
mail bag. l W
The inept artillery display prompted Kapshoba to summon J. Tarhg,
a former army commander who knew how to use machine guns and
artdery.lo7 At the time, Taring was one of the Laja treasury officials.
Ironically, he had maintained a very close personal (but not politicd)

104. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 77-78.
105. H. E. kchardson, personal communication dated 3 April 1986. The only other
involvement of the British came when R. Fox, the mission's radio operator, on one 0 ~ casion and without kchardson's knowledge or approval, helped the Tibetan army lay
one gun (ibid.) Ka shod ([Kapshoba] 1985: 77-78) states that Richardson knt f
Tibetan government two wireless sets, but these sets were really the property of the 3betans, not the British (kchardson, personal communication). Ka shod also claims that
kchardson told the government that Britain would support Tibet by "all means" so t h '
d d not have to worry about Sera Che, but the
Ofice Archives show no such
exchmge~.and it is certain that Kapshiiba's account is incorrect. kchardson could not
unilaterally pledge arms to Tibet and certainly could not offer to support Tiht in
possible ways.
106. IOR. UPS112N202, letter from the British Mission in I.hasa for the weekending 2 7 April 1947.
107. Ka shod (Kapshoba ) 1985: 80. Taring had received training in machine E"''s
ffom the British in 1922 in Gyantse, when he was a commander of Kumbela's Trongdra
Regiment. H e later also learned about artdery positioning.
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relationship with Reting Runpoche. Taring's recollection of the Kapshoba order reveals the fears engendered by the Reting situation:
It was late at night. I was about to go to sleep when someone started
knocking on the door. It was a tense situation. Reting had been arrested
and there were a lot of strange noises-like the call of the guardan deity
of the cremation ground. You could hear a sound that sounded like
someone was moaning-it was really a frightening noise. . . . I have personally heard that scary noise. . . . I told the servants not to open the
door immediately. My wife and mother were taken outside from the back
of the house since it was difficult to tell whether the visitor was a friend
or foe. I took my revolver and told the servant to peep out and try to see
who was there but not t o open the door yet. H e said that there was a
note for me from the Trapchi Garrison and I told him to have the person
pass the note through a crack in the door. It was really a note from
Kapshoba and Gyambumgang ordering me t o report to the Trapchi office before sunrise on the next day. . . . I was told to prepare and look
after the machine guns [and cannon] .Ios

On the twenty-second, Kapshoba ordered another artdery barrage,
which was intended to intimidate the monks without destroying the
monastery Taring fired a number of rounds at Patilinga Park below
Sera, where it was suspected that monks were hiding; he hit the cottage
there, which sent up clouds of billowing smoke.lo9
The next morning, 23 April, a large group of religious and business
leaders arrived in Trapchi to ask Kapshoba whether the government
would permit them to medate a settlement.l1° Kapshoba conferred
with his staff and then informed them of the government's terms: the
monks had to renounce their past behavior and take an oath to abide
by the government's laws both now and in the future, and they had to
over the ringleaders for punishment. l l l
108. J. Taring, interview.
109. Ka shod (Kapshoba) 1985: 81.
110. Thc mediators included the Ganden Thri Ihmpochc, Sharp Choje, Changtse
C h 9 , rcprcscntativcs of S a h a 1)agchcn I h m p h e , Kundebg H u d r . l'h~rbucho
Rimwhe. Ceshc Smdrup kmpoche, and o f f i c i l from Sera Mey and Ngagpa cofleges
md fi0t-n Ganden. Important trading families were also represented.
1 1 1. Ka shod (Kapshhba) 1985: 82-84. Kapshoba wrote that he was acmdy reSpnsibl~for starting the negotiations. Hc said he d d not want to destroy Sera militarily
SO as soon as hc t o o k command he went to the Ganden Thri Rimpoche (who was living
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Later that same day, Sera Che sent nine representatives to the Chera
canal, the site of the negotiations. These monks informed the mediators
that they could not respond until the monks who were guardng the
hills behind Sera returned later that evening, and asked them to guarantee that the monastery would not be attacked before they could dscuss the issue and reply the next day. Kapshoba then notified the
Kashag that he was delaying the attack until after the negotiations had
been completed. l 2
That next day, 24 April, thirteen Sera Che monks, led by an oldgeshe
named Phulama, arrived at the Chera early in the morning to present
the monks' views. They informed the mehators that Reting had made
great contributions to the well-being of Tibet, so the government
should now show their appreciation and restore his (and Khardo's)
titles and property. They also argued that since the abbot's manager had
opened fire first, the government should not insist on meting out in&vidual punishments for the murders but, rather, should punish the college as a whole. The mediators were disappointed with this unrealistic
response. They told the monks that the situation had gone too far for
such talk and urged them to compromise with the government before
it was too late. Just as Tendar had argued before he was killed, the
medators pointed out that Reting and Khardo were under arrest due
to their own activities, so there was no reason for Sera Che to rebel. If
the monks yielded now, the mediators said, the government would treat
them leniently.
The threat of dire consequences did not sway the monks. The)' responded that even if the govcrment destroyed the monastev, they
would fight until the end; they would never admit their guilt. Geshe
Phulama, the chief Sera Che representative, replied haughtily, 'We
know all about such promises. During the Lhundrup Dmng case Sera
Che bowed down and the result was the so-called fair judgment of law
We neither gaincd prestigc nor any bcncfits. What we received was sc-

his house compound) and told him he should organiu: a group of rncdiators. KaPshoba also wrote that on the evening o f 2 0 April hc secretly sent his relative
urge the Cianden Thri Rimpoche to act and sent Ibndatsang Yambc to contact
Khamba traders In Lhasa (ihid.: 75-78),
1 12. Ibid.: 84.

*'
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,ere punishment and exile for our monks. This time also if we yield, the
results will be the same. We have learned our lesson from Lhundrup
Dzong. We may not achieve victory against the government, but we are
desperate and must see the matter to its conclusion."113The Che delegates then repeated their position that if the government restored the
rank, entitlements, and property of Reting and Khardo and if they did
not insist on punishing spechc monks for the murder of the abbot, the
monks would certainly "bow down and prostrate" before the government. Until these condtions were met, they said, they would fight and
would not have any regrets even if Sera Che were reduced to the condition of "a collapsed tent." l 4
The next day the Sera representatives brought a written statement
that repeated the monks' terms and was signed "unanimously by all the
Sera Che monks." The mediators gave this to Kapshoba and urged him
not to demand the handng over of specific monks. Afier a brief meeting with his staff, Kapshoba agreed to this condition so long as the
monks as a body surrendered to the government. The mediators notified the monks but received no reply for several days. Consequently, on
26 April Kapshoba and his staff decided that the mediation had failed
and it was time to launch an attack.l15
Kapshoba's battle plan called for a coordinated assault from thrcc
sides: the Gyantsc Regiment from the west, the Trapchi Regiment from
the north, and the Bodyguard Regiment from the south. The attack
began after dark on the cvening of 26 April. The soldiers of thc Trapchi
Regiment quictly moved into the Dode valley under cover of darkness,
climbed the north slopc of the hills bchind Scra, and positioned themselves to launch a surprise attack on the monks holding the hilltop
(Tseri).At the same time the Gyantsc Regiment moved up from Chupsang to attack Scra Utsc (scc Map 10).
AS dawn brokc on dlc nvcnty-seventh, the soldicrs on thc north first

'

1 13. Tashi l)iindrup, intcrvicw.
114. Ibid.
11s. Ka shod (Kapshiiha) 1985: 88-89. Others say that thc offer was that thc monks
did,not havc t o hand over the murdcrcrs o r their ringleaders hut only had to turn over
ther arms and plcdgc suppon and loyalty t o thc govcrnmmt. Punishments for the ~ i l t y
workcd out latcr hv thc mediators. (Lha klu [I,halu] 1985: 44-45; IOR1
"PS11214202, lcttcr from th; British Missioll in I,hasa for thc W C C ~cnding 27Aprll
1947; Tarhi IXindrup, intcrvicw: Wangdu, intcrvicw.)
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took Thuri, the highest point on the hill. From there they fired down
at the monks who were camped in the dip between Thuri and Tseri and
quickly drove them back to Tseri. Eventually they stormed and took
Tseri, suffering heavy casualties. A second Trapchi Regiment prong
took first Ketsang R i d and then Chutinggang. l6 This group also saw
heavy fighting, but was aided by machine-gun fire from Patilinga.117
In the west, the Gyantse Regiment attacked Sera Utse by way of
Chupsang in the Nyare valley and were joined by the Trapchi soldiers
coming down from the mountaintop. At the same time, one Bodyguard unit attacked the building known as Trawu Gongga (Nanggating) from Chisu. The remaining Bodyguard troops were deployed on
the plain in front of Sera to protect against the monks swarming out to
Lhasa and gradually to close in on the main gate of the monastery. The
government's forces were supported by artillery fire from Trapchi,l18
although most of the artillery rounds were fired at targets outside the
monastery. Taring recalls that the first shot flew over the Sera hill into
the next area of Phembo, a second shell hit in the center of Sera in the
area known as Rabsel, and a third shell hit Chutinggang and caused a
small fire there. Taring said:
If we really wanted to blast them it could have been done in five to six
minutes. All we had to do was concentrate the fire on one spot and blast
away with two or three cannons. . . . Instead, we fired up at the rocks
between the monastery and Chutinggang so as to scare the monks more.
We were firing just for effect and did not realize that there were a lot of
monks h i d n g there. When we started blasting away at what we thought
was an empty area, the monks came running out like small red ants. We
also fired a few shells on the eastern side of Sera at the walls by Sera's
circumambulation road.
Then we were told it was better for us to move so we left two howitzers on the northern side of Trapchi and took two other cannon to Tsesumthang. This was closer t o Sera monastery, so we were afraid the
monks might suddenly attack us. If 1,000 monks had rushed out and
charged us shouting battle cries, what could our two cannons do? So we
116. Tashi Dondrup, interview; Wangdu, interview; Chamha, intcrview; Imhsang
Chonden, interview.
1 17. J. Taring, interview.
1 18. Tashi Diindrup, intcrview; Wangdu, interview;Lobsang Chiinden. inten'iew,
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used our heads. We knew that the monks were watching us through
binoculars. We therefore cut down several willow trees and shaped them
to look hke cannons. Then we covered them with black tarpaulin and we
placed them at a distance from each other, so that it would appear from
a distance that we had four cannons in place.'19

After the monks retreated into the monastery, the soldiers hoisted
their regimental flags on the hilltops. One monk recalled that when
these flags were hoisted, the monks in the monastery thought they were
the new battle flags they had sewn the day before. It was only when
fleeing monks started arriving at the monastery that they realized what
had happened.120 By noon the monks were completely surrounded.
From the heights overlooking Sera the soldiers not only could fire
down at will but were also able to send mirror signals to their artillery
at Trapchi, telling them where the monks were congregated. The government was clearly victorious. The soldiers were told to cease firing in
order to give the monks a chance to surrender; Kapshoba, indeed, sent
a secret message to the monks imploring them to do so. As in the past,
however, this had no effect.121
On the morning of the twenty-ninth, the final attack took place. The
Gyantse, Trapchi, and Bodyguard troops entered the monastery from
different hrections. Seeing that their situation was hopeless, one of the
militant monks, Thowa Membar, argued that they should destroy all
the possessions of Sera Che rather than let the government troops steal
and destroy them. He wanted to collect everything in the main assembly hall and then burn the hall. In another part of the monastery,
the hbdo Gerka tried to convince some monks it was best to round up
a luge group of monk fighters and try to make a break for it. He h e w
that some would die, but since some would be able to escape it was
better than being captured. His suggestion found no takers among the
monks and he fell back from where he was fighting toward the Sera Che
main assembly hall. When he arrived there he was shocked to find
monks piling up wood at its main door in preparation for setting it
abIm. He angrily told the monks that great learned people had built
119. 1. Taring, intcrview.

120. Lobsang Chiinden, intcrview.
121. Ka shtd (Kapshoba) 1985: 92.
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Sera Che over the centuries and it was not for them to destroy it. He
told them he would personally fight until he died to prevent that from
happening. The other monks did not dare challenge Gerka, a leader and
one of the fiercest dobdus. They removed the wood they had piled up.122
After this, some of the ringleaders tried to slip away, and then others
waved a white scarf, indcating surrender. Most of the monk fighters
went back into their rooms, changed into monks' robes, and then sat
reading prayers as they waited for the soldiers to arrive.123
Kapshoba issued firm orders to all officers that all Sera Che buildings
should immediately be secured with the locks he had brought from
Lhasa to prevent looting by the troops. Because of this, almost nothing
was taken from the Che ~ 0 l l e g e .On
l ~ ~the next day, the thirtieth, Kapshoba summoned the officialsfrom all the colleges in Sera. After sternly
lecturing them on their disgraceful behavior, he began an investigation
to identify the participants in the rebellion. He also had the soldiers
search the monastery and confiscate all weapons and ammunition. On
4 May Tsenya h p o c h e returned to Sera and was turned in by another
monk, and other escaped monk leaders were apprehended within a
matter of weeks. 125
On 2 May, Sera Che's officials signed an agreement stating that in
the future they would abide by the government's laws. The government's troops withdrew from the monastery and marched victoriously
to Trapchi and Lhasa.126 The Sera war had formally ended; the monks
returned to their cycle of rituals and prayers. The magnimde of the
casualties on both sides is not clear, but it is probable that no more than
122. Lobsang Chonden, interview. Gerka continued to fight until he ran out of ammunition and then he lulled himself with his sword (ibid.; Ka shod [Kapshobal 1985:
97).
123. Thubten Thuwang, interview. Ka shod [Kapshoba] 1985: 97) wrote that at on:
point when some monks were barricaded in the Sera Che assembly hall, the g o v ~ m m e ~ ~ , ~
solders were about to pour kerosene on the doors and bum them out. Kapshhba and h s
st& arrived at this point and stopped them. Sera Che thus survived attempts bv bnh
sides to destroy it.
124. Ka shod (Kapshhba) 1985: 93; Tarhi D6ndrup, interview; Wangdu. intelview,
Apparently a few of the private apartments lost some items during the fighting. butther
losses were minor compared to the looting that could have taken place.
1 2 5 , Ka shod (Kapsh6ba) 1985: 100-102; IOR, I./PS/12/4202, letter from the Brit.
ish Mlsslon in Lhasa for the week ending 4 May 1947. The troops brought back the head
and hands of Trongoba.
126. Ka s h t d (Kapshhba) 1985: 104; Wangdu, interview.
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200 to 300 monks were lulled. The Tibetan army appears to have lost
only about 15 soldiers.127
In the end, twenty-two monks were arrested and brought to Shol,
where they were punished along with the Reting Labrang officials.
Each received whippings of 100 to 200 strokes and were then placed in
irons and in wooden cangues. With the exception of five ringleaders,
who were imprisoned in Shol for life, the monks were put into the
custody of various aristocrats.128One of these aristocrats described his
experience:
The person handed t o us was in both chains and a wooden cangue. We
had sent someone t o collect him. H e had received so many whippings
that it took five to six hours to reach our house. His buttocks were severely slashed from the whipping. H e came wearing a white gown. We
kept him in the barn for one night and the next day moved him into the
middle floor of our house. At that time monks from Sera's Samdong
kharntsen visited me and said, "We heard that [Doj e ] has been handed
over to you. We will guarantee that he will not escape and we will be
responsible if he does, so we request you to be kind and lenient to him."
We assured the monks that we would treat him kindly but that sirice the
government has handed him to us, we would be held responsible if he
escaped from us. . . . We treated him kindly and never made him d o any
work for us. Later, when his wounds were healed, he was physically able
to get his own food and he could take as much tea and tsamba as he
wanted. He knew how to tailor well, so he used to earn money doing
this. Many people gave him work and he was able to accumulate quite a
lot of possessions such as carpets, etc. . . . We released his chains only
while he was inside the house . . . we were convinced he would never run
away but one day he suddenly escaped. We went to the Kashag to report
this and they told us that there were many similar cases."9

In retrospect, the only hope for the monks would have been to slip
Out oftheir monastery under cover of darkness and rush Trapchi, where
127. Ka shod ([Kapshiiba] 1985: 92) says that only 32 monks were killed in the
as"ult on Sera on the twenty-eighth. The British Mission doctor treated 13 wounded
the mission klicved that no other solders had been seriously wounded. The
mission also reported that it
that only a dozen sold~ershad been killed. (IOR, L/
PS11214202, letter from the British Missiot~in Lhasa for the week ending 4 May 1947.)
128. IOR, I,/PS/12/4202, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week end18 May 1947.
129. Anon 1, intcrvicw.
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they would have outnumbered the troops and where the close q u m
would have neutralized the soldiers' superiority in arms. They would
have had to accept heavy losses to d o this but could also have inflicted
heavy losses on the army troops. A victory at Trapchi might have resulted in some major concession by the government. Instead, the
monks sat in their monastery and let the government troops utilize
their overwhelming firepower to crush them. The Sera war, as was indicated above, was a matter of pride and honor more than a logical
military venture; not surprisingly, it ended with a complete victory for
the government.

T H E RETING INVESTIGATION
Reting's interrogation began four or five days after his arrest. The
assembly, acting as the interrogating committee, showed him the courtesy of not requiring him to kneel before the members and allowed him
to wear his usual robes.130 At the first interrogation session Reting admitted nothing, telling the delegates only that "although Taktra did not
abide by our agreement [to turn power back] and caused much harm
to Reting Labrang, I never conspired to kill him. Takra and I are in a
teacher-student relationship and I cannot imagine causing him my
harm." 131
At the second interrogation session, Reting told the assembly he
~ ~ uneither
l d accept nor deny any charges at that time, but he assured
them he would tell everything to Taktra and repeatedly asked the assembly to arrange a face-to-face audience.132 The assembly chairmen
curtly told him that it was impossible for a prisoner to see the regent
but that if he explained everything to the assembly, they would see hat
the information reached Taktra. The assembly leaders also now told
130. Ibid.
13 1 . Shar rtse (Pebola) 1983: 117. This comes from Pebola's account of Raids
com-nents after each session of the assembly.
132. Ibid.: 118. At one point Reting even started to prostrate before the sgmbly
to induce them to let him meet with Taktra, but he was forcibly stopped by a mod
officid, Thubten Sanggye, on orders from a trunyichernrno (Thubten SankWe, interv i m ) Appwntly Reting believed that if he could obtain an audience with %ktrahe
could persuade Taktra to view his situation favorably.
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that if he d d not admit to his crimes they would exhibit incriminating letters he had written.133Reting refused to comment.
At the third and final interrogation session, Reting was first shown a
selectionof the confiscated correspondence dealing with the plans to
retdate against the Taktra administration and seeking help from China.
Reting described that session to Pebola: "The main point of those letters was that Taktra was increasingly harming our labrang and we were
unable to bear the damage. Consequently, we had no choice but to go
on the attack and retaliate tit for tat as best and as timely as we could.
Nevertheless, I definitely didn't know anything about the delivery of
the bomb." 134 Accordng to Pebola's account, Reting made a dstinction between his general approval of retaliation against Taktra and his
lack of specific knowledge regarding individual events such as the assassination attempt.
After being shown his letters, Reting realized that there was no point
in vying to deny the involvement of his labrang and decided his best
hope was to solicit assistance from prominent Tibetans. He asked Pebola and his other jailor, Urgyen Namdol, for a pen and paper and
wrote three letters: one to Tricang Rimpoche, the junior tutor of the
Ildai Lama; one to Trunyichemmo Chompel Thubten, an ~ntluential
monk official; and one to Kapshoba Shape. Reting asked the two
guuds to deliver these for him secretly, but they turned the letters over
to the regent.131 The letters to Chompel Thubten and Tricang Rimp ~ c h ewere basically pleas aslung them to work to obtain his release
horn prison. The letter to Kapshoba, however, appears to have contained a threat to implicate Kapshoba if he did not help Reting. Pebola
"pomd that the letter said: "Since you are aware how the differences
between Taktra and Reting Labrang arose from beginning to end,
herefore I seek your help in obtaining my release from prison. If I am
'0 continue to be kcpt in prison and abused, there is no other way but
133. Shar rtsc (Pehola) 1983: 1 18; Anonl, interview.
134. This section in Tihetan is: npac m a s p n p &on pa nac h a sar h a 5% dun8 n.vunA
M r btanfl pa?
js.' shu & ""8bhqp 'dm nfla fa k k d bsflws bvnr bvun8
nflw tShofl ' d ~ r y i ~ enbnA
' i L n ptsn bm fiq&rgr m d d a b @ npa tsho m7ablur Je nAan
jc sdu?bym pa dc tsho s d u ~U u r thub thabs m e d ~ s h h/ & lan & yd skab~' p h ~ d p a n f l ~ ~
Phar ~ 0 mi1 b p i th& nrd red ur 'Mod yod runp 1 'bar miel skyel * ~ l u 'skm
i nflm
shes
t h 9 h d ~ f (Shar
i n rtsc [hbola] 1983: 118.)
135. Ibid.

for it to be unpleasant for both the fish and the water. Please think
accordmgly." 36
Reting Dzasa and Khardo Rimpoche soon adrmtted to all the
charges made against them, and Khardo even voluntarily confessed that
he had sent assassins to shoot Lhalu in 1945. Consequently, there was
no need for a prolonged i n ~ e s t i g a t i 0 n . lReting's
~~
own vision of his
fate was discovered among the confiscated letters he had written before
his arrest. In one of these, he listed three major mistakes he had made:
"Because [my] son Padnarn is so young it is difficult to go on the
Changtang; talung Tseyangla as Neycam [as his half-brother's wife];
and placing hope in Taktra Labrang; by such acts as these I brought on
my own karmic losses [i.e., my own fate]."138
On 2 7 April 1947, ten days &er Reting's internment in Sharcenchog prison, and the day of the main assault on Sera Che, the Tibetan
Bureau of Foreign Affairs sent the following formal letter of explanation to H. E. Richardson at the British Mission in Lhasa:
The ex-Regent Reting and his party of supporters sent, with an evil motive, an explosive bomb t o be handed over to the Regent Yongdzin Hotuktu Rimpochhe. Reting and all the supporters have admitted their
guilt in the presence of the members of the Tibetan National Assembly
and have signed statements of admission. Many letters written in his own
handwritting by the chief person responsible for planning dangerous
136. I bid. : 120. In Tibetan: nga tsho m a sgreng &La&rangdang rmal nhab s t y b~
k bar thop mtha' bar gsum du ?a &al du m u r pa3 skor khyed kyb mkben gsal red I cha
nga btsa nnr char thabs khyed kyir skyabs ljuggnang sk~ongyod pa dang /gal te nja la bnon
Y u mnar
~ gwd mu mthud btang nu nya dang chu tsbang mu mi bde ba yong rflu la mi
'dup 1 dt lufls dp~npsy ' j a ~zhu
~ lgzrgs rten e i cha p c b &carzhes. Pebola came to know the
contents of the letter when the regent's aide-de-camp Kcsang Ngawang asked Pebola to
read it aloud because Reting's handwriting was difficult to read and his expressions obscure. I'ebola also reported that after he read it, Kesang Ngawang said, "Look at Kapshiiba's way of doing things, nothing good will come of it." (Ibid.)
137. Anon 1, interview.
thanA
138. SarntK) (Rimshi), interview. In Tibetan: bu pad mum lo nu phra bar
du @ bsbod &a' ba dunp~naslcam du tshe +anps lapr &lungpa / stag blur re ltof bva pa
S O ! mnp flu rang phungpa'i lar %a' z h b &saps 'due.. Tsevangla, a daughter of the DcleraPten family, was brought as a bride for Reting's half-hrbther Thubten Gyentscn. Rctlngs
plan was to make Thubtcn Gventsen a lay govcrnmcnt official under the name Ncysar.
thus Tseyangla was rcferrcd t o as Neycam, that is, the wik of Neysar HowCver, she
became sexually involved with Rcting Rimpoche and was really polyandrous. Herwn*
Padnam, who at this timc was about two "ears old, is said to be Reting ~ i m y x h cchild.
'~
He is now a tcacher in Tibet.
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revolutionary activities against the Tibetan Government have come to
light and all the members of the Tibetan National Assembly were quite
astonished to see them. Consequently, the persons involved were arrested and kept in custody. At this, a section of irresponsible monks of
Sera Che Tratsang [college] have risen in arms in support of the evil
persons and have acted unlawfdly by revolting against the Government
and by murdering four persons including their own abbot and other
officials. In spite of these serious crimes, the Tibetan National Assembly,
including the representatives of the Drepung, Sera and Ganden monasteries have, with unanimous decision, taken only lenient measures
against the rebells [sic] and have hitherto' shown great forbearance by
not talung strong punitive measures to suppress them decisively.
In fact, letters in the actual handwriting of the writer and the statements of admission, signed by the persons concerned in these unprecedented unlawful activities on the part of both Reting and the Sera Che
Tratsang can be seen by all.
This is for your information and may please be borne in mind and
also be reported immehately t o the British and Indian Government's by
wire.139

The government's case against Reting and his chief officials was airtight, as the public exhibition of the incriminating correspondence between Reting and his officials indcates. Reting may have been grossly
misadvised by Nyungne and Khardo, but he was clearly in command of
Reting Labrang and could have stopped the plotting. H e could not be
exonerated.
Deciding on the punishment for Reting and the others was a much
more d~fficult
task than establishing guilt. Some members of the National Assembly such as Thubten Lengmon argued that Reting had
committed a very serious crime which should be ~unishedaccording to
the legal code introduced by Srongtsen Gampo in the seventh century.
This document was brought from the archives and studied. It decreed
that for revolting against the h n g , the criminal "is to be thrown over a
high cliff." Others argued that such a punishment was not fitting in this
case, since both of the principals in the conflict were lamas. Still others
said that sincc this case was similar to that of Tengyeling in 1899, simi139. [OR,Id/PS/12/4202; this translation was included in the letter from the British
Mission in Lhasa for thc wcck cnding 27 April 1947.
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lar punishments were in order; and a number argued that this was a
more serious crime, since in this instance not only was the life of the
ruler at issue but also the giving away of Tibet territory to China in
exchange for Kuornintang military support. I4O
With no consensus, the assembly finally instructed those officials
who were responsible for writing the proposed verdcts (such as Lukhang) to prepare drafts for discussion.141For eight or nine days these
officialswrestled with this issue. Then, on 8 May 1947, without warning Reting Rirnpoche died in prison.

RETING'S DEATH
Reting's death shocked and deeply saddened Lhasa. It also raised the
obvious question of murder. The surrounding events are confused, but
information contained in a recent account written by Reting guard Pebola supports the position that he was killed.
A few days before his death, Reting complained of a slight headache
and asked his two guards whether he could be transferred to a less dark
and cramped
The National Assembly refused this request but
sent him a doctor,143with the stipulation that the guards permit no
conversation on any topic other than Reting's health. The doctor examined Reting and dagnosed his illness as driblung, a chronic nervous
dsorder of Reting's. He prescribed a medicine called gar-so-nga but
told Reting that he would have to ask permission from the assembly to
dispense it. Reting agreed that he needed this medicine and asked for a
large dose.
140. Anon 1, interview.
141. Ibid. Lukhang was responsible for the verdct against Reting.
142. Shar rtse (Pebola) 1983: 121-22. PeboIa also said that Lungshar's son grew
when Reting asked this and told him that compared to the tiny place in which
Lungshar's father had been imprisoned, a place so dark you could not see your own feet,
Reting's room could be called pleasant. However, while it is not unlikely that Lungshars
son told Pebola this, it is improbable that he ~ o u l dhave dared say it directly to such a
Feat lama as Rering. Lungshar's son's account of Reting's last days says only that Retlng
told
that when the Tengyeling ex-regent was imprisoned in the Potala he was kept In
the Deyangshar area, and Reting wanted to be moved there (Lung shar [ ~ u n p h ~ ~ l
1984: 124).
143. A doctor in the traditional Tibetan medical system, Khencung Khenrab Nohubu
1%. Shar rtse (Pebola) 1983: 123. In 1944 a British Mission doctor examined Rak g his monastery and said that nothing was ~omaticallywrong with him but that
ILhe
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On that same day, at about 4 P.M., Kesang Ngawang, the regent's
aide-de-camp, brought the guards three pills, wrapped in paper, for
Reting. At 5 P.M., Reting took two of the pills, which the guards noticed were unusually soft and wet and left a yellow stain on the paper in
which they were wrapped.145After dark, Kesang Ngawang returned to
check on Reting's condition and was informed that Reting seemed to
worsen after taking the second pill. He instructed the guards to adrmnister the third pill and said he would return later. Soon after Reting
took the last pill, his condition became much worse. He began to retch
but could not vomit, his breathing became rapid, and he was restless.
In a low voice Reting asked the guards to summon the Indan doctor
from the British Mission to give him an injection.'%
At about 11 P.M. Kesang Ngawang returned and was told of the exregent's worsening condition and his request for the Western doctor.
He shrugged this off, saying that no doctor would come in the middle
of the night to give an injection. A few hours later, at about 1:10 A.M.,
Reting Rimpoche died.147During his last hour, his pain seems to have
been very severe; a number of officials remember reports that cries of
pain could be heard coming from the Sharcenchog prison that night.
The two guards immediately informed their superiors of Reting's
death, and the next day they reported the events in detail to the National Assembly as soon as it convened. The assembly asked the guards
to submit a detailed written report inclumng all the events from the
time Reting became ill until his death.14' They also appointed a committee comprised of officials from key government offices, the monasteries, and Reting Labrang to examine Reting's corpse for evidence of
foul play. '49
Shakabpa, a member of the committee, recalled:
I was involved in it [the assembly investigation of the death] and I didn't
...

at all think he was killed at that time.

mainly a neurotic casev (IoR, I,/pS/12/4202, letter from the British Mission in U ~ a s a
forthc week ending 2 0 August 1944).
145. Lung shar (Lungshar) 1984: 123-25. The medicine war-so-nfla is yeUow1 but
I t is not normally soft.
1%. Ibid.
147. Ibid.
148. Ibid.
149. Anon 1 , interview; Shakabpa, interview.
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Many people say he was lulled by squeezing the testicles but as far as
we are concerned we took care to investigate. We sent a group to check
Reting's body. This committee included Tsarong, Khenchen Lobsang
Tashi, Gyetakba, together with others representing Reting Labrang and
Sera Che.
When they returned from this examination, Tsarong told the assembly that there was no evidence that Reting had been strangled and
there were no wounds or anything. And as you all know, he said, when
we interrogated Reting Rimpoche the interrogation was done by the
assembly so nobody hit him even with one finger snap. However, there
is a bruise o n his back just above the rump. H e said it might have been a
punishment of a protective deity, and everyone laughed at that.150

One member of that committee confirmed Shakabpa's account and
added that the two officials who had guarded Reting insisted that the
committee examine the body thoroughly. He also said:
I saw all the officials from Reting Labrang who came there shedding
tears when they saw Reting's body. The body of Reting was turned over
to them. They were told t o d o the necessary rites and rituals and were
allowed to withdraw the needed clothes, food, etc., from Reting Labrang t o d o this [since it was officially sealed and inaccessible]. . . . When
the body reached Shide Monastery in Lhasa . . . it was placed . . . in the
main temple and put on &splay with the face covered by a piece of red
silk. Then very large crowds of people from Lhasa came to have a final
audence with the body. Everybody was shedding tears and talldng
loudly to each other with shock and sorrow. People were saying ''What
has befallen such an extraordnary person. The most radiant and sparkling lama has been reduced to such a pitiable condition. This is a herrible thing, quite unimaginable." We saw a stream of blood flowing from
the nose of Reting and spreading all over the cloth covering his body. . . .
Reting's body was cremated at Phabongka.15'

Shakabpa went on to describe the ceremony:
M ~ e nthe body was removed in a small palanquin and they put it in a
bathtub and washed it and made the necessary treatments to the
Then they dressed it in monk's clothes and put it on the throne.. .
150. Shdabpa, interview Anon1 (interview) corroborates that the bruise
only mark on the body.
15 1. Anon 1. interview.
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When people talked that Reting was killed I got very upset because I was
on the investigating committee and we interrogated everybody, including the bodyguards and supervisors. Each one of them filed an affidavit
but there was no such talk at all.
Q. Suppose someone filed a false affidavit saying he was there when
he wasn't really there? What d o you say about that?
A. When the Dalai Lama went to Yatung in 1950 I was there and
having breakfast with Pandatsang and Sambo one morning. Pandatsang
said that Reting was killed and I told him please not to say that because
we were there during the entire investigation. To this Pandatsang replied, "Chola Chambala [the food server] is here, so why don't you ask
hlrn about it?" We called Chambala in and he said the exact same version
of the events that he told the investigating committee. Pandatsang was
shocked and immediately asked him why he was telling such lies. H e
said, "Tell the truth now. In Lhasa I have talked t o so many people who
said that Reting was murdered, so tell the truth." Chambala replied that
actually he didn't know what happened because that evening he took
leave and went home. Then I [Shakabpa] said, "How could that be possible? You gave a statement in the assembly that you went to get Reting
hot water, etc., that night, so how can you say now that you weren't
there?" Then Chambala kept quiet. At this time the first suspicion came
into my mind. I thought, so this is how they trick people. Until then I
never had a doubt and afier that I developed suspicion.152

Although none of those involved has ever confessed, it now appears
very likely that Reting was p0is0ned.l~~
Popular talk in Lhasa at the
h e claimed that one o f the guards, Lungshar's son Urgyen, was responsible; by extension, this also implicated Urgyen's older brother,
Lhalu Shape. Pebola's account instead implicates Kesang Ngawang,
since he was the one who brought the "medicine" for Reting, and
therefore points the guilty finger at the regent and his dzasa. A former
nbetan official recalls t a h n g to Lhalu about Reting's death while both
were imprisoned in Tibet during the Cultural Revolution. When he
152. Shakabpa, interview.
153. Although many Tibetans believe that Reting was killed by the squeezing of his
testicles, contemporary medical knowledge indicates that this would not be likely to cause
death ~ ~ I C S the
S pain had
Reting to have a hcan attack. Such t o m r e could not
lead to death in any obvious fashion. Li ( 1956: 188) incorrectly states that Reting was
blinded.
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asked Lhalu if he had really ordered the murder of Reting, Lhalu said,
"How could I order such a thing? One needs an order [ ~ ato] do such
a thing."154 In Tibetan this conveys the meaning that a shape could not
do such a thing unless he had been given an order from above. The
only person who could give such an order was the regent, Taktra or
Taktra Dzasa, the regent's manager, who could give an order in the
regent's name. The current evidence suggests that Taktra, or, more
likely, his manager, perhaps with the knowledge and approval of at least
some of the shapes, was responsible for Reting's death.
They certainly had reasons for wanting Reting out of the way. He
was a focus of resistance and rebellion for anti-Taktra elements. Always
popular and highly revered as a great lama, after his arrest he was even
more highly regarded. As long as Reting lived, the regency would live
with the threat of a movement to overthrow the government. Reting's
desperate attempt to regain the regency using Chinese military power
transformed this issue from a matter of internal politics to one with
dangerous international connotations. Alive and in prison, Reting
might have offered the Chinese an excuse for interfering in Xbetan
internal a8airs. Li suggests that a wireless message from Chiang Kaishek asking the Tibetan government to show leniency to Reting may
have precipitated the decision to kill him. He may be correct, for the
request showed an unusual interest in Reting and was a direct attempt
to interfere in Tibetan affairs.Is5 It appears that in 1947, when fear of
Chinese action against Tibet was widespread, Taktra or his mvlagcr
decided that the security of the state required that Reting be murdered.Is6
The assembly recommended that Khardo-Runpoche and Reting
Dzasa suffer removal of their eyeballs (as had been done with Lungshar), that Reting's incarnation line be demoted from the rank of GYetru Hutuktu to that of Tshogcen Tulku, and that all the estates and
154. Samba (Rimshi), interview.
this. Other Tibetans have men155. Li 1956: 188. Lhalu (interview)
tioned such a telegram but were not positive that it existed. Shakabpa (interview)categorically states that no mention o f such a telegram ever came up in the assembly's inve5
tigation (of which he was a part) and that no letters or telegrams such as this were
revealed or Lscussed. It appears, therefore, that the Kashag never told the asrmbly of
this telegram.
156. Thubten Thuwang, interview.
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property acquired during Reting's regency be confiscated. Taktra overruled them, instructing the Kashag to change the punishment as follows: "Although the verdict is reasonable taking into consideration the
seriousness of the crimes, I request that the punishment of taking out
the eyes be withdrawn for the benefit of the young Dalai Lama's long
life. This is my personal verdict." O n receiving that order, the shapes
expressed surprise at the leniency the regent was showing to the enemies who had tried to murder him, but they changed the punishment
to 250 lashes and life imprisonment under the supervision of the Bodyguard Regiment. 57
Phiinkang father and son, Sandutsang, and the old Reting ex-dzasa
were all found innocent of involvement in the Reting plot and were
released from prison. Their property and ranks were restored.lS8
At this time a number of song commentaries appeared in Lhasa:

'

Having bought his pach' with 1,000
[he] put it on on the twenty-fifth.
The sinful wage for killing the goat
was to receive the mayorship of L h a ~ a . ' ~ ~

This song refers to Lungshar's son Urgyen. It accuses him of killing
Reting and being rewarded for this by being appointed mayor of
Lhasa. The first two lines refer to the fact that he had just become a
government official (obtained hispacii or hair ornament) on the twentyfifth of the first 'Tibetan month of that year; and the last two, to his
promotion soon after Reting's death.
The sinhl Porkyo [Urgyen],
the bloody-handed one who killed the goat,

157. Anon 1, interview. Reting Dzasa (interview) says that Khencung H~enrab
Norbu, Shasur, and 1,iushar intervened t o convince Taktra that it would be bad for him
to let Khardo Lama md Rering D u s a & mutilated. They apparently reminded h(m of
problems faccd by he 13th ~ d1 , m
i a as a result o f his killing N y a g m Lama the
Tengyeling casc.
158. Anonl, interview; IOR, ~/pS/12/4202,letter from the British Mission in Lhasa
the week cndng 18 May 1947.
159. In Tihctan : stmg g h spa h g nyos pa I n-ri shu lnga la hmab yod I ra pho
pa'i
'478br 1 h a sa'i mi dpa bhngs ~ o d .
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got the Lhasa mayorship
as payment for killing the goat.l60
Another version o f this nms:
The brave Porkyo [Urgyen],
whose bloody hands killed the goat,
got the red cloak
as payment for getting his revenge.161
The red cloak refers to the dress worn by officials of the rank of mayor
of Lhasa.

T H E MASSACRE AT R E T I N G MONASTERY
While these events were occurring in Lhasa, the sixteen soldiers left
at Reting monastery were alienating the local monks and villagers by
their arrogant behavior. The resentment peaked on 21 April (the thir.
tieth day of the second Tibetan month), when a few solhers entered
the monastery while the monks were holding their monthly Socong
Prayer Meeting. The soldiers were told they were not permitted in the
monastery during these prayers, but they ignored the monks' admoni..
tions. This blatant disrespect, observed by all the monks, greatly facljltated the task of a group of militant monks who were secretly agitating
for the monks to take action against the g~vernrnent.'~'
One of the leaders of these monks was Chontse Tenzin Gyatso, a
servant of Reting's who had fled from Lhasa on the day of the arrests
and made his way to Reting monastery. Another was the enormous
Utugba. Reting's umbrella-carrier. When these two learned that the
Sera Che monks had hued their abbot and were planning to fight the
government, they decided to bring them the weapons and ammunition
160. rn phoflod makhan 1% dmar / sdg can ipm bofi kho La / ra pho
m n g shw m: dpon rap sonp.

'

brdpa'l fdflflia

161. n p h b r r d p a ~ i l q d ~ r l ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ; r p o r ~ / ~ h a h n b
fils 1 h a p dmar po Ipnfi sonfi.
162. Rwa sgreng rnkhan po 1985: 84.
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that had been confiscated (and were under seal) at Reting. They and
other Reting monks met and decided also to kill the hated soldiers. 163
The two main labrang officials, the decangs, suspecting that something was afoot, called a meeting of the five chief monastery officials on
the day afier the Socong Prayer Meeting. They spoke of their suspicion
that the monks were planning to fight, and urged the monastic officials
to y to persuade the monks that this would be a grave mistake that
could destroy Reting monastery. They then called a meeting of all the
monks. At that meeting the decangs said, "Monks such as Utugba, Tenzin Gyatso, and the Sera Che monk Dorje Je seem to be planning to
destroy the government seals. If such a thing is done, it will benefit no
one. Our Lama Reting has already been taken, and our labrang is
sealed. We can only suffer great loss from such an action, and will gain
nothing."
As soon as the decanas finished speaking, one monk responded in an
insulting manner:
With a rotten head, the ear can't understand, and with rotten shoes, the
feet can't understand. When they came to take our lama you all kept
silent and didn't tell us [so we could not help]; you must have been in
collusion with them. The soldier's job is to guard the seals, not t o abuse
and insult us. You with MI stomachs [satisfied with the situation] can
sleep but we are hungry and cannot sleep. While we were hungry, on top
of that, our food bag was stolen. While we were sad, on top of that, we
have been scolded. One sadness piled on top of another is what we have
gotten.16"

Other monks made similarly critical speeches but by the time the meeting ended at midnight, the monks appeared to have agreed not to break
the seals or to fight,lN dthough the militant monks actually still
planned to kill thc soldiers and seiur the weapons.
On thc evening of 23 April, the militant monks distracted the guards
by having local people ply them with food and bccr. They slippcd into
163. Thubtcn Thuwang, interview; Ngawang Trinlcy, intcrvicw.
164. Rwa sgrcng rnkhan PO 1985: 84-85. Jarnpey Gyatso, thcn a junior tmdzc
i~ravcrlcadcr), latcr kcarnc the
o f Rcting monastery and is the author o f the
article citcd hcrc.
165. Ib~d.:86.
166. Ibid.
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the labrang and, after locking up the hcangr, took the weapons. Very
early the next morning the armed monks surrounded the house in
which the soldiers were staying and called to them to come out at once,
The soldiers, half asleep, came without even getting fully dressed. As
the solhers appeared, Tenzin Gyatso, Utugba, and the others opened
fire and killed most of them immediately. A few managed to get back
into the house and started to return the fire. The ensuing shoot-out
lasted until noon; in the end, all the troops were brutally rnurdered.l6'
Although he was now in control of Reting, Utugba, the key militant
leader, had been wounded in the leg and was unable to travel to Sera.
The rebel monks now altered their plan, reasoning that if Sera did not
hold out, many of its monks would most likely flee to Reting and that
if they remained where they were, they would be in a position to help
them and later to fight.168They organized a kind of people's militia in
Reting, arming the local monks and peasants with the roughly 100
weapons they had seized.
Rumors that a rebellion had begun at Reting monastery soon
reached Lhasa. The government responded by sending two officials to
report firsthand on the situation. As these two neared Reting, they
heard that the monks and populace of the Reting area had murdered
the solhen and united into a military force. Fearing for their lives, they
returned without entering Reting itself, but their report on the situation was accepted.169Many in the government wanted to attack immemately to restore order there, but it was finally decided to wait until the
Sera Che rebellion had been concluded before opening a second front.
Three days afier Sera Che's defeat, the Kashag met with the Trungtsigye and decided that the time was now right for sending troops to
deal with the rebels at Reting monastery. One group consisting of 200
infantry, some cavalry, and three machine guns was placed under the
command of a Trapchi commander, Shukoba. This unit was to take

167. Thubtcn Thuwang, interview. Ngawang Trinley says that one soldier
to escape, but this appears incorrect. For more details of the massacre see Lha ~ J(Lhab)
u

1985: 54-58.
1 6 8 hm have been taken from Thubten Thuwmg, interview, and parts from N P
wmg Trinlev, interview.
169. The government immediately demoted both officials for failing to c a V Out
their instructions.
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the Drigung route in order to attack Reting from the upper part of the
valley,blocking the northern escape route. The other unit, headed by
the
commander of the operation, Commander-in-Chief Kesang
Tsuluirn, also consisted of 200 troops, and had one machine gun and
one piece of mountain artillery. This group was to go by the main route
to Reting via Phembo Gola pass and attack from the lower part of the
valley. These attacks were to be coordinated; an exact time and place
were fixed for the two groups' rendezvous. Accompanying the main
force were government officials who were instructed to take charge of
the property that had once been sealed and was now to be sent to
Lhasa.170
The local d i t i a in Reting also divided into two groups. A small
unit of the toughest monks, including Utugba and Tenzin Gyatso, went
to guard the narrow Drigung route, since they expected an attack to
come from there. The majority of the force was deployed at Reting to
defend the main route, on which a series of barricades had been
erected.l 71
The government's plan to launch a coordmated attack &d not come
to fiuition. The main force under Kesang Tsultrirn heard reports that
heavily guarded barricades had been erected on the main road and in
the overlookmg hills, and they halted to discuss how to handle these.
Since they had no wireless equipment, the Drigung force under Shukoba had no inkling that the main force was delayed. They therefore
arrived before the others and exchanged fire with monks who had dug
in on the opposite side of a river. All day on 9 May, shots filled the air.
Shukoba then decided not to wait for the main force and set out to
cross the river alone. On the eleventh, his Trapchi soldiers successfully
Cwed in yakskin boats and, though they took heavy losses, established
themselves on the Reting side of the river. The fight continued, but by
the end of the day the monks had lost. Shukoba's troops pushed on to
Rering, meeting no opposition at all. The monks and villagers had fled;
the troops found Reting monastery totally deserted.172 Shukoba's
170. Anonl, interview; Lha Mu (Lhalu) 1985: 55.
171. Thubten Thuwang, interview.
172. Rwa sgreng mkhm p 1985: 88-89; Lha klu (Lhalu) 1985: 57; Thubten Thuinterview. The leaders, such as Utugba and Chontse Tenzin, fled into the forests
andeventually escaped to China.
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troops were in a foul mood when they finally reached Reting monastery. Sixteen of their colleagues had been slaughtered and many had
been wounded. In retdation they tethered their animals in the center
of the monastery, set up quarters in one of the chapels, defecated and
urinated within the monastery, and looted large quantities of goods.
Ln the meantime, after a delay of a day or so Kesang Tsultrim's
troops marched day and night to Reting, encountering three unguarded, forthed barricades along the way that had recently been occupied-much fresh horse manure could be seen. Snipers shot at them
as they marched, but finally they reached Reting monastery-one day
&er Shukoba's troops had taken it.173
In the end, Reting Rimpoche's residence was razed and the government officials brought back to Lhasa everything of value the soldiers
had not looted. These goods were placed on sale in Lhasa; people were
able to get tremendous bargains if they felt comfortable purchasing
items appropriated from Reting.l7' A Lhasa song commented poignantly :
Reting, the seat of the Kadampa [sect]
is like an ancient ruin.
Talungdra's [Taktra's] hermitage
is like a king's palace.175

This song alludes to the fact that Reting's grand residence was completely destroyed and its beams, pillars, and carved wood carted away.
Much of this material was said to have been used by Taktn to build a
new hermitage for himself.
The Sera Che war ended with the total capitulation of the monks
both in Rering and Sera Che. Even in its rather dilapidated state, the
Tibetan military had proved that it was able to enforce the authority of
the government; the war proved to be a major victory for those who
favored a strong central government. However, though Lhasa quicM~
went back to normal, the enmity between the government and the supporters of Reting kmpoche remained until the 14th Dalai Lama took
173. Blo gros chos 'dzin 1986: 199-200.
174. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 100.
175. In Tibetan: m a s p n j b&a'&4zqdan.
lung ~ W Jn';k h d 1 Y&
pdi pho bran. 'dra ba.
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over the reins of government in late 1950 and began a new chapter in
Tibetan history. Taktra was victorious, but he paid a price for his victory: the Xbet he ruled over was hopelessly fragmented, and he stood,
not as a symbol of unity, but as a leader despised by a large segment of
the officials, monks, and p0pu1ace.l~~
Reting's conspiracy eliminated
any chance that Tibet would be able to present a unified front to the
inevitable Chinese threat to its de facto autonomy.
176. Kundehg Dzasa, interview. The thirteen-year-old Dalai Lama apparently was
hunself displeased by Taktra's treatment of the Reting conspirators. For example. it is
reported that he watched with dspleasure when Reting Dzasa and Khardo R u n p h e
were whipped and ordered his sopiinchemmo attendant to give them food, beddng, and
other comforts. He was also very upset when he heard that Reting Runpoche had ched
in prison. These events, added to the earlier public humhation of his father. made the
Dalai Lama antagonistic to Taktra and his coterie of advisors-a factor which will become
important in late 1950.

THE VICTORY
CONGRATULATIONS MISSION,
1945-1946

Although Tibetan attention turned inward during the chaotic 19451947 period, the international situation did not remain unchanged.
The 1944 Gould mission to Lhasa, as was discussed in Chapter Twek,
revealed that the British, though desirous of keeping Chinese influence
out of Tibet, were unwilling to help Tibet militarily or diplomatically
to secure international recognition as an independent polity. London
refused, for example, to supporr Xbet's inclusion in a postwar conference and would not recognize a Tibetan mission to India. %betan disappointment with British "friendship" was increased by the realization
that Britain would soon grant India independence and thus lose its
close link to Tibet. These factors combined to induce Tibet to explore
the possibility of a new rapprochement with China.

SINO-TIBETAN RELATIONS

Sine-Tibetan relations, as we have seen, plummeted in 1942-1943
as a result of a number of issues such as the creation of a Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau, Tibet's refusal to permit construction of a mad
through Tibet to China, and the conflict between the Tibetan governn-~entand Dr. Kung. China, moreover, was in a weak position. Chimg
Kai-shek was unable to impose his will on Tibet militarily because of
British diplomatic pressure, the war, and lack of control over his border
governors, and he feared that if Tibet were included in a postwar peace
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conferenceBritain and the United States would present the truth about
Xbet's current de facto independent status and perhaps even bestow
upon it j d independence. Chiang therefore altered his approach and
initiated a program aimed at regaining the friendship of Tibet and setding the Tibet question peacefully. This new Chinese strategy began
in late 1943, when Chiang replaced Kung with an influential and
extremely capable Chinese Buddhist named Shen Tsung-lien. The Tibetan government reciprocated by sending a congratulatory message to
Chiang Kai-shek at the time of his assumption of the office of president
of China in early 1944.
Two incidents in 1944 demonstrated to China that such a rapprochement with Tibet would not be easy. At the same time that
Chiang sent Shen to Lhasa, he worked upon the considerable sympathy
for China within the monastic segment by sendmg to Lhasa a Tibetan
monk from Amdo, Geshe Sherab Gyatso. Sherab Gyatso arrived in
Nagchuka, the main border headquarters in northern Tibet, in April
1944, with an entourage of about fifty Chinese he claimed to be his
students. He was carrying a great deal of money and goods, presumably
earmarked for distribution in the monasteries.'
Geshe Sherab Gyatso was a well-known Drepung monk and scholar
who had many ~nfluentialstudents in the monasteries and among
the aristocracy, including Surkhang Shape. He had returned home
to Amdo in 1936 and was active in Kuornintang politics, serving as
president of the Association for the Promotion of Tibetan Culture in
Chungking and as one of the executive directors of the China Association for the Promotion of Border Culture. In 1942, he had been one of
three Xbetan delegates (from the ethnic Tibetan areas under Chinese
control) at the Kuomintang Third People's Political Council.' Despite
this pro-Chinese record, Tibet's open-door policy to monks from China
and Mongolia made it extremely d~fficult
to deny him cntry. The Natlonal Assembly considercd the issue and, after several sessions, recommended that on religious grounds, Sherab Gyatso be permitted to enter
xbet. The Kashag, however, convinced that Sherab Gyatso and his sol . IOR, 121PSIl2142 17, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending

14 May 1944.
2. Stoddard ms.
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'

called students would disseminate dangerous Chinese propaganda and
therefore act as a destabilizing influence in the monasteries, tried to
thwart his visit by recommending that Taktra allow Sherab Gyatso, but
not his Chinese students or his loads of goods, to enter Tibet. This
recommendation did not contradict that of the assembly but made demands that they expected Sherab Gyatso to refuse. Taktra, although
a Drepung lama himself, signed the order. As was expected, Sherab
Gyatso would not enter without his companion^.^
The second incident concerns the size of the entourage of Shen
Tsung-lien. Acting on information given them by the Chinese cornmissioner in Lhasa, in March 1944 the British authorized their embassy in
Chungking to issue transit visas through I n d a to Shen and three others
in his party. When the Tibetan government was informed of this, they
requested that no other Chinese be granted travel facilities, and on 5
April the British instructed their ambassador in China to issue no hrther visas.
When Shen arrived in Calcutta on 15 April, he had seven companions, all of whom had been issued transit visas in C h u n g h g before the
British Embassy had received the instructions of 5 April. Several weeks
later, the British government asked Lhasa to allow these eight to enter
Tibet, since they had been issued visas in good faith and it would be
embarrassing to His Majesty's Government if they were to be turned
back afier they had come to India. The Tibetans agreed, but the matter
escalated when Shen informed the Government of India that he wanted
to take an addtional three servants from I n d a and that another thirteen
persons might be coming from China to join him. The Government of
I n l a responded that, in conformity with policy, they would have to
receive approval from the Tibetan government for additional permits.'
The Chinese angrily summoned the British counsellor to the Chinese Foreign Ministry and showed him two telegrams in Chine~ethat
were said to have come from the Tibetan government on 6 and 23 May.
These were translated for the counsellor by the Chinese and appeared
to contradict Britain's understanding of the Tibetan
Po3. Kundeling Dzasa, interview.
4. F0371141586, telegram no. 6122 from the Government of Ind~ato thesccrcra?'

of state for India, dated 1 1 Mav 1944.
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sition. The 6 May telegram was said to have denied that the Tibetan
government had told the Government of India that the larger entourage for Shen was undesirable. It reputedly said that all thirty-one Chinese would be welcomed at the frontier by officials and guards left there
on 26 April. The second telegram said that arrangements had been
made to meet and conduct the Chinese group from the Indian frontier.
The Chinese told the British official "in firm language that [the] Chinese Government felt [their] party had already been held up over-long.
He [Chinese official] said that [the] Chinese Government understood
the need for visas for private indviduals but Chinese officials could not
be left stranded [in] I n d a and these difficulties were not seemly where
an official mission was con~erned."~
All of this maae it appear that the
objection to the addtional Chinese had originated with the Government of India and that the dfficulties were a British machination.
The two purportedly Tibetan telegrams put the British in an awkward position, just as they had feared might happen. Although they
wanted to provide dplomatic support for the Tibetans, they did not
want it to appear that they hoped to stop the Chinese. They confronted
the Tibetan government about the telegrams, and the Tibetans categori c d y denied the Chinese translation, reiterating that they had never
agreed to allow a party of thirty-one to accompany Shen. The Tibetan
government sent their Bureau Office in Chungking a telegram on 11
June instructing them that additional Chinese would not be permitted
to enter Tibet.6The telegram said:
Regarding entry into Tibet o f Shen Chung Lien and his staff. In the first
instance Shen Chung Lien, his wife and two servants were accorded permission to come to Tibet. The British Ambassador at Chungking later
issued transit visas to four Chinese officers (whose names were given),
N o wives, one servant and (two cooks and one servant) to be brought
UP from Calcutta. It was therefore agreed that no other persons than a
total of fourteen (1st and 2nd batch) should only be allowed to come to
Tibet. Thc question of granting visas to thirteen other persons and two
5. F0371141586, part o f telegram no. 126 from the British Embassy in Chungking, citcd in telegram no. 7514 from the Government of India, New Delhi, to the
Sccrctaryof statc for India, London, dated 4 June 1944.
6 . F0371141586, telegram no. 7777 from the Govcrnmcnt of India, NCH'Delhi,
to t h Rritish
~
ambassador, Chungking, dated 1 1 Junc 1944.
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wives, who were in Chungkmg, came up again. We said that as we have
already given permission t o the first fourteen persons we are unable to
give further permission t o the fourteen others and two wives.
The Government of India Informed the Tibetan Government through
the Tibetan Foreign Office that accordmg t o our telegrams to the Chinese authorities dated the 3rd and the 6th May respectively, which were
shown t o the British Ambassador at Chungking, we said that preparations to conduct Shen Chung Lien and his whole party from Tibetan
Frontier have been made; and that no telegram was sent to Government
of I n d a asking them to stop Shen Chung Lien's remaining parry that
was t o follow later. It is said that we have also mentioned in those telegrams that an official guide with body guards have been sent to the frontier on 26th April t o receive Shen Chung Lien and his party of 31. The
Government of India asked for a definite reply as to whether the Tibetan
Government had undertaken t o receive the latter party of Chinese officers.
In our wireless message (in Chinese) to Wu Yon Tang (Wu Chung
Hsien), chief of the Tibetan and Mongolian Affairs, we expressed our
pleasure at the news that Shen Chung Lien and his party had arrived at
Kalimpong. We also said that we had informed all concerned en route
on the lines of the telegram sent t o him last year, and, that arrangements
of guards t o meet them at Tromo [Yatung] had been made. We said that
in our wireless message t o you dated 14th of 3rd Tibetan month (7th
April), we have raised no objections to the number of Shen Chung Lien
and party coming t o Tibet as agreed upon between the Government of
India and the Chinese Government. The number of persons as agreed
upon between the Government of India and the Chinese Government
are: four including Shen Chung Lien himself, in the first instance. Later
seven persons whose names were given and three servants to be brought
up from Calcutta. We have never consented to allow thirty-one persons
to come t o Tibet on any occasion except the fourteen persons to whom
permission has already been given. It is true that Dr. Kung's successor
Shen Chung Lien, never required such a large number of staff. Tibet is a
self governing country but its territory is small. In case such a large
ber of Chinese officers and staff come to Tibet difficulty would arise in
obtaining sufficient supplies such as Tsampa [parched grain flour-a
staple food], etc., and moreover the Tibetan populace will resent it with
suspicion and fear. We have informed the Government of India not to
allow more than the fourteen persons as already agreed upon between
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the Government of India and the Chinese Government. You should also
approach Wu Yon Tang (Wu Chung Hsien) and persuade him in a best
possible way to refrain from sendmg more than the number of persons
as agreed upon and let us know the r e s ~ l t . ~

On the basis of this assurance from the Tibetan government, the British
Embassy in China was asked not to issue the additional transit visas to
India. The Chinese were hrious, and when the Chinese vice-minister
for foreign affairs, Wu, discussed it with the British ambassador, Horace Seymour, on 28 June, a considerable argument ensued.
The Chinese vice-minister told the ambassador that a Tibetan representative in Chungking had assured the Chinese that he had received
no such telegram as the one reported by the British. Wu's main point
was that the Government of I n d a should grant transit visas on official
passports as a matter of ordinary international courtesy. The British
ambassador pointed out to him that transit visas were not granted when
the receiving country specifically asked that they be denied. Wu retorted that since Tibet was not a country this argument was not valid.
He urged that India reconsider and said that China would greatly resent it if the Government of Inda, and not Tibet alone, prevented their
pas~age.~
The Chinese vice-minister was probably not lying, but his categorical assertions were misleading. The Tibetan government investigated
the source of the Chinese misinterpretation and later explained to the
British what they surmised had taken place. Their telegram had been
given to the Chinese wireless station in Lhasa on 11 June after being
d e d . Transmission was then inexplicably delayed for a week. When
the telegram was received by the Tibetan representatives in Chunglung
O n 19 June, the message was garbled and they asked for it to be sent
agin. When the Tibetan Foreign Bureau received the request for retransmission, they recovered the copy of the original message from the
7. F0371141587, copy of telegram dated the twentieth day of the fourth Tibetan
month ( 1 1 June 1944) from the Kashag to the Tibetan representatives at C h u n g b g ,
enclosed in a letter from the British Mission in Lhasa to the political officer in Siklum,
dated 6 July 1944.
8. F0371141586, telegram no. 160 from the British ambassador in C h u n g h g to
the Gvcmment of India, New Delhi, dated 29 June 1944.
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Chinese wireless office in Lhasa. They found this to be correct and
suspected that the Chinese had deliberately delayed and garbled the
message. The message was sent a second time on 23 June, but apparently had not reached the Tibetan representative when Wu spoke with
Despite the dspleasure of the Chinese, the British refused to alter
their stand. Like the Tibetan government, they were opposed to a
strong Chinese Mission in Lhasa and doubted whether Tibet would
actually turn back the Chinese if they reached the frontier. They also
Qd not want to renege on their promise to give Tibet dplomatic support against China. As the British Foreign Office put it:
Our view is that if under pressure from the Chinese we were to disregard
the definite request of the Tibetan Government that visas should not be
granted we could n o longer maintain the position that Tibet is autonomous and give account of our support in maintaining its autonomy. It is
suggested that the Ambassador at Chungking and the Government of
India should be informed that even if the head of the Chinese Govemment intervenes His Majesty's Government will take the line that it follows from their recognition of Tibetan autonomy that transit visas must
be refused to persons whom the Tibetan Government have said they do
not desire to admit to Tibet.lo

Despite these rebukes, Chiang continued to pursue his new strategy of
friendship with Tibet.

CY IANG'S DIPLOMATIC INITIATIVE
The instrument for China's new tactical policy was Shen Tsung-lien.
the newly appointed head of the Chinese Mission in Lhasa. U d k
Kung, Shen was suave and polite; he made a very favorable impression
not only on the Tibetans but on the British as wcU. In early July 19443
9. F 0 3 7 1 N 1 5 8 6 , telegram no. 8 9 0 2 from the Government of India. New Delhi.
t o the British ambassador in Chungking, dated 7 July 1944; IOR, ~ll'Sl1214218. telegram no. 190 from thc British ambassador in China ;o the Government of India,
Delhi, dated 15 July 1944.
1 0 IOR. LlPSl12/4218, minutc bv Blair (British Foreign Office). dated 21 Ju'!'
1944.
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Shen and his secretary spent the weekend in Gangtok with Basil Gould,
the political officer in Sikkim. Gould's reporr on this visit describes
Shen's mission and manner:
2. He [Shen] said he had personal instructions from the Generalissimo to work in closest possible co-operation with us (he specially indicated education and medical work) and that he hopes t o bring about an
agreed frontier between China and Tibet with a large measure of autonomy for Tibet. Generalissimo however, could not regard Tibet otherwise
than as an integral part of C h n a and Chinese public opinion would not
be able to tolerate a uiparrite agreement.
3. He added that in C h n a there are those who t h ~ n kthat once Tibet
has been brought within the Chinese fold [the] Chinese Government
will be able to deal with Tibet as it likes. H e himself however was c o d dent that Generalissimo would estalish relations on a basis which others
hereafter would not dare t o disturb.
4. He had heard the suggestion that future status of Tibet might be
subject for discussion at Allied post-war deliberations. This would not
be acceptable to the Generalissimo and he himself hoped that it might
be possible at an early date to present an agreed solution of Tibetan
question as an accomplished fact.
5. Shen strikes me as an able man. His frank and conciliatory manner
may go down well in Tibet. l

H. E. kchardson, the head of the British Mission in Lhasa, had just
spent four years in China in the service of the Government of India and
saw Shen's remarks as an example of the "Chinese tendency to believe
things are as Chinese theory decrees they ought to be." In a letter to
Gould, he noted:
2. Talk of co-operation with us in educational and medical work
seems to me designed to obtain our help in building up a position which
will enable the Chinese to oust us.
3. The offer of "a large measure of autonomy" for Tibet ignores the
1 1 . F0371141586, telegram no. 237 from R . Gould to the Government o f India,
dated 4 July 1944, repeated in telegram no. 8930 from the Government of Inda, New
Delhi, to the secretary o f statc for Indra, London, dated 8 July 1944. This policy was also
expressed by Dr. T. V. Soong, who told the American journalist A. Steele (who had just
visited Tibet) in December 194.4 that "the Chinese Government intended to deal gently
with %bet and try to win its friendship." (F0371/46121, letter from H. kchardson in
New Delhi, to B. Cmuld in Sikkim, dated 5 January 1945.)
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fact that Tibet has enjoyed complete autonomy for over thirty years, and
the objection to a tripartite agreement ignores much that Chinese government have said and done in the past.
4. China's present Tibetan policy is essentially the creation of Chiang
Kai-shek, and the argument that once Tibet is brought within the fold
relations will be established on a basis that no one will dare disturb, is
putting the cart before the horse. In order to bring Tibet within the
Chinese fold it will be necessary first to "deal with Tibet as China likes."
5. Talk of Chinese public opinion is eyewash. Public opinion is made
in a fascist manner by the Generalissimo, and is his opinion.
6. The matter that is agitating Chinese minds most is clearly anxiety
to avoid having the status of Tibet examined by any international body.
Hence the urgency of a "fact [sic] accompli", and Chiang's new racial
theory. It would be most inconvenient if the rest of the world were to
reahse that Tibet has been independent since 1912 and that, so far from
Living up to the Atlantic Charter by allowing Tibet the government of
her choice, China wants to reduce the degree of freedom already enjoyed
by Tibet, and to extend the Chinese Empire.12

Shen arrived in Lhasa on 8 August 1944 and immediately made a
good impression on Tibetans. H e avoided conflicts by refraining from
interfering with internal Tibetan affairs; for example, he d ~ dnot contest Tibetan jurisdiction over cases involving Chinese half-castes.13He
treated the Tibetans with respect, and, as a Buddhist, used religion skillfully to highlight the similarity between Chinese and Xbetans. He
maintained an altar in his house, engaged in Tibetan Buddhist rites,
consulted oracles, entertained all the Chinese monks and the abbots of
the Three Seats, visisted lamas, asked for teachings, and gave p e r ously to the monasteries. In January 1945, for example, he gave m
offeringlgift (gyr) of three rang to each of the approximately 20,000
monks attending the New Year's M(in]am Prayer Festival. The British
estimated this to be equivalent to Rs. 25,0001 - .l 4 Shen also apparently
12. IOR. UPS/1 2/42 18, memorandum "0. D . 0 . 7(4)-U44, from H. kchardson in
Lhasa to B. G o d d in Gangtok, dated 6 July 1944.
13. F0371146123, memorandum no. 3(8)-W45 from h e British Mission in Lhasa
to the pohucd officer in Siklum, reporting a converrrtion with Surkhang Dusa, coehead
ofthe Tibetan Foreign AEairs Bureau, about his discussions with Shen. dated 10 June
1945.
14. IOR, UPS/12/4182, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the weekending
18 February 1945.
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encouraged Chinese traders to make generous gifts to the monks. The
British reported that they had heard one monk saying, "It is only the
British who have not made any cash present." l5
Shen quickly obtained the respect of the Lhasa elite regardless of
their political feelings about China. H e set up a hospital in Lhasa, gave
a long series of lavish parties for all the Lhasa officials, and began to
build a large club in Lhasa to serve as a center for cultural activities.
Shen subtly promoted the idea that Chinese and Tibetans really saw eye
to eye and that it was unfortunate that relations had turned sour. He
contrasted the high-handed and vicious policies of the Manchu with
those of the new China, frequently telling Tibetans that not only they
but the Chinese too had suffered from Manchu oppression, but that
now China had rid itself of the Manchu and Tibet and China could
again be good friends. H e emphasized that in the new China everyone
was equal, so that when the Tibetan representatives in Chunglung met
Chiang Kai-shek they sat and ate on an equal footing with him. He also
indicated that the dspute over the Sino-Tibetan border in Kharn was
due simply to the ignorance of the provincial governors and could easily be settled if Tibetans would only approach the Central Chinese G m mnt.l 6 He emphasized that now was the ideal time for Tibet and China
mutually (i.e., without the British) and peaceably to settle all their outstandmg differences.
At the same time that Shen was trying to induce the Tibetans to
negotiate directly with China, he made an attempt to engage the British
in bilateral talks. In mid-September, he sent a letter to Sir Olaf Caroe,
the head of the Indian Ministry of External Mairs, in which he hinted
that Britain and China could easily settle the Tibetan question (without
Tlbet):
Both Sir Basil [Gould] and I were o f the opinion that we should d o
everything in our power t o remove any cause for possible friction between Grcat Britain and China over Tibet. We have amply demonstrated
in this war that we are capable of true cooperation and sacrifice in fight1s. IOR, I,/PS/12/4182, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week e n h g
25 February 1945.
16. [OR, I,IPS/12/4218, report of conversation of A. 1. Hopkinson with Surkhang
nzasa on 28 Novcmhrr, in an express letter from the political officer in Siklum, to the
hvemment of India, New Dclhi, dated 29 November 1945.
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ing a common enemy; and therefore it only befits us that in time of peace
we should cherish this invaluable spirit of comradeship and live in perfect
harmony. IfGreat Britain and China could approach the question of Tibet in
thir light, I believe there should be no serious obstacle towad the realization of
an equitable and happy solutionfm it."
In late October, Gould and Shen met in Lhasa. At this time Shen
said that his b c t i o n in Lhasa was exploratory and he had no authority
to negotiate with the Tibetans. H e indicated he intended to return soon
to Chungking to inform Chiang Kai-shek of his impressions. He also
expressed the view that it was desirable for Britain and China to fix the
eastern border of Tibet and to open a motor road between India and
China via Tibet. H e added that it was unthinkable that China would
ever agree to let Tibet control its own foreign affairs.18
Gould reported this discussion to Delhi and was instructed to
counter Shen's assertion by reiterating that the British position on the
preservation of Tibetan autonomy included Tibet's right to conduct foreign relations with the Government of India and by firmly stating that
the British had no interest in negotiating with China without Tibetan
participation. l9
In the meantime, Shen in his informal discussions with the ranking
Tibetan officials stressed the need for serious talks conducted at the
highest levels of government regarding Sino-Tibetan relations. The Tibetan leadership, however, was uncertain how to pursue this issue. On
the one hand, the Foreign Affairs Bureau and the Kashag wanted vdidation of Tibet's de facto independence. On the other, there was considerable sentiment among the monasteries, monk officials, and even
some lay officials that restoring a close relationship with China was
desirable. Gould related what Surkhang Dzasa, one of the foreign sCcretaries (see Figure 57), conveyed to him in mid-September 1944:

17. FO371141589, letter from Shen to 0.Caroe, dated 18 September 1944 (emphasis added).
1 8 F0371141589. telegram no. 359 from R . ~ o u l din Lhasa to the ~overnme;~
of
India, New Dclhi. dated 27 October 1944, cited in telegram no. 14034 from the (""
ernment of Inda to the secretary of state, London, dated 29 Octoher 1944.
1 9 IOR. UPS/ 12/42 17, telegram from the Government of India. New Debi. to
&uld, Lhasa, dated 29 November 1944.
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The majority of educated Tibetans wanted to be independent of China
but . . . the uneducated, some of whom still thmk that the Manchu Emperors are in power, believe that what Lonchen Shaua proposed in 1914
is the best that Tibet can hope for. This view, with hfferent overtones, is
probably held by many officials. Surkhang thought that it would be better in hscussions with China t o approach matters not on the basis of the
1914 ueaty but from the stand-point of present conditions [de facto
independence] .20

As was indicated earlier, the Kashag decided to test British support
on the China issue before deciding on how to respond to Shen's appeal
for new negotiations. If Britain had made a firm commitment, the TIbetan leadership might have openly challenged the Chinese view of TIbet's status; but, as we have seen, Britain categorically refused to give
assurances of military support. Consequently, the Tibetan government
took the opportunity Shen's appointment appeared to represent.
Shen astutely manipulated Xbetan hopes for a de jure settlement of
the Tibet question to persuade the government in 1945 to send a delegation to China to attend a National Constitutional Assembly. China's
1936 draft constitution was in the process of revision, a k r which a
nationwide conference was to ratify it and establish the form of the
postwar Chinese government. Shen suggested that this conference
would be the best time for the Tibetan government to send highranking representatives to China to make her position known and settle
outstanding issues. Shen's views, as revealed to Surkhang Dzasa, are
recounted by him to G. Sherriff of the British Mission in Lhasa:
Shen told Surkhang Dzasa that there would be two important conferences held in Chungking, one in May and the other in November of this
year [1945]. The first one would be preparatory to the second, which
Shen described as being of the greatest importance, at which post war
setdement and the election of the President [of China] would be discussed. Shen said that representation from a]J Chinese Provinces would
attend these conferences. He did not actually mention Tibetan representatives in this connection, but he incidentally said how important it was
that Tibet should appoint senior officials as their representatives in
20. FOJ71/41589. points arising from d i ~ u s s i o nwith the Tibetan b e i Ahirs
~
Bureau on 16 September 1944, enclosure no. 4 0 in a letter from the Indian forc'P
secretary to the secretary o f state for India, London, dated 19 October 1944.
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Chungking where now only two very junior officials remained. H e insisted that good could come from being represented at these conferences. . . .
I thmk it is likely that Shen's activities with the monasteries and
monks are aimed at getting them to agitate for representation at these
~ W Oconferen~es.~'

In April 1945, Chiang Kai-shek sent a gift of arms and ammunition
to %bet with a letter that said it was not necessary for Tibet to purchase
arms and ammunition elsewhere, since China would supply them free
Shen used this as proof that China wanted a powerfd and
of
friendly Tibet as her neighbor, pointing out to Surkhang Dzasa that
China would not offer arms if it planned aggression. Shen also emphatically supported the prevalent Tibetan view that the British were trying
to steal the border area of Tawang from Tibet.23
The end of World War I1 in September 1945 brought further efforts
by China to entice Tibet back into the fold. In the Soviet-Chinese
Treaty of Friendship and Alliance of 14 August, 1945, China was
forced to recognix the independence of Outer Mongolia. Ten days
later Chiang Kai-shek issued a statement to the National Defense
Council and the Central Executive Committee that was to have a major
impact on Tibetan thinkmg. In part it stated:
Chinese Government and people should resolve with determination
never to imitate way of Japan towards Koreans. We should honestly aid
d racial groups which have given evidence of their capacity for selfgovernment and shown spirit of independence. We should help them
achieve national independence through self-determination.
If frontier groups have capacity for self-government and strong determination to attain independence and are politically and economicdy
ready for both, our Government should voluntarily help them realize
freedom and forever treat them as brother nations and equals of China.
We should entertain no ill-will or ~rejudiceagainst them because of their
21. IOR, L/PS/12/4218, memo from the British Mission in Lhasa to the political
in Sikkirn, dated 2 April 1945.
22. F0371146122, letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 2 7
May 1945.
23. F0371146123, mcmorand- no. 3(8)-L/45, secret news report from the British
in S&m, reporting a conversation with SurMission in Lhasa to the plitical
khang h a s a about his discussions with Shen.
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choice to leave mother country. OurFfontierracialgroups should in&ndly
pint and through legal channels make known their wishes to the Government
of their mother country. In thts way they may be able to realire their arpirations. They would not defy mother country and stir up mutual hatred.. . .
As regards political status of Tibet, Sixth National Kuomintang Congress decided to grant it a very high degree of autonomy to aid its political advancement and to improve living condtions of Tibetans.I solemnly
declare that fi Tibetans should at thrj time express wishfor selfgovernment our
Go~emmentwould, in wnfiwmity with our sincere traditions, accord it a vevy
bgh de~reeof autonomy. If in thefirture theyfirlfill economic requirementsfbv
inakpendence, the nation's Government will ar in the case of Outer Mongolia
[dealt with earlier in statement] help them attain that status. But Tibet must
~ i v proof
e that it can umsolidute its independent position and protect its umtinuity so ar not to become another Korea . . . we must deal with the world's
racial questions in conformity with spirit of Atlantic Charter and free
peoples' principle^.^^

Shen gave the Tibetan government a translation of this and other
speeches relevant to the postwar status of Tibet,'s and in late Septembn
1945 he extended the Nationalist Government's invitation to send a
high-level delegation, perhaps even a shape, to China to attend the
coming National Constitutional A ~ s e m b l y . ~ ~
Simultaneously, the confhct with the Government of Inma over Tawang and NEFA continued, and a new l s p u t e concerning Indian trade
quotas in cloth led to a Tibetan embargo on cloth that increased the
influence of the anti-British, pro-Chinese forces. In addtion, the escalating Reting and Sera troubles, the closing of the English school, and
British unwillingness to support Xbet with more than words fed the
mounting feeling that Tibet's best chance for long-term security was to
reestablish good relations with China. Thus, the Tibetan government
24. IOR. L~PSl1214195A.copy o f the English text o f Chiang Kd-shen ~ F
published by Central News on 2 4 August 1945, cited in telegram no. 945 from the
British Embassy in Chungbng t o the British Foreign Office, dated 26 Aupst 1945
(emphasis added).
25. F0371146123, report from Surfimp D a s a on a conversation with Shen. in the
letter from the British Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 9 September 1945.
26. F0371146123, telegram from the Government o f India to the secretary of
for Inda. London. dated 8 November 1945. The telegram includes information from
the political officer in Sikkim.
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decided to send the mission Shen proposed. Fearful, however, of prematurely alienating British support, which, though limited, was all that
Xbet had, they decided to keep their China mission secret from the
British.
In early October 1945, the Kashag and the trungtsigye developed an
ingenious ploy which the National Assembly affirmed on 20 and 21
October.27Inspired by the elaborate victory celebrations put on by the
Chinese in Lhasa in September, the Tibetans decided to send a Victory
Congratulations mission to India and China. Under this guise they
would be able to engage in talks with the Chinese and, if necessary,
even attend the Chinese National Constitutional A s ~ e m b l y . ~ ~

T H E VICTORY CONGRATULATIONS
MISSION IS FORMED
The Victory Congratulations mission was headed by one lay official,
Kheme Dzasa (Sonam Wangdu), and one monk official, Dzasa Lama
Rong Pelhung (Thubten Sarnphel). It also included three lower
officials: Kheme Rimshi (Tsewang Dondrup), Yeshe Dargye, and
Changoba (Dorje N g ~ d r u p ) . 'In
~ addition to these five, the Tibetan
government sent three replacements for their Bureau Office in China:
Khencung Thubten Sangbo, Tsendron Thubten Tsheten, and Lotsawa
Chmba Ngawang.30 The eight arrived in India in early 1946. They
stayed in Calcutta for one day as guests of the Government of India and
then on 25 February went on to Delhi, where a house and two military
vehicles had been assigned to them.31
27. F0371146123, lcrtcr from the British Mission in Lhasa for the weck ending 7
October 1945.
28. F0371146123, tclcgram no. 9417 from the Government of India, New Dehi,
to the secretary of state for In&a, London, dated 8 Novcmbcr 1945. Thc Tibetan term
for "Victov CangratuIationsn is A.yul rmal M a shir b h l g s . The British records usuallv
refer to this as the "Goodwill ~ i s s i o n . "Bya ngos pa ([Changoba] 1983), one of the
members of that mission, makes it clear that such talks werc the real purpose of the
mission. Morc will bc said of this bclow.
29. Thcy are known in Tibctan as Dza 19sev sbva nflo lac [ l n ~ a or
] , ''[the five:] the
lay and monk dirasa and staff."
30. Rya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 5.
31. Khc smad (Khcmc) 1982: 45; IOR, L/PS/l2/4226, draft letter from the India
OR~CC.
London, to thc British Foreign Office, London, dated 14 Fcbruary 1946.
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In the meantime, the Tibetan government, with the approval of the
National Assembly, drafted a letter to Chiang Kai-shek that was the real
point of the Victory Congratulations mission. The letter described the
traditional nature of the relationship between Tibet and China, via the
Manchu, as one of chi@onor "patron and priest" rather than ruler and
subject. It said that the selection and recognition of the Dalai Lama and
the Panchen Lama should be conducted entirely by the Tibetan government without interference from the Chinese government, and it argued
that China and Tibet were dfferent in language, writing, clothes, customs, and so forth. It stated that since Tibet had been managing its
own affairs for over thirty years, there was no necessity for the Chinese
government to try to participate in Tibetan affairs and that the existence
of wireless communications made it unnecessary for China to keep officials in Lhasa. It suggested that China should therefore remove its
officers, adding that the British would do the same.32
The main obstacle to a Sino-Tibetan agreement in 1914 had been
China's refusal to accept Tibet's claim to the de facto border dong the
Upper Yangrse River, much less to territories east of the Upper Yangtse
River that were then under Chinese admnistration. The new Xbetan
proposal actually expanded the terms of the Sirnla Convention by requesting the return of all the territories inhabited by ethnic Tibetans in
Szechuan and Siling (Amdo), many of which had been under Chinese
control for several centuries. The most important concession the nbetan government offered was to declare that they would seek Chinese
assistance if threatened by outside aggression.
The 1946 letter from the National Assembly, a nine-point communique, merits citation in full as a major Tibetan statement of its position
vis-a-vis China:
TO President Chiang-Kai-Shek, and the leaders of the Nationalist
Government, including the Chairmen of the five committees:
On the occasion of the great victory achieved this year by the Chinese
Government over Japan, afier many years of war between the two countries, and upon the termination of war and establishment of world peace
32. From its inception in 1934 the Tibetan government had considered the Chinese
Miss~?nin Lhasa a temporary measure it permined to facilitate continuing Sine-3n,egOtlatrons. Although afier 1940 the ChineK government began to refer to their msslon as a branch o f the Chinese G o ~ e m m e ~Mongolian
r'~
md Tibet Cornmission Ofic'~
the Tibetans continued to view it as temporary.
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and security for mankind, the Government of Tibet is sending a special
delegation to China and the Allied Governments of the United States
and Great Britain t o offer congratulations on the victory. The members
of the delegation are: Kucar Dzasa Thubten Samphel of the Lada Treasury, Dzasa Khemepa, head of the Tea and Salt Department, and the
three new members of the Tibetan Bureau (in Nanlung).
His Holiness Taktra Pandita, the Regent, advised the National Assembly through the Kashag t o hscuss how the delegation might explore
the ways of improving the patron-preceptor relationship-which has
been good-between China and Tibet.
Even though this relationship remains special, it has during the past
decades deteriorated to the point of hostility. During the reign of the
Emperor Kuang Hsu (Shon thong) a large military force led by General
Liu Chung of Szechuan was dispatched to Tibet and perpetrated heinous
crimes by arresting and killing many people of high and low origin in
various regions of Tibet. Invading forces from Soiling, Szechuan attacked the East, South, and N o d of the Kham region. Many monasteries including Chamdo and Traya monasteries, and villages were destroyed or burned. Finally, in the earth-serpent year (1927), President
Chiang-Kai-Shek, through the abbot of Yunggun monastery (in Peking), Dzasa Kiincho Chungnay, sent to H.H. the 13th Dalai Lama a
good communique for improving Sino-Tibetan relations. The President
emphasized the need t o eliminate past differences and to create a longlasting diplomatic relationship. He (the abbot) presented a detailed account, and His Holiness-concerned with reconciliation between China
and Tibet-sent a series of formal replies. Hoping that the Chinese Government, in keeping with such consideration and intention, would treat
this relationship with utmost seriousness. We, the representatives of the
three great monasteries of Sera, Drepung, and Ganden, and of the ecclesiastical and secular members of the Tibetan Government, wish to make
this statement with good will and sincerity for the benefit of both our
countries:
Point 1: the successive Dalai Lamas have exercised temporal and spiritual power in the Snowy Land of Tibet and have been functioning on
this earth as thc masters of the complete Buddhist tradition. This fact is
clearly documented in a series of old and detailed records. At the present
Qmethe 14th I'lalai Lama, while still a minor, is devoting himself to the
(Buddhist) studies, mastering the ocean-wide doctrinal treatises. Until
the time when His Holiness will assume the temporal and spiritual
Power, the Regent Taktra Pandita, who was installed as the unanimous
of thc Tibetan religious and secular communities, continues to
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run temporal and spiritual affairs, and we will maintain this good tradi-

tion.
We urge the Government of C h n a to seek an unstrained relationship
which has its precedent in the patron-preceptor relationship The Tibetan Government, for its part, shall endeavour t o maintain such a relationship with China, as clearly intended by the religious and secular cornmunities of Tibet.
Point 2: Tibet remains the special fountainhead of the precious teachings of Buddha. China and all those who share this sacred tradition and
who value it more than life itself should endeavour to promote and expand it. As an independent nation with a dual system of temporal and
spiritual rule, Tibet will continue t o function independently, maintaining
and protecting (this system) and not introducing any new systems which
would be h d .
Point 3: Tibet and Greater Tibet-consisting of the Western Highlands (To), i.e., the three provinces of three subdwisions each, the Four
Central Provinces in u and Tsang, and the Lower (Eastern and Northern) Regions of Kham, the Land of the Four Rivers and Six Rangeshas been a territory unmistakably under the control and protection of
the Dalai Lama, the living Bodhisattva of Compassion. There is plenty
of evidence t o support this fact.
We shall continue t o maintain the independence of Tibet as a nation
ruled by the successive Dalai Lamas through an authentic religiouspolitical rule.
Point 4: The peace and security of the borders rests on the stable and
unstrained relations between China and Tibet. At various times Chinese
leaders in the border provinces have seized by force territories which
were definitely Tibetan, both linguistically and culturally. This has caused
serious disruptions in the maintenance of religious institutions. The territories (so seized) were Batang, Litang, Derge, Nyarong, the five Her
areas, Cagla, Tachienlu, Jun, Gyethang, Mili, Gyarong, the 25 ~imchi
areas, Golok, Tongkor, the three Banag areas and Tsadarn.
Moreover, the annexation by force of small nations and territories by
big ones is against well-known international rules. We urge vou to instruct the individual (leaders) to reinstate these territories to us.
The Buddhist monasteries of various sizes in these provinces of China
are apparently suffering a great deal from lack of support. The speed"
restoration of the endowments and estates seized from them will foster
credibility of the Chinese Government in the minds of the Tibetm
gious and secular communities. This will chase away the clouds hanging
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over Sino-Tibetan relations. The well-being and safety of citizens in these
border states will be secured by reducing the size of the security forces
on either side of the Sino-Tibetan borders.
Tibet, for its part, will devote itself to religious endeavors and services
aimed at assuring the prosperity and stability of the Chinese system of
government as well.
Point 5: Tibet has been an independent state, managing its own domestic and foreign, civil and military affairs. It continues to maintain its
political and spiritual authority in its own way. Following the tradition
established by previous incarnations, the present Dalai Lama as supreme
master of the complete Buddhist tradtion will exercise His power over
the recognition of reincarnate Lamas of high and low ranks belonging to
the great and small monasteries of the various orders, over the appointment of the functionaries, and over the reformation of traditions. Neither the Chinese nor any other government should interfere in this.
Point 6: It is in accord with common practice for all residents-native
and foreign-to respect the law of the land. Tibet expects them to d o the
same. Resident Chinese traders (in Tibet), confident of the support of
Chinese officials, are creating tensions and disputes over petty matters
with callous disregard for Tibetan law. They are thus straining relations
between our two countries. Such events have been taking place ever since
the Chinese Mission arrived in Lhasa in the Wood-Dog year (1934) for
the purported reason of negotiating matters of mutual interest. The Mission was set up by Mr. Huang Mu-sung, leader of the Chinese condolence delegation sent to Lhasa to participate in this nation's religious
services held for the deceased (13th) Dalai Lama and in appreciation of
the patron-preceptor relationship (between the two countries).
However, since Mr. Shen Tsung has arrived, he has carefully and prudently concerned himself with the maintenance of good relations bemeen China and Tibet. He has, moreover, shown much respect for the
Buddhist religion. (Mr. Shen Tsung Lin) is a rarity among Chinese diplomats in Tibet. He now returns home. We urge the Chinese Government to honor him in an appropriate way.
The continued presence of Chinese diplomats causes other nations to
compete with one another by seeking to station similar diplomatic misslons (in Lhasa). It is not certain how many more will want similar Missions in Tibet. We would like the Chinese Government to have diplomatic dscussions channelled through the resident Tibetan Mission in
Nanlung and by wireless.
Following the 13th Dalai Lama's eight-point relay to President
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Chiang Kai-Shek, the two governments agreed to have a Tibetan Mission in Nanktng, Peking, and Tachienlu. The Missions in N a n h g and
Pekmg have been established. If the Tibetan Mission in Tachienlu were
allowed to be established, it would help facilitate efficient communications. This should be allowed to take place soon.
Point 7: In case the need arises to dspatch Tibetan envoys to China
we shall d o so by issuing them Tibetan government passports. We expect
the Chinese Government to recognize only those with authentic official
documents. We ask for assurance from your government that it will not
recognize any exiled Tibetan monks and laymen who do not carry Tibetan passports issued by our government.
Point 8: The entry into Tibet of any foreign nationals has been strictly
controlled in the various border areas. In order to maintain friendly relations between the two countries, Chinese traders and others of various
status should apply t o the Tibetan government through the Chinese government for entry visas. The Tibetan government will consider the merits
of the applications and will issue the visas. (The applicants) will then be
allowed to enter without harassment by the local officials.Tibetan traders
will apply through the Tibetan government to the Chinese government
for entry visas. They should then be allowed to enter China without
delay.
Point 9: There are many great nations on this earth who have
achieved unprecedented wealth and might, but there is only one nation
which is dedicated to the well-being of humanity in the world and that
is the religious land of Tibet which cherishes a joint spiritual and ternpard system. If the adversaries leave Tibet unhampered and in peace and
[do] not continue to hold those formerly seized territories, the nations
of the world may not suffer dsasters of war, famine and so on by the
power of the (three) Supreme Jewels and the guardians of the Buddhist
faith. This is of crucial importance for the individual and collective peace
and well-being. As you know, this will have great bearing on the stabili~
of the Chinese political system and will also render unnecessary the need
for both China and Tibet to station large security forces along their respective borders.
The Tibetan government will endeavour to maintain friendly relations with China in accordance with the deep concern of the 13th Ddal
Lama, the Protector and Master, who knew the events of the past, Present and future. We shall continue to preserve and protect our joint spint-~~al
and temporal system and our territories as we have done hitheno.
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We shall continue to negotiate and settle the border dsputes with the
concerned foreign governments.
If, however, any foreign governments-with utter disregard for international standards of behaviour-send invadrng forces across our borders, talung advantage of their superior military might in order to seize
our territories, we shall in such an event ask the Chinese government for
its support in the interest of the ancient patron-preceptor relationship
between our two countries. We urge the Chinese Government to provide
such support should the occasion arise.
This straightfonvard statement has been made without hesitation in
the interest of Sino-Tibetan friendship and of elimination [of] the hardship for people on either side of the border, as well as for our mutual
benefit, especially that of Tibet which remains a strategic defence barrier
between (Asian) nations.
Since the Chinese Government appreciates the Buddhist faith and
endeavors to maintain its own security-as d o other members of the
Allied Governments-we urge the Chinese Government to accept these
pints and to make a definite commitment by signing an agreement between our two countries.
Signed by the monastic
and government official
representatives of the Tibetan National Assembly.

Wood-Dog [sic: WoodBird] Year, 1l t h Month,
15th Day of the 16th Tibetan cycle.33

Sending Chiang Kai-shek such an inflammatory letter was no inadvertency. Surkhang Dzasa told kchardson "that if the letter has been
properly translated it is certain to annoy Chiang Kai-shek very considcmbly, and that, in his opinion, even if the Mission waited ten years
they would not get an an~wer."3~
It is probable that key officials in the
33. Translation by Lobsang Lhalungpa from a Tibetan copy of original lemr. "Independence" in this text is the translation of the Tibetan term ran8 dbanp. Khc smad
IlUerne] 1982: 82-85) and Rya ngos pa ([Changoba] 1983: 4), both of ~ h o m
panic'pated in the delegation, mcntioncd aspects of this letter, as d ~ dthe British in F0371/
53616, translation of a T i b t m letter from the Tihetan Foreign Affairs Burcau to
British Mission in I.hasa, dated the
day of the second Theta11 month (Fire-Dog
Year), corresponding to 12 April 1946.
34. F0371/53616, memorandum from the British Mission in Lhasa to the political
in S i k h . datcd 116 July 1946.
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Kashag and the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau did not perceive this
letter as a viable initiative, but refrained from comment so as not to
appear hostile toward the monk-dominated rapprochement sentiment.
The Tibetan government's plan was for the mission to leave China before the Chinese National Constitutional Assembly began if Chiang
Kai-shek responded quickly;35if he did not, the delegation would participate in the Chinese meeting on a informal basis, not as delegates but
as observers.36
The British obtained information from China that the Tibetan Victory Congratulations mission was planning to attend the Chinese meeting, and they informed the Tibetan government in December 1945 that
such an action would confhct with Article IV of the Simla Convention
and would damage Tibetan autonomy.37The British attitude confirmed
the Tibetan government's suspicion that Britain might try to sabotage
bilateral talks with China, so they repeatedly told Britain that the mission had no such plans. Moreover, in order to preclude the possibility
that the critical letter to Chiang might fall into the hands of
the British while the Tibetan mission was in India, they took the unusual precaution of sending it overland through Derge Sey (Kesang
Wangdu), who had just been appointed acting commander of the Tadang Regiment stationed in Markham and was about to leave for Kl~m.
He personally delivered the letter to the Tibetan mission in N h g in
May 1946.38

T H E BRITISH REVIEW T H E I R TIBETAN POLICY
In January 1945 the British Foreign Office decided to review their
Tibetan policy in the light of the issues raised by the Gould mission in
35. Changijba, interview.
36. F0371163315, report of press statement made by Thubten Samphel o f h c
betan mission to Indian and U.S. reporters on 7 December 1945, cited in a telcgrarn
from the Indian agent in Nanbng t o thc Government of India, New Delhi. undated.
3 7 IOR. LlPS/1214226, telegram no. 10441 from the Government of India. Ncw
Delhi. to the political officer in Lhasa, dated 21 December 1945; IOR. ~ l p ~ l l 2 ~
telegram no. 99-47' from the Government of India t o the secretary of state for Inla, dated
1 December 1945.
38. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 19; Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 78.
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1944. They asked the Government of Inma for their views. The reply,
in September 1945, recommended a more aggressive policy encompassing the following points:
(1) The maintenance of the Tibetan buffer is a matter of the utmost
importance for Lnda both from the point of view of defence and in the
interests of India's internal defence.
(2) Tibet should enjoy internal autonomy and the right to conduct
direct foreign relations (both of which she enjoys at present), while recognizing Chinese suzerainty by more or less ceremonial formalities.
(3) Support for Tibetan autonomy should be by the rtrongest and
most outspoken d ~ l o m a t i cpressure, to be increased at the present time
(apart from other advantages this would satisfy Tibet that our action in
the McMahon areas is only our assertion of our treaty rights and in no
way designed to break up the state of Tibet), by publicity for the realities
of Tibet's position over the last 33 years, and by the supply of munitions
and equipment if sought by the Tibetan Government.
(4) There may be advantage in bringing the position of Tibet before
the United Nations, but it is realised that the Chinese may be able to
render such a course ineffective. This matter, and the possibility of an
open declaration by His Majesty's Government of their attitude in the
Tibetan question, must be left t o His Majesty's Government to determine.j9

The Indra Office in London felt that the plan of putting Tibet's position before the United Nations should be left in abeyance, since it
appeared to have no reasonable prospect of success. They also felt that
a decision to exert strong pressure on the Chinese government on Tibet's behalf and to give new publicity to Tibet's status should be deferred at least until after the visit of the Victory Congratulations mission. And while the India Office had no objection in principle to
continuing to supply munitions to Tibet, they recommended that before new action was taken a complete review of the situation should be
made by the Indian General Staff, including the possibility of "limited
military support by land and air which it might be possible to offer to
39. IOR, I,/PS/12/4195A, letter from the Government o f India to the India Ofice,

dated 19 Scptembcr 1945.
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Tibet in the event of her territory being threatened by unprovoked
aggression by a Foreign Power."40
When this recommendation was passed on to the Foreign Office,its
Far Eastern Department, surprisingly, sided with the more activist proposal of Delhi. The department considered Chiang's apparent offer to
Tibet in his speech of 24 August not irreconcilable with the British
As the
position, and felt it would be unwise to ignore the sit~ation.~'
following note indicates, the department saw the Tibetan mission to
China in a most positive light:
The visit of the Tibetan mission t o Chungkmg seems to afford an opportunity t o raise this issue which is too good t o miss. But only Tibetans
can broach the autonomy question with the Chinese. We cannot broach
it for them or in any way treat with China about Tibet over the latter's
head. But we can give our dplomatic support once the issue is broached
. . . the Government of I n d a should give the Tibetan mission a positivc
kud uver this question and encourage them to discuss the autonomy issue
with the Chinese when they get t o Chunkmg, in which case they would
be given full cbplomatic support by

This view did not prevail as Ernest Bevin, the foreign minister, did
not want to escalate Britain's support of Tibet. J. C. Sterndale Bennett
of the British Foreign Office summarized Bevin's decision in a letter to
the I n d a Office:
As regards the Government of India's proposal that support for Tibetan autonomy should be given by the strongest and most outspoken
diplomatic pressure, if only t o satisfy the Tibetans that our action in the
McMahon area is not in any way designed to break up the state of Tibet,
Mr. Bevin considers that our action in the McMahon area should be
allowed to stand on its own merits. He feels that the moment is inopportune for His Majesty's Government to take the initiative in raishg the
question of Tibetan autonomy, and that it is preferable that the Tibetans
40. F0371153613, letter from the Inda Office (E. P. Donaldson) to the Fonign
m e . dated 8 January 19%; F0371153613, note by the Far Eastern DepamnCnt IG.
Kltson) of the Foreign Office on the status of Tibet, dated 2 February 1946.
41. F03711536 13, minutes by N. Brewis and G. Kitson (Foreign Ofice), dated
January and 23 January 19%.
42. F0371/53613. note by G . Kitson, Far Eastern Department. Foreip
the status of Tibet, dated 2 February 1946.

''
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should be left to initiate the matter themselves, should they wish to do
so. . . . As regards the question of putting the position o f Tibet before
the United Nations, Mr. Bevin is o f opinion that this is not a question
which could suitably be brought before the United Nations.43

Bevin did agree that publicity could be given after the Tibetan Victory
Congratulations mission arrived in India and that a military review
should precede sales of arms and m ~ n i t i o n s It
. ~appears
~
that Bevin's
reluctance to approve a more activist policy was motivated by his belief
that any deep involvement by Britain in the Tibet issue might attract
the attention of Russia and the United States, with possible awkward
repercussions. In the end, then, rather than receiving the strongest
and most outspoken diplomatic support, the Tibetans were left on
their own.45
The British also decided against granting military aid to Tibet, even
though the initial recommendation had indicated that military aid was
feasible. As was mentioned above, the India General Staff had been
asked in February 1946 to review the strategic questions involved in
defending Xbet against aggression, or, as they put it in their report,
"Should it prove impossible to preserve Tibetan autonomy by i p l o matic methods alone or should RUSSIA or CHINA attack TIBET, it
might be necessary for the Govt of INDIA to provide direct military
aid to TIBET which would involve war. The purpose of this paper is to
study the extent and manner of direct military aid that could be given
to TIBET in pursuance of the political o b j e ~ t . "After
~ a thorough investigation, they reported their conclusions in mid-July. On the ability
ofthe Tibetans to help themselves, the report said:
(a) . . . It must be stressed that the TIBETAN will to help themselves
depends on the strength o f the Indian Govt, and the diplomatic: support
it gives to TIBET.
43. F0371153613, letter from the British Foreign Office (J. C. sterndale Bennett)
to the India Office,dated 23 February 1946.
44. Ibid.
45. F0371153613, minute by G . Kitson on a meeting held with E. Bevin and others
to discuss the Foreign Ofice's position, dated 20 February 1946. As the Foreign Clfice
Put it, "[We]should leave the Tibetans to handle the autonomy issue themselves with the
Chinew, if they wish." (Ibid.)
. 46. F03711536 15, top secret report, Chiefs-of-Staff Committee o f the commander'n-chlcf,"Aid to Tibet, Final Paper," dated 27 April 1946.

(b) If a small UBETAN fmce, about one mounted infanhy @&
~ m u pwere
, trained and equipped on modon lines, it would enable TIBET to
impose some &lay on the RUSSLANS, and possibly to hold up aftgether CmNESE f m s advancing on the voutesj?om CHAMDO and NAGCHUM.
(c) The necessary training could be provided by giving selected Tibetan officers and NCOs free instruction in INDIA.
(d) Equipment and replacements would have to be provided from
outside Tibet either free or at a token cost.
(e) A small military mission resident in TIBET would also be required. Its task would be t o help the Tibetans in matters connected with
the modernization of a part of their Army; and to make preparation for
the reception of our forces should they be required. It would also urge
on the Tibetans the importance of organising and arming guerilla bands
in the N O R T H and WEST. In war it would act as the liaison link between the British Commander in the field and the Tibetan Government.

On the Xbetan and British capabilities it said:
They [the Tibetans] could however seriously delay a CHINESE advance,
and with air support, modern equipment and training, would probably
defeat it.
. . . (a) We [British] can deploy forces in SE TIBET quickly enough
to forestall the RUSSIANS, and with better and shorter air supply lines,
could probably defeat any RUSSIAN attacks by deploying equal or even
smaller forces.
(b) We would probably not be able t o forestall the CHINESE at
some key points EAST of LHASA if the TIBETANS imposed no delay,
but we would have little difficulty when assisted by the Tibetans, in destroying any CHINESE invaders.

The report concluded that:
23. The TIBETAN Government should be approached with a view
to arranging the training in INDIA of a nucleus of officersand NCOs to
modernise a force sufficient to impose considerable delay on an enemy
brigade operating on one of the two main approaches to LHASA. A
mounted brigade group of about 3000 men, would be sufficient. Suitable modern equipment for a force ofthis nature should be provided free
or at a nominal cost by the INDIAN Govt, and replacements for hat
equipment should be on the same basis. Two or three supervisory officers
should reside in TIBET as a Resident Military Mission. . . .
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24. The maximum aid that can be given to TIBET is one air supplied
and air transported d v with offensive air support. Some long range
bombing of a strategical n a m e could also be done, probably with slight
effect.47

The Joint Committee of the Chiefs of Staff and Air Headquarters
reexamined the report and came to a different conclusion. They decided
that "with existing types the operation of aircraft to and from the high
altitudes of TIBET would be impracticable" and sent their recornmendations to the Government of Inda:
(1) The committee re-examined a paper circulated . . . on the above
subject and agreed that, with existing types, the operation of aircraft to
and from the high altitude of TIBET would be impracticable. Until,
therefore, aircraft of suitable types became available the whole plan contained in [the report] . . . would be impracticable, and until such time as
the Russians or Chinese have such aircraft or rockets it would be extremely difficult for them to operate from TIBET against INDIA.
(2) From a short term point of view there is no practicable means of
a i h g Tibet against a major enemy and . . . there is no real threat to
India from that hrection.
(3) When and if it becomes possible to operate aircraft to and from
Tibet, the Committee consider that a plan of the nature of the one under
consideration would seem to be the only method by which Aid to TIBET could be given.4s

The Government of India agreed and notified the War Staff at the
India Office,London, that:
In view of the opinion now expressed by the General Staff, that from a
short term point of view there is no practicable means of aiding Tibet
against a major enemy and that there is no real threat to India from that
direction, the Government of India do not propose hrther to consider
at present the possibility of offering military assistance to Tibet. They
will, however, continue to meet as far as possible reasonable requests for
the supply of arms and ammunition.49
47. [bid. (emphasis addcd).
48. F0371153615, extract from minutes o f meeting o f 23 May 1946, by Col. A.
Macnonald, secretary, Chicfs-of-St&'Gmmittce of the Commander-in-Chief, dated 24
May 1946.
49. F0371153615, letter from the External Atfairs Depament, Government of India. New Delhi, to the under-~crctaryo f state for India, London, dated 19 July 1946.
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The Foreign Office concurred. Whether or not Tibet would have been
able to avail herself of a military offer like that mentioned in the initial
report is uncertain because of the serious internal political problems
Lhasa was then undergoing. But 'Tibet had no chance to consider this,
for Britain once again decided not to change her Tibet policy.
The British H . E. Richardson, a consistent friend of Tibet, understood the Tibetan dilemma and in 1948 wrote a very sympathetic analysis of the situation surrounding the Victory Congratulations mission
to A. J. Hoplunson, the political officer in S~kkun.Spealung of the motives of the Tibetan government, Richardson aptly summed up the 'Tibetan perception of British policy:
They hope to speak a word in their own cause through the mouths of
their Mission. They hope by a v o i h g the issue of any orders to the Mission about the Chinese Assembly to escape an open breach of the 1914
Treaty. One must make allowances for this dsingenuous tomosity from
people placed in such a dfficult situation as is the Tibetan Governrnentan anachronism without material strength trying to keep up with opponents who are rapidly becoming modernised and with their only source
of support in a Government which deliberately limits its promises of help
to diplomatic support (only translatable into Tibetan as "words").50

T H E VICTORY CONGRATULATIONS
MISSION IN INDIA A N D CHINA
On 2 March 1946, a few days after the Tibetan officialsarrived in
New Delhi, the British arranged an elaborate ceremony for the presentation of the letters and g i h to the viceroy (see Figure 58). The mission
then visited George McRell, the American ambassador in Delhi, and
presented letters of congratulation, photographs, and gifis from the
regent and the Dalai Lama for U.S. President Truman. McRell served
the Tibetam tea and snacks, and invited them for dinner and a movie a
few days
While in Delhi, the Tibetan mission also had dinner at
the residence of the Chinese ambassador. During their three weeks in
50. IOR. L/PS/12/4226, letter from H.E. Richardson in 1.hasa to the ~
cer in S i k h , dated 17 April 1946.
5 1. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 6-7.
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The Victory Congratulations mission in
India: (left to right, front] Thubten Sanapo,
Targang, Lord and Lady Waverly, Kheme
Dzasa, Kusantse (2 March 1916) (photo

courtesy of India OflPice Library and
Records, British Library)

Delhi, H o p h s o n showed his fear that the Tibetans would attend the
Chinese National Constitutional Assenblv and wanted to delav their
depanre; he went so far as to suggest that they go to China by sea.''
His display of concern created an unpleasant disagreement with the
Tibetans,
After Delhi, the Tibetan mission visitcd several Indian cities and
'hen returned to Calcutta to prepare to lcave for China. In Varanasi
(Benares). an exceptionally hot Indian city, several of the Tihetan deleEarcs broke out with pirnplcs on their faces, hands, and legs. Rai Bahadur Sonam Tobtcn, a Government of India official who was accom52. IOR, I./PS/12/4226, draft lcncr from thc India office
Ofice, dated 14 February 19%.

to

the British Foreign
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panying the delegation as a translator, called in a doctor who told him
that it appeared that the Tibetans had a serious infectious disease.Those
affected took the physician's advice to return directly to Calcutta for a
thorough examination, while the others continued on to Bombay53
In Calcutta, Hopkinson had the ill Tibetans examined and then told
them they had a highly contagious disease that was difficult to treat in a
hot climate. H e suggested that they return to Gangtok for treaunent
and warned that they might be put in quarantine if they remained in
C a l c ~ t t aThe
. ~ ~ Tibetans' suspicions were aroused because the British
doctor d d not give them the dagnosis directly, but relayed it through
Hoplunson. They dscussed the pimples with other Xbetans and Chinese, all of whom said that such pimples were very common in people
from cold climates when they first experienced the extreme heat of India. The Chinese doctor whom they consulted on their own confirmed
their belief that the pimples were not symptoms of an infectious disease. They concluded that Hopkinson was trying to obstruct their trip
to China. When they told Hoplunson that they d d not have an infectious disease and would not go to Gangtok, he angrily tried to chmge
their minds.
The British records discuss this "illness incident" in some depth, but
there is no indication in the correspondence that they had thought of
using the illness to prevent or delay the Xbetans' depamre to China.
Hoplunson, however, may well have tried to effect this on his own.
The Xbetans decided to make their own arrangements. The)' contacted Chen Ku-tang of the Chinese Lhasa Mission, who was returning
to China from Tibet, and he arranged for them to move from the Great
Eastern Hotel to China House, a hostel run by the Chinese consulgeneral in Calcutta. The Chinese Consulate in Calcutta then made all
arrangements for their trip to China; and in early April 1946, the d e b
gation, with Shen, Gyalo Diindrup (the Dalai Lama's brother), and
Phiintso Tashi (the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law) left by plane for China
with travel documents issued by the Chinese C o n s ~ l a t e . ~ ~

53. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 7-8.
54. The Tibetans understood this to mean something like being arrested and Put In
;ad ( h i d . ) .
55. Ibid.: 10.
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They arrived in Nanking on 7 April 1946 and were met by the two
staffmembers of the Tibetan Bureau Office, as well as by the secretary
of the Chinese National Assembly and the head of the Chinese government's Mongolian and Tibet Commission Office.56The Chinese press
did not give them much notice, but described them as arriving "to
attend the coming National Assembly" and to "represent Tibetans in
paying respects to President Chiang Kai-shek for his leadership in the
war of resistance against Japanese a g g r e s s i ~ n . " ~ ~
The Tibetan delegation had sent the Victory Congratulations gifts
by sea, so they could not irnrnedately make the formal presentation.
They visited Shanghai and other nearby areas while waiting for the
gifts. After a few weeks, the gifts arrived and the Victory Congratulations ceremony was held in an auditorium of the Chinese government.
After the ceremony Generalissimo Chiang and his wife hosted a lunch
for the Tibetan 1nission.~8
The Tibetans could now begin on the real purpose of their visit. The
letter to Chiang Kai-shek had been translated into Chinese by the Tibetan Bureau Office in Nanking and was given to the Chinese as soon
as the Victory Congratulations ceremony was over.59The Tibetan government had instructed the delegation to say publicly that they had no
plans to attend the National Assembly and afterward to give the impression that they attended only because they happened to be in Nanking when it was being held.60As was mentioned above, the delegation
had been instructed to leave China before the assembly began if they
had received a reply to the nine-point letter by that time.61
56. At this timc the Kuofintane, were in the process of shifting their capital back
from Chungking to Nanking. The Tibetan staff members were Thubten Tshenleg and
Thubten Sengge.
57. F0371153614, translations from the Chinese press cited in telegram no. 11 from
the British ambassador in China to the British Foreign Office, L ~ n d o n dated
,
2 May
1946.

58. Bya ngos pa (Changhba) 1983: 12-1 3.
59. lbid.; Khe smad (Khemc) 1982: 78. Thomas (1951: 75) reports that the mission
tried to givc the letter to the Chinese Foreign Office, but they refused it since China d d
not considcr Tihct a foreign nation. They insisted that thc lcttcr be conveyed to the
Mongolian and Tibet Commission Office, and apparently this was done.
60. Rya ngos pa (Changiiba) 1983: 15.
61. Changiiba, intcrvicw. Khcme, onc of the two leadcrs, dcnicd having received
0rders to attcnd: "Though wc had no orders to attend the meeting from the Government
"f T i k , thcrc were a large number of other Tibetans who are not from the Tibetan
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In the past only Tibetans from areas under Chinese control (Sikang,
Tsinghai, and Yunnan provinces) attended national assemblies. NOW,
for the first time, the Chinese were on the verge of having delegates
from the Tibetan government participate in a Chinese National Constitutional Assembly, and they had no intention of discussing the status of
Tibet seriously before then. For Kuomintang China, the propaganda
value of this participation was immense. The Chinese therefore told the
Tibetans that they would discuss the issues in their letter gradually and
suggested that they visit other parts of China since there was going to
be a delay of a few months before the start of the National Assembly.62
The Tibetans tried to press the Mongolian and Tibet Commission Office during this period for an answer to their letter, but were told that
they should attend the National Assembly and present their views
there. The Chinese went so far as to tell them that since other Xbetans
would be attendng, it was important that they let their views, that is to
say, the views of the Tibetan government, be heard.
The delegation took the Chinese advice and went sightseeing to
other parts of China. They appeared never to have had a true grasp of
the function of the meeting, believing until the end that it might involve discussion of border issues and the Tibet-China dispute. For example, the monk-official leader of the mission, Thubten Samphel, told
the British Embassy in China that the Tibetan mission "thought it lkely
that Chiang Kai-shek would not see them and discuss the frontier question unless they first put their case before the A~sernbly."~~
When the start of the long-awaited assembly was announced for 15
November, the Tibetans looked forward to presenting their case." Just

Government and they may cause a lot of confusion and problems if they acted as if they
were the real representative of the Tibetan Government. Because of that we decided to
attend the meeting." (Khe smad [Kheme] 1982: 83.)
62. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 82-83. The Tibetma appeared not to r e a h thatthe
postponement was a desperate, and ultimately futile, attempt on the pan of the KuomIntang to secure Communist and Democratic League participation in the NationJ k sembly.
6 3 IOR. LlPSi12W226, comments of D u s a Lama Thubten Samphd to the Bndsh
ambassador, cited in letter no. 100 (9712 12/46) from the British ambassador in China
the British Foreign Office, London, dated 25 October 1946.
of mcemkr.
64: Bya ngos pa ([Changfiba] 1983: 14) says it began in the latter
The Tibetans apparently did not know or care that they were dcaling exclusively with
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before the conference began, the mission telegraphed Lhasa, explaining
what had transpired and asking for detailed instructions. The Kashag
replied that while they should attend the meeting, they were not permitted to vote or even clap their hands; in other words, they were instructed to act as observers rather than delegates. However, they were
told they should make sure no reference to Tibet's status or the Tibet
question was made in any of the resolutions. The Tibetan leaders called
together all the members of the delegation and informed them of these
instructions.65
After about ten days of plenary sessions, the assembly was divided
into committees to discuss and recommend various sections of the constitution. The Tibetans from China and Tibet were placed with delegates from Inner Mongolia and Sinkiang, as a part of the Eighth Examination Committee, headed by General Pai Chung-hse, the Defense
Minister. Tibetan mission leader Thubten Sarnphel accepted election as
a member of the Presidurn of the National Assembly. A meeting between an official of the British Embassy and the heads of the Tibetan
mission reveals that even in late November the Tibetans still believed
that the National Assembly would hscuss the Sino-Tibetan border issue. The report of this meeting said: "When I [the Embassy official]
asked if the function of the National Assembly was not merely to adopt
a constitution, they [the Tibetan Mission] made the somewhat surprising assertion that the constitution would deal with the frontier matter
in which they were intere~ted."~
The discussions on the specifics of the constitution were set to begin
on 9 December. Most of the issues were of purely domestic concern,

Nationalists; since the Communists and the Democratic Ixague had declined to particiPate, the meeting was essentially a Kuomintang party affair (Clubb 1964: 278).
65. Rya ngos pa (Changbba) 1983: 15. Li (1960: 191) presented support for this
when hc wrotc, "In response to the invitation [from the Chinese government] they dispatched delcgates to Nanking. Upon their arrival, hmeve~,these Tibetan kltyates took the
position that thqy had received m p m to~ dhtws the dr@ cunrtitutwn." (Emphasis added.)
66. IOR, L/PS/l2/4226, report on visit of an official of the British Embassy to the
xbetan mission, cited in a telegram from the British Embassy, Nanlung, to the British
Forei@ Oficr, dated 2 7 November 1946. The report indicated that the Tibetan mission
they were attending the assembly and serving on the Presidium to prevent their views
king misrcprcscnt~dby the Chinese Tibetans. Cf. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983:
15-16.
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but one item, number 4, read that "all the people of the countries
whose delegates are present in this Assembly are subjects of the Chinese
Kuornintang Government." O n seeing this item, the Xbetan mission
wired the Kashag in code on 6 December, informing them that although they would oppose this resolution, decisions were taken by a
majority vote and they probably could not block its passage. They asked
Lhasa for i n s t r ~ c t i o n s . ~ ~
The Kashag immediately summoned the trungtsigye and informed
them of the situation.
All present were shocked and astounded by the information. The Tsipons headed by Lukhangwa recommended firm action and they were
seconded by the Trungyik Chhempos. The Kashag with their usual caution considered that the matter should go to the Tibetan National Assembly but the Tsipons and Trungyik Chhempos advised that as the matter was urgent [since the meetings were starting on the ninth] a decision
should be reached at once.
4. Eventually, immediate instructions were decided upon and a draft
telegram sent t o the Regent at 9:30 p.m. H e approved it without hesitation.
5. The telegram instructs the Tibetan officials to state at the right
moment that they cannot accept resolution no. 4. They are to say that
they had actually been sent on a congratulatory mission and that in order
to remove misunderstanding and t o create friendly relations between the
two governments they had handed a note of 9 points to Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek. As they received no reply to that note they had attended the National Assembly with a view to securing a reply by restating their 9 points. If the Chinese Government continue to take (sic) action on resolution no. 4 instead of giving the Tibetan officials an
opportunity of saying what they have to say, they will have no alternauve
but to withdraw from the Assembly.
6. The Tibetan government have also instructed their Mission that if
they have to withdraw they should makc it plain that they are the only
authorized representatives of the Tibetan Government and that if anyone
else tries to speak on behalf of Tibet after their withdrawal such speakers
67. 10R. LIPS11214226, memorandum no. 9(2)-1/45, from the British Mifiion in
Lhasa to the political officer in S i k m , dated 9 December 1946. This is a reprt On
information obtained privatclg from a thoroughly reliable source." Rya n p s Pa (IChmgabs] 1983: 15) wrote that they wired the Kashag for detailed instructions.
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will not be genuine. . . . The Tibetan officials have also been ordered to
give wide publicity to their withdrawal if it becomes necessary.68

Meanwhile, at the meeting a dspute arose over a point in the constitution that listed Tibet and Mongolia as parts of the Chinese polity that
were to be permitted to continue to exercise " a ~ t o n o m y . "The
~ ~ Tibetans were unable to delete that item in the meeting, so they protested to
General Pai Chung-hse, the head of the committee. They went to his
quarters and told him that it was not proper for Tibet to be included in
the Chinese constitution. They reminded him that they had already
given a statement on Tibet's status to the Chinese government. Pai replied that "China is like a corporation in that there are different components such as the Han, Manchu, Mongolians, Hui and Tibetans. Because China is the owner of these, there is nothing wrong with the
Tibetan Question being included in the con~titution."~~
Apparently the
Xbetans &d persuade the Chinese to make one change. Kheme mentioned that the Tibetans vigorously protested to Chiang Kai-shek about
inclusion of this status for Tibet and that a change in the wording was
eventually made from "the Tibetan District System" to "the Xbetan
Self-Government System."71 Li confirmed that a change was made, but
said that it was from "Tibet's local autonomy shall be decided by law,"
to "Tibet's autonomy shall be duly guaranteed."72 At the same time,
however, the constitution made provisions-for Tibetan representation
in future National Assembly meeting^.^"
68. IOR, L/PS/12/4226, m e m o r a n d m no. 9(2)-Ll45 from the British Mission in
Lhasa to the political officer in Slklum, dated 9 December 1946. The memorandum
mentions that "the Tibetan Government have worded their instructions very well,'' so it
"pars that hchardson was shown a draft of the instructions.
69. The Tibetan term used by Bya ngos pa ([Changoba] 1983: 16) is ranfiskyonp.
70. Ibid.: 16-17.
71. Khc smad (Kheme) 1982: 84-85; IOR, L/PS/12/4226, telegram no. 1467 from
the agent of the Government of I n d a in China to the Government of India, NCWDelhi,
dated 23 December 1946. The Government of India's agent was present at the session at
which Chiang proposed the amendment cited above (F0371/70046, report on the Tibetan Goodwill Mission by H. E. Richardson of the British Mission in Lhasa, dated 8
January 1948).
72. I,i 1960: 191.
73. The Chinese government requested the Tibetan government to elect and send
rcprcscntativcs to a session of the Chinese National Assembly in autumn 1947, but the
government refused, saying they had never done this before. When China rcPeatcd their request, the Tibetan government told them to inform their representatives

As the assembly was drawing to a close, the Tibetan delegata wired
the Kashag for instructions on how to avoid signing the final document. They were told not to make an issue of it but, rather, to circumvent the question by leaving N&g
and going somewhere on a tour.
The two leaders immediately lefi for Shanghai.74
By the time the National Assembly ended there was still no reply to
the Tibetan letter, although the Tibet and Mongolian Commission Office established a small committee to study the letter. The two h a s
tried to influence the study by giving gifts of gold to important members of that committee,75 but there was no official word from China as
1946 came to a close.76
M e r the New Year's celebrations of 1947, the Tibetans again
pressed the Chinese about the letter. This time the Chinese government
replied; however, they apparently saw nothing of value in the Tibetan
note and did not respond to specifics. They merely requested that the
Tibetan government appoint a special representative with decisionmaking authority to settle issues such as those mentioned in the letter.
The two dzasas, of course, had no such authority, They wired Lhasa for
instructions, saying at the same time that they could do no more and
wanted to return home. Lhasa agreed, and in the spring of 1947 the
mission went to India and then returned to Tibet.77
h retrospect it is clear that the Tibetans had been badly ouunaneuvered by the Chinese. Tibet failed both to keep Tibet out of the new
Chinese constitution and to begin serious negotiations over the isma
of territorial and political status. The Tibetans' unsophisticated attempt
at foreign dplomacy was counterproductive. The letter was ceflinlY'
popular in Tibetan politics, since it stated Tibet's desire to remain de
facto independent and to reunite all Tibetan-spcakers under libetm
rule, but by attending the National Assembly and being displayed in
Chinese newspapers, the mission had given the Chinese a choice Prop-

in China if anything required &xussion. (F0371170046, report on rhc libctan cmdri''
Mission by H. E. kchardson of the British Mission in Lhasa, dated 8 Januar).1948.)
74. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 17.
75. Ibid.: 20.
76. Khe smad (Kherne) 1982: 85.
77. Bya ngos pa (Changoba) 1983: 20.
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aganda victory which they were to use in the United Nations debates
over Xbet in 1950. Despite encouraging rhetoric from Chiang Kaishek, postwar China showed no willingness to grant Tibet an independent status under nominal Chinese suzerainty. Thus, in the early
months of 1947, as the Reting rebellion began to unfold, Tibet's external problems remained unsolved.

FURTHER ATTEMPTS AT
INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY

While the Victory Congratulations mission was in China and the
internal situation in Lhasa continued to worsen, the government also
had to consider the effect on Tibet of India's upcoming independence.'
In early June 1946, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau called on the
British Mission in Lhasa and inquired specifically about India's future
and its relevance to Indo-Tibetan relations. H. E. Richardson, although
he had no official instructions, felt it was important to alleviate l i b e m
apprehensions and told them:
5. I said that I saw every reason t o believe that any hture government of India would want to maintain and improve, if that were possible, the existing relations between Tibet and India. I mentioned the
religious connection and pointed out, I hope with some justification,
that there are many people in India who nxrmriber and cherish the fact
that Inma sent t o Tibet many of the greatest teachers in the history of
Tibetan Buddhism.
6. Surkhang [of the Foreign Affairs Bureau] asked whether Tibet
would have to refer questions to the government of India or whether
they could continue to refer to His Majesty's Government. I said that
1. For example. in late May 1946 the British reported that Pandatsang, OnC
Tibet's largest traders and an influential, forward-thinking official, told them he thou~ht
Indian independence would drive Tibet toward China. (~0371153615,letter
D.0.7(3)-P/46,from the political
in Sik]um to the (iovernment of India, nodare
but received in New Delhi on 10 August 1946,)
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they would cettainly have to have relations with the Indian Government
in matters concerning India and Tibet. . . .
7. Surkhang said that they were anxious about what might happen if
independent Inha was unable to defend herself. . . . I replied that it was
probable that the defence o f India would be covered by a treaty with His
Majesty's Government by which H.M.G. might assist Tibet.2

Richardson's unofficial explanation was soon followed by an invitation from Indla for Tibet to send a delegation to a conference of Asian
countries in New Delhi. In contrast to the disastrous Victory Congratulations mission, this delegation turned out to be a resounding success
for the Xbetan government.

T H E ASIA RELATIONS CONFERENCE
The transition to an independent Indan government was begun in
September 1946, when Jawaharlal Nehru joined the interim Indian
government as vice-president and member in charge of external affair^.^
At about the same time, the IncGan Council of World Affairs decided to
convene a semi-official conference of Asian countries the following
spring.' In that way, as Nehru later explained to the Tibetan delegates,
India could begin to expand her relationships beyond London to all
countries, especially those in A ~ i a . ~
Delegates from academic circles and observers from governments
from thirty-two countries were invited. The invitation to the Tibetan
government was conveyed by the British representative in Lhasa, who
told the Ebetans that this would be a good o p p o m i t y publicly to
demonstrate Tibet's de fact0 independence before all the neighboring
Asian countries."
2. F0371153615, lcttcr from H. E. kchardson (British Mission) in Lhasa to the
~liticalofficer in Sikkim, dated 9 Junc 1946.
3. Dutt 1977: 74.
4. F<)371/63539, dispatch no. 13 from thc United Kingdom high commissioner
in India to thc sccrctary t o thc Cabinet, London, dated 30 January 1947.
5. Sarnbo (Rirnshi), intcrvicw.
6. Ibid.
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The Tibetans appointed Teiji S m b o and Khencung Lobsang WanE
chug to lead the delegation, which left Lhasa in early March 1947.7
Unsure of the nature of the conference, the Tibetan government hoped
that it might deal with postwar border delimitation, so they sent along
seven or eight boxloads of original documents relating to the indo.
Tibetan border dispute.8
When the delegation reached Calcutta, they heard disquieting rumors that the Chinese were objecting to their presence on the grounds
that there was no need for a Tibetan delegation-the Chinese could
make all decisions for Tibet. Fearing a humiliating rebuff, the Tibetan
leaders sent several servants to Delhi to find out whether arrangements
had been made to accommodate them, that is to say, whether they were
still invited to attend. The servants discovered that the Chinese government had indeed made such a protest but that the Indan government
had not withdrawn its invitation to Tibet.9
The full Tibetan delegation then went to New Delhi, where they met
Nehru and gave him letters from the Kashag and the regent. They told
Nehru they had brought relevant treaties and documents with them
and wanted to discuss these with him before the conference began, but
Nehru informed them that no political decisions were going to be made
and asked them not to raise any issues regardng borders or politicd
status.I0 The Tibetans also visited Mahatma Gandhi and the Indian foreign minister." The only political talks they had, however, were with
the foreign minister about Indo-Tibetan trade issues.I2

7. The other members included two interpreters, Kyibu and Kapshoba Sv,and
Tsidrung Kunga and S m b o Sey. Two scholar monks (Beshes) l o went in case mY dscusslons or questions arose regarding religion (ibid.).
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.; F0371163540, telegram no. 266 from the British ambassador in China
to the British Foreign Office, dated 13 March 1947; F0371163539, telegram no. 357-S
f&t-~ the viceroy-general of India to the secretary of state for India, London, dated 26
February 1947; F0371163539, telegram no. 249 from the British Foreign Ofice toihe
British ambassador in China. dated 6 March 1947.
10. S m b o (Rirnshi), interview.
1 1 Gandhi told the Tibetan delegation in a private meeting that they wea publishing a b m h u r e about the conference which would be wnt throughout the world and
would serve as documentary proof of Tibet's independence (ibid.).
12. The Kashag had instructed the delegation to request the InLm Foreign
officerofSIUlrn
to rcsclnd % rule whereby Tibetans needed permits from the
to buy such Items as cloth, yarn, thread, or cigarenes, since Tibetans were king required
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Severaldays after their arrival in Delhi, the Chinese ambassador invitedthe delegation to a party at his embassy and tried to induce them
to operate through him. H e told the Tibetans that the Chinese government was doing its best to resolve the Indo-Tibetan border issue and
was talking with the Americans, British, and Indians about this (China
had, in fact, complained to the Government of India in 1946 about
NEFA). He said to them, "We the Chinese feel that it is better that you
let us talk and handle this border issue. It will be more effective and
more mfluential if we talk about it." H e also said that because the Tibetans had had to face many difficulties traveling to the conference from
Tibet, Chiang Kai-shek had instructed him to give each of the representatives Rs. 10,0001- in spending money and each of the other st&
members Rs. 5,0001-. Teiji Sambo thanked the ambassador for his concern but told him that the Tibetan government had provided sufficient
funds. With regard to the border issues, Teiji Sambo repeated what
Nehru had said but added that the Tibetan delegation had brought all
the relevant documents; if these issues should be raised, the Tibetans
would discuss the issue themselves.
A few days later, a Chinese official came to the Tibetans' residence
with a message that Chiang Kai-shek personally wanted them to have
the money. When the Tibetans again refused, the official said that he
could only accept this refusal as final if Teiji Sambo would himself cable
Chimg Kai-shek saying that he would not accept the gift. The Tibetans,
an~usedat the Chinese fear of being accused of not trying hard enough,
in fact sent such a telegram to Chiang. l4
' h e conference itself was uneventful. Tibet was seated along with the
other delegations and, like each of them, had its national flag on its
SCpamte table. Teiji Sambo made a short speech to the conference just
as members of other delegations d d , and the Chinese made no attempt
to interfere. From the Tibetan p i n t of view, attendng an international
conference as an equal with China was a major recognition of their de
facto independent status. The only concession the Chinese could win

give gifts (bribcs) &fore such permits w r e issued and this was causing hardship
(Ibid.).
13. Ihid.
14. Ibid.

to
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from I n d a was the withdrawal of a map of Asia that showed Tibet as
separate fiom China.15
When the delegation reached Kalimpong on the return journey, they
found a telegram informing them of the Reting conspiracy and order.
ing them to stay in Kalimpong until the Reting trouble was over. They
were instructed to cooperate with the Victory Congratulations mission
(which had also been told to wait in Kalirnpong) and to keep a close
eye on the activities of the Reting Labrang's trading company there.16

INDIA BECOMES AN INDEPENDENT STATE
While kchardson was trying to d a y Tibetan apprehensions about
the creation of an independent Indian state, the Indian government
reviewed its Tibet policy and decided to downgrade Tibet's importance
for India. The British had believed the maintenance of a political buffer
in Tibet to be critical to India's security, but the new Indian leadership
saw as essential the development of a pan-Asian order kd by India and
China acting in close cooperation. Tibet clearly represented a stumbling
block in this schema.
7. The Government of India have now reviewed their attitude towards the political relationship between China, Tibet and India and have
decided to adopt for the present the following line of policy, which has
been made known to the Political Officer, the British Mission in Lhasa
and His Majesty's Secretary of State for India.
a ) The conditions in which India's well-being may be assured and
the
evolution be achieved of her inherent capacity to emerge as a
potent but benevolent force in world affairs-particularly in Asia-denot merely the development of internal unity and strength but also
the maintenance of friendly relations with her neighbours. fi ~ g d b
hr* relathas with 50 important a power (U Chjna ly ~ r e s s i v eJ ~
!f F
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid. They were also instructed to find out if it would be possibk to P
British to agree to deport Simponla, the head o f Reting's company located in KabmPonfil
it over to the Tibetan govemmenr
as well as to confiscate Reting's p r o p c q m d
with a lawyer However.
this end Kapshiiba's son was sent to Cdcuna to
infim-nation was being transmitted to Lhasa regarding the options. simpinla pa .lnd
of the danger and fled to Nepal.
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unqualzfiedTibetan independence is therefme a policy with f m attractions. It
that, whilc the Govmment of India areglad to rewgnise and wish to
see Tibetan autonomy maintained, they are not prepared to do more than
e m r g e this in ajirendly manner and are m a i n l y not disposed to take any
initiative which mght h n g India into wnfEict with China on this issue. The
attitude which they propose to adopt may be best described as that of a benevolent spectatm, ready at d l times-should opportunity oaur-to use theirgood
ofim to fitrther a mutually satq5actory settlement between China and
Tibet.'

fbUorps

On the other hand, the Indian government wanted Tibet to agree
that India had succeeded to all British rights in Tibet, since that was the
only basis for its control of the NEFA area. Afcer much debate on how
to present the new Indian state, Britain and Delhi each sent the Tibetan
government a special message explaining its government's position.
These messages reached the Tibetan government on 26 July 1947, less
than three weeks before Independence Day, on 15 August.
The British message stated that the good relations that had existed
between Tibet and Great Britain would be continued by the Indan
government, upon whom would devolve the rights and obligations deriving from existing treaty provisions.18 It also tried to lessen Tibet's
apprehensions by stating that, first, Britain would "continue to take a
kiendly interest in the future prosperity of the Tibetan people and in
the maintenance of Tibetan autonomy," and, second, that the British
high commissioner in Delhi o r a member of his staff would pay periodic visits to Lhasa as a means of continuing friendly relations between
the two ~ountries.'~
17. F0371163943, report on Indo-Tibetan relations up to August 1947, prepared
of the United Kingdom High Commissioner in India, dated 7 Novemby L. Fry,
ber 1947. A mcmo (signature illegible) from the I n d a Office to the under-secretary of
state for India further said that the Indian government had decided to take a stance of
"knevolent neutrality t o both parties, ready t o use their good offices to further a mumally satisfactory settlement beween Tibet and China." The memo went on to say that
Indian government did not intend t o make any public declaration of this. (]OR, L/
PS11214210, mcmo from [siplamre illegible] t o the under-secretary of state, dated 2 May
1947. The contents of the memo were based on a letter from Inda's External Malrs
to thc political officer in Siklum, dated 8 April 1947.)
18. F0371170046, annual report of the British and Indian Mission in Lhasa for the
Year 1947.
19. Ibid.; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 392-93; F0371/70043, draft memorandumon the proposed British mission to Tibet, dated September 1948.
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The Inman message was very similar. It said that the Indm govern.
ment assumed all relations on the basis of existing treaties until such
time as either country might wish to enter into fresh arrangements.
also gave assurances of continued friendship and interest in the preser.
vation of Tibetan autonomy.20
These cornmuniquCs and the impending transfer of power in India
raised a major policy dilemma for Tibet. Although anxious to know the
extent to which it could still rely on Britain, and also whether India
would continue Britain's policy of support, some officials felt that this
was an opportune time to renegotiate issues that were detrimental to
Tibet's national interests. These officials wanted to rectify such matters
as: (1) the use of the terms "Chinese suzerainty and Tibetan autonomy"
in the Slrnla Convention-these terms, they felt, should be replaced by
"Tibetan independence"; (2) the return of areas of Tibetan population
that had fallen under the control of British Inda (e.g., NEFA, Siklum,
and Darjeeling); and (3) trade and economic arrangements that Tibet
felt to be unfair. A major debate ensued regarding how Tibet should
respond to the Indian comrnuniqd. Richardson noted in his annual
report for 1947 that the Kashag had asked him "whether other countries in a slrmlar position to theirs were negotiating new treaties with
India."21Richardson, who stayed on as head of the renamed India Mission in Lhasa following I n l a n independence, believed that the transfer
of power "should occur as quietly as possible, so as to avoid attracting
unfavorable attention from the Chinese" and met with leading Tibetan
officials to convey this view22 He recalled the first days following
pendence:
I was received [at the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau) as usual with
friendliness and ease. They were all old friends whom I used to m~eet
~dividuallyand socially over many years. We had a talk of about 2%
hours. T h q said they needed time to consider the position and asked mc
informally whether they should not treat the old relations as ended and
ask for a new treaty. It was obviously important for the Indian Govern20. F0371170046, annual report of the British and Indian Mission in 1.h.. lorlh;
year 1947. In reality, o f course, this really meant "interestn that did not threaten Nchrus
d r e m of friendship between China and India.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
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ment to get Tibetan acceptance. I advised them to accept the continuation of relations on the old basis and to avoid any opportunity for the
Chinese to step in on the pretext that Tibet had no relations with any
power. I said that if they felt they must they could say they would ask for
discussion about adjustment o f details later.23

But Tibetan feelings ran strong on this issue. One group argued
forcefully that if Britain could say it was wrong for Britian itself to keep
control over Inda, then should not Lnda admit that it was wrong for
India to hold traditional Tibetan territories such as Tawang, Darjeeling,
and Sikkim? This group, which appears to have included Kapshoba
Shape, saw India as weak and divided and felt that if Tibet made a
strong case at this time it could regain the ethnic areas lost over the
previous century and a half. Moreover, this faction argued that if Tibet
did not make these claims now, she would lose her right to claim them
later. Thus, there was strong pressure within the Tibetan leadership not
to let this opportunity to redress the border issue escape.24
This policy, however, carried the risk of alienating the new Indian
leadership, a development that could, as kchardson had warned, leave
Tibet without any formal relations with a foreign country. The Simla
Convention of 1914 had formed the basis for Tibet's international identity, such as it was, and abrogating Simla and the McMahon Line might
result in Tibet losing not only its "legal" international status but the
sympathy and support of Britain and Inda. These dangers led the Tibetan government to send an official note of congratulations to the
British governor-general and Nehru on the occasion of the transfer of
power, but the note d d not express Tibet's acceptance of India as Britain's successor, since there was no consensus in Lhasa at that time.25
The %betan government referred the India matter to the National Assembly, about which Richardson reported:

By the 26th of August [1947] I had private information that the Na"nd

Assembly had decided to reply, welcoming the messages from the
hvernment of India and agreeing to abide by the existing treaties for
23. H. E. Richardson, personal communication, 14 May 1984.
24. The Tibetan government had not, o f course, been informed o f the shift in Indian aR-i~dctoward the Tibet question,
25. H. E. Richardson, personal communication, 14 May 1984.
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the present but stating that there were certain matters concerning frontiers and commerce which they would like to dscuss later. There was
some pressure in the Assembly for immediate revision of the treaties but
this was overcome by the Executive who sent a drafi to the Kashag on
the lines outlined above.26

Due to the Dalai Lama's procession to Drepung, which included the
shapes, the decision on how to respond to Inha's note was delayed
until September 1947. Richardson was then sent a message from the
Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau for transmission to Delhi that pointedly
failed to agree to abide by existing treaties or to accept India as Britain's
successor, but which, significantly, did introduce a new dunension by
specifically making territorial claims on India, giving Siklum and Darjeeling as examples of such areas. The Tibetan Foreign AfFairs Bureau
realized what a hard line they were taking and tried to cushion the blow
by explaining to Richardson that their request was similar to that in the
nine-point letter sent to China with the Victory Congratulations mision.^^
hchardson considered this message to be a serious mistake and decided to seek clarification before transmitting it to Delhi. Because the
letter had no Xbetan text (usually officialletters were written in %betan
with an English translation appended) and had come unsealed, he asked
the Xbetan Foreign Affairs Bureau whether the message was from the
entire Tibetan government or just the Foreign Affairs Bureau, and
whether Tibet intended to abide by the existing treaties. The Tibetans
did not respond and simply sent the communiqd via telegraph direcdy
to New Delhi.28
However, in typical Tibetan fashion, the government avoided a dlrect confrontation with the Indian government by m h g no attempt
to terminate the British treaty rights in Tibet which India now claimed.
Thus, on 15 August 1947, when the British trade agencies and missions in Gyantse, Gartok, Yatung, and Lhasa replaced the Union Jack
26. F0371170046, annual report o f the British and Indian Mission in Lhasafnrhe
year 1947.
27. Ibid.
Rich.
28. Ibid.; H. E kchardson, personal communication, 14 May 1984; H
ard~on,interview.
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with the Lndian national flag, the Tibetan government said nothing and
continued to deal with them as if n o change had occurred.29
On 16 October, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau finally replied to
the British cornrnuniquC:
We have been informed in detail by Mr. Richardson the Indian Trade
Agent Gyantse of the contents of your message by wireless. We would
hke to express our gratitude for your message which states that His Majesty's Government will continue to consider any further maintenance of
Tibet's independence and common welfare of her people as they have
done so hitherto. In view of corhal relationship existing between Great
Britain and Tibet in order to further promote our friendly relations the
Government of Tibet is also considering that United Kingdom High
Commissioner himself or his Representative should visit Lhasa from
tirne to tirne on being informed of such visits when necessary.
Regarding our request to return of excluded Tibetan territories gradually included into India and regarding trade relations affecting general
economic welfare of Tibet we have discussed the matter with Government of India when India was under British administration. And it becomes (two groups omitted-?necessary that) Government of Tibet
must continue the negotiations with new Govertment of India in near
funue. Hence we hope that His Majesty's Government will also support
and help us in achieving our desire.30

This note conspicuously used the term independence rather than nutonomy, and it referred to Tibet's request that India return Tibetan
territories included in I n l a . Although Britain had no intention of
supporting either of these issues, and particularly not the second,31 a
British official in the Foreign Office's China Department interpreted
x b e t a ~recalcitrance
~
in accepting India as the British successor in a
positive way: "It looks as if Tibet is becoming vaguely conscious of the
violent nationalism around her, and feeling the need to assert her own
29. H. E. kchardson, personal communication, 14 May 1984. This approach to
Gpbmaq parallels the Tibctm govcrnmentls willingness to allow the British Mission
the Chincsc Mission in I,hasa to remain, without giving them formal permission, but
lust considcrirlg them t o be t e m p r a y missions with no permanent status.
30. F0371163943. citcd in letter to E. P. Donaldson of Commonwealth Relations
ofice from 1,. Fry (Office of the United Kirlgdom High Commissioner, Dclhi), dated 7
November 1947.
31. Ibid.

fl
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position. She will be able to d o this by playing off India against C h i ,
if she wants to, and if she is prepared to send Tibetans abroad to leam
something of the
Tibet had in fact already decided to send its first official mission to
the West. This mission, the Tibetan trade mission, was to visit America
and the United Kingdom, in addition to India and China.

T H E TIBETAN TRADE MISSION
Tibet's first international mission turned out to be one of the most
controversial episodes in modem Tibetan history. From the 'Iibetan
viewpoint, it gave clear evidence that Tibet was recognized as independent by the United States and the United Kingdom by vime of their
acceptance of the trade mission itself and the Tibetan passports they
carried.j3 In actuality, however, while the mission demonstrated again
that Tibet had some sort of international identity independent of
China, the nature of that identity was far from clear.
The idea of s e n h g a trade mission abroad originated with the Trapchi mint in the summer of 1947. Jointly headed by Tsarong Dmsa,
Trunyichernmo Cawtang, and T s i F n Shakabpa, this office had been
vying for some time to induce the government to take steps to back up
Tibet's paper currency with gold. Shakabpa recalls their argument:
In 1947 there was very little of either grain reserve or gold. Tsarong was
worried about this situation, since we were continuing to print new currency. H e used always to say that the paper money had to have some
hard b a c h g . . . that a currency note means that the government p a r antees the value of the note in gold or some other commodity. . . . He
also used to talk about a foreign country where all the people suddenly
came and asked t o change the paper money in silver and gold and the
gova-nment had nothing so the finance minister had to commit suicide.
So the three of us [heads of the Trapchi mint] discussed this a lot and
decided to request that the Kashag authorix us to buy gold and silver.
32. F0371163943, minute by Peter Murray, dated 24 November 1947.
33. Shakabpa 1967: 295.
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Since the cost of these was very high in India, we thought it would be
better if we bought the gold cfirectly from England or the United States.
We presented this plan t o the Kashag . . . and they called the uungtsigye
to meet with them. In turn they decided it should be approved by the
National Assembly so a meeting of it was convened. I spoke for the plan
there but the most effective spokesman was Tsarong Dzasa. He told the
assembly [particularly the abbots] that whatever money the monasteries
and monks have from doing religious services, etc., just now is merely
paper. In case something happens and you or the monks bring this paper
to us to exchange for valuable objects such as gold or silver, then I have
nothing to give to you or them. When other nations issue currency notes
they can be redeemed and the government maintains an amount of gold
and silver equal to the amount of notes issued. But since we d o not do
that here, the money you hold in the monasteries is nothing more than a
piece of paper.34

As Tsarong had anticipated, the abbots were immediately concerned
for the safety of their monasteries' money and the proposal for a trade
mission was quickly approved. The mission, however, actually had multiple goals. In a d l t i o n to purchasing gold abroad to secure Tibet's currency, the government was extremely eager to gain direct access to foreign currency.
Before World War 11, Tibet had no need for its own U.S. dollars or
p0u"ds sterling, since there were no restrictions on importing goods
from foreign countries or on buying foreign goods with rupees. This
changed dramatically during the war, leaving Tibet totally dependent
on the Indian government for hard currency and foreign g o ~ d s . ~ "
%bet's export economy consisted almost entirely of wool, furs, yak
tds, and musk; about 80 percent was exported to India and 20 percent
to China. Wool was by far the major export item, and the United States
Was the largcst final purchaser of this wool: about half of Tibet's exports
to Inda were sold to U.S. agents in I n l a for export drectly to the
United States. The rest were sold to Indians who may have resold them
abroad. Thc foreign exchange from the U.S. agents was paid into the
34. Shakabpa, intcrvicw.
35. USFR, 693.0031 Tibetl8-748, letter from Shakabpa to Secretary of State
cmrgc Manhall, dated 7 Aupst 1948.
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Reserve Bank of India, which credited rupees rather than dollars
to Tibet's account there." The Tibetans estimated that these exporn
amounted to about two to three million U.S. dollars per annum and
felt India was cheating them out of this foreign currency. Thus, a second aim of the trade mission was to negotiate some sort of arrangement
with India so that Tibet would receive hard currency for these exports.
Because Tibet had no standing reserves of foreign currency, a third
task of the mission was to secure dollars or pounds sterling from India
so that the Tibetan government could buy gold from the united States.
A fourth task was to explore the feasibility of
entering into direct
trade relations with the United States and England, thereby avoidmg
the dollars-to-rupees issue entirely. The Tibetan government also saw
the trade mission as an excellent opportunity to publicize their position
that Tibet was independent of China. In keeping with this aim, they
issued official passports to the members of the mission and instructed
them to try to use them when tra~eling.3~
Headed by Tsipon Shakabpa and including Khencung Changkhyim,
Pandatsang Rirnshi, and Surkhang Depon, the trade mission left Lhasa
in November 1947 for India, the first leg of their journey, and arrived
in New Delhi in early December (see Figure 59).38The mission quiciy
raised the issue of trade and foreign currency with Prime Minister
Nehru and with K. P. S. Menon and H . Dayal of the Indian Foreign
Office. At this time Shakabpa asked India for 2,000,000 U.S. dollars."
36. F0371170046, minutes of a meeting with the Tibetan trade mission held at the
U.S. Treasury, dated 6 December 1948.
37. Shakabpa, interview. While these passports are often called Tibet's first,Tibet
had issued similar documents to Lungshar (and the four students) for travel to Englmd
in 1913, and British entry visas had been
to these. A document was also issued to
Phala Sey in 1925.
38. Li (1960: 197) says that since Surkhang was a military man (a commandcr)~
"one fight presume that their talks were not confined to commercial matters." This
inference is certainly incorrect. In Tibet, the rank of depbn was not dependent on klng
Pan of a dita~-)' establishment or on prior training or aptitude, Surkhang was selccwd
as the interpreter for the mission &cause he h e w English and was the younger brother
of Surkhang Shape. Connections and his howledge of English, therefore, not mY
military goal, led to Surkhang's being made a part of the delegation.
39. A. W Selby (Office of the United Lngdom High Cornmissioncr in New DcU1')
a letter that he heard from the Indian Ministry of External Affairsthat "fhc
Thetans have however asked the In&ans for 2 million doUars 'as a start' which Is
fantastic." This amount is confirmed in a number of letters and conversations with
tabpa. e.g.. in F0371I7OO42, letter from A. W Selby in Delhi to E. P. DonJdson. Rr".
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The Tibetan trade mission of 1948: (left to
right) Pandatsang, Shakabpa, Changkyim,
Surkhang Rimshi, Ratna (photo courtesy
of India Office Library and Records,
British Library)

The Xbctan point of view, common in landlockcd countries, is articulated clearly in larcr lctters Shakabpa scnt to U.S. officials:
Reforc the war, goods o f all countries were abundant in Tibet l ~ c a u s e
Tibet could buy all bllds o f goods from India or China. Also there were

ish (~lnmonwcalthRelations Oficc ill London, datcd 9 January 1948; in USFR,
693,0031 Tihctil-849, memorandum of conversation bv L. Henderson (U.S. ambassador in India) with Shakahpa, dated 5 January 1949; and in USFR. 693.0031 Tibed83148. lcrtcr from Shakahpa to U.S. sccrctat-y of state, datcd 31 Allrust 1948.
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no restrictions on the foreign exchange remittances to and from other
countries. After the war, it became dfficult for goods to be imported to
Tibet. And restrictions were imposed on the remittances to and from
other countries by the Governments of IndIa and China through which
countries Tibet has been importing and exporting goods-thus entailing
much difficulties to the people of Tibet.*
Since the last war, the Government of India put a number of restrictions
on the import and export of goods to and from India and at the same
time tightened their control on foreign exchanges. Curiously enough,
the Government of India applied these restrictions and controls on the
exports and imports of goods from and to Tibet-in spite of the fact that
Tibetans use the port of Calcutta only as a centre through which goods
are sent and brought to and from other countries of destination and
origin, and that these goods are only in transit to and from such countries.
. . . While we were in New Delhi, we raised this matter with the Government of India and demanded that, in as much as we are using the port
of Calcutta as transport centre only and in as much as the Tibetan products from Tibet are only in transit to other countries through India, they
must not withhold the U.S. dollars which the Tibetans earned from export of Tibetan products and that Tibet should be free to import American goods with these dollars.41

Nehru and the Indian government immediately took this oppomnity to demonstrate to Tibet their displeasure over Tibet's refusal to
recognize the new Inman government as Britain's successgr. Reiterating that they were the legal inheritors of the treaty rights and obligations of British India and expressing the hope that Tibet would continue to maintain relations with the new government as they had with
the British Government of India, they indicated that questions about
new agreements between the two countries should be examined !@'
the trahtional relationship was reaffirmed.The immediate need, they
ugued, was fo* Tibetan and Indian relations to be put on $ 0 ~

acd

40. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed2-2448, letter from Shkabpa to E. Anderkrg, attach''
United States Embassy in Nanlung, dated 20 February 1948.
4 USFR. 693.0031 Tibed8-748, letter from Shkabpa to Secretav d State '
M a r s h 4 dated 7 August 1948.
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b ~ u t sIt. ~was
~ obvious that the Indans would not deal with Tibet on
these currency issues unless it accepted the new Indian state as the successor to Britain. India agreed at this time only to release enough foreign
- currency to cover the everyday expenses of the mission abr0ad.~3
The trade mission had no authority to enter into negotiations with
India on political issues. They sent a series of four coded telegrams to
the Kashag informing them of the stalemate and urging action to break
the deadlock. Accepting I n d a as Britain's successor, however, was a
very sensitive issue in Lhasa and no direct reply was forthcoming. After
about a month, in early January 1948, the Kashag ordered the delegation to leave for China to continue their mission. The delegation indicated that they would continue the discussions with the Indian government regarding trade and currency when they returned.
Thus this first set of direct dealings between Tibet and independent
India was a dsmal fdure. Several months later, on 11 June 1948, the
Tibetan government announced its acceptance of Nehru's India as the
successor to British India,44 but Indo-Tibetan relations had gotten off
to a very bad start. India resented Tibet's claims to territory as well as
its claim to millions of dollars in hard currency from previous e x p o ~ t s . ~ ~
For its part, Tibet resented India's unwillingness to assist it; the feeling grew that the new Indian government would not prove a reliable
friend.
As the dscussions with the Indians drew to a close, the Tibetan delegation visited the British and American officials in Delhi to obtain
visas. Both governments had been scurrying to finaliv a policy on
42. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 395; Mullik 1971: 53. B. N. M d h k was d rector of India's Intelligence Bureau from 1950 t o 1965.
43. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 394-95.
44. H.E. Richardson, personal communication, 14 May 1984.
45. The Indan government, somewhat speciously, contended that Tibetan wool
Was unpacked in India (in Kalimpong), where it was then sorted by grade, weighed, and
repacked. Consequently, they contended, the Tibetan argument that the wool was not
exported to India but, rather, was simply sent through I n d a t o Calcutta for shipment to
h e h a was incorrect, and they were not required t o ~ r o v i d eforeign currency. The Tiktms Countered that the intent
along was only to sell the wool t o the United States,
"0' to export it to India. R. N. Mullik, then the head of Indan Intelligence, later wrote
~ f t h cIndian reaction t o Tibet\ position: this "iU-advised claim [to territory] made by
the 3beta1-1Government . . . resulted h the temporary loss of a certain amount of Indian
for Tibet" (Mullik 1971: 54); H. E. kchardson (personal communication, 14
1984) agreed.
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whether the mission should be given official status and the Tibetan
passports recognized. The initial British reaction was negative, as the
following memorandum of a conversation between officials of the U.S.
Embassy in London and the British Foreign Office reveals:
Mr. Murray telephoned to Mr. Drumright today and said that, after giving the matter further thought, the Foreign Office had decided that the
Tibetans now in New Delhi would not be received in the United Kingdom, at least for the time being, as an official trade mission. As a matter
of fact, Mr. Murray went on, the Foreign Office had come to the conclusion that the journey of the Tibetans t o the United Kingdom would
serve no u s e l l purpose. The Foreign Office really preferred that the Tibetans not visit the United Kingdom at all, but if they insisted, the U.K.
would discourage their coming as an official mission and suggest that
they come in a private capacity instead. Should the Tibetan authorities
insist on the Tibetans visiting the United Kingdom as an official mission,
the Foreign Office would, of course give the Tibetan desideratum hrther
c~nsideration.~~

This exchange reflects the new British view of Anglo-Tibetan relations. N o longer directly concerned with India, Britain now preferred
to avoid messy entanglements in Sino-Tibetan politics and did not want
to go out of its way to aid or encourage Xbet in its struggle to maintain
..
its de facto independence. Since the Xbetan mission was going to vlslt
china before Britain, a decision could be postponed; the high combssioner told the Tibetans to apply for visas in China. He did, however,
give them transit visas to travel through Hong Kong to China."
The United States faced the same set of difficult issues with respect
to the Tibet mission and its status. O n 1 August 1947, the U.S. mbassador in I n b a informed the State Department that he had received
letters from the Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau and Shakabpa regarding a Tibetan trade mission that desired to visit the United States. The
Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau's letter said:

46. USFR, 693.003 Tibetll- 1348, memorandum of conversation, dated 13 Januay
1948.
47. The transit visas said. "good for one direct journev in transit through HOng
Kong enroute to the U.S.A."
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The Tibetan Foreign Office to the American Chargk in I n d a
Lhasa, 11 June 1947.
Sir: We are pleased to announce to you that for the welfare of the Tibetan
people and merchants and establishing good relations between Tibet on
the one hand and Inda, China, U.S.A., and England on the other, we
are devising ways and means to promote the export and import trade
between Tibet and the above countries. To achieve this end in view, we
have deputed Tsepon Shakabpa who is the head of the Tibet Govemment Mint House as the leader of the trade mission to visit the above
mentioned countries and have talks with the respective governments. We
s h d deem it highly obliged if Your Excellency will be lund enough to
intimate this to the State Depamnent at Washington also so that he may
have cordial talks there on arrival. We empower Tsepon Shakabpa fully
in this matter and solicit Your Excellency's help in every respect.
Your Excellency's faithfully,

The U.S. Embassy in I n d a initially replied to the Tibetan government noncommittally but strongly recommended that the State Department grant the Tibetan request and "not throw away its unique
opportunity to strengthen the friendly feelings which the Tibetans have
exhibited."49This enthusiasm was not shared in Washington, and on 28
October the State Department notified the U.S. Embassy in Dehi that
the proposed visit was permissible, but only under speclfic conditions
that were very unfavorable to the Tibetans. The embassy was specifically
instructed not to issue U.S. visas on the Tibetan passports and was also
48. USFR 693.0031 Tibed8-147, enclosure in a letter from the U.S. ambassador
m India to the secretary of state, dated 1 August 1947.
49. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed8-2147, dispatch no. 142 from the U.S. ambassador in
India to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 21 August 1947, in U.S. Foreign Relations
1947, volume 7, pp. 598-600. The ambassador's analysis of the importance of Tibet in
the context of U.S.-Soviet relations is worthy of note: "It has been pointed out in a
"umber of earlier dispatches that Tibet's position as a vast island in Asia cannot safely be
Ignored, and it is an area which in the future might provc extremely useful for military
Operations. While the War Dcparuncllt1s plans and Operations Divisions may believe that
under present conditions of warfare, the Tibetan plateau would not readily lend itself to
development as a base if the necessity arose in the immcdatc future. it occurs to me that
the course of the next ten or fifteen years there might conceivably be developments in
lo@sticswhich would render the T i h t m plateau cxtremely important for military opcratlOns at a time when China and India might be in a state of chaos."
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informed that the trade mission could be received in the United States
only on an informal basis.
It should be recalled that China claims sovereignty over Tibet and that
this Government has never questioned that claim; accorhgly it would
not be possible for this Government to accord members of the projected
mission other than an informal reception unless the mission enjoyed the
official sanction of the Chinese Government. If the members of the mission carry only Tibetan travel documents, any visas issued them should
be placed upon Form-257 rather than upon their passports.50

The trade mission met with officers of the U.S. Embassy on 30 December 1947, presenting the acting head of the embassy with a photograph of the regent, together with letters from the regent and the
Kashag. They explained the specific objectives of the mission's planned
trip to the United States, but no political issues were raised at this meeting. The embassy officials indicated that the delegation would be admitted to the United States, but, like the British, they procrastinated,
informing the Xbetans that since they were going to China they should
apply for their U.S. visas there. Consequently, no discussion about the
validity of Tibetan passports arose in India. When Shakabpa raised the
issue of traveling to Japan,51 he was again told to make inquiries in
China.52
?he Xbetans now turned their attention to visiting China. In a conversation held in China with U.S. Embassy officials,the 'Tibetan ission revealed the difficulties they had encountered in arranging the
China trip: "They [the mission] pointed out that in Calcutta the British
Government had issued visas on their Tibetan 'passports', as they cJkd
50. USFR, 693.003 1 Tibet/8-2 147, dispatch no. 46 from the secretary of state to
the U.S. ambassador in India, dated 28 October 1947. Form 257 was commonly
issue visitor's visas when the visitor presented a passport that the United States did
recognize.
51. Shakabpa wrote in a letter to the Americans that "we must avail of the oPPrmnity of visiting Japan en route because we wish to have drect trade relations with Tapm
also. Before the war we got plenty of Japanese goods through Indra but we are notgemb
now" (USFR. 693.0031 Tiberi2-24.48, letter from Shakabpa to the attachbof the
U.S. Embassy h Nanking, dated 20 February 1948.)
52. USFR. 693.0031 Tiht/12-3047, enclosure (memorandum by the second gcretary of the U.S. Embassy in Indra) in dspatch no. 459 fmm the chargk in India
secretary of state, dated 30 December 1947, in U.S. Foreign Rclations. 1947,
pp. 606-7.
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them, for the Mission to enter Hong Kong but that the Chinese Government, refusing to recognize Xbetan passports, had insisted that the
Mission use Chinese passports to enter China. The Mission, therefore,
went to Hong Kong on one lund of document and to China on another."53 In this manner, then, the Tibetans arrived in Nanking on 31
January 1948.

T H E TRADE DELEGATION I N CHINA
While in China, the trade mission met with various Chinese leaders,
including Chiang Kai-shek, and visited Chinese cities such as Shanghai,
Peking, and Hongchow. The Chinese viewed the mission with apprehension: they feared that the Tibetans would use thcir visit to the West
to erode the Chinese position that Tibet was a part of China. The Chinese foreign minister expressed this concern to the U.S. Embassy: "Obvious[ly, the] intention of Mission to act as independently as possible
and by any means available to acquire recognition of its separation from
China will create serious political embarrassment for National Government and will cause grave difficulties between [the Chinese] Foreign
Officeand Legislative Yuan."54
The Chinese had two basic goals with regard to the Tibetan mission:
first, either to dissuade them from visiting America and England, or,
if this was not possible, to entice them into using Chinese passports;
and, second, to induce them, as they had the Tibetan Victory Congratulations mission of 1946, to attend the upcoming National
53. USFR, 693.0031 Tibeds-1 148, memorandum of conversation between Shakabpa, m unnamed mission member, Mr. J. E. McKenna (first secretary) and E. Anderhrg (attachk), in the U.S. Embassy in Nanhng, dated 11 May 1948. The British ambassador in Nanlun~,Ralph Stevenson, confirmed that the Tibetans were compelled to use
Chinese passpns to enter China in a lener to the British Foreign Office in London
describing a May 1948 conversation with the Tibetans. He reported that they obtained
Chinese passports from the Chinese Consulate in Calcutta for their journey from India
'0 China. (F0371170042, letter from the British ambassador, Nanking, to the F o r e i p
Office.Iandon, dated 19 May 1948.) Sh&abpa (interview) says that while they had to
to China on Chinese papers, he was told by the Chinese that these were special
papcrs, not passprts.
54. USFR, 693.003 1 Tibed7-2648, telegram no. 1362 from the U.S. ambassador
In China to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 26 July 1948.
I"

,
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Assembly meeting that was being convened to elect a president and
vice-president.
Shui Hri-yin, the head of China's Mongolian and Tibet Commission
Office, and Shen Tsung-lien, the former head of the Chinese Mission in
Lhasa, tried repeatedly to persuade the Tibetans not to travel to Arnerica and other Western countries, and when these efforts met with failure, offered them 50,000 U.S. dollars, to help defray their traveling
expenses, if they would use Chinese passports.55 Shakabpa has written
that he thanked the Chinese politely but declined their offers, telling
them that his own government had issued passports and provided
the reality, however, was much more complicated.
Soon after arriving in China, the trade mission sought visas for the
United States and the United Kingdom. As the reports of American
hplomats in China quoted below note, the Tibetans indicated clearly
their strong feelings about independence and their desire to use their
own passports:
The displeasure of the Tibetans at any suggestion of Chinese or Indian
sovereignty over their territory was quite evident in the discussions
which they held with Embassy officers. The Tibetans seemed to resent
both the physical, geographical and economic domination of Tibet by
India and the attempted political domination of the area by Chinaa5'
Afrer further details, Mr. McKema asked just what the current problem
of the Mission is. . . . They affirmed that their problem now is whether
to travel to the United States o n Tibetan passports or on Chinese passports. They then displayed the Tibetan passports which they had
brought with them and on which the British visa [to Hong Kong] had
h e n s t m p e d . It was suggested to the Tibetans that not only would thev
55. The British ambassador in N m h n g informed the Foreign Ofice in h n d m
that, after a discussion with the Tibetan Mission, "it appears that the Chinese tioremmerit have undertaken, if the Mission will travel to the United States of America and the
United Kingdom on Chinese passporn (which they obtained from the Chinese consubre
Cdcutta for their journey from InLa t o China), to furnish them with all the f(W?"
e x c h m g they require for their own use during these visits, but that the (:hincx Cfi"emi
merit are not willing to allow them t o proceed anywhere except on Chinese passPrt!
(F0371170042. letter from thc British ambassador in N a n l u g to thc Fore@ Office In
London, dated 19 May 1948.)
56. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 396-97.
5 7 USFR. 693.003 1 Tibetl2-2448, memorandum of conversation hcwcen
betan mission and the U.S. ambassador. dated 24 February 1948.
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have to obtain permission from the United States to enter American
territory, but that a separate and distinct problem was obtaining exit visas
from the Chinese Government. It was pointed out that they should decide what documents they wished to use for travel to the United States
and that when they presented these documents to the Embassy action
would be taken in the Embassy.
It was quite apparent that the Tibetans wanted the Embassy to support their claim that the Tibetan passport was the one which the Chinese
should recognize in issuing their exit visas. They asked, in fact, if it
wouldn't be possible t o get United States visas on both kinds of documents. At this point Mr. Anderberg explained in detail the clear difference between the issuance of an exit visa, which is entirely and exclusively
a matter for decision and action of the Chinese Government, and the
issuance of a visa t o enter American territory, which is entirely a matter
for decision by the American G o ~ e r n m e n t . ~ ~

The U.S. Embassy would not issue visas until the Tibetans had obtained exit visas from China. However, the Chinese would not issue
these on the Tibetan passports and the Tibetans &d not want to travel
to the United States on Chinese passport^.^^ To overcome this rather
difficultsituation, they decided to travel to the United States via Hong
Kong. That would enable them to leave China and enter Hong Kong
with the Chinese passports they had received in Calcutta, and then to
discard these passports and travel to the United States on their own
passports, which they believed could be used to get U.S. visas in Hong
Kong.60
However, since the Tibetans did not want to risk encountering
trouble obtaining their exit visas from China, they decided to appear to
kt the Chinese talk them out of visiting the United state^.^' George

58. USFR, 693.0031 Tibct/5-1 148, memorandum of a conversation concerning
T h a n trade mission b c ~ c e nMr. Shdabpa, a translator, an unnamed Tibetan 06~ l a l ,Mr. J. E. McKcnna (first s c c r c t a ~ )and Mr. E. Anderberg (attache) of the U.S.
in Nanking. dated 1 1 Mav 1948.
59. Ibid.
60. F0371170042, lcttcr from thc British Embassy, Nanlung, to the Foreign Ofice,
dated 19 Mav 1948.
61. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet/7-2648, memorandum of conversation between
(;mrgc Ych and J . F. Mclbv (second secretary thc U.S. Embassv, Nanking), dated 26
Julv 1948. Shakabpa (intcwicw) confirms this plan.
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Yeh, the Chinese vice-rninister of foreign a i r s , explained to the
United States how the trade mission had deceived the Chinese:
It arrived in Nanlung with the avowed purpose of concludrng some trade
arrangements with China. Over the protest of the Foreign Office the
Generahssirno personally directed that $3,000,000.00worth of silk and
$750,000.00 w o h of tea be made available for shipment to Tibet. In
return therefore the mission agreed not to proceed to the United States.
Upon its arrival in Hong Kong, however, the mission sold the silk to an
Indian firm and it is unknown what happened to the tea. It then took
the first available plane to the United States after addressing a letter to
the Generahssirno expressing the great appreciation of Tibet for all the
merchandse which had been made available.62

The Tibetans were still somewhat apprehensive that the United
States might refuse to issue them visas from Hong Kong, so they
hedged their bets by securing British visas in China so that they could
travel directly to England from Hong Kong if their U.S. visa plans fel
through. The British wrote of this: "They visited the British Ambassador in Nanlung and explained their plan to him, requesting that he
issue them British visas in China. The Ambassador not only agreed to
the visas, but also to their being placed on the Tibetan passpons. of
this was kept strictly confidential since the Xbetans informed the British that they were deceiving the Chinese, telling them that they were
returning to India from Hong Kong."63
In the meantime, the Chinese National Assembly had been convened
in Nanlung to elect a president and vice-president of China, and the
Xbetan trade delegation was urged by the Mongolian and %bet Cornmission Office to participate. Having learned from the libctan cxperi-

6 2 USFR. 693.003 1 Tibed7- 1448, telegram no. 1248 from the U.S. m b a ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~
in China to the State D e p a m e n t , dated 14 July 1948. The ambassador here dewrib
the C h m e ~anger at finding out that the Tibetans had gone to the United S t a s
havmg been "dssuaded" in Nanking. Shkabpa (interview) says that they never
my tea but d ~ dpurchase the silk on the open market a f ~ receiving
r
Chime, ~ a i - ~ ~
pemsslon. This silk, however, was not sold to an Indan firm; rather, the Indian firm
was merely hired to ship the goods back to Tibet.
63. F0371170042, letter from the British ambassador, Nanking, to the
Office, London. dated 19 May 1948. The British issued ~0 visas on the foufleenthlrme
good for transit through all British territories en route to Britain, and the othergood for
entry into the United Kingdom.
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ence in 1946, Shakabpa and the others categorically rehsed to attend
even as observers, tehng the Chinese that the delegation was on a trade
mission and had no orders to attend the assembly. The mission, did,
however, on instructions from Lhasa, offer congratulations to Chiang
Kai-shek on his e l e ~ t i o n . ~
The trade mission ultimately obtained their exit permits on the Chinese travel documents they had been issued in Calcutta, and then traveled to Hong Kong. There they disposed of these documents and obtained U.S. visas on their Tibetan passports.65While this accomplished
their immediate ends, it was a costly maneuver politically, in that it
revealed an incongruity between their behavior with the Chinese and
their assertions to the West that Tibet was independent. A U.S. State
Depanment analysis of the Xbetan issue noted: "Tibet, according to
the leader of the Tibetan Trade Mission, is completely independent and
the Chinese Government has no control whatsoever over the internal
or external affairs of the country. However, the Tibetan Trade Mission
entered China on Chinese passports and in general avoided raising
open conflicts with the Chinese a ~ t h o r i t i e s . " ~ ~
The trade mission arrived in Honolulu on 4 July and continued on
to San Francisco on 9 July. In the meantime the Chinese realized that
they had been duped and were incensed. China's inability to exercise
political control over Tibet since 1912 had made the maintenance of an
international facade of continuing control critically important to them,

64. Shakabpa 1967: 397. Li (1960: 191) misleadmgly implies that the Tibetan delegates at this assembly were those of the Tibetan government: "mention fight as well be
made here of the participation of the Tibetan delegates in the National Assembly convened to elect the President and Vice President of China according to the new constituhen, and of the fact that there were Tibetan members in the Legislative Yuan and the
C~ntrolYuan even on the eve of the evacuation of the Nationalist Government from
Nanlung in 1948." Although many ethnic Tibetans from areas under Chinese political
'0ntrol such as Ra, Litang, Trill, Jyekundo, Amdo, and Po had come to Nanking to
anend the election meeting, none from (or representing) political Tibet attended. That is
to say, neither thc members of the Tibetan trade mission nor the Nankmg-based officials
the Tibetan Bureau Office attended.
65. USFR, 693.0031 5bet/5-2948, &patch no. 223 from the U.S. ambassador in
China to the secretary of state, dated 2 9 May 1948, in U.S. F o r e i p Relations, 1948,
volume 7, p. 759.
66. ~ S F R693.0031
,
Tibedl-849, memorandum from R. Bacon (Far Eastern Depament) to P. D. Sprouse (chief of the Division of Chinese Mairs) dated 12 April
1949.
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and any international recognition for Tibet's de facto independence wa
considered a serious threat. Consequently, China launched a fdI-scale
diplomatic counterattack.
O n 12 July, George Yeh protested to the U.S. Embassy in Nanking
concerning the trade mission's action. He emphasized four points:
1. The Tibetan authorities have no authority to deal with other nations as an independent country.
2. The Tibetan Trade Mission is in possession of Tibetan travel documents rather than Chinese passports, which they should bear. The
Chairman of the Mission, Shakabpa, has no authority to negotiate directly with the United States Government.
3. The United States Consul at Hong Kong in issuing visas to the
Mission Qd not n o t i e the Chinese Special Commissioner at Hong
Kong.
4. The United States has always recognized Chinese sovereignty over
Tibet and the Chinese Government is amazed at the acceptance by the
American Consul General at Hong Kong of Tibetan travel documents.
The Chinese Government wishes to know whether the American Consul
General at Hong Kong issued the visas on his own initiative or whether
he was authorized to do so by the United States Government. If he was
authorized by the United States Government to issue these visas, the
Chinese Government would wish to be informed whether the United
States Government has changed its "usual attitude toward Tibet."67

On the same day, Mr. T. L. Tsui, the counsellor of the Chinese Embassy in Washington, D.C., informed the State Department that
Chinese government wanted the United States to deal with the mission
as a part of China and not as representing an independent state." Three
days later, Mr. W Koo, the Chinese ambassador, handed an aidememoire on this to Secretary of State Marshall containing the following points:

67. USFR. 693.003 1 Tibed7- 1248, memorandum of telephone conversationb"
the chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs, U.S. State Department, dared 12 Julv 1948!
U.S. Foreign Relations, 1948, volume 7, pp. 759-60, This is a report of a t e l e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
conversation with T L. Tsui, counselor of the Chinese Embassy in Washington. D.C,
68. Ibid.
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1. Tibet is a part of the Territory of the Republic of China and, under
the Constitution of the Republic, has no authority to conduct diplomatic negotiations with foreign governments; and its relations with the
outside world are subject to the direction and approval of the Central
Government of China.
2. The travel papers which the members of the Tibetan Trade mission, headed by Mr. Shakabpa, hold, cannot replace the necessary passports issued by the Chinese Government for travel abroad. It is a matter
of surprise that the United States' Consul-General in Hongkong visaed
these unusual travel papers without first notifying or consulting the Chinese Commissioner of Foreign Affairs representing the Waichiaopu Chinese Foreign Office in Hongkong. Presumably he acted without first
reporting to his Government for instructions.
3. Mr. Shakabpa and other members of the said Mission have no
authority to enter into direct relations with the United States Government, but the Chinese Embassy will be glad to facilitate the purpose of
their visit which is understood to be in the interest of trade.
4. The Government of the United States has always recognized the
sovereignty of the Chinese Republic over its territory. The Chinese Government therefore believes that the action of the Consul-General in visaing the travel papers of the Tibetan Trade Mission in place of the regular
Chinese Govcrment's passports was an inadvertence and was not intended to signify any departure on the part of the United States Government from its traditional policy respecting the territorial integrity of the
Republic of China.69

The U.S. State Department immediately backed o f f . The United
States had no new policy regarding Tibet, and the State Department
saw no reason to alienate the Chinese and precipitate a major d p l o matic incident by ignoring Chinese wishes and treating the Tibetans as
a mission from an independent nation. The State Department had, as
we have seen, in fact already decided to treat the Tibetans in an unoficia1 manner, with the Department of Commerce acting as their hosts
rather than the Statc Department. O n the other hand, since Tibet was
~bviouslyfunctioning as an independcnt country and had l ~ e coopn
69. USFR, 693.0031 TibetI7- 1548, aidc-memoire from the Chinese ambassador t~
U.S. rcrctav of sntc, dated 15 July 1948, in U.S. Foreign Relations, 1948. rolumc
7, pp. 761-62.
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erative with the Americans with regard to downed fliers and the OSS
mission of I. Tolstoy and B. Dolan, the State Department did not want
to rebuff thern.'O
The State Department therefore misinformed the Chinese arnbassldor that the consul-general in Hong Kong had, under State Department instructions, not visaed Tibetan travel documents but had placed
the visa on separate forms. Marshall also informed the U.S. ~ r n b &ins ~
China that they might indicate to the Chinese vice-minister that the
procedure of "placing visas on visa application form one frequently [is]
employed in cases where valid passports [are] not presented by visa
applicants or where passports presented have been issued by [a] country not recognized by the U.S."71 However, as the photo of Shakabpa's
passport indicates (see Figure 60), the U.S. visa was in fact placed on
the Tibetan passport. It appears that the consul-general in Hong Kong
had either not been aware of the earlier set of instructions or had simply
misunderstood them. In any case, by this action the United States did
notify the Chinese that they would not accept Tibetan passports as valid
in the future, although they would not compel Xbetans to use Chinex
passports.
At the same time (14 July), the Chinese also protested to the British
in London, requesting that Britain withhold visas for the Tibetans entering British territory until the Tibetans had produced Chinese passports. The British also irnmemately capitulated and "adrnit[ted] a technical error" on the part of the British Embassy in Nanking in issuing
visas on the Tibetan passport, although they also indicated that "in
cases of disputed authority like this it is never our practice to stop a
worthy individual from traveling or to take sides by insisting on the
production of a national passport:' The Foreign Office,like the Americans, went on to inform the ambassador in China that "correct procedure in the circumstances would of course have been to require the
applicants to obtain affidavits of identity on which a British visa would
be &ed, and we should be grateful if you would note this for hture
7 0 P0371170044, telegram from the British Embassy in Washington, D.C.9
Foreign Office. dated 5 November 1948. The telegram relates a State Depanment'p'.
nauon of their treatment of the Tibetan mission while in the United States.
71. USFR. 693.0031 Tibet17- 1548, telegram from the sccretav of state tothe U'S'
Embassy in China, dated 22 July 1948.
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Shakabpa's passport (photo courtesy of
Tsepiin Shakabpa)

reference.''72The British, therefore, despite almost four decades of close
friendship with 'libet, decided not to honor the right of Tibet to issue
and use its own Tibetan passport.
Unbeknownst to the Tibetans, therefore, the Chinese had been able
to control the damage done by the mission's successful use of Tibetan
Pas~p". In retrospect, it seems as though the Tibetans had been ext~melyfortunate in obtaining visas on them at all.
The Chinese were still anxious about how the Tibetans would be
treated in England and the United States. Encouraged by their initial diplomatic successes, the Chinese exerted further pressure on the
United States and Britain, urging them not to make any gesture that
could be seen as according the Tibetan mission the type of treatment
"mally accorded an independent state. They insisted that Tibetans
72. F0371/70042, telegrm no. 573 from the Foreign Ofice to the British Embassyin Nanking. dated 19 July 1948.
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should only attend functions and meet government officialsin the company of officials from the Chinese Embassy, who were, of course, eager
to "assist" the Tibetans.
O n 19 July, the Chinese ambassador requested that the U.S. State
Department ascertain whether the Department of Cornnlerce "would
be good enough to have Chinese Embassy representatives present in
the event that any 'arrangements' were made with the Mission." The
response of the State Department is interesting because it does not
challenge the right of the Chinese to do this but, rather, argues simply
that "it would consider the Tibetan Trade Mission as businessmen on a
purely commercial basis," thus avoiding the issue.73
This strategy was soon challenged; the Tibetan mission declared that
they wanted to meet with President Truman to present autographed
photographs and letters from the Dalai Lama and the regent.

THE T R U M A N INCIDENT
At the State Department's request, T. L. Tsui, counsellor of the Chinese Embassy, came to discuss this issue on 22 July. He was told that
the State Department "&d not, of course, wish to facilitate arrangen~entsfor an appointment with the President without the prior knowledge and acquiescence of the Chinese Embassy. On the other hand. . .
[the U.S.] did not wish to refuse the [Tibetan] request without thop
ough consideration, as the Tibetans had bcen extremely courteous and
helpful to American Army officers traveling in Tibet during the war and
as such an appointment would undoubtedly contribute to the success
of their Mission." Tsui responded that China had no problem with the
idea of the Xbctans having a meeting with President Truman and, in
fact, would llkc to facilitate such an appointment. Howcver, the)' had
some "procedural" problems, which could bc resolved "if the rcquCsr
for an appointment wcre made by thc [Chinese] Embassy on bchalfof
the Mission rather than by thc Mission directly." Thcy also suggested
that perhaps Ambassador Koo should accompany thc mission if an in73. USER, 693.003 1 TibetI7-1648, memorandum of conversation Of D.
Sprouse (chief of the Division of Chincrc Affairs) with T, I,, Tsui ((3)ansck)r dh
Chinese Embassy in Washingon, I).C.), dated 19 julv 1948. In US Foreign Rtlarlons
1948, volume 7. pp. 763-64.
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terview was arranged. Tsui further told Fulton Freeman that the Chinese ambassador was entertaining members of the Tibetan mission at
h e r that evening and that this was an ideal opportunity for him to
"broach the subject to the Mission in a discreet fashion."74 Freeman
undoubtedly realized that the Tibetans would not agree to this formal
recognition of their subordination to China, since Shakabpa had called
the State Department just the day before and had opened his remarks
by saying, "Why is Tibet handled by the Division of Chinese Affairs?"
and then, without waiting for a reply, had stated that Tibet was not
under China but was an independent country.75Freeman therefore suggested that the Chinese explain their wishes to the Tibetans in such a
way that it would seem as if the Chinese would be assisting the Tibetans
rather than claiming something mandatory of them. He also told Tsui
that he did not see any reason for Ambassador Koo to accompany the
mission so long as the request had come from the Chinese Embassy,
but that it was really a matter to be decided between the ambassador
and the ti bet an^.^^
The next morning, Tsui reported to Freeman that Ambassador Koo
had referred the matter back to Nanlung. Tsui asked that the State Department withhold action for a day or two until Nankmg's views were
received. In Nanking, George Yeh, the vice-minister of foreign affairs,
told the U.S. Embassy that Shakabpa had indicated to the Chinese ambassador in Washington that he wished to discuss general economic and
political mattcrs with President Truman and that because of this the
Chinese forcign minister was asking the embassy to transmit an official
request that the Tibetan trade mission not be received by the president
and that any future dealings with them be channeled through the Chinese Embassy in Washington. This request was supported by three
points: (1) Thc mission was not authorized by the Chincsc govern-

74. USFR, 693.0031 Tibct/7-2248, memorandum o f convcrsation of Assistant
Chief F. Frccman (Division of Chinese Mairs) with Tsui (counsclor of the Chincsc Emh a s s ~in Washington, I).C,), datcd 22 July 1948. In Forcign Relations 1948, volume 7,
Pp 764-65.
75. USFR, 693.0031 Tihet/7-2 148, memorandum from P. D. Sprouse (chief of the
1)ivision of Chincsc Affairs) to W. W. Ructcnvorch (dircctor for Far Eastern Mairs),
dated 2 1 July 1948.
76. USFR, 693.0031 Tibct/7-2248, memorandum o f convcrsation with thc counof t h (:hincsc
~
Embassy in Washingon, D.C., by F. Frccman. dated 22 July 1948.
In US Forcipn Relations 1948. volume 7, pp. 764-65.
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ment; (2) The mission was traveling on documents not recognkd by
the Chinese government; and (3) The activities of the mission s g
gested their general unreliability and their obvious intention of securing by any means available as much recognition as possible of the special status of Tibet.77 While Shakabpa does not appear actually to have
intimated to the Chinese that he wished to mscuss political issues with
the president, the way the Tibetan mission left China and their subsequent independent behavior in Hong Kong and the United States had
made the Chinese suspicious of what they might try to do in a private
meeting with President T i - ~ m a n . ~ ~
All of this put the State Department in a difficult position. They did
not want to offend the Chinese, but they also did not want to rebuff the
by denying them a meeting with President Truman. The U.S.
plan to have the Chinese request such a meeting had seemed a perfect
resolution, but the negative response by the Chinese Foreign Officehad
forestalled that. The State Department, however, was not yet willing to
yield on the issue, and they exerted pressure on the Chinese to be more
flexible. In a meeting with the Chinese minister Tan Shao-hwa on 28
July, the State Department emphasized that although the United States
had "no intention of acting in a manner to call into question China's h
jurc sovereignty over Tibet," the Chinese should also "appreciate that
the fact that it exerts no de facto authority over Tibet is [the] root cause
of [the] situation."79 The State Department also emphasized that they
had to reciprocate the gracious reception that the U.S. emissaries had
received in Tibet, and that, due to widespread press interest in the 3betan mission, Chinese intransigence might act to its own detriment if
c<
lt should become known that their intended call on President was frustrated by" the Chinese government. They also said that "such a story
might also be raised in light of self-determination which is [a] popular
concept among [the] American people." The State Depament then
77. USFR, 693.0031 TibetJ7-2348, memorand- of conversation of Assistant
Chef F. Freeman (Division of Chinese PLtfairs)with T. L. Tsui (counselorof the Chinex
Embassy in Washington, D.C.),dated 23 July 1948.
78. Shakabpa (interview) says that the issuc of Chinese help in meeting Trumanwas
d ~ u s s e dat the dinner and that he told the Chinese clearly that he did not need an"
79. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet'7-2648, memorandum of convcrsation of F. Me'b"'
second secretary, U.S. Embassy in China, with George Ych, vice-minister of Fore'p
Atfairs, dated 26 July 1948.
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asked "whether Chinese ingenuity could suggest [a] solution" and
again intimated that they preferred the procedure whereby the Chinese
Embassy would simply request that the State Department arrange such
a reception.aOThe Chinese minister said that he would press Nanking
for a favorable reply and suggested that the State Department initiate
parallel action with Nanlung, which they did.81
On 31 July, the Chinese Embassy informed the State Department
that China agreed to settle the problem along the following lines: (1)
"The Chinese Ambassador would address a letter to Mr. Woodward,
Chief of Protocol, asking that an appointment be made for Ambassador
Koo to present the members of the Tibetan Trade Mission to the President; (2) It would be expected that Ambassador Koo would himself, if
approval were given, inform the Mission of the arrangements and that
he would accompany them to call upon the President." The Chinese
requested that any written responses that might be made by the U.S.
president to the Tibetans be sent to the Chinese ambassador or to
the American Embassy in Nanking, for transmission to the Tlbetans
through the Chinese government. Should the Tibetans refuse this plan,
the Chinese asked that the United States not grant them an appointment with the president.82
Two days later, on 2 August, Freeman called on Shakabpa and nonchalantly mentioned that Ambassador Koo wanted to introduce the
mission to the president. He also asked Shakabpa when he planned to
leave Washington for New York City so that he could arrange the appointment before then. The Tibetans refused to fall into this trap and
"sponded that it was not necessary for the Chinese ambassador to accompany them. Freeman's account of this meeting reveals the Iibetans'
position:
I [Freeman] informed Mr. Shakabpa that the [State] Deparunent was
conscious of the feelings o f the Tibetans with regard to this matter, but
pointed out some of the reasons why it would probably not be feasible
80. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet/7-2648, telegram no. 1086 from the secretary o f state
'0

the U.S. Embassy in Nanking, dated 28 July 1948.

81. Ibid.
-.
82. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet/7-3 148, memorandum of conversation o f P.D.
Sprousc (chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs) with Tan Shao-hwa (minister o f the
Chincsc Embassy in Washington), dated 31 July 1948.
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to arrange the call under any other circumstances. 1 stated that, despite
the large degree of autonomy that existed in Tibet, the U.S. Government
had tradtionally recognixd and continued to recognix the de jure so"ereignty of China, with whom we maintained the most cordial relations.
The Chinese Ambassador, I continued, was the recognixd diplomatic
representative of their country and it was therefore in accordance with
customary procedure for him to accompany the Mission in its formal call
on the Chief of State. Mr. Shakabpa referred in his reply to the treatment
which had been accorded Dolon and Tolstoy on their trip to Tibet in
1943 and stated that the Chinese authorities were not consulted when
they called on the Dalai Lama and presented letters from President Roosevelt. He said that when the Mission visited India and Hong Kong they
were received by the highest officials in those places without requiring
the presence of Chinese dplomatic or consular officials, and he saw no
reason why they should establish an "unformnate precedent" in the
United States. He again requested that the Department arrange an ('informal visit" with the President and thus avoid the necessity of bringing
in the Chinese E m b a s ~ y . ~ ~

TO Shakabpa's argument, Freeman responded that all appointments
with the president were treated with almost the same formality ad
given equal prominence in the press and that the exclusion of the Chinese ambassador would be a needless cause of embarrassment to the
Chinese government. H e concluded that "the Department would regret exceedngly to have the Mission depart from the United States
without having seen the President" but that "to arrange an appointment in my other way [than with Koo] would be very hfficult if not
imp~ssible."~~
f i r a long conversation in Tibetan between Shakabpa and Sup
b a n g , Shakabpa said that they had to consult with their two c o l l e a g ~
not present, but that they were not optimistic about being able to agree
to this. At this point Freeman suggested that after the mission had seen
the president in thc company of Ambassador Koo, it might be possibk
83. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet.18-248, memorandum of conversation of F. heeman
(Assistant Chief o f the Division o f Chinesc Mairs)
with Shakahpa a d Surkhang?dated
2 August 1948.
84. Ibid.
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to arrange a private meeting with Secretary of State George Marshall
without the Chinese ambassador. Shakabpa then asked whether such a
private meeting could be arranged as a substitute for the president's
meeting. Freeman replied that he thought that such a meeting would
be feasible only if the Tibetans had already met with the president so
that this constituted their second meeting with a high U.S. official.
Shakabpa intimated that under these conditions they might be willing
to visit President T m a n with Ambassador Koo and said they would
discuss the matter among themselves and would give Freeman their
final reply the next daya5That reply was negative. The Tibetans rejected
the Chinese formula and again urged the State Department to dlspeilse
with the presence of the Chinese ambassador, but they now added that
if this was not possible, they would like a visit with the secretary of state
to be arranged.86
At the same time, on 4 August, Marshall sent the U.S. ambassador
in China a telegram instructing him to exert pressure on the Chinesc
Foreign Office by informing them that their suggested arrangement
appeared "somewhat disingenuous since CHI AMB already knew from
discussion this subject with [the Tibetan] Mission that Tibetans' acquiescence to CHI AMBs participation probably impossible to obtain. It
would further appear Chinese thus expected place blame for failure arrange Presidential appointment for Mission on Tibetans themselves and
thus avoid press criticism that projected visit frustrated by CHIGOW."
Marshall went on to state that the State Department did not feel bound
to have the Chinese ambassador present when the Tibetans called on
the president and once again urged that the Chinese agree to the origind solution of having the Chinese merely request such a visit: "Accord"gly pls endeavor to obtain FONOFF concurrence indicating in this
connection that in press announcement of visit emphasis would bc
85. Ibid. Shakabpa (interview) denies he ever intimated that they might agree.
86. NO rccord of this exchange exists, but it is obvious from events that this is what
transpired. The sccretaw of state. in fact, on 4 August telegraphed to the U.S. Embassy
1" China that "it is exp&ted the SECY will receive Mission members for informal visit
On Au@fl 66."(USFR, 693.00.7 1 Tibet18-248, telegram no. 1127 from the secretar)l of
state to the U.S. ambassador, Nanking, dated 4 August 1948.) The telegram also says
that the Tibetans indicated they would
to return to Tibet without seeing President
Tmanratlier than be accompanied by the Chinese ambassador.
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made on the fact that appointment with PRES was arranged basis of
request received from C H I EMB ." 87
The State Department then switched course again and agreed to arange a private, though "informal," visit for the trade mission with the
secretary of state without soliciting the reaction of the Chinese Embassy. The Xbetans, not knowing of Marshall's pending attempt to
pressure Nanking, agreed to meet the secretary of state and gave their
letters and photographs for President Truman to the State Department
for transmission.
The Chinese fears about the political content of the letters the libetans had brought for President Truman and Secretary of State Marshall
were ill-founded. They turned out to be perfectly innocuous. For example, the letter from the Dalai Lama to President Truman read as
follows:
To
Mr. Truman,
The President of the United States of America.

I am glad that you are enjoying the best of health and doing good service
t o uplift the happiness and prosperity of the whole world. Here, I am
well and doing my best for the religion of Lord Buddha and welfare of
all beings. Tsepon Shakabpa, the Financial Secretary of the Tibetan Government and his assistent Khenchung Changkhimpa are being sent to
America to observe trade conditions and to purchase gold and silver for
importation t o Tibet. Kindly extend your most appreciated assistance to
them in purchasing and exporting gold and silver from America. With
greeting scarf, a portrait of myself bearing my seal and a silk embroidered
Thangka.
From,
Dalai Lama.
Dated 25th of 8th month Fire-Pig
Tibetan Year.Rn

87. Ibid.
8 8 USFR. 693.0031 Tibetl8-648, officialEnglish-languageCOPY ofthe letter
the D d i Lama to President Truman, dated the twenty-fifihof the eighth month he
Fire-Pig year [1947].
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The letters from Taktra and the Kashag indicated interest only in trade
and in purchasing gold. The most political of the letters addressed to
~ a r s h &and Truman included a request to "luridly recognize them as
our trade mission and [give] necessary help in their discussion on trade
matters and in purchasing gold and silver, considering the good relation between America and Tibet."89
The "informal" meeting of the Tibetan trade mission with Secretary
of State Marshall took place on 6 August and malnly concerned the
Tibetan mission's wish to purchase 50,000 ounces of gold for their
The State Department arranged a small reception for the
mission but did this in what they arbitrarily defined as an informal
idiom, since the hosts were members of the State Department's Office
of International Trade Policy rather than the Political Divi~ion.~'
Two days later, on 8 August, Secretary of State Marshall received a
telegram from Ambassador L. M. Stuart in Nanlung bearing the news
that the Chinese Foreign Office refused to agree to the U.S. proposal
regarding the Tibetans' visit to President T i - ~ m a n .Although
~~
the
United States had threatened to act without Chinese approval, they
now let the matter drop, since the Tibetans, under the impression that
there was no hope of such a meeting, had already left for New York
City.
Aftcr the mission's meeting with Marshall, Shakabpa immediately
sent him a letter clarifying the background of the hard-currency issue
and requesting U.S. assistance in two spheres: first, putting lplomatic
pressure on the Indian government to allow Xbet to obtain foreign
currency for the sale of Xbetan exports, and, second, issuing a permit
dowing the trade mission to buy 50,000 ounces of gold bullion
(roughly 2,000,000 U.S. dollars) and then to export it to Tibet." Sha89. Ibid., copy of letter from the cabinet ministers of Tibet t o President T r u n ~ m .
90. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed8-648, memorandum of conversation of Secretary of
State G . Marshall with the T i b e t a trade mission, dated 6 August 1948; USFR,
693.0031 TihctI8-748, letter from Shakabpa t o Secretary of State G. Marshall, dated 7
August 1948.
91. F0371170044, tclcgram from the British Embassy in Washingon, D.C., to the
F ~ rOffice,
~ i Imndon,
~
dated 5 November 1948.
92. USER, 693.0031 Tibetla-848, telegram no. 1458 from Ambassador L. M.
in Nanbnp to the secretary of state, dated 8 August 1948.
93. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed8-748, letter from Shakabpa to the secretary of state,
7 August 1948.
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kabpa had determined by this time that he could buy gold from Mexico
at a lower price than from the United States, but for political reasons
he was intent on buying U.S. gold.94
The State Department had similar thoughts, for several weeks discussing internally the political implications of a U.S. sale of gold to
Xbet. As the following note to the secretary of the treasury indicates,
they decided it would not imply recognition:
The State Department would perceive no objection to sale of gold to the
Government of Tibet and does not believe that such sale would in any
way constitute an impairment of United States recognition of China's de
juve sovereignty over Tibet, since the Department does not intend that
such a sale would affect the continuation of this Government's recognition of China's hjuve sovereignty over Tibet.95

On 27 A u p s t the State Deparunent told Shakabpa that although
they could not interfere in Indian-Tibetan trade dealings, the Treasury
D e p a m e n t was wdling to sell Tibet the gold it wanted and Shakapba
should apply drectly to them.96
While the Tibetans welcomed this news, it also brought up the embarrassing fact that Tibet had no dollars with which to purchase the
gold. When the secretary of state had asked them about this during
their meeting, Shakabpa had been rather vague, since he knew full
that India had not agreed to release the necessary hard currency. With
permission to purchase the gold now in hand, Shakabpa, Pandatsmg,
and the interpreter returned to Washington on 30 August to seek a U.S.
loan. They met H. MerreU Benninghoff, deputy director of the Ofice
of Far Eastern Mairs, the next day.97 Shakabpa explained the situa94. S. Cutting. an American who visited Tibet during Rcting's regency, had told
Shkahpa that it was extremely unlikely that the United States would ever sell them gold
from the treasury. for doing so would imply U.S. recognition of Tibet. Shakaba her:fore felt that securing U.S. agreement wodd be tantamount to recognition of 'Iibcts
independent status. (Shakabpa, interview.)
95. USFR, 693.003 1 TibeV8-748, letter from the sccrctarv of state to the secreta?
of the treasury, dated 27 August 1948.
96. USFR, 693.003 1 Tibet18-748, letter from J. Burkc Knapp, director of the State
Department Office of Financial and Development Policy, to Shakabpa. dated 27 Aupa
1948.
9 7 USFR. 693.0031 TibeV8-3 148, memorandum of telephone mnversatlon d F
h e m a n (Chinese Affairs) with Shakabpa, dated 30 August 1948.
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tion clearly in a letter he presented to Beminghoff at the end of their
meeting:
And regarding the Dollar exchange with which to pay for the gold, we
received a telegram from the Government of Tibet. In the telegram we
are informed that it seems the Government of India is going in the long
run to release U.S. Dollars for Tibet.
But because the talks going on between the Government of India and
the Government of Tibet regarding the continuation or otherwise of the
old treaty between Tibet and British IncGa have not concluded, it may be
that it will take some more time before the U.S. Dollar is actually released for us by the Government of India.
Therefore, we are now instructed by the Government of Tibet to request to the Government of the United States for a temporary loan of
two million dollars with which to buy the gold and some machineries in
the United States for export to Tibet.
This loan, of course, will be repaid, as soon as we get the Dollar
release from the Government of India. But in case for any reason unforeseen she will not release the necessary Dollars for Tibet, we intend to
repay the Dollar loan from the proceeds of export to the United States
of our products of Tibet such as wool, furs, musk, yak tails, etc. . . .
The Government of Tibet has instructed us to apply for this temporary loan because she thinks that this will give her ample time and opportunity to withstand the pressure of the Government of India on Tibet to
re-settle the old treaty according to the original terms which are rather
disadvantageous to Tibet in as much as they place difficulties in her way
towards commercial and other relations with other countries.9R

The State Department refused to go along with this proposition;
they felt that making such a loan to Tibet would be an act of political
recognition much larger than the mere sale of gold. On 27 September,
therefore, they informed Shakabpa that the United States had no Funds
available at that time to permit such a
With this avenue closed,
98. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed8-3148, letter from Shakabpa to the secretary of state,
dated 3 1 August 1948.
99. USFR, 693.0031 Tibcd9-2748, memorandum of E. W. D o h e q of the State
ncpanmcnt's Finance and Dcvclopment Officeon the Tibct loan request, dated 20 S ~ P tct-nber 1948; USFR, 693.0031 Tibcd8-3148, letter from the secretary of state to Shakabpa, dated 27 September 1948, in U.S. Foreign Relations, 1948, volume 7, p. 785.
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the Tibetan trade mission was unable to purchase the gold, and so pre
pared to leave by sea for Paris and then London.100

T H E T R A D E MISSION'S VISIT T O ENGLAND
The problems the mission encountered in the United States were not
Limited to their dealings with the Americans. Perhaps the greatest shock
came when they tried to renew their expired British visas.
From the beginning, Britain had been troubled by the trade mission's plan to visit Britain. It foresaw confhct with China over this visit
and no benefits to itself. And although Tibet would obviously profit
from the international visibility and status, this was no longer of great
concern to Britain's Foreign Office, who told their consulate-general in
New York that the crux of the matter was that "we are anxious to avoid
unnecessary trouble of this kind [namely, the Chinese protesting Britain's issuing of visas to the Xbetans] with the Chinese Embassy while
the Xbetans are in this country."lo1 The British Foreign Office initidy
decided that the best course was to treat the mission simply as "distinguished visitors" rather than as an official mission.
The Tibetans had not been informed that their British visa was the
result of a "technical error," so they had no qualms about staying in the
United States beyond the three-month validity of their initial visa. After
arranging to sail for Europe and Britain in early October, the)' requested new visas from the British Passport Control Office in New
York City. They were totally unprepared for the reception they receivedAs Shakabpa put it in a letter of protest he sent to the British ambassador in Washington, "We were told by the officer concerned that our
passports will not be stamped with the regular visa stamps of the British
Visa office owing to a special instruction received by him from author.
..
lues concerned in London. Instead wc were advised to sign 'Mdavits
in Lieu of Passports' which he told us would bc visaed." Shakabpa
veyed his ire clearly, informing the ambassador that "we arc not in a
100. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet11 1-548, letter from Shakabpa to the secretary of state'
dated 5 November 1948, in U.S. Foreign Relations, 1948, volume 7, p. 786.
~ e ~ a r t m e of
n tthe or%" Office
101. F0371/7OM3, letter from the Sou&eut
to the British consulate-general in New York City, dated 12 October 1948.
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position to travel under 'Madavits in lieu of Passports' when we have
with us regular Tibetan Government Passports." lo2 The British ambassador insisted that the Tibetans would have to use the forms for passportless persons:
In visa matters, as you may know, we are bound to follow procedures
laid down in the standing instructions and in a case such as this the
normal method is for the visa t o be &ed on an affidavit of identity.
This does not affect in any degree the facilities for travel, and in fact a
visa given in thls way is just the same as a visa a f i e d to any other travel
document. I uvst that you will send your representative to the British
Passport Officer in New York again, so that your Mission can be furnished with the papers necessary under our regulations. I am sure that
the Passport Officer will assist you in every way that is proper.
May I take this opportunity of wishing you an enjoyable and profitable stay in England. '03

The Tibetans responded by canceling their ship tickets for 22 October and informing the British consulate-general in New York that,
rather than accept their visas on "afKdavits," they preferred not to visit
England.'o4 At the same time they sent the following appeal to the
British foreign minister:
To,
His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Affairs
His Majesty's Government of the United Kingdom
London, England (Europe).
Your Excellency,
I take this privilege of addressing Your Excellency regarding our trip to
England. We have been deputed officially by the Cabinet (Kashag) of
Tibet to visit India, China, the United States, the United Kingdom and
other countries and find out the possibilities of improving trade relations
between Tibet and the above countries.
We have already visited India, China and the United States. And we
102. F0371170044, letter from Shakabpa to the British ambassador in the United
States, dated 9 October 1948.
103. F0371170044, letter from the British Embassy in the United States to Shakabpa, dated 15 October 1948.
104. F0371170044, telegram from the British Embassy in Washington to the Foreign Office(London), dated 20 October 1948.
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would have very much liked to visit England also especially as relations
between England and Tibet have been very cordial for a long time. Besides, we have some letters to be presented personally to His Majesty the
King of England, the Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign AfFairs and
Commerce Department addressed by Their Holinesses the Dalai Lama
and the Regent of Tibet and the Kashag (Cabinet) of Tibet.
But we were surprised by the requirement of your Visa Officer in
New York. H e informed us that he could issue visa for us to go to England only in Forms of Affidavits to be signed by us, as he had been
especially instructed by authorities in London to do so. He declined to
issue visa on our Passports especially issued to us by the Government of
Tibet.
We wrote to him to inquire to authorities in London again explaining
our position and to issue visa on our Passports, as we are unable to travel
by Forms of Affidavits while we, as official members of official trade
mission from Tibet, have our passports issued by the Government of
Tibet.
In h s connection, we wrote also to the British Consulate General in
New York and t o His Excellency the British Ambassador at Washington,
D.C. but without success. We enclose copies of our correspondence for
Your Excellency's information.
We beg to inform Your Excellency that if the British Visa Officer
rehses to issue visa on our passports, we must regretfully decline to go
to England at all, and we are returning to India via France. We are sailing
to France by Queen Elizabeth on November 6, 1948.

I have the honor to be,
Your Excellency's most faithfully,
Tsepon Shakabpa, Leader,
Tibet Trade Missionlo"

The Tibetans' anger and their threat not to visit England led the
British ambassador in Washington to ask the Foreign Office whether
u-tder the circumstances it might not be possible to instruct the PassPofl ~ f i c ein New York City to make an exception for the Xhctans, Or
105 F0371/70OM, letter from Shakabpa to the British rninistcr of for%" affairs'
dated 28 October 1948.
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whether it might not even be possible simply to make arrangements to
admit them to Britain without visas.lo6
R. C. Blackharn of the Foreign Office concurred:
It would be politically most unfortunate

if the "Mission" go back to

Tibet in a disgruntled frame of mind, believing that we have raised unnecessary difficulties about admitting them to the U.K. Such a development might possibly jeopardise our chances of getting Tibetans to receive a British Mission at Lhasa in 1949 if it is decided to send one. In
the circumstances, I think it would be unfortunate if these people did
not come to the U.K.lo7

The British then devised an ingenious solution whereby they could
allow the Tibetans to use their passport, yet not renege on their promise
to the Chinese not to issue new visas on Tibetan passports. They instructed their passport office in New York "to alter the 'three month
limit' endorsement on the [mission's present] visas so as to extend their
validity [to nine months] without a f i n g new visasn-in other words,
to cross out "three months" and write above it "nine months." The
passport office was instructed to make the alteration "as inconspicuously as possible, adding only an initial to justify the alteration . . .
[and] not to insert anything to show that this alteration was affected in
New York." On 28 October, these instructions were wired to the British Embassy in Washington and were carried out (see Figure 60).lo8
With this settled, the issue of how Britain would treat the Tibetans
while they were in Britain was considered. O n 28 October, the Chinese
Embassy requested that the Foreign Office arrange all meetings of the
be tans with British officials through the Chinese Embassy. The British responded that this was unnecessary because the mission was "informal and confined to matters of trade and c o r n m e r ~ e . " 'However,
~~
on
106. Ibid.
107. ~~~~~~~~~~4, minute by R.C. Blackharn (Foreign Office), dated 21 October
1948.
108. F0371/7OOM, instructions included in a telegram from the Foreip o f i c e to
the British Embassy in Washington, D.C., dated 28 October 1948. Figure 6 0 shows
Shakabpa's passport with the altered visa o f nine months neatly handwritten above the
original thrce-month endorsement.
109. F0371/7OOM, report on meeting o f the British Foreip Office with an officer
of the Chinese Embassy in England, dated 28 October 1948.
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5 November Shakabpa sent the British foreign minister a letter requating audences with the king and queen, the prime minister, the foreip
minister, and the head of the Commerce Department, so that the mission could present letters sent by the Dalai Lama, the regent, and the
Kashag. lo The situation was furrher complicated when the Commonwealth Relations Office discovered that, contrary to the Foreign Office's consistent (and convenient) assertion that they had received no
formal communication from the T~betangovernment about the official
status of the trade mission, a letter from the Xbetan Kashag had in fact
been given to the British Office of the High Commissioner in India and
from there transmitted to the Foreign Office on 9 January 1948. Consequently, the Commonwealth Relations Office recommended that the
"Trade Mission is entitled to be given the facilities normally given in
the case of official Trade Missions." The argument of the Cornmonwealth Relations Office is interesting and illustrates just how wide a
range of views there were regarding Tibet's status and Britain's responsibihties toward it:
I think you will be fully aware that the Chinese claim to control Tibet's
external relations is no new thing. Both we and the Government of India
have, for over 30 years, insisted on maintaining direct diplomatic relations with the Tibetan Government, and so far as we can recall, have on
no occasion admitted the frequently expressed claim of the Chinese GOVunment that they are responsible for the conduct of Tibet's external relations. The 1914 Convention, which governs the relations between India, ourselves, and probably Pak~stan,on the one hand, and Tibet on the
other was negotiated in the name of the King, on behalf of the United
Kingdom as well as Incha. As we regard Tibet as capable of entering into
Treaties, it is difficult to see why we should at the present juncture be
chary of receiving a Tibetan Trade Mission in this country or of recognish g Tibetan passports. Nor would we be in favor of admitting the claim
of the Chinese Embassy that our oficia] contacts with the Mission
should be through them. It is hardly the moment for the Chinese to Press
110. F03711700414, letter from Sh&abpa to the British foreign minister. dated
November 1948.
111. F03711700414, letter from Sir Paul Parrick (&mmonwcJth Relations Office'
to the British Foreign Office, dated 16 November 1948.
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their claims when the present instability of the Nanlung Government so
belies thern.ll2

At the same time, Sir Basil Gould, the retired political officer in Sik-

h,who feared that the Foreign Office would leave the Tibetans to
fend for themselves while in England, wrote to Sir Gilbert Laithwaithe
of the Commonwealth Relations Office explaining the significance of
the mission and urging Britain to respond appropriately:
This is the first time that an official Tibetan Mission has been sent to the
western world; the trade Mission probably represents as near an approximation to a diplomatic mission as the Tibetan Government feel they can
risk without provoking China unduly; such coming into the open
on their own account is altogether in accordance with the policy of
His Majesty's Government and the Government of India during recent
years.lI3

All of this, plus the Foreign Office's interest in sending a British
mission to Tibet in 1949, led the Foreign Office to decide that it was
preferable to risk offending the Chmese somewhat than to rebuff the
libetans. The Foreign Office therefore issued orders that the Tibetan
mission should be received as an official trade delegation and said the
Foreign Office would do everything it could "short of treating the Tibetans as an official political Delegation" to see that their visit was a
success. A member of the South East Asia Department of the Foreign Office met the mission at Victoria Station, and an officer from the
Conference Department of the Foreign Office was assigned to look
after them in London. Mr. C. Mayhew of the Foreign Office met with
them on behalf of Foreign Minister E. Bevin, who was on leave at the
time; the lord chamberlain gave them an aulence on behalf of the king,
who was ill and had stopped seeing all visitors; and they also visited the
prime m i n i ~ t e r . ~ l T hChinese
e
ambassador asked the British Foreign
112. Ibid.
1 13. F0371170044, letter from B. GouId to G . Laithwaithe (Commonwealth Relations Office), dated 15 Novembcr 1948.
114. F0371170044, minute by Sir 0.Sacgent (Foreign Office) on the Tibetan trade
mission, datcd Novembcr 1948.
115. Thc Tibctans suspected, erroneously, that their visit with the lord chamberlain
Was a ploy on thc part of the Foreign Office to prevent them from seeing the king.
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Office whether a member of the Chinese Embassy could accompmy g
Tibetans to their interview with the Prime Minister, but the Tibetans
adamantly refused the escort, and they got their way. 116
The British were careful, however, not to offer the Tibetans any overt
support for their claim that they were independent of China and decided
to refuse to discuss political questions with the mission, should they
broach them. The Board of Trade, rather than the Foreign Office, was
designated as their host in London, and as the following letter reveds,
the Tibetans' meeting with the foreign minister was clearly delimited as
informal: "We would therefore hope that the visit to the Prime Minister
should be regarded as unofficial, in which case we would, if the Chinese
complain, say it was natural for the Prime Minister to receive distinguished visitors and that his action had no significance as regards the
status of the Mission."l l 7 The British also tried to minimize publicity,
askmg the lord chamberlain, for example, to keep the Tibetans' visit to
the palace out of the Oflcid Gazette and the Court Ci~tular.~~~
Economically, the British refused to make pounds sterling available
to the mission, and the Treasury and the Board of Trade advised the
Tibetans, as the Americans had done, that the best hope they had for
regular access to foreign currency was through some agreement with
Inda, although it was suggested that setting up an agent and a b a d
account in Britain might be an alternative."Y They did, however, agree
to inform the Inman government of their discussions with the Xbetms
and to ask that India give them a sympathetic hearing with regard to
the hard-currency issue.l20 O n 10 December, after three weeks in London, the trade mission returned to India.
It is not easy to assess the success of this first official government
mission from Tibet to the West. In both the United States and Britain

116. F0371170044, minute by R.C . Blackham (Foreign Office) on the librn
trade mission, dated 3 December 1948.
117. FC)371/70044, letter from P. F. Grey (Foreign Office)to the Officeof[hc Pr'mc
Minister, dated 2 4 November 1948.
1 1 8 F037117004-4, letter from W. B. Lcdwidge to the Office of the lad Chunkr.
lain, dated 2 9 November 1948.
1 1 9 H I 3 7 11763 18, letter from the Treasury Dcpanment to Shakabpa. dated
ccmber 1948.
1 2 0 F03711763 18, telegram no. 130 from the ~ ~ m m o n w e a l tRelations
h
office'
London. t o the United Kingdom high commissioner in India, dated 1 1 Janua?'"49'
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the mission achieved some of Tibet's aims but not others. The Tibetans
had withstood Chinese pressures and maintained an independence of
action, including traveling to the United States and the United Kingdom on their own passports and meeting with the U.S. secretary of
state and the British prime minister. They knew, however, that their
passports had not really been accepted by the British, and they had been
prevented from seeing the U.S. president. The outcome in economic
terms was also mixed. The United States agreed to sell Tibet 2,000,000
dollars' worth of gold to back their currency, but neither the United
States nor Britain would provide a loan for the Tibetans to buy this
gold. The visits, then, did not in any way resolve the ambiguous status
of Tibet. The Tibetans were treated courteously, but neither of the two
Western countries offered them any new political support. They both
acknowledged by their treatment that Tibet possessed some degree of
international identity independent of China, but they refused to treat
Tibet as a fully independent polity. This was a particularly unpleasant
awakening to the h i t s of support to be expected from Britain, which
had long been seen as Tibet's closest friend and supporter.
After they returned to India, in January 1949, the trade mission reopened talks with the Indian government regarding the hard-currency
issue, asserting their wishes on the following three points so strongly
that the Indian diplomats described them as "demands" in their conversations with the Americans: (1)the release of 2,000,000 dollars for the
purchase of gold; (2) retention of foreign exchange earned by exports
of Tibetan wool to other countries; and (3) grant of free customs facilities on h p o r t s into Tibet through India."'
The Indian government was still opposed to giving the Tibetans the
hard currency they wanted in order to purchase gold, although by this
time Tibet had accepted I n d a as Britain's successor government.
M. M. Nair, the deputy secretary of the Ministry of External AfTairs,
the office in charge of these negotiations with the Tibetans, informed
the U.S. Embassy in January that it was extremely unlikely that India

121. USFR, 693.0031 Tibetl3-2349, letter from the U.S. Embassy in I n l a t o the
secretary of state, dated 2 3 March 1949. Reports on conversation with V. M.M.Nair,
an official in the Ministrv of External Mairs who was primarily responsible for the conduct of negotiations with the Tibetans.
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would give the Tibetans anything more than a fraction of the amount
they were asking. H e explained the Indian position:
The Government of I n h a h d not consider the import of gold as m
"essential" import, particularly in these times when currencies of so few
countries were completely backed by gold. Another fact which causes the
Government of India not to look with approval upon the Tibetan request is the evidence in their possession that fairly large amounts of silver
and lesser amounts of gold are being smuggled from Tibet into India.122

This concern about what would happen to the gold afrcr it got to Tibet
and with how "essential" it was to Tibet illustrates the rather patronuing attitude the newly independent Indian government held toward
Tibet.
In March, the Indian government compromised somewhat, agreeing
to provide the Tibetans with 250,000 dollars in currency to purchase
machinery and other essential items from the United States, but not
gold. The Tibetan trade mission had little interest in the compromise
and continued to insist on funds to purchase gold, returning to K h pong while the Indian Ministry of External AfFairs reconsidered their
request.123Toward the end of April, India agreed to allow %bet to use
the 250,000 dollars released for machinery to purchase American gold
bullion.'24All other Indo-Tibetan trade issues dealing with foreign currency were lefi for hrther negotiations.
122. USFR, 693.0031 Tibetll-849, memorand- of conversation of U.S. Embassy
officials with V. M. M. Nair, dated 6 January 1949.
123. USFR, 693.0031 Tibed3-2349, letter from the U.S. Embassy in India to the
secretary of state, dated 2 3 March 1949. Shakabpa (interview) said that until our discusslon he had not known that the Tibetan government had ever officiallyaccepted the new
Indan government as Britain's successor.
1 2 4 USFR. 693.0031, Tibed5-3149, telegram no. 614 from the U.S. Embuvrn
India t o the U.S. secretary of state, dated 31 May 1949. This related to Washington
the $250,000. The T i b t a lrade
Indian govemment'~notification that they had
mission actually bought $425,800 worth of gold. This was shipped by air to their agents
m Calcutta. the Hong Kong-Shanghai Banhng Corporation, and from there was camed
by pack animals to Tibet. (USFR, 693.0031 Tibeds-349, tclcgram from the State
P m e n t to the U.S. Embassy in India, dated 5 May 1949; letter from L y. pal?dar'
shank [sic: Pandatsang] of the Tibetm trade mission to the New York Federal Rescve
Bmk7 dated 27 April 1949. Since India released only $250,0W, the source of the
$175,800 in U.S. dollars is unclear. Both the Indim government md the U . S State
Department commented that they had no idea where the money had come from:
kabpa (interview) said that the Trapchi mint gave Tibetan traders large sums ofT1lhmn
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AMERICA REEXAMINES ITS POLICY O N TIBET
Unbeknownst to the Tibetans, the visit of the 1948 trade mission
prompted a discussion within the U.S. State Department regarding
U.S.policy on Xbet. In early January 1949, the U.S. ambassador in
India suggested to the State Department that in view of the existing
conditions in Asia, a review of U.S. policy toward Tibet was appropriate. In particular, the embassy proposed that if the Communists succeeded in taking control of China, the United States should be prepared
to treat Tibet as independent.
The Far East D e p a m e n t of the State Department conducted a review in which five arguments were brought forward in support of the
embassy's proposal:
1. If the Communists gain control of China proper, Tibet will be one
of the few remaining non-Communist bastions in Continental Asia.
Outer Mongolia is already detached. Communist ~nfluenceis strong in
Burma and Communists are intiltrating into S~nluangand Inner Mongolia. Tibet will accordingly assume both ideological and strategic importance.
2. If Tibet possesses the stamina to withstand Communist infiluation-and the embassy in New Delhi seems to feel that it does-it would
be to our interest to treat Tibet as independent rather than to continue
to regard it as a part of a China which has gone Communist.
3. The Government is relatively stable. The people are conservative
and religious by nature and disposed to oppose Communism as in confict with the tenets of Buddhism. The Dalai Lama's authority extends
beyond Tibet over persons who practice the lamaist form of Buddhism
in Nepal, Siklum, Bhutan, Mongolia, etc.
4. The Chinese Government cannot now assert-and there currently
appears little likelihood that it ever again will be able to assert-effective
hfmo authority in Tibet.
5. The Tibetans are showing increasing interest in establishing trade

\

currency to buy wool and they in cum repaid this in rupees in Inda. He said these were
converted into U.S. currency by the Hang Kong-Shanghai Bank and were the source of
extra 51 75,800. It is certain, however, that at least a part of this gold was purchased
With the private funds of trade mission members for their own use.
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and other relations with the outside world. It is to our interest to see
that these efforts are oriented t o the West and not to the East.

The report also gave a number of cogent arguments against the ernbusy's proposal:
1. A decision t o recognize Tibet involves a reconsideration not
merely of our policy toward Tibet but also of our policy toward China.
A basic principle of our policy toward China has been respect for China's
territorial integrity. This principle has retarded while not entirely preventing the gradual dismemberment of China and it helped China
emerge from World War I1 with the status of a great power. This policy
should not be abandoned unless it is clear that a permanent breakup of
China is inevitable and that we have a substantial stake in Tibet.
2. Adoption of such a policy would lessen the weight of our objection t~ current Soviet efforts to detach additional northern areas from
China. It would also complicate our position that we are not sufficiently
sure of the Mongolian People's Republic's independence to favor the
MPR's admission to the UN.
3. Such a policy might lead to intensified efforts on the part of the
USSR t o take Tibet into the Communist camp. If we carry on toward
Tibet much as at present, the Communists might also be content to let
the present situation there ride. By recognizing Tibet as independent
while we are not in a position to give Tibet the necessary practical support, because of its remoteness, we may in fact be pointing the way for
Communist absorption of the area.
4. AS a practical matter Tibet's importance both ideologically and
strategically is very limited. Because of its geographical remoteness, the
primitive character of its Government and society and the limited character of its contacts with the outside world, Tibet's orientation toward
the West cannot be counted upon t o endure on an ideological basis
less supported by far-reaching practical measures. If we cannot take these
practical measures, recognition in itself would not hold Tibet in an a h F ment with the West and might in fact work against our long-run interests. Similarly, efforts to utilize Tibet strategically as for example an a'r
base or for the discharge of rockets would encounter not merely form'dable difficulties of terrain and weather but also Tibet's objections On
religious grounds to the passage of planes over its territory. Unless rare
minerals are found in Tibet, the Army does not regard Tibet as of Iretegic significance.
5. The answer to what measures of a practical nature can be taken
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appears to lie largely with I n d a which now controls Tibet's access t o the
West. If India cooperates with the West the importance of Tibet both
ideologically and strategically will be considerably less. If India does not
cooperate with the West the difficulties in the way of utilizing Tibet as a
bastion for the West would be enormously magnified.12=

The State Department's conclusions were not unfavorable to Tibet.
Under the then current set of conditions, that is to say, with the continued existence of Nationalist China, it concluded:
1. . . . It is believed t o be clearly to our advantage under any circumstances to have Tibet as a friend if possible. We should accordingly maintain a friendly attitude toward Tibet in ways short of giving China cause
for offense. We should encourage so far as feasible Tibet's orientation
toward the West rather than toward the East.
2. For the present we should avoid giving the impression of any alteration in our position toward Chinese authority over Tibet such as for
example steps which would clearly indicate that we regard Tibet as independent, etc. . . . We should however keep our policy as flexible as
possible by avoiding references to China's sovereignty or suzerainty unless references are clearly called for and by informing China of our proposed moves in connection with Tibet, rather than aslung China's consent for them.126

If China should fall to the Communists, however, the memorandum
suggested, it would be better to treat Tibet as independent than as a
pan of a Communist Chinese state. How far the United States should
go in supporting Tibet-for example, by formally sponsoring it in the
United Nations-was held to depend on the likely Soviet response and,
more important, whether the United States would have the practical
means to see that Tibet would continue in the Western a11gnrnent.l~~
While the U.S. Department of State decided to wait and see what
transpired in China, by early 1949 it was clear in %bet that the end of
125. USFR, 693.0031 Tibet/l-849, memorandum on U.S. policy toward Tibet sent
by the Far Eastern Affairs Department of the Statc Department to the Chinese Mairs
Division of the Statc L>epartrnent, dated 12 April 1949.
126. Ibid.
127. Ibid.
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the Chinese civil war was in sight and that the victor would be the
Communists, led by Mao Tse-tung. This realization led the 'Iibetan
government, as the next chapter will discuss, to intensify their military
preparations and to take a number of actions incluhg, for the first
time since the death of the 13th Dalai Lama, an open diplomatic attack
against the Chinese.

TIBET AFTER THE FALL
OF THE KUOMINTANG

After the surrender of the Japanese in 1945, the Chinese Cornmunists made it clear that they would not accept a one-party postwar Nationalist government, and China slipped into a bloody civil war. By this
time many Tibetan government officials owned shortwave radios and a
few received foreign newspapers. They were therefore able to follow
the end of the war and its aftermath in some detail, in particular the
Chinese civil war. Although Tibetans initially discounted the Chinese
Cmmunists as a military and political force, events in China gradually
forced a reassessment of this opinion.'
Despite the massive U.S. armaments they controlled, the civil war
did not go well for Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang. The Communists
gradually expanded the territory under their control: by July 1947 they
had seized most of the formerly Japanese-held territory in Manchuria,
and by November 1947 they had launched an offensive that pushed the
Nationalist forces entirely out of that area. For the first time, battles
Occurred south of the Yangtse River in the Chinese heartland itself. The
news reaching Lhasa listed one Communist victory after another; Kaifeng, the capital of Honan, fell in June 1947; in November 1948, Muk1. It is instructive to examine briefly the sizes of the Sino-Tibetan military establishments at this time. In 1945, the Chinese Communists claimed to have 915,000 regular
troops and a militia of 2,200,000, while Chiang's forces were estimated by the
United States a 3,0()0,0()0
troops (Clubb 1978: 254); Tibet had roughly 13.000
poorly equipped and trained troops, and its entire population was probably little
one million.
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den fell; and soon after that, in January 1949, the Nationdsts suffered
a lethal defeat at the battle of Hwai-Hai in central China. Peking was
occupied on 31 January 1949, and Nanking fell in late April, followed
by defeats in Taiyuan, Wuhan, Sian, Nanchang, and Shanghai in May
1949.2 By the spring of 1949, the Kuomintang and Chiang Kai-shek
were obviously about to lose control of China.
News of these Communist victories produced great pessimism and
anxiety in Tibet, because the godless Communists were considered to
be a much greater threat to the Tibetan way of life than the Kuomintang was. The 13th Dalai Lama had warned about the Red menace, and
Mongolian monks in Lhasa described the destruction of religion in
their country after the Communists rose to power. As city after city fell
to the Chinese Communists, the Tibetan government became convinced that the Communists would eventually take control of China.
One Tibetan aristocratic official recalled the attitude in Lhasa in 1949
and early 1950:
We have dealt with the Kuomintang for a long time and have seen that,
whatever they may say [about Tibet being a part of China], they could
not put their ideas into practice. For example, they could not even send
solders to accompany the Panchen Rimpoche. They say they will do this
and that but they never could do much. . . . O n the other hand, we know
that the Communists are very strong, for every day we hear that such
and such is lost. . . . These people really meant bu~iness.~

Apprehension concerning the prospect of a confrontation with the
Communists turned the atmosphere in Lhasa to one of gloom and defeat. Many people began to make plans to flee.
People staned thinlung of moving t o India and started shifting their
valuables either to India or to the monasteries. ~t was in that period that
even the monasteries started buying Indian rupees and putting them
aside. In my family I remember that I packed a bag full of Indian rupees
and kfi it in front of my table so that if something happened suddenly I
could take that bag and run. . . . People were like birds, ready to fly . . .
2. Ibid.: 273-88.
3. Sarnbo (Rirnshi), interview.
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In April [1949] the Kuomintang started running toward Formosa and
from that time onward the situation became hopele~s.~

As events unfolded in China, the Tibetan government took a number of steps aimed at improving its position in a showdown with China
after the civil war.

THE EXPULSION O F ALL CHINESE FROM TIBET
One step the Tibetan government took was to close the Chinese Mission and expel all Chinese officialsfrom Tibet. This idea appears to have
originated with Ngabo, who feared that if the Nationalist government
fell, the new Communist government might first accredt the existing
Nationalist officials in Tibet and then gradually substitute Communist
officers. Ngabo's plan won approval from the shapes and Taktra, who
saw it as a means of gaining some breathing space before having to
establish a new relationship with the dreaded communist^.^
Lhasa at this time contained many spies and agents from competing
officesof the Nationalist government and from the Chinese Communists. Most of these were in Lhasa in the guise of either traders or
monks, the Three Seats being open to Chinese and Mongolians and, of
course, to Tibetans from areas under Chinese political control. The Tibetan government decided to take this opportunity to deport all Chinese and Tibetans suspected of being spies. The Kashag assigned Namscling, a tsipon, to put together a comprehensive list of all suspected
persons.6He worked on this for several months, during which time the
utmost secrecy was maintained by the shapes and the tmngtsi, who had
all taken oaths of secrecy before the Kashag's very sacred turquoise
4. Ibid.

5. Ibid. h o n l (interview) says that this idea originated with H . E. kchardson and
Li (1960: 199) implies that he was involved, but kchardson (interview) said that the
action came as a complete surprise to him. The British Indian Office and Foreign Ofice
confirm this: the British complained that they were placed in a difficult situation
S1nCcthey had no warning that these Chinese were going to arrive in Inda. However, it
IS not improbable that Richardson might have commented during private, casual conversatlons that thc <'mmmunists might claim the Kuomintang office as their own if the)'
to power, and this could have influenced the Tibetans.
6 . Anon I , interview.
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Buddha. Other officials realized from the many special meetingsthat
something unusual was going on, but no hint crept out as to what was
tran~piring.~
O n 8 July 1949, the Kashag summoned Chen, the acting head of the
Chinese Mission, and informed him that they suspected that his staff
included Communist agents and that they were expelling all Kuornintang officials, including those worlung in the wireless office, the
schools, and the hospital: all had to leave Lhasa for Lndia within two
weeks. Tibetan army troops removed the Chinese Mission's wireless
antenna so that no news of this could be sent to China. The Chinese
officials were allowed to take their property with them and were given
transportation and a military escort to India.8 The Tibetan government
had kept the secret so well that the Chinese Embassy in New Delhi only
found out about the expulsion on 21 July, after all the officials had left
L h a ~ aAnother
.~
300 to 400 individuals, mostly Chinese, who had been
idenufied by Namseling as spies were photographed and expelled at the
same time as the officials.lo
For the Tibetan government this was a dramatic and radcal step that
returned Sino-Tibetan relations to the status of the 1913-1934 period,
when China had no officials stationed in Tibet. From Lhasa's point of
view this move came none too soon, for on 1 October 1949, the Chinese Communist government-the People's Republic of China-was
formally inaugurated in Peking, ushering in a new era.

T H E FALL O F KAPSHOBA
Early on the same day that the expulsion orders were issued and the
Chinese wireless office sealed, a young boy went to the Ondu Shinga
area in Lhasa and started shouting that the Chinese were shooting guns
and that war had started. This rumor passed quickly from person to
person, creating instant panic; street hawkers in the marketplace packed
7. Sambo (Rrmshi), interview.
8. Anon I. interview.
9. Li 1960: 198.
10. S m ~ b o( R h s h i ) , interview. Namseling is
bribing several of the Chinese agents.

to have obtained the rimes
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their goods and fled, shopkeepers closed their stores. When the news of
the disturbance reached the Lhasa magistrate's office in the Barkor Market area, they irnmedately made inquiries and arrested the boy, who, it
was discovered, was Kapshoba's cook's errand-boy. To the official's surprise, the boy said that he was acting under instructions from Kapshoba's cook.
When the report of the incident arrived at the Kashag, Kapshoba
passed it off as a joke. The other shapes said nothing and it appeared
that the matter was closed. However, the report also went to the regent's office, where it was taken more seriously. That same night, the
regent talked about the incident with Ramba Shape and, separately,
with Surkhang Shape. With their concurrence, the regent decided that
Kapshoba should be suspended p e n h g an investigation of the incident.12 One Kashag st& member recalled how Kapshoba was informed:
[The day following the report] I went to the office at 9 A.M., the normal
time for junior staff members, who were expected to arrive about an hour
before the shapes. However, I found the Kashag was already in session,
although Kapshoba was absent. I wondered what was going on. At 10
A.M., the normal time for shapes to arrive, Kapshoba came in as usual
and took his seat. There was nothing different in his manner.
Q. Do you think he really didn't know anything at all?
A. Of course he knew as soon as he came in, because the two other
shapes were already in session and the trung-tsi were sitting there. After
about five minutes one shiindriin [aide-de-camp to the regent] came and
b f o m ~ dKapshoba that the regent wanted t o see him in the room where
h e regent gave public audiences. Kapshoba went immediately, but by
hen there could have been no doubt [that he was going to be demoted
or dismissed]. At this point his face showed his disappointment.
When he arrived at the regent's room, Thubten Lengmon, the chief
aide-de-camp, read the charges to him. Later, Kesang Ngawmg, an aided ~ - c m p told
,
me that Thubten LcngmGn had told the aides-de-camp
hat "this Kapshoba was a sly man, so if he tried to put his hands into his
pocket [to get a gun], hit him on the hand with a stick. You must all be
alert and stay near him when I read the charges." The charges alleged
11. Khe srnad (Kheme) 1982: 101.
12. Ibid.
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that someone from Kapshoba House had spread a rumor that war was
coming and caused a commotion that disturbed the public peace. The
aide-de-camp hrther said, "The fact that such an act of irresponsibility
and disturbance should have emanated from a shape, and that it should
have been done in Lhasa's largest marketplace, is a very serious charge.
There are also other charges which need to be investigated and until
these charges are examined, you should not attend the Kashag and
should remain only in [the custody of the] Tseja Office." . . . Kapshoba
was permitted t o wear his official dress since he was still technically a
shape, but he could not leave or receive visitors.13

O n the following day, the tmgtsigye began an investigation of this
incident. When the boy repeated that he had received instructions from
Kapshoba's assistant cook, the cook was called in for interrogation.The
cook denied the charge and the committee responded by beginning the
type of interrogation known as "face-to-face whipping." l4 In this technique, the two suspects were placed face to face and then both whipped
on their buttocks until one changed his story. In this case, the young
boy soon said that it was really Kapshoba's horse-steward who had
given him instructions. The horse-steward was then summoned a d
questioned by the face-to-face whipping method; again the young boy
said that he was wrong and that the person who had given him the
order was actually Kapshoba's aide-de-camp Tsewang. When Tsewag
was summoned, he accepted responsibility for the youth and the
youth's actions. H e insisted that no one had ordered him to do this.'5
In the meantime, Kapshdba had appealed for help to Tricang hmthe influential lama who was the junior tutor to the young D J i
Lana. Tricang Labrang then contacted their friend, the rnonk-shape
Ramba, and asked him to help secure Kapshoba's release and reinstatement. Ramba apparently said he would d o what he could and, when
the interrogations proved no link to Kapshbba, told Tricang Labrmg
that the situation looked favorable for Kapshoba.
His hopeful assessment was premature. When the shapes informed
the regent of the lack of evidence against Kapshbba, Taktra produced a
13. Anon I , interview.
14. In Tibetan: tsha 'dri mgo sprod bed.
15. Khe srnad (Kheme) 1982: 102.
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letter in Reting's handwriting that said Kapshoba had urged Reting to
regain the regency and had volunteered to help him from Lhasa. Afier
le&ng the shapes read the letter, Taktra told them, "This is the lund of
person he [Kapshoba] is; you should decide what punishment he deserve~."~~
Taktra had apparently been waiting since 1947 for an opportunity to destroy Kapshoba, and the bizarre incident in the Barkor provided him with the chance he needed. Rarnba informed Tricang
Labrang that nothing could now be done for Kapshoba.17
However, because Kapshoba was extremely verbal and knew so
much of the internal affairs of state, the shapes feared that if they openly
charged him with disloyalty he was likely to make embarrassing countercharges. Kapshoba had apparently let it be known that if he was
charged, he had much to say. Also, they could not charge him with the
Barkor disturbance without evidence. The shapes avoided the dilemma
by not appointing an investigating committee and issuing an unusual
verdict that simply said that because Kapshoba knew what his crimes
were they &d not have to be enumerated.ls It went on to decree that
Kapshoba would be exiled to Southern Tibet, where he would be imprisoned for life. The sentence specified that it could not be commuted
for any reason and that he was not to be allowed to communicate with
anyone by letter.l9
16. Pandenla, interview. The contents of the letter were reported by Gyentsen Tempel
(interview), a monk official from the pro-Taktra Gyambumgang household. Another incriminating letter written t o Kapshoba by Re&g from jail was mentioned by Khe smad
([Kherne] 1982: 103), who reported that Re&g wrote to Kapshoba from prison,
"Knots caused by the snake should be released by the snake itself," implying that Kap~hobawas the cause of Reting's downfall and should now rectify that situation. Shar rtse
([Pebola] 1983: 121), as described earlier, also mentions a letter sent from prison, saving
that it said: "You know
the circumstances regarding the confict between Reting and
Taktra. Please help me now to get released from prison. If I remain in prison, the fish and
water both will become unhappy." This letter implied broadly that if Kapshoba d d not
him, Reting would somehow implicate him.
17. Pandenla, interview.
18. S a m b (Rimshi), interview; Lhalu, interview; Kapshoba, interview. Gyentsen
T ~ m p (intcrvicw)
l
said the Tibetan was: kbyod ra'i &yac nves dt blo~salred.
19. S a m b (Rimshi), interview; Lhalu, interview; Kapshoba, interview; Gyentsen
Tempi, interview, Recause of the cwapc of K-bela and Canglocen to i n h a in 1937,
Taktra's manager ordcred the District Commission of Southern Tibet (Lhochi) to instruct
the Nedong district officials t o makc
that Kapshbba did not c r a p e and to beat
hlm if hc wen acted troublejome. Anon 1 reports that the Southern commissioner later
him of this conversati~~n
In reality, although Kapshoba was under v e n close survclllanc~
at first, with the Southern commissioner making occasional visits to Nedong,
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The Lhasa street-song writers did not miss the oppormnity to comment satirically on Kapshoba's behavior and the Kashag's incredible
verdct :
Kapshoba, with a head like a two-faced drum,
[has a] wife with a flat face.
By acting recklessly,
the impossible has been made possible.20

The small two-sided drum known as a hmaru has strikers which hit on
both faces and therefore is used to symbolize someone who is twofaced. Kapshoba's wife did have a flat face; the second line serves merely
to balance the "head" in the first line. The third line literally means
behaving without talung note of the norms of society. In the fourth
h e , "the impossible" refers to a shape's being dismissed from the government service and imprisoned for life with no interrogation or hearing, and without clear charges even being made.
Initially, there had also been talk of sealing Kapshoba's house and
confiscating his property, but this was rejected since it would indirectly
have benefited Kapshoba, who had massive debts which would then
have been rendered null and void. The Kashag instead decided that the
worse punishment would be to make his family pay these obligations.
Thus, the sentence specified that Kapshoba's sons were responsible for
repaying all of their father's debts.
Another witty Lhasa street-song from 1939 reflects ~apshoba's
enormous propensity for debt:
Those who have, build with wealth.
Those who don't have, build by their power.
[But] Kapshoba is buildng
a completely dfferent "palace" on debts.21

The first two lines refer to the two houses then being built by two big
Khamba trading families, Pandatsang and Sandutsang, and to the new

h's
later the restrictions were relaxed and Kapshdba was even able to bring Women
quarters (Anon 1, interview).
20. Khe smad (Kheme) 1982: 104. In Tibetan: hn shod du ru mgo la 1 lhfi wL@"
ma'i d)ar rgyan I mi b e d &u ltycd b a s pa 1 mi s d rrid pa bung smg.
21. I n T i b c t a n : y o d p . r ~ g y ~ y u b r ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ d p ~ ~ a n ~ g u b r ~ ~ g i r
p h branp I ma 'dra 'dra cg rgya88h.
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house being constructed by the then regent, Reting Runpoche. The
last two h e s poke fun at Kapshoba, who was buildmg a large new
house by borrowing money.
This episode reveals the continuing internal disunity among the political elite in Lhasa. As the Tibetan government made last-minute preparations to face the new challenge posed by the People's Republic of
China, they had little internal solidarity or political consensus.

TIBET TAKES STEPS T O FACE THE CHINESE

In order to increase the efficiency of their adrmnistration, the Tibetan government assigned spechc areas of responsibility to each shape
and made each solely responsible for decisions in that sphere of action,
pendmg approval only by the regent. Ramba, the monk-shape, was
placed in charge of foreign affairs; Surkhang, in charge of military recruitment and expenses; and Ragashar, in charge of the army and
defense.22
The government also tried to increase the strength of the military. In
1947, the Kashag had asked India for a large supply of arms including
mortars, antiaircraft guns, and ammunition. The Tibetan government
repeatedly pressed for the ammunition and even offered to pay for it in
one lump sum. Although this was not initially given, the Indian government eventually sanctioned the sale of 144 Bren guns with 360,000
rounds of ammunition, 168 Sten guns with 204, 238 rounds of ammunition, 1,260 .303 rifles with 252,000 rounds of ammunition, and
42 Verey pistols with 630 rounds of ammunition. They did not sell
Tibet the mortars or antiaircrafi guns.23In June 1948, the Xbetan commanders-in-chiefmet with H. E. Richardson in Lhasa to dscuss Tibet's
continuing requircments for military equipment.24
of the army came in 1949,
The real push to improve the
22. S a m b (Rimshi), interview; Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1982: 92.
23. IOR, Mss.Eur.D.998/23, annual report o f the British and Indran Mission in
Lhasa for 1947. Payments were arranged in installments o f 100,000 rupees per year.
24. F0371/70042, letter From the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 27
lune 1948. That same year it was proposed that a new regiment of 1,000 troops be
drafrcdfrom the unemployed males (includng beggars), but this idea was ultimately
to giving "riff-raff"weapons. (ibid.1
relcctedsince therc was considerable
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when a Communist victory in China was imminent. In February of that
year, the Tibetan government asked India to sell them a large supply of
weapons, includmg 1,500 Bren guns, 10,000,000 rounds of arnrnunition, and mortars.25 The %betan government also asked India to send
two d t a r y officers to Tibet to help train its troops,26and they indicated that they would ultimately like to raise another 20,000 recruits.27
The Indian government responded in June 1949 by delivering the earlier approved weapons, agreeing to an additional 3.5 million rounds of
ammunition, and allowing the Tibetans to send small numbers of
troops for weapons training to Gyantse, where a small detachment
of Indian troops was posted at the Indian Trade Agency. However, they
postponed the decision on the other weapons Tibet wanted.28
In the fall of 1949, the Tibetan government invited the Indian government's new political officerin Sikkirn, H. Dayal, to Lhasa. They also
urgently requested still more weapons and ammunition from India: 20
two-inch mortars, 20 three-inch mortars, 10,000 two-inch mortar
bombs, 10,000 three-inch mortar bombs, 2,000,000 rounds of ,303
r d e ammunition, and 1,000,000 rounds of Sten gun ammunition.At
the same time, a detachment of twelve Tibetan soldiers went to Gyantse
to receive training in the use of Bren and Sten guns.29
In September 1949, the Tibetan government revived the idea of CKa t h g a "Better Family" (Trongdra) Regiment of young males conscripted from the better families and established a mobilization ofice
to draw up plans for the general mobilization of large numbers of
troops.'" Moreover, troops and new weapons were shifted to Khan
25. F0371176315, letter from the Indan Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 13
June 1949.
26. USFR, 7938.0011-1050, report of a conversation with K. P. S. Menon. Indim
f o r e i p Secretary, in a telegram from the U.S. Embassy in In&a to the U.S. secrets?' of
state, dated 10 January 1950.
2 7 F0371184454, report titled "Tibet" prepared by the Research Depanment of
the British Foreign Office, dated 2 December 1949.
2 8 F0371184465, telegram from the United Kingdom high cornrniss~onerin Indn
to the Commonwealth Relations Office, dated 5 January 1950. The telegram reponMn
a meeting with Indian officials regarding military aid to Tibet.
2 9 Ibid.; letter from the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the week ending 15 s
~
1949. H. E. Richardson (personal communicati<,n, 14 May 1984) says that agreement
was reached at this time.
30. F037118Y165, letter from the Indim Mission in Lhasa for rhc week ending l 5
September 1949.
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md Nagchuka (Northern Tibet) to strengthen border defenses, and
extra training was given to the troops stationed there. In addtion, all
the younger lay and monk officials were trained in the use of Bren
guns.31
The Kashag began negotiations with private companies to help develop Tibet. J. E. Reid of the General Electric Company in India spent
seven weeks in Tibet at the invitation of the Tibetan government, to
examine the feasibility of installing electric wiring in Lhasa. H e signed
a contract for his firm to supply a small hydroelectric station producing
500 kilowatts at Lhasa. Two Tibetans were appointed to go to Calcutta
to be trained in the assembly and handling of the equipment. About
forty-five tons of equipment for this project were to be flown to Lhasa
by Bharat Always, which was undertaking an air-route survey with the
aim of establishing regular service between I n d a and Tibet. Tibet had
no airfields, but several very flat areas near Lhasa could quickly be converted into landng strips. Reid himself delivered to Bharat hrlines a
letter of permission, signed by the regent, allowing them to undertake
flying operations in Tibet." Tibet was negotiating with the Indian
government to obtain their agreement. Inda, however, had political
doubts about the utility of air transport between I n d a and Tibet; H.
Dayal, the political officer in Sikkim, told the British he thought India
~ ~ ustall
l d on the proposal for a long time.33
Tibet worked to develop its communications capacity. As was discussed earlier, the U.S. government provided three complete radio stations in early 1945, and the Tibetan government asked R. Fox, the
British Mission's wireless operator, to train selected officials in their
operation. When R. Ford relieved Fox in 1945, he continued this instruction. By 1947, the Tibetan government realized that it could no
longer afford this slow process of developing self-reliance, particularly
since the forced closing of the English school in Lhasa in 1945 meant
few were qualified to be students. As an alternative they sought Indians
31. Lha'u rta ra (1,hautara) 1982: 93; Ford 1958: 33-34.

32. F03711844-49, notcs on a conversation with Reid by a member of United Kingdom high commissioner's staff, dated 19 January 1950.
33. F0371184466, rcport of discussion with H . Dayal, in a letter from united Kingdom Officeof thc High &missioner to the &mmonwealth Relations Ofice, dated 1
April 1949.
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to run the equipment. When this proved unsuccessful, they hired Ford,
who began working in the summer of 1948. He spent the first yea

constructing Raclro Lhasa, Tibet's first radio broadcasting station, md
completed it just as the Chinese Communists were emerging victorious
in China. For the first time, Tibet could broadcast to the outside
Because of its size (about 1,200 miles long) and its exceedingly
rough terrain, Tibet was in great need of a wireless network. To send
messages from Lhasa to Chamdo in Kham (approximately 400 miles)
took seven to ten days by even the fastest "pony express." Consequently,
because Kham was the most likely site for a Sino-Tibetan confrontation, a second radio station was established by Ford in Chamdo, the
district headquarters for the civil and military governor-general of
Kham. Fox, the original British Mission wireless operator, who was
Living in Lndia, was then hired to take over the Lhasa broadcast stat i ~ nA. third
~ ~ radio station was set up at Nagchuka, the major administrative center and the seat of the governor of Northern Ebet.
Nagchuka was the gateway to Lhasa from Tsinghai Province, the other
llkely Chinese invasion route.36
Some of the problems encountered in beginning the Khm station
are worth considering, for it is all too easy to view the Xbet of 1949
from the perspective of the present. Ford recalled:
First of all the engines sent by the Americans d ~ dnot generate enough
power to work the stations, because of the rarefied air. New engines were
asked for. and this time it was suggested that they should be diesels. I
was told that the diesels had arrived, and I arranged for the supply of
diesel oil while I was in Inda, only to find petrol engines when I got to
Lhasa.
The engines had been dismantled and crated and carried by poflers
over the Himalayas. and when I put them together I found that some of
the Pam had gotten lost on the way. Only one engine was complete, and
34. Ford 1958: 18-19.
35. Ibid.: 36.
36. A further effort toward improvement occurred in May 1949, when the B
~
merit attempted to restore discipline among the officiah by prohibiting them from PIa".
1% mah-jongg and ordering them to
d mah-jongg sets (Thar then. MaY 1949
issue).

~

~
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that was used for the radio station in Lhasa. Spare parts for the others

were ordered, and I took one incomplete engine to Charndo. If I had
relied on getting the spare parts I would not have been on the air yet.
But fortunately I had bought two portable radio transmitters and receivers in Lndia, and the engines originally sent by the Americans were powerfd enough for these.37

These efforts came none too soon, for the inauguration of the
People's Republic of China on 1 October 1949 brought China a powerful government for the first time in the twentieth century. The Chinese Communist party's ideology emphasized reundication of China,
one of the prime targets of which was the liberation of Tibet and its
reintegration with the "motherland." The Chinese Communists believed that Xbet's desire to be separate from China was caused by Westem imperiahst interference in Chinese affairs. The Chinese considered
it not to be coincidental that the 13th Dalai Lama had expelled all
Chinese from Tibet and severed relations with China in 1913 just after
he had spent two years in India and developed a close friendship with
the British dplomat Sir Charles Bell. The Chinese saw British policy as
an attempt either to eliminate or to reduce to token status all Chinese
mfluence in Tibet and saw the elimination of British "imperialism" (i.e.,
mfluence) as critical to the restoration of what they considered to be
China's tradtional hegemony over Tibet. Thus the Chinese repeatedly
broadcast in both Chinese and Tibetan (the latter by the well-known
@she from Tsinghai Province, Sherab Gyatso) that the Chinese People's
Liberation Army was going to liberate Tibet from the imperialists.
The Tibetan government responded to these broadcasts with their
own broadcasts saying that since there were no imperialists in Tibet,
%bet did not need liberation; the relationship between Tibet and China
was one of priest and patron, not one in which Tibet was a part of
China.38On 2 November 1949 the Tibetan Foreign Mairs Bureau sent
astrmgely naive letter to Mao Tse-tung asking for assurance that China
would not attack Tibet and indicating that Tibet wanted to discuss the
37. Ford 1958: 36. With progressively increasing altitude the barometric pressure
dc~lina;that is to say, there arc fewer molccuIes of oxygen per unit volumc. This oficn
cauws prohlerns in engines that have not been specially built or adjusted to compensate.
38. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 408.
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return of ethnic Xbetan territories then held by China. Drafts of this
letter had been shown to H. E. Richardson and then to H. Dayd when
he visited Lhasa in September-November 1949, and both had tried but
failed to convince the Tibetan government to express their views in a
less inflammatory manner; they feared the letter might incite the Communists to take early action against Tibet. The Tibetans, however,
wanted to make their position clear before the Chinese Communists'
view became generally accepted.39The letter read:
To,
The Honourable Mr. Mautsetung,
Chairman of the Chinese Communist Govt., Peiping.
Tibet is a peculiar country where the Buddhist religion is widely flourishing and which is predestined to be ruled by the Living Buddha of Mercy
or Chenresig [the Dalai Lama]. As such, Tibet has from the earliest times
up t o now, been an Independent Country whose Political administration
had never been taken over by any Foreign Country; and Tibet also defended her own territories from Foreign invasions and always remained
a religious nation.
In view of the fact that Chinghai and Sinluang, etc., are being situated
on the borders of Tibet, we would like to have an assurance that no
Chinese troops would cross the Tibetan frontier from the Sino-Tibetan
border, or any such Military action. Therefore please issue stria orders
to those Civil and Military Officersstationed on the Sino-Tibetan border
in accordance with the above request, and lundly have an early reply so
that we can be assured. As regards those Tibetan territories annexed as
part of Chinese territories some years back, the Government of Tibet
would desire t o open negotiations after the settlement of the Chinese
Civil War.40

The most significant step Tibet took to protcct its position was its
attempt to secure major support from the Wcstern democracies.
3 9 F0371176315, monthly repon of the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the prid
e n h g 14 November 1949; and USFR, 7938.00/1-950,conversation of U.S. Ambassa.
dor Henderson with H. Dayal, dated 2 1 November 1949.
40. F03711763 17, copy of lcnerfrom the Tiberm Foreign Affairs Bureau, Lhasa'
"
Ma0 Tse-twig, dated 2 November 1949.
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TIBET APPEALS T O T H E
UNITED STATES A N D GREAT BRITAIN
Because relations with the new Indan government had been
strained since 1947, the Xbetan government believed they could not
rely solely on I n d a for aid and support. They decided, therefore, to
send the United States and Britain copies (in Tibetan and English) of
the letter sent to Mao Tse-tung, together with a request for civil and
military aid. The letter to E. Bevin, dated 4 November 1949, said:
The Chinese Communist troops have invaded the Chinese Provinces
of Lanchow, Chinghai and Sinluang; and as these Provinces are situated
on the border of Tibet, we have sent an official letter to Mr. Mautsetung,
leader of the Chinese Communist Government, asking him to respect
the territorial integrity of Tibet.
We enclose herewith the true copy of the letter which our Government has sent t o the leader of Chinese Communist Government, thmking that he may duly consider the matter. But in case the Chinese communist leader ignores our letter, and takes an aggressive attitude and
send his troops toward Tibet, then the Government of Tibet will be obLigated to defend her own country by all possible means. Therefore the
Government of Tibet would earnestly desire to request every possible
help from your Government.
We would be most grateful if you would please consider extensive aid
in respect of requirements for Civil and military purposes, and lundly let
us have a favourable reply at your earliest possible oppommity.
From,
The Tibetan Foreign Bureau,
Lha~a.~'

The British informed the Americans and Indians about the letter
h e y had received and assured the Indans that they would consult them
before m&ng any substantive reply. In the meantime they stalled the
41. F03711763 17, telegram no. 3462 from the United Kingdom Foreign Office
(South Asian Department) to the United Kingdom high commissioner in Incha, dated
28 November 1949 (emphasis
This was given to the British high commissioner
m Iklhi on 22 November by Surkhang Depiin, the head o f the Tibetan trade mission
then in Delhi.
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Tibetans with the following innocuous message: "His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign AfFairs has received the ?ibetan
Government's letter of 4th November, which he is considering with
sympathy. Mr. Bevin takes the opportunity to assure the Government
of Tibet of the continued goodwill and interest of His Majesty's Government in the United K i n g d ~ m . "The
~ ~ Americans informed Britain
that they had received a sirmlar request and told the British ambassador
in Washington that they were going to send a reply that would discourage Tibetans from expecting any aid. The U.S. State Department also
indicated that they felt the matter would be more properly left in the
hands of India and Britain.43
Upon receiving these noncommittal messages from the United
States and Britain, Tibet decided to send missions to the United States,
Britain, Nepal, and I n d a to seek civil and mihtary aid as we1 as support
for their cause in the United Nations. They decided also to send a mission to open negotiations with the Chinese Communists, and they welcomed a visit by the U.S. broadcaster Lowell Thomas and his son when
the American ambassador to India asked Shakabpa's help in arranging
this, for the visit by Thomas gave the Tibetan government an unexpected oppomnity to garner much-needed publicity and sympathy in
the United States and the rest of the Western world. Thomas and his
son entered Tibet in the summer of 1949, and afcer their return to the
United States they publicized the Tibetan point of view on their radio
and television show^,^ and they appealed for aid for Tibet in the highest echelons of the U.S. government.
In decidng who should be sent on the planned foreign missions, a
m.~mberof the older, more conservative officials and abbots argued
forcefully that because these missions were critical for the f u m of
~ the
Tibetan religious/secuIar state it was necessary to use the divine IofleV
to decide which officials' karma was appropriate.45 Other more modem
4 2 F03711763 17, telegram n o 3461 from the British Foreign office(South him
India, dated 28 Novemkr
Dcpament) to the United Kingdom high
1949. The telegram was given to Surkhang D e w n in Delhi to convey to his government.
43. PO3711763 17. telegram no. 3534 from he British Foreign Officet o the Unlnd
Krngdom high commissioner in Inda, dated 7 December 1949.
44. Shakabpa 1967: 298.
45. The phrase "karrnically appropriate personsv is expressed in Tiberm
have good karma
Pa'; mi. This idea derives from the belief h a t some people
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and liberal lay officials such as Ngabo argued equally vigorously against
this, insisting that such a method could result in English-speaking 06cids going to China and vice versa, and that whatever their karmic
residue was, this made no sense. Ngabo said, "If you roll the lottery
and ask should you jump from the eastern or southern side of the roof
of the Potala, one of these will be chosen and you will jump," meaning
that the lottery will always produce an answer, but not necessarily a
reasonable one.%
The traditionahsts prevailed, and the nominees selected by a divine
lottery were:

China Mission: Headed by Shakabpa and Thubten Gyepo. Taring
Dzasa was the English translator and Phiintso Tashi, the Dalai
Lama's brother-in-law, was the Chinese translator.
United States and India Mbswn: Headed by Khencung Thubten
Sanggye and Dingja, Dorje Gyentsen.
England Mission: Headed by Yuthok, Tashi Dondrup, and Khencung Thubten Khenrab.
NLpal Mission: Headed by Tshesum Phunkang and Khencung
Lobsang Wanggye.
When these results were announced, Shakabpa, who had deceived
the Chinese when the Tibetan trade mission was in China, immediately
sdd that he i d not want to go to China.47Thubten Sanggye, formerly
of the Tibetan Bureau Office in China, was equally apprehensive about
going to America. He recalled: "When I heard the news I was shocked
and worried. On the one hand it was a big responsibility and I knew
the Chinese [not the Americans] very well. . . . I was [also] scared that
the Chinese might shoot me before I could reach Ameri~a."'~
On the day afier the lottery, the selected officials went to the Kashag
to receive their instructions and credentials. Thubten Sanggye said that
he was given a passport and written instructions telling him to go to
\

Past lives that makes them particularly suited to negotiate with either China or the United
States. This examination of "past karmic influencesn was a Tibetan tradition.
46. Horsur, interview.
47. Ibid.
48. Thubten Sanggye, interview.
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America and seek every possible form of aid-funds, weaponry, and SO
forth; however, d t a r y aid in the form of U.S. troops was not mentioned in his instructions. Furthermore, he was instructed to apped to
the United Nations to issue an order to China to refrain from invading
Tibet. He was told that if he could, he should go in person to the
United Nations; if not, he should ask the United States to convey he
appeal on Tibet's behalf. H e was also given 100,000 Indian rupees.
kchardson, the Inman representative in Lhasa, gave Thubten Sangme
a visa for India on his Tibetan passport, and he was told to go to the
U.S. Embassy in I n d a to get his visa for A r n e r i ~ a . ~ ~
These missions were approved in December 1949 and prepared to
leave almost immediately. The Tibetan government also sent urgent appeals to each country to which they were sending a mission (except, of
course, China), asking for their support. The British appeal apparently
mentioned Tibet's desire for help in gaining United Nations membership,50 but the United States appeal (which was sent in separate but
identical letters to President T m a n and Secretary of State Acheson)
did not. The U.S. letter, dated 22 December 1949, said:
The Tibetan Foreign Bureau
m S A

Tibetan date . . 211 11923
English date . ,22112149
TRANSLATION OF THE TIBETAN LETTER
Though Tibet has remained an Independent Country for about r h i q
years without any trouble, but recently the Chinese Communist leaden
have announced over their Radio claiming Tibet as a part of Chinese
territory and many other remarks about Tibet which are absolutely baseless and misleading. Besides the Chinese Communists have already @~ p i e dthe border Provinces of S i A a n g , Sining (the Capital of Chinghai), and also Shikang.
heref fore it is impossible for us to remain indifferent at such a critical
time. Hence we are deputing soon Lachag Khenchung Thupteen Smghe
[Thubten Sanggye] and Rimshi Dingja to lead a special Mission to Your
country for the purpose of obtaining aid from your Government.
49. Ibid.
5 0 FO371184461, telegram from the United Kingdom high cornmissioner
to the Commonwealth Relations Office, London, dated 5 January 1950.
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We would therefore be most grateful to your honour if you would
h d l y render every possible assistance to our Mission on their arrival in
Washington.
The Honourable Mr. Truman,
President of the U.S.A.
Wa~hington.~
At the same time, as a gesture of friendship, the Tibetans tried to in-

fluence the United States by allowing two Americans to cross through
%bet en route to Burma. The Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau's letter,
dated 22 December 1949, to the U.S. Embassy in New Delhi said:
The Government of Tibet has just received a letter from our Comrnissioner of Eastern Tibet informing that two Americans on their way to a
place called Lisu in Yunnan Province have arrived at Tsakalho in eastern
Tibet, via Markham Bom on account of Communist danger and therefore applied for permission t o enter Burma via Tibetan territory of Dzayul. Although no Foreigners are permitted to enter Tibet without permission from our Government, but in view of the uwdial relations between
Anmica and Tibet and also in view of their real danger from Chinese
Communists, we are glad to inform you that our Government have issued orders by radio message to our Commissioner at Charndo to issue
visa and Tibetan passports immelately to the two American subjects to
proceed for Burma via Dzayul; and also similar orders have been issued
to our Commissioner with regard to other American subjects in Chinese
Territory who may be obliged under similar circumstances to evacuate
and return via eastern Tibet.52

The necessity of replying to this letter placed the U.S. Embassy in
India in a rather difficultsituation, since the United States did not offi5 1. USFR, 193B.0013-650. Lha'u rta ra ([Lhautara] 1982: 90-91 ), one of the tru"~ichcmmoat this time, was overly specific when he recalled that these appeals said. ''The
Communists have taken over almost all the parts of China and now they are comlng near
'0 the Tibetan borders t o seek t o invade and take over our country. We have to challenge
his md we need to seek military advice and help on how to stop the communists. And
also we need to buy and h>rrow left-over WW 11 arms and amrnuriition as well as planes
and vehicles togcher with the personnel to use them, and U.S. dollars. WC also hope to
remain independent and join the United Nations, and need your help to accomplish these
alms."
in a letter from H. Donovan, counselor of the
5 2 USFR, R93R.1811-950,
U,S. h-fhassy in Dclhi, t o the Department of State, dated 9 January 1950 (emphasis
added).
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c i d y recognize Tibet as an independent country. Their solution wa
summarized in a letter to the U.S. secretary of state dated 6 Januv
1950:
Since the Embassy feared that an official reply in writing to the Tibetan
Foreign Bureau on the part of the Embassy might be considered by the
Tibetans as recognition of their independent status, it expressed its appreciation orally for the courtesy of the Government of Tibet to Mr. D.
Bhakta, the informal representative of the Tibetan Government, who is
still in Delhi awaiting the reply t o the Tibetan request for assistance to
the Secretary of State.53

At about the same time, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau heard a
radio speech by Ambassador Philip Jessup regarding U.S. support for
anti-Communist nations in Asia. They immediately wrote hun the following appeal and invitation, which was given to the U.S.ambassador
in Delhi:
The people of Tibet heard with pleasure over the radio your declaration
in Sari Francisco stating purpose your visit to Southeast Asia is to find
countries which need U.S. assistance t o stop spread of Communism.
For the last 38 years, Tibet has maintained its independence. The
Chinese Communist Government has repeatedly announced Tibet is part
of China which is definitely without any foundation.
Tibet has decided oppose commie aggression. For this reason, specid
missions of Tibetan Government will shortly leave for the U.S. and 0 t h
countries ask for help.
Nevertheless, we d o hope you can include a visit to Tibet in YOU'
programme after reaching Inda.
Aftcr a favorable decision, h d l y inform us beforehmd by what
means you will be traveling to our capital L h a ~ a . ~ ~

Again, the U.S. State Department feared encouraging the Tibetans a d
declined.
Soon afker this, the U.S. secretary of state instructed the U-S. Embassy in Delhi to dlssuade the Tibetans orally from sending a mission
to the United States:
53. Ibid. It is not clear who this Bhakta was.
54. USFR, 7938.0011-2050, relegran from the U.S. Embassy in India to the ''retary of state, dated 20 January 1950.
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DEPT believes that arrival such mission US WLD present complicated
questions RE status and ueaunent and fears that publicity attendant
overt move this nature might hasten C H I COMMIE action against Tibet. Finally, although type and nature aid not specified, DEPT considers
it unhkely US.WLD be prepared this time extend aid Tibet, particularly
in view attitude GO1 respecting Tibet and key position I n d a with regard
Tibet. DEPT accordingly believes discussions Tibetans may wish with
US GOVT better conducted with EMB New Delhi than in Washington.
Unless you see objection, DEPT desires that you orally acknowledge
to Tibetan REP Delhi receipt by Pres and SECY of Tibetan LTRS referred to above expressing appreciation and that you endeavor dssuade
Tibetans from sendmg proposed mission emphasizing disadvantages Tibet resulting such move this time and pointing out greater desireability
using EMB Delhi. DEPT suggests you discuss matter with BRIT and
GO1 REPS enlisting their assistance discouraging proposed mission if
UR opinion this WLD be helpful.

The U.S. ambassador to India, Loy Henderson, &d as instructed
and relayed to Dean Acheson:
I called on Foreign Secretary Menon to obtain Indan views re Tibetan
desire send mission Washington. Menon said in his opinion dispatch of
such a mission would serve no purpose. He hoped, however, we would
not suggest Delhi as avenue for dscussions. If discussions would take
place here there was danger wide publicity. Communist Government
would probably charge that Delhi was becoming center of conspiracy to
effect separation Tibet from China and might speed up plans for conquest Tibet. I asked him for suggestions as to where meeting between
Tibetan and American representatives might take place. For US refuse to
see Tibetan representatives a t all, might have extremely depressing effect.
He agreed it would be preferable for Tibetans not to be completely discouraged in their efforts t o fortify their position against possible Chinese
Communist invasion but said he could make no helpful suggestions as to
place of meeting. . . .
I learned from UK High Command that several days ago he received
from London instructions t o send through Indian MEA [Ministry of
55. USFR, 793B.0211-1250, letter from Secretary o f State Dean Acheson to the
h r i c a n Embassy, India, dated 12 January 1950.
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External Affairs] r a d o message from Hector McNeill to Tibetan Government UK hoped Tibet would reconsider its decision send mission to
UK; such mission could achleve nothing since there was no possibilit~
adrmttance Tibet in U N and since UK not in position extend direct assistance Tibet. In response t o my question High Command said adjective
"drect" used merely t o soften negative tone of message. Message also
indcated U K could not, even if in position to do so, aid Tibet without
consultation with other interested powers.56

The U.S. Embassy then told the Tibetans through the Indian representative in Lhasa that the United States was not then in a position to lend
effective aid to Tibet and that it was the opinion of the U.S.government that the "arrival in U.S. just now of Tibetan mission might be
h a d rather than helpful to Tibet since it might strengthen the hand
of elements advocating immediate invasion of Tibet, and that U.S.
Government therefore hoped mission would not be sent and that if it
had already left Lhasa it would be instructed not to continue on to
U.S."57The Indians reporred to the U.S. that "Tibetan authorities. . .
expressed considerable disappointment that no aid would be forthcoming from U.S."58
The British response was also sent through the Indian government:
Mr. Bevin has received the Kashag's telegram dated 3rd December requesting assistance in obtaining U.N.O. membership. He is considering
this message and the earlier message from the Tibetan Foreign Bureau
and will send a response in due course.
2. In the meantime Mr. Bevin wishes to point out to the Kashag that
admission t o the U.N.O. is subject to the approval not merely of the
U . N . 0 . Assembly but also of the Security Council where the veto is
operative and for obvious reasons it would be quite unrealistic in present
c~rcurnstancesto hope to secure Tibet's admission to the U.N.0Mr

56. USFR, 7938.0211 -2050, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India tot* US'
secretary of state, dated 20 January1950.
57. USFR. 7938.0211-2050,telegram from the u.S. ambassador in India tothcU.S'
secretary of state, datcd 20 January 1950; USFR, 7938,0212-450. t~lcgrmlromdr
U.S. Embassy in India to the secretary of state, dated 4 Fcbruary 1950.
58. USFR. 7938.0212-1050, telegram from the u.S. Embassy in India tothcseen.
tary of state, dated 10 February 1950.
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Bevin therefore suggests that the proposed special Mission referred to in
the Kashag's telegram should be suspended.59

The Kashag apparently refused to believe that Britain would let
them down in their hour of need. They answered Britain's negative
response by reiterating that they were sending a mission to Great Britain to seek aid:60
We have noted matter mentioned in your telegram ( ? from) Indian Mission received through our Foreign Office. As stated therein we understand there is difficulty in obtaining admission to United Nations Organization and suggested suspension proposed to Mission though definite
reply will be despatched later afier consideration for which we thank you.
2. The Mission is not repeat not only sent to help obtaining membership of U.N.O. but also to request help from provinces along the
North East border of Tibet. Therefore, our Mission has already lefi
Lhassa and we shall be grateful if you would kindly render necessary help
and advice on their arrival there [sic] in consideration of our good relationship.61

The British again asked that the mission not be sent. Their attitude
was aptly summed up in a minute by J. L. Taylor of the Foreign Office's
Southeast Asia D e p a m e n t . "We also consider that since Tibet is of
importance only in relation to the security of India any assistance to
Xbet should be limited to supporting Indian policy in Tibet, since such
a course [direct aid] might involve us in difficulties with China; moreover, if it came to light, it would furnish the Communists with
more effective pretexts for propaganda against alleged Imperialism in
Xbet,"62
By the end of January 1950 the Kashag was forced to order the
missions to the U.S. and Britain to halt in Gyantse but still could not
59. F0371184-461, cited in a telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner
in India to the Commonwealth Relations Office, London, dated 5 January 1950.
60. USFR, 793R.0211-2050, reported as being said by the Rritish high commissioner in India, in a telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India to the U.S. secretary of
State, dated 20 January 1950.
61. F0371184-451, Kashag's reply, cited in a telegram from the united Kingdom
high commissioner in India to the C~mmonwealthRelations Office, London, dated 19
January 1950.
62. F0371184-465, minute by J. I,. Taylor of the Southeast Asia Department of the
Foreign Office,dated 26 January 1950.
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bring themselves to recall them. Instead they deceived the National As.
sembly by withholding information concerning the negative replis
from the United States and Britain, saying instead that they had decided it would be better to wait for the preliminary results of the China
mission before allowing the other missions to proceed.63

POSITION OF T H E NEW INDIAN GOVERNMENT
In December 1949 and January 1950, the Indian government responded to the requests Tibet made to Dayal for more modern armaments by agreeing to supply the Tibetans with the mortars and mortar
shells they wanted, although not the antiaircraft guns.
With regard to the political issue of the status of Tibet, there were
two schools of thought within the Indian government. One, led by
K. M. Panikkar, wanted to base Indian policy on the Anglo-Chinese
Convention of 1906, that is to say, recognizing a degree of Chinese
suzerainty that amounted to direct Chinese control of Tibet. The other
school held that India should continue to base her Tibet policy on the
1914 Sirnla Convention, advocating real Tibetan autonomy under a
vaguer form of Chinese suzerainty.
The Indian government at this time maintained the Sirnla-basedPOsition and agreed to give Tibet limited diplomatic and military support.
However, India absolutely ruled out any direct military intervention in
case of a Chinese invasion and was worried that Tibet would misunderstand this limited support to mean that India was re pared to take their
side against China.@ The Indlan foreign secretary, K. P. S. Menon,

*-

63. F0371184453. monthly report of the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the fiod
e n , b g 15 February 1950.Interestingly, t o this day former Tibetan officials on theother
msslons (e.g., Thubten Sanggye [interview] and Ngawmg DBndrup [interview]l believe
that It was Shakabpa's chicanery that resulted in their being held back while he went
ahead t o India. They believe that the United States had indicated that they would accept
their mission. Such secrecy was not at all uncommon in Tibet with regard to
affairs.
6 4 F0371184451, telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India
t o the cmnmonwedth Relations Office, London, dated 5 January 1950;~ 0 3 7 1 1 8 ~ ~ ' ~
n-mnorandum from the Indian Mission in Lhasa to the political officer in
dated
15 January 1950.The India foreign secretary, K. P. S. Menon, told the British thatindn
regarded the defense of Nepal vital t o her own security and was not
to tolerate
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pressed this view to the British: "If the Communists were really determined to take Tibet nothing could stop them from doing so and there
was no question of India giving Tibet any direct military support."65
Inda's Tibet policy was predicated on the primacy of Sino-Indian
relations and the need for a peaceful solution to the Tibet issue. The
Indian government strongly advised the Xbetan government not to
provoke China; for example, it should avoid all bellicose language and
action in its dealings with the People3 Republic of China.66 Menon expressed this view to the British in talking about the negative U.S. and
British responses to Xbet's announcement of aid missions:
[The] Government of InQa however were in entire [agreement] with
these replies which they considered to be in the best interests of Tibet.
He commented that it was most important not to lead Tibet "up the
garden path."67
It would be a mistake t o encourage Tibetans to send such missions to
( ? foreign) capitals as it would only provoke Chinese and give Tibetans a
false impression of their existing status.68

Thus, as the impending confrontation between Tibet and China
drew nearer, Tibet had already been written off by both Britain and
India. Both pursued a policy of verbal support of Tibetan autonomy
while withholdmg meaningful diplomatic and military aid.
The United States, however, was becoming w e interested in the
nbctan question. Now that Chiang Kai-shek had fallen, the Tibetans
could be seen (and used) as an anti-Communist force in Asia. The State
the revival oTmy shadowy Chinese claims to Nepal or Bhutan (FOJ71184452. telefYm
in I n d a t o Commonwealth Relations Ofice,
United Kingdom high
London, dated 9 February 1950).
65. F0371184451, r e p m of conversation with K. P. S. Menon in a telefYam from
the United Kingdom high commissioner in I n d a to the Commonwealth Relations Office,Imndon, dated 5 January 1950.
66. F0371184453, memorandfrom the Indan Mission in Lhasa to the political
in S i k h , datcd 15 January 1950.
67. F0371184452, r e p * of conversation with K. P.S. Menon in a telegram from
'he United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the Commonwealth Relations Office. London. datcd 9 February 1950.
68. F0371184451, r e p m of conversation with K. P.S. Menon in a telegram from
the united Kingdom high commissioner in I n h a t o the Commonwealth Relations Office. London. dated 9 January 1950.
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Department asked the U.S. ambassador in India to ask the British high
commissioner discreetly what and how much military aid India
giving to Tibet, and the Americans Qrectly asked the Indians their
opinion of a U.S. plan to send a mission to Tibet. This suggestion,of
course, prompted a negative reply from Nehru: "It would do more
harm than good" and might hasten a Communist invasion.69In he
meantime, attention focused on the =betan mission to China.
The Shakabpa mission was initially charged with opening negotiations with the Chinese Communists in China. Shakabpa, however, insisted on receiving a written statement from the government that all the
gold purchased from America had been received before leaving. He
therefore initially pleaded illness and delayed his group's departure.70It
also appears that he wanted to convince Taktra that going directly to
China would run counter to the appeals being made to the other Western countries and would place the Tibetans at a significant dsadvantage
by restricting their freedom of thought and action. While his arguments made sense, pressure on the Tibetan government to open negotiations increased daily as the Chinese Communists issued a stream of
statements and threats regarding the "liberation" of Tibet. Radio I+king and the Soviet Union's TASS stated that the Tibetan missions to
the United States and Britain were illegal and that "any country meiv.
ing such an 'illegal mission' will be considered as enteltaining hostile
intentions with regard to the Chinese People's Republic." They claimed
that the people of Tibet demanded to join the People's Republic of
China and said that if the Lhasa authorities sent representatives to I'eking for negotiations in accordance with this wish, they would received."
The regent ultimately ordered the mission to open negotiations, but
not in China itself. The plan was to meet with a representative of the
a

69. USFR. 7938.0211-2050, report o f dixussion with K L S. Menon cited
telegrm from thc U.S. ambassador in Inma to the U.S. rccretary of state. dated lo
January 1950; USFR, 7938.5613-150, telegrm from the U.S. State Depament
U.S. Embassy in India, dated 1 March 1950.
70. Shdabpa, interview In the tense politicd climate of Lhasa, ShAabp apparendv
feared his enemies would try to attack him on that issue.
71. F037118445 1, copy o f a Reuter's news dispatch; ~0371184453,mo"'y rep
of the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the period ending 15 February 1950.
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new Communist government in some area near China.72 The Tibetan
letter of instructions to Shakabpa specified four topics to
be discussed:
1. The unanswered letter to Chairman Mao Tse-rung from the Foreign Bureau of the Government of Tibet;
2. The atrocious radio announcements from Sining and Pekmg;
3. Securing an assurance that the territorial integrity of Tibet will not
be violated; and
4. Informing the Government of China that the people and Government of Tibet will not tolerate any interference in successive rule of the
Dalai Lama, and they will maintain their independen~e.'~

With this rather unrealistic and undiplomatic charge, the China mission
left Lhasa on 10 February and arrived in Kalirnpong, India, on 7 March
1950. The work of this team and the subsequent Chinese invasion of
Eastern Xbet are the subjects of the next chapter.
72. F0371184-453, monthly reports of the Indan Mission in Lhasa for the periods
ending 15 January and 15 February 1950. In March 1950 J. Taring wrote to A. J. Hoph s o n (the former political officer in S i k h ) in England: "I have [been] appointed as
an officialinterpreter to the dplomatic mission to China who are on their way now. It is
not that we are to go drect to China but [we] will stay at some suitable place from where
we can get into touch with authorities of the New Government of China to ~ S C U S Sfuture
relations between the two governments." (IOR, Mss.Eur.D998/24); Shakabpa (interview); Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 409-10.
73. Shakabpa 1967: 300; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 409-1 1.

THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION
ARMY INVADES

Immediately after the Reting conspiracy was crushed in 1947, Lhalu
Shape was sent to Eastern Tibet for a three-year term as govemorgeneral. H e was still serving there in December 1949, when General
Liu Wen-hui, the Nationalist governor of Slkang Province, voluntarily
transferred his allegiance (and that of his army) to the new Communist
government, giving them control of all of Sikang up to the Tibetan
border.

PREPARATIONS F O R WAR
On 1 January 1950, when R a d o Peking's New Year's broadcast announced that the People's Liberation Army's (PLA) tasks for 1950 included the liberation of Xbet, Hainan, and Formosa from British
American imperialism, Lhalu confidently assured his officers:"They
will not come yet. . . . More troops will be sent from Lhasa . . . [as wiU1
modern arms. . . . We shall not let the Chinese cross the [Upper
Yangtse] river."
A more objective appraisal of the Xbetan position in Kham revells
that the Xbetan military and political situation in K h m was insccun.
At this time Lhalu commanded parts of five regiments, which together
I . Ford 1958: 11. 21

totaled only about 3,500 regular soldier^.^ Gadang Shigatse Regiment
under commanders Mucha and Karchung and Jadang Regiment under
commanders Sharchang Surpa and Phulunga each had about 1,000
troops; Datang Regiment under Commander Derge Sey and Nadang
Regiment under Commander Tshogaw each had about 500 troops; and
Gyantse (Chadang) Artillery Regiment under Captain Dugara had
about 100. In addition, there were about 100 Khadang Regiment
troops serving as Lhalu's bodyguard, and about 100 Nyadang Regiment troops under Commander Laya C h a r i ~ aThis
. ~ small force was
required to defend a two-hundred-mile border along the west bank of
the Upper Yangtse from south of Markharn Gartok to the area north of
Dengo, as well as the area south of Chinese-held Jyekundo and Nangchen between the Salween and Mekong rivers (see Map 5).
Lhalu's troops, moreover, were poorly trained and disciphed and,
in general, ineptly led. Their numbers included solders in their fifties
and even sixties as well as youths under sixteen. Most of the soldiers
had their families with them and thus not only had to worry about
themselves and the enemy, but also about the fate of their wives and
children. The commanders of these regiments, with one exception, had
received no military training, and a number, such as Phulunga, were
known to be timid. This is not surprising, since the Tibetan government purposely avoided creating a specially trained corps of c~mmanden, instead maintaining the policy that any official could serve as an
m y commander.
Facing these forces in Kham was a battle-hardened and well-led unit
of the People's Liberation Army which probably consisted of 20,000
W p s ; behind them stood the People's Liberation Army of about
5,000,000 well-equipped troops.'
The situation facing Lhalu was complicated by the geo-strategic lia2. The figure of about 3,500 regular army troops is confirmed by Chinese repons
number of Tihetms killed or captured. A Chinese mhtary communiquk in
m'n Shou-h't (1951): wu-25, as cited in Liang (1964: 2-3) listed eight Tibetan regmerits
Kharn and stated that a total of 3,341 Tibetan troops were either killed,
womded, surrendered, captured, or defccted.
3. The regimental breakdown was given by Lhalu (interview), Maya (interview),
and Horsur (interview), all of whom served in Kharn at that time. A few troops of the
nadang Regiment may also have been stationed in Kham.
4. Chbb 1964: 312.
~ f ,
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bility of Chamdo as the District headquarters. The main route to Lhasa
runs east-west between Chamdo and Lho Dzong and is biseaedby a
north-south trail that comes down from hwoche and joins the eastwest road at the crossroads of Lagong-Ngamda. If the northem&tary front collapsed and the Chinese were able to overrun the Tibetan
garrison at Jhwoche and occupy that crossroads, the escape route back
to Lhasa would be cut and the entire Tibetan force trapped.
An equally important impediment to the military defense of Kham
was the ambivalent attitude of the iocal population toward the Lhasa
government. Sizable cultural and linguistic dfferences existed between
the Khambas and Central X b e t a n ~ and
, ~ Khambas resented Lhasa officials, who considered Khambas stupid and uncouth and who saw
Kham as a place for them to become rich at the expense of the local
population. Particularly abusive to local Khambas were the vittually
unhnited use by Lhasa officials of free (corvke) transport for their personal trading ventures and Kharnbas' lack of access to positions of authority and power in the government. With only a few exceptions, d
major provincial officials were brought in from Lhasa. An Indian ins!Ligence report commented in 1943 that "in any clash on the SinoXbetan border the local Khambas will merely sit on the fence and come
down on the winning side.'" Lhalu understood this and attempted to
improve relations with the local Khambas when he first became governor-general in 1947, but he and the Lhasa officials gradually slid back
into their tradtional behavior.'
Realizing the fragility of Lhasa-Khamba relations, the Chbese
Communists devised an effective propaganda campaign aimed at alienating the Khambas from the Lhasa government. Using well-known
Khamba leaders such as Chagotsang Tomten and religious figuressuch
as Geda Lama, the Panchen Lama, Geshe Sherab Gyatso, and the Sera
Che Abbot who fled to China in 1945, the Communists proclahed
that they were coming to improve the lives of Khambas and not to
5 M a y Khamba dialects were, if not completely unintelligible to those who
the government's Lhasa dialect, at least nearly so.
6. F0371141587, intelligence report dated 23 November 1943.
Lhdu telling hlrn iu"
7 Maya. interview; H E. Richardson (interview)
to improve rclrtions wflh
before leaving for Kharn that there was a critical
Khambas.

change the existing social and religious systems. (More will be said of
this below.) Consequently, not only was the Tibetan position geographically vulnerable and its army small, ill-equipped, inadequately trained
and poorly led, but the local Khamba population did not back the Tibetan government strongly, instead viewing the coming confrontation
as one between Lhasa and China. The later Western image of the
Kharnbas as bitter enemies of the Chinese Communists was not in the
least evident in 1949-195 1.
Seeing this situation, Lhalu informed Lhasa in 1949 that he needed
new troops and automatic weapons to defend Kham against a Chinese
Communist a t t a ~ kLhasa
. ~ responded in March 1950 by sending a shipment of Bren and Sten guns and a noncommissioned officer, Rupon
Sonam Tashi of the Bodyguard Regiment, to train Lhalu's troops in the
use of the guns.9
Charndo's strength also improved considerably with the arrival in
December 1949 of the English wireless operator R. Ford with three
sets of wireless equipment and four Indian trainees of Tibetan descent
to serve as wireless operators. For the first time, Lhalu could cornmunicate directly with Lhasa. In February 1950 Lhalu asked Ford if he
could hasten the training of these operators so that Lhalu could send
them to the outlying posts. Ford agreed, and soon afterward two trainees were sent to Dengo, a small village on the west bank of the Upper
Y w s e in Derge, where a Tibetan &strict official was stationed. Situated on the main route running from Tachienlu to Jyekundo, Dengo
was strategically important: it would be able to warn Chamdo if the
Chinese tried to attack by the Jyekundo-Riwoche route. l o
Lhalu also increased his military strength by conscripting a Khamba
militia. According to Ford, Lhalu took this action despite the reservations of some of his staff, who feared that such a Khamba force might
turn against the Tibetans." Three main units were formed at this time:
the Shotalhosurn troops were recruited from Shopando, Dar Dwng,
a d Lho Dzong, the Po troops from the three subdivisions of PO, and

8.
9.
10.
11.

Maya, interview.
Ford 1958: 33.
Ibid.: 37-38.
Ibid.: 47.
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the Matragongsum troops from the three regions of Traya, Mukhm,
and Gongjo. Each of these units was attached to a different reNv
army regiment. Other militia appear to have been conscripted from
Chamdo, Riwoche, and Dengo. It is difficult to estimate the total number, but Maya, the Tibetan official who went to Po to collect militia,
said that Po sent 488 soldiers and estimated that the total militia recruited numbered around 1,500 to 2,000.12 Lhalu also set up a spy
network in Chinese Kham and tried to develop good relations with
sympathetic Khamba leaders. l 3
In early 1950, as Lhalu was trying to bolster his forces, the Southwest Military District was given the task of beginning the liberation of
Tibet by conquering Kham.14 At a mid-January meeting in Chunglung
headed by General Liu Po-che'ng and Teng Hsiao-ping (the current
head of the Chinese state), detailed instructions about the military attack on Tibet were distributed and officers and representatives were
asked to complete their preparations for the invasion by September
1950.15
The plan centered on a Blitzkrieg-like series of lightning thrusts
through forced marches aimed at encircling the entire Tibetan force.
One thrust was to be along a northern route from a base in K a m , and
the other dong a southern route from a base in Batang. These would
sulke behind Lhalu's Chamdo force and cut off his escape routes. A
third thrust would strlke in the center, directly at Chamdo. Frontline
command headquarters were established at this time and the construction of a motorable road from Tachienlu to Kanze became the overriding task. This road was completed by the end of August 1950. The
invasion force was given six months of intensive training, including
both military and political skills. The Chinese were trained in highaltitude warfare and in surviving on local foods. Great stress was placed
2,393 militia c a p t ~ r e d o r ~ ~ ~ ~
I f Maya, interview. Chinese sources later
(cited m L~ang1964: 2-3).
13. Lhalu, interview.
1: At this time the new government in China had established an ofice ~
d
~
People 5 Revolutionary Military Council (headed by Ma0 Tse-tung).That ofice
the nation into s k large military districts: N o d , Nol-theasr, Northwest, South. South.
who had both
east. and Southwest. Each of these districts was headed by a
tarY and political authority (Clubb 1964: 313).
15. Khreng 1982: 209.

~

on developing physical strength so that the troops could run and march
rapidly over long distances. l6
The philosophical dimension of the invasion plan was based on the
military ideas of Sun Tzu, a contemporary of Confucius whom Mao
Tse-tung considered to be his "teacher." Sun Tzu had written: "To fight
and conquer in all your battles is not supreme excellence; supreme excellence consists in breaking the enemy's resistance without fighting,"
and "Know the enemy and yourself, and in a hundred battles [you will
suffer] no defeat."l7 For the Chamdo campaign strategy, this was taken
to mean that every effort should be made to woo local Tibetans to the
side of the People's Republic of China or at least to persuade them to
neutrality in the war between China and Tibet.
The solders were taught the local religion, customs, and language,
and they were under strict orders not to requisition even a cup of tea
from local people. They had to talk and act as if they were brothers who
had come to help, and to ignore all insults and provocations. They were
to show deep respect for local religious institutions. If they needed animals or food, they were to take them only with the local Tibetans'
assent, and they were to pay in silver coins for them. One Chinese
soldier wrote that at one point in the actual attack the local Khambas
sold them only rotten tranba (barley flour), and they had to accept this
calmly and not threaten the Kharnbas with their weapons.18
Thus, the Chinese made an elaborate show of support for the status
quo in Kharn (and, by extension, Tibet), with the aim of alleviating the
fears of the Khambas, who were firmly committed to the traditional
socid, religious, and economic systems but d d not like to pay heavy
taxes to the Lhasa government. The Chinese Communists promised
that the only change would be the elimination of heavy taxes and that
the Chinesc government would help to develop and improve the area.
The Communist government issued a proclamation in Kham:
Now all our People's Liberation Army units that are coming to Tibet
[will]: protect religious freedom; respect local customs and practices;
protect all monasteries and temples; the soldiers will not stay in monas16. Ibid.
17. Sun Tzu, as cited in Clubb 1964.
18. Khrcng 1982: 214.

teries without permission of the abbot, and the army will not d e s q
monastery buildmgs or destroy any religious items in the monasteries; it
is not permitted to interfere or harm the monastic prayers of monks or
religious achievements and if there are any violaters of this they will be
severely punished; these rules should be memorized by all our soldiers
and leaders and villagers.
Southwest Military Headquarters.19

A second military proclamation to the PLA troups said:
Three General Rules and Eight Things to Keep in Mind.
I. The Three General Rules:
1. You must obey orders.
2. You cannot take even one needle from the masses.
3. You must turn over to the government things acquired from
the enemy.
11. The Eight Things to Keep in Mind:
1. You must speak gently [to the people].
2. You must buy and sell honestly.
3. You must return the things you borrow.
4. Things which are broken or lost must be replaced.
5. You may not beat or scold people.
6. You may not destroy or harm the crops.
7. You must not tease or bother females.
8. You may not abuse prisoners of war.20

Meanwhile, the Shakabpa mission sought to open negotiations with
the new Chinese government.

TIBET OPENS NEGOTIATIONS WITH CHINA
The Dald Lama's older brother, Gyalo Diindrup, was married to a
Chinese woman
the initial contact beween xbet and the Chinex
Chnmunists was made through her father, Chu Shih-kuei, who Was a
rmmber of Peking's Mongolian and Tibet Commission Office.AppaP
19. Copied and translated from the origind document (in Tibetan) on exhibit
the U ~ a s aMuseum, Lhasa, Tibet, November 1985.
20. Copied from the origind by an anonymous ~ i b e t a refugee
-~
intelli*mofiCer
in Indla; translation mine.

ently a letter was sent from Lhasa to Chu asking the Chinese to send a
representative to discuss Sino-Tibetan relations in a neutral place near
China, such as Hong Kong21
Shakabpa and his colleagues then lefi for Kahnpong, arriving in
early March 1950. On 8 April, they received an informal reply from
Chu that said the new Chinese government would send a representative
and the Tibetan delegation should go to Hong Kong immediately. The
letter also said, however, that it was not acceptable for the Tibetans to
come as foreigner^.^^ Shakabpa made plans to arrive in Hong Kong (by
airplane) by 16 April, and he irnrnedately asked the Indian government
to provide foreign currency and visitors' visas for Hong Kong. To the
surprise of the Tibetans, the British refused to allow them to enter
Hong Kong.
In late February, before Shakabpa reached India, the Tibetan government had asked the Indian government to issue their mission diplomatic visas for Singapore and Hong Kong. The Passport Office of the
Indlan Ministry of External Affairs contacted the British high commissioner in Delhi, who informed London that "it seems doubtful whether
issue of a diplomatic visa is desirable having regard to fact that Tibet is
autonomous and not i n d e ~ e n d e n t . "J.~L.
~ Taylor of the Southeast Asia
Department of the British Foreign Office dsagreed:
We must avoid offending the Tibetans if we can: therefore we should, I
thmk, be prepared to repeat what we did in 1948 and grant ordinary visa
on the Tibetan passport. Colonial Office are going to let us know their
views when they have consulted the Governors. If the Governors of
Hong Kong and Singapore agree, we should, I think, put no obstacles
h Tsipon Shakapba's way: his negotiations may help to achieve a solution which would leave Tibet a greater measure of autonomy than a military conquest by China
21. FO371184453, monthly report o f the Indian Mission in Lhasa for the period

ending 15 March 1950. Shakabpa cites Gyalo Dondrup's father-in-law's name as "Hu
thru-hu."
22. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 413. This meant that the Chinese expected
them to cornc willing to accept Tibet's status as a part of China.
23. F 0 3 7 1 1 8 W 8 , telegram from the United Kindgom high commissioner in Inda
to the ~i~mrnonwealth
Relations Office, London, dated 24 February 1950.
24. F0371184-468, minute by J. L. Taylor o f the Southeast Asia Department o f the
Rritish Foreign Office, dated 2 7 February 1950.
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In response to this, P. D. Coates of the Foreign Office's Far East
Department, wrote:
I am not at all sure I agree with Mr. Taylor. We do not recopse Tibet as
an independent state, nor d o we recognise it as wholly a part of C h a .
Ln these circumstances it wd. seem inappropriate to issue visas either on
Tibetan or on Chinese passports, and I gather from Mr. Taylor's minute
above that apart from an accidental lapse in 1948 it has in fact been the
practice to avoid doing either and that visas have been issued to Tibetans
on &davits, etc. I wd. personally be inclined to favour following precedent, but it might be of use to know what the practice of other countries
is when Tibetans ask them for visas.
It seems to me somewhat doubtful whether the presence of a Tibetan
representative in the imperialist colonies of Singapore and Hong Kong
is likely to d o the Tibetan cause any good. It opens a further gate for
Chinese allegations that Tibet is just a British puppet-state (and though
the matter is probably not of much consequence, we shall get our share
of the inspired agitation on these lines). And I should dunk that the local
climates will soon polish off the unfortunate representative. If S.E. Asia
Dept. feel that he shd. go to one of these two places F.E. Dept. wd.
prefer Singapore. The less Hong Kong gets involved in such matters the
better.
O n the whole I see no good results from the proposal and some inconveniences, but I imagine that the Tibetans have set their minds on
sending him there. They are, in my view, optimistic if they think they can
negotiate with the Chinese Communists. Once Chinese troops enter Tibet, and that is sure t o be one of the Chinese prerequisites, the gme is
up, and any safeguards which the Tibetans may previously have obtained
on paper will soon be dsregarded.
We shd. inform Peking when we have decided what we are going
to

This prompted an official in the Foreign Office whose signature is
illegible to write:
Two questions arise:
a) Are we going to allow Tsipon Shagappa to enter British territoV7
bowing that he proposes to negotiate from it with the Chinese Gone?

b) If so, are we going to give him (1) a dplomatic visa, or (2) an
ordmary visa, and on what travel document, a Tibetan passport or an
identity ceruficate?
2. We may agree with Mr. Coates that, of the two British territories
T.S. [Tsipon Shakabpa] has suggested, Singapore is from our point of
view preferable. We can at once agree also that T.S. is not likely to get
much change out of the Chinese. But I do not think we should obstruct
his negotiations, if that is what the Tibetans want. We can hardly wash our
hand of Tibet, ar we seem to have done, and then prevent hevfiom t a h i n ~her
m line. Further, since all seem agreed that it is only a matter of time
before China swallows Tibet, the process may as well be as bloodless as
possible: the Tibetans, if they are going to lose anyway, may as well do
so by peaceful negotiations as after a futile resistance. True, negotiations
may fail and resistance follow; but they had better be tried.
3. India seems to have offered no opinion, if our policy now is to
keep just behind India in dealing with Tibet we had better find out what
the Government of India think. I have asked CRO (Mr. Maclennan) by
phone to consider doing this. The C.O. have already arranged to collect
the opinions of the Governors, Singapore and Hong Kong. When we
have these views we can consider question (a) further.
4) A diplomatic visa is out of the question. But we need to find out
what travel document T.S. holds. I have therefore asked Mr. Macleman
to add this enquiry to his references to Delhi.
5 ) Apparently the Government of India are referring the matter to
Passport Control. Wd. Mr. Taylor please send a self-contained minute to
P.C. asking them to consult us when the Government of India's reference
comes in?2"

The British deputy high commissioner in Calcutta responded that
Shdabpa was traveling on a Tibetan government passport, dated 2
February 1950, that described him as "leader of special mission towards
China for Tibet's independence.'"7 The Inlan government rehsed to
make an official statement to the British, but K. P. S. Menon, the Indian foreign secretary, indicated that he thought no good ~ o u l dbe
achieved by any Tibetan attempt to contact the Chinese and that the
26. F0371184.468, response to P. D. a a t e s ' response to J. L. Taylor, signature 11Iegibk. dated 2 March 1950 (emphasis added).
27. F0371184.468, telegram of the United Kingdom deputy high commissioner in
acutta to the United Kingdom high commissioner in India, dated 4 May 1950.
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journey should be po~tponed.'~
The British also got the impression hl
the "Government of India will clearly be happy if we refuse the necasary visas. O n the other hand they do not seem anxious to take any
action or give any advice themselves in the matter."29In early April h
InBans apparently concluded that they could keep an eye on these dip
cussions if they were held in India, so they directly advised the Tibetan
mission to conduct their discussions with the new Chinese ambassador,
who was expected to arrive in New Delhi soon.30Shakabpa telegraphed
this information to Lhasa but was'told to proceed as planned to Hong
Kong31
The Tibetan government's hope that the mission would proceed
quickly to Hong Kong was dealt another blow when the British governors of Hong Kong and Singapore responded negatively to London's
query about the Shakabpa visit. The Hong Kong governor wrote:
We d o not wish person named [Shakabpa] to come to Hong Kong to
contact Peking presumably through intermediaries. We have enough
problems on our hands already. We were particularly impressed with person named when he passed through Hong Kong two years ago. He is a
slippery customer and obviously out to make the best deal he can with
P e h g . There is no reason why he should not carry on any necessary
arrangements from India.32

The Singapore governor similarly said: "I am not (repeat not) in favour
of diplomatic visa for Singapore being granted to tsipon Shagap nor of
his conducting his negotiations with Peking from correspondence from
Tibet or
Britain then stalled, telling the Tibetans that before
28. F0371184468, report of conversation with Indian foreign secretav K s,
Menon in a telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the corn.
monwealth Relations Office in London, dated 8 March 1950.
2 9 F0371184468, report of conversation with K. P.S. Mcnon in a t e l e ~ m ~ ~ ~
the United Kingdom high commissioner in India t o the ~ ~ m m o n w e dRelationsoLe
th
in London, dated 13 March 1950.
30. F0371184453, monthly report of the Indian Mission in Lhasa for heweek
ending 16 April 1950.
3 1 . F0371184468, telegram from the United Kingdom high cornmissioncriflI"'
to the Commonwealth Relations Office in London, dated 19 April 1950.
3 2 F0371184468, telegram from A. Grantham, governor of Hong
secretary of state for the GJonies, London, dated 9 March 1950.
3 3 F0371184468, telegram from the governor of Singapre to the secrets?' Of
state for the Colonies, dated 20 March 1950.

deciding whether to grant visas, they would like to have further information about the mission's objective^.^^
In the meantime, Shakabpa's group had received further word from
China confirming that they would send someone to meet them in
Hong Kong-this time, however, referring to that person as a "guide,"
implying that he was being sent solely to take them to China.35The
Xbetans set their travel plans and, as was customary, went to the West
Bengal government on 4 May to obtain visas for Hong K ~ n gWhen
. ~ ~
they requested "diplomatic" visas, they were told by the West Bengal
government that no instructions had been received about issuing them
diplomatic visas, but the Indian government had authorized them to
issue "gratis official courtesy" visas. The Tibetans were unhappy, but
agreed. The West Bengal government then stamped their Tibetan passports with these visas for Hong K ~ n g . ~ ~
However, the West Bengal government had made a mistake and the
visas were not accepted by the British. The genesis of this "mistake"
was traced to a minute that a joint secretary of the Indian Ministry of
External Mairs placed in the files of the ministry's Passport and Visa
section: it said that if visas were issued to the Tibetan mission, they
should be official, not diplomatic. This was intended as a warning not
to handle the matter in a routine way, but when the West Bengal government telegraphed for authorization to issue the visas, the Passport
and Visa section saw the minute and wired back instructions to issue
''official"(not dplomatic) visas.l8
Thus the Tibetan mission obtained what they believed to be valid
visas for Hong Kong and immediately purchased airline tickets on
34. F0371184468, tclcgram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India
to the Commonwealth Relations Office in London, dated 7 April 1950.
35. F0371184468, report of conversation with Shakabpa in a telegram from the
United Kingdom deputy high commissioner in Calcutta to the United Kingdom high
commissioner in India, dated 4 May 1950.
36. The Tibetans had also gone to the British deputy high commissioner in Calcutta
to seek his help in securing diplomatic visas, but he agreed only to contact the high
commissioner in New 1)elhi (ibid.).
37. F0371184468, tclcgram from the United Kingdom deputy high commissioner
1" Calcutta to the United Kingdom high commissioner in Inda, dated 5 May 1950.
38. F0371184468, telegram from the Rritish deputy high commissioner in Calcutta
to the United Kingdom high commissioner in India, datcd 5 May 1950; USFR,
7938.0015-1 750, reported in a telegram from the LJ.S. ambassador in India to the U.S.
"CrCtary of statc, datcd 1 May 1950.
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BOAC for 4 June. The British high commissioner in New Dehi smn
heard about the visas, however, and instructed his deputy high commissioner in Calcutta to arrange for them to be withdrawn.39The high
commissioner also took up the issue with the Indian government who
acknowledged that a mistake had occurred and ordered West Bengal to
withdraw the visas, telling the Tibetans only that their "visas were
granted prematurely and that question of grant of official or diplomatic
visas is s d under con~ideration."~~
When the Tibetans were noutied of this, they refused to turn over
their passports, explaining that they were made from fragile 'Tibetan
paper that could be permanently marred by a stamp of ~ancellation.~~
Shakabpa wrote of these events in a letter to the British deputy high
commissioner in Calcutta:
In accordance with official visas already issued on our Tibetan passports
on 4th May, 1950, we have booked our air passages with BOAC to fly
from Calcutta on 4th June, 1950, and have also obtained return ticketr
within a (?year).After having arranged everything the passport authorities of West Bengal Government now inform us that Government of
I n d a has referred to His Majesty's Government to obtain diplomatic
visas for (?us) and that official visas already issued to us must be canceled
in the meantime. We have told them that we are glad that such friend)'
courtesy is being shown us in order to obtain diplomatic (?visa)sfor us
but we have requested that official visas which have already been issued
to US may be canceled simultaneously with issue of (?diplomatic)visas.
Otherwise we are compelled to travel with official visas as we have
booked our air passages t o fly on 4th June, 1950, and we have
fucd
UP our date of arrival in Hong Kong.42

Shakabpa and the others went to Kalimpong on 14 May to consult
with the political officer in Sikkirn.43 In the meantime, the Indim 06
39. F0371184468, telegram from h e United Kingdom high commissioner in Inha
h e deputy high commissioner in Calcutta, dated 6 May 1950.
40. F 0 3 7 118%8, telegram from h e United Kingdom high commissioner in Ida
the deputy high commissioner in Calcutta, dated 8 May 1950.
41. F037118%8, telegram from the deputy high commissioner in C t u n a tothe
United Kingdom high commissioner in In&, dated 12 May 1950.
4 2 F 0 3 7 1 1 8 4 6 8 , letter from Shakabpa datr-d 2 4 May, cited in a telegrrm hOm
the deputy high commissioner in Calcutta to the Gmmonwealth Relations OfficeIn
London, dated 2 6 May 1950.
43. F 0 3 7 1 1 8 W 8 , telegram from h e deputy high commissic~nerin Calcuna
United K~ngdomhigh commissioner in In&., dated 12 May 1950. ShAabpa a ~ ~ a r e n t ' v

cer in Lhasa informed the Xbetan Foreign Affairs Bureau that it was
Britain, not India, that had ordered the visas canceled.44The Bureau at
once telegraphed to the British high commissioner, ostensibly in response to the earlier request for clarification about the aims of the proposed mission to China:
Object of Mission to China is to attempt to arrange with Chinese Government continuance of Tibet's present independent status. Mission has
been ordered to get in touch with Chinese Government from Hong
Kong. If they are summoned to China they will report to Tibet Govemment for fiuther orders. Tibet Government hope that facilities for entry
into Hong Kong will be arranged.45

The British high commissioner asked London for instructions, stating in his cornmuniqu~that "Indian authorities hope reply will be negative. They have suggested that if so, Shakabpa might be invited to
come to Delhi in order that I [the high commissioner] might let him
have orally some explanation of &sadvantages of proposal [to go to
Hong K0ng.1"~London took the advice of the Indian government
and on 26 May instructed the British high commissioner in India that
the visas for Hong Kong should not be recognized; however, if the Tibetans insisted on going to Chinu to talk, "transit" visas for Hong
Kong (en route to China) could be issued, not on the Tibet government passports but only on "affidavits of identity." London's instructlons and rationale were as follows:
2. Save for one mistake in 1948 . . . we have hitherto declined t o
recognise Tibetan passports, and we are unwilling to recognise them
now. The travel documents which the Tibetans hold are therefore not
acceptable to us and the visas on them are valueless.
3. Government of India were aware Tibetan request for visas was
under consideration, and in our views should have arranged that visas

officer in S~kkrm(reported by Shakabpa in F0371184.468, telegram from the deputy high commissioner in Calcutta to the
United Kingdom high commissioner in Inma, dated 3 June 1950).
44. F0371184.453, monthly report o f the Inhan Mission in Lhasa for the period
ending 15 May 1950.
45. F0371184468, telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in Inda
to the Chnmonwealth Relations Office, dated 15 May 1950.
Was unsuccessful in contacting h e Indan

46. Ibid.
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were not issued without our authority. West Bengal Govemenfsaaion
was most embarrassing.
4. Since the transfer of power in Incha we have consistently taken
line that Tibetan affairs are now primarily the concern of the Govemment of Inda, who do not wish the Mission to go to Hong Kong. Nor
does the Governor want them there, and we should not wish to have
unofficial Chinese Communists agents negotiating in Hong Kong. The
Government of Incha doubtless share our view that in fact the Chinese
would refuse to negotiate with the Mission in Hong Kong and would
ask them to go to Peking, in which event the Mission would lose all
fieedom of action. It seems therefore that the Mission should either stay
in Incha and negotiate with the Chinese Ambassador when he arrives, or
go to China itself. The former would be preferable, as the Government
of Incha themselves thmk.
5. We should be grateful if Government of India could explain matters to Mission and advise them accordngly.
6. For your own information, it is important that we should not lay
ourselves open to the charge either from the Tibetans or from the Chinese of having prevented the Mission from going to China on technical
grounds such as the refusal to issues visas, if it is a fact (and we are not
yet convinced of this) that the Mission sincerely intend to negotiate with
the Chinese. If in the light of their dscussions with the Mission the
Government of India are satisfied that Tibetans are in earnest, and cmnot
persuade them to negotiate in Delhi, we should be re pared to ask Gov
emor of Hong Kong togrant transit ptsm of limited duration (to k&~-cn
on afldavits ofdentity) solely to allow the Mirswn togo to

At v i m d y the same time, on 24 May, Shakabpa wrote from Kalh p o n g to the British deputy high commissioner in Calcutm
him to help arrange for the mission to leave for Hong Kong. Shdabb.
pa's letter appealed to him on the grounds of the long friendship between Britain and Tibet. It reiterated the events surrounding the visa
issuance and withdrawal and, after indicating that they intended
travel on their "official" visas on 4 June as planned, said:
Owing to fact that there are not many days left for our depamre we
sincerely hope that good and friendly relations existing between our
47. F0371184468, telegram from the Commonwealth Relations Ofice to
United Kingdom high ~ommissioncrin India, dated 26 M a y 1950 (rrnphsis added),

Governments for so many years will be considered and that you will be
good enough to help us so that we may travel with official visa already
granted and that a favourable reply may kindly be sent at a very early
date.48

The British high commissioner responded to Shakabpa's letter by
telegram on 1 June. He still gave no clear reason for the British refusal
to grant visas but now overtly seconded the Indan government's advice
that the Tibetans should meet with the Chinese in Inda:
Thank you for your letter the 24th May informing me that you wished
to proceed to Hong Kong. I regret the delay that has been occasioned
but visas granted on your passports were given in error since question of
your proceeding to Hong Kong had not yet been fully considered by
United Kingdom Government and Hong Kong authorities. Your Mission's request is still under consideration but no certain date for decision
can be given. You will appreciate that present situation in Hong Kong is
such that considerable difficulties would stand in the way of your Mission conducting negotiations there and meanwhile you may wish to consider suggestion that it would be more suitable and favourable for your
Mission to conduct negotiations in India with representatives of the Chinese Government when they reach India.49

In the meantime, however, the Indan government had reversed its
position and now favored negotiations in Hong Kong. As a result of
their new position, the British high commissioner changed his recommendation to London:
We have discussed paragraphs 2 and 4 with Ministry of External Mairs
[of the Indian government] who inform us that they have already put
considerable pressure on Tibet Mission to remain in India to negotiate
with Chinese representatives here but without success and do not feel
able to do more. Government of India consider mission's intention is as
stated in Tibet Government's message quoted in paragraph 1 of my telegram 1447 not to proceed beyond Hong Kong without referring to
Lhasa for instruction. After hrther consideration Government of India
48. F0371184468, lcttcr from Shakabpa dated 24 May, cited in a telegram from
deputy high commissioner in Calcutta to the Commonwealth Relations Office In
London, dated 26 May 1950.
49. F0371184468, cited in telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner
in India to the Cmmmonwealth Relations Office, London, dated 1 June 1950.
the
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have come t o thmk that r e b a l of visas for Hong Kong or even to grating of h t e d transit visas would tend t o throw Tibetans into Chinese
camp by suggesting they should proceed to P e h g direct. They consider
it would be wiser and more gracell to give Mission an oppomiry to
save its face by granting it fidfacilities and diplomatic visas for a limited
stay in H o n g Kong where contact with Chinese Communists (if madeat
all) could be made without Mission losing its free action and where Go"ernor might be in a position to d u e n c e their decision if an invitation
were extended t o Mission t o visit Peking. If no contact were made witlun
a (corrupt group) time Mission might then be asked to leave (?City).
2. Government of Lndia further point out that in these circumstances
it would be tactless t o refuse t o accept Tibetan passports particularly as
in addtion t o 1948 precedent, they quote grant of visas on Tibetan passports t o 4 Tibetans in 1914 and to Mr. Phela Se on recommendation of
Sir Charles Bell about 1920.
3. I am replying to Mission letter of 24th May which was addressed
t o me in terms similar t o those quoted in Calcutta telegram No. 471 to
me suggesting Mission should remain in India to contact Chinese here.
So far this situation has not been made direct by us to Mission.
4. If h s fails alternatives are either ( 1) to refuse visas entirely thereby
incurring unnecessary ill will of Tibetans; or (2) to grant visas for a limited period for Hong Kong as suggested by Government of India in
paragraph 1 above, although this may possibly create some embarrassment for Governor of Hong Kong.
(?Para. 5) I recommend that course 2 should be followed as in best
interest of all concerned and that decision should be reached as soon *
possible. In view of paragraph 2 above I consider no repeat no dificul~
should be raised over passports.50

On 2 June the 3betans again informed the British deputy high cornmissioner in Calcutta of their intent to leave. They also tried to impress
.
on him the urgency of their mission by telling him of reports of a mdltary clash between the People's Liberation Army and Xbetan forces in
Kham (discussed below) and of Chinese complaints that the xbetm
mission had left Lhasa six months earlier but had not yet reached Hang
Kong. They also informed him that the Chinese had now agreed

50. Ibid.

send a "representative" rather than simply a "guide" to meet them in
Hong Kong5
In the meantime, London had informed the governor of Hong
Kong of the change in opinion regardmg the Tibetans proceeding to
Hong Kong and asked him specifically for his views on: "(i) Your estimate of the Communist reaction. (ii) Whether you wish Peking's views
to be ascertained. (iii) For what period the visas should be issued. (iv)
What steps could and should be taken to ensure the departure of the
Mission, either to China, or back to Calcutta, within the period allowed. (v) What effect the visit will have on your own problems and on
public opinion in the territory. (vi) What steps you wish to take to make
clear your complete disassociation from the M i ~ s i o n . "At
~ ~about the
same time, the British Embassy in Peking was also questioned by London regarding this. The governor of Hong Kong responded the next
day, saying that as a last resort he would accept the Tibetan mission but
he wanted a variety of other restrictions laid down:
Negotiations in Hong Kong of virtual surrender of Tibet to Central
Peoples' Government might very well have serious effect on local morale.
If there is any unpleasantness between Mission and Central Peoples'
Government we are likely t o be blamed. I am therefore strongly opposed
to Mission coming here and I hope it will still be possible for High
Commissioner, Delhi and of Calcutta to persuade them not (repeat not)
to come. In this connection you will have seen Pelung telegram of 1st
June stating that Chinese ChargC d'AfFairs for India expects to arrive in
Hong Kong on 8th June en route t o Delhi. Surely Mission would be less
subject to pressure if they were to negotiate in India rather than in Hong
Kong .
2. As a last resort, however, if you and Foreign Office consider that
there are overriding considerations why Mission should not (repeat not)
be prevented from coming to Hong Xong I would he prepared with
great reluctance to agree.
3. Answers to paragraph 5 of your telegram No. 877 are
(1) We may expect a blast from Peking if we in Hong Kong refuse to
let them come and Pelung wants them to come.
51. F0371184468, reported in telegarn From the deputy high commissioner in
Calcutta to the United Kingdom high commissioner in I d a , dated 3 June 1950.
52. F0371184468, telegram from the British secretary of state for the Colonies to
the governor of Hong Kong, dated 3 June 1950.
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(2) Thls would be most desirable.
(3) Two weeks.
(4) Endorsement limiting stay to two weeks should be put on pap
port or &davit (paragraph 2 of your telegram No. 877) or otherwise
conveyed in writing to members of Mission.
(5) See first sentence of this telegram.
(6) Members of Mission should be treated in all respects as private
persons and so informed in writing before they leave India. They should
also be instructed that on no account should they communicate with
press. Representatives of Central Peoples' Government should also be
treated as private ind~viduals.~~

The Tibetans were unaware of these events and on 3 June again told
the deputy high commissioner that the members had an important appointment in Hong Kong with someone from China on 6 June. Shakabpa emphasized again that the mission's orders were to proceed with
all speed to Hong Kong and that therefore he could not wait for the
Chinese ambassador to arrive in India. Shakabpa said he feared that
British refusal to grant traveling permission to this critical mission
might be interpreted in Tibet as a desertion of Xbet by Inda and Britain, and in Peking as a deliberate attempt to prevent Tibetans from
contacting Chinese authorities. The deputy high commissioner reiterated that the visas were not legal and that if the two members ofthe
mission tried to leave on the fourth they would be stopped."
The Xbetans, unconvinced, sent two members to the airpofl on 4
June. They checked their luggage and had no problem being assigned
seats, but when they went through passport control they were told their
visas were not in order and were prevented from boarding the a'p
plar~e.~s
The Tibetan delegation now went to New Delhi to try to convince
the British high commissioner and the Indian government to c h W e
their policy. In Delhi they met with the Indian foreign secretary,
K. P. S. Menon, who explained that Hong Kong was under the luris53. F037118M68, telegram from the governor o f Hong Kong to the ~ c ~ r a ~ o f
state for the Colonies in London, dated 4 June 1950.
54. FO37118M68, telegram from the deputy high c~mmissionerin CJcuna
United Kingdom high commissioner in India, dated 4 Junc 1950.
5 5 1. Taring. interview; Zhwa sgab pa (Shdahpa) 1976: 413; Shakah~a,

diction of Britain, which had not instructed the Indian government to
allow the mission to leave for Hong K ~ n gThe
. ~ Tibetans
~
then sought
an explanation from Sir Archibald Nye, the British high commissioner
in New Delhi. His account of his meeting with the Tibetans on 7 June
deserves to be quoted at length:
I received joint leaders of Tibetan Mission this afternoon and explained
to them that it was the view of the United Kingdom Government that it
was more desirable for their negotiations t o take place in I n h a than in
Hong Kong for the following reasons:
(I) The imminent arrival of the new Chinese representative in India.
(11) The poor state of British relations with the Chinese Peoples
Government. . . .
(111) Good relations between India and China make Delhi a more
suitable place,
(IV) Peking evidently did not wish to [?treat] with Tibetan Mission
on equal terms,
I quoted from Peking broadcast of 20th January . . . and handed them
a copy. Shagabpa took note of the United Kingdom proposal that negotiations should take place in India rather than in Hong Kong and promised to refer it to Lhasa.
2. I then requested clarification of the status of the Chinese "guide"
who was said to be awaiting the Mission in Hong Kong. Shagabpa explained that this person had no authority to negotiate and that if the
Mission went to Hong Kong he understood that Peking would send a
fdly accredited negotiator there. He confirmed that Mission had no instructions to proceed beyond Hong Kong without referring to Lhasa. I
then said that if the Tibetan Government agreed to negotiations in Delhi
no problem would arise but if they insisted on the Mission proceeding
to Hong Kong I would have t o refer to London for instructions. I
seessed that no British official responsibility for accommodation in
Hong Kong could be taken and that if visas were granted they would
only be valid for a limited period. I added that there was the further
technical difficulty that we did not recognise Tibetan passports and that
were visas for Hong Kong to be approved Mission would have to travel
on afidavits of identity. This would amount to the same thing.
3. Shagabpa explained at length the visa difficulties and delays which
the Mission had incurred since their arrival in India on March 6th. I
56. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 41 3-14.
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expressed my sympathy but suggested it would have been wiser for them
t o have approached me in the first place.
4. Shagabpa then said that if the Tibetan Government had agreed to
accept a Chinese Government's offer of complete autonomy within the
Chinese Peoples Republic they would have had no need to approach US
for permission t o negotiate in H o n g Kong. But the Tibetan Government
appreciated that the Mission would lose its freedom of action if it went
t o P e h g and had in consequence hoped for the support of the British
Government by permitting negotiations to take place on British territory. H e confirmed that the Tibetan Government were not ready to accept the Chinese offer of autonomy but stressed that the reported advance of Chinese forces into Eastern Tibet made it urgent to contact the
Chinese.
5. Shagabpa then took up the point of our non-recognition of Tibetan passpores. H e explained that when he had been on the Trade Mission t o United Kingdom and United States of America in 1948 the same
d~fficultyhad arisen at New York on his return journey and that after
reference t o London, visas had been granted on Tibetan passports. He
stressed that if Mission were now t o travel to Hong Kong with affidavits
of identity this would inevitably come t o the ears of the Chinese who
would deduce that United Kingdom Government do not recognise full
Tibetan independence and consider Tibet t o be under Chinese suzerainty. It is evident that Mission feels strongly on this point and in view
of precedents already established I recommend that in the event of their
traveling to Hong Kong we should recognise Tibetan passpom and aPprove visas on them.
6. It was agreed that Mission would refer to Lhasa for consideration
my proposal in paragraph 1 above while I would report this interview to
you and obtain your views as soon as possible whether they might be
permitted t o travel t o Hang Kong if the reply from Lhasa regarding
negotiations in India was unfavourable and Tibetan Government insissd
on their talung place in Hong Kong.
7. Mission further asked that I should telegraph to Lhasa to explarn
that the delay they had suffered in India was not their fault. I am doing
SO through the Government of India adding that I have explained to the
Mission the reasons why it is preferable that negotiations should be carried out in India.57
57. FO371/8.W68, reported in telegram from the United Kingdom high c0mrnvsioner in hdIa to the Commonwcal& ~
~office
in l bndon,~dated7 June
~ 1950. i

~

On the same day, the British Embassy in Peking replied to the British
Foreign Office that he saw no objection to granting the Tibetan mission
visas for Hong K ~ n g A. ~lively
~ debate then took place concerning
whether they should be transit visas; how long to permit the Tibetans
to stay in Hong Kong; what to d o if they had not lefi by the time their
visas expired; whether they should be asked in writing not to contact
the press; whether their passports should be accepted; and whether
they should be considered merely as private citizens. On 14 June, the
British high commissioner in Delhi was informed that if Lhasa persisted in ordering their mission to Hong Kong, the Indian government
might issue transit visas for fourteen days but only on afidavits of &ntity, not on Tibetan passports. Furthermore, the Tibetans were to be
treated as private citizens and would not be granted use of any official
facilities.
The Indan government d d not want to be involved in procuring
"af7idavits" from the Tibetans. They told the U.K. high commissioner
that "they consider that when the Tibetan (?omission)are at least facing
up to fact that their salvation depends upon their own efforts and not
some outside shield, it is important that they should not lose heart and
succumb to Chinese cajolery from a sense of isolation, from which they
are at present suffering." The British high commissioner also opposed
London's decision, responding that he could not explain this policy to
the Indians because London had never informed him of their reasons,
legal or otherwise, for it. Nye requested clarification, while strongly
urging reconsideration.60 London responded as follows:
Our reluctance to recognise Tibetan passports arises from our long established acceptance of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet. We &d not wish to
give the Tibetans or the Chinese the impression that we were prepared
to underwrite Tibetan independence. Shagapba's remarks in paragraph 5
of your telegram no. 1616 [see above, 7 June 19501 indicate that he
regards the acceptance of Tibetan passports as implying our recognition
58. F0371184468, telegram from British Embassy in Peking to the Foreign Office
in Iandon, dated 7th June, 1950.
59. F0.771184468, telegram from the Commonwealth Relations office to the
United Kingdom high commissioner in Inda, dated 14 June 1950.
60. F0371184469, telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India
to the Cmmrnonwealth Relations Office, dated 17 June 1950.
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of Tibetan independence. We have never regarded Tibet as independent,
and d o not now d o so. We would also wish to avoid provolung China
unnecessarily over this issue.61

But they did another turnabout and said they would accept Xberan
passports after all: "In view of the attitude of the Government of India
as reported by you, however, we are prepared to waive our objections
and agree to the acceptance of Tibetan passports in this case. It should
be made clear to the Tibetans that this action merely implies recognition of the passports as valid travel documents and no more."62
This decision, of course, was to be conveyed to the Tibetans only if
the Tibetan government in Lhasa continued to insist on negotiating in
Hong Kong. But by now the Tibetans believed they had no hope of
being allowed to go to Hong Kong. On 17 June they informed the
U.K. high commissioner that the Tibetan government had agreed to
hold the talks in Delhi. They said they were contacting Peking to ascer
tain whether the Chinese would agree to this and had already contacted
the I n l a n government asking them to provide facilities for such a
meeting.63 Then Shakabpa and Nye had a revealing conversation in
which Shakabpa asked Nye "offthe record" if Britain would help Tibet
if all negotiations failed and China invaded l?bet.& As reported by
Nye, the conversation ran:
3. Shagabpa said that the Tibetan Government would do their best
- t o secure agreement t o talks in Delhi, having been impressed by recommendations of United Kingdom and Indian Governments and similar
advice from the United States Ambassador in Delhi. But if Chinese reply
was unfavourable the Mission would have to either go to Hong Kong
or Pelting. There would be complications about going to Peking since
Mission would be asked t o travel on Chinese passports.
4. H e [Shakabpa] then embarked on historical review to effectthat
decision t o send a Mission to negotiate with Chinese was taken only after
61. F0371185567, telegram from the Commonwealth Relations Ofice to "
United Kin~domhigh commissioner in Inha. dated 22 June 1950.
62. 1bYd.
he
63. F0371/81469, repon of conversation with Shakabpa in a
United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the Commonwealth Relations Office'
dated 17 June 1950.
64. USFR. 6 1 1.93816-1850, telegram from the United States ambassadorinIndla
to the United States secretary of state, dated 18 June 1950.
,a

United Kingdom and United States Governments had rehsed to accept
Tibetan Missions. This had greatly discouraged Tibet who had at first
been stout-hearted. But he again said that Tibet was not prepared to
agree to basis of settlement proposed by Peking radio.
5. Shagabpa asked o n a personal basis what in my view would happen to Tibet if she failed to reach agreement with China. I replied that
only possible official answer was that I did not know. But my personal
view was that there were four possible alternatives:
(i) China might invade Tibet militarily to impose their regime;
(ii) the Chinese might be unwilling to spare necessary forces and be
deterred by geographical difficulties and prospect of popular reaction in
Tibet. They might therefore try to subvert the Tibetan regime from
within by infiltration and dsaffection;
(iii) they could try to induce Tibet to agree to their terms by diplomatic means with threats or plausible promises;
(iv) if diplomatic pressure failed they might decide to leave Tibet
alone on account of their many preoccupations.
I said that my personal guess was that Chinese would probably try to
secure their ends by (iii) and if that failed would adopt course (ii).
6. Shagabpa said that if Chinese took military action Tibet could not
make effective resistance alone. Would eventually be defeated unless outside assistance could be given. Would United Kingdom help?
7. I replied that speaking personally I saw no, repeat no, prospect of
United Kingdom military help in such circumstance. Apart from many
claims on United Kingdom there would be physical difficulties in sending assistance since there was no direct access to Tibet. I could not hold
out any hope of assistance from outside. But I urged them not to underestimate effectiveness of resistance that Tibetan people could offer by
guerrilla tactics.65

On 18 June the Tibetan mission leaders lefi New Delhi for Calcutta
then Kalimpong to wait for word from Pelung as to whether talks
in Dclhi were acceptable and, if so, for the Chinese ambassador's arrival
in India. In the week and a half they stayed in New Dehi, they also
initiated important taks with the United States.
65. F0371184469, report o f conversation with Shakabpa in a telegram from the
Kingdom high co-issioner
in India to the Commonwealth Relations Office,
dated 17 Junc 1950 (emphasis added).
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T H E U N I T E D STATES ENTERS THE PICTURE
The fall of Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists had increased U.S. interest
in Tibet and the Tibetan question but did not produce an immediate
change in policy. As was seen above, the State Department did not
welcome the Tibetan aid mission to the United States and discouraged
the Tibet government from trying to join the United Nations. The increasing U.S. interest in Tibet did, however, result in the United States
asking Britain on 1 March 1950 for information on the nature and
magnitude of the military aid the Indian government was giving 'libet.
O n 7 March the British high commissioner passed on this information
to L. Henderson, the United States ambassador in India, whose report
to the State Department succinctly set out the British and Indian views
regarding military aid, in particular, the Indian policy of providing no
military aid that could appear specifically aimed at heIpin~Ebetjdht
cgainst China:
1. Tibetan Government has asked and GO1 agreed supply:
38 2-inch mortars
6 3 3-inch mortars
150 Bren guns
14,000 2-inch mortar bombs
14,000 3-inch mortar bombs
1,000,000 rounds .303 ammunition
Anmunition is quantity estimated to be required for one brigade group
in action for six months. One complication, however, is that
transport is only practical means of delivery and foregoing qurnti~is
equivalent t o 7,000 mule loads. As insufficient mules available, some or
all of 3-inch mortars and ammunition therefore, may not leave India.
2. Foregoing is materid increase over small amount provided in parHowever, GO1 prefers regard this and any future reasonable requfits
from Tibet as merely continuation routine practice of meeting Tibet"
requirements small arms and not as something in nature of military pro
gram directed at Chinese Communists.
3. British have no definite infomation as to what steps GO1 hatre
taken reference training Tibetan military units. They have suggested GO1
send demolition experts to Tibet but GO1 reactions negative as such
action might have appeared as part of plan to oppose Chinex a m r n u nists. . . .
British doubt Tibet has any real mi]itarv plan for resisting or.Pizrd

Communist incursion as Tibetan Army Commanders know virtually
nothing of tactics modem warfare. British regard dispatch of military
assistance more in nature measure raise Tibetan morale and assist in combatting infiltration and subversion which they regard as greatest present
danger than as measure which could conceivably halt full-scale invasion.
They point out, however, that if 7,000 mule loads cannot be delivered
Tibet from India in one season it would also be ct~fficultfor Chinese
mount sizeable invasion.
[U.S.] Embassy doubts Tibet in position make use of members[?]
military assistance of types than outlined above until Tibetans have some
more advanced military training. Simple demolition equipment and supplies would probably be practicable and useful if GO1 permitted transit
through India and training in use thereof could be arranged. GO1 reaction to suggestion US collaborate with India in meeting Tibetan needs
Likely be somewhat unfavorable because (1) GO1 itself providing what
Tibetans want and can use (2) political undesirability from GO1 viewpoint in collaborating with US in apparent joint program directed
against Chinese Communists and (3) US has been unable meet GOI'S
own requests for US military assistance such as spare tank parts.66

Increasing U.S. interest in assisting Tibet was, therefore, hindered
from the start by the strong suspicion that I n d a would not cooperate
with the United States. From Tibet's perspective, however, Britain and
India's lack of strong support for Tibet made the anti-Communist
United States an attractive option. When the Shakabpa mission first
reached Calcutta in March 1950, they informally notified the U.S. consul in Calcutta that Tibet was interested in the possibility of buying
arms and ammunition, which would be held in caches in Srkkim, Nepal, and Bhutan so that in the event of an invasion %bet would have
supplies readly available. They also were interested in the possibility of
a U.S. trade reprcscntative or, preferably, a cultural representative, who
would arrange for exchanges of books and scholarships and would provide an unofficial but uscful link between the two government^.^^ In
mid-April the U.S. State Department heard that the Shakabpa mission
66. USFR, 793B.0013-850, telegram from the United States ambassador in Inda
(Henderson) to thc United States secretary of state, dated 8 March 1950.
67. USFR, 793B.0014-2050, repom dated 20 April of conversation of American
consul-general in Calcutta with a "controued American source," enclosed in a telegram
fmm the United States Embassy in India to the U.S. secretary of state. dated 27 March
1950.
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was so discouraged by their attempts to work with the Western demo'.
racies that they were considering going to Moscow68These events persuaded the U.S. secretary of state, Dean Acheson, to suggest that the
U.S. ambassador to India informally convey to Xbet America's interest
in her situation. H e wrote to Henderson in Inda:
DEPT WLD not wish Tibetans misinterpret our failure accede their requests as disinterest or lack sympathy their predicament or difficulties.
As you aware a primary consideration has been our belief active or overt
interest non-Communist countries Tibet at this time WLD tend hasten
or provoke C H I Communist action against area whereas, in absence such
action, cost full-scale COMMIE MIL expedition against Tibet in face
geographic and logistic dfficulties might lezd indefinite delay COMMIE
MIL action, particularly, if Tibetan MIL capacity quietly strengthened.
Owing to its geographic location and close relationship Tibet, India in
best position carry out measures this nature; hence DEPT following
with interest reports GO1 malung some effort supply MIL material Tibetans. D E m hope you will feel free whenever suitable opportunities
arise convey Tibetans on personal informal basis as much foregoing as
you consider desirable.69

The Tibetan mission leaders called on the U.S. ambassador in DeUli
9 h e , and he explained, as instructed, the reasons for the U.S. nega
tive response to the mission to America. He emphasized that this did
not mean the United States was unsympathetic to Tibet or disinterested
in her plight. Shakabpa again spoke of Tibet's precarious military situation and said many expected a Chinese invasion if the negotiations
failed. He said, however, that Tibet felt confident they could rely on
American friendship, and he hinted that they might approach the
United States again.70
On 16 June the Tibetan mission again called on Henderson, telling
him that they had heard a report that the U.S. government would not
68. This information came from the law firm the Tibetans had used during the"
1948 visit to the United States (USFR, 793B.0014-1950, report on information from
the Tibetan miS~i0n'Slaw firm in the United States,
in a telegram from the U,S,
Department to the United States Embassy in India, dated 19 April 1950).
69. Ibid.
70. USFR. 7938.0016-950, repon of meeting with Tibetan mission leaders cited
a telegrm from the United States ambassador in India to the U.S. secretaryof state'
dated 9 June 1950.

accept an extension of Chinese Communist control over Tibet. Henderson denied any knowledge of such a statement by the United States and
said it was unlikely to have been made, since such a remark could provoke Chinese Communist aggressive action. Shakabpa then directly
asked what aid the United States would provide if China invaded Tibet.
Henderson responded in a manner that, though negative, lefi the door
open for U.S. aid. The ambassador reported this conversation as follows:
In response Shakabpa's direct question re possibility US aid in event
invasion we [the ambassador] stated we could not in fairness encourage
Tibetans to believe that US Government would consider it feasible to
offer such aid. O n other hand we were without instructions t o state categorically that US would d o nothing whatever in such eventuality. We
added US was extenhng aid to countries threatened by Communist
aggression in certain cases where there appeared a reasonable prospect
that such aid might be effective. Among considerations involved in any
decision which might be made re aid to Tibet presumably would be: (1)
hkelihood that aid given would enable Tibetans successfully to resist
Communists; (2) feasibility of transporting military equipment and supplies over difficult routes to Tibet and attitude of GO1 through whose
territories supplies would presumably have to pass; (3) probable effect
of such move upon Chinese Communists-would they accept such a
move as challenge which must be answered by accelerating or increasing
scale of aggressive action. We stressed conversation was entirely personal
and unofficial.71

At about the same time the U.S. State Department asked the British
Embassy in Washington whether they felt effective assistance to Tibet
by Western powers could enable Tibet to withstand a Chinese military
invasion. On 13 June the State Department also gave the British Embassy an informal statement of their views on steps that might be taken
to encourage and suppon- Tibetan resistance to Chinese control, a s h g
Britain to reciprocate in a similar informal statement. The U.S. communique said:

71. USE'R, 61 1.93B16-1850, reimrt of meeting with Tibetan mission, in a telegram

from the Unitcd Statcs ambassador in India to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 18 June
1950.
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&timad Outline of Present Thinking Respectirg Tibet
Owing t o geographic location and to cultural, trade and religious
relationships, Tibet under Chinese Communist control might offer a
base for the extension of Communist penetration and subversive activities into Nepal and Bhutan and, eventually, India.
The Tibetan regime at Lhasa has announced its intention to resist he
extension of Communist control over Tibet and has informally suggested
that it send missions to the United States t o seek American aid and to
further the enuy of Tibet into the United Nations. The United States
Government has discouraged these moves, which would align Tibet
openly with the non-Communist states and bring into immediate question Chtnese suzerainty over the area, on the grounds that they might
provoke or hasten counter-action by the Chinese Communists and
thereby j e o p a r k Tibet's present autonomy.
It is probable that the Chinese Communists have the military strength
to capture Tibet. However, the terrain through which a military force
attacking Tibet from China would pass lends itself to guerrilla resistance
and confronts the attacking force with major logistic problems. Comparatively little assistance in the form of specialized military instruction and
supplies might stiffen Tibetan resistance and make a Chinese Communist
military expedition so costly that it would not be undertaken, particularly in the absence of a manifestation by the Western States of extraordmary interest in Tibet or an attempt t o alter its international status.
It would, however, appear desirable covertly to supply to the Tibetans
Limited amounts of specialized military assistance and quietly to encourage Tibetan will to resist Communist control. Owing to its geographic
position and special trade and other relationships with Tibct, India is
perhaps the only country which could undertake this task. Furthermorel
Lncban interests are most immediately and directly concerned. The Government of Incha is believed to have taken an increasing interest in this
problem and is understood t o be providing the Tibetans with some military supplies, although the amount is not known.
By reason of its traditional interest in Tibet and its special relationship
with Incba, the British Government obviously is in a better psition
is the United States Government to appraise Tibetan needs, to ascertain
the extent of Indian help and to exert influence upon the Govemmentof
India to assume responsibility for any necessary action respecting Ti.'
In the opinion of the United States Government, however, it would be
undesirable, because of Indian sensibilities, for British representativesto

refer to any exchanges of views between the British and United States
Governments regardmg Tibet in &scussions which they may have with
the Government of I n d ~ a . ~ ~

The British Embassy in Washington referred this to the Foreign Office in London, who responded negatively almost at once:
(ii) Tibet's inaccessibility makes it impracticable for us to d o anything to stiffen its resistance t o the Chinese. We must also assume that it
would be incapable of effective resistance to a Chinese attack.
(iii) Our past interest in Tibet rose from its proximity to India. Those
interests have now devolved on the Government of India, and as you are
aware we no longer have a representative in Lhasa. The Government of
India have made it plain that there is no question of India giving Tibet
direct military support. . . .
2. We therefore consider that any attempt to intervene in Tibet
would be impracticable and unwise. We have no interest in the area sufficiently strong to justify the certain risks involved in our embroiling
ourselves with the Chinese on this question, and we must not on any
account get out of step with India over it. We consider also that we
should devote no more attention than is necessary to Tibet in our publicity at this stage. A Tibetan collapse would have a more serious effect
on morale in neighbouring countries if the issue had been played-up in
advance.73

The United States nevertheless persisted. In July 1950 the State Department and other unnamed "interested agencies" (obviously, the
CIA) discussed the advisability of approaching the Tibetan mission in
K h p o n g with a promise of secret U.S. aid, in the hope of encouraging them to resist Chinese Communist encroachments. They asked the
U.S.ambassador in India whether the outbreak of the Korean War
might have made the Inman government more amenable to U.S. covert
to Tibet and whether the best plan might not be to have the Tibet72. USE'R, 7938.0016-1650, communiquk enclosed with U.S. State Department
memorandum of conversation, datcd 16 June 1950.
73. F0371184469, telegram from British Foreign Office to British Embassy in
America, datcd 15th June, 1950.
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ans themselves ask India for permission to secure arms from abroad.74
Ambassador Henderson responded that because of India's "relations
with and concern about" China, he did not see any likelihood of a
change in India's attitude. H e said the "GO1 would object to any initiative by another power, particularly the U.S., to extend military aid to
Tibet." But he suggested that:
3. O n the other hand, we believe GO1 might find it difficult to refuse
if Tibetans themselves should request GO1 . . . to allow them to procure
in India or abroad additional supplies and equipment they may require
t o reinforce Tibet's defense. GO1 might well have reservations on
amounts of such "purchases" but might be prepared to agree to some
negotiated figure if convinced Tibetans were ready to take the risks of
resistance and could defend country with effectivenes~.~~

The ambassador went on to say that he favored approaching the %betans soon to inform them of the U.S. agreement in principle to assist
Tibet and then to discuss with them their specitic needs and how bat
to move equipment to Tibet.76
A week later, the State Department agreed that the Xbetans should
be contacted, instructing Henderson:
Dept now in position give assurance Tibetans re US aid. Details will be
forwarded separate msg. View current state US-Indian relations Depf
believes action designed obtain GO1 cooperation such a project shld be
left t o Tibetans. Dept believes procedure shld be as follows: In response
Tibetan approach you inform them that US ready to assist procurement
and financing. Tibetans then approach GO1 opening with request for
miore Indian aid. GO1 will presumably say Tibet now getting aU aid India
can give and all aid Tibet can properly use. Tibetans then wid ask
whether GO1 wid agree facilitate delivery through India of material
cured abroad. If GO1 answer an unqualified negative matter ends. If P
..
ltlve you wld then raise matter with GO1 explaining Tibetan approach
74. USFR, 693.93817-1 150, telegram from h e State Department to the U:Sm
bassador in India, dated 11 July The origind of this telegram is not available: th's sum.
m a v derives from a footnote in U.S. Foreign Relations, 1950. volume 6. 376, India
75. USFR. 7938.0017-1550, telegram from h e United States ambassador
to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 15 July 1950.
76. Ibid.

"

you and willingness US help Tibetans and then enter into examination
procedures of delivery.
2. Dept believes it wld be undesirable present stage ask Tibetans for
particulars re specific needs. In ur talk with Tibet Del it might be desirable restate necessity GO1 cooperation and dscuss tactics. Tibetans must
realize importance this stage of not informing GO1 of US interest, although GO1 may be aware your contact with Tibetans and may surmise
US interest when Tibetans approach GOI. Dept agrees advantage discussing matter with Tibetans before they enter into conversations with
reps Peking Govt in New D e l I ~ i . ~ ~

The United States informed the British Embassy of the American
plan on 24 July; they received a totally negative response. Hubert
Graves, counsellor in the British Embassy in Washington, told the State
Department on 28 July "that the British Government was adopting a
very passive attitude toward Tibet in favor of India which had now
assumed the role of the most active power."78
Nevertheless, on 4 August the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta met
with Shakabpa and indcated the willingness of the United States to
support Tibet with military equipment. The exchange is very revealing,
because the Tibetans immediately perceived the flaw in the offer and
pressed for clarfication on whether the United States would help in the
case of a Chinese invasion. The Tibetans, as in the past, were desperately looking for someone to "see them through to the end," as they
had put it to the British political officer in Siklum, Basil Gould, in
1944. Thc American account of this important meeting stated:
Conversation opened with allusion to Shakabpa's call at Embassy New
Delhi June 16, and to his inquiry as to whether US Government would
render assistance to Tibet in event Chinese Communist military invasion.
Steere outlined my reply at that time to his inquiry . . . recalling particularly my remarks re difficulties of such aid and re fact that US had given
aid to certain countries which were resisting Communist subversion and
aggression. He said that Shakabpa's inquiry had been reported to Washlngton and that reply had now been received. He was a u t h o r i d to state
77. USER, 793B.OOI7-2250, telegram from the U.S. secretary o f state to the
United Statcs ambassador in Indla, dated 22 July 1950.
78. USFR, 793B.0017-2850, U.S. State Department memorandum of conversa'Ion, dated 28 July 1950.
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that if Tibet intended to resist Communist aggrfision and neededhelp
US Government was prepared to assist in procuring material and would
finance such aid. H e added that US considered it important hatprompt
steps be taken now as it would be extremely difficult make aid available
in time if Tibet were t o wait until invasion had started.
3. S h w a expressed gratification at US rtply, and inquired whether it
meant that US in event Chinese Communirt in9aJion would send tvwps and
planes to Tibet's a d . Steere answered the US reply pertained to war materials and finance, and explained that US was not at war with Chinese
d have enough troops to meet its own needs, and
Communists, d ~ not
besides, it seemed to us that Tibet, with advantages of terrain it enjoyed,
needed arms more than it d d men.
4. Shakabpa said Tibet authorities felt able deal with Communist
subversion (through Panchen Lama) but not with Chinese Communist
invasion in force unless they had foreign help. Said Tibet was worried
about attitude of GOI, intimating they feared Inda might come to some
understanding with Chinese Communists at Tibet's expense. . . .
5. Steere then outlined procedure laid down by Department, stressing and repeating to assure no rnisunderstandng, namely, that Tibet
should first ask GO1 for addtional aid and if refused then ask GO1
friendly cooperation by permitting passage of aid it wanted to secure
abroad. He emphasized essentiality Indan cooperation for effectiveassistance be delivered Tibet, and necessity Tibet make approach GO1
without any indication of US assurance of aid. Shakabpa expressed
understanding of position. Agreed to inform Lhasa and said that about
fifteen days would be needed for him to receive reply.
6. Re Khan [sic; Kham] coopewion: Shakabpa said that it couldk
counted upon if there was assurance foreign aid. By "foreign aid'' we
believed Tibetans had in mind assurances of aid from GOI, UK and US,
although they were reluctant to specify Impression was gained that the"
might welcome more foreign technicians and advisers, possibly as an
cretion to Indian military mission at Gyangtse.
7. . . . L ~ Mhad already asked Tibetans for detailed list needs in
nection with request drected to him in June. Tibetans referred his aquest and said still awaiting answer. Shakabpa could say nothing definite. . . .
8. Tibet delegate showed much interest in possibility of air lifi
Tibet, and said authorities could prepare landing fields at Lhasa, Gartok
and Churndo [sic: Chamdo]. They inquired whether planes mid mt

of@
Dacca and Rawalpindi (Pakitan), B u m m some other points if
India not cooperative. They were not encouraged in these ideas.
9. Re Communist China: Shakabpa said Tibet National Assembly
had decided Tibet in no circumstances would agree Chinese suzerainty.
Said Tibet tactics all along had been to play for time. That was why they
had wanted to go to Hong Kong. . . . They were now waiting for Chinese Communist Ambassador to arrive I n d a and would endeavor contact him.79

Five days after this, the United States once more changed its mind
and this time informed the Indian government of U.S. willingness to
help 'Iibet with arms and munitions if the Tibetan government could
arrange for transit of such equipment across neighboring countries,
that is to say, India. They also notdied the Tibetan mission, then in
Calcutta, that the Indian government had been informed.

TIBETAN A N D CHINESE DISCUSSIONS BEGIN

By the middle of August 1950, the Tibetans and the Chinese had
made arrangements to meet in Delhi when the new Chinese ambassador to India arrived there in early September." The Tibetan mission
returned to New Delhi on 4 September. On 5 September they met with
K. P. S. Menon of the Indian Ministry of External Mairs, who told
them that the Indian government had instructed their ambassador in
China, Sardat Panlkkar, to protest news repom that the Chinese had
79. USFR, 693.93818-750, telegram from the United States ambassador in India
to h e U.S. secretary of state, dated 7 August 1950 (emphasis added).
80. USFR, 61 1.93818-1450, report of conversation with G. S. Bajpai, secretarygeneral of the Indan Ministry of External Mairs, in a telegram from the United States
ambassador in India to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 14 August 1950; USFR,
793B.0018-1850, telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the United States ambassador in India, dated 18 August 1950.
81. The Chinese had told the new Indian ambassador in Peking that China wanted
to settle its problems with Tibet without resort t o force and that China had agreed to
hold preliminary conversations with the Tibetan mission in I n d a and then final ~ S C U S SIons in Peking. (USFR, 7938.0018-2350, report of conversation with the I n d m fore)@ secretary in which the comments of the Indian ambassador in Chna were conveyed,
cited in a telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India to the U.S. secretary of state, dated
23 August 1950.)
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moved about 20,000 troops into Eastern Tibet. He told them that h
Chinese deputy ambassador had arrived in Delhi and suggested hat
they meet with him. The Tibetan mission leaders thanked Menon for
India's support and requested that the Indian government participate
in the negotiations as they had when under British rule. They argued
that Tibet's stability was a matter of importance to India and that India's presence would help both Tibet and Inma. The Xbetans also squested a meeting with Prime Minister Nehru to obtain his advice before they saw the Chinese A m b a ~ s a d o r . ~ ~
O n 6 September the Tibetans met with the Chinese chargC d'affaires,
Shen Chien. They said they were ready to begin negotiations as soon as
the ambassador arrived and that in the meantime Peking should refrain
from causing any trouble in Kham. Shen gave them a smd pmpMet
in Chinese that described China's view of hture Sino-Tibetan relations.
It mentioned that:
China's solders will go to Tibet to liberate it but when they reach Tibet
they will not change anything in Tibetan culture and religion. The present Tibetan army will come under China and will be called "Border
Security Guards." A11 their weapons, military supplies, etc., will be paid
by the Central Government. Those Tibetans who in the past have had
friendly relations with the Kuomintang, the British and the Americans
will not be harmed if they d o not try to obstruct or block the Communist

Shen also appeared to change the Chinese position by saying that 9
talks would have to take place in China and that the Delhi meetings
were simply a formal introduction.84
O n 8 September the Tibetans met with Prime Minister Nehru for
more than two hours. The Tibetans told Nehru they would not go to
82. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 41 5-16.
83. Ibid.: 416.
the Indian foreip S C C ~ C ~ ~ ~ Y ,
8 4 F0371184469, report o f conversation
in a telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the Common~ 4 t Relations
h
Ofice in London, dated 12 Scptcm&r 1950. The U.S. ambaydo'
reported a conversation with Shkabpa on 9 September: "Re fonhcoming ncgotlartonS
Shkabpa stated delegation had called briefly on Chincse Char& who had insisted lhat
mY conversations concerning future status should nkc
in China." (USFR,793,nni
9-1050. report of conversation with Shakabpa,
in a telegram from the united
States
mbassador In India to the United States secretary o f state, dated 10 Septcmhr 195n'

Peking unless the Chinese guaranteed Tibetan independence in advance. Moreover, they did not trust the Chinese and reiterated their
request that India agree to mediate between Tibet and China.s5 Nehru
responded bluntly:
The Government of India will continue the policy of the British period
in considering Tibet outwardly a part of China but internally independent. We will request the Chinese not to send their troops into Tibet,
but if the Tibetan representatives say that Tibet is completely independent, it will be very Qfficult to reach an agreement. And as to India
acting as a witness to any agreement, that is talk of t h i q years ago and
is not acceptable in this day and ageB6

The Tibetans replied:
Because Tibet is independent please do not talk about "internal autonomy" under China. If Tibet is ruined this will result in great danger for
the other countries of East Asia and in particular to India. Now India
has only about 75 soldiers protecting the trade marts in Tibet, but in the
future, if India and China share a border in Tibet then you will have to
maintain permanently many hundreds of thousands of troops there and
this will be a great hardship for Inha. So please do not only think about
the current friendly relations between India and China but think about
the long term future.87

Nehru was a bit irritated by this and said sharply to the Tibetans that
it was not enough to speak about Tibetan independence: such status
had to be proved according to the law. To this the Tibetans answered:
In 1914 at the time of the Simla Convention, Tibet and Britain made
a separate treaty which said that the suzerainty of China over Tibet
85. F0371184469, report of conversation with the Indian foreign secretary, cited
in a telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the Commonwealth Relations Ofice in London, dated 12 September 1950; USFR, 693.93B19-1950,
report of conversation with G . S. Rajpai regardng the Tibetan mission's meeting with
Nchru, cited in a telegm from the United States ambassador in India to the United
Statcs secretary of state, dated 19 September 1950; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976:
417-18.
86. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 417-18. Shakabpa wrote "internally independent" but Nehm certainly only said "internally autonomous." Nchru had articulated this
Psition at a press confcrcnce in London in November 1949, where he said that I n d a
had always recognixd Chincsc ~ ~ ~ r a i over
n r yTibet but considered Tibet to be
autonofnous unit ( I h t t 1977: 80).
87. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 41 7-18.
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is wiped out and until now we have been acting as an independent
country.88

Nehru immediately called the Indian Ministry of External Main to
ask whether there was such a separate treaty,89 and then he replied,
showing some anger:
There is no separate treaty like this and China never accepted the Sida
Convention. The Chinese believe that Tibet is a part of China. Tibet
thinks that because China didn't accept Sirnla, it is independent but at
that time Tibet did not make any clear decisions. That was a mistake.
And later when you had the time and the opportunity to do something
[about "independence"] you did nothing and this was a mistake. During
this period China has been very clever and have proclaimed widely in the
international community that Tibet is a part of China. Now you, the
representatives, have to be very careful [with what you say and claim]
when you begin your talks with the C h i n e ~ e . ~ ~

After the meeting with Nehru the Tibetans visited the British and
the U.S. representatives. F. Roberts, the British acting high commissioner, reported that when he met the Tibetans on 8 September they
seemed despondent about 7ibet's future. They asked Roberrs about fhe
possbility of British assistance and advice and received in return the by
then standard litany that British "responsibilities in relation to Tibet
had in the main now passed to the Government of India.'"' On the
following day the Ebetans met with Ambassador Henderson and informed him that a separate mission was being sent from Lhasa to &
cuss the U.S. offer of military assistance. Henderson's repon ofsh*
kabpa's comments givcs some insight into the Tibetan position a this
timc:
to

2. Shakabpa stated that Tibetan Government has taken firm decision
n ~ e e tany Communist Chinese incursion with force. He said that his

88. Ibid. The Tibetans appear to have meant the Anglo-Tiktm ~eclaration

July 1914 (see Appendix C, no. 2).

89. Gelek (IRimpxhel, interview) indicated that Shakabpa and I. Taring had Informed him of Nchru's response.
90. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 417-18.
9 1. F 0 3 7 1184469. r e p n of conversation with the Tibetan miuion, cited a ' I egram from the United Kingdom high commissioner in India to the ~ m m o n w c J L h
Relations Office in Ix)ndon, dated 8 Septem&r 1950.

government wished him t o express its deep appreciation of US offer of
military assistance. As had been suggested, the Tibetan Government
would approach the GO1 to solicit its cooperation. A separate mission
comprising Surkhang Depon and Khencung Lobsang Tsewang had been
dispatched from Lhasa and would arrive in New Delhi in a few days. To
allay suspicion this mission had been designated as trade mission, but its
real purpose was t o bring 1II instructions from Lhasa Government and
to conduct conversations re additional military aid with GOI. Detailed
information re types and quantities of additional military equipment desired would presumably be supplied by new mission. As yet this question
had not been raised with GO1 by Shakabpa. . . .
7. In response t o our questions concerning demands which Peiping
Government has made upon Tibet, Shakabpa said no formal demands
had been received; that information concerning intention of Communist
China Government t o "liberate" Tibet had been received chiefly from
radio broadcasts and through private channels. He said these announcements included promises of non-interference with local administration
and religion, but was extremely vague and doubtful as to scope of local
autonomy which he believed Peiping Government really intends. As regards the aims of the Tibetan Government in the forthcoming negotiations, he was at first reluctant t o make positive statement, but finally
stated that what Tibet wanted was independence. It seemed obvious that
(a) Tibetans fear consequences outright claim or demand for independence, i.e., that it would provoke Chinese Communists and perhaps
alienate GOI, but (b) they want to convey impression of their firm intention to achieve this goal, if necessary by fighting all perhaps in ultimate
hap of preserving status quo.92

On 16 September the Tibetan mission met with the new Chinese
ambassador, Yuan Chung-hsien. The Tibetans began the negotiations
by reiterating their traditional position, assuring him that there was no
need to liberate Xbet from imperialism since Tibet was ruled and protected by the Dalai Lama, not by any foreign power.
Ambassador Yuan responded that if there really were no foreign
Powers or influcnccs in Tibet, he was very glad, but China would under
no ~~rcumstanccs
hold talks ~ertainingto the continuance of Tibetan
92. USFR, 793R.00/9-1050, report of conversation with the Tibetan mission,
in a tclcgram from the United States ambassador in India to the United States
Sccrctar~of state, datcd 10 Scptcmbcr 1950.
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independence. H e gave the Tibetans a pamphlet containing the Chinese
government's policy for Tibet, explaining to them that of its points,
three were critical:

1. Tibet must accept that it is a part of China.
2. Tibet's defense must be handled by China.
3. AU political and trade matters concerning foreign countries
must be conducted through China.
Yuan bluntly told the Tibetans they had to inform him whether or not
they accepted these three points. If they accepted them, he said, the
Chinese soldiers then stationed on the border would not attack libet
and the liberation would be peaceful. If not, war was inevitable.
The Tibetans responded that because the discrepancy between these
three p i n t s and their own orders was so great, they would have to ask
Lhasa for instructions. They asked Yuan to insure that no Chinese
troops would create disturbances on the border which would alter the
status quo while they waited for Lhasa's reply.93A former head of Indian Intelligence has written that the Chinese also told the Tibetans it
was very important that they reach Pelung for negotiations by the ad
of September.94
The next day the Tibetan delegation sent a telegram (and a detailed
letter) to the Kashag informing them of their meetings with the Indians
and the Chinese ambassador and advising them not to insist on
independence but, rather, to make a number of basic concessions that
might appease the Chinese. They suggested that the Xbetm government accept Yuan's first point, that Tibet was a pan of China, butthat
they accept it in name only. On the second point, they suggested res p n d n g to Yuan that since there was no danger of war from N C POr~
Inda, the question of the military defense of Tibet was not so important that it had to be handled by China; Tibet would use its own t r O s
to look after its security but would ask for assistance from China if a
major threat occurred. O n the third point, the Tibetan mission in DeIh'
advised the Kashag to answer that Tibet should be allowed to car?' Out
93. This account of the meeting derives from Zhwa sgab pa (Sh&ahpa) 19":
418-19.
94. Mullik 1971: 66.

trade and cultural dscussions with Nepal and I n d a (but, implicitly, not
with other countries). The Tibetan mission also asked for approval to
go to Peking for further negotiations, feeling that without such an attempt at direct negotiations the Chinese would invade Tibet.95
The arrival of the proposal from the mission in Delhi sent the Tibetan government into a whirl. Not only d d they object to conceding
these points, but many Tibetan leaders, as was seen earlier, wanted
China to return control over large expanses of territory in Kham. Shakabpa's strong request urging acceptance that Tibet was a part of China
and relinquishing independent foreign relations except with I n d a and
Nepal was more than they could consider. Nine days later, on 28 September, the Kashag replied to Shakabpa that because the consequences
of the decision would have a major effect on the future of Tibet, it
would require a great deal of thought; the delegation should stall the
Chinese until a decision could be reached in L h a ~ a . ~ ~
During this period the Chinese, growing impatient, had asked the
Xbetans several times whether they had received an answer from Lhasa.
The Tibetans now irnrnedately went to the Chinese and told them that
Lhasa was waiting to receive Shakabpa's detailed letter, which had gone
by special horse messenger, and that they would require another two or
three weeks before they would be able to respond to the Chinese proposal. The Tibetans, however, feared that they could not stall the Chinese much longer, and on the next day, the thirtieth, they again urged
the Kashag to make a
In the meantime, the Kashag sent W s h i Surkhang and Lobsang
Tsewang to I n d a in the guise of a trade mission to lscuss military
assistance with the United States and India. They arrived in New Delhi
On 4 October with instructions from the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta to
contact Ambassador Henderson through the Shakabpa mission.98First,
however, thcy mct with Nehru, who told them Tibet was m k n g a big
mistake buying arms from India, since this act might provoke a Chinese
attack. Rccausc of thc sensitivity of the Sino-Tibetan negotiations the
95. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 419-2 1.
96. Ibid.
97. Ibid.
98. USFR, 793R.00/10-2650, tclegrarn from the U.S. ambassador in India to the
U.S. sccrcta~of statc, datcd 2 6 October 1950.
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Tibetans did not ask Nehru if India would permit them to purChw
weapons from a third party such as the United States, but the mo
officials received the clear impression that India would not help nbet
because of its desire for close relations with China.99The American
Embassy in Delhi commented that the "Tibetans completely lost hen
from attitude of government of India encountered in New Delhi."lw
Although Surkhang and Lobsang Tsewang had been sent to discuss
military supplies with the United States, they postponed going to see
Henderson, because the Shakabpa negotiations seemed to have arrived
at a critical juncture and they did not want to risk affecting them nega
tively by openly dealing with the Americans.
O n 4 October, the day Surkhang and Tsewang arrived in Delhi, the
Kashag informed Shakabpa that a meeting of the regent, the Kashag,
and the trungtsigye had decided it would be very difficult to accept the
three Chinese points, for to d o so meant that Tibet would lose all its
political rights. The message went on to say that because China was so
powerful and had so many troops, it was also difficult to respond neg*
tively. Consequently, the mission was ordered to try to continue to std,
with the hope of delaying a Chinese attack until the Kashag could reassess the world situation, bring the issue before the assembly, and then
communicate their decision.lol
The mission was disappointed and frustrated by this delaying strategy, which not only put them in an awkward situation in Dehi but
also, they felt, might push the Chinese to invade Eastern Tibet. Thci
irnrne&ately wired Lhasa that while they realized that the decision was
crucial, the time for procrastinating was over. The internationd situk
tion would not improve, so they asked Lhasa to give them an immed'ate answer. They believed that once the Chinese attacked the border,
they would be unable to continue negotiations.lo2

99. USFR. 793B.00/10-2850, conversation with the Tibetm trade mission
2R
in a telegrm from the U.S. ambassador in India to the U.S. Statc Department,
October 1950.
100. USFR. 7938.00110-2650, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in lnda
U.S. secretary of statc, dated 26 October 1950.
101. Ibid.
102. Ibid.

The next day, unbeknownst to Lhasa or Shakabpa, the People's Liberation Army began their invasion to "liberate" Tibet.

PRELUDE TO T H E BATTLE F O R CHAMDO
While these events were unfolding in Inda, in Kham the situation
looked bad. On May Day 1950, Radio Peking again broadcast that one
of the PLA's tasks for the year was to liberate Tibet, and reports were
filtering into Chamdo that advance units of the PLA had reached the
Upper Yangtse River area, the boundary between Chinese- and Tibetan-controlled Kham. lo3
On 22 May, Radio Peking called on the Tibetan government and
people to accept the peaceful liberation of Tibet. The broadcast said
that Tibet was a part of China and that Tibetans could neither stop the
People's Liberation Army nor count on receiving ouside aid from Britain or America. Tibet was urged to send representatives to Peking to
begin peace negotiations, which would save the Tibetan people from
unnecessary losses.lo4
In July 1950, the first military contact between the two forces ocarced at Dengo, a village about 100 miles northeast of Chamdo (see
Map 11). Lhdu had placed one of his two wireless sets there since it
was on the main route from Kanze to Jyekundo.lo5It was to destroy
this wireless that the Chinese attacked. R. Ford, the British wireless
Operator in Chamdo, recalled the first word of the attack: "Sonam
Phuntso [the wireless operator in Dengo] told me he had an urgent
message as soon as he came on the air. He began to tap it out, but he
did not finish. Suddenly he broke off, and telegraphed in clear: 'The
Chinese are here.' Then there was silence. Dengko radio had closed
down for good." 106
A week later, one of the two radio operators who had been stationed
103. Ford 1958: 43. Hainan was no longer mentioned, since it had been taken
April 1950 (Clubb 1964: 317).
104. Sen 1960: 18.
105. Lhalu, interview.
106. Ford 1958: 49.
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in Dengo arrived in Chamdo and gave the following account ofthe
incident: "I looked out the window in the radio station . . . and there
they were. Hundreds of them, pouring into the courtyard. I told
Sonam Phuntso, who was on the key, but he went on tapping, ad
that's why he was caught. They had already got Sonam Doje on he
way in. I hid in a cupboard, and they never looked in. That night 1
crept out, and ran away."lo7
As soon as Ford received this news, he informed Lhalu, who "looked
grave but gave no sign of alarm." Lhalu said a brief prayer and then
ordered Commander Mucha, who was stationed with 500 troops near
the Jyekundo border area about five days' march northwest of Charndo,
to return at once to Chamdo with his force. Lhalu also ordered scouts
to ride day and night to Dengo to determine the situation there.lo8
Lhalu informed Lhasa of the attack and asked for more wireless
equipment and operators. The importance of communications was
highhghted by this incident: had there been no wireless in Dengo, the
earliest a message could have reached Chamdo was two days later, and
then only if the rider went day and night. Lhalu now wanted to reestablish a r a d o station in Dengo and set up additional ones in fiwoche,
Gangto Druga, and even Markham, if a fourth set could be obtained
from Lhasa.lo9
Ten days later, Commander Mucha arrived in Chamdo. He was
about forty-five and was a swashbuckling leader. He was liked
aspected by his troops, who were unusually well-disciplined and smart~ ~ o for
h ag Tibetan force.l10 Equally important, his unit included
Rupon Bokhangwa, a noncommissioned officerwho was generally Considered to be Tibet's best military leader. Lhalu wanted to coordinatea
large strike force and then attack the Chinese in Jyekundo to free
operator, retrieve the wireless set, and strike a blow at Chinese attempts
to prepare for war. Consequently, Lhalu ordered Mucha to set UP de.
fensive positions at Dengo to prevent any further Chinese penetranon9
if that was what they had in mind, but specifically ordered them not to

107.
108.
109.
110.

Ibid.: 55.
Ibid.: 50.
Ibid.: 56.
Ibid.

engage the enemy.l l Lhalu's plan apparently had some substance, for
several East Bank Khamba leaders such as the queen of Derge and the
abbot of Darkye (Gomba) monastery had proposed a joint attack by
Xbetan and East Bank Khamba forces on the newly arrived People's
Liberation Army forces. They reasoned that since the Chinese Communists had only just arrived in Kham and were unfamiliar with the
people and land, this would be an ideal time to attack. Support could
also be obtained from a group of about 500 Nationalist troops still in
the Jyekundo area.l12 Similarly, Lhalu had made secret contacts with
the h g of Nangchen (who was in a Chinese-controlled area) via sealed
letters. And Maya, a Lhasa official stationed in Kham, recalled that he
and Tshogaw were told to be on special alert and be ready to leave to
fight.l13
Events, however, did not go as planned. Local Dengo Khambas,
including the monastic officials of Chokhorgon Monastery, deceived
Mucha about the positions of the Chinese, and he fell prey to a Chinese
ambush in which a number of his troops and riding horses were hlled
or wounded. l 4 Mucha and Rupon Bokhangwa regrouped and attacked
the Chinese from two sides. Afier a fierce battle at Yilung in which
Bokhangwa and his son were lulled, the two armies pulled back, establishing positions one day's march apart. l 5
The battle of Dengo was technically a victory for the Tibetans, in
that they had pushed the Chinese back and demonstrated they could
contend with the People's Liberation Army. The battle boosted the mod e of the Tibetan forces in Kharn, but it did not alter the basic military
situation of the Tibetans, who were woefully undermanned and under-

11 1. Lhalu, interview.
112. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 431. Lhalu (interview) indirectly onf firmed
this. Rgyal mtshan phun tshogs (1986R: 14) wrote that the KMT commander actuall!:
%betans a letter suggesting a joint attack on the Communists before they L~came
well entrenched.
113. Maya (interview) passed on these letters scaled, but assumed that they dealt
with the plan to attack the Chinese. Hc does not know what Nangchcn responded.
114. Rnam rgyal dganb 'dus 1976: 186. Lhalu (interview) said it could have k e n
deception on the part of the locals or they might not have known what the Chinese were
UP to. However, the latter possibility seems highly unlikely.
115. Ford's account has the Khamba militia slaughtering all Chinese in a m a ~ i f i c e n t
"'ctory (Ford 1958: 61-62). This appears to have been bazaar talk with no basis in
reality.
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armed. For Lhalu, moreover, it was a complete disaster since it cost bun
his best officer just before his planned major strike at Jyekundo. He slid
he considered it a major setback.l16
Chinese opinion regarding the battle is unknown, but it was clexly
only a tactical move aimed at eliminating the wireless set which threatened the surprise Blitzkrieg they were planning; no other encounters
followed.
Despite the loss of Bokhangwa, Lhalu pursued his plan to go on the
offensive against the Chinese in Jyekundo. M e r considerable communication with a few sympathetic leaders on the Chinese side of the
Yangtse fiver, plans were formulated to attack in early September.
Lhalu then contacted Lhasa for permissi0n.l l 7
Lhalu's proposal placed his fellow shapes in a difficult position. They
had no way of assessing whether Lhalu's plan would succeed. They had,
however, received drect and indirect advice from the Indians, British,
and Americans that Tibet's best strategy was not to provoke the Chinese
into attaclung Tibet, and a sudden, unsuccessll offensive seemed Uely
to precipitate such an attack. They were therefore uncertain as to
whether Lhalu's plan was a genuine opportunity to save Tibet, or one
u e l y to end in a defeat that would then bring the PLA immediately
into Xbet en masse. They cautiously replied to Lhalu, "If you are able
to attack and be successful, that would be good, but because your mission is to defend the border area continuously, you should think carefully about whether you are able to guarantee that this attack will not
sect our territory negatively. You have to think carefully about the
benefits and losses this would bring to Tibet in the future." This response, while not an outright rehsal, was worded in such a way that
Xbetan officials would take it as a negative answer, since it made LhJu
solely responsible for all the consequences. Lhalu consequend~
scrapped his offensive plans, sending an order to all his officidsmd
c o ~ m a n d e r sordering them not to initiate attacks across the bordeL1'"
1 16. Lhalu, interview.
1 17. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 431. Lhdu (interview) confirmed this.
l 8 Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 431. Lhdu (interview) confirms this. Lhdu
used the following old Tibetan saying to convey that order: @ h p h u rgol mi W P '
rhm h n md po'i h h t d d d a n ~/ tshur @yen pm niaw pa 1 ,nd & mdpdi hhcd

C H I N E S E S U P P O R T E R S AMONG
T H E GELUGPA HIERARCHY

One of the more important components of the Chinese political
strategy for the liberation of Tibet was their plan to separate support
for the Tibetan government from support for religion. So long as Khambas felt that their religious beliefs and institutions were threatened, it
was reasonable to assume that they would fight along with the Tibetan
government against the Chinese regardless of their grievances against
the Lhasa government. Since the Chinese d ~ not
d want to become embroiled in a drawn-out guerrilla war, they made a major effort to reassure the Kharnbas. Not only did they repeatedly broadcast statements
and hstribute pamphlets promising religious freedom and respect for
monasteries, but, equally important, thev enlisted support from a number of the most prominent high incarnate lamas such as Geda Trulku,
the Panchen Lama (designate), as well as other respected monastic leaders such as Geshe Sherab Gyatso and the former abbot of Sera Che
college. The Panchen Lama's support was particularly important since
he was the second greatest incarnation in the Gelugpa sect and had a
large following in Kham.
The Panchen Lama at that time was the incarnation of the Panchen
Lama who had died in exile in Jyekundo in 1937. Although several
candidates were subsequently dscovered, he was the choice of the officials of the late Panchen Lama, who refused to send him to Lhasa for
final confirmation because they feared that once he was out of their
hmds, the Tibetan government would take advantage of him. They
simply unilaterally declared him the new Panchen Lama. When the Chinese Communists took power in 1949, these officials immediately
l b k ~ dtheir future to the new dominant power in China, sending Mao
T s e - ~ and
g Chu Teh the following telegram of congratulations in the
ranchen's narnc on 1 October 1949:

*
yn. (Not ataclung the enemy is the custom of religious lungs / Not dowing [the
cnem~lto attack your territory is the custom of the political lung.) (Maya, interview.)
\

/

/

1. Telegram from Panchen Lama to Chairman Mao
and Commander-in-Chief Chu.
Chairman Mao of Central People's Government and Commander-inChief Chu of Chinese People's Liberation Army, Peking:
"With superior wisdom and courage Your Excellencies have cornpleted the grand salvation of the country and the people. The success of
your army has brought joy t o the whole country. For generations in the
past I have received kindness and favour from the country. During the
past twenty years and more I have ceaselessly struggled for the territorial
and sovereign integrity of Tibet. It is t o be deeply regretted that I have
had no success. I am now lingering in Chinghai and waiting for an order
t o return t o Tibet. Fommately under the leadership of Your Excellencies,
the North West has now been liberated and the Central People's Government has been established. All those who are conscientious applaud with
one accord. From now on, the realisation of the democratic happiness of
the people and revival of the country are only questions of time and it
will not be long before Tibet is liberated. I sincerely present to Your
Excellencies o n behalf of all the people in Tibet our highest respects and
offer our heartfelt support.
Panchen '0-erh-te-ni'
1st October 1949'19

Ma0 Tse-Tung and Chu Teh replied on 23 November, assuring
Panchcn Lama of the impending liberation:
We are very glad t o acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of 1st
October. The people of Tibet are patriotic and opposed to forel@
aggression. They are dissatisfied with the policies of the reactionary govemtment of the Kuomintang and wish to become a member of the big
family of a united, strong and new China where all races co-operate on
the basis of equality. The Central People's Government and the Chiflex
People's Liberation Army will undoubtedly satisfy this desire of the Ti.
119. F0371183325, enclosure in Nanhng dispatch to rhc British Forci~offiic'
dated 27 December 1949. The cnclosurc was taken from the New China Daib' NoR
N m k n g , dated 25 Novcmber 1949. On the S ~ date
C the Pa~ichcnLama re* a P ~ ~ ~ " ~ '
telcgrm to General Fcng Tch-huai, vicc-chairmm ofthc Peoplc7s R c v o l ~ t i ~ nMiliran
a~
Lomfince and commander o f the First Field Army of rhc Chincsc people) Llhms)"
Army. It 1s notablc for saying: ''We sinccrcly bcscech that ~ O L Iwill lcad vour r l ~ h ~ ) u ~
trmps to libcrate Tibct, eradicate the traitorous cIcmclits, anb rcscuc the
OtTlkr'
(ibid.)

betan people. It is hoped that you and all patriots in Tibet will unitedly
exert all your efforts in the struggle for the liberation of Tibet and unity
between the Chinese and Tibetan peoples.120

A second famous lama who joined forces with the Chinese Communists was Geda Trulku, the incarnate lama from Beri monastery near
Kanze (see Map 5). Geda Ti-ulku held the position of vice-chairman of
the Dokharn People's Provisional Government and was a member of
the Southwest Military Committee. H e had volunteered or had been
sent by the Southwest Military Committee to Chamdo to obtain permission to continue to Lhasa, where he was to try to convince the
government to agree to the peacell liberation of Tibet. H e arrived in
Chamdo on 24 July 1950.121
Geda Trulku's contact with the Chinese Communists went back to
the Long March in 1936, when he helped the ragtag Communist force
when they passed through Kanze, even hiding some wounded soldiers
after the main force left the area.122 At this time Chu Teh himself gave
Geda Trulku a signed letter saying that Geda and his monastery had
helped the PLA and should be protected by any PLA unit that passed.
Geda Trulku kept that letter secret, pasted to the back of a temple scroll
painting throughout the Kuomintang period. Then, in 1949, when the
Communist victory seemed assured, he sent four men via Tsinghai and
Gansu to meet Chu Teh in Peking. Chu Teh greeted the emissaries
warmly and sent them back with a message saying the PLA would soon
arrive in Kansu on its way to liberate Tibet.12j
In Charndo, Geda Trulku met with Lhalu and explained his mission.
He argued that thc Chinese Communists were going to liberate Tibet
one way or thc other, and peaceful means would be preferable to military ones. If the Lhasa government tried to fight against the Chinese, it
would not only causc thc loss of many lives but would lead to the destruction of Buddhism and monasticism. Hc said that he had come to
120. Ibid.
121. Khrcng 1982: 219.
122. Gcda disguised the Communist wounded in Tibetan clothes and treated their
wounds. HC also moved them to different locations so they would not be captured by

'hc Nationalist forccs. (Ibid.: 218-19.)
123. Epstcin 1983: 243. Epstein indicated that this letter is now in the Rc\lolutionaV Muscum 111 Rcijing.
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Chamdo because he felt that it was critical that the Tibetan goverment
be convinced not to take up arms against China. He was carrying the
following three-point peace proposal from the Chinese:
1. Tibet must acknowledge it is a part of China.
2. The People's Liberation Army must be deployed on Xbet's
international borders.
3. Tibet must cut off all ties with imperialist countries.
Geda told Lhalu that if Tibet accepted these points, there would be
no need to invade Tibet, and the religious system of government could
be retained. 124
Lhdu contacted Lhasa about this and was informed that whilethis
was being considered in Lhasa, he should neither let Geda Trulku go to
Lhasa nor permit him to return to Kanze; he must be kept in
Two weeks later, on 21 August, Geda Trulku suddenly
died. It is widely believed that he was poisoned, and the Chinese have
claimed that he was killed by Ford, the English wireless operator at
Chamdo. However, Ford not only denied this in his book but never
admtted it during his five years in a Chinese prison despite other ((admissions.' If Geda Trulku was really murdered, it is likely that it was
done by the Tibetan administration in Chamdo.
The role of these monks and lamas cannot be underestimated. For
Kl-m.mba villagers, it was difficult to see how great lamas and scholars
such as these could support the Chinese Communists if the Communists were really going to destroy religion as the Tibetan government
claimed. The public support garnered by these lamas and monks enhanced the credibility of the Chinese promises of religious freedom and
thus was fundamental to China's plan for a peaceful liberation ofnbets
The motivations of the lamas and learned monks are difficult to assess. Political expediency, belief in the (hnmunists' promised poliq
toward minorities, disenchantment with the traditional system innber.
and enmity to Taktra and the Lhasa government all play a Part. It
124. Lhalu, interview. These, of course, are the same three points the Chinesew.
bassador in Dehi later presented to Shakabpa.
125. Ibid.

reasonable to assume that none of these religious figures ever dreamed
that the Communists would totally destroy the monastic system, as they
actually did during the years following the Tibetan uprising in 1959.

NGABO REPLACED LHALU I N KHAM
While Shakabpa and his Tibetan mission began negotiations with
the Chinese in New Delhi, a new shape replaced Lhalu in Kham.
Lhalu's three-year term of office in Kham was due to end in the
summer of 1950, and in early 1950 Lhalu asked Lhasa to send his
replacement. Ngabo was appointed shape in June and left Lhasa for
Charndo on 11July, but Lhalu remained in Chamdo to assist him until
the current crisis was over.126 Ngabo's attitude is reflected in comments
he made to officials he met along the way. One official from Kundeling
Labrang recalled that Ngabo told him Tibet could not fight against the
Chinese Communists, because the Chinese had the latest weaponry and
well-trained and experienced soldiers. Ngabo recalled that a single Chinese warlord had taken Lhasa in 1909-1910, so how could the Tibetans possibly stop the whole of China? Ngabo told Kundeling that he
was convinced it was better to try to negotiate a peaceful solution and
that he had already &scussed this with Taktra and with colleagues in
the Kashag.12' Ngabo arrived in Charndo in early September 1950; his
views, as can be seen, &verged significantly from those of Lhalu, who
was inclined to fight, however slim the likelihood of victory. Theoreticdy, they jointly ran the government in Chamdo, but Lhalu considered
Ngab to be the actual governor-general of Kham and saw his own role
as temporary and primarily advisory.12RThus, he did not openly object
when Ngabo removed the fortifications Lhalu had had constructed on
the mountaintops because Ngabo saw them as unnecessarily likely to
126. Lungshar Chanjula, interview; Maya, interview. At the same time the Kashag
ordered the other Lhasa officials in Chamdo to remain until replacements could be sent,
Since Ngabd was not bringing a full complement of officials with him.
127. Kundcling Dzasa, interview. Horsur (intervicw) also met Ngabo on his way to
Chamdo and rcports a similar conversation, as does Maya (interview).
128. Lhalu, intcrvicw.
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provoke the Chinese. Nor did Lhalu protest Ngab& decisionnot
to recruit more Khamba ~ i i 1 i t i a . Their
l ~ ~ underlying friction was expressed instead by their respective servants and staff, each of whom
covertly derided the other shape and his staff. Consequently, it is no
surprise that their "joint" administration very soon dissolved.
Lhalu recalled that one day soon after Ngabo arrived he mentioned
that he thought Chamdo was too small an area for two shapes to reside
together; it caused excessive hardship to the local people, who had to
provide corvee labor services and products. He suggested that Lhalu
leave and set up a new base of operations at Khyungpo south of Jyekundo, while he remained in Chamdo. Lhalu, eager to leave Charndo
before the fighting began, leaped at this opportunity. He replied that
he had remained in Kham after his term had expired only to help
Ngabo; if Ngabo now felt that his help was no longer required and
ready to assume full administrative responsibility, Lhalu was w h g to
contact Lhasa to ask them if he could return. Lhasa agreed.130
At the very end of September 1950, Lhalu, with his immediate servants and staff, and with one wireless unit, departed for Lhasa, leaving
Ngabo in sole command of Chamdo and Kham. Lhalu had not gotten
far, however, when the Lhasa government changed their minds and (via
wireless) ordered him to set up headquarters at Lho Dmng. Lhduwas
informed that the Trongdra Regiment and some monk soldiers had left
Lhasa for Kham, to be placed under his command.13'
The Chinese Communists, in the meantime, had asked Panda Rapga
to deliver a proposal to Chamdo for the peaceful liberation of Tibet."'
He arrived in Chamdo a day or so before Ngabo arrived from Lhaa.13'
Ngabo decided to use Ragpa to open communications with the Ch'.
129. Horsur, interview.
130. Maya, interview; Lhalu, interview.
131. Lhdu, interview; Lungshar
Chanjula, interview; Horsur, interview; Mava>
I"
terview.
132. Lhdu, interview. Rapga was the Khmba who headed the Tibetm Impro'' .
n~enth q in Kalimpong and had been deponed from India to China in 1946 pantryn
(1960: 6 5 ) and Ford (1958: 79) reported that Rapga had come to Chmdo relung
Lhasa agreement to an autonomous K h m in rcmrn for military s"fpOfl 'gaimtdr
C o ~ ~ u n i sam)'.
t
Lhdu (interview) emphatically denied that Rapga discussed
with him.
I 3 3 Lhdo. interview. Ford erroneously placed Rapga In Chamdo a the time lhat
Geda Lama &ed.

nese and sent him, with one of his officials, Yeshe Thargye, to Tachienlu
to set up negotiations. However, by the time they arrived there the
fightinghad started and both were placed under arrest.
While all of this was unfolding, Ngabo made a military decision that
ended in the capture of the entire Chamdo force. Ngabo had brought
the two portable wireless sets from Lhasa that Lhalu had repeatedly
requested after the loss of the set at Dengo in July 1950, but he decided
not to install either of the sets along the border. One Lhalu took to Lho
Dzong, and the other was kept as a spare unit in Chamdo. Before the
Chinese attack, Ford tried to persuade Ngabo to send the unused set to
Riwoche so that information regardmg the escape route at LagongNgarnda could be received speedily, but Ngabo refused. 134
Ngabo also made no attempt to create a ready reserve force. All the
Xbetan troops, except a few hundred in Chamdo, were scattered across
the front; there was no second line of defense in case the Chinese broke
through at any point. The need for a reserve force had been pointed
out by the British fifteen years earlier, but this report apparently was
never made available to the officers in Kham.
As September came to a close, speculation abounded as to whether
the approach of winter weather meant that the Chinese would not
launch an attack. Day after day, messages, often confl~cting,arrived reP'fing that the Chinese were crossing the Yangtse at Gamto Druga or
that they had already crossed it or were about to cross it. As these
reports increased in frequency, the Lhasa officials who had come with
Lhalu three years earlier held a secret meeting. Believing that it was not
possible to stop a determined Chinese attack on the Chamdo area because of its vulnerable location, they decided to try to persuade Ngabo
to move his headquarters to the more defensible Lho Dzong. There,
they felt, they had a chance of holding offa larger Chinese force, thanks
to the rough terrain and a high, defensible pass. They argued that if all
the officialsin Kham were captured and held as hostages, it would be
difficultfor the government to send a strong army to counterattack if
they wanted to do so.fl"gabii
responded that his responsibility was
to defend the Chamdo area and he could not relocate his headquarters.
134. Ford 1958: 98-106.
135. Ibid.
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H e told them, however, that if thcy wanted to leave he had no objec.
tion. They all stayed.

T H E CHINESE INVASION BEGINS
Since China's attempts to begin serious negotiations with Xbet had
yielded no results, the Chinese escalated the pressure. On 5 October
1950, while Shakabpa waited in New Delhi for a reply from Lhasa. the
Southwest b y Corps of the People's Liberation Army crossed the
Yangtse River en masse and attacked the Tibetan positions in Kham.l&
The Chinese military force was divided into four major prongs (see
Map 11). Speed, surprise, and night attacks were employed, with the
goal of trapping the Tibetan army in a pincer movement that would cut
offthe southern and central escape routes. 137
In the north, troops of the 154th Regiment crossed the Yangse
k v e r above Dengo and advanced day and night to the Jyekundo area.
From there. they bypassed the Tibetan forces in the Khyungpo area and
went through Nangchen to launch an attack on Riwoche. They spent
the first part of the invasion marching rapidly to confront Riwoche and
did not actually start their attack until 15 or 16 October.
At Dengo, northeast of Chamdo, Commander Mucha's regiment
was initially able to block the Chinese attempts to cross the YmPefor
several days, but he was forced to pull back when Chinese units crossed
the river north of him and attacked his northern flank. He retreated
toward Charndo but kept his entire force intact as a fighting unitIn the central zone, the Chinese attacked a t Gamto Druga. the rnam
site for crossing the Yangtse River. Here, a small Tibetan force of about
200 dug-in troops initially inflicted heavy losses on the Chinese, but as
more and more Chinese managed to get across the river, they were
forced to retreat, with the Chinese in hot pursuit.
136. Maya, interview.
l37. The beginning of the invasion is normdly cited as 6 or 7 (ktohr. but "
C h @ x 154th Regiment o f the Southwest A m y Corps kga" their attack a b e Denp
at mdnlght on 5 October: a platoon secretly crossed the Ymgtse River to attack a
Tibetan border force protecting the crossing at ChaLhorgan monasteFi The
routed this force without ever firing shot, and the 154th Regiment spentdYnext
moving their regiment across the river (Khreng 1982: 227.) Chlneg
usually had 4,000 combat troops.

The headquarters of the Tibetan military in the central zone was
about a day's march west of Gamto Druga at Jomda. When reports of
the attack reached their commander, Karchunga, he withdrew to Rangsurndo, a narrow defile that made a natural defensive position. There
he fought with the advancing Chinese. Unable to hold this position, he
withdrew to Kyushung, where he joined another group of Tibetan
troops under Lishiba. Thinking he had outhstanced the Chinese, Karchunga decided to spend the night at Kyushung. However, rather than
halting after the battle at Rangsumdo, the Chinese advanced at !ill
speed and launched an attack in the middle of the night. Banging
gongs, shouting, and firing artillery shells, the Chinese spread terror
among the shocked Tibetans, who were unable to resist. From this
point on, Karchunga's troops ceased to be a hsciplined fighting force.
Kyushung was roughly three days' march from Charndo.
The Chinese 157th Regiment struck in the south on 7 and 8 October. After crossing the Yangtse River in force near Markham and overpowering the Tibetan outposts there, they pushed toward Markham,
where Derge Sey commanded the Tatang Regiment. Derge Sey must
have had no will to fight: on 12 October he surrendered his entire force
of over 400 troops. This effectively cut the southern escape route. The
Chinese southern attack force then went to occupy the Po and Pasho
areas before starting to move north to Charndo. Markham was seven
days' march from Chamdo.
Lhasa was first informed about the invasion on the morning of
Thursday, 12 October. It decided to make no mention of the invasion
in any radio broadcasts, presumably to avoid panic and disturbances
within Tibet. The first public report of the invasion of Kham was an
unconfirmed broadcast from Delhi on 15 October. When Ford heard
fhe news of the initial Chinese attacks, he again asked Ngabb to send
the spare wireless unit to hwoche but Ngabo refused, telling him that
hwochc had been reinforced and there was no sign of Chinese activity
In that arca. Hc told the incredulous Ford that he needed the spare
radio in Charndo in case anything went wrong with his set, since he
had to keep in communication with Lhasa.13'
In Charndo, thc impending disaster quickly became apparent as
word started arriving from fleeing district officials and soldiers of the
138. Ford 1958: 109.
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Chinese victories at Gamto Druga, Rangsumdo, Markham, and so on.
The Tibetan officials at Charndo again appealed to Ngabo to contact
Lhasa and ask permission to withdraw to Lho Dzong. Ngab explained
that on 15 October, Tshogow, his aide-de-camp, had spoken via winless with Dumra, a Kashag aide-de-camp, in what has become in Tibetan circles a famous exchange:
Tshogow said to Dumra: "Look we have sent three urgent messages [in
code t o Lhasa] and haven't received a single reply. What is going on?As
far as we are concerned we see ourselves as vimally caught and every
second is important t o us. If you don't give us a reply we don't know
what to do."
To which D u m a replied: "Right now it is the period of the Kashag's
picnic and they are all participating in this. Your telegrams are being
decoded and then we will send you a reply." At this Tshogow got furious
and in a glaring breach of Tibetan etiquette angrily said, "Shit on their
picnic! Though we are blocked here, and the nation is threatened and
every minute may make a chfference t o our fate, you talk about that shit
picnic." 39

'

This ended the conversation. The shapes obviously could not decide
whether the situation was as bad as was being reported and feared m*ing the decision to withdraw all forces from Kharn. In the past Xbet
had always managed to muddle through crises, so the shapes attended
their picnic and d d not respond. Ngab6, though himself a shape, also
did not want to take responsibility for giving up Kharn, but waited in
chamdo for a cornrnuniquC from Lhasa-or for the Chinese to arrive.
O n 16 October, the full extent of the rout of Karchunga reached
Chamdo. With two Chinese forces, one from Markhm and the other
from Jomda, pushing forward with no Xbetan forces bewen them
and Chamdo, the situation was untenable, but not hopeless until the
Chinese slipped behind to cut off thc road to Lhasa. When, late On
the evening of the sixteenth, a messenger from Riwoche arrived with
the news that the Chinese were approaching that town,14"t bccmc
impossible to remain in Chamdo, and Ngab6 asked Lhasa for pCrmls.
139. Maya, interview. In Tibetan: sbagpa'igling kha.
140. Ford 1958: 125. Maya (btervicw) raid that the news from Riwchc

the town had already fallen, but Ford's account seems more likely.

'ha'

sion to surrender or flee. The next day Lhasa ordered him to retreat. '41
Consequently, late on the seventeenth Ngabo informed his officials that
if they did not leave immediately, they would most likely be trapped by
the Chinese.142A few troops were left behind to burn the armory;
Ngabo and others left Charndo before dawn.143Ford described the
scene in Charndo at 7 A.M. on the morning of the eighteenth, when he
first dscovered that Ngabo had left him without any warning.
Already panic was brealung out in the town. People were running in all
directions, carrying or dragging their personal belongings. . . . The stalls
in the main street were deserted. . . . Then a small band of Khamba levies
came running past, shouting angrily and l o o h g murderous. . . . [As
Ford was riding back into the main section of Chamdo where his wireless
station was located, he met Trimon Depon's two rupons, who told him:]
"Ride away. . . . You cannot g o back [to the main part of town]. They
will kill you if you try!" [Ford asked,] "Are the Chinese in the town?"
[The Tibetans said,] "Not the Chinese-the Khambas! Ride away, for
your life!" "What has happened?" I demanded. [The answer was,] "The
Kharnbas were left without transport, and now they will kill any Lhasa
official-even you. They nearly killed me. . . . The Khambas are looting
now." 144

While the Khambas and, it is said, some of the monks from Phagpa
Labrang and Chamdo monastery looted the possessions of the Lhasa
officials and the guns and ammunition from the armory, which had
been set on fire by Tibetan soldiers but not completely destroyed,
Ngabo and the others raced toward the crossroads at Lagong-Ngamda.
Earlier, when Lhalu was traveling to Lho Dzong, he noted that
Lagong-Ngamda was unguarded and told Ngabo by wireless that he
thought an army unit should be dspatched at once to defend the crossroads. Ngabo agrecd and ordered Laya Chariba and his 100 Nyadang
Regiment soldicrs to ]cave Chamdo irnrnedately and take up positions
t h e . Laya Chariba, howcver, appears purposely to have procrasti141. Ford (1958: 127) wrote that hc later found out that a coded messaf3C he had
SCnt on thc scvcntccnth contained the rcqucst to Lhasa for permission to
which was rchscd. Thcrc is no verification for this.
142. Maya, intcrvicw.
143. Ford, 1958: 125; Maya, interview.
144. Ford 1958: 127-28.
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nated, arguing that first he had to make careful preparations md get
transport. In the end, his unit did not leave Chamdo until NgaMs
evacuation, and the critical junction was totally unprotected.14s
Ford, fleeing on horseback, passed soldiers ploddmg along with
their families and as many personal belongings as they could carry,
Eight hours aftcr he left, at 4 P.M.,he overtook Ngabo and the others
at the village of Lamda, where they had stopped briefly for rest and
food. A messenger arrived at Lamda with a written message for Ngabb
informing him that the Chinese had begun their attack on Riwoche the
previous evening. The messenger had no idea of the outcome, since he
had been sent as soon as the attack began.lM From Lamda, the td
west to Lagong-Ngarnda rose to cross the 15,000-foot Lagong pass
that overlmked Lagong-Ngarnda and the road to Lho Dzong and
Lhasa. By 6 P.M. on the eighteenth, the fleeing Tibetans had reached
the foot of the pass; there, another messenger arrived with an oral message that Riwoche had fallen.14' Phulunga, the commander, had panicked at the first shots and immediately fled. His rupon and other noncommissioned officers tried to stop him at the Cagsam bridge, but he
bought his way out by giving them a huge crate of cigarettes as a
bribe.148Leaderless, the solders put up only weak resistance. The Chinese easily took k w o c h e and started the race to cut off Ngab at the
crossroads. 149
The Tibetans pushed on to the Lagong pass in the dark on a dmgep
ous, narrow trail, reaching the pass at 10 P.M.From the pass to thefm
of the mountain took another three hours, and from there to Lagong
Ngamda was a journey of several more hours. The question on eve?one's mind was whether the Chinese had already arrived at the crossroads, SO N g a b sent some servants on horseback to check this. When
N g a b and the others were halhyay down the mountain, they met
a group of about thirty soldiers who were coming from Lhasa
Chamdo with artillery, rifles, and -unition.
They had crossed La.
gong-Ngamda without knowing that Riwoche had fallen and were
145. Lhalu, interview.
146. Ford 1958: 128.
147. Ibid.: 131-32.
4 . Horsur, interview; Lhdu, Maya,
lungs fled without fighting.
149. Khreng 1982: 247.

others (interviews) confirmed

traveling by night in order to reach Ngabi5 with the ammunition and
cannon before Chamdo fell. Ngabo ordered them to throw their arms
and ammunition over the side of the mountain and join his group.lS0
Soon after this, Ngabo's scouts returned with information that the
Chinese had reached Lagong-Ngamda a few hours earlier, but they
were not sure how many troops were there.151 In reality, as soon as
Riwoche was taken, about 100 Chinese cavalry and infantry of the
154th Regiment continued to Lagong-Ngamda at fdlspeed, traveling
about 50 miles a day. The Tibetans' retreat had been cut off, and Ngabo
decided to surrender rather than fight. He ordered everyone to fall back
to Drugugon, a nearby monastery. 152
Some Lhasa officialssuch as Maya did not agree with Ngabo's decision and pushed on toward Lagong-Ngamda by themselves. They ran
into three columns of Chinese soldiers marching on foot at the base of
the mountain and were arrested. These Chinese followed their "nationalities policy" and were extremely p01ite.l~~
In the meantime, as Ngabo
and the others at Drugugon monastery were discussing what to do,
Commander Mucha rode up with about seventy cavalry. Ford, desperate to escape, ran up to him and asked him how many troops he had.
Mucha told him that his force of about 400 was intact and coming up
behind on foot. In fact, Mucha had brought not only his soldiers but
their wives and personal belongings. Having held their own against the
Chinese twice, his soldlers showed no fear or panic. Mucha told Ford
that the Chinese could not have reached Lagong-Ngarnda in strength
and that his men could easily break through to Lho Dmng. "Wait here
until I have seen Ngabo Shape," he said.lS4
When Mucha came out from his meeting with Ngabo he told Ford
that they were going to surrender and that he was sorry to have delayed
Ford in his plan to escape.l55 It appears that Ngabo felt that Mucha's
force was inadequate to break out. Ngabo, ready to capitulate, now sent
Simpdn Khempo and Laya Charipa to find some Chinese to accept his
Surrender. Soon they encountered a Chinese patrol, which took them
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

Ford 1958: 132.
Ibid.
Khreng 1982: 247.
Maya, interview.
Ford 1958: 135.
Ibid.: 136.
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to their headquarters. They had brought a sword to offer in snuender,
but the Chinese soldiers confiscated this, and as a final irony, they had
nothing to offer symbolically in surrender. Thus, on 19 October 1950,
the Chinese captured Ngabo, all the Tibetan officials with him, md a
large number of soldiers and weapons. The battle for Kham was over,lsb
At Drugugon, the Chinese served the Tibetans a big meal with meat
and vegetables and told the Tibetans of their mission to serve, not
harm, them. The officials were then all sent back to Chamdo, where
they were placed under house arrest while each of the soldiers was given
a silver Chinese coin (dayan)and sent home.157
With the main Tibetan force destroyed, the Chinese pushed on,
meeting no resistance. On 22 October, they took Lho Dzong, Lhdu
having already fled west to Pemba Dzong; on 27 October, they t d
Shobando; and on 31 October they captured Pemba Dzong, a g h
meeting no resistance, for by this time Lhalu had moved still hrther
west, to Giamda. 158
It had taken just two weeks to destroy the main Tibetan defense
force totally and, in the process, to capture a shape and other importat
officials.The central road to Lhasa was wide open to the Chinese; th
could easily have taken Giarnda, where Lhalu commanded a small number of new recruits recently sent from Lhasa, and then have moved into
Lhoka and Lhasa. They did not choose this option. From the
ning they had wanted to liberate Tibet "peacefully." Now, having dmonstrated the military might of the People's Republic of China, they sat
back to see whether this lesson would convince the Tibetans to open
negotiations and accept their terms for liberation and reunification.ls9
In Lhasa, the disaster did not silence the sarcastic street songs:
156. Smbo, interview. The only Tibetan army force that escaped from Khm intact
the
was the force from Khyungpo under Tshagaw. Their area had been bypassed
l h w o ~ h eforce and they were able to withdraw to Lho Dmng. (Lhdu~
mtev
vlew.)
157. The Chinese strategy of sending the T i k t a n soldiers dirccdv to their
rcsS10n
homes and paying them one silver coin for expenses not only created a good imp
among the troops and made it dificult for the Tiktan government to r e c o n ~ t ~ ~ ~ ' ?
regiments, but at the same time avoided having to administer prisoner-of-~arcm~s
thousands of prisoners.
158. USFR. 7938.00112-2950, enclosure to dispatch no. 293 from the
consul, Cdcutta, dated 29 December 1950.
159. The Chinese d s o sent a military force from Sinhang province across he ""

Chinese

The British rAes
were delivered to the plain of Chamdo
[and] taking care of their travel, food, and lodging
by begging and begging, [the soldiers] returned.160

This song referred derogatorily to the complete disorganization in
which the soldiers returned to Central Tibet.
Led by the two-faced Derge Sey,
[then] the hopeless Commander Karchunga,
the Kham government's military regimental headquarters
is filled with the smell of diarrheic excrement.
The great and ferocious commander
who never set eyes on the enemy,
by a piece of shit
got frightened and ran away.16'

This song refers to the fight of Commander Phulunga in lbwoche.
From among 100 good men,
there is the capable Commander Mucha.
The hopeless herd of foxes
is the Kham governor-general and his officials.
Ngabo went militantly,
[and] Lhalu stayed leisurely.
Brother Ragashar [the commander of the Tibetan force at Nagchuka]
built a dam of sand.162

Xbet's response to the Chinese attacks is the subject of the next
chapter.

1un Mountains to Western Tibet. It had no major role in subsequent events and is not
discussed here. A survivor o f that initial force, Tsc (1984), has written an interesting
article on his experiences.
160. In Tibetan: me mda'dhin ji bha thunp I chub mdoshunp la bsbd m . I~tsha z h g
h i s paa'ilam rmaps 1 slon~pinsionpAin lop byunp.
161. In Tibetan: s& srus
rwptsos byar I byad chunp dbar chunp mda' @on 1 kham
@hung d t t q gar nang la 1 smyan. ma'i dti maa'irmanp song. d v @on &a lha'i r f l d
Po I &a bo m t p ~ i ma
s rnthon. 1 sbg pa che bapctp la 1 rlzur 'drops theh nus brar song.
162. In Tibetan: mi bzanp GAva yi &il nu lpo chod mu bya mdu' dpon 1 @ad chunp
wa mo'i bhyu tshw / mdo q y i npo I& mam pa. npa phod nAar nus 'thud sonp 1 lha klu lhod
bzhunps shap 1jo laps r w kha sharmir 1 be maa';rag ctp sbon shg.
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O n 17 October, almost two weeks after the Chinese offensive began
in Kharn, the Kashag informed Shakabpa in Delhi of the Chinese invasion and the likelihood that Charndo would fall within a few days.'
They instructed him to contact the Chinese ambassador immediately to
try to stop the i n ~ a s i o n .This
~ news led the Tibetan trade mission,
which was also in Delhi, to decide not to open planned negotiations on
military aid with the Americans, since they feared that if the chin^
found out it might impede Shakabpa's task.3

SHAKABPA CONFRONTS THE CHINESE
O n the eighteenth, while Ngab6 and his staffin Kharn hurriedlyfled
C h m d o , the Shakabpa delegation met with the Chinese ambassadorh
Delhi and accused China of flagrantly ignoring internationd law by
aflacking without warning while peaceful negotiations were in ProL?

1. USFR. 7938.00/10-2850, convenation with the Tibetan trade misioncited'"
a telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India to the U.S. State Depamnent, dated''
oct~ber 1950; Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 423.
2. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 423.
3. The Tibetan trade mission (Surkhmg and Khencung) had died on hbwador
Hendermn On 16 October to &scuss
military-dd rcquirementS. Thq
"Id
to
for &scussions on the eighteenth, but instead sent the U.S. E m b w a cV'"
letter which said they could not make the appointment due to uurgenr worh,"
793B.00110-2650, telegram from the U.S. mbassador in In&. to the U.S.gcreta"f
state, dated 26 October 1950.)
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r e s ~The
. ~ Chinese ambassador immediately blamed the attack on the
Tibetans' failure to go to Peking to negotiate:
We also know about the attack on Chamdo. However, since we gave you
terms to respond to, almost a month has passed so we are not in violation
of any laws. Whatever people may say throughout the world, it is our
firm decision that we will liberate Formosa and Tibet. It is better now
that you accept Tibet as part of China. And if your delegation goes now
to Peking, there will be no further military suppres~ion.~

The Chinese later repeated this charge in a note to the Indian government dated 16 November 1950, stating that their ambassador in
Delhi, Yuan, as well as their charge d'afaires, Shen, had told the Tibetans in Delhi "that it was imperative that they should hasten to Peking
in September, or that the said delegation should bear the responsibilities and be held responsible for all the consequences resulting from the
delay? Shakabpa then went to the Indian Foreign Ministry, informing
them of the invasion and requesting their help in persuading the Chinese to stop.'
The deteriorating situation in Charndo finally forced the Tibetan National Assembly to compromise on the Chinese three-point proposal,
with the hope of preventing a renewed Chinese offensive. On 21 October the Kashag informed the mission in New Delhi that Lhasa
no longer had wireless communication with Chamdo8 and instructed
them:
(1) To proceed immediately to China for negotiations.
(2) Regardng Point One-that Tibet is a part of China-If you
have to accept this it is ~ermissibleif you are able to guarantee that the
Dalai Lama's name and authority will remain intact and the Tibetan Govemmelit will continue to h c t i o n like it is now making decisions and
acting independently.
4. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 423-25.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Ibid.: 424-25.
Carlylc 1953: 550-51.
Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 424-25.
As was seen in Chapter 18, N g a k left Chamdo with his officials early in the
morning on 18 October, without telling Ford or sending a final wireless message informIng Lhasa that Chamdo was being evacuated. Lhasa therefore could only surmise that the
abscncc of mcssagcs from Chamdo and the failure of Chamdo to respond to Lhasaoriginated messagcs indicated that Chamdo had fden.
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all foreign trade and politicd ded.
ings will be done through Chna-you have to convey to the Chhm
that Tibet will continue to handle all its foreign dealings by itself.
(4) Regardng Point Three-that Chinese soldiers will-take over se(3) Regardng Point Two-that

curityldefence forces in Tibet-thls is a very dangerous issue and we do
not accept this. Tibet will appoint its own solders to protect our own
territory.
(5) Impress on the Chinese that no harm should befd the Tibetan
government officials who were captured in Eastern Tibet and that all
Tibetan prisoners should be returned home ~peedily.~

Shakabpa and the mission were disappointed by this response, feeling
that it was too Lide, too late. Nonetheless, they immediately contacted
the Chinese and arranged a luncheon meeting at the Chinese Embassy
for the next day, 22 October.10
In Lhasa, however, even this mild compromise produced a very
strong negative reaction from those who believed that once %bet admitted being a part of China, Xbet's legal status would be transformed
and her appeals for help would have Little weight. Many of the officials
holding this view felt that it would be better if the Dalai Lama sought
refuge in a foreign country and continued the struggle for indepcndence from abroad as the 13th Dalai Lama had done forty years earlier.
The main forces behind this position appear to have been Surumg
Shape and Dronyerchernrno Phala.
This disagreement reflected, to an extent, a deeper political ckavage,
Takra, the seventy-five-year-oldregent,-the "old man," as he was de
rogatorily called-had become very unpopular during the previous
four or five years. The Reting affair and a resurgence of corruption had
eroded the csteem in which Taktra had been held. Many officidsnow
believed that Tibet had to respond to the Chinese threat in a unihcd
and strong fashion and that to do this it was necessary to remove the
unpopular and divisive Taktra. In late September, for example, anaonYmous poster, put up on walls throughout Lhasa, accused TAtra
emptying the treasury and of m h g secret plans to rcmovc the DJa'
Lama from Lhasa in case of trouble. The poster appedcd to the Three
Seats to persuade the fifrcen-year-old Dalai Lama to take power imme.
9. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 425.
10. Ibid.
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diately. It said, "If this is done, Tibet will be unified behind the government in the event of any calamity."l1
But the memory of Reting Rimpoche's destruction of Khyungrarn
and his family in 1939 stopped the officials from outwardly criticizing
or opposing Taktra. The answer lay in appeal to an authority above the
regent; either the Dalai Lama, or the protective deities and oracles. It
was through the latter that the center of power was shifted during the
month from mid-October to mid-November 1950.
The beginning of this shift in power was the sudden reversal of the
decision regarding the first point of the Chinese Ambassador's proposal. The Dalai Lama was informed about this point on 21 October
and at once reacted strongly against it. He said he thought that "if we
accept that we are a part of China then of course by definition we belong to China and it will be lfficult [in the future] to do what we want.
I thought it was a bad idea and suggested that the protective deities be
consulted through the mechanism of a 'divine lottery divination."'12
The regent organixd a lottery ceremony for the next morning in the
presence of the Dalai Lama as well as various high-rankmg government
officials.The lottery inlcated that the government should not agree
that Tibet was a part of China, and an urgent telegram was imrnedately
sent to Shakabpa in Delhi countermandmg the earlier one.13
Meanwhile, in Delhi on the morning of 23 October, the Tibetan
delegation was preparing to leave for their luncheon at the Chinese
Embassy when they learned of the urgent telegram from Lhasa. A]though the car the Chinese had sent to pick them up had already arrived, the Tibetans took an hour to decode the message, which was
dated 22 October, one day later than the previous telegram. Shakabpa
recalled that hc was shocked when he read the opening line: "By the
order of his Holincss the Dalai Lama," for at that time the Dalai Lama
was not yet in powcr.14 Thc Lhasa communique read:
Regarding the reply to the Chinese Three Points, we have had meetings
&tween thc Regent and Kashag a i d also discussed this with the National Assembly and have communicated our decisions to you which we
11.
12.
13.
14.

Statesman (of India), 26 September 1950.
1)alai Lama, intcrvicw.
Dalai I,ama, intcrvicw; J. Taring, interview; Anonl, interview.
Shakabpa, intcrvicw.
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hope you have received. However, with regard to Point One regarhg
Tibet's acceptance of being a part of China, the Dalai Lama ordered that
a lottery-chination should be done to determine whether this will cause
any harm to Tibet in the future. Consequently, we did such a lotterydvination in Norbulinga in the chapel of Gombo where we invited both
the deities Gombo and Lhamo together when we rolled the lottery. The
lottery answered that if you accept that Tibet is a part of China then this
will be harmful for Tibet. Therefore, we have to rely on this answer so
do not accept any of the three Chinese points. However, you should all
leave [Delhl] for Peking by the 26th of October.15
Embarrassed and angry, the delegation told Ambassador Yuan that
they had just received instructions from Lhasa ordering them to leave
Delhi for Peking by 26 October. The ambassador was not put offby
this, but asked Shakabpa what reply he had received regarding the three
p i n t s . Shakabpa answered that there had been no reply to this, but he
felt that Yuan could tell from his expression and demeanor that this was
not true. Shakabpa said that the mission would leave the next day for
K a l i m p n g to pick u p all their winter clothes and would then go 4rectly to Calcutta. Yuan replied that all their papers would be issued by
the Chinese Consulate in Calcutta.16 About a week later, however, on 2
November, while they were m h g final arrangements to leave in GIcutta the delegation received another telegram from Lhasa, dated 31
October, which reversed the instruction that thcy should go to Pelring,
It said: "Since we started peaceful discussions with the Chinese and the
Chinese have invaded our territory, therefore we should postpone your
u i p to Pekmg to continue negotiations. This was the demand of the
Tibetan National Assembly so therefore you should not yet pr0cced,
We will let YOU know when you can leave."17
The next day, the delegation was informed by cable that their depar.
cure to China had been indefinitely postponed. The cable said that a
divine lottery conducted in Norbulinga determined that the mission
dm.dd not be sent to Pekmg. Shakabpa duly informed the Chinee in
Calcutta and Delhi that thcy could not leave as planned and that he
15. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 426-27.
16. Ibid.: 426-28.
17. Ibid.: 429.
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would inform them of a new date later. As will be seen below, the real
reason for this sudden shift was that the Tibetan government had decided to appeal to the United Nations and did not want a delegation
waiting in Peking while the United Nations was considering their appeal. l8
In the United States, news of the invasion sparked further interest in
assisting Tibet. On 1 November, Secretary of State Dean Acheson told
a news conference that the United States would view seriously any new
evidence of Communist aggression in Tibet.19 More important, the
United States tried to interest the Indian government in cooperating
closely with them to forestall a Chinese conquest of Xbet.20
On 30 October, Ambassador Henderson had a conversation with
G. S. Bajpai of the Indian Foreign Office in which he asked whether
India would favor U.S. assistance for Tibet:
4. I asked Bajpai what in his opinion US could d o at this time that would
be most helpll. We wanted to d o what we could; on other hand we
reahzed tremendous responsibility which rested on In&a and &d not
wish to do anything which might render Lndia's efforts less likely to succeed. Bajpai said that for time being he thought it would be preferable
for US to take no action w h c h might give Communist China a chance
to renew its charges that great powers were unduly interested in Tibet or
which might make it appear to In&an leaders that US was endeavoring
use Peiping offensive in Tibet in order create rift between Communist
China and Inha. If rift should come, he pointed out, it should clearly
come through force of events and not with help of outside powers.21

On 2 November, Henderson dscussed Tibet with Nehru and reported:
18. Zhwa sgab pa (Shakabpa) 1976: 429-30.
19. U.S. Foreign Relations, 1950, volume 6, p. 555.
20. USFR, 793B.00/10-2750, telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the U.S.

ambassador in India, dated 2 7 October 1950. G . S. Bajpai was the senior Indan official
ln
Foreign Office under Nehm, who was both prime minister and foreign minister.
S. Duct, the Indian Commonwealth secretary in the Foreign Office at this time, says of
Bajpai: "Bajpi was the principal
advisor of the Prime Minister on both Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs. . . . Nehm found in him an able aide and depended a good
deal on his advice" (Dutt 1977: 24).
21. USFR, 693.93B/10-3150, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India to the
secretary of state, dated 3 1 October 1950.
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H e [Nehru] said he has personally been deeply disappointed in decision
Pelung, in spite of its knowledge of Indan sensibilities re Tibet, to
launch invasion at time Tibet mission was preparing depart for Chinafor
conversations. H e believed that friendly relations between China and
India were in interests of Asian and world peace. He was concerned at
attitude on part Peking which invasion reflected. This attitude, if adhered
to, might result in considerable friction in future.
2. I did not think it would be wise at this juncture to say anything
which he might construe as attempt to drive any deeper wedge between
Lnda and China. I therefore referred to recent statements made in Washington re Tibet and said that US Government also deeply regretted Pelung's action. It agreed with I n d a that this action was not in interests of
peace. We realized that in view of geographic and historic factors main
burden of Tibet problem rested on India. US did not want to say or do
anything which would increase this burden; on contrary we desired to
d o what we could to help. What suggestions, if any, did he have to offer
as to what we might d o or should not do at this juncture?
3. Nehru said he thought US could be most helpful by doing nothing and saying little just now. Series of announcements by US Government condemning China or supporting Tibet might lend certain amount
credence to Peking's charges that great powers had been intriguing in
Tibet and had been exercising influence over Incta's Tibet policies. He
had seen reports that Chinese Nationalist Government was planning to
present matter Tibet to UN. US could be of service in his opinion if
could prevail on Chinese Nationalist not to do so. Motives of Formosa
in this regard would be suspect. Furthermore among charges n~adeby
Pelung was that Chinese Nationalists had been active in Tibet. Presentation of matter by Formosa would give fresh ammunition to peking."

After this exchange, the United States did nothing until the xbetn
appeal reached the United Nations.

T H E DALAI LAMA ASSUMES POWER
The pressures for a transfer of power from the regent to the Ddai
Nechung and
Lama came to a head when the two main state
2 2 USFR, 7938.00/11-350, telegram from
"2% secretary o f state, dated 3 November 1950.

u.S. ambassador in India
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Gadong, were invited to advise the government about the current d m gers. This Oracle session, attended by the regent, the Dalai Lama, the
shapes, and other leading officials and abbots, began with the senior
truniychernrno, Cawtang, informing both deities that the government
wanted their prophetic advice on what action Tibet should take to insure that its dual religious/temporal form of government not be lost.
Nechung replied unintelligibly, "If you don't make good offerings I
cannot protect the welfare of religion and the people." Gadong then
possessed his medium but he &d not say much either. Just as he was
about to leave the me&um's body, however, the trunyichemrno Cawtang went over to him and said (paraphrased): "While we [humans] are
dull and stupid, you are the one who has brilliant wisdom and knowledge of things. You also have the special responsibility for Buddhism in
general and Tibet in particular. You should not be behaving lrke an
o r h a r y human being so give us a proper prophecy so we will know
what to do in the hture."23 Gadong irnrnecbately started dancing (in
trance) as in a monk's religious dance, and when he was directly in front
of the Dalai Lama he prostrated three times; on his knees and with tears
streaming from his eyes, he said, "The responsibility for both the spiritual and the temporal should be taken by Thowang Thonden [the Dalai
Lama]. This will benefit all Tibet, both Buddhism and the people. But
YOU should request the Maharaja [which referred to N e ~ h u n g ] . "Ne~~
c h u g was immediately recalled and asked about the Dalai Lama talung
power. This time he cryptically supported Gadong, responding, "I have
dready said this before."25 Taktra said nothing about either prophecy
and the oracle session ended.
At the time Nechung's reference to having already said that the Dalai
Lama should take power was not understood, but since a record of all
the oracle's statements and prophecies was kept, they were consulted.
Every month, one shape had to go to Nechung for an official trance
audience. In that year (1950), on one occasion attended by the monk23. Lha'u rta ra ([Lhautara] 1982: 9 7 ) reports that it was Chompel c hub ten who
said this but thc late Talama Cawtale himself told Gelek ([Rimpochc], interview) that it
was hc who intervened, and this was confirmed by the Dalai Lama (interview) and many
other participants.
24. Ibid.
25. Khc smad (Khcrne) 1982: 109.

shape Ramba, Nechung is supposed to have said that the Ddai Lama
should take over the government; this was apparently not noticed or
understood, since the oracle's comments are often difficult to compre
hend.26 In any case, Tibet's two leading state oracles had now agreed
that Taktra should transfer complete authority to the 14th Ddai Lama,
so Taktra had no real option but to resign, which he did about ten days
later (in early November), saying, "During this time of trouble, which
is hke dust in the eye [painll], it is very sad for me to resign. However,
since it is the prophecy of the two oracles, I have to resign and let the
Dalai Lama take temporal and spiritual resp~nsibilities."~~
In order to forestall the possibility that the Dalai Lama would not
agree to assume power, the monk-shape Ramba and Cawtang are said
to have advised the Dalai Lama that when the Kashag asked whether
he agreed to Taktra's resignation, he should suggest they consult the
National Assembly, which was certain to recommend that the Dalai
Lama take power.28The Dalai Lama later wrote of this meeting:
This filled me with anxiety. I was only sixteen. I was far from having
h i s h e d my religious education. I knew nothing about the world and
had no experience of politics, and yet I was old enough to know how
ignorant I was and how much I still had to learn. I protested at first that
I was too young, for eighteen was the accepted age . . . yet I understood
why the oracles and lamas had caused the request to be made. The long
years of Regency after the death of each Ddai Lama were an inevitable
weakness in our system of government. During my own minority, there
had been dissensions between separate factions in our government, r d
the administration of the country had deteriorated. We had reached a
state in which most people were anxious to avoid responsibility, rather
2 6 Ibid. One not unlikely possibility is that one or more key officials favor ofthe
Dala L?a t h g over from Taktn knew this and manipulated the convening ofhe
oracle xsslon with the expectation that Nechung or G d o n g would suggest thischmge.
When they did not. Cawtang made a desperate attempt to prompt Gadog to a c t No
many indicated that ky
T l b t a n otficd would confirm this interpretation,
ficias wanted t o get the regent t o r e s i p in favor of the Dalai Lama. A few c r ~ ~ t l c @
hinted that a conscious effort was made t o producea shift in power Cawtmg
later
que~tionedby the government about what he had done and said at the ceremony He
replied that there was a precedent for his action m d that the Yigtsang Officecm
that oracles s p e d clearly. H e argued that he was only following this tradition ( a ~ m f s
comunents derive from Shingsa Awaa, interview,)
27. Lha'u rta ta (Lhautara) 1982: 96-98.
28. Pandenla. interview.
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than accept it. Yet now, under the threat of invasion, we were more in
need of unity than ever before, and I, as Dalai Lama, was the only person
whom everybody in the country would unanimously

The Kashag then convened the National Assembly and explained the
prophecies of Nechung and Gadong and the resignation of Taktra as
regent. The assembly was told that they should recommend whether or
not the Dalai Lama should take over the reins of government. They
immediately declared in favor of the Dalai Lama assuming power and
drew up and presented a request to this effect. The Dalai Lama accepted
the request on 17 November 1950.

TIBET APPEALS TO T H E UNITED NATIONS
The Dalai Lama's accession to power represented a victor). for the
faction that felt it was too early to compromise Tibet's hard-won de
facto independence by accepting any of the conditions demanded by
the Chinese ambassador. These officials,led by Phala and Surkhang, felt
another attempt should be made to secure outside support, particularly
from the United Nations.
Surkhang Shape followed world news closely and knew that only
months earlier, the United Nations Organization had come to the rescue of Korea, and that Chinese troops ("volunteers") had just crossed
the Yalu hver. In the third week of October, the Tibetans discussed
with the Indian government the possibility that the United Nations
would come to Xbet's aid, but were advised that China might regard
their appeal to thc United Nations as further provocation. Not to bc
Cssuadcd, on 29 October n b e t asked India lrectly if it would bring a
xhtan appeal before the United Nations. I n l a responded that Tibet
itself must appeal but that India would support the appeal on the
grounds that thc Chinese should not have used force but should have
29. Dalai Lama 1983: 83. In an interview in 1984, the Dalai Lamacouldnotco*m
hc suggcstcd that the assembly consulted, saying only that he might have but he
was not sure (Dalai Lama, interview).

continued peacell negotiation^.^^ This was, of course, the wekcst sup
port India could have offered and fell far below the obligation it inherited from the British through the Sirnla Convention of 1914.
Despite this disappointing response, on 3 November Xbet informed
the Indian government that it would appeal directly to the United Nations and to other Buddhist nations of South Asia (apparentlymeaning
Ceylon and Burma).)l At the same time, as was mentioned earlier, the
government instructed Shakabpa not to proceed to Pekmg from India
but instead to send the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations. SC
kabpa, on the verge of leaving to negotiate with the Chinese in Peking,
was shocked and initially incredulous. H e immediately went to Gangtok in SiWrim, where he confirmed the order drectly with the Kashag
by wireless phone.)' H e then returned to Kalirnpong and forwarded
the appeal to the secretary-general of the United Nations on 7 November.33This appeal, which arrived at the United Nations on 13 November, effectively presented the libetan government's view of their historical relationship with China and of events from 1911 to the present:
Appeal to Secretary General of the United Nations
The attention of the world is riveted on Korea where aggression is being
resisted by an international force. Similar happenings in remote Tibet are
passing without notice. It is in the belief that aggression will not go
unchecked and freedom unprotected in any part of the world that we
have assumed the responsibility of reporting through you recent happenh g s in the border area of Tibet t o the United Nations Organization As
you are aware the problem of Tibet has taken on alarming propohons
in recent times. The problem is not of Tibet's own malung but is l a g $
the outcome of unthwarted Chinese ambition to bring weaker nations
on her periphery within her active domination. Tibetans have for 10%
lived a cloistered life in their mountain fastness remote and aloof frorn
30. F0371J84457, report o f conversation with G . S. Bajpai cited in a teleym from
the united Kingdom high commissioner in India to he~ommonwealthReIat10nsOfire
in London, dated 5 November 1950.
31. Ibid.
32. Shakabpa, interview.
3 3 The British high commissioner informed Inndon that he had been told in
~ d i d e n c ethat the Tibetan appeal had been drafted by Sinha, the Indian represe"at'yc
stationed in Lhasa (F0371A4454, the United Kingdom high cornrnissioncrt°Commn
~ e d t hRelations Officc, dated 16 November 1950). ShJabpa ( i n t e r v i ~c0nfims
)
'h's
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the rest of the world except insofar as His Holiness the Dalai Lama, as
the acknowledged head of the Buddhist Church, confers benediction and
receives homages from followers in many countries. In the years preceding 1912 there were indeed close friendly relations of a personal nature
between the Emperor of China and His Holiness the Dalai Lama. The
connection was essentially born of belief in a common faith and may
correctly be described as the relationship between a spiritual p d e and
hs lay followers; it had no political implications. As a people devoted to
the tenets of Buddhism, Tibetans had long eschewed the art of warfare,
practiced peace and tolerance, and for the defence of their country relied
on its geographical configuration and in non-involvement in the affairs
of other nations. There were times when Tibet sought but seldom received the protection of the Chinese Emperor. The Chinese, however, in
their natural urge for expansion, have wholly misconstrued the significance of the time of friendship and inter-independence that existed between China and Tibet as neighbors. To them, China was suzerain and
Tibet a vassal state. It is this which first aroused legitimate apprehension
in the mind of Tibet regarding the designs of China on her independent
status.
Chinese conduct during their expedition in 1910 completed the rupture between the two countries. In 191 1-1 2, when Tibet under the thirteenth Dalai Lama declared her complete independence [-I even as Nepd simultaneously broke away from allegiance to China [-] the Chinese
revolution in 1911 which dethroned the last Manchurian emperor
snapped the last of the sentimental and religious bonds that Tibet had
with China. Tibet thereafter depended entirely on her isolation, her faith
the wisdom of Lord Buddha, and occasionally on the support of the
British in India for her protection. N o doubt in those circumstances the
latter could also claim suzerainty over Tibet. Tibet, notwithstanding Anglo-Chinese influence from time to time, maintained her separated existence, in justification of which it may be pointed out that she has been
able to keep peace and order within the country and remain at peace
with the world. She continued to maintain ncighbourly goodwill and
friendship with the people of China but never acceded to the Chinese
claim of suzerainty in 1914. It was British persuasion which led Tibet to
sign a treaty which superimposed on her the nominal (non-interfering)
"rainty
of China and by which the Chinese were accorded the right
to maintain a mission in Lhasa though they were strictly forbidden to
"leddie in thc internal affairs of Tibet. Apart from that fact even the
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nominal suzerainty which Tibet conceded to China is not enforceable
because of the non-signature of the treaty of 1914 by the Chinese. It will
be seen that Tibet maintained independent relations with other neighboring countries like India and Nepd. Futherrnore, despite friendly
British o v e ~ e s she
, h d not compromise her position by throwing in
her forces in world war two on the side of Chma. Thus she asserted and
maintained her complete independence. The treaty of 1914 still p d e s
relations between Tibet and Inda, and the Chinex, not being a party to
it, may be taken to have renounced the benefits that would have otherwise accrued to them from the treaty. Tibet's independence thereby reassumed L& jure status.
The slender tie that Tibet maintained with China after the 1911 revolution became less justified when China underwent a further revolution
and turned into a M-fledged Communist state. There can be no kinship
or sympathy between such hvergent creeds as those espoused by China
and Tibet.
Forseeing future complications, the Tibetan Government broke off
hplomatic relations with China and made a Chinese representative in
Lhasa depart from Tibet in July, 1949. Since then, Tibet has not even
maintained formal relations with the Chinese Government and people.
They desire to live apart uncontaminated by the germ of a highly materidistic creed, but the Chnese are bent on not allowing Tibet to live in
peace. They have, since the establishment of the Chinese People's Republic, hurled threats of liberating Tibet and have used devious methods
to intimidate and undermine the G o v e r ~ l e nof
t Tibet.
Tibet recognises that she is in no position to resist. It is thus that she
agreed to negotiate on friendly terms with the Chinex Government. It
is unfommate that the Tibetan Mission to China were unable to leave
Inma, through no fault of their own but for want of British visas which
were required for transit through Hang Kong. At the kind intervention
of the Government of India the Chinese Peoples Republic condescended
to allow the Tibet Mission to have preliminary negotiation with the Chinese Ambassador to India who arrived in New Delhi only in September*
While these negotiations were proceeding in Delhi, Chinese troops,
without warning or provocation, crossed the Dre Chu [Upper y m ~ ~ l
River, which has for long been the boundary into Tibetm territory, at a
number of places on 7th October, 1950. In quick succession placfi of
smategic impoflance like Demar, Kamto, Tunga, Tshme, hmochegotYU, Yakdo, and Markham fell to the Chinese. Tibetan frontier garrisons
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in Kham, which were maintained not with any aggressive design but as
a nominal protective measure, have all been wiped out. Communist
troops in great force converged from five cbrection on Chamdo, the capital of Kham, which succumbed soon after. Nothing is known of the state
of a Minister of the Tibetan Government posted there. Little is known
in the outside world of this sneak invasion. Long after the invasion had
taken place the Chinese announced to the world that they had asked their
armies to march into Tibet.
This unwarranted act of aggression has not only disturbed the peace
of Tibet[,] it is in complete disregard of a solemn assurance given by the
C h e s e to the Government of Incba. It has created a grave situation in
Tibet and may eventually deprive Tibet of her long cherished independence. We can assure you, Mr. Secretary-General, that Tibet will not go
down without a fight, though there is little hope of a nation decbcated
to peace resisting the brutal effort of men trained to war, but we understand the United Nations have decided t o stop aggression whenever it
takes place.
The armed invasion of Tibet for the incorporation of Tibet within the
fold of Chinese Communism through sheer physical force is a clear case
of aggression.
As long as the people of Tibet are compelled by force to become a
part of China against the will and consent of.her people, the present
invasion of Tibet will be the grossest instance of the violation of the weak
by the strong. We therefore appeal through you to the nations of the
world to intercede in our behalf and restrain Chnese aggression.
The problem is simple. The Chinese claim Tibet as part of China.
Tibetans feel that, racially, culturally, and geographically, they are far
apart from the Chinese. If the Chinese find the reactions of the Tibetans
to their unnatural claim not acceptable, there are other civilised methods
by which they could ascertain the views of the people of Tibet, or should
(settle) the issue (by) purely judicial (means). They are open to seek
redress in an international court of law. The conquest of Tibet by China
will only enlarge the area of conflict and increase the threat to the independence and stability of other Asian countries.
We Ministers, with the approval of His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
entrust the problem of Tibet in this emergency to the ultimate decision
of the United Nations and hope that the conscience of the world would
not allow the disruption of our state by methods reminiscent of the
lungle. The Kashad [sit: Kashag] (The Tibetan Cabinet) and the Na-
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tional Assembly of Tibet. Dated Lhasa the 27th day of the 9th Tibetan
month of the Iron Tiger year, seventh November, 1950. Tibetan delegation Shakabpa (house Kalimpong) [Ends].
k
ver2. Words in brackets [parentheses] appeared in ~ e ~wo r Times
sion and fill obvious blanks in copy supplied by Se~retariat.~~

The United Nations Secretariat immediately ruled that because %bet
was not a member of the United Nations and because the telegram was
from a delegation outside Tibet rather than from the Tibetan government itself, they would simply record in its routine list of cornmunications from nongovernmental organizations the fact that such a cornmuniqui had been received. However, they did informally pass out
copies of the appeal to delegations on the Security Council. The Secretariat also said that the mbetan telegram would not be issued as a Security Council document unless a member of the Security Council requested that it be so issued or unless a member of the United Nations
asked for the subject to be placed on the council's agenda.3sBoth Britain and I n d a could easily have clarified this mistaken interpretation
concerning the "nongovernmental" origin of the appeals, since they
h e w that the Tibetan government sent official messages from Kdmpong due to communications limitations in Tibet. Neither chose to
do so.
The Tibetan government, again through Shakabpa, also asked Britain, Canada, and the United States to support their appeal. The letter
sent to the United Kingdom high commissioner in India said:
According t o the information received by wireless from the Government
of Tibet the Chinese Communists have made sudden invasion into Tibet
from number of different places in Eastern Tibet on 17th Octokr, 195O
while negotiations were proceeding in Delhi. Now the Cabinet [Kashagl
the National Assembly of Tibet have appealed to the United Nations
for ultimate judgment of this treacherous action by the Pelung Government, a copy of which is enclosed herewith for your information. Tibet
k. .i n g a religious country is naturally weak in political and military activltles. Thus we request Your Excellency to approach your Government for
34. F0371184454, telegram from the United Kingdom's U.N. dclcption to he"Ir.
ish Foreign Office, dated 14 November 1950.
3 5 F0371184454, telegram from the United Kingdom's U.N. delegation
ish Foreign Office, datcd 13 November 1950.
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effectivesupport in the United Nations so that the peace-loving religious
counuy may be saved from destruction of war. Your kind advice and
acknowledgment will be greatly a p p r e ~ i a t e d . ~ ~

The letter sent to the United States was similar:
According information received by wireless from Government of Tibet,
Chinese Communists have made sudden invasion into Tibet while negotiation was proceeding Delhi. Now Cabinet [Kashag] and National
Assembly of Tibet have appealed U N for ultimate judgment this treacherous act by Peking Government, copy of which enclosed herewith your
information.
Tibet being religious country is naturally weak in political and military activities, thus we request Your Excellency approach your Government for effective support in U N so that peace-loving religious country
may be saved from destruction of war.
Your kind advice and acknowledgement will be greatly appreciated.
(Signed) Tshchag and Tsepon Shakabpa (Tibetan delegations)

Tibet found support for its appeal from a most unlikely source-El
Salvador. On 14 November, Hector David Castro, the chairman of El
Salvador's delegation, telegraphed the U.N. secretary-general requesting that the "invasion of Tibet by foreign forces" be added to the
agenda of the present section based on the United Nation's primary
responsibility "to maintain international peace and security" as cited in
paragraph 1 of Article 1of the United Nations Charter. El Salvador had
hoped that this issue could be brought directly before the General Assembly, but the Secretariat instead ordered that the issue first be
brought up before the General Ca-nrnittee for a discussion of whether
it should be referred to the General A ~ s e m b l y . ~ ~
36. F0371184454, letter sent by Shakapba, dated 12 November, to the united I n g -

dam high ~ommissionc~
in India, cited in a telegram from the United Kingdom high
Commissioner in India to the Commonwealth Relations Office in Iandon, dated 16 November 1950.
37. USER, 793B.0011-1550, cited in a tclcgram from the U.S. ambassador in India
fo the U.S. secretary of state, dated 15 Novcmber 1950.
38. United Nations I)ocument A11534, citcd in Bureau of His Holiness the Dalai
Iama n.d. The motivation bchind the El Salvador move is unclear.
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The draft resolution proposed by El Salvador asked not only for
condemnation of the Chinese but also for creation of a special committee to develop proposals for the United Nations regarding actions that
could be taken:
The General Assembly,
T h g note that the peaceful nation of Tibet has been invaded, without
any provocation on its part, by foreign forces proceedmg from the territory controlled by the Government established at Pekmg.
Decides,
1. To condemn t h ~ act
s of unprovoked aggression against Tibet;
2. To establish a Committee composed of (names of nations) . . .
whlch will be entrusted with the study of the appropriate measures that
could be taken by the General Assembly on this matter;
3. To instruct the Committee to undertake that study with special
reference made to the United Nations by the Government of Tibet, and
to render its report to the General Assembly, as early as possible, during
the present session.39

These events-the invasion of Tibet in October, the Tibetan government's appeal to the United Nations in November, and El Salvador's
action on behalf of Tibet-forced India, Britain, and the United States
to weigh their own national interests carefully against their historicd
connections with Tibet and their moral and legal obligation to assist
her at this critical time.

BRITISH AND INDIAN REACTIONS
TO TIBET'S APPEAL

The British Foreign Office found it difficult to establish a coUrse
action with regard to Tibet's appeal to the United Nations. They begN
by examining Tibet's eligibility to appeal in the light of Article 35,Paragraph 2, of the United Nations Charter, which stipulated that the aP.
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pealing party must be a " ~ t a t e . At
" ~question was whether Tibet could
qualify as a state. The British Foreign Office's legal examination concluded that it could easily be argued that Chinese suzerainty was
so amorphous and symbolic that it did not preclude Tibet's having its
own international identity. The reasoning supporting this position was
stated in a telegram from the Foreign Office to the British high commissioner in India:
The actual control which China in virtue of her suzerainty exercised over
Tibet varies at hfferent times. In 1911 Tibet threw off Chinese control
and expelled all Chinese troops from her territory. By 1913 she had established independence of China and she participated in a tripartite Conference in Sirnla in 1914 in her own right. As a result of this Conference
representatives of Britain, China and Tibet drew up a Convention recognising Tibetan autonomy under Chinese suzerainty but expressly precluding China from incorporating Tibet as a Chinese province or from
sendmg troops into Tibet other than an escort of 300 men for the representative in Lhasa. It was made plain by this Convention that Tibet was
entitled to conduct foreign relations directly and not through China. The
Convention was signed by Britain and Tibet but only initialled by China.
The Chinese Government subsequently repudiated the initialling of the
Convention by their representative but on occasion they have stated that
they accept the terms of the Convention apart from the clauses fixing the
boundary between China and Tibet. Though China did not sign the
Convention, it was only on the faith of the conditions in it that Tibet
agreed to accept Chinese suzerainty again. If, therefore, China repudiated the Convention in its entirely, as her present actions clearly show
she has done, she has no right whatever over Tibet, not even to a nominal
suzerainty. Since 1913 Tibet has not only enjoyed full control over her
internal affairs but also has maintained direct relations with other states.
She must therefore be regarded as a state to which Article 35 (2) of the
Charter applies.
2. It is important to stress that the right enjoyed by Tibet to engage
in foreign relations on her own account distinguishes her case from, for
40. Article 35 said: "A State which is not a member of the United Nations may bring
to the attention of the Security Council or the General Assembly any dspute to which it
Party if it accepts in advance, for the purposes of the dspute, the obligations of pachc
provided in the present Charter" (F0371184454,given in a letter from the
British Foreign Office to the attorney-general, dated 25 November 1950).

ISa
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example, that of British protected states with internal autonomy but "0
right t o engage in foreign relations.
3. Our recognition of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet after 1914 was
condtional o n the recognition by China of Tibetan autonomy; in other
words the suzerainty which we recognised was of the nominal kind envisaged in the Sirnla Convention, and we have since 1914 accepted the
right of Tibet t o enter into direct relations with other statesm41

The Foreign Office also examined the meaning of suzerainty and, in
particular, the status of any vassal state or territory that was subordinate
to a suzerain. It concluded that such divergent situations were lumped
under this rubric that the status of a vassal state under a suzerain depended in a large measure on the facts of the specific case. Two factors
in particular were critical: first, whether all international treaties concluded by the suzerain state are ips0 facto concluded for the vassal; and,
second, whether war of the suzerain is ips0 facto war of the vassal. On
both these counts the research &vision of the Foreign Office concluded
that all the evidence showed that Tibet was not merely a portion of
China but, rather, had a clear international identity of her
Based on these briefs, the British Foreign Officedecided that %kt
had the right to bring her case before the United Nations and, on 10
November-three days before the Tibetan appeal even reached New
York-sent the following telegram to the British high comrnissio~r~
India and the British United Nations delegation in New York:
We are considering what attitude t o adopt should the Tibetan appeal
come up in the United Nations. We are already committed in a general
way t o India's suppon and this will doubtless extend to [the] line she
adopts at Lake Success. Thou& we fully a&nmle@e pnpondmvct of In.
inte~estsin thk matter and y e q p k e that initiative must fit with hfl
we consider it of utmost importance to have a preliminary exchmgeof
views with her on account of grave implications of discussion ofTihtm
issue in United Nations on our relations with China.
2. For your personal information we view present situation on fo'lowing lines:
4 1 F0371184454, telegram from the British Foreign Officeto the United Kingdom
high commissioner in India, dated 9 November 1950.
uri"sh
42. F0371184458, minute by R.H. Scan, Southeast Asia
Foreign Office,dated 2 November 1950.
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(a) We consider that Tibetan autonomy is sufficiently well established
for her to be regarded as a "state" within the meaning of the United
Nations Charter. My irnmedately succeeding telegram gives our views
on the legal aspect: these are also for your information only at this stage
and not for communication t o Government of India. Whether we shall
be prepared to support this interpretation of Tibet's international status
in the course of preliminary debate in United Nations on validity of her
appeal remains for decision. Assuming that India takes this attitude
we should be prepared t o d o so too, though the implications are far
reaching.
(b) If this view of Tibet's status is conceded and validity of her appeal
is upheld in debate, it follows that Chinese action constitutes aggression
against Tibet, and in the Security Council which would presumably follow two obvious possibilities would present themselves:
(i) the Council might content itself with a condemnation of the Chinese action;
(ii) it might call on China to withdraw her forces from Tibet and to
restore the status quo.
(c) We should hope that Security Council action would be restricted
to (i) above. We should particularly wish to avoid action on lines of (ii)
above, which would at best be likely to lead to a resolution which China
would defy and which could only be enforced by armed action which
neither we, nor we assume India or anyone else, e.g., the United States,
would be prepared to take. In the result the United Nations would lose
prestige.43

The British Foreign Of ce at this stage, then, wanted to support Tibet
in some fashion and to prevent China's aggression from going completely unnoticed, but they i d not want to go counter to the policy of
the Inman government, whom they now considered had the primary
responsibility for Tibet,44 and they did not want the United Nations to
pass resolutions it could not enforce.
43. F0371184454,tclcgram from the Cmrnmonwealth Relations Office in London
to the United Kingdom high commissioner in India, dated 10 Novcmber 1950 (emphasis added).
44.In some ways, the Indian government resented Rritain acting as if it no longer
had intcrcsts in the arca. India conveyed this rescnunent to the Rritish Foreign Oficc in
thclr answcr to Britain's request for Inha's opinion on the following drafi response,
which thc Rritish wanted to use in a Parliamentary Question about whether Britain
would prcss for thc inclusion of the Tibetan problem in thc Securiy Council: "The situ-
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The British delegation to the United Nations felt that the position
presented in the telegram was too strong. The head of the delegatioh
Sir Gladwyn Jebb, argued that whatever opinion might be held about
the Chinese aggression, the reahty was that no one could possibly give
effective aid to Tibet. H e argued that the Indians themselves had doubts
about Tibet's status as a state and that Britain should therefore modify
its views on the matter. H e recommended, as the best line to take in the
United Nations, to argue that the Tibetan issue was wrapped in kgd
obscurity. This was conveyed in a telegram to the Foreign Office sent
from New York on 14 November 1950:
Since Inhan Government themselves seem to have strong doubts regarding the "absolute independence" of Tibet, I feel that we should do we1
to m d f j r our own legal views on this subject. If indeed we are to argue
that Tibet is l l l y independent, there seems no doubt that an act of
aggression has occurred and in these circumstances there might be strong
pressure brought on us to support some far reaching resolution in the
Security Council and when that is vetoed, transfer the whole matter to
the General Assembly under the terms of the recent resolution 'Uniting
for Peace."
2. I greatly hope therefore that I shall be instructed, when and if the
Indians raise this matter in the Security Council, to argue to the general
effect that the legal situation is extremely obscure and that in any case
Tibet cannot be considered as a fully independent c o u n ~ y . ~ ~

This response prompted the Foreign Ofice to ask the British attorney-generd for a ruling on Tibet's international status. It also led to
attempt to ascertain more clearly the policy of the Indian government
ation in Xbct is one which primarily concerns the Cflvernment of India and for this
reason we would not outselves wish to take the initiative, We are however in clog consultation with the Government of Incha on this matter" (F0371184454, the Common.
India, datedI'
wedth Relations Office to the United Kingdom high
the
November 1950). The Indian government informed Britain that they
sentence of the statement to read, 'The sirnation in Tibet is one which primarily
Government of hcha altbou& Hu Maj*
G m w n t are also intcr~td:"
Therca?n
gave for this was that they were worried that the statement in the orlglnJ Br"sh
suggested that the initiative lay
with India. (~037118U54,relePJam
the United h g d o m high commissioner in India to the commonwedth RebtlonS
Office m London, dated 13 November 1950.) (Emphasis added.)
45: F0371184454, telegram from the United Kingdom delegation in New Yorkm
the Brltlsh Foreign Office, dated 1 4 November 1950.
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toward the Tibetan appeal, since their views were considered primary
to those of Britain.

INDIA'S RESPONSE TO T H E CHINESE INVASION
Although India had decided that friendship with China outweighed
obligations inherited from Britain regarding Tibet, it had been unwilling to back openly China's claim of sovereignty. India had addressed
h s dilemma by creating conditions that would compel Tibet to accede
to China's terms. News of the Chinese invasion therefore came as a
shock to Delhi, which responded by sending a note of protest to the
Chinese government on 2 1 October:
The Central People's Government are fully aware of the views of the
Government of India o n the adjusunent of Sino-Tibetan relations. It is,
therefore, not necessary t o repeat that their interest is solely in a peacehl
settlement of the Issue. My government are also aware that the Central
People's Government have been following a policy of negotiations with
the Tibetan authorities. It has, however, been reported that some military action has taken place or is about to take place, which may affect the
peacehl outcome of these negotiations.
The Government of India would desire to point out that a military
action at the present time against Tibet will give those countries in the
world which are unfriendly to China a handle for anti-Chinese propaganda at a crucial and delicate juncture in international affairs. The Central People's Government must be aware that opinion in the United Nations has been steadily veering round t o the admission of China into that
organisation before the close of the present session. The Government of
India feel that military action on the eve of a decision by the (General)
Assembly will have serious consequences and will give powerful support
to those who are opposed to the admission of the People's Government
to the United Nations and the Security Council.
At the present time when the international situation is so delicate, any
move that is likely t o be interpreted as a disturbance of the peace may
prejudice the position of China in the eyes of the world. The Government of India's firm conviction is that one of the principal conditions for
the restoration of a peaceful atmosphere is the recognition of the position of the People's Republic of China, and its association with the work
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of the U.N. They feel that an incautious move at the present time even
in a matter which is within its own sphere will be used by those who arc:
unfriendly to China to prejudce China's case in the U.N. and generdy
before neutral opinion. The Government of Inda attach the highest importance to the earliest settlement of the problem of Chinese representation in international organizations and have been doing everything in
their power to bring it to a successful conclusion. They are convinced
that the position of Chlna will be weakened if through military action in
Tibet those who are opposed to China's admission are now given a
chance to misrepresent China's peaceful aims.
The Government of I n d a feel that the time factor is extremely irnportant. Ln Tibet there is not likely to be any serious military opposition and
any delay in settling the matter will not therefore affect Chinese interests,
or a suitable tinal solution. The Government of India's interest in this
matter is, as we have explained before, only to see that the admission of
the People's Government to the U.N. is not again postponed due to the
causes which could be avoided and hrther that, if possible, a peaceful
solution is sought while military action may cause unrest and disturbance
on her own borders.%

This protest is interesting in that it does not in any way indicate that
China does not have the right to invade and militarily to incorporate
x b e t , but instead focuses on China's admission to the United Nations.
The letter accepts the Chinese position that Tibet is "a matter which 1s
within its own sphere" and ignores the Indo-Tibetan Agreements of
1914 through which India held rights regarding Tibet's status."
I n l a received no response to this communication, so on 26 OC~Oh r , one day after the Chinese publicly announced that their troops had
Libcrated Chamdo, it sent another, somewhat stronger, note. Thislefler
stated that because China had given assurances that its intentions were
peaceful and that negotiations in good faith were going on beween
Tibet and China, the advance of China's troops into Tibet appeued
"most surprising and regrettable.' It also said India deplored the
sion, but negated the force of this by saying that her advice to China
had been "friendly and disinterested." The notc read:
46. Carlyle 1953: 550-51.
47. Jain 1960: 45-46.
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We have seen with great regret reports in newspapers of official statements made in Peking to the effect that "People's Army units have been
ordered to advance into Tibet."
We have received no intimation of it from your ambassador here or
from our ambassador in Peking.
We have been repeatedly assured of the desire of Chinese Government
to settle the Tibetan problem by peacehl means and negotiations. In an
interview which Inda's ambassador had recently with the Vice-Foreign
Minister, the latter, while reiterating the resolve of the Chinese Government to "Liberate" Tibet, had expressed a continued desire to do so by
peaceful means.
We informed the Chinese Government through our ambassador of
the decision of the Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peking immediately
to start negotiations. This delegation actually lefi Delhi yesterday (25th).
In view of these facts, the decision to order an advance of China's troops
into Tibet appears to us most surprising and regrettable.
We realise there has been a delay in the Tibetan delegation p r o c e e h g
to Pelung. This delay was caused in the first instance by the inability to
obtain visas for Hong Kong, for which the delegation was in no way
responsible. Subsequently, the delegation came back to Delhi because of
the wishes of the Chinese Government that preliminary negotiations
should first be conducted in Delhi with the Chinese ambassador.
Owing to lack of knowledge on the part of the Tibetan delegation of
dealing with other countries and the necessity of obtaining instructions
from their government, who in turn had to consult their assemblies, certain further delay took place.
The Government of In& d o not believe any foreign influence hostile
to China has been responsible for the delay in the delegation's departure.
TWO.Now that the invasion of Tibet has been ordered by the Chinese
Government, peaceful negotiations can hardly be synchronised with it
and there will naturally be fear on the part of the Tibetans that negotiations will be under duress.
In the present context of world events, the invasion by Chinese troops
of Tibet cannot but be regarded as deplorable and, in the considered
judgment of the Government of India, not in the interest of China or of
peace.
The Government of India can only express their deep regret that in
spite of the friendly and disinterested advice repeatedly tendered by
them, the Chinese Government should have decided to seek a solution
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of the problem o f their relations with Tibet by force instead [ofl by the
slower and more enduring method of peaceful approach. [Signed] K. M.
PanikkaF8

Two days later, China responded in a most disparaging and unequiv.
ocal manner, stating that Xbet was a part of China and that whatever
China did there was an internal matter, of concern to no foreign country. It went on to insult Nehru and India by charging that India had
been "affected by foreign influences hostile to China in %bet." It was a
strong statement, especially in contrast to the Indian notes:
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China
would like to make it clear:
Tibet is an integral part of Chinese territory and the problem ofTibet
is entirely a domestic problem of China. The Chinese People's Liberation
Army must enter Ti bet, liberate the Tibetan people, and defend the frontiers of China. This is the resolved policy of the Central People's Government.
The Central People's Government has repeatedly expressed the hope
that the problem of Tibet may be solved by peaceful negotiations, and it
welcomes, therefore, the declaration of the local authorities of Tibet to
come t o Pelung at an early date t o proceed with peaceful negotiations.
Yet, the Tibetan delegation, under outside instigation, has intentionally delayed the date of its departure for Peking. The Central People's
Government, however, has not abandoned its desire to proceed with
peaceful negotiations.
But regardless of whether the local authorities of Tibet wish to proceed with peaceful negotiations, and whatever results may be achieved
by negotiations, the problem of Tibet is a domestic problem ofthe
People's Republic of China and no foreign interference shall be toleratedIn p a r r i d u , the problem of Tibet and the problem of the pahcipp
tion of the People's Republic of China in the United Nations are two
entirely unrelated problems.
If those countries hostile to China attempt to utilise as an *Cux
fact that the Central People's Government of the People's ~ e p u ~ l ~ ~
China is exercising its sovereign rights in its territoq of Tibet
threaten to obstruct the panicipation of the Pcople's Rep~blkofChina
48. International Commission o f Jurists 1959: 132-33.
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in the UN Organization, it is then but another demonstration of the
unfriendly and hostile attitude of such countries toward China.
Therefore, with regard t o the viewpoint of the Government of I n d a
on what it regards as deplorable, the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China cannot but consider it as having been affected
by foreign influences hostile t o China in Tibet and hence express their
deep regret.49

Stung by this insulting note, the Indian government made its
strongest response. In this third note, India openly articulated the cause
ofTibetan autonomy (within the context of Chinese suzerainty), arguing that this was not unwarranted interference in Chinese internal affairs "but well-meant advice by a friendly government which has a natural interest in the solution of the problems concerning its neighbors
by peacell means." India, however, still unilaterally relinquished its
traditional rights regarding Tibet. India wanted to maintain its Missions in Tibet as well as the McMahon border delimitation; strangely,
however, it felt that the best way to accomplish this end was by renouncing the very legal rights on which these were based:
The Indian Ambassador in Peking has transmitted to the Government of
India the note handed to him by the vice-foreign minister of the People's
Republic of China on October 30. The Government of India have read
with amazement the statement in the last paragraph of the Chinese Government's reply that the Government of India's representative to them
was affected by foreign influences hostile to China and categorically repudiate it.
At no time has any foreign influence been brought to bear upon Inha
m regard to Tibet. In this, as in other matters, the Government of India's
policy has been entirely independent and directed solely towards a peacefdsettlement of international disputes and avoidance of anything calculated to increase the present deplorable tensions in the world.
Two. The Government of China are really mistaken in t h h k ~ ~that
g
the Tibetan delegation's departure to Peking was delayed by outside instigation. In their previous communications the Government of India
have explained at some length the reasons why the Tibetan delegation
could not proceed t o Peking earlier. They are convinced that there has
h e n no possibility of foreign instigation.
49. Ibid.: 133.
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Three. It is with n o desire to interfere or to gain any advdvmtage
ht
the Government of I n h a have sought earnestly that a settlementof he
Tibetan problem should be effected by peaceful negotiations, adjusting
legitimate Tibetan claims to autonomy within the framework of Chinese
suzerainty. Tibetan autonomy is a fact, which, judging from repons
which they have received from the I n d a n Ambassador in China and also
from other sources, the Chinese Government were themselves wiling to
recognise and foster.
The Government of Inha's repeated suggestions that Chinese suzerainty over Tibet and Tibetan autonomy should be reconciled by peaceful
negotiations were not, as the Chinese Government seem to suggest, unwarranted interference in Chlna's internal affairs, but well-meant advice
by a friendly government whlch has a natural interest in the solution of
the problems concerning its neighbours by peaceful methods.
Four. Wedded as they are to ways of peace the Government of India
have been gratified t o learn that the Chinese Government were also desirous t o effect a settlement in Tibet through peaceful negotiations. Because of this, the Government of India advised the Tibetan Government
t o send their delegation t o Peking, and were glad that this advice was
accepted. In the interchange of the communications which had taken
place between the Government of I n d a and the Government of China,
the former received repeated assurances that a ~eacefulsettlement was
aimed at.
In the circumstances, the surprise of the Government of India was
the greater when they learnt that military operations had been ~ ~ d e r taken by the Chinese Government against a peaceful people. There has
been no allegation that there has been any provocation or any resort to
non-peaceful methods o n the part of the Tibetans. Hence, there is
justification whatever for such military operations against them. Such a
step involving an attempt t o i m p o x a decision by force, could not Po'
sibly be reconciled with a peaceful settlement. In view of these develop
ments, the Government of India are no longer in a position to advir the
Tibetan delegation t o proceed to Pehng, unless the Chinese Government think it fit to order their troops to halt their advance intoTibetmd
thus give a chance for peaceful negotiations.
Five. Every step that the Government of India have taken in
months has been to check the drifi t o war all over the world. In do'%
so, they have adhered to their policy regardless of the displeasure of great
nations. They cannot help thinlung early operations by the Chinoe
emrnent against Tibet have greatly added to the tensions of the world In
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general, which they are sure the Government of China also wish to
avoid.
Six. The Government of I n d a have repeatedly made it clear that they
have no political or territorial ambitions in Tibet and they do not seek
any novel or privileged position for themselves or for their nationals in
Tibet. At the same time they have pointed out that certain rights have
grown out of usage and agreements which are natural between neighbors
with close cultural and commercial relations.
These relations have found expression in the presence of an agent of
the Government of I n d a in Lhasa, the existence of trade agencies at
Gyantse and Yatung and the maintenance of post and telegraph offices at
the trade route up to Gyantse. For the protection of this trade route a
small military escort has been stationed at Gyantse for over 40 years. The
Governme~~t
of India are anxious that these establishments which are to
the mutual interests of I n d a and Tibet, and do not detract in any way
from Chinese suzerainty over Tibet, should continue. The personnel at
the Lhasa mission and the agencies at Gyantse have accordingly been
instructed to stay at their posts.
Seven. It has been the basic policy of the Government of India to
work for friendly relations between India and China, both countries recognising each other's sovereignty, territorial integrity and mutual interests.
Recent developments in Tibet have affected friendly relations and the
interest of peace all over the world; this the Government of Inda deeply
regret.
In conclusion, the Government of India can only express their earnest
hope that the Chinese Government will still prefer the methods of peacefirl negotiations and settlement to a solution under duress and by force.s0

Whilc this exchange was occurring, the Tibetan appcal to the United
Nations reached Lake Success. Inma's reaction was particularly h p o r tant because Britain (and to a lesser extent the United States and 0thC ~ S )was committed to following Inla's lead. For several weeks, India
did not arrive at an official response and tried to satisfy the British by
making informal statements. For example, on 13 November. Rajpai
reiterated that India would support the Tibetan appeal and said he
hoped that support would be forthcoming from other powers on the
50. Ibid.: 133-35
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Security Council.51And again on 17 November, he told the British that
the head of the Indian delegation to the United Nations had been instructed to make inquiries to see if some non-superpower would present the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations Security Council. Bajpi
said, however, that if no other country would do so, he thought it more
than probable that the Indian government would be prepared to act,"
By mid-November, the Chinese reply to the last Indian note arrived
in New Delhi. Dated 16 November, it led India to decide not to support the Tibetan appeal:
O n November 1, 1950, the Ministry of Foreign Mairs of the People's
Republic of China received from H. E. Ambassador Panikkar a cornmunication from the Government of the Republic of India on the problem
of Tibet.
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China
in its past communications with the Government of the Republic of In&a on the question of Tibet has repeatedly made it clear that Tibet is an
integral part o f Chinese territory. The problem of Tibet is entirely a domestic problem of China. The Chinese People's Liberation Army must
enter Tibet, liberate the Tibetan people and defend the frontiers of
China. This is the firm policy of the Chinese Government. According
to the provisions of the common programme adopted by the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, the regional autonomy
granted by the Chinese Government t o the national minorities inside the
country is autonomy within the confines of Chinese sovereignty.
This point has been recognised by the Indian Government in its
mememiret o the Chinese Government dated August 26, 1950. However!
when the Clunese Government armally exercised its sovereign righ~and
began t o liberate the Tibetan people and drive out foreign forces and
mfhences t o ensure that the Tibetan people will be free fmm aggression
and will realise regional autonomy and religious freedom, the Indian
Government attempted t o influence and obstruct the exercise of its
ereign rights in Tibet by the Chinese Govermcnt. This cannot but
the Chinese Government greatly surprised.
51. F0371f84454 telegram from the United Kingdom high corIImi.i0ner
chnmonwealth Relations Office, dated 13 November 1950.
United Kingdom high comnusdornr '"lndla
52. F0371J84454, telegram from
the onwea wealth Relations Office, dated 17 November 1950.
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The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China
sincerely hopes that the Chinese People's Liberation Army may enter
Tibet peacefully to perform the sacred task of Liberating the Tibetan
people and defending the frontiers of China. It has therefore long since
welcomed the delegation of the local authorities of Tibet, which has remained in India, to come to Peking at an early date to proceed with peace
negotiations. Yet the said delegation, obviously as a result of continued
outside obstruction, has delayed its departure for Peking. Further, taking
advantage of the delay of the negotiations, the local authorities of Tibet
have deployed strong armed forces at Chengtu [Charndo] in Sikang
province in the interior of China, in an attempt to prevent the Chinese
People's Liberation Army from liberating Tibet.
On August 31, 1950, the Chinese Minisuy of Foreign AfFairs informed the Indian Government through Ambassador Panikkar that the
Chinese People's Liberation Army was going to take action soon in West
Sikang accordmg t o set plans, and expressed the hope that the Indian
Government would assist the delegation of the local authorities of Tibet
so that it might arrive in P e h g in mid-September. The Chinese Charge
d'maires, Shen Chien, and later Ambassador Yuan Chung-hsien, both
in person, told the said delegation that it was imperative that it should
hasten to Peking within September, or that the said delegation would
bear the responsibilities and be held responsible for all the consequences
resulting from the delay. In mid-October, the Chinese Ambassador Yuan
again informed the Indian Government of this. Yet still owing to outside
instigation the delegation of the local authorities of Tibet fabricated various pretexts and remained in India.
Although the Chinese Government has not given up its desire of settling the problem of Tibet peacehlly it can no longer continue to put off
the set plan of the Chinese People's Liberation Army to proceed to Tibet.
And the liberation of Chengtu [Chamdo] hrther proved that through
the instrument of Tibetan troops, foreign forces and influences were obstructing the peacell settlement of the problem of Tibet. But regardless
of whether the local authorities of Tibet wish to proceed with peace
negotiations and regardless of whatever results may be achieved by negotiations, no foreign intervention will be permitted. The entry into Tibet of the Chinese People's Liberation Army and the liberation of the
Tibetan people are also decided.
In showing its friendship with the Government of the Republic of
India, and in an understanding of the desire of the Indian Government
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t o see the problem of Tibet settled peacefully, the Ccnaal People's G ~ ~ .
ernment o f the People's Republic of China had kept the Indian Government informed of its efforts in this Qrection. What the Chinese Government cannot but deeply regret is that the Lndian Governent, in
dsregard of the facts, has regarded a domestic problem of the Chinese
Government-the exercise of its sovereign rights in Tibet-as an international Qspute calculated t o increase the present tensions in h e world.
The Government o f the Republic of I n l a has repeatedly expressed
its desire of developing Sino-Indian friendship on the basis of mutual
respect for territory, sovereignty, equahty and mutual benefit, and of preventing the world from going to war. The enuy into Tibet of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army is exactly aimed at the protection of the integrity of the territory and the sovereignty of China. And it is on dus question that all those countries who desire to respect the territory and sovereignty of China should first of all inQcate their real attitude towards
China.
Ln the meantime, we consider that what is now threatening the independence of nations and world peace is precisely the forces of these imperialist aggressors. For the sake of maintenance of national independence and defence of world peace, it is necessary to resist the forces of
those imperialist aggressors. The entry into Tibet of the Chinese People's
Liberation Army is thus an important measure to maintain Chinese independence, to prevent the imperialist aggressors from dragghg the
world towards war, and t o defend world peace.
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China
welcomes the renewed declaration of the Indan Government that it has
no political or territorial ambitions in China's Tibet and that it does not
seek any new privileged position. As long as our two sides adhen stricth'
to the principles of mutual respect for territory, sovereignty, e q ~ d iand
t~
mutual benefit, we are convinced that the friendship between China and
India should be developed in a normal way, and that the problems relating t o Sino-InQm diplomatic, co-ercial
and cultural relations with
respect t o Tibet may be solved properly and to our mutual beefit
through normal diplomatic

Although still completely unequivocal concerning Chinex sover.
the
elgnty over Xbet, the Indian government saw positive a s p t s .m, ' .
letter with regard to Indian commercial rights in Tibet and Indlas In
53. Ibid
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terest in achieving a peaceful settlement. Menon, the Indan foreign
secretary, told the British high commissioner in India that the Chinese
note d d not specitically question the Indian right to maintain their
trade agencies and so forth in Tibet, and it referred to discussions
through diplomatic channels of Indian interest in Tibet. Menon commented that this contrasted favorably with the Chinese ambassador's
precedmg statement.54 Consequently, the Indian government pulled
back from support of the Tibetan appeal, sending the following instructions to their U.N. delegation:
(a) the Government of India d ~ dnot like the El Salvador resolution
and Rau was not to support it.
(b) the question of timing of the handling of the Tibetan appeal
needed careful consideration. Korea was obviously of first importance
and it was therefore desirable that nothing should be said or done which
was likely to embitter relations with China at this critical stage, and it
would be preferable therefore f-m no action to be taken on the Tibetan appeal
fbr the present. Little good could come out of any condemnation of the
Chinese action in Tibet and at this stage such a condemnation might
conceivably do a great deal of harm.55

T H E UNITED NATIONS DEBATE
O N T H E TIBETAN APPEAL
On Friday, 24 November, a mere week after the Dalai Lama became
ruler of Tibet, the issue of whether to include "the invasion of Tibet by
foreign forces" as an additional item in the United Nations General
Assembly was debated by the General Committee at the request of El
Salvador. The U.N. report of the ensuing debate (written in the third
person) is cited below. The move to defer action on Tibet's appeal was
54. F0371184455, tclegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner to the
Cm-tmonwealth Relations Office, dated 2 1 November 1950. Menon, however, also cornmented that he thought the Chinese would, in fact, try to clear the Indtans out of Tibet
as soon as they were in a psition to do so, and indicated general agreement with the
British interpretation of Tibet's legal position (ibid.)
55. F0371184455, instructions related by G. S. Bajpai in a conversation with the
United Kingdom high commissioner in India, cited in a telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner to the C~mmonwealthRelations Office, dated 30 November
1950.
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suggested by the British representative, K. Younger, and strongly supported by India.
The debate began at 2:30 P.M. on Friday, 24 November 1950, under
the chairmanship of Nasarolla Entezarn of Iran. The chairman first
asked Hector David Castro from El Salvador to give his proposal. The
official U.N. report of the meeting stated:
Two weeks ago the El Salvador delegation had asked the SecretaryGeneral for a copy of the appeal forwarded to the United Nations by the
Government of Tibet. The Secretary-General had agreed to that request
but so far had taken n o action in the matter. In pursuing the aims of the
Charter, however, the United Nations should be careful not to isolate
itself and lose all touch with governments which were not members of
the Organization. Every important communication sent to the United
Nations by the government of a non-member State should be made
known t o all member states. H e [Castro] regretted that the SecretaryGeneral had not hstributed t o delegations the appeal from the Govemment of Tibet. H e [Castro] asked the President of the General Assembly
t o d o everything possible to see that communications and documents
sent by non-member States, like those sent by member States, were distributed t o members of the United Nations when those members were
called upon to take an important decision. The invasion of Tibet by Chinese armed forces had been announced by the press of the whole world.
As the Government of Tibet had refused t o comply with the orden of
the Government of the so called People's Republic of China, the latter
had decided t o send a military expehtion t o Tibet. It should be borne in
mind that the Government of Tibet had always shown readiness to enter
into peaceful negotiations with the so-called People's Government of
China. A delegation from the Government of Tibet had been on the
point of proceedng t o Peking when the invasion occurred.
Little information was available; it was known that Tibet was invaded
by a foreign army but the extent of the territory won by the army was
not known.
Before submitting its proposal to the General Committee, the Salvp
dorean delegation had had rather peculiar questions put to it. It h a d h n
asked whether its government was not, in the present case, acting under
the influence of mother govet--ent.
he Government of El S h d o r
had always exhibited the fullest independence and the delegauon of El
Salvador had always complied with its ~overnrnent'sinstwcuons.
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other government therefore could have ~nfluencedthe Government or
the delegation of El Salvador. H e [Castro] then recalled the terms of the
telegram and the letter sent o n 1 4 November 1950 to the President of
the General Assembly by the Chairman of the delegation of Salvador (A/
1534).
The delegation of El Salvador had hoped that the General Assembly
could make a decision o n that question without referring it t o the General Committee. This was a case of international aggression which the
General Assembly could not overlook. Under the terms of Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Charter, the United Nations must "maintain international peace and security." Tibet, of course was not a member of the
Organization, but the United Nations must maintain peace not only between member states, but throughout the whole world.
The aggression committed against Tibet should be of particular concern to the great powers. H e recalled that a permanent member of the
Security Council has accused the other permanent member of dealing
with questions only in so far as their own political interests were concerned. There was no basis for that accusation, but, if the General Assembly rehsed t o consider the proposal of El Salvador, some weight
might attach t o that charge.
Mr. Dulles had stated, in regard t o threats to the independence and
territorial integrity of China, that if the General Assembly took no action
in that matter, it would &sappoint the whole world. It would be equally
disappointing if the General Assembly disregarded an act of international
aggression on the pretext that consideration of that question would complicate still hrther the present situation. It might also be asked whether
there was any basis for such an argument. Representatives of member
States frequently made strong statements before the General Assembly
and charged certain other Governments with pursuing a dangerous polIcy. Such statements showed the complete freedom of expression of delegations, but were more likely to complicate the international situation
than was consideration of the aggression committed against Tibet.
Some claimed that Tibet was not autonomous at all and that it was a
Province of China, so that its invasion by a Chinese army would be an
Internal affair which came within the competence only of the Chinese
Gvernment. He [Casuo] wished to submit certain information t o
members of the General Committee to show that that argument was
unfounded. He then read an extract from Chambm E n y c l o p ~ d h(Volume XIII) where it was stated that the Central Government of Tibet
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consisted of the Dalai Lama acting through a Minister appointed by the
Chief Lamas. That Minister presided over a Grand Council or Cabinet
of four members. The country was divided into 170 administrativedistricts, each in the charge of a &strict magistrate who was responsible for
the collection of taxes, the admnistration of civil affairs and the working
of a civilian code of laws based on Buddhist teachings. The Central Government's authority decreased in proportion as the distance from Lhasa
increased. The revenue, used largely to finance monasteries, religious festivals and the army, was raised by taxes levied on the lower classes and on
exports. There were no banlung facilities and taxes were frequently paid
in kind, barter was common although there was a local currency and
Indian coinage and paper money were used. The army, about 10,000
strong, was recruited by conscription and was stationed mainly on the
eastern borders. Many senior officers had been trained in India.
. . . He [Castro] d.~dnot think the General Assembly could disregard
the aggression against Tibet on the mere pretext that that country was
isolated and had but a few means of communication with the outside
world. Tibet was a particularly important strategic position; the high
plateaus of Tibet dominated India. These were facts which the General
Assembly could not disregard.
The representatives of the Tibetan Government were coming to New
York to lay a complaint before the General Assembly or the SecretaryGeneral. The General Assembly could not dismiss their case unheard.
The Government of El Salvador had done its duty by drawing the
attention of the General Committee to the aggression against Tibet. If
the General Assembly dsregarded that aggression, it would be neglecting its responsibilities.
Finally Mr. Castro read the draft resolution submitted by his delegation (Al1534) and concluded by saying that the ~ e n e n l~ssembl~
should at least condemn the unprovoked act of aggression %aina
Tibet.s6
Following this, the British representative, Younger, spoke. As we
Tisaw earlier, the U.K. delegation preferred t o avoid debate on
betan issue. T h e Foreign Office, however, had been in favor of sup^^*ing some form o f Tibetan appeal and o n 18 November 1950 had
relatively clear interim instructions to the U.N. delegation for any Paliminary debate. These instructions stated:
56. As given in Bureau of His Holiness the Dalai Lama n.d.: 7-10.
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You should maintain that Tibet is entitled to submit an appeal under
Article 35 (2) of the Charter for the reasons contained in Commonwealth Relations Office telegram No. 2539 t o New Delhi [discussed
above]. If the point is raised you should explain that, even if a nominal
Chinese suzerainty subject to Tibetan autonomy is recognised, Tibet's
right of appeal is not thereby invalidated. But you should not commit us
either to continuing or t o repudiating recognition of Chinese suzerainty
in the new circumstances. You should deplore the Chinese resort t o force
and stress that it was taken without provocation and while peaceful negotiations were in progress. You could, if necessary, support a resolution
condemning Chinese action on these lines. You should not, however,
without hrther instructions, support any resolution which calls for or
implies the threat of military action by the United Nations.57

Although the British archives show no subsequent telegrams contravening these instructions, it appears that the general British policy of
following India's lead gave Younger enough leeway to recommend taking no action at this time because, as will be seen, India wanted to
prevent a United Nations General Assembly debate. Thus, as soon as
the General Committee lscussion was opened to the Boor, Younger
said that he
d d not think he could participate at that time in a general discussion on
the question of Tibet. That did not mean that the United Kingdom delegation was attempting t o shirk its own responsibilities or to prevent the
United Nations from assuming its full responsibilities. The question before the Committee was one of procedure. The point was to decide what
was the best way of considering the question of Tibet. Consideration of
the question was not an end in itself, but rather a way of trying to settle
the problem.
The Committee did not know exactly what was happening in Tibet
nov wm the l e p l position ofthe countvy very clear. Moreover, it could still
be hoped that the existing difficulties in Tibet could be settled amicably
by agreement between the parties concerned. In those circumstances,
before taking a decision the members of the General Committee would
be wiser to wait until a better idea could be formed of the possibilities
of a peaceful settlement. He proposed therefore, that the Committee
57. F0371184454,tclegram from the Foreign Office to the British U.N. delegation,
dated 18 Novcmbcr 1950.
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should defer decision o n the request made by the delegation of El Salvador. sa

Although the British Foreign Office did not consider the matter
closed at this time and saw Younger's statement to the United Nations
as a procedural postponement, news of this speech devastated the Ebetan pro-West leadership, who were stunned to find that Britain, of all
countries, could say that the legal status of Tibet was unclear.59
Younger was followed by the Indian delegate, the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar, who made a very strong speech stating that Inda, the country
most closely involved, felt there was a chance for a peaceful settlement
and argued that the United Nations could aid this not by discussing the
Tibetan plea but, rather, by abandoning it. According to the official
U.N. report, he said:
His Government [India] had given careful study to the problems raised
by the proposal of El Salvador to place the question of the invasion of
Tibet by foreign forces o n the General Assembly agenda. That was a
matter of vital interest t o both China and India. The Committee was
aware that India, as a neighbour of both China and Tibet, with both of
which it had friendly relations, was the counuy most interested in a
settlement of the problem. That was why the Indian Government was
particularly anxious that it should be settled peacefully.
He had no desire t o express an opinion on the difficulties which had
arisen between China and Tibet, but would point out that, in the latest
note received by his Goveemment, the Peking Government had declared that it
had not abandoned its intention to settle those dtficulties by peacfrfirlmeans.
It would seem that the Chinese forces had ceased to advance after the fall
of Chamdo, a town some 480 lulometers from Lhasa. The Indian Government wclr cettain that the Tibetan Question could still be settled by
peaceful means, and that such a settlement could safeguard the autonomy which Tibet had enjoyed for several decades while maintaining Its
historical association with China.
His delegation considered that the best way of obtaining that objective was to abandon, for the time being, the idea of including the Clues58. Bureau of His Holiness the Dalai Lama n.d.: 1 1 (emphasis added).
59. Because the British attorney-general had not yet c~mmentrdm the Fore,iP' Of
fice's Interpretation o f Tibet's legal status, the United Kingdom U.N. rcpresentatlvewas*
from the British point o f view, technically not compktely deceitful when he wid that
Brltlsh government felt Tibet's legal status was not clear.

*'
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tion in the agenda of the General Assembly. That was why he supported
the United Kingdom representative's proposal that consideration of the
request for inclusion should be adjourned.60

This forceful Indan statement argued that the United Nations
should abandon the issue because: (1)the Chinese had stopped their
advance on Lhasa, that is to say, the precipitating crisis had ended; and
(2) the last Chinese note to India on this issue suggested that it could
be settled peacefully, and the Indian government was certain that would
prove to be the case. However, since the Indian government knew very
we1 that the Chinese and Tibetans were not negotiating at that time
and that they were far apart in their aims, it is difficult to believe that
India was certain of a peaceful outcome. In this regard, it is revealing
to note that a British Foreign Office minute of 28 November thought
that the last Chinese note to India "holds little hope of peaceful settlement."61
Afrer the Indan delegate's speech, all the other countries fell into
h ~ eAustralia's
.
representative, Keith Officer, said that he "agreed with
the representatives of the United Kingdom and India. In view of the
statement made by the Indan representative, he would unreservedly
support the United Kingdom proposal that consideration of the request for inclusion by El Salvador should be a d j ~ u r n e d . "And
~ ~ the
Russian representative
agreed with the United Kingdom proposal. However he wished to explain his delegation's view on the substance of the question. It was an
extremely simple question; Tibet was an inalienable part of China and its
affairswere the exclusive concern of the Chinese Government.
The representative of El Salvador had referred to newspaper articles
and encyclopaedia, but he had not cited any international instrument in
SUPpO" of the argument that Tibet was an independent country, which
had been invaded by Chinese troops. Chinese sovereignty over Tibet had
hen recognivd for a long time by the United Kingdom, the United
States and the U.S.S.R.
The question was therefore one which came essentially within the
60. As given in Bureau of His H o l i ~ ~ c sthe
s Dalai Lama n.d.: 11-12 (emphasis
added).
61: p0371184455, Porcipl Office minute by R.H. Scott, dared 28 ~ u v e m b c r1950.
62. As given in Rurcau o f His Holiness the Dalai Lama 11.d.:12.
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national jurisdction of China; the United Nations could not consider it.
If it d d so, it would be guilty of unwarranted intervention in the internal
affairs of the Chinese people, who had been liberated after centuries of
foreign domination. That being so, his delegation would vote for the
adjournment of consideration of the request submitted by the representative of El Salvador and even for its outright rejection.63

Finally, after a long speech by the representative of the Chinese Nationalist government on Taiwan, it was unanimously decided to adjourn
consideration of the El Salvador proposal. Following this, the United
States' representative, Ernest Gross, spoke. According to the U.N. report, he said:
[Gross] had voted for adjournment in view of the fact that the Government of India, whose territory bordered on Tibet and which was therefore an interested party, had told the General Committee that it hoped
that the Tibetan question would be peacefully and honourably settled.
In accordance with its tradtional policy the United States would in any
other circumstances have voted for the inclusion of the item in the General Assembly agenda. His government had always supported any proposal t o refer t o the United Nations international disputes or complaints
of aggression, which could thus be aired, considered and settled at international hearings. That was the principle applied by the United States
Government even in the case of accusations made against the United
States and despite the illogical and f~-audulentnature of the accusations.
However, in the present case, the United States delegation wanted to
support the proposal made by the States most directly concerned in the
subject matter of the request submitted by the delegation of El Sale
~ador.~~

Tibet's first appeal to the United Nations, therefore, had failed, 11though the United Nations had still not completely shut the door on
the Tibetans. The Tibetan government's response and subsequent actions will be the subject of Chapter Twenty.
63. Ibid.
64. Ibid.

TIBET CAPITULATES: THE
SEVENTEEN-POINT AGREEMENT

By the end of November 1950, the situation in Lhasa was grim.
Kham and the entire military force stationed there were lost; the United
States and Britain had refused to accept Tibetan delegations seehng
diplomatic and military assistance against the Chinese; the United Nations was unwilling to consider China's invasion of Tibet; India would
not offer strong military and mplomatic support; only a few thousand
troops were available to protect the road from Chamdo, and it was
likely that the Chinese would be able to march into Lhasa hene ever
they chose. A feeling of isolation and vulnerability permeated the Lhasa
religious and secular leadership.
At this time, the Dalai Lama and his key officials heard their first
eyewitness account of Chinesc Communist rule when the Dalai Lama's
elder brother, Taktse h m p o c h c (Thubtcn Norbu), suddenly arrived in
Lhasa from Arndo (see Figure 61). As the abbot of Kumbum monastery in Chincsc-Communist-conrrolled Tsinghai, he had lived under
Chinese Communist rule for about a year and was dismayed by his
expcriencc. He claimcd he had been kept under strict watch during this
pcriod and had been strongly urged by the Chincsc to go to U ~ a s ato
Convince his brother to agree to the pcaceful liberation of Tibct. The
Chincsc wcnt so far as to promisc him the position of govcrnor of Tibet
if he could accomplish this. A k r for somc time rcfusing to coopcrate,
he ultimately prctcndcd to agrcc to the Chincsc plan so that he could
to Lhasa and tcll his brother his rcal vicws on the Communists.'
1 . Taktsc (Rimpochc), intcrvicw.
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When Taktse Rimpoche reached the Tibetan northern district headquarters at Nagchuka, he arranged for the three Chinese accompanying
him to be detained, and he continued on to Lhasa without them. There
he related his experiences to the government and his brother, emphasizing his conviction that the Chinese Communists were untrustworthy
and evil.
His firsthand account confirmed the advisability of moving the Dalai
Lama to the Indan border, a plan secretly developed by the Kashag,
Dronyerchernrno Phala, and the Ti-ungtsigye immediately after the fall
of Chamdo. They felt that it was too dangerous for the Dalai Lama to
remain in Lhasa, since the Chinese army might push straight east from
Charndo and cut the escape route to India. They had decided to move
him to Yatung, a small town about fifteen miles from the Indan (Sikkirn) border; from there the Chinese could not possibly prevent his
fight into exile even if they launched a full-scale invasion of Central
Tibet. At this time, therefore, they decided which officials would accompany the Dalai Lama and who would replace them in Lhasa. Great
care was taken not to alert the public; for example, when Shasur (Shankawa) and Thubten Ramyan were appointed as acting shapes, the
Kashag only announced that addtional officers were needed due to the
increased workload.' In actuality, they had been earmarked to stay behind in Lhasa when the others moved to Yatung. At the same time, the
Kashag instructed Shakabpa in Kalimpong to make arrangements for
the Dalai Lama's stay and to find out what lunds of support the Dalai
Lama could expect to receive if he went abroad. According to one former Xbetan official, Shakabpa soon afrcnvard reported:
If the Dalai Lama comes to a foreign country, the American and British
governments have promised t o help. The Indian government says you
have to be very careful until he reaches Indian territory. The moment he
reaches India, the Indian government will send bodyguards, etc., and all
help. These are the promises I have been able to obtain from these countries. In case the liberation army has surrounded all of Tibet, the Americans will send a special plane to Lhasa t o pick the Dalai Lama up. SO
therefore you should make arrangements for an airfield in Lhasa."

at

2 . Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1982: 98. Lhautara was one o f the four trunyichemmo
this timc.
3. Ibid.: 99.

There is no evidence in the American archives that the Americans
ever made such an offer at this time, and this account is certainly inCoIrect. The Indans d d , however, agree to give the Dalai Lama sanctuary
in India away from the Tibetan border, and there was a plan to fly a
private plane to Lhasa to pick up the Dalai Lama. Telegrams were sent
dealing with these matters and in Lhasa a landing strip was made by
clearing away boulders and whitewashing a section of the flat plain of
Tsesumthang by Sera.4
Shortly after Taktse Rirnpoche's arrival, two of the captured officials
from Ngabo's Charndo staff unexpectedly arrived with a letter from
Ngabii.

NGABO'S MESSAGE FROM CHAMDO
China's military action in Kham was aimed primarily at forcing 'Iibet
to the negotiating table. Thus, the military successes in Kharn were
foflowed up, not by an invasion of Central Tibet, but by a new campaign for "peacehl liberation." China continued to assure Tibetans by
radio broadcast and pamphlets that they would not alter the traditional
social and religious systems, as the following poster illustrates. Issued
by the Chinese administration in Kham on 9 November, it presented
an attractive set of conditions to the Tibetans:
With serious concern for the people of Tibet, who have suffered 10%
years of oppression under American and British imperialists and Chiang
Kai-shek's reactionary Government, Chaiman Mao Tse-tung of the
Central People's Government and Commander in Chief Chu Tc ofthe
People's Liberation Army ordered the People's Liberation Army troops
t o enter Tibet for the purpose of assisting the Tibetan people to free
themselves from oppression forever.
All the Tibetan people, including all lamas, should now create a "lid
unity to give the People's Liberation Army adequate assistance in ridding
Tibet of imperialist influence and in establishing a regional self-,P'crnfmnt for the Tibetan people. They should at the same time build frater4. Ibid.; Gyentsen Tempel, interview.
5 . Tsendron Gyentsm Phunta, and Kmdrhn Samlinga, thc
rived on 1 December (Lha'u rta ra [ 1,hautara 1 1982: 98).

staffmcrnhm'

"-
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nal relations, on the basis of friendship and mutual help, with other nationahties within the country and together construct a new Tibet within
new China.
With the entry of the People's Liberation Army into Tibet, life and
property of the Tibetan lamas and people will be protected. Freedom of
religious belief will be safeguarded and Lama Temples will be protected.
Assistance will be rendered to the Tibetan people in the direction of
developing their educational, agricultural, pastoral, industrial, and commercial enterprises, and their living conditions will be improved.
No change will be made in the existing administrative and military
systems of Tibet. Existing Tibetan troops will become a part of the National Defense Forces of the People's Republic of China. All lamas, officials and chiefiains may remain at their posts. Matters relating to reforms
in Tibet will be handled completely in accordance with the will of the
Tibetan people and by means of consultations between the Tibetan
people and Tibetan leaders.
Pro-imperialist and Kuomintang officials concerning whom there is
definitive evidence that they had severed relations with the imperialists
and Kuomintang and who will not carry out any sabotage or put up
resistance may remain at their posts irrespective of their past history.
The People's Liberation Army is a strictly disciplined army which will
faithfully carry out this policy of the Central People's Government. They
will respect the Tibetan people's religious beliefs, as well as their traditional habits and local customs. They will be polite in their speech, fair
in business transactions, and will not take a single thread from the
people. In borrowing any articles, they will obtain the owner's consent;
in cases of damage, compensation will be paid at market price of the
article concerned. In hiring hands or animals, appropriate remuneration
will be paid. No person will be drafted; no livestock taken away.6

China's posture was compatible with Ngabii's vicws, and he tried to
encourage dialogue. O n the first day aftcr the surrender he was asked
by the Chincsc to spcak at a mccting and said:
The relationship b e m e n China and Tibet is basically that of priest and
patron. However, lately, we had some relations with the Kuomintang
6 . USFR, 693,93R/11-2250, text included in memorandum from the U.S. State
1)cpartrncnt's ORcc o f China Affairs to its Office o f Far East Affairs, dated 22 November
1950 It is interesting t o note that thcsc terms wcrc in essence the same as wcrc later
"'gncd in thc Scvcntecn-Point Agreement.

parry. Afier that the Kuomintang was defeated and they had to flee, $0
now the Communist Party has reached here.
The people of Tibet had many doubts about the Chinese Communists
because they heard that the Chinese eat the meat of horses and donkeys,
and that they destroy monasteries and religion and kill old people [who
are no longer able to work], etc. We tried to contact the Communist
Party but this proved fruitless so we tried to defend our territory by
placing guards on our borders but we have not attacked the Chinese.
However, we have been defeated and we are now your prisoners.
Whether you keep me under arrest or not, my hope was that we could
have a good negotiation and a peaceful settlement. Thats all I can say.'

Afier Ngabo made his speech the Chinese took all the Tibetan oficials back to Charndo. There they were met by General Wang Chi-mi,
who welcomed Ngabo with the gift of a scarf and said, "The People's
Liberation Army has no desire other than to render service to the
people of Xbet. However, due to the negative propaganda of foreign
reactionaries and imperialists, you have mistaken our intent and have
run away from us, thus mflicting unnecessary hardship upon yourself
We are very sorry about this," and then he burst into tears. This impressed Ngabo, who thought that since it was not easy to shed tears
without reason, Wang was probably sincere.8
Ngabo was more than ever convinced that Tibet's only chance of
preserving a degree of autonomous status was to negotiate. He
cussed this with the Chinese leaders over the next few weeks, and the
Chinese responded favorably, showing a keen interest in settling spe.
cific issues. However, Ngabii had no authority to negotiate for Tibet;
he suggested that he try to initiate discussions between the Chinese a d
Ihasa by sending a personal letter to his colleagues in the Kashag.'
Ngabo's letter said that the Chinese army was extremely powe*'
militarily and that it would be better to enter into peaceful talks. It also
said that the Chinese had guaranteed that while such negotiationsWerC
going on the People's Liberation Army would not invade Tibet and hat
7 Horsur, interview. This is his

of a conversation he later had

relative Ngabo.
8. S m b o ( h r h i ) , interview. He recalls that Npbo told him this a h r he
in Chamdo to help in the negotiations in early 1951.
9. Ibid.

his
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the life and authority of the Dalai Lama and the higher officers would
definitely not be harmed. It added that if the Kashag had strong support from foreign countries and wanted to fight, the fact that Ngabo
was a prisoner should not prevent them, but if there was no such support and if they trusted him, Ngabo would be happy to try his best to
negotiate with the Chinese. If not, it urged them to send someone else
as soon as possible.1° Ngabo's letter alleviated the fear of an imminent
invasion of Central Tibet and gave the leadership some breathing space
in which the entire situation could be assessed. The government therefore opted to take advantage of the offer but still decided to move the
Dalai Lama to Yatung, leaving two Lonchens, Lukhang and Lobsang
Tashi, in charge in Lhasa. O n 20 December 1950, a reigning Dalai
Lama fled his palace in Lhasa for the third time in the century. He, his
small band of ranlung government officials, and the government's forwe in gold arrived in Yatung on 2 January 1951.
Before leaving for Yatung, the Kashag appointed two officials,
Samba and Thubten Lengmon, to join Ngabo in Charndo and assist
him in negotiating with the Chinese. Sambo recalled his appointment
and the general situation in Lhasa:
When I was told I had to go t o China I didn't think much about it. Life
in Lhasa was very uncertain and tense and full of rumors. I expected that
the Chinese would not harm us since we were coming as a delegation,
and I felt it was better t o be doing something than just to he sitting in
Lhasa apprehensively waiting to see what transpired. My parents had
dready left for India (in July) with all of our valuables so I was not
worried about them. At this time all the higher-class aristocratic families
such as Tsarong and Surkhang had made arrangements to send their
10. Ibid.; Khe smad (Khcme) 196s: 5-6; Lha'u ma ra (Lhautara) 1982: 98-99.
that the government should send Tibetan representThe lancr reported that N g a h
atlves to Peking to discuss the "pcaccm liberation of Tibet,'' but the tone of this sounds
u n l i k ~ lN~ g a b is also said to have requested that if any of the officials who wcre prisoners with him had money thcy owed the government coming due, the govenlment
either issue cxcmption or should pay the interest [rather than adding it to the
Pr'ncipal] so that latcr when they were released they would be able to repay the loans
(Shan kha ha [Shmkawal ms.: 302).
11. The main officials who went with the Dalai Lama were: two shapes, Ramba and
Surkhag;three tnmyichcmmo, Ch6mpel Thubtcn, N p w a n g Tragpa. and Lhautara; the
ts'Pon Namseling; the co-head of the Foreign M a i r s Bureau, Liushar; the Tscja secretary,
Sholkang;the Rcdyguard Rcgimcnt commander, Phala Scy; the dronycrchernmo Phala;
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wealth t o India . . .[but] people at this time felt that even though
Chamdo had fallen they would not have t o stay in India a long time. I
made hurried preparations t o leave with my wife and arranged to send
the remainder of our possessions in Lhasa t o one of our estates. . . . We
left about four days after being told t o go. Before leaving we were instructed to follow and serve Ngabo without asking questions. We were
also given some money which we were t o give to the staff members in
Chamdo as compensation, and a Lamyik-or road pass to requisition
transport-which
normally worked right up to Charndo. However,
since Charndo had fallen t o the Chinese, no one knew for sure how far it
would be honored and the thought was that after Lharigo it would be
useless. Consequently, we were given about 600 h t s e each for traveling
expenses. The Kashag also gave us a note to take to Ngabo that contained five points. It was not sealed but, rather, rolled up so we could
read it. I looked at it and at once realized that according to it no peaceful
negotiations were possible. . . . The points were more like answers [to
previous Chinese Communist claims in broadcasts] than negotiating
points and none of these was c~mpromisable.'~

Sambo remembers only one of the five points. It said that although
the Chinese wcrc always talking about five different castes belonging to
the same race which must unite, the Xbetans were very different from
the Chinese.13 However, a Chinese official in Peking recalled having
secn the five points and lists them as follows:
1. There is no imperialist influence or power in ~ i b e tThe
. small foreign relations that existed between Britain and Tibet was established only

the acting chigyab khcmbo, Cawtang; and other high officialssuch as Khcme h x a
after, 1)omho). Rcprcscnting thc rnonastcrics wcrc Shagaw Klicmho from
pung, the Tiiba Khcrnbo from Scra, and Gmc Trulku from Ganden. In addition to these
major officials a number of aidcs-&-camp and minor oficials attached to otfices accompanicd the 1)alai Lama. I t i s intcrcsting to note that thc rcal chigah khcmho. 4amhumBrig, was left behind apparently bccausc of the anti-Taktm bcnt of thc 1Jalai
h'I1
..
The 1)al.i Lama had infi)rmcd (;yambumgang in a lcncr that a divine lomN had
sclcctcd him to rcmain in IJhasaand look
the 1JaIai ISama7s
household and treasures
in Lham. H i s household mcmbcr, (iycntscn Tcmpcl, was also to hc 1cft behind,
if
Gyamhllmgang pcrr)nally rcqucstcd the 1)ahi 1.ama to take his younpcr relative alonfi,
hc himself could not go (Ciycntscn Tcmpcl, intcrvicw).
(iycntscn Tcmpcl was ~r~~~~
I"
Yarung as onc of thc Dalai Lama's aidcs-dc-camp.
1 2 Samh) (Rimhi), intcrvicw They were also givcn a sccrct tclepraphic codehonk'
13. Ibid.
(mdt

'"
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after the 13th Dalai Lama visited abroad. The relations with America are
totally concerned with trade and business.

2. Territories that have been taken by the old Chinese Government,
as well as those that have been recently "liberated," should be returned

to Tibet.
3. In case foreigners attack Tibet, we will seek help from the Chinese
Government.
4. The People's Liberation soldiers who are already in Kham and
Chang [Northern Tibet] should be withdrawn.
5. In the future, China should not listen to the trouble-making activities of the Panchen and Reting groups. l 4
Given this unrealistic negotiating position, it is easy to understand
why Sarnbo thought that there must be more appropriate oral instructions. As he recalled: "I thought that the fivc points were just the written position and that they would give us some special instructions so I
went to see each of the acting shapes and the lonchens, ostensibly to
bid them goodby but really hoping to receive private instructions. They
didn't say a word to me about the negotiations." l S
Sarnbo and Thubten Lengmon arrived in Chamdo the day before
the Xbetan New Year (roughly, February 1951).16Two days later, at
their first meeting with Ngabii, Sambo asked Ngabo where the negotiations were going t o be held. Ngabb said he was not sure; he had received a telegram via the Chinese but he could not understand what it
meant, so he did not know
the negotiations were going to take
place in Charndo, Lhasa, or Peking. 17 H e had sent a tclcgram to Lhasa
assking for clarification and was waiting for a reply. Then Ngabo asked
Samba and Thubten Lengmhn for thc orders they had brought from
the govcrnmcnt and hc took those to his room to read. Aftcr awhilc
Ngabh came rushing back to where Sambo was staying and said.
''These fivc points arc useless. Don't you havc any other verbal instnlc14. 1.11'0 ( 1982: 1 18) says that tllcsc five points wcre brought by another set of
negotiators (discussc- below) who carnc directly to Pcking from Yatung. Thcsc appear

to really
thc instructions carried by Sarnbo, not by thc later group
15. S a m h (Rimshi), intcnlicw.
16. They had first cncountcrcd Chincse troops in Pcmba 1)wng; from there the!' had
W1rcd
ahcad to noti$ Ngabii o f tlicir arrival.
17. 1,atc.r they thought that tllis trlcgram had come from the Chiricse ambassador in
I)clhi via Pcking (Sarnbo I Rinislii 1, interview).
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tions?" When he heard that there were none, he said, "What are we
supposed to do now? How do they expect us to negotiate with such
points?" l 8
In point of fact, the Xbetan government was trying to std red negotiations with China until they reached Yatung and could both confer
directly with Shakabpa and the other officials who had been working in
India on outside support, and receive replies from a second attempt to
secure U.N. support for Tibet.

TIBET'S NEW UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVE
The Tibetan government responded to the United Nations by a
strong note emphasizing the United Nations' moral duty to uphold the
rights of small powers against more powerful neighbors and inviting
the United Nations to send a fact-finding mission to Tibet. They Jo
indicated that they would send their own delegation to Lake Success:
Kalimpong, 8 December 1950
We have heard with grave concern and dismay of the United Nations
decision setting aside the discussion our appeal regarding the unwarranted violation our national territory by armed forces of the Central
Peoples Government of the Peoples Republic of China. The agony a d
despair which prompted us t o seek for the assistance of the United Nations Organization at a critical stage of the invasion will be better appreciated by those nations whose libeny is always at the mercy of being
jeopardized by the aggressive designs of their more powerful neighb u r s . We who are completely secluded by a natural barrier from ea?'
contact with the rest of the world have come to acknowledge that the
only secure foundations of international peace and order can lie O n the
firm determination of all peace loving nations of the world to resin
aggression and on their frank disapproval of all violent methods of settling inter-state disputes.
It is therefore a matter of great surprise and regret to us
United Nations on whom solely rests the responsibility of maintaining

*'

18. Ibid.
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the peace and well being of all nations should have so indifferently
treated the peace appeal of a weak and peace loving people, hardly exceeding 3 million, beleaguered by their powerful neighbors, who are a
mighty host of 450 million and whose resources are incomparably vaster
than those of Tibet. Are we t o believe in the Justice of Chinese demands
over our Liberty merely because they happen to be strong in arms?
It is today a matter of common knowledge that there have been hostile incursions into our territory by Chinese troops and that we have had
to surrender a good portion of our land to the invaders. We have earlier
reported how by surprise and force they seized the town of Chamdo and
captured the large garrison we maintained there. Our liberators (?) have
not made much progress since then but their armed soldery are roving
over weakly held areas in both eastern and western Tibet. In consequence
the constant threat of being overpowered hangs ominously over us and
our meagre resources, so long devoted to peaceful ends and to our religion, now strained by the need of protecting our country from being
submerged by a force that is lethal to the values long cherished by our
people, we are convinced that it would be the height of cowardice to
bow to superior force. We would rather be overpowered by its blind rage
than accept it with a show of reverence.
We have already made known our decision t o abide by any settlement
advocated by the United Nations. We d o not wish the world to be convulsed into an armed c o d c t for our sake and yet we would like to know
that the world has given thought and consideration to the issue that we
have so humbly brought before them and advised the Chinese not to
indulge in murder and intimidation of our peaceful lands. There can be
no better opportune moment than the present when Chinese delegates
have arrived at Lake Success in connection with other matters to have a
full and frank discussion of the Tibetan issue. We have decided if necessary to despatch a small delegation to the United Nations to assist the
Assembly in their deliberations.
Should there be any doubt or hesitation on the part of any of the
various delegations to the United Nations regarding our claim to a separate Tibetan culture and existence apart from the Chinese we should be
happy to welcome a United Nations fact finding commission to carry
out investigation in Tibet.
His Holiness thc Dalai Lama graciously consented to assume full
pOwer for the administration of Tibet at the unanimous request of all his
Pc')pl<: on 17 November. It is with his consent and blessing that we
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venture to place this fresh appeal before the United Nations for consideration.
Dated Lhasa, 3 December 1950,Tibetan delegation, Shakabpa (House
Kalimpong) l9

A few weeks after this, on 21 December, the Tibetan government's
U.N. mission sent new appeals to Britain, the United States, and Canada informing them of their plans to go to the U.N. headquarters in
Lake Success and requesting their support for this action. No such appeal was made to India, undoubtedly because the Tibetans felt it would
be pointless.20Their letter to the United States said:
We would like t o inform Your Excellency we three, Foreign Secretary
Dzasak Surkhang, Dzasak Gyaltakpa and Khencung Choepel [Chompel]
Thubten, together with Tsjchag Thubden Gyalpo and Tsepon Shakabpa
have instructions from our government to go to Lake Success agitate and
enforce appeal which Kashag Cabinet National Assembly Tibet submitted U N re hostile incursions into Tibet by Chinese Communists and we
are all now here Kalimpong.
Though Government Tibet recently submitted fresh appeal UN for
early dscussion on Tibetan issue, it is presumed no decision has yet been
reached for discussion and further we have also had no information from
UN attend Assembly which keeps us waiting here.
Government and people Tibet have great hope your government will
afford effective help in any problems Tibet and therefore they earnestly
hope your government will help bring question Tibet under discussion
in UN Assembly soonest.
We hope your Excellency will give us your valuable advice that will
make matter Tibet success.21
19. F0371/84455, copy of U.N. file A1 1658, original English version of'Iiktan
appeal, dated 1 I December 1950 (emphasis added), Shakabpa (interview)sidthataftrr
the first U.N. appeal he was informed about the United Nation) unccrtain~a"o
md had
whether the appeal was actually from the Tibetan govcrnmcnt or a private group
notified the Kashag of this. The second appeal thcreforc clcarly mentions In
last
sentence that the appeal comes from thc Dalai I,ama as ruler of Tihct.
2 0 USFR. 7938.00112-2250, telegram from the u.S, ambassador in llldia lo
U.S. secretary of state, dated 2 7 Deccmbcr 1950.
2 1 USFR, 7938.00112-2650, cited in a telegram from the U.S. EmhaF'in i"di.ato
the U.S. State Department, dated 2 7 Dcccmbcr 1950. The lctrcr to Rritain was idcnna"
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Britain instructed its high commissioner in New Delhi to respond to
the Tibetan appeal as follows:
Unless Indian Government have strong objections, we should be glad if
you would now reply t o Tibetan communication on following lines.
. . . Government of United Kingdom continue to maintain the
friendly interest which they have taken in the maintenance of Tibetan
autonomy since August 1947, when the rights and obligations arising
from the existing treaty provisions devolved on the Government of India. Since the Government of the Chinese People's Republic have resorted to force instead of seeking to reach agreement on the question of
Sino-Tibetan relations through the peaceful methods of discussion and
negotiation, the Government of the United Kingdom are prepared to
afford their general support to the Tibetan Government's appeal to the
United Nations.22

The United Kingdom High Commissioner disagreed strongly with
even this mild statement:
I would strongly deprecate making this communication to Government
of India and would also recommend against making any reply on proposed lines to Tibetan letter at this juncture.
2. The Foreign Secretary [of Govt. of India] this morning confirmed
our impression that things are at present quiet in Tibet and that there is
no sign of any early resumption of Chinese advance toward Lhasa. He
said in confidence that Panikkar had reported from Peking recently that
he had heard that talk, were ~roceedingat Charndo between Chinese
representatives and representatives of Tibetan Government. . . .
3. As regards United Nations angle the Foreign Secretary said that
Tibetan Delegation were still in India and had not so far as he lu~ewmade
any definite plans t o leave for New York. The Indian view which he
understood was shared by us was that in the absence of any further forward movement by Chinese and given many other issues now under
discussion at Lake Success, it was
to postpone any hearing of
Tibetan appeal. In these circumstances our suggested reply to Tibetans
")mc fivc weeks afier their letter t o us would probably be interpreted by
them as a dircct encouragment to become more active at Lake Success.
If it camc to the cars of Chinese they would surcly rcgard it as further
22. F0371184455, tclcgram from the &rnrnonwcalth Rclations O f f i c ~to the
'"itcd Kingdom high commissioner in Indin, datcd 16 Dcccrnhcr 1950.
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evidence of British interference. The Government of India would cert a d y consider such reactions from both Chinese and Tibetans as probable and would ask why we thought it necessary to make such a reply at
d and if so deprecate our action. Incidentally there has been no hint that
Tibetans are expecting any further reply from

The British U.N. delegation replied similarly, and London decided to
do nothing.24 The government ultimately instructed their high cornmissioner in India:
We are unable to give Tibetans this assurance [that Britain would help
get the Tibetan appeal on the U.N. agenda] since in view of other issues
now under discussion in United Nations, we do not consider that time
is o p p o m e for raising question of the Tibetan appeal, nor, if it were,
should we be willing to take the initiative ourselves in view of Government of India's more immediate interest and responsibility in this matter.
We are of course prepared to afford our general support to the Tibetan
appeal to United nations when question is raised . . . but it is considered
that even an assurance of this nature to Tibetans might be misleading at
this stage in the context of their last communication and we should not
wish to do anything which would tend to raise their hopes unduly.25

They did, however, instruct the high commissioner that he could issue
transit visas for the Xbetan delegation to the United nation^.'^
The attitude of the Indian government, as reported to the U.S. ambassador and the British high commissioner, was even more negatikle.
On 18 December, Bajpai said that India's attitudc regarding the
betan case remained unchanged. "GO1 was still interested in Tibet Case
before U N but had delayed action pending outcome its efforts assist in
achieving cease-fire in Korea. GO1 had decided that criticism by it of
Communist China in U N just now might adversely affectIndia's ability
23. F0371184455, telegram from the United Kingdom high commission~ri~
Indla
Commonwealth Relations Office, dated 18 December 1950.
2 4 F03711W55, telegram from h e British Foreign Officeto the United Kingdom
U.N. delegation, dated 7 December 1950.
du
2 5 F0371193002, telegram from the Commonwealth Relations mce
United hngdom high commissioner in India, dated 2 January 195 1.
26. F037118469, telegram from the &-onwealth
Relations Officeto the united
Kingdom high commissioner in India, dated 9 December 1950.

to the
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exert iduence on China in drection cease-fire."27A few weeks later he
offered the same reasons to the United States: "If GO1 should press
'Iibetan case just now in UN Communist China would be alienated to
such extent GO1 would lose all ameliorating influence on Peping re
Korea and related problems. Therefore Xbetan case would remain temporarily in abeyance as far as GO1 ~ o n c e r n e d . " ~ ~
The United States, however, had become even more interested in
and sympathetic to the Tibetans' plight. O n 14 December, the State
Department sent the following telegraph to the U.S. ambassador in
India:
DEPT desires explore possibility of joint US-UK-India position aiming
at obstructing or halting CHI COMMIE assault Tibet, which now seems
slowed or stalled. . . .
Prior to DEPT approach t o BRlT U R [your] views requested on (1)
possibility of getting active I n d a n support of Tibetan case in UN; (2)
probable reaction of GO1 to a proposal for quiet US support of more
positive measures designed t o stiffen Tibetan resistance; and (3) suggestions as to possible measures and means of implementation of both measures.29

Ambassador Henderson's reply on 30 December tended toward
United States assistance of the Tibetans:
We have been giving considerable thought this end to problem Tibetan
case before UN. Thus far seemed referable India take lead this matter
UN. Representatives GO1 had repeatedly assured us it intended do SO.
h v appears views B. N.Rau and other India officials who do not wish
India make any move in present world contest which might offend Cornmunist China have prevailed and GO1 continues postpone talung initlah e re Tibet in UN. Seems likely Communist China will have taken over
Lhasa and have fastened firmly its grip on Tibet before GO1 prepared
take lead in UN. We seem faced with choice supporting some power
other than India, taking initiative or of continuing postpone hearing
27. USFR, 7938.00/12-1850, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in 1nda to the
secretary of state, dated 18 December 1950.
28. USFR, 7938.00/12-2550, conversation reported in a telegram from the U.S.
in India to the U.S. starc Dcpament, dated 27 December 1950.
29. USFR, 7938.00112-1450, telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the U.S.
in India, dated 14 1)cccmber 1950.
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Tibetan pleas until autonomous Tibet ceases to exist. We are wondering
whether this would be to credt UN. Is it logical for UN which gave
Indonesia which was under Dutch sovereignty hearing to ignore Tibet?
Will India, for example, have greater respect for UN if merely out of
deference to it, U N gives Tibet no opportunity present case? We do not
feel qualified make any fast recommendation because we are not acquainted with all ramifications international situation this particular rnoment. Nevertheless, we suggest Tibetan question be revived before substantive reply is made to letter from Tibetan d e l e g a t i ~ n . ~ ~

Four days later the State Department informed the ambassador that the
Tibetans could be given visas for temporary entry to the United States
and that while the United States position on the Xbetan United Nations appeal was not yet formulated, the State Department was "hopeful [that the] presence [of the] Tibetan DEL[egation] in [the] U.S. may
precipitate earlier consideration by interested c~untries."~'
At this
stage, however, the Tibetan mission to the United Nations was only
informed that their appeal was being forwarded to Washington.

T H E U N I T E D STATES RECONSIDERS
ITS POLICY O N TIBET
Meanwhile, in the United States, the various sections of the State
Department were trying to formulate a policy. Some argued that the
United States should not consider the Tibetan case in the United Nations because no concrete measures could be taken to assist Tibet. 0thers argued the advantages to be gained from hearing the Tibetan appeal.
including anti-Communist propaganda and continuation of the US.
policy of hearing all such appeals. Robert Strong of the Officeof Chi.
nese Atfairs expressed the dominant view in a memorandum to 0.En
Clubb, the director of that ofice:
I expressed the view to Mr. Mevers [from the United Nations Ofice of
Political arid Securit). Affairs] &at although it
that we could
30. USFR. 7938.001 12-3050, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in India
U.S. secretary o f state, dated 30 December 1950.
3 1 USFR, 7938.00/12-2650, tclegrm from thr U.S. x c r e t . ~of state to
amhassador in India, dated 3 Januarv 1951.

the
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not prevent Communist occupation of Tibet, it would be desirable, if
possible, to lay the groundwork for keeping Tibet stirred up and also for
other factors which might be created in the future to challenge Cornmunist ability to retain control of Tibet, and that the present circumstances
would probably be as good as any other time to obtain international
clarification of Tibet's status by general UN action in order that the field
might be cleared for whatever decision we might wish to take relative
to Tibet's political status at any future date; admittedly these are longterm considerations, but it was most desirable that the groundwork be
laid now.
Mr. Meyers expressed the opinion that Tibet's appeal would find general support outside the Soviet bloc and that even though India does not
desire to take the initiative in the matter at this time, it too, would support Tibet.32

Three days later, o n 6 January, the U.S. secretary of state informed
the U.S. ambassador in India that the State Department did not feel
that the Tibetan matter, even at this late date, should be permitted to
"go by default"33 and instructed him to respond to the letter of the
Tibetan mission by saying that the "Department of State has noted your
appeal of December 21, 1950. Furthermore, the Department of State
is interested in the continuance of Tibetan autonomy and views sympafhaically the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations."" This was sent
by air mail to the Tibetan mission in Kalirnpong on 12 January 1951.
At the same time the State Department instructed the U.S. Embassy in
London to ask whether the British Foreign Office considered any action feasible "given the Indian unwillingness to support Tibet in or out
of UN at this time."35 Some weeks earlier, in Washington, the State
Depaltment had givcn the British Embassy an aide-mtmoire that
traced the U.S. vicwp~inton Tibet from 1943 to the present. It took a
vev pro-Xbctan position:
32. USFR, 793B.0011-3s1 , memorandum from R. Strong to 0. E. Clubb, dated 3
January 195 I .
33. USFR 793B.0011-651, tclcgram from thc U.S. sccrctar)! of state to the U.S.
ambassador in India, datcd 6 January 195 1 .
34. USFR, 320 Tibct, letter from the U.S. ambassador to Surkhang, Gyaltakpa,
Chiimpel Thubtcn in Kalimpong, datcd 1 1 January 195 1.
35. USFR, 793B.0011-651, telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the U.S.
ambassador in Britain, datcd 6 Januav 195 1 .
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The attention of the British Embassy is invited to the Deparunent's aidememoire of May 15, 1943 summarizing the United States attitude toward Tibet, that is that the United States had borne in mind the Chinese
claim t o suzerainty over Tibet, that this Government had never raised a
question regarding that claim, and that it did not at that time desire to
open a discussion of the matter.
Ln 1943 likewise, the United States sent a mission to Tibet, with the
invitation for the mission t o visit Lhasa negotiated through the Indian
Government and channeled through the British Political Officer in Tibet.
At that time n o application was made t o the Chinese National Government for a permit t o visit Tibet.
It does not appear that the United States has ever taken an official
public stand in respect to the legal position of Tibet. It is observed, however, that the Chinese claim t o authority over Tibet would have been
derived through succession t o rights exercised previously by the Manchu
Dynasty in China. Tibet itself successfully undertook in 1912, after the
Chinese Revolution, the expulsion of Chinese troops by force, declared
its independence in the same year, and at the Sirnla Conference in 1914
Tibet was a party to an agreement accepted likewise by the Chinese and
British representatives, which provided for the autonomous status of Tibet. It is understood that the Chinese Government's r e h a 1 to acknowledge the signature of its representative at the Sirnla Conference derived
from border questions and was not due t o opposition to the proposal
that the Tibetans should enjoy an autonomous status. It is recognixd
universally that Tibet has exercised uk fmoautonomy from 1914 particularly, t o the present date.
The United States, which was one of the early supporters of the principle of self-determination of peoples, believes that the Tibetan people
has the same inherent right as any other to have the determining voice in
its political destiny. It is believed further that, should developments warrant, consideration could be given to recognition of Tibet as an independent State. The Deparunent of State would not at this time desire to
formulate a definitive legal position t o be taken by the United States
Government relative t o Tibet. It would appear adequate for present Pure
poses to state that the United States Government recognized the kfHo
autonomy that Tibet has exercised since the fall of the Manchu DynasVand particularly since the Simla Conference. It is believed that. should
the Tibetan case be introduced into the United Nations, there would be
an ample basis for international concern regarding Chinese Chnmunat
intentions toward Tibet, to justify under the United Nation's Charier a
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hearing of Tibet's case in either the UN Security Council or the UN
General Assembly.
Department of State,
Washington, December 30, 1950.36

The British Foreign Office's reception of this statement was less than
enthusiastic. One commentator wrote that "American policy in regard
to Tibet is part of the general pattern of their policy towards China:
resist Chinese pressure even if only by propaganda." Another wrote,
"The U.S. always seem to think that 'action' is the panacea for everything."37

In the meantime, the U.S. Embassy in India responded to a series of
earlier State Department questions as follows:
Before the Dalai Lama left Lhasa Tibetan Foreign Secretary, according
press, indicated "Tibet is united as one man behind Dalai Lama who has
taken over full powers and there is no possibility fifth column operating
Tibet proper; we have appealed world for peaceful intervention in clear
case unprovoked aggression but should no help be forthcoming we are
determined fight for our independence; if necessary we are even prepared
remove government and Dalai Lama other parts t o continue fight. Tibet
is large, difficult country re terrain and as we have men, ammunition we
can continue warfare indefinitely."
Despite this brave statement we are inclined believe Tibetan spirit
resistance has been steadily ebbing. Apparent decision Dalai Lama remain at least temporarily Yatung however somewhat encouraging. Even
this late date if GOI, US and U N would show greater interest Tibet and
indcated readness assist, Tibetan will to resist might be revived to extent
at least. GOI, however, appears to have abandoned hope, and in view
this fact and its anxiety not to offend Peking it would not be easy to
prevail on it t o extend further assistance or to permit armed shipments
through India for Tibet.
Unless there is an immediate future indication that Tibet might receive moral as well as substantial military aid from abroad Dalai Lama
might depart from country and with his departure all effective resistance
would probably collapse.
36. F0371I93002, attachment of U.S. aide-mkmoire to a letter from the British Embassy in Washington to the British foreign secretary, dated 6 January 1950.

37. F0371193002, minute by R.H. Scott, dated 10 January 1951, and comment by
mknown official.
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We doubt Dalai Lama would have m y effectiveness as center of support for internal resistance if in India and if Chinese Communists control
Tibetan Government and country. In addition, GO1 would probably not
permit him t o direct resistance movement from India.
2. Difficult this end make recommendations reaction UN. Suggest:
first step would be invitation Tibetan delegation proceed immediately
Lake Success t o present case and t o Peking to present its side; second
step would be hearing both sides of case; third might be presentation
resolution by U S or some other friendly UN member in case India still
unwilling take lead calling for cease-fire and negotiations to be completed by definite date. Appointment suitable person as commissioner of
good offices who should proceed Tibet or elsewhere to assist parties and
who should report t o U N at specified intervals.
Peking would probably refuse appear to defend case on various
grounds includng interference in internal affairs China and would undoubtedly reject U N next move asking for cease-fire. Nevertheless, we
believe hearing should be held, cease-fire should be asked for and in
event Peking ignores these actions, passage resolution condemning
Communist China for using force in endeavoring deprive Tibet long
established autonomy. Whether it would be possible go further this
point would depend on attitude other members UN, ~articularlyIndia
and UK.
3. We have suggested foregoing comparatively mild steps in hope
they would appeal to UN, particularly India which we know does not
desire come t o direct issue with Peking. At same time in absence effective
force by U N or its members they may serve dramatize China's aggressive
attitude towards Tibet in world forum.38

Meanwhile, the Indian foreign secretary, K. P. S. Menon, told the
U-S- ambassador that "the Indian Government had definitely decided
to take n o action over Tibet in the United Nations which might have
the effect of lessening their influence with the Chinese Peoplc's Governm~ent."" h d the British Foreign Office informally told the United
States that the British view
38. USFR. 7938.0011 - 125 1, telegram from the U.S. ambarsador in India t()thc U,S.
Secretary of Statc, datcd 12 January 195 1.
3 9 F0371193002, notc by a Foreign office official on a rncctinp, with a U S Embassy official,datcd 10 January 195 1 .
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continues to be UK should support any Indian sponsorship Tibetan
position or any reasonable move by another power on Tibet's behalf.
FONOFF realizes any action in UN can be of little practical value in
preventing Tibet's absorption by CPG. While it is realized some sort of
action should be taken at an appropriate time, if only for the record,
Tibetan problem relatively subordnate and overshadowed by larger issues; to attempt to raise issue now in UN would probably serve only
exacerbate CPG, and fail receive support it deserves from other powers,
preoccupied as they are in attempt seek solution Korean problem.40

But while the United States was moving toward more active support
of Xbet, the Tibetans were deciding to abandon their U.N. initiative
and enter into real negotiations with the Chinese in Pelung.

T H E YATUNG MEETINGS

By the time the Dalai Lama and his attenuated government arrived
in Yamg on 7 January 1951, intense debate had already taken place
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the Dalai Lama going
into ex*. A key element in this debate was whether the Dalai Lama
could expect any serious assistance from India and the Western democracies if he decided to flee. Thus, two days after arriving in Yatung, all
xbetan officials in Kalimpong were ordered to report there for an assembly at which their experiences abroad would be discussed.*' When
Shkabpa appeared before the assembly, he explained in detail how the
British had blockcd him and Thubten Gyalpo from going to Hang
Kong by refusing to give them visas, and how Nehru and the Indian
government had failed to help them.42His negative report on the situation in India and abroad tallied with the experiences of the Lhasa Icadership, who had as yet not received an invitation from thc Unitcd Nations, from the United States, or from Britain. Pressure was also being
40. USFR, 793B.OOIl-951, telegram from the U.S. Embassy, London, to the U.S.
Sccrctar)'o f statc, datcd 9 January 195 I.
41. USFR, 793B.001/1-851, tclcgram from thc U.S. Embassv in India to the U.S.
sccrCtary of statc, datcd 8 January 195 1.
42. Shakabpa found the atmosphere in Yatung decidedly unfriendly arid rcnlrned to
Kalimpong a fcw d a y ahcr hc arrived. His colleague Thubtcn Gvalpo continued to at'~ndthe asscmblv meetings (Shakabpa, interview).

exerted from Lhasa, where the abbots of the Three Seats and other
officials had concluded that the Chinese terms were not inimical to the
continuation of the Dalai Lama's government and religion. This group
feared that if the Dalai Lama went abroad it would be difficult to insure
that the Chinese honored such terms. Among other efforts, they sent
three delegations of abbots and monks to Yatung to implore the D&i
Lama to return to Lhasa. The first of these arrived at the beginning of
February.
After ten days of meetings, the majority were strongly in favor of
starting serious negotiations with China. Surkhang Dzasa and Trunyichernmo Chompel Thubten were immediately sent to Delhi on a secret
mission to &scuss the site for talks with the Chinese ambassador and to
secure his agreement to additional negotiators being sent from Yatung.
Under the pretext of a pilgrimage to India's Buddhist holy
Surkhang and Chompel Thubten arrived in Calcutta on 25 January. Soon
afterward they visited Delhi, where they met with the Chinese ambassador. He made a very favorable impression on Chompel Thubten by
his emphatic assurances that if Tibet acknowledged it was a pafl of
China, Pelung would not change the politico-religious system in any
way. Although the ambassador insisted that the negotiations take place
in Pehng rather than in Chamdo or Lhasa, he readily agreed that the
Chinese would halt their invasion while the talks were ~roceeding2nd
would treat their prisoners well. He also agreed to the Xbetans sending
two more officials from Yatung via sea to Peking.u Afkr only a week in
Delhi, Surkhang and Chompel Thubten returned to Yatung. champel
Thubten described the encounter with the ambassador as a great "Ictory for Xbet; from this point on, he became the staunchest suppOfler
of a negotiated peace with the C h i n e ~ e . ~ ~
In Yatung, the government appointed Kheme Dzasa (Sonam Wangchug) and Trunyichemmo Lhautara to head the additiond negotiating

4 3 . USFR, 320 Tibet, telegram from the U.S. Embassy in India to the U.S.secretary
of state, dated 12 February 195 1.
44. Phiintso Tashi, interview; Sarnbo (Rirnshi), interview.
45. Shdabpa. interview. Shakabpa also said that the Chincsc ambassador gave
Chomp1 Thubten a small bust o f Mao Tse-rung's head, which Chbmpcl used to indicate
symbollcdly that he had vanquished the Chinese. He made a big impression when he
the head on the table and mid, "I have plucked the head of Mao and have carried fl hack.

f'u;
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team and sent them to Peking in late March, together with Phiintso
Tashi (the Chinese-spealung brother-in-law of the 14th Dalai Lama).
At this time a telegram was sent to Chamdo instructing Ngabo and the
others to leave at once for Peking.

NEGOTIATIONS IN PEKING
Ngabo, Sambo, and Thubten Lengmon arrived in Peking from
Charndo on 22 or 23 April, and Kheme and Lhautara arrived from
Yatung on 26 April. Chou En-lai himself came to the railway station to
meet the former group, while Chu Teh, the commander-in-chief of the
People's Liberation Army, welcomed the latter.%
The delegation from Yatung brought a ten-point written statement
that was the basis of the Tibetan position. They were instructed to use
their judgment, but were to accept the status of Tibet as a part of China
only in a token sense.47 They were instructed to establish a wireless link
between Peking and Yatung so that other important issues could be
discussed. They were clearly not authorized to make major decisions on
their 0wn.~8
The Yatung delegation also brought Ngabo discouraging news
about the status of outside assistance, including a report on a recent
meeting with Nehru. They had been instructed to stop in Delhi and ask
Nehru's advice and help in the negotiations, and in particular to request
him to pledge India's participation in any Sino-Tibetan agreement as a
guarantor. Ignoring the request, Nehm advised them to admit that Tibet was a part of China, since it was seen as such in the eyes of the
world. He also told them they would probably have to agree to Chinese
Control over Tibct's foreign relations, although he strongly urged them
not to permit Chinese troops to be stationed in Tibet.49
With this in mind, NgabG and thc others examincd the ten-point
46. Samba ( k m s h i ) , interview. It is interesting to note that Ngabii decided to forego

traditional custom prcscnting scarves, apparently because it would make Tibetans
"cm tcm backward t o the Chillcsc.. On the way to Peking, he had also cut his ha~r,
althoughlong hair is rcquircd for lay officials.
47. Lha'u rta ra (I,hautara) 1982: 103. He was one of the Tibetan negotiators.
48. Samba (Rimshi), intcn:icw. He, too, was one of the negotiators.
49. I.ha'u rta ra (I'hautara) 1982: 104.
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statement. They felt that although it was a major improvementover the
five-point statement brought earlier from Lhasa, it was still unrealistic
and would only poison the negotiating atmosphere. NgabB suggested
that certain points should be kept in mind during the upcoming t&,
but that the statement should not be presented to the Chinese.
Ngabo also believed that they should not refer important issues back
to Yatung but should take the responsibility upon themselves. He argued persuasively that the abbots and other conservatives in the assembly had no idea of the modern world and the Chinese Communists;
they would refuse to accept the wording and terms the Chinese were
going to present and would insist on tallung about the patron-priest
relationship and independence. He feared it would take weeks or
months to make decisions if the National Assembly had to discuss each
issue and that the Chinese would lose patience and renew their invasion
of Tibet. However, if the negotiators assumed the responsibility, Ngabo
said, an agreement could be reached quickly and in a spirit of friendship. H e also pointed out that if the Dalai Lama and the government
found this agreement unacceptable, they could later repudiate it on the
grounds that the delegation did not have complete authority. AS the
leader of the delegation, Ngabo said, he would take full responsibility
for this action and would accept any later punishment if the Tibetan
government ultimately received outside assistance and decided to fight
against the Chinese. The four other delegates agreed.50
A few days after the Yatung team arrived in Pelung, they were asked
to participate in a welcoming ceremony at the railroad station for the
young man the Chinese (and the Panchen Lama's labrang) accepted as
the new Panchen Lama. This raised a sensitive issue, for the Tibetan
government had not yet accepted him as the true Panchen Lama- Not
wanting to start the negotiations on a sour note by refusing, the %betans sent their most junior official, ~ a m b o who
,
underplayed the Occam
sion by wearing layman's clothes instead of official garb and by withholding the traditional acts of defercncc. Sarnbo thinks the ranchen
Rmpoche never knew that there was a Tibetan of high rank in

50. Sarnbo (Rirnshi), inrcrview
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welcoming party.51As we shall see below, this was only the beginning
of the Panchen Lama issue.
The negotiations began on the afiernoon of 29 April 1951, in a large
room in which the Chinese and Tibetans faced each other from opposite rows of benchllke sofas. The head of the Chinese team was Li Weihan, the chairman of the National Minorities Commission; the head of
the Tibetan team was Ngabo Shape. Both sides had translators, but the
Chinese translator, the Khamba Phiintso Wangye, was very fluent in
both languages and in effect became the official translator. The Tibetans' translator, the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law, Phiintso Tashi, acted as
a check on Phiintso Wangye.
Li Wei-han opened the meeting by saying that they were all there to
CSCUSS
issues of great importance and should first decide on a procedure. He asked if Ngabo had prepared a position statement. Whcn
Ngabo replied that he had not, Li said that it would be better to start
from a written agenda and asked if Ngabo would let him draw one up
and present it on the following day. Ngabo agreed, and the meeting
broke up.
On the thirtieth, Li brought a statement containing the same ten
points that the Chinese had broadcast and posted on walls in Chamdo
and Kharn. It included such statements as "The people should return
to the big motherland," along with parantees of religious freedom.
'I'he Chinese were very polite and asked the Tibetans to read it over
carefully. Li said, "If you accept them all, that is good; but if not, we
will reconsider and discuss them. And in any case, we both can add
more points." There was a long silence as the Tibetans read thc points.
When none of the Tibetans venturcd to speak, Li suggested that they
adjourn. Thus cnded the second day of negotiation^.^^
Because of the 1 May celebrations, the negotiators did not meet
again until 2 May. Li began by asking Ngabo what special instructions
he had received regarding the Panchcn Lama. Whcn Ngabo told him
that he had none, Li rcp]ied, "How is that possiblc? This is one of the
mast importarit conccrrls and cvcnts for Tibctans cvcrywhere." Ngabo
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.
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agreed that it was an important concern, but insisted that he had no
instructions. Then Li asked Ngabo whether he accepted the Panchen
Lama as the real incarnation. Ngabo replied that he could not accept
anyone as the Panchen Lama's reincarnation until the reincarnationhad
been officially accepted by the Tibetan government. Li persisted, telling
Ngabo that as a shape he could accept the Panchen on behalf of his
government. Ngabo dsagreed. H e carefully explained the process by
which the Panchen Lama was selected, informing Li that, as was customary, two or three candidates were being considered and that the
Tibetan government had to conduct divinations and other tests with all
the candidates. Li emphasized China's acceptance of the candidate and
implied that the Tibetans would have to support him. Ngabo retorted,
"If you have accepted him that is good, but we have not accepted him."
The meeting that day ended in a stalemate.53
At their next meeting, Li again raised the issue of the Panchen Lama,
refusing to discuss anything else until this was resolved. The Tibetans
were astonished, but since they clearly had no authority to accept the
Chinese candidate as the true reincarnation they could do nothing. For
the next six or seven days, the meetings focused exclusively on recognition of the Panchen Lama, but without the slightest sign of change in
the attitude of either side. The Chinese put forth many arguments as to
why the delegation should accept their candidate, and the Tibetans repeatedly explained why such acceptance was impossible. Finally, Li presented an ultimatum, explaining that because the Panchen Lama had
accepted Mao as the new leader of China bcfore thc liberation 0fTsinghai and Mao had accepted the candidate as the true incarnation ofthe
late Panchen Lama, the "face" of Mao and China were at stake.54
At this juncture, NgabB told Li he would have to wire YatungNgabo made it clear in his communiquC that thc Chinese would not
begin the real negotiations until the Tsinghai candidatc had been 06cially recognized by the Ti betan government. The Tibetan government,
however, had insisted for years that they could not acccpt this candidate
53. h i d . The 9th Panchen Lama died in exile in Jvekundo (China) in 1)ccemkr
that year.
54. Ibid.
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until he had been sent to Lhasa for a h a 1 examination along with
all the other candidates. Given the desperate circumstances, the Dalai
Lama and his advisors now relented and quickly conducted a lottery
divination which conveniently reported that the candidate in Peking
was the true incarnation of the late Panchen Lama.55

THE DISCUSSIONS O N THE AGREEMENT

With the last impasse overcome, the negotiations began in earnest.
In less than two weeks, on 23 May 1951, both sides signed what has
come to be known as the Seventeen-Point Agreement. The text of this,
with a discussion of the points,56 follows:
THE AGREEMENT OF THE CENTRAL PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF TIBET ON MEASURES FOR THE PEACEFUL

LIBERATION OF TIBET, 1951.

Preamble
The Tibetan nationality is one of the nationalities with a long history
within the boundaries of China and, like many other nationalities, it has
performed its glorious duty in the course of the creation and development of our great Motherland. But over the last one hundred years or
more, imperialist forces penetrated into China, and in consequence also
penetrated into the Tibetan region and carried out all kinds of deceptions
and provocations. Like previous reactionary governments, the Kuomintang reactionary government continued t o carry out a policy of oppress1% and sowing dissension among the nationalities, causing division and
disunity among the Tibetan people. And the local goverllment of Tibet
did not oppose the imperialist deceptions and provocations, and adopted
an unpatriotic attitude toward our great otherl land. Under such conditions, the Tibetan nationality and people were plunged into the depths
of enslavement and suffering.
In 1949. basic victory was achieved on a nationwide scale. In the
Chinese People's War of L i k w i o n , the common domestic enemy of all
nationalities-the Kuomintang reactionary government-Was
over.

55. Ibid.
1960: 78-81. The views of the Tibetan delegation were reported by Samba,

Interview.
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thrown, and the common foreign enemy of all the nationalities-the
aggressive imperialist forces-was driven out. O n this basis, the founding of the People's Republic of China and of the Central People's Government was announced. In accordance with the Common Programme
passed by the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, the
Central People's Government declared that all nationalities within the
boundaries of the People's Republic of China are equal, and that they
shall establish unity and mutual aid and oppose imperialism and their
own public enemies, so that the People's Republic of China will become
a big fraternal and cooperative family, composed of all its nationalities,
that within the big family of all nationalities of the People's Republic of
China, national regional autonomy shall be exercised in areas where national minorities are concentrated, and all national minorities shall have
freedom t o develop their spoken and written languages and to preserve
or reform their customs, habits, and religious beliefs, while the Central
People's Government shall assist all national minorities to develop their
political, economic, cultural and educational construction work. Since
then, all nationalities within the country, with the exception of those in
the areas of Tibet and Taiwan, have gained liberation. Under the unified
leadership of the Central People's Government and the direct leadership
of higher levels of People's Government, all national minorities are h1ly
enjoying the right of national equality and have established, or are establishing, national regional autonomy.
In order that the influences of aggressive imperialist forces in Tibet
might be successfully eliminated, the unification of the territory and sovereignty of the People's Republic of China accomplished, and national
defence safeguarded; in order that the Tibetan nationality and pec)ple
might be freed and return to the big family of the People's Republic of
China to enjoy the same rights of national equality as all other nationalities in the country and develop their political, economic, cultural and
educational work, the Central People's Government, when it ordered the
People's Liberation Army t o march into Tibet, notified the local government of Tibet to send delegates t o the central authorities to conducttah
for the conclusion of an agreement on measures for the
liberation of Tibet.
In the latter pan of April 1951, the delegates with hll pc)urersofthe
local government of Tibet arrived in Peking. The Central People's Go"ernment appointed representatives with full powers to conduct talks
a friendlv basis with the delegates with fill1 powers of the local . P V e r n -
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ment of Tibet. As a result of these talks, both parties agreed to conclude
this agreement and guarantee that it will be carried into effect.

There was no discussion regarding the Preamble. The Tibetan delegation was concerned only with the actual points of the Agreement.
Point 1. The Tibetan people shall unite and drive out imperialist aggressive forces from Tibet: the Tibet people shall return to the big family of
the Motherland-the People's Republic of China.

This point clearly ends Tibet's de facto independence. The Tibetans initidy denied that any imperialist forces were operating in Tibet, but the
Chinese insisted that the Tibetans just were not aware of them. In the
end, the Tibetans agreed to the point, saying, "If they are there then
YOU take them outn The Tibetans assumed this point meant they accepted that Tibet was part of China; however, they believed that the
overall agreement had determined that Tibet's internal administration
would be left entirely in Tibetan hands.
Point 2. The local government of Tibet shall actively assist the People's
Liberation Army to enter Tibet and consolidate the national defense.

There was not much discussion of this since the Chinese said that there
Was no necd to keep a large force on the border when there was no
trouble; only if a threat should arisc would they send a large forcc to
defend Tibet. The Tibetans then asked what the term locdgovemment
meant, but wcre somewhat mislcd because the term was translated into
Tibetan as "the government of an a r ~ a , "obscuring
~~
the meaning of
local. The delegation felt that ~ i n c cthis point still used thc termflovem( ~ h n k Tibet's
~),
ncw status was not fundamentally different from
the old onc.
3. In accordance wit11 the policy toward nationalities laid down in
the Cnmrnon Progammc of the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference, the Tibetall people have dlc right of exercisiog natiollal reglonal autonomy under dlc ]adership of the Central People's Government.
57. In Tihctan: s a p u d z h u n ~ .
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There was discussion concerning the meaning of regional autonomy,
but again, since there was to continue to be a "government" in Tibet,
the Tibetans had no strong objections to this. Note should be taken
that the term for Central People's Government did not use the Tibetan
word for central government (i*hung) but the Chinese term tmnyanj,
which the Tibetans took to mean "China."58
Point 4. The central authorities will not alter the existing political system
in Tibet. The central authorities also will not alter the established status,
functions, and powers of the Dalai Lama. Officials of various ranks shall
hold office as usual.

The Tibetans agreed with this.
Point 5. The established status, functions and powers of the Panchen
Ngoerhtehni shall be maintained.
Point 6. By the established status, functions, and powers of the Dalai
Lama and of the Panchen Ngoerhtehni are meant the status, functions
and powers of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and of the Ninth Panchen
Ngoerhtehni when they were in friendly and amicable relations with each
other.

The Tibetans objected to the reference to the status, functions, and
powers of the Panchen Lama; the Chinese responded by asserting that
if the Panchen Lama's rank, functions, and powers were not mentioned
in the settlement, those of Dalai Lama should not be mentioned either
They asked the Tibetans whether they wanted to withdraw the Ddai
Lama's name as well. The Tibetans conceded the point.
Point 7. The policy of freedom of religious belief laid down in the Cornman Programme of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference shall be carried out. The religious beliefs, customs, and habits ofthe
Tibetan People shall be respected, and lama monasteries shall be protected. The central authorities will not effect a change in the income of
the monasteries.

On this point the Tibetan monk officialsraised the specific issue ofthc
future of monastic income from estates, since the initial tra~~slation
of
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the Chinese term was unclear. The Chinese "income of the monasteries"
had been translated as "the root for continuing religion."59 Since this
did not exactly convey the meaning "income" to the monk officials, the
Chinese translator, Phiintso Wangye, suggested replacing this term
with one that clearly meant "income" in Tibetanw This was accepted
and the Tibetan delegation expressed itself as satisfied with the guarantees offered regarding religion.
Point 8. Tibetan troops shall be reorganized by stages into the People's
Liberation Army, and become a part of the national defense forces of the
People's Republic of China.

The question of the future of the Tibetan army was discussed in detail;
with the Tibetans objecting strenuously to its disbanding. The Chinese
agreed to a token compromise, but insisted that this should be signed
in a separate agreement which would not be published (and thus would
not embarrass the Chinese government by revealing that they permitted
a palf of China to have its own army force). This was the first of several
such separate (secret) agreements. It had seven or eight points dealing
specifically with the military, the most important of which stated that
3,000 troops of the Gyajong Regiment (i.c., the Trapchi and Bodypard Regiments) would continue to exist after the rest of the Tibetan
forces had been disbanded.
Point 9. The spoken and wrinen language and school education of the
Tibetan nationality shall be developed step by step in accordance with
the actual conditions in Tibet.
Point 10. Tibetan agriculture, livestock raising, industry, and commerce
shall be developed step by step, and the people's livelihood shall be improved step by step in accordance with the actual conditions in Tibet.

There was no disagreement regarding these pointsPoint 11. In matters related to various reforms in Tibet, there will be no
compulsion on the pan of the central authorities. The local government
ofTibet should carry out reforms of its own accord, and when the people
59. In Tibetan: chos ryyunpton8 ma.
60. In Tihetan : yonAs s p
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raise demands for reform, they s h d be settled by means of consultation
with the leading personnel of Tibet.

This was seen by the Tibetans as one of the most important points in
the agreement. In the discussion, the Chinese kept insisting that their
government would not force any changes. The Tibetan delegation believed that the Chinese could never get the Tibetan people to demand
reforms that would alter the basic religious nature of the Xbetan polity,
They felt satisfied that so long as the Chinese agreed not to interfere
directly, the essence of the tradtional system would continue.
Point 12. In so far as former pro-imperialist and pro-Kuomintang officials resolutely sever relations with imperialism and the Kuomintang and
d o not engage in sabotage or resistance, they may continue to hold office
irrespective of their past.
Point 13. The People's Liberation Army entering Tibet shall abide by all
the above-mentioned policies and shall also be fair in buying and selling
and shall not arbitrarily take a single needle or thread from the people.

These were accepted.
Point 14. The Central People's Government shall conduct the centralized
handling of all external affairs of the area of Tibet; and there will be
peaceful coexistence with neighbouring countries and establishment and
development of fair commercial and trading relations with them on the
basis of equality, mutual benefit, and mutual respect for territory and
sovereignty.

The Tibetans disliked this point but felt they had to agree.
Point 15. In order to ensure the implementation of this agreement. the
Ckntral People's Government shall set up a military and administrative
commineP1 and a military area headquarters in Tibet, and span from
the personnel sent there by the Central People's Government, shall absorb as many local Tibetan personnel as possible to takc part in the work.
Local Tibetan personnel taking part in the military and administrative
committee may include patriotic elements from the local government Of
Tibet, various districts, and leading monasteries; the name list shall be
drawn up aher consultation between the representatives designated
6 1 . In Tibetan: d m q srid u yon lhan

khan^.
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the Central People's Government and the various quarters concerned,
and shall be submitted to the Central People's Government for appointment.

This point raised the only nasty argument. When the Tibetans asked
the purpose of this military and administrative committee, the Chinese
responded vaguely that it would do whatever was needed in Tibet to
implement the agreement. T h e Tibetans challenged the Chinese, saying
that this conflicted with the points o f the agreement that stated that the
Peking government would not alter the existing system. This analysis
irritated the Chinese, w h o angrily replied, "Are you saying that you arc
against China? If that is the case then you can go home, you need not
stay. We will send the People's Liberation Army." The Tibetans then
tried to calm the Chinese and suggested taking a break. During this
period they talked among themselves and decided that they had to acquiesce. Disagreements arose over various othcr points of the agreement, but this was the only time the Chinese threatened to unleash their
army if the Tibetans did not agree to a point. For the Chinese, that
particular point was critical since it allowed them to set u p their own
ahnistrative infrastructure.
Point 16. Funds needed by the military and administrative committee,
the military area headquarters, and the People's Liberation Army entering Tibet shall be provided by the Central People's Government. The
local government of Tibet will assist the People's Liberation Army in the
purchase and transport of food, fodder, and other daily necessities.
This was accepted.
Point 17. This agreement shall come into force immediately afier signatures and seals are affixed to it.
This last point is important bccausc it implies that thc Tibetan delcgation had full authority to ~ ~ n d u and
d c sign a treaty At thc vcry beginning of the talks thc Chincsc had specifically askcd Ngabii whethcr hc
had the authority to sign an agrccnlcnt, and Ngabij told thcm hc did.
The Chincsc thcn asked him whcthcr hc had the authority to write
''with all thc power and authority rcprcsentcd by Ngabii Ngawang
Jigmc."Ngabii said that he did. Again, at thc end of thc discussions,
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the Chinese asked Ngabo whether he was ready to sign, and he replied
that he was.62
AH that remained was to complete the separate (and secret) agreements. The first, as discussed above, contained eight points and dealt
with the immediate phasing out of the Tibetan Army except for 3,000
troops. This secret agreement also discussed a Tibetan police force. The
Tibetans believed that even though they would lose their right to keep
an army, if they could get agreement to maintain a police force it could
form the nucleus of an army if necessary. The Chinese asked the Tibetans what size police force they had in mind, and the Tibetans responded
that the number would have to fluctuate depending on the situation;
for example, as the country developed, the number of police would
have to increase. The Chinese finally agreed to this.
A second agreement contained two points dealing with the Dalai
Lama. Since it was unclear whether the Dalai Lama would return to
Lhasa or go into exile, this agreement said that it was preferable that
the Dalai Lama live in Tibet. If, however, he wanted to remain outside
Tibet, the Chinese would accept his decision and the agreement would
still hold. Also, should the Dalai Lama later return to Xbet, he would
assume his fdlauthority and status and functions as before.
There appears to have also been a third secret agreement that dealt
with the gradual (rather than immediate) phasing out of Tibetan curren~y.~~
After Ngabo and the others agreed to these seventeen points, the
Chinese asked them whether they had brought seals to a& to the final
document. Although Ngabo had the seal of the g~~ernor-generA
of
Kham, he and the others said they had no seals. The Chiner therefore
made new seals for each delegate that included only the delegate's
proper name. These were used in the final signing.@
On 23 May 1951, the agreement was signed by both delegations in
the former Imperial Palace. After the signing, the Tibctans met Mao
Tse-tung for the first time. H e told them, "Now you have signed the
62. Sambo ( b m s h i ) , interview.
63. The gist of the secret agreements was reported by Sarnbo ([Rirnshil, in""iew'
and confirmed by Phiintso Tashi (interview).
64. S m b o ( b m s h i ) , interview. Thus, the later claim that the Chinese hadfodcdthe
seal of the Tibetan government is erroneous.
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Seventeen-Point Agreement. That is very good. You have accepted to
be part of one big family so now Pehng is yours and Shanghai is yours.
Now the People's Liberation Army will go to Tibet, do you have any
doubts?"Ngabo replied, "First when we met [the Chinese] in Chamdo
we were doubtful, but now I am quite confident." Mao then answered,
"You talk a bit too soon, You will definitely have doubts; it would be
very strange if you d d not have doubts but there will be a day when
your doubts will be cleared away. You will be with the People's Liberation Army so day by day your doubts will be cleared away."65
Surprisingly, the Tibetan delegation dld not stipulate that they
wished to delay the announcement of the agreement until they could
inform their own government. Consequently, although work was immediately begun to prepare a telegram for Yatung Listing the points of
the agreement, the Tibetan government, together with the rest of the
world, first heard of the agreement by radio on 26 May.
News of the radio announcement, followed by the arrival of the telegram from Ngabo indcating that secret agreements had also been
made, shocked most officials in Yatung. The Kashag sent Ngabo a telegram saying that the agreement seemed unfavorable: Tibet seemed to
have lost all its powers. They reminded him that he had been instructed
to seek approval from Yatung for major issues and requested that he
m d i a t e l y send copies of the entire agreement and secret notes SO
that they could examine them and let him know what to do. He was
ordered to remain in Peking until he heard from them.M
The Tibctan delegation members, however, saw no point in remainlng and trying to reopen the negotiations. Thcy wired Yatung: "We
cannot send the contents of the separate notes for they will lose their
"crccy and that is not good. Therefore, we have decided to lcavc PCking as wc planned and suggest that if the Kashag docs not agrec with
the Agrccmcnts wc have
you should send anothcr d e l ~ g a t i o n . " ~ ~
Not long aficrward, the five delegates returncd to Tibct. Ngabo was
told by the Chinese that he had to return by land (since he was too
mpofiant to risk his defection to a foreign country). The rest were told
65. lbid-.
~

66. 1,ha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1982: 108-9.

67. Ibid.
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that they could return either by land or air (via India). Thubten hng
mon decided to return with Ngabo; the other three-Sambo, Kheme,
and Lhautara-returned via Inda, arriving on 2 June. They had memorized the agreement and gave a detailed oral report to the government
pending Ngabo's arrival with the official documents.68
In the Seventeen-Point Agreement Tibet acknowledged Chinese
sovereignty for the first time in its history, yet the Tibetan delegation
genuinely felt they had done the best they could. If the Chinese adhered
strictly to the terms of the new agreement, Tibet would continue to
have the freedom to preserve its own religion and culture; the Dalai
Lama and other officials would continue in office; and the system of
government would be maintained.
The Chinese, however, knew they had won an immense victory. The
agreement legalized Chinese sovereignty over Tibet and provided the
Chinese with mechanisms for the gradual transformation of the %betan
local government and the reformation of the social and economic SYStem. This "peaceful" liberation avoided the very negative internationd
criticism that renewed military liberation would probably have produced, and it precluded the possibility of interference from antiCommunist countries such as the United States if fighting was renewed.
But since Ngabo did not have the authority to sign the agreement
on behalf of Tibet, all China's gains depended on the reactions of the
Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government. The Chinese could insure
that Ngabo remained on Chinese and Tibetan territory, but they could
not control the course of action of the Dalai Lama and his government*
That reaction will be examined in the next chapter.
68. Sambo (Rimshi), interview.

THE DALAI LAMA
RETURNS TO LHASA

In March 1951, U.S. involvement in Tibetan affairs took a dramatic
upturn. At the same time that the Yatung negotiating team was en route
to P e h g , James Burke of TzmlLfi brought Heinrich Harrer, an Austrian who had fled from internment in India to Tibet seven years earlier,
to see Ambassador Henderson in I n d a .

F U R T H E R U N I T E D STATES
INVOLVEMENT WITH TIBET

Harrer had just rcturned to India from Yatung and was very close to
the Dalai Lama and his family. Wanting to secure American suppott for
the Tibctans, Harrcr told Henderson that the Dalai Lama very much
needed advice and that he trusted the United Statcs morc than my
other country. Harrcr said that the Dalai Lama had becn frustrated by
Tibet's inability to establish closc relations with the United Statcs and
was scnding the mission to Pclung only with grcat rcluctance and in
fear that thcy might vicld to Chincsc prcssurc. Harrcr also said that the
Young rulcr had doibts about thc wisdom of returning to Lhasa but
that hc was undcr constant prcssurc from somc of the monks around
him, who insistcd hc comc to tcrms with China. Harrcr said that the
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Dalai Lama did not know which way to turn for advice, and that the
United States should try to convey their interest to him.'
Henderson believed Harrer, in no small part because he was already
convinced that the United States should assist Tibet more actively. Feeling that "unless someone in whom this young man might have confidence should give him advice, he will f d into the Chinese Communist
trap, or he will be in an extremely unenviable position in India," Henderson decided to send the Dalai Lama an unofficial and unsigned letter
which would be accompanied by a verbal message saying that the letter
had come from the U.S. ambassador. To protect the United States in
case the letter fell into the hands of the Chinese, he used paper, purchased in India, whose origin could not be traced, and he included
nothing in the text that would indicate that the letter came from Henderson or the United States. Henderson justified his action to the State
Department by contending that it was better to take this risk than to
see the "Chinese Communists succeed by trickery in taking over %bet
and in gaining control of the Dalai
Henderson's message,
which follows, strongly urged the Dalai Lama to oppose the Chinese
and seek support abroad. It is notable in that it suggested Ceylon as a
place of asylum for the Dalai Lama, while also, for the first time, offering the United States as a possible asylum site.
[NEW DELHI, undated]
A high foreign official who has recently visited Asia and who has sympathy for Tibet and deep concern for the welfare of His Holiness and
His people sends the following message:
1. The Peiping Communist regime is determined to obtain complete
control over Tibet. N o concession made to that regime by His Holiness
can change this determination. The Chinese Communists prefer to gain
control through trickery rather than through force. They are therefore
anxious to persuade His Holiness t o m&e an agreement which ~ o u l d
allow them t o establish a representative in Lhasa.
2. The establishment of a representative of Peiping Communist re1. USFR. New Delhi Post File, lot 58F 95, telegram from thr U.S. a ~ ~ in ~ h s
India to the U.S. State D~pai-tn-ient'~
director the Office of South Asia Affairs,dated
29 March 1951.
2. Ibid.
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girne in Lhasa would serve only to speed u p the seizing of all of Tibet by
the Chinese Communists.
3. Until changes in the world situation would make it difficult for
the Chinese Communists t o take over Tibet, His Holiness should in no
circumstances return t o Lhasa or send his own treasures or those of Tibet
back to Lhasa. [A section has been excised by the U.S. State Department.] Any treasures which might be returned to Lhasa would eventud y be taken over by the Chinese Communists.
4. His Holiness should not return t o Lhasa while the danger exists
that by force or trickery the Chinese Communists might seize Lhasa. He
should leave Yatung for some foreign country if it should [?seem] like
the Chinese Communists might try t o prevent his escape.
5. It is suggested that His Holiness send representatives at once to
Qylon. These representatives should try to arrange with the Government of Ceylon for the immediate transfer to Ceylon of the treasures of
His Holiness. They should also uy to obtain permission for His Holiness
and His Household to find asylum in Ceylon if His Holiness should
leave Tibet. M e t the Government of Ceylon has granted permission for
asylum, His Holiness should ask the Government of India for assurance
that if he and His Household should leave Tibet they could pass through
India to Ceylon.
6. If His Holiness and His Household could not find safe asylum in
Ceylon he could be certain of finding a place of refuge in one of the
friendly countries, inclumng the United States, in the Western Hemisphere.
7. It might also be useful for His Holiness to send a mission to the
United States where it would be prepared to make a direct appeal to the
United Nations. It is understood that His Holiness is already aware that
favorable consideration will be granted to the applications made by
members of a Tibetan mission to the United Nations for United States
visas.3

3. USFR, New Delhi Post File, lot 58F 95, memorandum of conversation dated
l 3 May 1951. Henderson sent a copy o f his letter to the Dalai Lama to the U.S. ambassador in C~ylonon 30 March (USFR, 793B.0013-3051, letter from L. Henderson to
J.C.Satterthwaite, dated 30 March 1951). Satterthwaite replied that he thought the
&ylon government would be '%cry glad indeed to grant asylum to the Dalai Lama if he
should request it, and to place his treasures in safekeeping even if he himself should not
~ l s hto leave Tibet" (USFR, FW 793B. 1 114- 135 1, letter from Satterthwaite to Henderdated 13 April 1951).
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By April, 1951 the climate in the State Department had changed
sufficiently that Henderson's letter was approved, with the proviso that
paragraph 7 be deleted because a recent survey by the State Depament
had revealed that there was little support among member countries for
U.N. action on behalf of Tibet. Henderson sent duplicate copies of this
letter to the Dalai Lama on 6 April. One copy was sent to Calcutta,
where the two heads of the Tibetan trade mission (the secret military
mission) were asked to deliver it personally to the Dalai Lama at YaThe Tibetan trade mission officials were unable or unwilling to
do this; the record shows that this copy still had not been sent to Yatung by 1 3 May, when the U.S. Embassy's first secretary, Fraser Willuns, personally handed the copy to the Tibetan foreign secretary, Liushar, in K a l i r n p ~ n g Receipt
.~
of the second copy was acknowledged by
the Dalai Lama in a letter to Henderson dated 21 May, but the date of
its delivery is unknown, and the State D e p a m e n t has excised the name
of the courier from the U.S. d o c ~ r n e n t s . ~
Henderson also took the occasion of Liushar's visit to India in May
1951 to convey U.S. interest in Tibet directly, by sending Wihns to
Kalimpong to meet with him. In a memorandum of the conversation
at that meeting, Wilkins says that he
assured the Foreign Secretary that the United States was greatly interested in Tibet not only economically but politically and cited as two
examples o f American interest the statements that the United States was
interested in the continuance o f Tibetan autonomy and viewed sympathetically Tibet's appeal to the United Nations. Furthermore, the United
States had indicated that it was willing to give consideration to the issuance of visas to the Tibetan Delegation which had been scheduled to

4. USFR, 791.0014-45 1 , telegram no. 2673 from the U.S. ambassador in Indiato
the U . S . secretary o f state, dated 4 April 1951; and telegram no. 1633 from the director
of the U.S. State Dcpartrnent's Office of Southeast Asia Affairs to thc U.S. ambassador

in India, dated 6 April 195 1 .
5 USFR. New Delhi Post File, lot 58F 95, memorandum of conversation dated
13 May 1951.
6 U.S. Forrign Relations 195 1, volume 7, p, 1721, 793I3.0016-2851. the char@
d'a@aires in India to the U . S . secrctarv of statc, dated 2 8 June 195 1 . The Dalai Lamas
letter aclmowlrdges Hendersonls lcttc( states that p a c e ncgotirtions bemccn China
T i k t arc prcxeeding in Peking, m d says that if Tibet rhoold havc to approach the unltcd
States again, the Dalai Lama hopes the United States will do its best to help.

md
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proceed to Lake Success. I [ W i k n s ] recalled that Ambassador Henderson had written letters t o this effect on January 5 and January 11.'

Liushar replied that the Tibetan government appreciated the American
interest but that on the advice of Inha, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, they had already begun negotiations with the Chinese.
He explained that his government feared that senhng a delegation to
Lake Success might have adverse effects on these talks, so they had
placed that plan in a b e y a n ~ e . ~
Willuns said the United States had not advised Tibet to negotiate
with the Chinese and suggested that a Tibetan delegation at Lake Success might have focused world attention and possibly deterred Communist Chinese activity. Liushar responded that while the United States
had not advised Tibet in so many words to negotiate, it and other Western countries had refused to help when Tibet requested assistance. Liushar pointed out that the United Nations had not invited Tibet to
appear and present its case and said that this was seen as a further indication that Tibet's best hope to maintain her independence was through
negotiation with China.9
TWOdays later, Liushar and WiUuns again met. This time Liushar
poignantly presented the Tibetan hopes and fears regarding the negotiations that were going on in Pelung. Willuns wrote of this meeting:
The Foreign Secretary indicated that, if necessary, they would probably
settle for autonomy in internal affairs but that what Tibet really desired
was a maintenance of the status-quo which had existed prior to the Chinese invasion of Tibet. They hoped they would not have t o retreat to
their minimum position but if they did he believed they would in the
course of time again be able to assert complete Tibetan supremacy over
all of their affairs. The Foreign Secretary recalled that in the past, whatever thc lcgal situation might have been, Tibet was in effect independent.
It had all the attributes of sovereignty except recognition by foreign

7. Memorandum o f conversation bchvcen F. Willuns and L-iushar on relations bemecn Tibct and the United States, dated 12 Mav 1951, encloscd with USFR, 61 1.93RI
5-2451, Icttcr from F. Wilkins, U . S . Embass" inlndia, to thc U.S. Department of Statc,
dated 24 May 195 1 .
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
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powers. They hoped one day to recover their full sovereignty and recognition from foreign powers as well.lo

About a week later, just before news of the Sino-Tibetan agreement
was made public on 26 May, a more significant meeting took phce
between W i k n s and Shakabpa in Calcutta. Shakabpa told the U.S.
Consulate that he had been sent by the Dalai Lama to reopen discussions with the United States and ascertain precisely what kind of help
Tibet could expect from the United States. Shakabpa informed Wilkins
that on 13 May the talks in China had been almost deadlocked and
asked him for the U.S. government's advice on what Tibet should do
"when Tibetan-Communist talks at Peking broke down."ll Shakabpa
said that the Chinese wanted control over all of Tibet, includmg military and external affairs, and that while the Tibetan government was
wilhng to concede this for Inner Tibet (the area east of the Yangtse
fiver), they were not willing to do so for Outer Tibet, the area controlled by the Dalai Lama. Shakabpa went on to say that the D W
Lama was adamant about not ceding control over Tibet's defense, md
that if he were forced to leave Tibet, he would do so immediately. Shakabpa added that foreign secretary Liushar was on his way to Yatung to
d.~sc~ss
the letter Ambassador Henderson had sent to the Dalai Lama.
Shakabpa then listed six specific questions he said he and the foreign
secretary needed answered:
( 1 ) Should Tibet report to the U N when current talks break down
and how should they do it? Was the UN still interested in Tibet and
could it be of any help? What would the US do? Would it be willing to
grant visas?
(2) AS Tibet had no oEKcial relations with Ceylon, would the US be
willing to approach the Government Ceylon re asylum for Dalai Lama
and his followers?
( 3 ) Would the US be willing grant asylum to the Dalai Lama and
approximately 100 followers? How would he be received? As head of
state? Would the US be willing provide for their expenses?
10. Memorandum o f conversation between F. Wilkins, Liushar and G. Patterson7
dated 13 May 1951. enclosed with USFR, 61 1.93815-2451, Imcr from F. Wiltins.
Embassy in Inda, to the U.S. Department of State, dated 24 May 1951. The interpreter
was Kapshiiba's son D6ndrup.
of
1 1 . . This communication was apparently in reference to the issue of the acceptance
the Chinese and Tashilhunpo candidate as the Panchen Lama.
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(4) If Dalai Lama leaves Tibet would the US be willing supply the
Dalai Lama with military assistance and loans of money when the time
was ripe for the purpose enabling of Tibetan groups to rise against the
Communist Chinese invader? Money was needed to encourage groups.
(5) Would the US be willing establish some form of representation
at Kalirnpong for liaison between US officials and Tibetan authorities?
Shakabpa stressed the necessity for representation which would be informal and covert in character.
(6) The Dalai Lama wished his elder brother, Takster Rimpoche, to
leave Tibet and visit I n h a . Takster's opposition t o Communist China
following his arrival in Lhasa from Kumbum monastery has made it difficult for him t o remain Tibet and face possible Communist Chinese criticism. In the event Takster could not remain India for similar reasons,
could Takster and Tibetan servant proceed to the US in an unofficial
capacity?12

Shakabpa was told that Ambassador Henderson would be consulted
immediately and that answers would be sent to him in Kalimpong.
Vimally simultaneously with this, of course, on 26 May the Chinese
mounted that the "Agreement of the Central People's Government
and the Local Government of Tibet on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet" had been signed in P e h g on 23 May. l 3 Tibetan attention immediately focused on the merits and validity of the SeventeenPoint Agreement, with its repeated references to Tibet's returning to
the great motherland of China. The next two months would be spent
in heated debate and delicate secret negotiations aimed at deciding
whether the Dalai Lama should accept the agreement and return to
Lhasa, or denounce it, go into exile, and launch a political and military
Struggleagainst the Communists.

FOREIGN REACTION T O T H E
SEVENTEEN-POINT AGREEMENT

A few days after Pelung announced the Sino-Tibetan agreement, the
D ~ ~ a r t m cof
n tState asked the U.S. Embassy in Delhi to find out from

'2.

12. USFR, 7938.00/5-2951, telegram no. 3398 from the U.S. charge d'affaires,
Stcerc, in India to the U.S. secretary o f state, datcd 2 9 May 1951.
13. USFR, 893B.13/5-2651, telegram no. 2015 from the U.S. secretary of state to
U.S. Embassy in India, datcd 2 9 May, 195 1.
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Tibetan officials in Kalimpong whether such an agreement had actually
been reached and if so, what course the Tibetan government proposed
to take regarding its acceptance and implementation.14 A week later, on
1 June, Shakabpa did not comment on this but told the U.S. consulgeneral in Calcutta the Tibetan government was anxiously awaiting the
U.S. reply to the Dalai Lama's six questions and explained how a U.S.
representative could meet Shakabpa secretly after dark in Kalimpong.
The Americans saw this as a good sign, since it indicated that the Tibetan government was still considering opposing the Chinese.15
The following day, Secretary of State Dean Acheson replied positively to the Dalai Lama's questions. After indicating that the State
Department would reserve final judgment until they had received conclusive information on the Peking agreement, Acheson instructed Henderson as follows:
Tibet S H L D not RPT N O T be compelled by duress accept violation its
autonomy and that Tibetan people S H L D enjoy certain rights selfdetermination, commensurate with autonomy Tibet has maintained
since Chi revolution. DEPT believes further that cause world peace
W L D be served if gen support C L D be mustered for this point of view,
and agrees with EMB that US RPT US itself SHLD demonstrate its
interest in case in every practical POLIT and ECON way. Assuming
Peiping terms inacceptable established Tibetan GOVT and combined
POLIT and MIL pressure may be exerted on Tibet, DEM' accepts EMB
suggestions contained REFTEL, SUBJ GEN proviso US is not RPT
N O T assuming responsibility guidance Tibetan COVT, with f ~ qualifil
cations. '"

These so-called qualifications werc the responses to the Dalai Im~a's
six questions. Acheson instructed Henderson that:
4 . Ibid. The U.S. State I~cpartmmtbelieved that the 1,alai 1,ama could disavny
agreement o n various grounds evcn if its delegates had been under no duress whllr 'I1
Peking (international law defined duress as one party's applying dirrct physical threat'?
%rcement-the thrcar"
sign
the delegates of the other pam, s o as to force them
invasion is, therefore, not sufficient to claim duress).
15. USFR, 791R.0016-151, telegram no. 34.39 from the lJ.S Embassv in india'(I
the U.S. secretary o f state, dated I June 195 1.
"
16. USFR. 793B.0015-2951 , telegram no. 2051 from thc 1J.S. secrctan Of
the U.S. Embassy in India, dated 2 June 195 1 .
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[l. Regarding the United Nations]

US believes that when complaint is made to UN, there SHLD be
opportunity have it heard and considered in proper U N forum. US RPT
US has not however been chief moving party in every case, and degree
US initiative necessarily has taken into account attitude other UN members and their special relation t o issue raised. In this case GO1 interests
pafiicularly involved. While US RPT US willing support consideration
new Tibetan appeal, US believes attitude other U N members important
factor in situation. Tibet might consider setting forth in new MSG to
UN SYG [secretary-general] circumstances NEGOTS Peiping and nature Commie threat re Tibet. US believes new Tibetan appeal to UN,
followed promptly by Tibetan efforts interest other leading States such
as UK, India, Pakistan, France, USSR in support WLD probably be
more fruitful approach than first sending DEL to U N RPT U N (this
especially in view importance time element). If Tibet CLD mobilize
some influential world opinion in support its case, this might create POL E environment favoring U N consideration. US WLD agree issue visas
to Tibetan DEL to U N RPT UN. Whether and when Tibetan DEL
might undertake travel U N is for them determine.

12. Regarding the United States contacting Ceylon for asylum]
Agree in toto.
[3. Regarding asylum and financing for the Dalai Lama and 100 followers (and their families) 1
US unable commit itself t o ~rovidingfor expenses Dalai Lama and
retinue. Note precedents such as Tsarist refigees and, more recently,
CHI Vice President Li Tsung-jen, all of whom unsupported by US. Note
Tibetan GOVT. by all reports possesses much treasure including gold and
silver. We assume those assets ample for purpose and Dalai Lama himself
WLD arrange to EVAC from Tibet such treasure as required for supp9t-t
his GOVT in exile. Omit in U R reply any suggestion US willing consider what financial assistance CLD be given or that US WLD QTE do
utmost help Tibetans solve financial problems, UNQTE but suggest DaIai Inma WLD probably hest be able serve causc Tibetan freedom if he
remained ncarby as in India or Ceylon.
14. Rc~ardingwillingness to supply the Dalai Lama with militag. assistance and funds to enable uprisings against thc Chincse]
US prcparcd providc limited assistance in terms light arms dcpcnding
PO1,IT arid MIL developments in Tibet proper, and depcndi~lg
011 whether (;(]I
attitLlde WLD makc such suppl!l feasible. US
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GOVMT feels aid C L D effectively be given only while there may be
within Tibet POLIT and MIL forces willing and able resist, that complete collapse within Tibet and offering of POLIT campaign from outside wld render undertaking probably fruitless. Strong stand by Tibetan
Govt against any clear aggression W L D encourage world support for its
position, whereas surrender in Outer Tibet WLD almost certainly be
followed by collapse interest elsewhere. US unwilling commit itself to
support any such undertakmg from outside, but if resistance maintained
in Tibet from beginning W L D contribute insofar as attitude GO1 makes
it possible. Have Tibetans recently approached GO1 re providing arms
or permitting shipment through I n d a and if so with what results?
[5. Regardng a liaison between Tibetan and United States officials in
Kalimpong]
US willing have informal contact at Dqeeling and Kalimpong when
useful. Such contact W L D of course have no RPT no representative
character in absence US official relations with Tibet.
[6. Regardng Takster Rimpoche]
Visitors visas C L D probably be arranged for Takster and servant proceed US if unable remain I n d a or Ceylon (either of which WLD be
preferable politically), FYI it being assumed he WLD of course himself
bear expenses. [Dean Acheson ended with the following instructions and
observations:]
DEFT agrees it important at this stage particularly that US respond
in cooperative manner Shakabpa's questions. PLS evince that sympathetic attitude, indicating US GOVT prepared d o everything feasible
assist Tibet maintain autonomy, but note high importance which position GO1 bears re developments.
Tibetans themselves will appreciate high desirability, in view historical and actual POLIT relations, that if possible Tibet enlist support GOI.
US under no illusions that current attitude GO1 is more sympathetic to
Tibet cause than shown by actions t o date. Dept does not RI'T not Propose Tibetans approach GO1 or accept GO1 opinion against better iu$ment. US itself WLD be guided by own judgment re situation
POssibilities, is sympathetic to Tibetan cause as indicated above but WLD
merely note ineluctable fact India by reasons of traditional re~ationshi~~
and geographic position plays very important role. Tibetans SHLD be
under no RPT no illusions likewise that MIL assistance can be obtained
for them through U N RI1 UN action. Tibetans must necessarily be
guided by consideration all factors and by their interests as a1ltonomous
people.
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FYI although considering resistance WLD bear promise of fruits only
if Tibetan POLIT organization can be caused make stand in OUTER
Tibet, believe it important Dalai Lama not RPT not let himself come
under control Peiping. US RPT US is sympathetic to Tibetan position
and will assist insofar as practicable but can help only if Tibetans themselves make real effort and take firm stand."

This new U.S. position did not offer much concrete support, but it did
hold out the possibility of the Dalai Lama and his leading officials receiving asylum in the United States. l 8
The U.S. Embassy in Delhi sent Wilkins to Kalimpong to report
these answers to Shakabpa and to ascertain the status of the SeventeenPoint Agreement. H e arrived there on 7 or 8 June and, afier explaining
the position taken by the United States, impressed on Shakabpa that it
was predicated on the assumption that the Seventeen-Point Agreement
was unacceptable to the Tibetan government and would be disavowed.
Shakabpa then told WiUuns that a telegram from the Dalai Lama
had said that he and the Tibetan government did not recognize the
Sine-Xbetan agreement and that the Tibetan delegation had been
forced by pressure and threats to sign it. H e also informed Willuns that
the Peking delegation had been instructed to refer all important points
back to Yatung and thus had no authority to ratify such an agreement.
Shakabpa further speculated that after all of the delegation members
had left China and were out of danger, the Chinese would bc informed
that the agreement was unacceptable. l 9
Shakabpa and Wilkjns met a second time the next day. At this meet'ng Shakabpa told Wilhns that he had just received an urgent message
from the Dalai Lama that indicated that all these issues were currently
being discussed in Yatung. The mcssagc said, "If US willing to help,
You [Shakabpa] shld makc arrangements for my dcpamre from Yafor India immediately; if US unwilling to help, you should rerum
Yatung at once." Shakabpa told Wilhns that he was very pleased with
17. Ibid.
Shakabpa and the Tibetans wcrc strongly opposed to secking asylum in Thailand,
country suggcsCd by thC u.s.,on thc grounds that Thailand not only had Chitroops in thc nomh and was too &sc t o China, but was also too unstable.
19. USFR, 793R.00/6-1 1s 1, tclcgram from thc U.S. ambassador in India tothc U.S.
Rcrctar~ of state, datcd 1 1 Junc 195 1 .
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the U.S. replies and was certain that the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan
government would also be pleased. H e said he would inform the Dalai
Lama at once of the U.S. offer and that he thought that it could affect
the outcome of the debate in Yat~ng.~O
Shakabpa also told W i h n s that the Tibetan government considered
it preferable to postpone any further appeal to the United Nations until
after the Dalai Lama's public disavowal of the Seventeen-Point Agreement and until after the Dalai Lama had reached India. Shakabpa again
asked the Americans to contact the Ceylon government informally regardng asylum for the Dalai Lama, because Tibet had no relations with
Ceylon and it would be dfficult for Tibet to contact Ceylon without
the Indian government irnmehately hearing about it and possibly taking offense. Willuns said that the United States would approach
Ceylon.
Shakabpa then reiterated that the Dalai Lama and 100 to 200 followers and their families would prefer asylum in the United States, and
said that hc considered the willingness of the United States to receive
the Dalai Lama as one of the most important points in the U.S. response. Shakabpa also pressed Willuns again for more specific information on military assistance and on the issue of possible U.S. help
through loans.
for a
Finally, Shakabpa asked Wilkins whether it would be
representative of the United States to remain in Kalimpong for the next
few weeks, since many important questions were likely to arise. W i h s
replied that he would try to arrange something, and the U.S. Embassy
soon afterward sent Vice-Consul N. G. Thacher from the Calcutta
Consulate with his wife and son-ostensibly on a vacation, but actually
to deal with the ti bet an^.^'
Shakabpa met with Thachcr on 15 June in Kalimpong and told bun
that he had received no ncw word about thc Dalai Lama denouncing
the Seventeen-Point Agreement. Thacher in turn passed on to Shakabpa the news that the Chinese delegation could arrive in %bet as
early as 22 June; he stressed that it was important that the Dalai Larna
20. The mcssage is reported in ibid.
21. Ibid.
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disavow the Sino-Tibetan agreement before then.22 Shakabpa's optimism was not shared, however, by many other Tibetans, including Liushar, who told the Americans that he was pessimistic about the I~kelihood of a strong opposition to the Seventeen-Point Agreement.23
In the meantime, Taktse Rirnpoche arrived in Kalimpong with a
secret letter from the Dalai Lama that reiterated that he would appreciate U.S. help in arranging for his brother Taktse to go to America and
that he desired close relations with the United States. It also said that
Taktse Rimpoche could speak for him.24Eager to make the Dalai Lama
an overture of friendship, the U.S. Embassy quickly recommended
that the State Department approve Taktse's visit to the United States
and permit him to enter the United States with an affidavit in lieu
of a passport, since further documentation from Yatung would take
months. It recommended that the U.S. Embassy should help him financially. This was approved on 18 June.25
By mid-June, therefore, the Americans had received no reply from
the Dalai Lama regarding their proposals and the Seventeen-Point
Agreement, although Shakabpa and Taktse Rimpoche had indicated
that the Dalai Lama was in favor of the United States and of denouncement of the agreement. With the Chinese delegation due to arrive in
India soon, the Americans decided to sweeten their offer to the Dalai
Lama by indicating more clearly than before that they would render
public support if the Tibetans denounced the agreement. This was conveyed by the State Department to the acting ambassador in India on 16
June:
You may inform Tibetans, if and when you consider desirable, that up011
Sino-Tibetan agreement US official reference to this action.
12. USFR. 793 8.0016- 195 1, tclcgram no. 3687 from the U.S. Emhssy in India to
U.S. Wcrctary of statc, dated 19 Jtmc 19s 1; USFR, 7938.0016-2551. t c l q r m no.
3687 from the U.S. consul-pnrral at Calcutta to rhc U.S. sccrctary of statC1 dated l5
June 195 1 .
l 3 USFR, 7 9 3 8 , 0 0 4 - 1 15 1, tclcgram no. 3576 from thc U.S. ambassador in India
sccrctary of state, datcd 1 l Junc 195 1 .
24. Ibid.
25. IJSFR. 793H.0016- 1 35 1 , telegram no. 36 16 from the U.S. Embassy in India
U,S. sCc.crctaryof statc, dated 13 Junc 1951; and 7938.0016-1351. telcgrm no. 2194
1951.
U S . Statr l)ePanmcnt to the U.S. Embassy in India. dated 18
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indcating sympathy for Tibetan position, cld be expected. Tenor and
timing of any comment wld depend o n character Tibetan announcement.
It is considered undesirable that US GOVT publicly introduce UN
question in advance Tibetans own action this regard.26

The United States also informed the British that America was not ready
to "appease" India and was content to suffer a deterioration in relations
with that country, if need be. This action, it felt, was justified by the
need to counter Communist a g g r e ~ s i o n . ~ ~
Thacher again met with Shakabpa and told him the new information, which Shakabpa said he would pass on to Yatung at once. He also
informed Thacher that almost all high Tibetan officials in India had
been summoned to Yatung; apparently an important meeting was being
held.28O n 26 June, Shakabpa and Thacher had a lengthy conversation
of which Thacher wrote a detailed report. This report reveals the concerns of the Tibetans at Yatung:
Convevsatwn with Shakabpa and Jgme Tering [Taring, the translator]
I had called earlier in the day on Shakabpa and we arranged for him
t o come with Tering t o Rinlung Farm that evening. I told them first
about the message I had received that afternoon from Calcutta. This
message stated that the Chinese and Tibetan delegations had been delayed by floods and were still in China.
Next I touched on our eagerness to receive all available information
from Yatung or Lhasa, whether of major importance or not. I pointed
out that the more of such information we had to relay to Washington,
the more convincing evidence we would have of the Tibetan Government's genuine desire t o cooperate and resist. Shakabpa declared, however, that he still had no definite information as to what the Tibetan.
Government would do. I then asked him whether he had yet been able
t o send t o Yatung the declaration regarding the U.S. C;overnment's intentions which I had given him on June 19. Shakabpa stated this message
had already gone t o Yatung. When 1 inquired whether he knew what
26. USER. 7938.0016-1551, telegram from the U.S. State Dcpartmcnt to the U,S,
Emba9sy in India, dated 16 June 195 1 .
27. F0371192997, telegram from the United Kingdom Embass! in Washinpn7
D.C., to the British Foreign Office, dated 25 June 195 1 .
28. USFR, 7938.0016-2851, telegram no. 548 from the U.S. consul in Calcurralo
the U.S. secretary of state, dated 28 June 195 1 .
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definite plans the Tibetan Government had for notifjring the government
of India in anticipation of the issuance of a statement by the Dalai Lama,
he stated he did not know what arrangements had been made. I asked
whether perhaps this might be done through Dayal [Political Officer in
Slklum] but Shakabpa had no clear idea that Dayal would be the proper
person. I repeated again the suggestions made in our discussion of June
19 re: the desirability of working out means for prior notification of the
Chinese, American, Indian and British Governments prior to the issuance of the statement as means of stirring the GO1 into awareness of the
Chinese Communists' aggressive intentions toward Tibet.
Shakabpa then mentioned that he had received requests from the Tibetan Government in Yatung for information on five points. We discussed these at some length and I gave my answers on the questions
it~volvedand in each case Shakabpa declared that the answers he had
already sent to Yatung were in substantial agreement with my views.
(1) The first question raised inquired whether it was thought that
the GO1 would not allow the Dalai Lama to transit India on his way to
the U.S.A. I said I did not see how India could possibly object to the
Ddai Lama's passing through o n his way somewhere else. I could not of
course say whether or nor the GO1 would permit the Dalai Lama to stay
in India. I took the oppomnicy of mentioning that we felt the Dalai
Lama should consider India as the most desirable refuge, then Thailand,
then Ceylon. If the Dalai Lama could stay in none of these places then
the United States Government would be glad to have him. I pointed out
that our attitude on this [was] dictated by the desirability of having the
Ddai Lama stay near his own territory and in areas where his religious
position would provide him with a reverent and sympathetic reception
from the local residents. I explained the D e p a m e n t of State's reasons
suggesting Thailand as preferable to Ceylon. I emphasized that our
views did not denote any unwillingness or reluctance to receive the Dalai
but simply that we felt his influence and effectiveness would be
greater if he stayed among persons who revered him for his religious
leadership and where he was closer to his own people.
(2) The second question raised by the Tibetan Government was
whether aid from the u.S. Government would be directed simply toward
assisting the Dalai I.ama's flight or whether some aid might also be forthcoming for resistance. I replied that certainly the U.S. Government was
willing to help both. 1 emphasixd, however, if the Tibetan Government
could provide definite evidence that some of its and the Dalai Lama's
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private resources were being drawn upon and that definite efforts were
being made t o translate this treasure into usable assets, then the U.S.
Government would be more willing to help. However, I pointed out
that it was not reasonable t o expect the U.S. Government to carry the
whole burden if the Dalai Lama had some means to help himself. Our
intention, however, was definitely t o give assistance [to] the Tibetan
people if it could be worked out.
(3) The Tibetan Government had inquired of Shakabpa whether he
thought aid would be given "openly or surreptitiously." To this I replied
that it was conceivable that aid could be arranged to reach the Dalai
Lama in whatever place of refuge he chose, without public knowledge.
It was difficult, however, t o imagine how the Tibetan Government and
people could be aided without the knowledge and consent of the GOI.
This brought us back once more to the whole question of the vital nature
of India's position and the necessity of securing its consent before the
U.S. Government could d o anything really effective.
(4) The Tibetan Government had inquired whether the U.S. Government would give any assistance if the Tibetan Government should
announce that it would accept the Chinese Communists' terms. I stated
that we regarded the Tibetan Government's disavowal of the terms as the
first and most important step in opening the way for U.S. assistance and
toward arousing India to dangers involved. I was not prepared to say
that the United States would give no assistance if Tibet accepted the
Chinese terms but it seemed that the chances of aid materializing under
such circumstances were rather slight. Shakabpa stated that he had informed the Tibetan Government there would be "no hope" of aid if
Tibet accepted the Chinese terms.
This opened the entire question of the Tibetan action with regard to
the Chinese terms. Shakabpa pointed out that necessarily the Tibetan
Government was fearful of a strong reaction from the Chinese Communists and of danger t o Tibet were it to disavow the Chinese announcement re the terms. I pointed out that Tibet was faced with two difficult
alternatives: one was t o make vigorous resistance to China. while the
other alternative involved an attempt to cooperate with China. I outlined
as clearly as I could the fate of people who tried to cooperate with the
Communists, and emphasized that the Panchen Lama, who was now
trying to cooperate with the Chinese, would eventually be hrushcd asidc
as would the Dalai Lama himself if he stayed in Tibet. That I should
think such a fate awaited the Pvlchen Lama surprised Shakabpa consid-
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erably. I outlined as vividly as I could what had happened where the
Communists had taken over in other areas (mentioned events in Czechoslovalua, Chlna, Poland, etc.).
I wondered whether the Tibetan government was seriously considering acceptance of the Chinese terms and whether this was connected with
some other scheme of hidden resistance. Shakabpa said he knew of no
such scheme.
(5) If the Dalai Lama should decide t o go to the U.S.A., how would
he be received? I emphasized again our feelings about where the Dalai
Lama should go-Thailand, Ceylon, etc., but said the Dalai Lama would
be received as great religious leader and as temporal leader of autonomous state, but without decidng question of Chinese suzerainty over
Tibet. We could make no action in this respect until Tibet decided to
declare its own complete independence from China. This gave me an
opportunity to emphasize again that some signs of vigorous action and
vigorous resistance by the Tibetan Government was of the utmost imponance. The U.S. Government's policy must be one of only helping
those who would help themselves.
I asked Shakabpa what would happen if the U.S. Government suddenly placed 50,000 rifles at the dsposal of the Tibetan Government in
Kalimpong. Shakabpa talked of using them [in] guerrilla warfare mther
than in open fighting H e was, however, aware of no very clear plans.
Finally I asked Shakabpa about relationship between Taktser [Taktse
hmpoche] and the Dalai Lama. He endorsed former highlv-said he
was very much in confidence of the latter.29

Two days later Thacher informed Shakabpa that thc Chinese and Tibetan delegation had arrived in H o n g K o n g o n the twenty-sixth; Shak a b ~ promised
a
t o rclay t h e news a t once to Y a t ~ n g . ~ '
The Dalai Lama's continued failure t o reply led the Americans t o
that h c might n o t bc free to make dccisions, a speculation
which was strcngthcncd wllcn Taktsc Rimpochc told the U.S. consulgeneral in Calcutta that the Dalai Lama: (1) certainly did not approve
dthc Sine-Tibcran agreement; (2) would v c v likcly make a statement
disavowing the agreemcllt bcforc thc Chincsc arrivcd in India; (3)
29. USFR. 7931(,00/7-251, R c p , n of conrcrsation of vicc-consul N. G . Thachcr
with Shakahpa and Jigmc Tcring (Taring] on 2 6 June 1951. datcd 2 J~lh1951.

30. USFR, 793B.00/7-251, extract from lctter datcd 2 9 June from N. G . Thchcr.

would definitely leave Tibet before the Chinese and Tibetan dekgates
arrived in Tibet; and (4) preferred to seek asylum in the United
state^.^' H e raised the same set of questions that had been asked earlier
by Shakabpa regarding the nature of U.S. support in the event that the
Dalai Lama left Tibet, and he commented freely that many around him
were opposed to such a move.32 The United States asked Taktse to
convey to the Dalai Lama once again, through a trusted messenger, the
complete U.S. position.33 O n 28 June Taktse sent a coded telegram, as
well as a secret letter, in which he urged his brother to act.34
The American position met with little enthusiasm in India and Britain. O n 11 June 1951, G. S. Bajpai informally expressed the Indian
position, reiterating India's earlier decision to avoid any mditary or diplomatic confrontation that could prove prejudicial to Indian relations
with China. Bajpai also indicated that if the Dalai Lama decided to
leave Tibet and ask for asylum in India, his request would be granted,35
but that this asylum would not be "political asylum" of a sort in which
the Dalai Lama could filnction as the head of a government-in-exile,
but would, rather, be a "humanitarian" gesture to an individual who
would not be allowed to engage in political activity while in India.
India had written off Tibet and planned simply to watch the ensuing
events with regret. The British high commissioner also reported that
the I n l a n government was strongly opposed to United States involvem ~ n t . ~ ~
The British Foreign Office, too, continued their policy of yielding
3 1 . USFR, 793B.0016-2651 , telegram no. 541 from the U.S. consul in Calcutta to
the U.S. secretary of state, dated 26 June 195 1 .
32. USFR, 793.0016- 1151, State Department internal memorandum. dated 2 Julv
1951; and USFR, 793B.0017-951, comment in telegram from the U.S. consul in Cdcutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 9 July 195 1.
33. USFR, 793B.0016-2651, telegram no. 54 1 from the U.S. consul in Calcutta to
the U.S. secretary of state, dated 26 June 195 I .
34. USFR. 7938.0017-35 1, telegram no. 13 from the U.S. consul in Calcutta to t*
U.S. secretary of state, dated 3 July 195 1; m d 7938.0017-251, U.S. consul-generd In
Calcutta t o the U.S. secretary of state, cited in U.S. Foreign Relations. 1951, vol f',
1728, footnote 1 . Taktse h m p o c h e declined to comment on his dealings with the united
States.
35. F0371192996, telegram from the United Kingdom high mmmissioner in Indla
to the Commonwealth Relations Office, dated 1 1 June 195 1 .
36. F0371192997, telegram from the United Kingdom high commissioner I n
to the Commonwealth Relations Office, dated 18 June 195 1 .
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all initiative to I n h a and trying to discourage the United States from
supporting Tibet. For example, on 18 June, in response to the U.S.
willingness to issue a statement of support for a Tibetan disavowal of
the Sino-Tibetan Agreement, the British told the State Department that
they hoped Tibet would not appeal to the United Nations and that the
United States would consult the Indian government about their plans
and attitudes. The British told the State Department that continued
fdure to consult India would Further strain relations and might even
"result in Nehru washing his hands entirely of [the] Tibetan probR. H. Scott, head of the British Southeast Asia Department of
the Foreign Office, informed the Americans on 19 June that he thought
the American suggestions were cynical from the Tibetan point of view
and dangerous from the point of view of AmericanlIndian relations.
Scott argued that "the result of encouraging the Tibetans to denounce
the S~O-Tibetan
agreement would be to provide American publicists
with some propaganda points, but not aid the Tibetans effectively." H e
thought that the U.S. Embassy should consult the Indian government
and weigh their views carefully before embarking on this "propaganda
stllllt."38
Furthermore, on 25 June the British Embassy in Washington informed the State Department that the high commissioner in Delhi, Sir
Archibald Nye, felt that: "(1) no resistance on the part of Tibet could
Possibly be successful. (2) One of the principles which motivated GO1
opposition to any action which might worsen relations with Cornmunist China. . . . (4) GOI
not be leased to see a US involvement in Tibet. (5) India would not be likely to think an appeal to the
UN on the part of the Ddai Lama usehl and therefore would not
SUPP~n
m h n g such an appeal."* The significance of the United
States' willingness to support the Tibetan cause regardless of British
"d Indian dcsires o r attitudes was not missed by the
Scott
the British Foreign Ofice, who wrote: "This is an important land37. Ibid.
21
38. 1.'0371/92997, comment by R. H. Scott on minute by J. A. Murray
June 1951- .
o f conversation between R.H. Belcher,
39. USFR, 793B,0()/6-255 1,
first xCrCtary d the British Embssy and 1). 13. Kennedy, acting director of the Ofice of
South Asian Affairs, datcd 2 5 June 195 1 .
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mark in Tibetan history. If, under American encouragement, the Dalai
Lama repudiates the Peking agreement, a heavy responsibility will fd
on the United States authorities and we should at least try to secure
that the Dalai Lama goes into voluntary exile in India rather than that
he should attempt a futile resistance campaign without Indan support."40
U.S. expectations of the Dalai Lama taking a strong stand against
the Chinese Communists received a severe setback on 1 July when
Shakabpa informed them that the Dalai Lama planned to hold hrther
Qscussions with the Chinese Communist delegation in Yatung before
he issued a statement on the agreement or went to India. Shakabpa also
indcated that the Chinese would find a friendly reception in Yamgn4'
Wilson, the American consul-general in Calcutta, reported to Acheson:
"This of course [is a] serious blow although still possible in our view
for D L [Dalai Lama] to act after Chi del in Y a t ~ n g . "Meanwhile,
~~
in
Calcutta on 2 July Taktse Rirnpoche received a reply from the Dalai
Lama advising him not to go to the United States, presumably because
this would irritate the Chinese. Taktse telegraphed back urging the Dalai Lama to disavow the agreement and leave Tibet at once.43However,
as no statement issued from Yatung, Taktse became less optimistic a d
commented that the Dalai Lama was surrounded by Communist ~ y m pathizers and agents who might obtain control at any time.*
In early July the United States tried again to contact the Ddai Lama
Qrectly. A secret and very strongly supportive letter was sent that provided the Dalai Lama with a "concise and clear statement of the attitude
of the United States." For security reasons, this lctter was unsigned.
undated, and contained no mention of the United States. It was believed to have reached the Dalai Lama by 6 July:
We sent you a letter two months ago about the dangers of the Chinex
Communists. Some of "our advisors probablv think that they under-

40. F0371192997, minute by R. H . Scott, dated 2 7 Junc 195 1 .
4 1. USFR. 7938.0017- 125 1, telegram from the U.S. consul-gcncral in Calcuna
thc U.S. Fccrctarv of $rate. dated 2 lulv 195 1.
42. Ibid.
43. USFR. 79.3B.00/7-351. telegram no, 13 from the U.S. consul-gcncral in (;alcuna
t o the U.S. secretary of state, dated 3 July 195 1.
4 4 USFR. 7938.0017-951, telegram no. 28 from the U.S. consul in C a l ~ u n a ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~
U.S. sccrctary of state, dated 9 Julv 195 1. This, as will be seen bclow, was untnlc.
I
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stand the Chinese Communists and can make a bargain with them. We
do not think they understand Communism or the record of its leaders. . . . Your Holiness is the chief hope of Tibet. If the Chinese Communists seize control of Tibet, you will be the recognized leader and will
symbolize the hopes of the Tibetans for the recovery of Tibet's freedom.
We do not know whether you received our letter about the Chinese
bnrnunists. We would like t o know.
Since sending the previous letter we have read in the newspapers your
delegation to Peiping signed an agreement with the Chinese Communists. We do not believe they signed it with your permission but [that
they] were forced t o d o so. However, the world is beginning to think
that you do not object t o the agreement because you have made no statement about it. We think you should make this statement soon because
the Chinese Communists are sending a delegation to Yatung through
India. If you make your statement before they reach India, it should
make it difficult for the Chinese delegation to come to Tibet. If you do
not make such a statement, we think that Tibetan autonomy is gone
forever. The only access we have to Tibet is through the country of I n l a .
It is therefore important that Tibet tell I n d a what you now want to do
and persuade India t o help you or permit other countries to help you.
We don't know for sure but we think it is possible India will permit help
because although India now seems friendly with the Chinese Communists we know many Indians are fearful of the Communists near India.
We ourselves are willing to help Tibet now and will do the following
things at this time:
1) After you issue the statement disavowing the agreement which
Your delegation signed with the Chinese Communists in Peking, we will
Issue a public statement of our own supporting your stand.
2) If you decide to send a new appeal to the United Nations, we will
SUPPO't your case in the United Nations.
3) If you leave Tibet, we think you should seek asylum in India,
Thailand or Ceylon in that
of priority because then you will be
closer to Tibet and will bc able to organize its resistance to the Chinese
Communists. Although we haven't consulted India, we think it would
let you come to India because it said you could come last year. We
haven't consulted Thailand or Ceylon but we will ask thcm if vou can
come tf you want us to talk to tllem. If you arc unable to remain in all!'
of these cowtrics, you may come to our country wid1 S O ~ Cof your

followers.
4) If you leave Tibet and if vou organize resistance to the Chinese
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Communists, we are prepared to send you light arms through India. We
thmk, however, that you should first ask I n d a for arms and, if they cannot give them t o you, ask India for permission for other countries to
send them through India. If you are able t o organize resistance within
Tibet, we will also give consideration t o supplying you with loans of
money t o keep up the resistance, spirit and morale of the Tibetan people.
This is important if Tibet's autonomy is to be maintained or regained in
the event you should fell impelled t o seek asylum outside of Tibet. We
will dscuss plans and programs of military assistance and loans of money
with your representatives when you tell us who your representatives are.
5) We have already told your brother, Taktse Rimpoche, that he can
g o to our country and we are malung arrangements for his departure.
We are willing t o d o all these things. We have sent you many messages
t o this effect. We d o not know if you have received them. Therefore we
ask you to write us whether you have received this letter. We ask you also
t o send us a personal representative or to write us which Tibetan representatives in India have your confidence.45

This U.S. communique did not sway the Dalai Lama. On 11 July,
Shakabpa received word from the Dalai Lama that he would meet with
the Chinese delegation and return to Tibet in ten days. The Dalai Lama,
moreover, instructed all Tibetan officials in Kalimpong to return to Yatung with the Chinese delegation, and a large number left with the
Chinese on the eleventh.46
In the meantime, in Washington, the United States raised their offer.
State D e p a m e n t officials met with Taktse Runpoche and orally prcsented a new offer which was cited in a telegram from Acheson to the
U.S. Embassy in Delhi. It stated that the United States was wiling to
support: (1) Xbetan "self-determination," (2) the Dalai Lama as the
head of an autonomous Tibet, and (3) the Dalai Lama's ultimate return
to Xbet to head a non-Communist state. The United States, through
"friends of Tibet in the U.S.," also would now see that the movement
of the Dalai Lama and an entourage of 100 to Ceylon, as well as the

45. USFR, 7938.0017-1 1 5 1, letter forwarded to Dalai I.arna included in a W"arch
from the U.S. Embassy in India to the U.S. State Department, dated 1 I July 195'.
46. USFR. 793B.0017-125 1, telegram no. 34 from the U.S. consul-general m "I.
cutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 12 July 195 1.
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Dalai Lama's other needs in Ceylon, would be paid. Acheson's cable
said:
US Govt believes Tibet shld not be compelled by duress accept violation
its autonomy and that Tib people shld enjoy rights self determination
commensurate with autonomy Tibet has had many years. This has consistently been position US. US therefore will indicate publicly its understanding of the position of D L as head of an autonomous Tibet.
US similarly will endeavor to persuade other nations take no action
adverse DL's position as head autonomous Tibet.
US will support Tib request for refuge in CRylon; it believes that cost
chartering planes for journey D L and entourage from I n d a to Ceylon
cld be met by US C K S [citizens] having strong and friendly interest
Tibet; if requested by DL, US will use its best efforts persuade GO1
assure transit D L and retinue. (It was pointed out here that in view practical considerations, approach G O C and GO1 shld be made in first instance by representative DL; that assurances thus given based on assumption rehge wld be taken Ceylon; and that if refuge shld be taken
India financial assurances wld have to be reexamined.)
TO extent required and as long as mutually satisfactory purposes
served, friends of Tibet in US will provide appropriate support for DL,
his family and entourage of 100 or slightly more in Ceylon, it being our
hope that among considerations D L wld have in selection wld be polit
Influence and effect persons chosen.
Resistance in Tibet must be viewed as long range problem limited by
physical polit conditions in Tibet and in adjoining areas, over which US
of course has no control. [section excised from file] The assurances conditioned on withdrawal D L from Tibet, his public rehsal accept TibetCHI COMMIE agreement, his continued opposition COMMIE aggression, and his continued willingness coop generally; implicit in this
understanding however is US support DL's return Tibet at earliest practical moment as head autonomous non-COMMIE country. Recommended Tibet urgently approach GO1 for informal discussion India anirude toward depamre DL from Tibet. This approach SHLD include
firm statement that DL seeks transit rights through India. US through
Emb New Delhi will use good offices support this requot.
It made clear to Tahscr that our position basic and longstanding is
not related to CHI COMMIE involvement in Korea and not to be affected by developments there.
REF item 5 Calcutta's 28 Jul 9, RPTD New Delhi 2 9 t h Taktser has
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indcated he will prepare Tib language MSG to DL, including above
info, to be forwarded DIPL pouch ETD WASH JUL 15. You will be
further advised channel communicationn MSG from Taktser to DL.
Meanwhile you SHLD endeavor pass substantive portions this TEL to
DL by best available means. . . .

The United States attempted to have Shakabpa delay his planned departure to Yatung until the letter prepared by Taktse had arrived, but they
were unsucce~sfL1.~~
O n 13 July the U. S. Consulate in Calcutta received two telegrams
from R. H. Linn in Kalirnpong saying that Shakabpa had informed
him that the Dalai Lama approved of coming to India but that his
advisors favored his going to Lhasa. The Dalai Lama also requested
more information o n the discussion between the United States and the
Indian government regarding India's willingness to receive him and
facilitate his stay. Linn offered two reasons why the Dalai Lama had
delayed deciding to come to India: (1) the Dalai Lama believed that
I n d a was unwilling to receive him, and (2) he feared that the Chinese
would take reprisals if he accepted U.S. support and disavowed the
agreement. Linn suggested that the United States attempt to persuade
the Indian government to assure Shakabpa that thcy were willing to
receive the Dalai Lama.49The State Department agreed with this ruggestion and requested the U.S. Embassy in India to urge the Indian
government to invite the Dalai Lama to India, explaining that because
of the pro-Chinese tilt of the Indians, Tibet was unwilling to appmach
them directly. The London U.S. Embassy was instructed to ask the British also to urge this invitation.50
When the British Foreign Office consulted their high commissioner
about approaching India, he responded that the Foreign Ofice ought
47. USFR. 7938.0017-1251,telegram no. 107 from the U.S. secretay of state
the U.S. Embassy in India, dated 12 July 195 1 .
48. USFR. 793R.0017-135 1 , telegram no. 108 from thr U.S. Statc Dcpanment
the U.S. consul in Calcutta, dated 13 July 1951.
49. Cited In USFR, 7938.0017-1451,tclcgram no. 43 from the U . S
in Calcutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 14 July 195 1 .
5 0 USFR. 793R.0017-1651,telegrm no. 335 from the U.S. State Dcpanmcntt0
the U.S. Embassv in I ~ n d o n dated
,
16 July 1951.

consul-^"^^^'
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to try to persuade the Americans to drop the whole idea.51The Foreign
Office then told the Americans that the Tibetans should contact the
Indians themselves, referring to Indla's offer of asylum made in October 1950 and asking if India would stdl honor this offer.52
Meanwhile, in Kalirnpong, R. H. Linn and W G. Gibson persuaded
Shakabpa to contact Dayal informally in Gangtok about this when he
went to Y a t ~ n g O
. ~n~17 July, U.S. officials in Delhi met Dutt of the
India Ministry for External Affairs and made an unofficial suggestion
that it would be u s e m if the Indian government instructed Dayal about
asylum since the Dalai Lama was seriously considering the matter. The
next day the U.S. Embassy informed Dutt that a representative of the
Ddai Lama was about to contact Dayal at any moment. Dutt responded that Dayal had been instructed regarding asylum.54
When Shakabpa met Dayal in Gangtok, however, Dayal said he had
received no instructions from Delhi regarding asylum for the Dalai
Lama in Inda. Gibson, who had gone to Gangtok to facilitate communications, confirmed Shakabpa's report by talking direcdy to
Da~al.'~
Upon receipt of this news, the U.S. Embassy in
notified
Dun, who admitted with embarrassment that Dayal had not been inStmcted about asylum until the evening of the eighteenth. D ~ t then
t
explained to Embassy Counsellor L. \! Steele that "in acc~rihncewith
lntmational law, [India] war prepared todrant asylum upon the andition
that DL [Dalai Lama] did not e n m e in polit[ical] &ties
while in India."56At Steele's suggestion, D u n said he would take steps to assure
that this information was passed on to the Dalai Lama in Yatunga5'
India, however, had again' demonstrated its lack of commitment to
Tibet.

5 1 . F0371192998, letter from J. A. Murray of the British Foreign Ofice in London
S Tomlinsm of the British Embassy in Washington, dated 18 July 1951.
52. W 3 7 1192991, tclcgram from the Unitcd Kingdom Foreign Ofice's South
"panmcnt to the United Kingdom high commissioner in India. dated 20 July 1951.
Sd. USFR. 7938.0017-1751, tclcgram no. 52 from thc U.S. consul-gencrd in Cdthe U.S. sccrctary o f statc, datcd 17 July 195 1 .
5 4 USFR. 79311.0017-195 1 , tclcgrm no. 269 from the char@ d'affaires in India
"C U , S sCCrctar/ of statc, datcd 19 July 195 1 .
55. Ihid.; and USFR, 7938,0017. 1951, tclcgrm no. 61 from the U.S.
Rcneralin C:alcutta t o thc U.S. sccrctaw o f statc, datcd 19 July 1951.
56. Ibid. (cmphasis addcd).
57. USFR. 7938.O017-2151 , telegram no. 302 from ~rnbassadorL Henderson in
to the U.S. sccrctary of state, datcd 21 July 195 1 .
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At the same time, the United States had worked out an escape plan
for the Dalai Lama that was based on the somewhat dubious assumption that the Dalai Lama was being physically prevented from seeking
asylum by pro-Chinese elements surrounding him. A message was sent
to Yatung on 17 July that urged the Dalai Lama to adopt one of three
options :
a. Choose small group of faithful followers and leave quietly with
them. This wld presumably involve leaving at night in effort to avoid
deputations which have come t o Yatung from principal monasteries and
from govt at Lhasa t o persuade Dalai Lama t o return to Lhasa.
b. Order [name excised from file] bring him surreptitiously to India.
[section excised from file]
c. If neither (a) nor (b) feasible, Dalai Lama to send msg to [name
excised from file] requesting [name excised from file] send Harrer and
Patterson secretly and in disguise to meet Dalai Lama near Yatung in
accordance with prearranged plan and bring Dalai Lama back. Detailed
plan for this operation also being conveyed by [name excised from file]
but he is t o make it clear to Dalai Lama it is to be adopted only as a last

On 20 July the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta passed along the letter
Taktse Rimpoche had sent from Washington, D.C., via another unnamed person, who was to see that it reached Yatung and the Ddai
Lama. Almost simultaneously, the U.S. Consulate received telegraphic
word from Yatung (by prearranged code) that the Dalai Lama was returning to L h a ~ awhich
, ~ ~ in fact he did on 23 July.

T H E NATIONAL ASSEMBLY DEBATE IN YATUNG
The largest faction in Yatung comprised those who felt strongly that
the Dalai Lama should return to Lhasa. It included aU the trunyichcmmo, all the monastic officials, Cawtang, the acting c h i a a b
khembo, the Dalai Lama tutors, and some lay officialssuch as randat5 8 USFR. 7938.0017-1751, telegram no. 52 fmm the U.S. consul-gmcd ida'to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 17 July 195 1 .
5 9 USFR. 7938.0017-2251, telegram no. 68 from the U.S. consul-gencrd in
cum to the U.S. sccrctary of state, dated 22 July 195 1.
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sang and Sholkang. The pro-exile-to-U.S. faction was led by Surkhang
Shape, Dronyerchemmo Phala, Tsipon Namseling, and the Dalai Lama's family.60The final decision for the Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa
came afier a three-day National Assembly held from about 7 to 10 July.
The opposing views can be seen from the final debates. Tsipon Namseling said that the Seventeen-Point Agreement accepted that Tibet was
completely a part of China and that the argument was made without
consultation with the government. H e argued that although the Chinese Communists now promised that they would leave Tibet as it was,
when there were large numbers of Chinese troops in Tibet the Chinese
could change their mind. N o foreign country would be able to help
Xbn then. Narnsehg insisted that the Communists could not be
trusted and that it was imperative for the assembly to reject this agreement before the Chinese delegation arrived in Tibet, since the Chinese
presence would be tantamount to acknowledging the validity of the
agreement.61
Nmseling was opposed by Ti-unyichemmo Chompel Thubten, who
argued passionately that the Seventeen-Point Agreement did not disturb the position of the Dalai Lama and monastic life and therefore
should be accepted. H e said, "We have sent five excellent representatives to China and I have faith that they would not exchange the entire
nation for a cup of beer. We have requested foreign help and are dependent on it. But what have we received from our appeals? Nothing, and
in the future we will receive no more than we have up to now. The
D d i Lama must go back to Lhasa. We cannot let him go to a foreign
1md.''62 In response to Namseling's rebuttal that unless the assembly
denounced the agreement before the Chinese arrived Tibet would become a Communist country, Chompel Thubten angrily retorted, "I
have lived in a foreign country and know very well that it is very difito live abroad if n o one pays you attention and helps you.""hat
will we do in India if this happens? We have seen that thc Indian government does not want to support or assist us in any way, so how can

60. G~cntsenTempel, interview; Pandenla, interview; S m b o (hmshi), interview.
61. Gycntsen Tempel, interview. He participated in that assembly debate.

62. Ibid.
-.
63. He had served in the Tibetan Burcau Office in China.
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you say the Dalai Lama should leave Tibet and live under such circumstances in an alien non-Buddhist country? What do you know about
this?"
Then a lay official supported Chompel Thubten: "First Shakabpa
had told us that India would welcome us with great dignity and honor,
but now when we have come to the very doorstep of India we see no
signs of welcome. Seeking help and trying to rely on foreign countries
has had no result. It is better that we rely on the Chinese. I am going
back whatever you decide."64 H e was followed by others who argued
that if the Dalai Lama renounced the agreement and fled into exile he
might never again return to Tibet and certainly would not be able to
use his position to help his people. If he remained behind, however,
many ways were likely to develop in which the Dalai Lama could use
his influence to moderate the Chinese occupation of Tibet.65
The thought of trying to live abroad with no estates or subsidies
frightened many of the aristocratic officials. Although they distrusted
and feared the Chinese Communists, they were inclined to remain in
Tibet on the chance that under the Seventeen-Point Agreement Tibet
could maintain its socioeconomic system, and they could keep their
style of life." One main advocate for accepting the Chinese offerwas
Pandatsang, the important official and trader. He is said to have made a
major effort to mold public opinion in Yatung against the Dalai ~~a
going abroad.67
After long and heated debate d l , ..sembly recommended to the
Kashag that because the Seventeen-Point Agreement lefi Tibet in the
hands of the Dalai Lama, the Dalai Lama should rcturn to Lhasa.
The anti-Chinese faction, led by Surkhang, made a last-ditch attempt
to thwart the assembly's recommendation by insisting that a divine lottery be held before a final decision be made. Amid sacred prayers and

64. Sambo (Rimshi), interview.
65. Sarnbo (Rimshi), interview; Gyentsen Tcrnpel, interview.
66. USFR, enclosure to dispatch 119 from the U.S. consul-general in Calcunaro
U.S. State Dcparunent, dated 17 September 195 1 .
67. Shalubpa. interview Pandatsang's motives for this arc not known L,hdunH'a
(interview) vaguely recalls that there was talk to this effect about randatsang at this
but other former officials have indicated thev had never heard this.
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incense, the lottery bowl was shaken before the goddess Lharno. When
the dough ball that popped out was opened, it said that the Dalai Lama
should return to Lhasa. Still convinced that flight was the only rational
course of action, Surkhang (accompanied by Tricang hmpoche) examined the second dough ball to make sure that the lottery had not
been rigged by putting identical answers in both dough balls. The second dough ball, however, was as it should have been.68
The final decision to return to Lhasa was made on 10 or 11 July. On
14 July, the Chinese delegation, headed by Chang Ching-wu, arrived in
Yatung and was given a friendly greeting by the Tibetan officials present. During the following two days Chang Ching-wu met with important Tibetan officials and the Dalai Lama, and presented the latter with
a letter from Mao Tse-tung. The Dalai Lama told Chang that he would
reply regardng acceptance of the Seventeen-Point Agreement after he
returned to Lhasa and had consulted with the abbots of the monasteries
and other officials. H e also told Chang that it would be better if they
did not return to Lhasa together, and Chang agreed. On 20 July the
Ddai Lama sent a telegram to Ma0 through the Minority Nationalities
Commission in Pelung that expressed his welcome to Chang Ching-wu
and said that the Tibetan National Assembly would be convened to
discuss the Seventeen-Point Agreement after they returned to Lhasa
and after Ngabii arrived with the original copy of the agreement.69
On 21 July the Dalai Lama lefr Yatung for Lhasa, although his
mother and hcr family
in Kalimpong. Two days later, after
receiving thc Indian political officer in Sikkim, Chang also left for
Lhasa. Anti-Indian feeling was running very high at this time, and the
Dalai Lama himself commented that Tibetan officials were insulted that
Da~al,although residing only two days away in ~ a n g t o k( S i h m ) .
68. Pandcnla, interview.
69. Idu'o 1982: 140; USFR, 793B.0018- 155 1 , tclcgram no. 6 6 4 from the U.S.,Embassy in Hang Kong to thC U . S . secretary of statc, datcd 15 August 1951. contalnlnl3

rcPrrs of Chinese

cmmmunist
announccmcnts from

NCWChina News Agcn'T L h a ' ~

na ([I.hautara] 19R(iR: 45) also indicates that whcn hc, Khcme, and Samho repofled
of thc Sc\rcntcen-Point Agrcemmt to
'" detail the cvcnts surrounding their

'ashag in Yarung, they wcrc told that n o final &cision would bc made until thcs rch.rncd to 1,hasa. Hc also said that hc and Khcmc wcrc not pcrmicted a pri\'atc audicncc
the 1)alai I,ama.
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made no attempt to pay even a courtesy call, despite the fact that he had
been warmly welcomed in Lhasa only a little more than a year before.70
An official from the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta recalls a conversation
he had with the Tibetan trade agent in Yatung, Pandatsang (Yambe) on
about 17 September, which reflects this attitude clearly:
Pandatshang emphasized that he and many other Tibetans felt that they
had been completely deserted by the rest of the world in their efforts to
reach a settlement with the Chinese Communist Government. He argued that the Tibetan Government was deeply discouraged by the rebuffs
received by its emissaries to New Delhi about a year and a half ago, and
by the failure of any other country to come out strongly for the maintenance of Tibetan autonomy. Most Tibetans felt, he said, that India was
seriously to blame [for] Tibet's apparent isolation. He reviewed recent
events which had made the Tibetans particularly bitter and had strengthened the resolve of many never again to seek the assistance of India in
any way. H e pointed out that Mr. Harishwar Dayal, Indian Political
Agent of Siklum and representative designated by the Indian Government for official contact with the Tibetans, had failed to convey to the
Tibetans any willingness on the part of the Government of India to receive the Dalai Lama should he wish to leave Tibet."

The only outside country that had offered Tibet any support was the
United States, but it did not offer a real hope of preventing the Chinex
takeover or of Tibet regaining control in the near future. As the Tibetans saw it, the United States had sent thousands of troops to Korea, yet
it was unwilling to make a similar commitment to Tibetan "freedom"
and instead repeatedly insisted that all military aid (meaning guns, not
troops) had to come through India. The Tibetans, as we have seen,
considered this a meaningless gesture since the Indian answer was a
foregone conclusion.
Thus, the U.S. offers of concern and support must have appeared to
the majority of leading officials as weak. America would serve as a haven where the Dalai Lama could decry Chinese aggression. but from
which he could do little to regain his throne. The United States offered
70. Dalai Lama, interview.
71 USFR. 61 1.93823 119-175 I , enclosure to dispatch 1 19 from the U,S, consulgeneral in Calcutta to the U.S. State Department, dated 17 September 195 1 .
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to help the Dalai Lama keep alive the flame of Tibetan autonomy and
freedom, but little else. The pro-compromise faction, however, believed
that if the Dalai Lama left, Tibet would be open to total domination by
the Chinese and the new Panchen Lama, who appeared to be their
puppet. The abbots and important monk officials and lamas could not
imagine that the Communists would want to destroy Buddhism if unprovoked, and therefore saw the Dalai Lama's return to Lhasa as Tibet's
best hope of preserving the essence of their lamaist state. The U.S.
offers to help Tibet were insufficient to allow the Dalai Lama to ignore
the very strong views of virmally the entire religious elite (the monasteries and monk officials) and of a sizable segment of the lay officials.
Surprisingly, the Dalai Lama's decision to abide by the SeventeenPoint Agreement and return to Lhasa did not result in the United
States bowing out of the picture. On the contrary, the United States
became more concerned with Tibet, redoubling its efforts to persuade
the Dalai Lama to flee into exile, now from Lhasa. They rationalized
that their failure to persuade the Dalai Lama to leave Yatung had been
primarily the effect of "unreliable: intermediarie~."~~
Putting this together, the State Department concluded that they had made a mistake
in tving to send messages only to the Dalai Lama, ignoring the other
iduential officials such as the shapes, who, they suspected, were ~ n aware of the United States' offers.73The United States, therefore, took
a number of more dramatic steps in early August 195 1.

T H E NEW U N I T E D STATES INITIATIVE
Washington agreed with the Embassy's view that there was still a
chance to persuade the Ddai Lama to reversc his decision and autho"d'
further attempts to contact him in Lhasa. On 4 August. Dean
Achesoninstructed that the following verbal message should bc given
to the Tibetans:
7 2 USFK. 793800/8- 15 1, telegram no. 295 from thc U.S. SCcrctar).of statc to
US
in India, dated 4 Aupst 195 1, in U.S. Foreign Relations, 1951 1'01. p.
1769

73

7 3 IJSFR, 793R0018- 135 1, tclcgram no. 114 from the U.S. consul-gcncra'
in "Ito the U.S. secretary of state, dated 13 August 1951.
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US Govt understands and sympathizes with reasons and circumstances
which might lead to ur remaining Tibet at this time. However, US Govt
desires repeat its belief that you can best serve ur people and country by
e v a h g Communist control at earliest oppomnity and by denouncing
agreement with Communist China after you will have reached safe asylum. Takster is well and safe in US and hopes that you will consider
favorably US Govt pledge of assistance previously made you and limited
entourage in asylum.74

O n 6 August the U.S. embassy asked permission to translate this into
Tibetan for transmission to Yatung by courier, with all references to the
United States removed. The embassy also suggested that the phrase "in
India or Ceylon" be added to the end of the message. On 9 August,
Washington agreed. 75
This U.S. unwillingness to give the Tibetan government anything
official in writing weakened the impact of the U.S. offers. For example,
when an unsigned message was delivered to Ragashar Shape (who was
on his way back to Lhasa) in late July, Ragashar's reaction was "incredulity as he could not believe if US willing assist, US unwilling make
formal pledge. H e told [name excised from file] unsigned message
would not convince Kashag if, as he believes, opportunity should arise
in Lhasa to make effective use US offer assistance in bringing about
DL'S depamre." Ragashar also said that it did not matter exactly who
signed the letter, so long as it was signed and was a formal statement on
U.S. government letterhead.76
In the light of Ragashar's comments, Evan Wilson now strongly
urged the State Department to approve a formal statement, reminding
them that final negotiations on the Seventeen-Point Agreement would
begin shortly after the Dalai Lama's arrival in Lhasa that week. According to Wilson, the Dalai Lama still desired to go to India, and Tibet
7 4 USFR, 7938.0018-15 1, telegram no. 295 from the U.S. secretary of state to dlc
Embassy in Washington, D.C., dated 4 August 1951.
7 5 USFR, 7938.0018-135 1 , telegram no. 1 14 from the U.S. consul-general in ca'c u m to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 13 August 195 1.
7 6 h i d . Another Tibctan who carried a message to the Ddai Lama in Yamng in Jul"
later told E. M. Wilson in Calcutta in mid-August that the Ddai Lama had commented
that the message was unsigned (USFR, 7938,0018-185 1, enclosure I to dispatch b8
the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 18 AuPst 19'),
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might still disavow the agreement. Therefore, he said, "in such circumstances, formal statement our attitude might be deciding factor."77
However, at this time Henderson was not in India and Horace
Holrnes, the chief agriculturalist in the U.S. Embassy, was acting as the
senior officer. He was opposed to sending a signed letter, and told
Washington:
Ref Contel 114, rptd New Delhi 110, August 1 3 from Calcutta, Emb
appreciated opportunity which exists in possible transmittal letter on US
letterhead signed by American official to Tib Defense Min . . . for purpose persuadng Tib officials to disavow Sino-Tib agreement and to advise DL to leave Tibet.
Emb believes, however, risks involved in transmittal proposed letter
are far greater than advantages which may result for US and Tibet. If
such a document fell into Commie Chi hands, it might be used as evidence US endeavor imperialistically to interfere in internal affairs of Tibet md to disrupt ostensibly friendly relations between China and Tibet.
It might even be possible, if Tibs were hard pressed in Further negots
with Commie Chi, that Tibs might use such document to reinforce their
position.
Emb questions, in any event, whether additional communication
from US, even on U S letterhead and signed by Amer official, would
kcrease Tibet knowledge and belief in US position. As Dept and
GnGen aware, d l previous msgs re US ~ o s i t i o nwere transmitted to DL
through two and in some cases three channels of communications. These
channels included Shakabpa, Taktse and Harrer. Important Tib officials
Surrounding D L were
informed substance these msgs in transmission to D L by D L for receipt. Harrer has informed Emb DL sent
him two ltrs in which D L acknowledged receipt aU US communications
and indicated he would have preferred to leave Tibet but decided return
Lhasa in accordance with ''wishes and opinion of the majority of Tibet."
On balance, therefore, Emb believes DL and Tib officials are well
informed re US position and that the proposed letter to Tib Defense Min
would not sufficiently add to such knowledge to justify risks involved.
Furthermore, Dept msg quoted in Deptel 295, Aug 4 as amended in
Embtel 507, Aug 6, which [name deleted] will carry to Lhasa when he
77. USFR, 793B.00/8-135 1, tclcgram no, 114 from the U.S. consul-general in Galcutta to the U.S. secretary o f state, dated 13 August 1951.
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leaves Calcutta . . . , should provide further evidence to DL and Tib officials of continuing US interest.
At later stage, when some definite inhcation of developments at
Lhasa is recd, Ernb envisages that a further message of encouragement
might be sent. In such message Emb believes it might be helpful to suggest that D L send personal rep in whom he and Tib officials had confidence t o India for informal dscussion with Arner officials. Such rep
would be able return Tib and make report which would confirm substance US position and wld be more likely serve as basis for such further
actions as D L prepared t o take. In addtion, Taktse might write DL at
that time observing that Taktse's own ltrs may not be reaching him and
recornmendng rep be sent I n d a for informal discussion with Arner officials re possible future courses of action.
Suggestions advanced in foregoing para are based on belief Tibs in
Lhasa will continue to "stall" in their negots with Commie Chi and have
merit of avoidng dispatch official US documents to Tibet where they
may reach unfriendly hands.

The State Department concurred. Not only were they worried that a
signed letter might f d into Chinese hands, but they admitted that "to
be of use to Kashag, US Govt wld have appear commit itself to courses
action such as financial and arms aid which it is not in position explicitly to do."79 Nevertheless, the United States continued to attempt to
persuade the Dalai Lama to flee Tibet. O n 15 August, Wilson prepared
mother unsigned letter on untraceable paper with the (oral) message
approved by Acheson on 4 August (cited above). It was sent to the
Dalai Lama through an unnamed English-speaking Tibetan who was
going to Lhasa and who promised to hand it directly to the DaQi
Lama.80
78. USFR. 7938.0018-1451, telegram no. 613 from the U.S. chargf d'aflaircs in
India to the U.S. secretary o f state, dated 14 August 1951 (emphasis added).
79. USFR, 7938.0018- 135 1, telegram no. 81 from the acting secretary of state to
the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta, dated 15 August 1951. This statement suPPORS
smewhat the British view that the State Department was trying to use the
ma
primarily to gain propaganda value against the Chinese Canrnunists but was not cornmimd to providng the necessary upp port for him to regain the Tibet he would be for
saking.
80. USFR. 7938.0018-1651, telegram no. 12 1 from the U.S. consul-general in,Wto the U.S. xcretary of state, dated 16 August 195 1 , in U.S. Foreign ReIatlons3
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A little less than a month later, on 10 September, the issue of a
signed U.S. letter again surfaced when Heinrich Harrer told the U.S.
consul-general in Calcutta that a high Tibetan official was anxious, despite personal peril, to return to Lhasa to persuade the Tibetan government that the Dalai Lama should leave Tibet. This official believed that
in presenting arguments to the Kashag and important lay officials he
must be able to swear he had seen a signed letter from the U.S. government promising aid. Harrer suggested that the Americans prepare such
a letter and show this to the Tibetan official but not give him a copys1
Harrer argued that the Dalai Lama was still extremely eager to leave
Tibet but lacked sufficient support among his lay officials to overcome
the continuing opposition from the monks (and monk officials). Although the Chinese armies were closing in on Lhasa, Harrer estimated
that they would not arrive for two months. Therefore, the unnamed
Tibetan official, who was "in a position of sufficientseniority to permit
him to approach and attempt to convince all important figures in the
government," could make a significant impact if he were able to take an
oath that the United States had made such an offer.82Ambassador Henderson supported the plan and requested ~ermissionfrom the State
Department to implement it.83
The U.S. secretary of state approved this plan on 14 September,
provided that the letter never left the possession of U.S. officials and
that the Tibetans only saw it in the presence of U.S. officials. Acheson
Suggested that a letter similar to the earlier letters to the Dalai Lama
would be suitable, with one important exception-the section dealing
with aid to resistance groups must be limited to a general statement
that aid would be furnished as was feasible under existing political and

-

1951 vol. 7, p. 1791; and USFR, 793B.00/8-1851, enclosure no. 1 in dispatch no. 68
from the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta to the U.S. secretary of state, datcd 18 August
1951.
81. USFR, 7938.00/9-1051, telegram from the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta to
the U.S. secretary o f state, dated 10 September 195 1 .
82. USFR, 793B.00/9-1251, report of conversation with Harrer in an enclosure to
no. 117 from the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta to the U.S. secretary of state?
dated 12 September 195 1 .
83. USFR, 793B.00/9-1251, telegram from the U.S. ambassador in 1ndia to the U.S.
Secreta~
of statc, datcd 12 September 195 1.
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physical conditions. The final text and implementation were left to the
discretion of the amba~sador.~~
The secret meeting took place at the Calcutta Consulate on the evening of 30 September. Present were Linn, the Tibetan official, and Harrer. The Tibetan (whose name has been excised from the American files)
was shown a letter, addressed to the Dalai Lama, that had been signed
by Ambassador Henderson. The Tibetan studied the letter thoroughly
and made notes in Xbetan. After he was finished the letter was replaced
in the Consulate's safe.85The letter said:
AMERICAN EMBASSY
New Delhl, September 17th, 1951
Your Holiness:
The Government of the United States has observed with deep sympathy your efforts over a long period to prevent Chinese Communist
aggression from destroying the autonomy of Tibet. My Government also
Mly understands that Your Holiness has hoped that by remaining in
Tibet you might be able to be of some service in protecting the Tibetan
people from subjugation. It is convinced, however, that if you remain in
Tibet you will either be [excised] or compelled to become a servant of
the Communists. It believes that if you remain in Tibet you will not be
able t o be of aid t o your people.
It is the opinion of the United States Government that if you could
arrange to leave Tibet and to seek asylum in some country such as G y Ion, you might be able to continue your struggle to preserve the autonomy of Tibet and the liberty of the Tibetan people. Since my Government believes that Tibet should not be compelled under duress to accept
the violation of its autonomy, it wishes to do all that is possible and
proper t o prevent this violation from taking place. If, therefore, Your
Holiness would like to seek asylum in Ceylon, or in some other country,
my Government would be prepared, in case you should desire, to endeavor to assist you in making arrangements for such an asylum and for
obtaining permission t o pass through various countries in transit.
84. USFR, 793B.0019-125 1 , telegram no. 128 from the U.S. secretary of state to
the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta, dated 14 September 195 1 .
8 5 USFR. 7931.00/10-15 1, telegram no. 185 from the U.S. consul-encr.1 in ac u m to the U S . secretary of state, dated 1 October 195 1 . H. Harrer has not rcspnded
to queries regarding his involvement with the United States at this tirnc.
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Furthermore, my Government would be prepared to arrange for the payment of the travel expenses of Your Holiness and for those of your family
and retinue. It would also be prepared, so long as mutually satisfactory
purposes are being served, and t o the extent required, to enter into arrangements which would provide for appropriate financial support for
Your Holiness, your family, and a retinue of approximately one hundred
persons.
My Government ventures to express the hope that in case you decide
to leave Tibet, Your Holiness give consideration to the factors of political
effectiveness and influence in selecting persons to accompany you. My
Government is also prepared t o make arrangements that you and some
of your retinue may find asylum in the United States in case it should
seem impracticable t o take refuge elsewhere.
It is the belief of my Government that resistance to Communist encroachment in Tibet must be regarded as a long range problem, the solution of which is necessarily limited by political and physical conditions
in Tibet and in adjoining areas. The United States has, of course, no
control over such conditions, but it is prepared to support resistance
now and in the future against Communist aggression in Tibet, and to
provide such material aid as may be feasible.
Your Holiness will understand, of course, that the readiness of the
United States t o render you the assistance and support outlined above is
conditional upon your departure from Tibet, upon your public disavowal of agreements concluded under duress between the representatives of Tibet and those of the Chinese Communists, and upon your
continued willingness t o cooperate in opposing Cornmu~listasressio11.
An essential part of our cooperation would be a public ~nmuncement
by the United States that it supports the position of Your Holiness as the
head of an autonomous Tibet. The United States would also support
Your return t o Tibet at the earliest practicable moment as the head of an
autonomous[,] and non-cmmnlunist, country. The position of the
United States in this regard is fundamental and will not be affected b?'
developments in Korea or bv Chirlese Communist intervention i l l that
area.
It is suggested that Your Holiness may care to approach the Cbvernto &tain a clarification of the attitude
merit of India infc)rmal]yin
of'that Govcrnmenr with regard to your dcpamre from Tibet and

lared problems. It is the
dian Government would

of
Chvcrnmcnt that the Inprepared to permit Your Holiness tither to
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pass through or to reside in Inda. In case you should so desire, the
Government of the United States would be prepared to discuss the matter with the Government of India.
(signed) Loy W. Henderson
Loy W. Henderson
American Ambassadof16

The Tibetan told Linn that he would see Ngabo-who by then had
arrived from China-Ragashar, and three or four other ranking officials including the two prime ministers and the Dalai Lama's brother,
Lobsang S a m d e ~ ~However,
.~'
the next day he apparently had second
thoughts as to whether key officials in Lhasa would be convinced by his
merely saying he had seen the letter. H e worried that people in Lhasa
would demand proof that the American consul-general would not alter
the letter or even go so far as to rescind it afier he had lefi Calcutta. He
suggested that the letter be "locked in a strong box and placed in the
safe deposit vault of a local bank to which only a duly designated representative of the Dalai Lama would have access." Linn was insulted by
this and testily answered that "if [name deleted] was so suspicious of
the motives of the American Government that he believed there was a
danger of our going to the length of changing the wording of the Ambassador's letter afier he had seen it, he had a wholly mistaken impression of the way in which the American Government did b~siness."~~
The Tibetan let that matter drop but did raise two other issues. First,
he asked whether the United States would also provide financial support for the families of the Dalai Lama's retinue of about 100 persons.
He said that if they were lefi behind they would provide the Communists with a very effective means of applying pressure. He said that the
total number of people, including families, would be between 150 and
300 persons, and he emphasized that this was a very important issue for
the Tibetans. Second, the Tibetan asked what the U.S. attitude would
be if the Dalai Lama stayed in Lhasa but sent a small group of trusted
8 6 USER. 7938.0019-185 1, enclosure no. 1 in letter to the Dalai Lama, in dspatch
no. 662 from the U.S. Embassy in India to the U.S. secretary of state, datcd 18 September 1951.
87. USFR. 793B.00/10-551, dispatch no. 157 from the U.S. consul-genenlin Cd.
cutta to the U.S. secretary of state, dated 5 October 1951.
88. Ibid.
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officials to organize resistance from outside Tibet. Wilson said he did
not know the answers and would ask Washington, but indicated that all
previous discussions had been predicated on the Dalai Lama leaving
Tibet.89The unnamed Tibetan lefi for Kalimpong on 3 October, but
did not leave there for Lhasa until at least 4 N o ~ e m b e r . ~ ~
It is not known whether these messages reached the Dalai Lama; in
any case, events in Lhasa made a reversal of Tibetan policy impossible.

T H E NATIONAL ASSEMBLY DEBATES
T H E AGREEMENT I N LHASA

AS was indicated earlier, the Dalai Lama told Chang Ching-Wu in
Yatung that he would publicly acknowledge the Seventeen-Point
Agreement afier he returned to Tibet. Chang arrived in Lhasa on 8
August and was greeted warmly, by order of the Yatung K a ~ h a g . The
~l
Daai Lama arrived on 17 August. For the next month, however, the
Kashag and the two acting lonchens, Lukhang and Lobsang Tashi,
stalled formal acceptance of the terms of the Seventeen-Point Agreement, despite the proddng of the Chinese and Ngabo. In late September, the five Tibetans who signed the agreement discussed the Kashag's
reluctance and agreed that Ngab(i should tell the other shapes that if
they had a problem in accepting the agreement, they should call a National Assembly so that Ngabo could explain its terms.92The Kashag
89. Ibid. Achcson responded on 6 October by saying that thc support of the Ddai
of Buddhists and that thc American
Lma's entourage was primarily the
pledge for financial aid would be limited t o 150 persons. On the second point, the State
D c ~ a m c ndid
t not agree t o support unless the Dalai Lama flcd and repudiated the
(USFR, 793B.00/10-651, telegram from the U.S. secretary of state to the
U.S. consul-gcncrd in Cdcuna, dated 6 October, 195 1.) This response does not seem to
h e n passed a b n g t o thc Tibetan in question.
90. USFR, 793B.001/11-451, telegram from the U.S. consul-general in Calcutta to
the U.S. secretary of state, dated 4 November 195 1.
91. Shan kha ba (Shankawa) ms.: 332ff.; Lu'o 1982: 143; hub ten Sanggye, interview. Initially it was decided that all the lay officials and the two acting shapes wollld
greet Chang in a ceremony analogous to that givcn to shapes who were leavi~lgor returnthat they should also be allowed to
Ihasa. However, the monk officids
Feet the (:hincsc, and the Three monastic Scats, though never invited, dccidcd that they
also to bc rcprcscntcd and simply showed up at the ccremonv.
92. 1,ha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1982: 113; Lu'o (1985: 261) says that Ngakrcqucstcd
the Assembly mccting; S a m b (Rimshi), interview.
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agreed, and on 28 September 1951 the National Assembly was convened.
The five Tibetan signatories to the Seventeen-Point Agreement, led
by Ngabo, were present but were seated separately from the main body
of delegates. Ngabo gave a detailed and rather impassioned speech to
the assembly that took over an hour. H e ended his comments:
If you feel that this Seventeen-Point Agreement will help the joint secular and religious form of government and the activities of the Dalai
Lama, then accept it and put it into practice. But if you think it is wrong,
then you can punish me, saying that we have ignored the inner insuuctions. For the five of us [the delegates] whatever you want to take, our
body, life, property, whatever you have t o do, go ahead and do it and we
will have n o regrets.93

H e then said that it would be easier for those in the assembly to discuss
the matter if he and the other delegates were not there, and the five
delegates left the assembly hall.
After a lengthy discussion in which the majority argued that the
Seventeen-Point Agreement promised that Tibet could maintain its religious government and monastic system together with the estate system on which it was based, the assembly recommended to the Dalai
Lama that the agreement be approved.94
On 24 October, the Dalai Lama sent an officialconfirmation to Ma0
Tse-tung. Written in Chinese Communist jargon, this telegram vividly
reflects Tibet's new status:
Chairman Mao Tse-tung. At the end of April 195 1 there arrived in PCking a special delegate, Kalon Ngabo and four other plenipotentiary representatives sent by the local Tibet government. They held peaceful ncgotiations with the plenipotentiary delegates appointed by the Central
People's Government. The representatives of both sides, on May 233
1951, signed on a friendly basis an agreement relating to the measures
for the peaceful liberation of Tibet. The local government of Tibet, the
monks and the entire Tibetan people express their unanimous support
for this agreement. Under the leadership of Chairman Mao T s c - ~ n and
g
of the Central People's Government thev are active]" helping units d t h e
93. Lha'u rta ra (Lhautara) 1982: 114; Sambo (Rimshi), intcwicw.
94. Ibid.
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People's Liberation Army which entered Tibet for the strengthening of
the national defences, the driving out of imperialist forces from Tibet
and the guaranteeing of the sovereignty of the entire territory of the
rn~therland.~~

The same source cited Mao's 28 October reply:
Received your telegram of October 24, 1951. I thank you for the efforts
you are malung t o translate into reality the agreement regarding the
peacefd liberation of Tibet, and I send you my most sincere greetings.

'Tibet had become a part of the People's Republic of China.
In the next few months, several thousand troops of the People's Liberation Army arrived in Lhasa; although the old system continued to
exist in some form for another eight years, October 1951marks the end
of the de facto independent Lamaist State. Tibet had struggled for almost four decades to main an internationally recognized status as fully
autonornous or independent, but in the end it felt compelled to accept
Chinese sovereignty, with the hope of preserving the essence of its soC I ~ political,
,
and religious system.
95. Tass, 27 October, reported h a t the Hsinhua News Agency ~ublishedthe above
letter. This was contained in h e British Foreign Office files, F0371192998, as a clipping
of news accounts.

CONCLUSION: T H E DEMISE
OF THE LAMAIST STATE

Though the nature of Sino-Tibetan political relations before 1913
may be open t o dispute, Tibet unquestionably controlled its own internal and external affairs during the period from 1913 to 195 1 and repeatedly attempted t o secure recognition and validation of its de facto
autonomylindependence. It is equally unquestionable that Chinese
leaders in the twentieth century, Nationalist and Communist alke, believed that historically Tibet was a part of China and sought to reunify
fi with the "mother" country. This disjunction of bcliefs bctween the
two countries creatcd a climate of tension and dispute. Both tried to
reach a common ground wherein their aspirations could be satisfied,
but in the end Tibet was forced, for the first time in Tibctan history, to
accept Chinese soveretgnty.
The actors and cvcnts of thc 1 9 13-1 95 1 period have been examined
detail in the preceding chapters. It remains to highlight the main
underlying causes of the demise of the dc facto indcpcndellt Lamaist
State.
The Chincsc invasion of Eastern Tibct was a major factor in the final
~ ~ p i h l a t i oof
n thc Tibetan govcrnrncnt. First, thcn. we must explain
thc Chincsc an easy victory even
military wcakncss that
though Tibct had had thirty-cight years in which to preparc for confrontation. TibctYsreligious segment was ultimately rcsponsiblc for its
military backwardncss; that conservative clcment rcpeatcdy thwarted
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those who believed that modernization of both the government rnd the
m y was necessary for Tibet to preserve its status. Tibet saw itself as a
uniquely religious country in which the pursuit of Buddhism was the
dominant goal. A letter from the Tibetan government to Chimg Kaishek in 1946 (cited in full in Chapter 15) expressed this view eloquently: "There are many great nations on this earth who have achieved
unprecedented wealth and might, but there is only one nation which is
dedicated to the well-being of humanity in the world and that is the
religious land of Tibet which cherishes a joint spiritual md temporal
system." This religious ideology took two major concrete forms: the
ruler of the state was an incarnate lama; and the religiosity of the state
was measured by the size of its monastic community, which expected
the religious government to foster monasticism and saw its own perpetuation and elaboration as the quintessential accomplishment of the
state.
The monks' commitment to a large-scale, rather than an elite, monasticism implicitly meant a decision to recruit and sustain many monks
who, on the average, were of low quality. These monks-subsidized by
government grants, manorial estates, endowments from private donors,
and monastic banking activities-absorbed a large portion of Tibet's
resources.
The Three monastic Seats, and the thousands of scattered smaller
Gelugpa monasteries for which they acted as spokesmen, believed that
they represented the fundamental interests of Buddhism and were obligated to preserve the religious values of the state. Thus, the monasteries
worked in the government to prevent modernization, which they believed to be detrimental to both the economic base of monasticism and
the "value" monopoly of Tibetan Buddhism.
A number of potential turning points between tradition and change
occurred during this period, but at each, the monasteries and their allies
in the government supported the most conservative positions. The first
such turning point involved the 1920-1925 dispute over the expmsion
of the army. Aftcr the 13th Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa in 19139
instituted a number of reforms and innovations aimed a t modernizing
Tibet, among them the development of the army. Headed by the Dala'
Lama's close favorite, the progressive Tsarong Shape, the arm?' expen*
mented with various styles of military training and then settled On the
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British system. Tsarong's young aristocratic army commanders generally shared his belief that the h t u r e of Tibet and its unique way of life
depended on its ability to defend itself from China and Nepal, as well
as from its own monasteries. They believed that efficiency, not religion
and superstition, should dctate policy and were in favor of adopting
many of the techniques and methods of the West, particularly those of
Britain. Many of these young commanders obtained military training
in British Inma during the period from 1913 to 1919 and exhibited an
esprit de corps unique in Tibet. By 1918-1919, Tibet had put together
a small but credible armed force that thoroughly drubbed the Chinese
troops they encountered in the warfare in Kharn. As E. Teichman, a
British official in Kham, commented, the fighting there showed clearly
that with effective leadership and modern weapons Tibet was able to
more than hold its own against China.
Tsarong realized, however, that notwithstanmng the victories in
Kham,Tibet needed to expand and improve its army as well as to modernize the administrative infrastructure of the government. This goal
brought the military into direct confrontation with the monastic segment, monastic supporters among the great landed aristocrats, and the
monk-official branch of the bureaucracy. Economic losses and a deterioration of values were their main fears.
Since the central government's regular income was inadequate to
Swain an army even the size ofthat of 1919, increases in the number
of troops required new revenue. And since the overwhelming bulk of
%bet's resources were earmarked for the monasteries, religious cere"nies, and the aristocracy, additional revenue would have to come
from higher taxes paid by religious and lay estate holders.
The Tsarong-led army p s c d another, equally serious threat to the
monastic segment and its
supporters. Tsarong and the malo'ity of thc military commanders adoptcd a conspicuously Western
~ v l of
c lift; they often wore Wcstcrn clothes and openly expressed their
a h h i o n of Western
goods and values. This Western mien'ation frightened the
who considered the alien British culture
'0 be a dircct threat to Buddhism's continued dominance in Tibet.
From thc monastic point of vicw, thcrc was no tclling what the military
might dcrnand or implcmcnt if they increased their s i x and power1
~ i v c ntheir IcadcrS7lack
respect for "traditional" Tibetan customs.
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And if the aristocratic and trading elite gradually became Anglicized
through the introduction of English education and customs, religion
could ultimately lose its patronage and Tibet its distinctive character.
The young and arrogant Western-oriented military officers' corps was
therefore perceived by the monks and other religious conservatives as a
threat to the very foundations of the Larnaist State.
For both these reasons, the religious conservatives set about persuading the 13th Dalai Lama that the military he had created and
placed under the command of his closest favorite posed a danger to
Tibet. Led by the Dalai Lama's old and trusted Dronyerchernmo, Ara
gaapo, the monastic-religious faction (as was discussed in Chapter 3)
used the National Assembly incident of 1921 and the mutilation punishments ordered by Tsarong in 1924 to convince the Dalai Lama that
the military seriously threatened Tibet's religious state and his own position as ruler. Consequently, in 1924-1925, the Dalai Lama dismissed
Tsarong and all the other commanders and rescinded a host of other
development and modernization projects such as the English school
that had been set up in Gyantse in 1924.
The Tibetan military never recovered from this assault. In the first
major confrontation between tradition and change, Tibet had chosen
to face the future firmly rooted in the institutions and ideology of the
past. It is not surprising, then, that when the People's Republic of
China confronted Tibet in 1950-195 1, Tibet was unable to defend its
territory for more than a matter of days.
A second critical turning point occurred immediately after the death
of the 13th Dalai Lama in December 1933, when the ~ationalAssembly decided on the appointment of the regent. Many wanted a Politically experienced regent with some understanding of world affairs.
It was suggested that a lay official and a monk official be appointed to
help Lonchen Langdiin, or, alternatively, that Kumbela, the late Dalai
Lama's favorite, act as Langdiin's associate. The monastic sqment,
however, insisting again upon Tibet's unique religious identity, said
that the country needed an incarnate lama as regent in order to have
someone to venerate. Thereforc thc National Assembly appointed
very young and inexperienced Rcting Rimpochc to rule jointly WI*
Lonchcn Langdiin. As we havc seen, by the mid-1940s Reting had
plunged Tibet into chaos and civil war.
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A third major turning point occurred four months after Reting's
appointment as regent, when a lay official, Lungshar, attempted to reform the structure of the government through his Kyicho Kiintiin
puty. Lungshar, one of Tibet's most progressive lay officials, had lived
in England in 1913 and realized that all political systems must adapt to
a changing world. To friends and family he often expressed his belief
that Tibet should learn from the experiences of Europe where some
members of royalty, as in France, were ultimately overthrown and lulled
while others, as in England, relinquished their absolute power and were
able to maintain an important and cherished ceremonial role. Lungshark party (Chapter 6) would have limited the terms of the Kashag
and made it partially responsible to the National Assembly. Had he
succeeded, he then intended to institute major reforms to strengthen
nbet administratively and militarily. His brilliant reform plan almost
succeeded, but when it failed, the magnitude of his punishment sent a
clear message to any other officials who wished to reform Tibet's system: both of Lungshar's eyes were removed, his estates were confiscated, and his progeny was prohibited from serving the government.
The six years following the destruction of Lungshar (1934-1941)
were dominated by the personality and morality of Reting hmpoche
and his main advisor, Nyungne Lama. The strict adherence to rules and
regulations that had characterized the 13th Dalai Lama's reign was
abmdoned during this period, and Tibet stagnated. While Reting indulged himself, his labrang, often through dubious methods. became
One of the three largest wool traders in Tibet. Any officialwho defied
him or spoke out against him was demoted, dsmissed, or utterly destroyed.
NaOne such official was Khyungram, the lay official who in
tional Assembly criticizrd the idea of giving Reting additional estates.
His opinion reflected the feelings of many conscientious lay and monk
who fclt that if Reting needed a reward for discovering the new
Dalai Lama, thcy would
to contribute from their private fUnds
'ather than deplcte the govcr~~mcnt's
estates. When ~hyungram'splan
to submit a petition to the
was discovered, Reting had him
arrC~t~d
on an unrclatcd
Khyungram was dismissed from government set-vic-, his children wen: barred from ever serving as officials.
"d all his cstates wcrc confiscated; even his wives were sent back
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their original families. H e was publicly whipped and then exiled for life
in remote Western Xbet, where he soon died. Coming on the heels of
the Lungshar &air, this harsh punishment underlined the vulnerabiliry
of the aristocracy. Let alone actively trying to change the governmental
structure, as Lungshar had done, even criticizing the incarnate lamas
who ruled the country proved extremely dangerous: lay officials stood
to lose not only their positions but their family estates and hereBtary
status.
It is imporrant to contrast the vulnerability of the lay aristocracy
with the invulnerability of the monasteries. When monasteries rebelled
against the government (and lost) they immediately argued that at fault
was, not the monastic institution, but only its temporary inhabitants.
They could contend that monasteries and monastic estates were held in
trust from the monks of the past for the monks of the future. Thus,
monasteries were not usually closed or their estates confiscated. For
example, in 1921, after the monks of Loseling college defiantly defecated and urinated in the Dalai Lama's garden, the college did not lose
any estates (Chapter 3). In 1944, when the monks of Sera monastery
murdered a district official, the monastery lost nothing. Even in Reting's rebellion, Reting Labrang lost only the wealth and possessions
acquired during the current incarnation's reign, and Sera Che lost nohing (Chapters 1 3 and 14).
Reting's most significant blow to the Lamaist State was his sudden
resignation from the regency in late 1940. Unable to adrmnister the
monastic vows to the young Dalai Lama because he himself had broken
the required vow of celibacy, Reting had no choice but to resign. By
hand-piclung his successor, Taktra, he attempted to insure that he could
later return to the regency. Reting's plan was that Taktra, an old and
strict lama who he believed would be grateful for the chance to bc
regent, would look after the interests of Reting Labrang and then resign when Reting was ready to return. But Reting was completely
wrong in his assessment of Taktra.
Taktra apparently had been displeased by Reting's behavior as regent. From the beginning of his own reign he set out to restore a higher
level of dscipline and morality. He issued a public statement that
labrang would not engage in trade and gradually placed anti-Reting
officials in key positions. Quite the contrary to showing favoritism to
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Reting or his friends, he began to attack those officials who supported
Reting. In 1944-1945, when Reting came to Lhasa to try to regain
the regency, Taktra rehsed to resign and Reting, disgruntled, was
forced to return to his monastery.
From this point on, Reting and his advisors plotted to overthrow
Taktra by illegal means. They devised a plan to assassinate him and
others such as Lhalu. They also appealed to China for assistance, promising in return to maintain close and friendly relations. This appeal to
Chiang Kai-shek for military and political aid resulted in Reting's arrest
in 1947. He later died in prison, apparently having been poisoned.
In support of Reting, Sera Che college began open warfare with the
government. They were easily defeated, but by the summer of 1947,
when Tibet might have been preparing for the post-World War I1 efforts of China to bring the country under Chinese rule, it was hopelessly hvided into pro-Reting and pro-Taktra factions. Indeed, many of
Reting's followers saw the Chinese government as the only means of
destroying the hated Taktra. Thus, the legacy of Reting's inability to
remain a celibate monk destroyed the unity of the Tibetan government
a t a most critical point in its history.
Irrespective of the Reting opposition, the Taktra administration
tried to improve Tibet's international status and strengthen its internal
capabilities. The creation of an English school in Lhasa in late 1944
was one of the more visible of these attempts. The Tibetan goirernment,
reaizing that securing Western equipment such as wireless broadcasting units was pointless without skillcd ~ersonnelto run the equipment.
embarked on a program of educating young aristocrats and monkrelatives to form an E n g l i s h - s p e ~ n ginfrastructure. This action brought vchcment opposition from the monastic s e ~ n c n twhich
,
forced thc school to close by threatening to send their fierce h b h
monks to kidnap and scvual]y abuse the students. Once again, the man'Stcrics and their cc,nscrvativ~allies thwarted even a small step toward
modernization. Their
was the same as it had been in 19211925: the school would inculcate alien, athcistic ideas and would tll'ls
harmthe religious valuc systcrn.
The monks also contcndcd that history from 1913 on showed that
Tibet could maintain its indcpcndcncc without radical soluti(]ns Or mathc government sent a few
10' changes. Aftcr the schoc,]
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ans to India for education, but the monastic segment had made their
point: they would not tolerate modernization. Thus, when the final
showdown with China came in 1950-1951, Xbet had only a handful
of officials who spoke English well and virtually none who understood
diplomacy and international relations. Moreover, the army had deteriorated to a state of hopeless inefficiency. Although the Taktra government had tried to purchase modern weapons, they feared inviting military instructors from the West or sendmg large numbers of Tibetan
officers abroad. The Tibetan army that ultimately faced the People's
Liberation Army was poorly trained, poorly equipped, and pathetically
led. Ironically, by trying to protect Tibet's cherished Buddhist values
and ideology from possible contamination by Western institutions,
the monastic and religious conservatives created a set of conditions
whereby the government was unable to defend and preserve those very
religious values from the Chinese Communists.
These internal events are by no means the only factors that led to the
demise of the Larnaist State. Equally important was the refusal of Tibet's traditional friends and neighbors to provide effective diplomatic
and military support. Throughout the period 1913-1947, Britain was
Tibet's main supporter and the only noncontiguous country with
whom Tibet maintained foreign relations. The British god during this
period was to maintain Xbet as a buffer zone in which Chinese and
Russian influence was excluded and British and British Indian interests
predominated. Britain did not secure this goal either by offering Tibet
substantial assistance toward independence or by incorporating Tibet
into its Indian empire as a protectorate, as it had done for Siklum and
Bhutan. Believing that cither action would alienate China and Russia
and would create serious problems for Britain's international interests,
it instead adopted a policy based on the idea of autonomy for 'Tibet
within the context of Chinese suzerainty, that is to say, de fact0 independence for Tibet in the context of token subordination to China. Rritaln
articulated this policy in the Simla Convention of 1914.
The Simla agreement gave Britain not only dominant influcncc ln
Xbet but also favorable trade rights and the vast territory east of Bhutan known as the North East Frontier Area (today known as
Pradesh). Tibet reluctantly agreed to the "autonomous" status dcs%nated in the Simla agreement, believing that it would pcrmancnt'~
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guarantee Chinese noninterference in Tibetan affairs. But China, which
gained little from the agreement, refused to ratify it.
Britain, unwilling to let its Slrnla gains slip away simply because
China refused to sign the agreement, opted to make the agreement with
Tibet on a bilateral basis, since this secured for Britain (and its Indan
colony) all the rights contained in the original tripartite agreement.
Even so, Britain did not alter its policy of refusing to acknowledge
Tibet as a completely independent state, even though the only authority
for the rights it now claimed in Tibet (and NEFA) were implicitly based
on such an acknowledgment. From 1914 on, Britain dealt with Tibet
completely independently of China, but officially it recognized Tibet
only as autonumuw under Chinese suzerainty. Britain therefore was unwilling to assist Tibet in securing an independent international status,
and it refused t o assure Tibet that if China attacked-for example, as a
consequence of Tibet actively seelung international recognition of its de
fact0 independent status-Britain would support Tibet militarily.
When Britain lefi India in 1947, it abandoned its interest in Tibet,
yielding all initiative to the newly independent Indian state. Thus, at
the time of the 1948 trade mission, instead of trying to fostcr an independent identity for Tibet, Britain refused even to issue visas on Tibetan passports. And two vears later, in December 1950, when Tibet
appealed to the United Nations for help, it was the British delegate who
spoke first, informing his colleagues on the world body that afkr a halfcentury of intimate relations with Tibet, His Majesty's Government felt
that the status of Tibet was unclear and suggesting that Tibet's appeal
be postponed.
The Tibetan policy of thc indepcndent Indian government was similar to that of colonial India in certain respects atid widcly divergent in
other critical arcas. Thc new Indian government sought to continuc thc
bilateral Simla relationship and asked Tibet to rccognizc them as the
successor to thc British, that is, to recognize thc transfcr of d thc gains
Britain dcrivcd from Simla. From thc beginning, howcvcr, Nehru had
no intcntion of continuing Britain's support of Tibct's dc facto indepcndcncc nor of worhng to prcvcnt Chinesc influcnce in Tibet. Thc
new Chinesc Communist govcrnmcnt had unequivocally asscrted its
soveyeknty ovcr Tibct and had madc it clear that Sino-Indian friendship
would bc impossiblc unlcss India supported China's position with rc-
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gard to Tibet. Nehru saw Sino-Indian friendship as critical to a new
Asia and to the creation of a new moral order in the non-Western
world, and he saw Tibet as a threat to that relationship. India also
strongly opposed U.S. involvement in the Tibet issue. The Tibetan policy pursued by the Indian government forced Tibet into a settlement
with China on China's terms.
After the fall of Chiang Kai-shek, the United States became increasingly interested in Tibet as a bastion of anti-Communist ideology in
East Asia. Although in the critical months of November and December
1950 and January 1951, the United States dealt the Tibetan government a painful setback by failing to accept a Tibetan delegation to the
United States and by allowing the Tibetan appeal to the United Nations
to be set aside, nevertheless, afier Tibet signed the Seventeen-Point
Agreement with China (Chapter 20), the United States was the only
country that expressed any interest in assisting Tibet against the Chinese. It was unwilling openly to support complete independence for
Tibet, and it could not offer Tibet military aid because of Indian hostility to U.S. involvement, but it offered to help the Dalai Lama and his
large entourage to resettle in exile if he would disavow the SeventeenPoint Agreement. The U.S. offer was not attractive enough to s ~ &
opinion in Tibet against the liberal terms offered by the People's Republic of China. When this became evident, the United States tried to
enlarge its offers, but it was too late. The Dalai Lama and the Tibetan
government had decided that the best way to presetve their religious
polity was to try to work within the terms of the seventeen-Point
Agreement.

POSTSCRIPT

After the 14th Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa in August 1951, Tibet
tried to work with China within the terms of the Seventeen-Point
Agreement. The traditional Tibetan government continued to function,
a h i t with varying degrees of Chinese interference. A series of complicated events rendered this increasingly difficult afier 1955, however,
"d in March 1959, the Dalai Lama and most of his key officials fled to
exile in India. In the next two years approximately 80,000 Tibetans also
fled, most of them seehng refuge in India, Bhutan, and Nepal. Twentyeight years later, the 14th Dalai Lama is still a guest of the Indian g ~ v ernment.

APPENDIX A

ANGLO-CHINESE
CONVENTION OF 1906

Convention between G ~ a Britain
t
md China respecting Tibet. Signed a r e hg,April 27 1906 (Ratifications exchanged at London July 23, 1906)
[Signed also in Chinese]

WHEREAS His Majesty the King o f Great Britain and Ireland and of the
British Dominions bcyo~ldthe Seas, Empcror o f India, and His Majesty the
of China are sincerely desirous t o maintain and perpetuate the rela'Ions of friendship and good ullderstanding which now exist between their
Perspective Empires;
And whereas the refilsal of Tibet t o recognise the validity of o r to c a r v into
effect thc provisions of the Anglo-Chinese Convention of March 17, 1890,
Rqplations o f D e c e m k r 5, 1893, placed the British Government under
the necessity of taking steps t o secure their rights and interests undcr the said
Cnnvcntbn and Regulations;
And whereas a Con\rention often articles was signed at Lhasa on Septenlber
Tibet, and was ratified by the Viceroy and
l904, on behalf of
Rritaill
Govcrnor-~eneralo f Illdia on behalf o f Great Britain on November 1 1 , 1904,
"declaration o n behalf of Great Britain modifying its terms undcr certain conditi()llsbring appended thereto;
His Britannic Majcsw and His M a j e s ~the Empcror of China have rrsol\~cd
conclude a ~ > , n \ ~ c l l t i o non this subject and have tbr this purpose t~amed
P1elli~()trnrinrico.
that is t o say:His Mnjcsty thc K i n g of Great Britain and Irelalid:
Sir Erncsr Mason Satow, Knight Grand Cross of thc Most ~ i s t i l l ~ l i s h e d
Order of Saint Michael and Saint (;corgc, His said Majesty's En\'oy Extraordinary and Millistcr P ~ c l l i P t l t C l ~tot iHis
~ ~ Majesty the Empcror of China;
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And His Majesty the Emperor of China:
His Excellency Tong Shoa-yi, His said Majesty's High Commissioner Plenipotentiary and a Vice-President of the Board of Foreign Affairs; who having
communicated t o each other their respective full powers and finding them to
be in good and true form have agreed upon and concluded the following Convention in six articles:I. The Convention concluded on September 7, 1904, by Great Britain and
Tibet, the texts of which in English and Chinese are attached to the present
Convention as an annexe, is hereby confirmed, subject to the modification
stated in the declaration appended thereto, and both of the High Contracting
Parties engage t o take at all times such steps as may be necessary to secure the
due fulfilment of the terms specified therein.
11. The Government of Great Britain engages not to annex Tibetan territory
or t o interfere in the administration of Tibet. The Government of China also
undertakes not t o permit any other foreign state to interfere with the territory
or internal administration of Tibet.
111. The Concessions which are mentioned in Article IX(d) of the Convention concluded on September 7th, 1904 by Great Britain and Tibet are denied
to any state or t o the subject of any state other than China, but it has been
arranged with China that at the trade marts specified in Article I1 of the aforesaid Convention Great Britain shall be entitled to lay down telegraph lines
connecting with India.
IV. The provisions of the Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1890 and Regulations of 1893 shall, subject to the terms of this present Convention and annex
thereto, remain in full force.
V. The English and Chinese texts of the present Convention have been carefully compared and found t o correspond, but in the event of there being any
difference of meaning between them the English text shall be authoritative.
VI. This Convention shall be ratified by the Sovereigns of both countries
and ratifications shall be exchanged at London within three months after the
date of signature by the Plenipotentiaries of both Powers.
In token whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this
Convention, four copies in English and four in Chinesc.
Done at Pelung this twenty-seventh day of April, onc thousand nine bundred and six, being the fourth day of the fourth month of thc thiq-sccond
year of the reign of Kuang-hsu.
ERNEST SATOW.
(Signature and Seal of the
Chinese Plenipotentiary.)

APPENDIX B

ANGLO-RUSSIAN
CONVENTION OF 1907

Convention benveen Great Britain and Russia relating to Persia, Afghanistan
and Tibet. Signed at St. Petersburg, August 31st 1907
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, and His
Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias, animated by the sincere desire to settle
by mutual agreement different questions concerning the interests of their States
On the Continent of Asia, have determilied to conclude Agreements destined
to Prevent all cause of misunderstanding benveen Great Britain and Russia in
regard to the questions referred to, and have nominated for this purpose their
Plenipotentiaries, t o wit:
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, the Right
Honourable Sir Arthur Nicolson, His Majesty's Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary t o His Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias;
His Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias, the Master of his Coufl Alexander Iswolsky, Minister for Foreign Affairs;
Who, having communicated to each other their full powers, found in good
and due form, have agreed on the following:-

The Governments of Great Britain and Russia rccognising the suzerain
rightsof China in Thibet, and consideri~lgthe fact that Great Britain, by reason
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of her geographical position has a special interest in the maintenance of the
status quo in the external relations of Thibet, have made the following arrangement:-

Article I

The two High Contracting Parties engage to respect the territorial integrity
of Thibet and to abstain from all interference in the internal administration.

Article 11

In conformity with the admitted principle of the suzerainty of China over
Thibet, Great Britain and Russia engage not to enter into negotiations with
Thibet except through the intermediary of the Chinese Government. This engagement does not exclude the direct relations between British Commercial
Agents and the Thibetan authorities provided for in Article V of the Convention between Great Britain and Thibet of the 7th September 1904, and
confirmed by the Convention between Great Britain and China of the 27th
April 1906; nor does it modify the engagements entered into by Great Britain
and China in Article I of the said Convention of 1906.
It is clearly understood that Buddhists, subjects of Great Britain or of Russia, may enter into direct relations on strictly religious matters with the Dalai
Lama and the other representatives of Buddhism in Thibet; the Governments
of Great Britain and Russia engage, as far as they are concerned, not to allow
those relations to infringe the stipulations of the present arrangement.

Article 111

The British and Russian Governments respectively engage not to send Representatives to Lhasa.

Article I V

The N o High Contracting Parties engage neither to scck nor (jhtain.
whether for themselves or their subjects, an" Concessions for railwavs, rods.
telegraphs, and mines, or other rights in Thibet.

ANGLO-RUSSIAN CONVENTION OF 1907

Article V
The two Governments agree that no part of the revenues of Thibet, whether
in h d or in cash, shall be pledged or assigned to Great Britain or Russia or t o
any of their subjects.
Annexe to the arrangement between Great Britain and Russia concerning
Thibet.
Great Britain reaffirms the declaration, signed by His Excellency the Viceroy
and Governor-General of India and appended to the ratification of the Convention of the 7th September 1904, to the effect that the occupation of the
Churnbi Valley by British forces shall cease after the payment of three annual
installments of the indemnity of 25,00,000 rupees, provided that the trade
marts mentioned in Article 11 of that Convention have been effectively opened
for three years, and that in the meantime the Thibetan authorities have faithfully complied in all respects with the terms of the said Convention of 1904. It
is clearly understood that if the occupation of the Chumbi Valley by the British
forces has, for any reason, not been terminated at the time anticipated in the
above Declaration, the British and Russian Governments will enter upon a
friendly exchange of views o n this subject.
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the ratification exchalged at
St. Petersburg as soon as possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have sig~ledthe present
Convention and afied thereto their seals.
Done in duplicate at St. Petersburg, the 18th (31st) August 1907.
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THE SIMLA AGREEMENTS
OF 1914

1. C O N V E N T I O N BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN, CHINA,
A N D TIBET: SIMLA 1914

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, His Excellency the President of the Republic of China, and His Holiness the Dalai Lama
of Tibet, being sincerely desirous t o settle by mutual agreement various questions concerning the interests of their several States on the Continent of Asia,
and further t o regulate the relations of their several Governments, have resolved t o conclude a Convention on this subject and have nominated for this
purpose their respective Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, Sir Arthur
H e n v McMahon, Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order. Knight
Commander of the Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Cornpanion of
the Most Exalted Order of the Star of India, Secretary to the Government of
India, Foreign and Political Department;
His Excellency the President of the Republic of China, Monsieur Ivan
Chen, Officer of the Order of the Chia Ho;
His Holiness the Dalai Lama of Tibet, Lonchen Ga-den Shatra hl-lor
Dorje; who having communicated t o each other their respective full powers
and finding them to be in good and due form have agreed upon and concluded
the following convention in eleven Articles:-

S I M L A A G R E E M E N T S OF 1914

Article 1
The Convention specified in the Schedule to the present Convention shall,
except in so far as they may have been modified by, o r may be inconsistent with
or repugnant to, any o f the provisions o f the present Convention, continue to
be binding upon the H i g h Contracting Parties.

Article 2
The Governments o f Great Britain and China recognising that Tibet is
under the suzerainty of China, and recognising also the autonomy of Outer
Tibet, engage to respect the territorial integrity of the country, and to abstain
from interference in the administration o f Outer Tibet (including the selection
and installation o f the Dalai Lama), which shall remain in the hands of the
Tibetan Government at Lhasa.
The Government o f China engages not t o convert Tibet into a Chinese
province. The Government o f Great Britain engages not to annex Tibet or ally
portion of it.

Article 3
Recognising the special interest of Great Britain, in virtue of the geographical position o f Tibet, in the existence of an effective Tibetan Government, and
in the maintenance of peace and order in the neighbourhood of the frontiers of
India and adjoining States, the Government of China engages, except as provided in Article 4 of this Convention, not to send troops into Outer Tibet, nor
to station civil o r military officers, nor to establish Chinese colonies in the
country. Should any such troops o r officials remain in Outer Tibet at the date
of the signature o f this Convention, they shall be withdrawn within a period
exccceding three months.
The Government of Great Britain engages not t o station military or ci\.il
in the Convention of September 7 . 1904.
officers in Tibet (except as
bcrnecn Grcat Rritaill atld Tibet) nor troops (except the Agents' escorts), nor
establish colonies in that country.

The fi)rcg,ing Article shall not he held to preclude the continuance of the
arrangements bv which, in the past, a Chinese high official with suitable escort
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has been maintained at Lhasa, but it is hereby provided that the said escort
shall in no circumstances exceed 300 men.

Article 5
The Governments of China and Tibet engage that they will not enter into
any negotiations o r agreements regarding Tibet with one another, or with any
other Power, excepting such negotiations and agreements between Great Britain and Tibet as are provided for by the Convention of September 7, 1904,
between Great Britain and Tibet and the Convention of April 27, 1906, between Great Britain and China.

Article 6
Article 111 of the Convention of April 27, 1906, between Great Britain and
China is hereby cancelled, and it is understood that in Article IX(d) of the
Convention of September 7, 1904, between Great Britain and Tibet the term
'Foreign Power' does not include China.
Not less favourable treatment shall be accorded t o British commerce than to
the commerce of China or the most favoured nation.

(a) The Tibet Trade Regulations of 1893 and 1908 are hereby cancelled.
(b) The Tibetan Government engages t o negotiate with the British Government new Trade Regulations for Outer Tibet to give effect to Articles 11. IV
and V of the Convention of September 7, 1904, between Great Britain and
Tibet without delay; provided always that such Regulations shall in no way
modify the present Convention except with the consent of the Chinese Government.

The British Agent who resides at Gvantse may visit Lhasa with his escort
whenever it is necessary to consult with the Tibetan Government regarding
matters arising out of the Convention of September 7, 1904, between Gnat
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Britain and Tibet, which it has been found impossible to settle at Gyantse by
correspondence or otherwise.

Article 9
For the purpose of the present Convention the borders of Tibet, and the
boundary between Outer and Inner Tibet, shall be as shown in red and blue
respectively on the map attached hereto.
Nothing in the present Convention shall be held to prejudice the existing
rights of the Tibetan Government in Inner Tibet, which include die power to
select and appoint the high priests of monasteries and to retain full control in
all matters affecting religious institutions.

Article 10
The English, Chinese and Tibetan texts of the present Convention have
been carefully examined and found t o correspond, but in the event of there
being any difference of meaning between them the English text shall be authoritative.

Thc prcsent Conve1ition will take effect from tlie date of signature.
If tokcn whcrcof thc respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and scalcd this
fi)llvcntion, thrcc copies in English, three in Chinese and tliree in Tibetan.
Doric at Simla this third day of July, A.D., onc thousand nine hundred and
fi)llnccn, a)rrcspondinp with ;he C~li~icsc
datc, tlic third dav of tile seventh
month of the third year of the Republic, and the Tibetan date, the tenth day of
the fifth month of the Wood-Tiger year.
Initial of the Lonchen Shatra.
(Initialled) A.H.M.
Seal of the Lonchen Shatra.
Seal of the British Plenipotentiary.
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SCHEDULE
1. Convention between Great Britain and China relating to Siklum and
Tibet, signed at Calcutta the 17th March 1890.
2. Convention between Great Britain and Tibet, signed at Lhasa the 7th
September 1904.
3. Convention between Great Britain and China respecting Tibet, signed at
P e h g the 27th April 1906.
The notes exchanged are to the following effect:1. It is understood by the High Contracting Parties that Tibet forms part
of Chinese territory.
2. After the selection and installation of the Dalai Lama by the Tibetan
Government, the latter will notify the installation to the Chinese Government
whose representative at Lhasa will then formally communicate to His Holiness
the titles consistent with his dignity, which have been conferred by the Chinese
Government.
3. It is also understood that the selection and appointment of all officers in
Outer Tibet will rest with the Tibetan Government.
4. Outer Tibet shall not be represented in the Chinese Parliament or in any
other similar body.
5. It is understood that the escorts attached to the British Trade Agencies
in Tibet shall not exceed seventy-five per centurn of the escort of the Chinese
Representative at Lhasa.
6. The Government of China is hereby released from its engagements
under Article 111 of the Convention of March 17, 1890, between Great Britain
and China t o prevent acts of aggression from the Tibetan side of the TibetSiklum frontier.
7. The Chinese high official referred to in Article 4 will be free to enter
Tibet as soon as the terms of Article 3 have been fulfilled to the satisfaction of
representatives of the three signatories t o this Convention, who will investigate
and report without delay.
Initials and seals of: H. McMahon, Chen I-Fan, Lonchen Shatra.

2. ANGLO-TIBETAN DECLARATION O F 3 JULY 1914
Declaration appended to the 3 Jwly 1914 t a t ofthe Simla (:onvention

We, the Plenipotentiaries of Great Britain and Tibet, hereby record the lo'lowing Declaration to the effect that we acknowledge the annexed on""^^^
as initialled to be binding on the governments of Great Britain and Tibet. and
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we agree that so long as the Government of China withholds signature to the
aforesaid Convention, she will be debarred from the enjoyment of all privileges
accruing therefrom.
In token whereof we have signed and sealed this Declaration, two copies in
English and two in Tibetan.
Done at Simla this third day of July, A.D. one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen, corresponding with the Tibetan date, the tenth day of the fifth month
of the Wood-Tiger year.
Seal of the
Dalai Lama
(signed)
Signature and seal
of the Lonchen Shatra

A. Henry McMahon
British Plenipotentiary
Seal of the British
Plenipotentiary

Seal of the
Drepung
Monastery

Seal of the
Gaden
Monastery

Seal of the
Sera Monastery

Seal of the
National
Assembly

3. ANGLO-TIBETAN T R A D E
REGULATIONS-3 JULY 1914
Whereas by An-icle 7 of the Convention concluded between the Governments of Great Britain, China and Tibet on the third day of July, A.D. 1914,
h e Trade Regulations of 1893 and 1908 were cancelled and the Tibetan GOVernment engaged to llegotiate with the British Government new Trade Regulations for Outer Tibet to give
to Articles 11, IV and V of the Cbnvention
of 1904;
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, and His
Holiness thc Dalai Lama of Tibet have for this purpose named as their P h i P'tentiarics, that is to say:
His Majesty the King of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions beymd the Seas, Emperor of Iadia, Sir A. H. McMahon. G.C.V.O.,
K.c.1.~~.
C.S.1.:
His Holiness the I)alai Lama of Tibet, Lonchen Ga-den Shatra Pal-jor
Ilorjc;
And whereas Sir A. H. McMahon and Lonchen Ga-den Shatra Pal-jar
have communicated to each other since their respective full powers and
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have found them t o be in good and true form, the following Regulations have
been agreed upon:I. The area falling within a radius of three miles from the British Trade
Agency site will be considered as the area of such Trade Mart.
It is agreed that British subjects may lease lands for the building of houses
and godowns at the Marts. This arrangement shall not be held to prejudice the
right of British subjects t o rent houses and godowns outside the Marts for their
own accommodation and the storage of their goods. British subjects desiring
t o lease building sites shall apply through the British Trade Agent to the Tibetan Trade Agent. In consultation with the British Trade Agent the Tibetan
Trade Agent will assign such or other suitable building sites without unnecessary delay. They shall fix the terms of the leases in conformity with the existing
laws and rates.
11. The administration of the Trade Marts shall remain with the Tibetan
Authorities, with the exception of the British Trade Agency sites and compounds of the rest-houses, which will be under the exclusive control of the
British Trade Agents.
The Trade Agents at the Marts and Frontier Officers shall be of suitable
rank, and shall hold personal intercourse and correspondence with one another
on terms of mutual respect and friendly treatment.
111. In the event of disputes arising at the Marts or on the routes to the
Marts between British subjects and subjects of other nationalities, they shall be
enquired into and settled in personal conference between the British and Tibetan Trade Agents at the nearest Mart. Where there is a divergence of view
the law of the countw t o which the defendant belongs shall guide.
All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person, arising
between British subjects, shall be subject t o the jurisdiction of the British Authorities.
British subjects, who may commit any crime at the Marts or on the routes
to the Marts, shall be handed over by the Local Authorities to the British Trade
Agent at the Mart nearest t o the scene of the offence, to be tried and punished
according t o the laws of India, but such British subjects shall not be ~ublccted
by the Local Authorities to any ill-usage in excess of necessary restraint.
Tibctan subjects, who ma" be guilty of any criminal act towards British
subjects, shall bc arrested and punished by the Tibetan Authorities according
to law.
Should it happen that a Tibetan subject or subjects bring a criminal cornplaint against a British subject or subjects before thc British Trade Agent* rhc
Tibctan Authorities shall have the right to send a rcpreserltative or rcprcscntatives of suitable rank to attend the trial in the Rritish Trade Agcllt's (:Oun.
Similar!" in cases in which a British subject or subjects have reason to c o m ~ ' ' ' ~
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against a Tibetan subject o r subjects, the British Trade Agent shall have the
right to send a representative or representatives to the Tibetan Trade Agent's
Court to attend the trial.
IV. The Government of India shall retain the right to maintain the telegraph
lines from the Indian frontier t o the Marts. Tibetan messages will be duly received and transmitted by these lines. The Tibetan Authorities shall be responsible for the due protection of the telegraph lines from the Marts to the Indian
frontier, and it is agreed that all persons damaging the lines or intelfcring with
them in any way or with the officials engaged in the inspection or maintenance
thereof shall at once be severely punished.
V. The British Trade Agents at the various Trade Marts now or hereafter to
be established in Tibet may make arrangements for the carriage and transport
of their posts to and from the frontier of Inma. The couriers employcd in
conveying these posts shall receive all possible assistance from the Local Authorities whose districts they traverse, and shall be accorded the same protectlon and facilities as the persons employed in carrying the despatches of the
Tibetan Government.
NO restrictions whatever shall be laced on the employment by British officers and traders of Tibetan subjects in any lawhl capacity. The persons so employed shall not be exposed t o any kind of molestation or suffer any loss of civil
rights, to which they may be entitled as Tibetan subjects, but they shall not be
exempted from lawful taxation. If they be guilty of any criminal act, they shall
be dealt with by the Local Authorities according to law without anv attempt
0" the part of their employer t o screen them.
VI. No rights of monopoly as regards commerce or industry shall be
granted to any official or private company, institution, or individual in Tibet.
It is of course understood that companies and individuals, who have already
received such monopolies from the Tibetan Government previous to the conclusions of this agreement,
retain their rights and privileges until the exP~V
of the period fixed.
VII. British subjects shall be at liberty to deal in kind or in nlonev, to sell
their goods to whomsoever they
to hire transport of any kind, and to
in general their business transactions in conformity with local llsage
and without any vexations, restrictions or oppressive exactions wI~ate\~er.
The
Tibetan Authorities will not hinder the British Trade Agents or other Britisl.1
"bjects from holding personal intercourse or correspondence wit11 the inhabitants of thc country.
I t bring the d u v of thC Police and the Local Authorities to afford efficient
Protection at all times to the pers(,ns and property of the ~ r i t i s hsubjects at the
Marts and along the routes to the Marts, Tibet engages to arrang etfccti\'c
Police measures at the Marts and along the routes to the Marts.
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VIII. Import and export in the following Articles:arms, ammunition, military stores, liquors and intoxicating
or narcotic drugs.
may at the option of either Government be entirely prohibited, or permitted
only on such conditions as either Government on their own side may think fit
to impose.
IX.The present Regulations shall be in force for a period of ten years reckoned from the date of signature by the two Plenipotentiaries; but, if no demand for revision be made o n either side within six months after the end of the
first ten years the Regulations shall remain in force for another ten years from
the end of the first ten vears; and so it shall be at the end of each successive ten
years.
X. The English and Tibetan texts of the present Regulations have been carefully compared, but in the event of there being any difference of meaning between them the English text shall be authoritative.
XI. The present Regulations shall come into force from the date of signature. Done at Simla this third day of July, A.D. one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen, corresponding with the Tibetan date, the tenth day of the fifth month
of the Wood-Tiger year.
Seal of the
Dalai Lama.
Signature of the
Liinchen Shatra.
Seal of the
Lijnchen Shatra.
Seal of the
Drepung
Monastery.

Seal of the
Sera
Monastery.

A. Henry McMahon
British Plenipotentiary.
Seal of the
British Plenipotentiary.
Seal of the
Seal of the
Gaden
National
Monastery.
Assembly.

4. T H E M c M A H O N L I N E EXCHANGE
O F NOTES, 24 M A R C H 1914
A. McMahon to the Lonchen Shatra, 24 March 1914

To
Lonchen Shatra
Tibetan Plenipotentiary
I n February last you accepted the India-Tibet frontier from the Isu Raz'
Pass to the Bhutan frontier, as given in the map (twosheets), of which
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copies are herewith attached, subject to the confirmation of your Government
and the following conditions:
(a) The Tibetan ownership of private estates on the British side of the
frontier will not be disturbed.
(b) If the sacred places of Tso Karpo and Tsari Sarpa fall within a day's
march of the British side of the frontier, they will be included in Tibetan
territory and the frontier modfied accordingly.
I understand that your Government have now agreed to this frontier subject
to the above two conditions.
You wished t o know whether certain dues now collected by the Tibetan
Government at Tsona Jong and in Kongbu and Kham from the Monpas and
Lopas for articles sold may still be collected. Mr. Bell has informed vou that
such details will be settled in a friendly spirit, when you have furnished him
with the Further information, which you promised.
The final settlement of this India-Tibet frontier will help to prevent causes
of h u e dispute and thus cannot fail to be of great advantage to both govemments.
Delhi
(Signed) A. H. McMahon,
British Plenipotentiary.

B. The .Lonchen Shatra to McMahon, 25 March 1914 (Translation)
To
Sir Henry McMahori
British Plenipotentiary to the China-Tibet Conference.
As it was feared that there might be friction in h n ~ r eunless the ~~~~~~~~y
India and Tibet is clearly defined, I submitted the map. which you
Sent me in Februarv last, to Lhasa for orders. I have now received orders from
Lhasa, and I accorbingly agree to the boundary as marked in red in the
copies of thc maps signed by you subject to the conditions, mentioned in Yoilr
letter, dated the 24th March, sent to nie through Mr. Bell. I have signed
the two copies of the maps. I have kept one copv here and return here
with the other.
Sent on the 29th day of the 1st Month of the Wood-Tiger year (25th March
1914) by Liinchen Shatra, the Tibetan Plenipotentiary.
Seal of the
Liiticlieri Shatra

GLOSSARY O F TIBETAN TERMS

amban
chantso
chigyab khembo
depon
dobdo
dronyerchemrno
dzasa
geshe
gyagpon
kharntsen
khencung
labrang
liinchen
rimshi
rupon
shagsang
shape

political commissioner of the Manchu emperor of China
manager of an incarnate lama's labrang
highest monk official in the government bureaucracy
army commander
deviant "fighting" monk
monk official who is head of the Dalai Lama's personal
staff
(1) high rank in the Tibetan government; (2) manager of
the labrang of the regent (e.g., Reting Dzasa)
scholar monk who has completed highest degree in monastic education system
lieutenant in the Tibetan army
a residential unit in a college of the Three Seats
monk official of the fourth rank
the corporation of a lama
the chief minister
a fourth-rank official
captain in the Tibetan army
the household of a monk official or monk
one of the four heads of the Kashag, the highest government office
college-type unit in large monasteries
member of the committee consisting of the four trunvichemmo and the four tsipons
one of thc four heads of the Yigtsang, the highest monkofficial office
one of the four heads of the Tsigang, the Revenue Office
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2. O R A L INTERVIEWS
Anon 1, Tibetan lay official; Incha.
Canglocen, Wanam, grandson of Canglocen Khung; Tibet.
Chamba [A], dobdo monk from Sera Che college; India.
Chamba [ R ] , dobdo monk from Sera Che college; Tibet.
Changoba, Dorje Ngodrup, lav official; Tibet.
Chanjula. See Lungshar Chanjula.
Chiinden Drogar, niece of Surkhang Shape; U.S.A.
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Dalai Lama, I n d a .
Dardo (Runpoche), incarnate lama from Drepung's Loseling college; India.
Dunggar (Lobsang Trinley), incarnate lama and professor, Tibet.
Gelek (Rimpoche), incarnate lama from Drepung Loseling college and son of
Demo Rimpoche; I n d a .
Gyari Nyima, Khamba from Nyarong; India.
Gyentsen Tempel, monk oficial from Gyambumgang's household; Tibet.
Horkhang (Sey), former lay official; Ti bet.
Horsur, former lay official; I n d a .
Kapshoba, former lay official; Tibet.
Koncho Samden, steward of Drigung Labrang; India.
Kundeling Dzasa, chief administrator of Kundeling Labrang; India.
Lhalu, former lay official; Tibet.
Lhalungpa, former monk oficial; U.S.A.
L ~ M I IChGnden,
~
Sera Che monk present at time of the Sera War of 1947;
Tibet.
Lobsang Gyentsen, Tibetan monk; Tibet.
Lungshar Chanjula, son of Lungshar; India.
Maya, former lay official; India.
Ngawang Dondrup, former monk official; India.
Ngawang Trinley, Reting's junior attendant; Tibet.
Norbu Dramdii, Khado Rimpoche's servant-one of the four people who tried
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Pandenla, attendant at Tricang Labrang; India.
Pawang, historian; Tibet.
Pema D oj e , household official of the Sera Che abbot N g a w a ~ gNamgye; India
[taped interview made by Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Dhararnsala].
Phabongka Chantso, manager of Phabongka Labrang; India.
Phiintso Tashi, brother-in-law of the 14th Dalai Lama; India.
Rering Dzasa, head administrator of Reting Labrang; Tibet.
kchardson, H. E., former Indian Government official in Lhasa; Britain.
Sambo (Rimshi), former lay official; Inda.
Shakabpa, former lay official; India, U.S.A.
Shatra, former lay official; Tibet.
Shingsa Awala, formcr monk official; India.
Shukoba, former lay official; U.S.A.
Sogo Gcshcla, Mongolia11 monk from Drepung Gomang college; India.
Song Rimpochc, former abbot of Ganden Shartse college; India.
Surkhang (Wangchcn Gelck), former lay official; U.S.A.
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Taring (Jigme), former lay official; India.
Tashi Dondrup, former soldier in Tibetan army; India.
Temba Chonden, Upper Tantric college monk; Inda.
Thubten Sanggye, former monk official; India.
Thubten Thuwang,geshe from Sera Che college; Inda.
Trinley D oj e , Lhasa resident; Tibet.
Trinley Thargye, manager of Phabongka Labrang; India.
Tsarong (Rimshi), former lay official; U.S.A.
Urgyenla, former monk official; Inda.
Wangdu, shenmo in Kusung Regiment of Tibetan army; India.
Yeshe Thargye, former monk official; Tibet.
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CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

adala
akar songa
aka trulku
amban
arndo
anadawa
ancanali
apcho
apsola
ara gaapo
ba
babshi
barntsong
banag
ba-nak kha-sum
barkor
batang
bayi (tsang)
beri
betsang
bho
bhodong tashigang
bo
bokhangwa
bonbo
bonshii

a dwa lags
a dkar so nga
a kag sprul sku
am ban
a mdo
a nan zla ba
a 'byang sna leb
ab cog
ab sog lags
a rag dkar po
'ba'
'babs zhib
'barn tshong
sba nag
sba nag kha gsum
bar skor
'ba' thang
sba ye (tshang)
be re
be tshang
see bo
ba dong bkris sgang
'bo
sbod khang pa
bon po
bon shod

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

bumtang
cadang
cagla
canglo
canglocen (wanam) o r (khung) o r
(sonam gyebo)
cangra
cangseshar
canjula
cawtang
censeling
cetrungla
chaba rusu
chabu
chadang
chagotsang tomten
chalu
chamba (la)
chamba chodar
chamba chodrak
chamba ngawang
chamba tendar
chamba yeshe
chamdo
chamjom paw0 chupdiin
chamjom paw0 chupshi
chamnag
chamon (depa)
chamsu
chandzo
chang
changkhyim (ba)
changoba (dorje ngodrup)
changtang
changtse chiije
chanjula
chantso
chasur (depa)
chayang
chavul

'bum thang
ca dang
lcags la
lcang lo
lcang lo can (dbang rnam) or (gung)
or (bsod nams rgyal po)
lcang ra
lcang seb shar
byang chub lags
lcog steng
spyan gsal gling
j e drung lags
cha pa ru zur
phyag sbug
cha dang
bya rgod tshang stobs ldan
'cha' lu
byams pa (lags)
byams pa chos dar
byams pa chos grags
byams pa ngag dbang
byams pa bstan dar
byams pa ye shes
chab mdo
cham 'joms dpa' bo bcu bdun
cham 'joms dpa' bo bcu bshi
cham nag
byams smon (sde pa)
byams zur
see chantso
chang
chang khyim (pa)
byang ngos pa (rdo rje dngos s g ~ b )
byang thang
byang rtse chos rje
see lungshar
phyag mdzod
byams zur (sde pa)
chag yangs
bya

YU'
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che
chenresig
chenseling(a)
cheputsuntanpa
chera
chibisey
chidam
chigyab khembo
chigyay laygung
chingba
chipon
chiso
chisu
chitey
chiwa
chizong
chodar
chodrag or (chosdrak)
chogo
chogye nyima
choje
chokhor
chokhorgon
chokhorgyal
chokyi nyima
chokyong
chola chambala
choling
cholon d orje tricung
chompel
chompel gyebo
chompel thubten
choney
chontse
chontse gendun
chontse tenzin (gyatso)
choponla
chorten karpo
chiisi nyitrel
chospel thubten

byes
spyan ras gzigs
see censeling
rje btsun dam pa
bye rag
byi sbi sras
spyi dam
spyi khyab &an po
phyi rgyal las khungs
bying pa
chibs dpon
spyi gso
phyi zur
'chi ltas
byi ba
spyi rdzong
chos dar
chos grags
chos gos
chos rgyal nyi ma
chos j e
chos 'khor
chos 'khor dgon
chos 'khor rgyal
chos kyi nyi ma
chos skyong
jo lags byams pa lags
mchod gling
chos blon rdo rje khri chung
chos 'phel
chos 'phel rgyal po
chos 'phel thub bstan
mchod gnas
chos mdzad
chos mdzad dge 'dun
chos mdzad bstan 'dzin (rgya mtsho)
chos dpon lags
see chiiten karpo
chos srid gnyis 'brel
see chiimpel thubten
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chotang
choten karpo
choyon
chumbi
chiinden drogar
chungnay
chupsang
chiishul
chuting (gang)
cogtray
congachopa
corca
dadang
dadang cam
dagchen rimpoche
dahen
dam
dama
damaru
dardo (rimpoche)
dardzong
dargye (gornpa)
darhan
dartsedo
dashi
datang
dawala
dayik
decang
dechen (chodron)
dechin
dege
delerabden
delerapten
demo (labrang or rimpoche)
dengko
dengo
densa sum
denshu
depa

cawtang
mchod rten dkar po
mchod yon
chu 'bi
chos ldan sgrol dkar
'byung gnas
chu bzang
chu shul
chos steng (khang)
lcogs bkras
bco lnga mchod pa
'byor lcag
da dang
rnda' dang lcarn
bdag chen rin po che
see darhan
'dam
see damaru
da ma ru
dar mdo (rin po che)
rta rdzong
dar rgyas (dgon pa)
dar han
dar rtse rndo
mda' gzhis
see dadang
zla ba lags
mda' yig
Ide 'chang
bde chen (chos sgron)
see dechen
see derge
bde legs rab rten
see delerabden
bdc rno (bla brang) or (rin po the)
see dengo
ldan khog
gdan sa gsum
gdan zhu
sde pa

see
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depon
depon miua
derge
derge sey
derkye
desi
detsab
detshab

mda' dpon
mda' dpon mi drag
sde dge
sde dge sras
see derge
sde srid
see detshab
sde tshab

dey
deyang (college)
deyangshar
deyang tshenship

gtad
bde yang (grwa tshang)
bde yang shar
bde yang mtshan zhabs
rdo rgyugs
dim chi
sding bya (rdo j e rgyal mtshan)
ding ri
de rang rdzong
sde drug
rdo'u
rdab rdob
'dog sde
rdog rdzong
mdo kharns
sgrol ma
sdom po
don grub
rdo ring
rdo j e
rdo rje rgyal mtshan
rdo j e dngos grub
rdo j e phun tshogs
rdo j e tshe rgyal
rdo sras
rdo tshad
drags don (pa)
dgra Iha
brag g.yab
'bras spungs (blo gsal gling)
'dri
see triblung

diw
dimchi
dingja (doj e gyentsen)
dingri
dirang dzong
dim
diu
dobdo
dode
dogdzong
dokham
dolrna
dom bo
dondrub
doring
doj e
doj e gyentsen
doj e ngudrup
doj c phiintso
doj e tsegyal
dose
dotse
draktiin(ba)
dralha
drayab
drcpung (loseling)
dri
driblung
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'QP"
drimekunden
drimeykunden
drip
drogang
drogar
drom
dronyerchernrno
drugu ( g ~ n )
drungtog
dugara
dumra (wa)
dunggar (lobsang trinley)
diiwa
dzasa
b n g
dzongpon
e
epa
ga
gacan demba
gadang
gadong
gamto druga
ganden
ganden chokor
ganden photrang
ganden rapten
ganden thri (ba) (rimpoche)
ganden thrisur
gandre dn~ngche
gandre drungsurn
gangto druga
gardrugpa
garma
gartok
gashi
gay
geda (trulku) or (lama)
g'=gen
gee6

'bri gung
dri med kun ldan
see drimekunden
'bri yul
spro khang
sgrol dkar
'brom
mgron gnyer chen mo
gru gu (dgon)
h g gtogs
'brug rag
ldum rag (ba)
dung dkar (blo bzang 'phrin las)
'dul ba
dza sag
rdzong
rdzong dpon
e
see itrugpa
'gag ; bka'
dga' byang bstan pa
ga dang
dga' gdong
skam thog gru kha
dga' ldan
dga' ldan chos 'khor
dga' ldan pho brang
dga' ldan rab brtan
dga' ldan khri (pa) (rin po che)
dga' ldan khri zur
dga' 'bras drung che
dga' 'bras drung gsum
see gamto druga
gar phrug Pa
skar ma
sgar thok
bka' gzhis

kye
dge stag (sprul sku) (bla ma)
dge rgan
dge bskos

C O R R E C T TIBETAN SPELLINGS

gelek (rimpoche)
gelong
gelugpa
gempi5 utse
genden
gendiin (la)
gendiin chompel
gergi
gerka
geshe(1a)
geshe lharampa
geshe samdrup rimpoche
geshe sherab gyatso
getsul
giarnda
gogpala
gola (pass)
golok
~0"'ang
gornba
gombey kudra
gombo
gonggo (khamtsen)
gongja
gongye meypachi
gonjo
go riri
gorkhawa
gorship
giisharn ba
gothe gyab
gowochiije (lobsang sonam)
gronyer
guden
Pnam
gung
gungii
gu nycpo chung medro, thucl~eche

dge legs (rin po che)
dge slong
dge lugs pa
dge 'phel dbu rtse
see gendiin
dge 'dun (lags)
dge 'dun chos 'phel
sger dge
sger dgal
dge bshes (lags)
dge bshes h a ram pa
dge bshes bsam grub rin po che
see sherab gyatso
dge tshul
rgya mda'
'gog pa la
sgo la
mgo log
sgo mang
dgon pa
dgon pa'i sku drag
mgon po
kong po (khang mtshan)
kong phyag
dgongs 'gal med pa byed
g o 'jo
mgo ril ril
sgo dkar ba
gor zhib
gos sham pa
sgo mthil rgyabs
go bo chos j e (blo bzang bsod
narns)
mgron gnyer
see p t e n
skur rnam
RU"R
sku ngo
sku mnvel po bvung med 'gro, thugs
rje che

w'-"

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

guten
gyabden
gyagpon (kesang)
gyagponphu
gyagpontsang
gyajong
gyalo diindrup
gyalo thiindrup
gyaltakpa
gyaltsen
bumgang
gyarn bumkang
gyantse
gyari nyima
marong
mase P-F'o
gyatso

fie
gyeba
mebo
gyebo Sherpa
gyekar nangba
gyentsen
gyentsen phiintso
gyentsen sengge
gyentsen tempel
m ePa
gyetakba
gyetor
gyetru hutuktu
gyeyab
gyuma
gyurme (namgyel)
gyuto
hamdong (kharntsen)
hocin
hor
horkhang(sey)
horsur
hot trachen

sku gdan
skyabs rten
brgya dpon (skal bzang)
rgya dpon bu
rgya dpon tshang
rgya sbyong
see gyalo thiindrup
gya lo don grub
see gyetakba
see gyentsen
rgya 'burn khang
see gyarnbumgang
rgyal rtse
rgya ri nyi ma
rgyal rong
rgya se dkar po
rgya mtsho
'gyed
rgyas pa
rg-Y PO
rgyal po shar pa
rgyal mkhar nang pa
rgyal mtshan
rgyal rntshan phun tshogs
rgyal mtshan seng ge
rgyal rntshan bstan 'phel
see gyeba
rgyas dag pa
brgyad gtor
rgyal sprul ho thog thu
rgyal yab
dkyus ma
'gyur rned (rnarn rgyal)
rgyud stod
har gdong (khang mtsan)
ho cin
hor
hor khang (sras)
hor zur
hor sbra chen

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

hutuk(to) (tu)
itrugpa
jadang
jagsam
jampa chowang
jampa thogme
jampa tshutrirn
jampa wosel
jampeyang
jampey gyatso
jampey gyentsen
jampey yeshe
jamyang delek
jamyang gyaltsen
jangsebshar
jaranay
jayan
jensey (namgang)
jenshu
jetrungla
jetsiin dampa
jokhang
jola
jomda
jonangpa
jongpen
jongpoen
jora
jun
jungnay
jupon
j yekundo
kabten
kadarnpa
kadang
kadrung
kajupa
kalaktang
kalon
kalung

ho thog thu
e phrug Pa
ja dang
lcags zam
byams pa chos dbang
byams pa thogs me
byams pa tshul khrims
byams pa 'o zer
'jam dpal dbyangs
'jam dpal rgyal rntsho
'jam dpal rgyal mtshan
'jam dpal ye shes
'jam dbyangs bde legs
'jam dbyangs rgyal rntshan
see cangseshar
sbyar ra nas
'jam dbyang
spyan gsal ( P a n g f3ang)
spyan zhu
rje drung lags
rje btsun dam pa
jo khang
jo lags
'jo mda'
jo nang pa
see dzongpon
see dzongpon
10 ra
'jun
'byung gnas
bcu dpon
skye rgu mdo
skab bstan
bka' gdams pa
ka dang
bka' drung
bka' rgyud pa
kha la thang
bka' blon
bka' lung

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

kampajong
kandron
kang
kangyur
kame
kapshoba(sey)
karchung (a)
karma (pa)
kashag
kaship nubling
katak
kathang
kawu
ke
kendronlosum
kesang
kesang ngawang
kesang tsuluim
kesang wangdu
ketsang (trulku) (rimpoche)
ketsang ritro
khadang
barn
khamba
khamtsen
khangchennay
khangser (rimpoche)
khantsin
kharak yongdzin rimpoche
khardo lama
khatsara
khembo
kheme (dzasa) (rimshi)
khernpo
khenche(n)
khenchung
khencung
khendronlosum
khenrab kiinsang
khenrab norbu

garn pa rdzong
bka' mgron
rkang
bka' 'gyur
dkar mdzes
ka shod pa (sras)
dkar chung (ba)
karma (pa)
bka' shag
bka' zhib nurn gling
kha btags
bka' thang
ga'u
khal
mkhan mgron lo gsum
skal bzang
skal bzang ngag dbang
skal bzang tshul khrim
skal bzang dbang 'dus
ke'u tshang (sprul sku) (rin po che)
skal tshang ri khrod
kha dang
khams
khams pa
khang mtshan
khang chen nas
khang ser (rin po che)
kha 'dzin
kha rag yongs '&in rin po che
mkhar rdo bla ma
kha tsha ra
mkhan po
khe smad (&a sag) (rim bzhi)
see khembo
rnkhan che(n)
see khencung
mkhan chung
mkhan mgron lo gsum
mkhyen rab kun bzang
mkhyen rab nor bu

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

khenrab phuntso(k)
khenrab tenzin
khenrab wangchug
khensarn (mondo)
khensur
khogon
hung
khyungpo (serta)
khyungpo trunyi phula
khyungram
kisur
kitopa
koncho (chungnay )
konchok
koncho samden
kongbo
kongpo
kongpo trinley
kongtru(1a) (thubten genden)
korsurn
kucar (dzasa)
kudra
kumbela
kumbum
kunbila
kiincho chungnay
kunchog jungne
kundeling (dzasa)
kung
kunga (wangchug)
kunphela
kuuphel la
kiinsang
kusantse
kusho
hibu
hicho kiintiin
kyipup
kyishong

mkhyen rab phun tshogs
mkhyen rab bstan '&in
mkhyen rab dbang phyug
mkhyen bsam (smon grong)
mkhan zur
kog khun

gung
khyung po (ser rta)
khyung po dmng yig bu lags
khyung ram
skyid zur
skyid stod pa
dkon mchog ('byung gnas)
see koncho
dkon mchog bsam bstan
see kongpo
kong po
kong po 'phrin las
kong phrug (lags) (thub bstan dge
ldan)
'khor gsum
sku bcar (dza sag)
sku drag
kun 'phel lags
sku 'bum
see kumbela
see koncho (chungnay)
see kijncho (chungnay)
kun bde gling (&a sag)
see eung
kun dga' (dbalg phjwg)
see kumbela
see kumbela
kun bzang
sku bzang rtse
sku zhabs
skyid sbug
skyid phyogs kun mthun
see kyibu
skvid sho~lg

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

kyitopa
kyitse ludmg

skyid stod pa
skyid 'tshal klu Idng

bushung
labrang
labrang chantso
lachag
lachi
ladakh
ladenla
lagaphu
lagatsang
lagong-ngamda
laja
la la
lama
lama shunglenba
lamda
lamrim
lamyik (or lamyig)
langchen nyochu
langchen risur
langcunga
langdiin
langong-ngamda
laya charipa

khyu @hung
bla brang
bla brang phyag mdzod
see laja
bla spyi
la dwags
legs ldan lags
la kha bu
la kha tshang
la gong rngam zla
bla phyag
lags lags
bla ma
bla ma gzhung len pa
lam mda'
lam rim
lam yig
glang chen mnyo chu
glang chen ri zur
glang chung ba
glang mdun
see lagong ngamda
rla ya bya ril ba
see leykung
las khungs
see laja
h a sding (sras)
h a klu (tshe dbang rdo j e )
h a lung pa
h a mo
h a mo bla mtsho
h a phebs
Iha gsol
h a ram pa
h a ri ko
Iha sa
Iha rtse
ha'u rta ra

laygung
leykung
hachag
hadmg (se)
halu (tsewang doj e )
halungpa
ham0
lhamolatso
lhapeb
lhapso
hararnpa
lharigo
lhasa
lhatse
hautara

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

lhedingse
lheting
lhoba lhoka
lhodzong
lhoka
lhopa
lhopey gartrug
lhundrup dzong
lingbu dzong
litang
liushar
lobsang chhogyen
lobsang chochog
lobsang chompel
lobsang chonden
lobsang gyentsen
lobsang lhalungpa
lobsang namgyel
lobsang norbu
lobsang samden
lobsang sonarn
lobsang tashi
lobsang tempa
lobsang tenkyong
lobsang tenzing
lobsang tshewang
lobsang wangchug
lobsang wanggye
lobzang chhogyen
lo gendiin
liinchen
longma
loseling
h e y dondrup
lotru
lotsawa
lukhang (wa)
lumbum (kharntsen)
lumpa
lunglitig

lhading (se)
see lhading
tho pa blo dga'
lho rdzong
lho ka
see lhoba
lho pa'i gar phrug
lhun 'grub rdzong
gling bu rdzong
li thang
sne'u shar
blo bzang chos rgyan
blo bzang chos mchog
blo bzang chos 'phel
blo bzang chos ldan
blo bzang rgyal mtshan
blo bzang h a lung pa
blo bzang rnam rgyal
blo bzang nor bu
blo bzang bsam gtan
blo bzang bsod nams
blo bzang bkris
blo bzang bstan pa
blo bzang bstan skyong
blo bzang bstan 'dzin
blo bzang tshe dbang
blo bzang dbang phyug
blo bzang dbang rgyal
see lobsang chhogyen
blo dge 'dun
blon chen
klong ma
blo gsal gling
blo gsal don grub
blo phrug
lo tsa ba
klu khang (ba)
klu 'burn (khang mtshan)
lum pa
lung gling

see

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

lungshar(pa)
lungshar chanjula
lungshi (gon)
lungsho
magji tshondzin
magsi uyon lhengang
magtrung t a m d n g
makang
markham
markham gartok
marlamba
matragongsum
maya (tsewang gyurme)
menriba
metrul gatsa
mey
mibab jenshu
mi bo
mikhung
mili
mindropo
mindrup
minyag ami (yeshe wangden)
mipon
miser
miser thromo
miua
mitsen
mitshen
monlam (chemo)
mondrong( pa)
mondrong samba
monpa
mugi gyagba
mucha (depijn)
mum
nachen
nagchuka
namdra (sherab)

lung shar (pa)
lung shar byang chub lags
rlung gshod (dgon)
see lungshi
dmag spyi tsho '&in
dmag srid u yon lhan hang
h a g drung rta mgrin
dmag rkang
smar h a m
smar kharn sgar thog
smar lam ba
smar brag gong gsum
rma bya (tshe dbang 'gyur med)
sman ri ba
me sprul bka' rtsa
smad
mi babs spyan zhu
mi bogs
mi khungs
smi li
smin 'grub sbug
smin 'grub
mi nyag(s) a mes (ye shes dbang
Idan)
mi dpon
mi ser
mi gsod khro mu
mi drag
mi mtshan
see mitsen
smon lam (chen mo)
smon grong (pa)
smon grong zam pa
mon pa
mu ge rmag Pa
mu bya (mda' dpon)
rme ru
sna chen
nag chu kha
rnam grwa (shes rab)

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

ngawang tenzin
ngawang tragpa
ngawang trinley
norbhu dondup
norbu dondrup
norbu dramdii
norbulinga
norbu tsering
norbu wangye
nornang
norcolinga
nubling
nyadang
nyagtru
nyare
nyarong
nyelungwa
nyemo
nyertsang
nyi-a-sung
nyican(la)
ny ima
nyingmapa
nyingpo
nyungne lama
ola ola
ondii shinga
otshe otshe
paco
padnarn
palden dondrup
Panan
panda (rapga)
pandatsang (yambe) (rimshi)
pandenla
patilinga
pawmg
pebola
pecawa

ngag dbang bstan 'dzin
ngag dbang grags pa
ngag dbang 'phrin las
see norbu dondrup
nor bu don grub
nor bu dgra 'dul
nor bu gling h a
nor bu tshe ring
nor bu dbang rgyal
nor nang
nor stod gling h a
nub gling
nya dang
nyag sprul
nya re
nya rong
gnyer lung ba
snye mo
gnyer mtshang
snying a song
nyi lcang (lags)
nyi ma
rnying ma pa
rnying po
snyung gnas bla ma
'o lags 'o lags
'ong stod zhing kha
'0 tshe 'o tshe
pa lcogs
pad rnam
dpal ldan don grub
see padnarn
spom mda' (rab dga')
spom mda' tshang (ya 'phel) (rim
bzhi)
dpal ldan lags
grwa ste gling kha
pa dbang
bal po lags
dpe cha ba

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

pe(d)ma (chandra)
pema dorje
pemba (dzong)
pen a

penam
penlop
phabongka (chantso)
phagpa labrang
phala bey)
phangdong (latsenpa)
phari
phashi
phaship
phawpon
phembo
pho larnrim
pholhane
photrang depa
photrang sarba
phugang
phuja
phula
phularna
phulunga
phungtso
phungu phochen
phunkang (jetrungla) (kung)
phiinrab(a)
phuntso
phuntsoIing
phuntso(g) tashi
phiintso wangye
phu panarn
phurbucho (rimpoche)
phurchok (yongtsin) rimpoche
phurpu droma
phusum pharwa
pitu khamtsen
PO
I'ome

pad ma (chandra)
pad ma rdo j e
spen pa (rdzong)
see penarn
pa snam
dpon slob
pha bong kha (phyags mdzod)
'phags pa bla brang
pha h a (sras)
'phangs dong (las tshan pa)
pha ri
pha gshis
bar ship
phog
phan Po
'phos lam rim
pho h a nas
pho brang sde pa
pho brang gsar pa
phu h a n g
phu phyag
bu lags
bu bla ma
phu lung pa
sbug mdzod
bung gu pho chen
phun khang ( j e drung lags) (gung)
phun rab (pa)
phun tshogs
phun tshogs gling
phun tshogs bkra shis
phun tshogs dbang rgyal
bu pad rnarn
phur bu lcog (rin po che)
phur lcog (yongs 'dzin) rin po che
phur bu sgrol ma
bu gsum bar ba
spe thub khang mtshan
po
spo smad

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

porkyo(1a)
potala

spor kyog lags
po ta la

p o ~ l
pu tobgye
rabden
rabjun
rabsel
rabten
ragashar
ragra rimpoche
ragyaba
ralung
ram ba
came
ramoche
rangda gyekab

sPo yul
bu stobs rgyas
see rabten
rab byung
rab gsal
rab brtan
ra kha shag
rag ra rin po che
rag rgyab pa
ra lung
ram pa
ra smad
ra mo che
rang bdag rgyal khab
rang skyong
rang gsum mdo
rang dbang
rwa spom sa gsum
rab dga'
ra tsha rgya rgan
ri pi rgya'u
rwa sgreng (dza sag)
ri spyi
ri ma
rin po che
rim bshi (zur khang)
rin chen sgrol ma
rin chen rdo rje
rin sgang
rin 'dzin rdo rje
ril ril
ri khrod
ri ba bde chen
ri bo che
ri bo chos gling
ri bo bde chen
tong ba rtse
rong rnam sras

rangbong
rangsumdo

rangwag
rapasasum
raPga
rasa gyakhen
reba gyawu
reting (dzasa)
richi
rirna
rimpoch(h)e
rirnshi (surkhang)
rinchen dolma
rinchen d orje
ringang
rinzin d orje
riri
ritrii
riwa dechen
riwoche
riwo choling
riwo dechen
rongbatse
rong namse

873
CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

rong pelhiin
rongsurn
mpon
NSU

mtok
sadam
sakya
salu
salung (pa) (tsetop)
salunga
samada
sambo (teiji) (sey) (rimshi)
samdong khamtsen
samdra
sarnkhanva
samlinga
samlo (khamtsen)
sampo se
sam se
samye
sandutsang
sang
sangnga chodmng
satsig
sawangchemrno
saw depa (konchok)
sebang
se la
selunga
sem
senang
sendregasum
senriy
sera
sera che
sera mey
sera i~tse
serkharig
se(y)

rong dpal lhun
rong gsum
N dpon
N zur
N thog
sa dam
sa skya
sa lu
sa lung (pa) (tshe stobs)
see salung (pa)
sa mda'
bsam pho (tha'i ji) (sras) (rim
bzhi)
bsam gdong khang mtshan
bsam kra
bsam mkhar ba
bsam gling ba
bsam blo (khang mtshan)
see sambo (sey)
see sambo (sey)
bsam yas
sa 'dul tshang
srang
gsang sngags chos rdzong
sa tshig
sa dbang chen mo
sog sde pa (dkon mchog)
ser sbreng
ix la
see salung (pa)
sems
sras nang
se 'bras dga' gsum
zan ril
se ra
se ra byes
se ra smad
se ra dbu rtse
ser khang
sras

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

seynamba
shabten phashi
shag
shagappa
shagaw (khembo)
shagche
shagtsang
shakabpa
shamthab
shankawa
shape
shappe
sharcenchog
sharchang surpa
sharpa choje
shartse
shasur
shatra (ganden pencor)
shekarling (pa) (ba)
shenggo
sherab gyatso
Sherpa
shide (uatsang)
shigatse
shingnyer
shlnga awala (lobsang gelek)
shinje tsheda
sho
shobando
shoga
shol
sholkang
shondron
shopando
shotalhosum
shugden
shugtrom
shuja
shukoba

sras rnarn pa
zhabs rten pha gzh~s
shag
see shakabpa
shag skor (rnkhan po)
shag chas
shag tshang
zhwa sgab pa
sham thabs
shan kha ba
zhabs pad
see shape
shar chen lcog
shag byang zur pa
shar pa chos rje
shar rtse
bzhad zur
bzhad sgra (dga' ldan dpal 'byor)
she1 dkar gling (pa)
zhal ngo
shes rab rgya mtsho
shar pa
bzhi sde (grwa tshang)
p h i s ka rtse
shing gnyer
zhing sar a ba lags (blo bzang dge
legs)
gshin rje tshe bdag
zho
see shopando
zhol 'gag
zhol
zhol khang
shod mgron
sho pa mdo
sho rta Iho gsum
shugs ldan
bzhugs sgrom
bzhugs bya
shu bkod pa

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

shung
shungden (dralha)
shunglenba
shungshab
silon
slmkang depa
slmkangwaw
simpon khembo
simponla
singga
sitshab
socong
sogo lama
sogpo talama
sogya
sonam (chospel)
sonam dargye
sonam d orje
sonam gombo
sonam gyatso
sonam gyebo
sonam leygung
sonam phiintso
sonam tashi
sonam tobden
sonam wangchug
sonam wangdu
song (rimpoche)
sopon (chernrno) (shomba)
sosimchosum
sotopa
srongtsen gampo
sum
sungrna
surkhang (depon) (dz(s)asa)
surkhang (wangchen gelek)
surse wangte
tadang
tagam

@hung
gzhung bstan (dgra h a )
gzhung len pa
gzhung zhabs
srid blon
gzim khang sde pa
gzim khang 'og
gzim dpon mkhan po
gzim dpon lags
gzim 'gag
srid tshab
gso sbyong
sog po bla ma
sog po t i bla ma
bsod rgyal
bsod nams (chos 'phel)
bsod nams dar rgyas
bsod nams rdo rje
bsod nams mgon po
bsod narns rgya mtsho
bsod narns rgyal po
so nam las khungs
bsod nams phun tshogs
bsod rnams bkra' shis
bsod nams stobs ldan
bsod nams dbang phyug
bsod nams dbang 'dus
zong (rin po che)
gsol dpon (chen mo) (gzhon
pa)
gsol gzim mchod gsurn
gsol thab pa
srong btsan sgam po
g
srung ma
zur khang (mda' dpon) (dza sag)
zur khang (dbang chen dge legs)
zur sras dbang bde
ta dang
zla gam

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

tago rame
takali
takna
takpo
taktra (rirnpoche)
taktra ritrii
taktse(r) (rimpoche)
ta lama
talam gongmo
talung
talungdra
tamdrin
tamtrin
tanag
taogao
tapsang dramdul
targang
targye
taring
tashi
tashi bera
tashi dondrup
tashlkhil
tashi lama
tashilhunpo
tashi Lhurnpo
tashi tshondu
tawang
tawu khema
teiji
temba chonden
temba chonten
temba chungnay
temba dargye
temba jayan
tendar
tendong-nga
tengyeling
tengyur
tenkyong

dwags po ra smad
tha ka li
stag sna
dwags po
stag brag (rin po che)
stag brag ri khrod
stag tsher (rin po che)
t i bla ma
rta lam gong ma
stag lung
stag lung brag
rta mgrin
see tamdrin
sta nag
see trogao
zla bzang dgra 'dul
tar h a n g
dar rgyas
phreng ring
bkra shis
bkra shis dpal ra
bkra shis don 'grub
bkra shis 'khyil
bkra shis bla ma
bkra shis lhun po
see tashilhunpo
bkra' shis tshogs 'du
rta dbang
rta'u khal ma
tha'i ji
bstan pa chos ldan
see temba chiindcn
bstan pa 'byung gnas
bstan pa dar rgyas
bstan pa 'jam dbvangs
bstan dar
see trentong (nga)
bstan rgyas glirlg
bstan 'gyur
bstan skyong

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

tensurn
tenzin
tenzin chornpel
tenzin dondrup
tenzin gyatso
ter
terlung
terton
tethong
thabten (phashi)
thadang
thangka
thetong
they ken trungtsi gudril
thobten chupel
thondrup kapshopa
thowa mernba
thowang thonden
thrabab
thrapa lu
thriba
thrijey
thripa
thri rimpoche
thrisur
thrompa
thromsikang
thrumba
thubten (chiimpel)
thubten dawa
thubten genden
thubten gvalpo
thubten gyatso
thubten gyentscn
thubtcri gyepo
thubtcn jampa tsliiitrim
thubten khcnrab
thubtcri kumbe
thubtcn kiinkven
thubten lengmiin

rten gsurn
bstan '&in
bstan '&in chos 'phel
bstan '&in don 'grub
bstan '&in rgya mtsho

gter
gter lung
gter ston
see trentong
thab rten (pha gzhis)
tha dang
thang ka
see trentong
tha'i mkhan drung rtsis dgu sgril
thub bstan chos 'phel
don sgrub ka shod pa
tha ru me 'bar
mthong ba don ldan
pra 'bab
grwa pa lugs
khri pa
khri mjal
khri pa
khri rin po che
khri zur
see thrurnba
khrom gzigs khang

R-

Pa
thub bstati (chos 'phel)
thub bstati zla ba
thub bstan dge Ida11
see thubten gyepo
thub bstan rgya mtslio
thub bstan rgyal n~tshan
thub bstan rgyal po
thub bstan 'jam pa tshul khrims
thub bstan mkl~yenrab
thub bstan kun 'phel
thub bstan kun mkhyen
thub bstan legs snion

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

thubten norbu
thubten norsang
thubten nyirna meru
thubten nyingpo
thubten rabyang
thubten ramyan
thubten sampe
thubten samphel
thubten sang (po) (bo)
thubten sanggye
thubten sengge
thubten thuwang
thubten tshenleg
thubten tsheten
thukba
thu(u)ri
thutob
tigcha
tigica
tigja
to
toba (khempo)
tobgye
tongkor
topme
traja
trarnnyen
tranga
trapchi
trapchi lotrii laygung
tratsang
trawu gongga
uaya(b)
trayde leygung
'=gang
trentong (nga)
treshong
treten
triblung
tricang (rimpoche)

thub bstan nor bu
thub bstan nor bzang
thub bstan nyi ma sme ru
thub bstan snying po
thub bstan rab dbyang
see thubten rabyang
thub bstan bsarn 'phel
see thubten sampe
thub bstan bzang po
thub bstan sangs rgyas
thub bstan seng ge
thub bstan thub dbang
thub bstan mtshan legs
thub bstan tshe rten
thug Pa
gdug ri
thu stobs
see tigica
te ge lcag
see tigica
stod
stod pa (rnkhan po)
stobs rgyas
stong 'khor
see tobgye
grwa chags
sgra snyan
tram ka
grab chi
grab chi glog 'phrul las khungs
grwa tshang
grwa 'og sku mkhar
brag goyab
'phral sde las khungs
bkras khang
bkras mthong (ba)
bkra gshong
khral rten
grib rlung
khri byang (rin p the)

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

trimon
trutley doj e
trinley thargye
trisur (rimpoche)
triu (khamba)
triu khamtsen
triu thrisur (charnba chodrak)
trogao
trogaw
trOmo
trompa (dzasa)
trongdra
trongtoba
tnunba
trungchi
trunggo gyuma
trungja
-Pi
(me)
-yang
truny ichernmo
trunyik chhempo
tsadam
tsadrutsang
tsarnba
tsampa
tsamshe
tsandri

khri smon
'phrin las rdo rje
'phrin las dar rgyas
khri zur (rin po che)
te hor (kharns pa)
te hor khang mtshan
te hor khri zur (byams pa chos grags)
khro dga' ba
see trogao
gro mo
see thrumba
grong drag
'brang stod pa
see thrumba
drung che
drung 'khor rkyus ma
drung ja
drung rtsis (brgyad)
krung dbyang
drung yig chen mo
see trunyichemrno
tsha 'dam
tsha sprul tshang
rtsam pa
see tsamba
marn bzhes
tsha 'dri

tsa"gpo
tsanyer
tsarong (dzasa) (rimshi)
tsa serkhang
tsatora khencung
tsatsig
tse
tsechag
tsedriin
tsegag
tseja
tselagang

Pang
@sang PO
ma gnyer
tsha rong (dza sag) (rim bzhi)
tsag gser khang
tsha tho ra mkhan chung
rtsa tshig
me
see tseja
see tsendron
rtse 'gag
rtse phyag
rtse la sgang

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

tsendron
tsenya (rimpoche) (tulku)
tsepn
tseri
tsering tobgye
tsesum phiinkang
tsesumthang
tsesum zenril
tsetop
tsewang (la)
tsewang dondrup
tsewang d oj e
tsewang rabten
tseyang(1a)
tsha
tshaja
tsha khamtsen
tshamtru rimpoche
tshandri (godro chey)
tshchag
tshecholing
tsheden phuntso
tsheden wangc hug
tshemiiling
tshenyi
tshephel
tshesurn phiinkang
tshesung
tshetshog
tsheyog
tshogaw
tshogcen (shenggo)
tshomoling
tshondzin
tshongcii
tshongdu
tshongdu gyentsom
tshongdu hragdu (gycvpa)
tshongponla
tshopa

rtse mgron
btshan nya (rin po che) (sprul sku)
see tsipon
rtse ri
tshe ring stobs rgyas
tshes gsum phun khang
tshes gsum thang
tshe gsung zan ril
tshe stobs
tshe dbang (lags)
tshe dbang don grub
tshe dbang rdo rje
tshe dbang rab rten
tshe dbyangs (lags)
tsha
tsha phyag
tsha ba khang mtshan
tshams sprul rin po che
tsha 'dri (mgo sprod byed)
see tshaja
tshe mchog gling
tshe brtan phun tshogs
tshe brtan dbang phyug
tshe smon gling
mtshan nyid
tshe 'phel
see tsesum phunkang
tshe srung
rcse tshogs
tshe g.yog
mtsho sgo
tshogs chen (zhal ngo)
see tshemiiling
'tsho 'dzin
tshogs mchod
tshogs 'du
tshongs 'du r g a s '(17x)m
tshogs 'du hrag bsdus (rgyas pa)
tshong dpon lags
tsho pa

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

tshuluim
tshutrim (chompel)
tsichag
tsidrung (beyba)
t s i h g kunga
tsigang
tsipa (kabten)
tsipon
tso chungwa
tso gnon-po
tsogo (or tsoko)
tso karpo
tsona dzong
tsongdu
tsongkhapa
tsongsa penlop
tsuglagang
tsultrim (chompel)
tulku
ii
uchen
ucho
ula(g>
urndze
urgyenla
urgyen narndol
iishung
utse
utugba
walong
walung
wanam
wangchen gelek
wangchug (gyebo) (tarchin)
wangdu (norbu)
yabshi (kung)
yabsl~iphawpiin
yak
yambe
yamen

see tshutrim

tshul khrims (chos 'phel)
tseja
rtse drung (bal po)
rtse drung kun dgar
rtsis khang
rtsis pa (kab rten)
rtsis dpon
tsho chung ba
tsho sngon po
see tshogaw
tsho dkar po
mtsho sna rdzong
see tshong du
tsong kha pa
rdzong gsar dpon slob
gtsug lag h a n g
tshul khrim chos 'phel
sprul sku
dbus
dbu chen
dbu chos
'u lag
dbu mdzad
dbu rgyan lags
dbu rgyan rnam grol
dbus gzhung
dbu rtse
dbu gdug pa
see walung
wa lung
dbang rnam
dbang chen dge' legs
dbang phyug (rgyal po) (dar chen)
dbang 'dus (nor bu)
yab gzhis (prig)
sce phawpon
i3.yak
ya 'phel
ya smon
see

CORRECT TIBETAN SPELLINGS

yancin
yarso

yang cin
dbyar gso

Ya-g
yeshe chungney
yeshe dargye
yeshe thargye
yeshe thubten
yeshe tsultrirn
yeshe wangden

Ya grong
ye shes 'byung gnas
see yeshe thargye
ye shes dar rgyas
ye shes thub bstan
ye shes tshul khrirns
ye shes dbang ldan

yiggyur
yiffsang
yilung
yondag
yongdzin
yongon (dzasa)

yig 'gyur
yig tshang
yid lung
yon bdag
yongs 'dzin
see yunggbn

yuhg
yugye tashi dele
yulha
yunggun (talama)

g.yu phmg
g.yul rgyal bkra' shis bde legs
yul h a
yung dgon t i bla ma
yung ho dgon
g.yu thog (bkra shis don grub)
ze smad sprul sku

yu"~h0gun
yuthok (tashi dondrup)
zerne trulku
zi
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aid to Tibet and, 664-665,674,677,
678,703-704,75 1-752
Holmes, Horace, 805-806
Homosexuality, tolerance of, 23n.35
Hong Kong, Chinese-Tibetan negotiations and, 646,648,655-656
Hoplunson, A. J., 531n.16, 550, 551,
552
Hopkinson, J. E., 417-418,419
Horkhang Sey, 462
Horsur (lay official), 43 1n.12
Houses, scaling of, 18011.85
Hsieh Kuo-liang, 2 19
Huang Mu-sung: Mission to Lhasa,
19011.8, 224-251, 271, 279, 329,
541; Panchcn Lama's military escort
and, 263,268,273
Human lease fee. 5
I-fan Chen, 75
Incarnations: affiliations of, 35; process
of, 1 1; propcrty of, 35-36; reasons
for, 141; rccognition of, 1n.2
India: Asia relations confercncc and, 561564; Chinesc invasion of Tibet and,
719-729; Chincsc-Tibetan negotiations and, 645-661 passim, 671-674;
Foreign Affairs Rureau, 382; Four-
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India (umtznued)
teenth Dalai Lama's asylum and, 796797; independence of, 560-570;
McMahon line and, 300-309; military aid from, 402-404,619-620,
662-663; Sirnla Convention and, 7576; Sino-Tibetan relations and, 634636,703-704,823-824; Tawang
tract and, 300-309, 406; Thirteenth
Dalai Lama's exile and, 52-58 passim;
Tibetan military and, 286-288; Tibetan policy of, 564-570, 634-636,
823-824; Tibet Improvement Party
and, 460-461; Tibet's U.N. appeal
and, 707-708,717n.44,718-719,
725-729,734-735,750-75 1; trade
relations with, 45, 536, 572-578,
605-606; U.S.-Tibetan involvement
and, 790-792; Victory Congratulations mission in, 550-552
InQa-China roadway, 378-381
Infrastructure, modernization of, 121
Imer Tibet, Simla Convention and, 74
International Postal Union, 121
Interregnum government (1933-1953),
146-1 85, 8 18-822; Chinese relations
with, 224-226; first phase, 364-369;
lama regent and, 186-170; National
Assembly and, 186; Reting regime,
310-363; rivals for power in, 147165; search for Fourteenth Dalai
Lama and, 3 10-324 passim; Taktra
regime, 369-378; Tawang dispute
and, 299-309
Interrogation methods: corporal punishment, 206; face-to-facewhipping, 618
Jarnpa Chiiwang, 273
Jampa Thogmc, 1 19
Jampey Gyentsen. See Reting Dzasa
Jam Saheb, 734
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World War I1 and, 379
Jaranav (member of Kashag), 198
Jcbb, Sir G., 718
Jensey Namgang. See Tsarong Shape
Jensev Tashi Dondrup, 175, 1 76
Jessup, Philip, 630
Jestsiin dampa, 47-48
Jordan, Sir John, 49
Jungnav (monk), 424
Kang Hsi. 72,242
Kapshiiba (lav official): arrest of, 203;

Cogtray's arrest and, 446; English
school and, 423,424; exile of, 617;
fall of, 614-619; Indian independence and, 567; Kashag appointment
of, 448,449; Khyungram's arrest and,
346-347; Kumbela's fall and, 167;
Lhundrup Dzong incident and, 443;
Lungshar's reform movement and,
199-206 passim; release from prison,
209-210; Reting conspiracy and,
467n. 12,473-474,475,48311.61,
507; Reting's arrest and, 478-479;
Reting's resignation and, 361-362;
Reting's return to Lhasa and, 433434,437; reward for finlng Fourteenth Dalai Lama and, 344345n.66; Sera Che War and, 497-504
passim; shape canldacy, 337,374,
448,449; Trimon and, 199,203
Kapshoba Sey, 562
Karchung, 199n.40, 639, 691, 697
Karmapa sect, 1
Karpel, Lonchen, 242
Kashag: Chinese suzerainty and, 271; English school and, 425; functions of,
13-16; Gould mission and, 407-41 1;
history of, 197-198; Huang mission
and, 229-237 passim, 242-244; Kapshoba's suspension and, 615-616;
loan exemptions and, 427-428;
1,ungshar's reforms and, 191-197;
rmlitary and, 283; monk officials and,
16; National Assembly and, 19, 20;
noble families and, 189; Panchen Lama's return and, 260-261,279, 294298 passim; power of, 15-1 6; Reting's imprisonment and, 496; SinoTibetan relations and, 532, 534; Tawang border issues and, 304-305;
Thirteenth Dalai Lama and, 189n.6;
Trongdra Regiment mutiny and, 173174. See also names ofspec$c penom
Kennedy, R. S., 95,96
Kesang Ngawang, 508n.136, 5 11, 5 13,
615
Kesang Tsultrim, Rupcin, 476,478,484,
485,497,s 19-520
Kesang Wangdu (Derge Scy), 394, 544,
639.69 1,697
Kctsang Rirnpoche, 3 16-32 1 passim,
350
Kharn (Eastern Tibet), 221-224; China
and, 46; Chinese Cmmmunist forccs
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in, 273-274; Chinese invasion and,
638-644,679-682; conscription in,
641-642; "eye for an eye" ethic in,
178; Lhasa dominance over, 640; military in, 84; political loyalties of, 640641, 643, 683; rebellion in, 179-180.
See also Chamdo
Khamtsen: membership in, 27; organization of, 32-33
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Khangser kmpoche, 316
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and, 345; Lhalu assassination and,
508; Reting conspiracy and, 464,465,
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Reting's arrest and, 477, 481; Reting's
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National Assembly (continued)
rebellion and, 490-491; Reting's resignation and, 354-355; SeventeenPoint Agreement and, 8 11-8 13; Yabshi Kung's behavior and, 372; Yatung
debate, 798-803
Neame, Brigader, 278-288
Nechung (state oracle), 43, 140, 141,
3 15,704-707
Nehru, Jawaharlal: Asia relations conference and, 561, 562; Sino-Tibetan relations and, 672-674,677,703-704,
759, 823-824; Tibetan trade mission
and, 572,574
Nepal, Foreign Atfairs Bureau and, 382
Nepal-Tibet Agreement of 1856, 382
Ngabo Shape (Ngawang Jigme), 198,
479, 627; Chinese invasiorl of Kham
and, 692-695; Chinese Mission expulsion and, 6 13; Chinese negotiations and, 759-763 passim; as Kham
governor, 687-695 passim; message
from Chamdo, 740-746; Sera Che rebehon and, 497; Seventeen-Point
Agreement and, 769-772 passim,
81 1-812; U.S. negotiations
and, 810
Ngagchen Rimpoche, 256,257,262,
288,289,290,331
Ngagchen Trungchi, 26 1
Ngawang Gyatso (Sera Che Abbot), 429,
438-441,446
Ngawang Khechog, 433
Ngawang Loden, 360
Ngawang Namgyel (Ngawang Dawa),
429
Ngawang Tenzin, Chigyap Khembo, 422,
448
Ngawang Tragpa (Lheting), Trunyichemrno, 43 1
Ngawang Trinley, 46511.4, 484,485
Ngogar (monk), 105
Noble families, Kashag and, 189
Norbhu Dondup (Rai Bahadur), 126,
127, 226; Chinese suzerainty and,
248; Huang mission and, 230-23 1,
234-235, 236; India-China supply
routes and. 380; Lungshar's reforms
and. 196n.32. 197n.34; military supplies and, 286; Panchen Lama's return
to Tibet and, 276, 295, 297; Pandatsang and, 181n.86; Tawang horder issue and. 307

.

Norbu Tsering, 42-43
Nornang, Commander, 179
Northeast Frontier Agency (NEFA), 7576,299-309,405,412-419,565,
822,840-841
Nyagtrii Lama, 42-43, 5 15n.157
Nyarong Lama, 22 1
Nyarong monastery, Sino-Tibetan conAict
and, 221
Nyarong War ( 1862-1 865), 44
Nye, Sir Archibald, 657,659,660-661,
79 1
Nyungne Lama, 361,471, 8 19; arrest of,
484; Reting conspiracy with, 464468 passim, 477; Reting labrang administration and, 330n.38; Reting's
arrest and, 481,491-492, 509; Reting's resignation and, 360-361; Reting's return and, 357n.95
Outer Tibet, Sirnla Convention and, 75
Padatsang Tobgyc, 178-18 1, 182-183,
185
Padatsang Yambe, 178, 180-1 84
Pai Chung-hse, 555, 557
Palden Dondrup, 198
Panchen Lama(s): history of title, 2 17;
selection of, 44
Panchen Lama (Lobsang Chogyen), 256
Panchen Lama (Tenpai Wangchuk), 256
Panchen Lama (Ninth) (Chokyi Nyima),
640; appeal to British, 112-1 13; autonomy of, 259-260; Chinese relations, 683-685, 760-763; defiant attitude of, 261 ; division of followers,
261-262; flight to Mongolia, 113115, 120; Great Britain and, 62,252255, 263-271; Huang mission and,
216-219 passim, 232,233,237,263;
Kashag and, 260-26 1; 1,ungshar and,
205; military cscorr of, 265-279 passim, 292-294; Phabngka Rimpwhc
and, 289-299; return to Tibet, 288299, 329, 365; search for Fourteenth
Dalai Lama and, 3 16-3 17; Scvcnteen-Point Agreement and, 766; tauation of, 112-1 20; Thirteenth 13alai
Lama and, 13,62-64, 110, 1 12,
1 18-1 19, 252-260; Thirteenth I3alai
Lama's death and, 144; Tibetan mill-
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tary and, 217; U.S. views on, 788789
Panchen Lama (Tenth), Chinese can&date, 760-763, 766
Panchen Lama (Tenth), Tibetan candidate, 683-684
Pandatsang (lay official), 168, 175, 513,
560n. 1, 798-800 passim
Pandatsang family, 177-185, 35 1 , 6 1 8
Pandatsang Nyima, 178
Pandatsang Ragpa, 450-461,688
Pandatsang Rrmshi, 572, 596
Pandatsang Tobgye, 280,450
Pandatsang Yambe, 450, 500n. 1 1 1, 802
Panikkar, K. M., 634, 722, 726, 749
Pandckar, Sardat, 671
Parker, R. A,, 422
Passports, recognition of, 570, 576-588
passim
Pebola (monk official), 378,472,484485, 507, 50811.136, 510, 513
Rel, R., 397, 399
People's Republic of China. See China,
People's Republic of
Phabongka Chantso, 182, 183-184
Phabongka Rimpochc: Lungshar's punishment and, 207; Panchen Lama and,
289-299; Pandatsang and, 182-183;
Reting's replacement and, 362; Toba
Abbot appointment and, 352
Phala, llronyerchcmmo, 700, 707, 739,
799
Phcla Sc, 654
Phin Tungling, 82
Phulama (monk), 500
Phulunga, G,mmandcr, 639,694,697
Phiinkang Gcshcla, 447-448
Phunkang Jetrungla, 445
Phiinkang Kung, 483, 5 15
Phiinkang Shapc, 337, 361, 373n.10,
374,422n.36, 433, 447-448
Phunraba (aidc-dc-camp),201, 202, 498
Phuntso Tashi. 552, 759
Phuntso Wangyc, 767
Phurbucho Rinipt~hc,187, 3 16,438,
499n.110
PokotiloK (Russian niinistcr to China),
47
Policc forcc, military conflict with, 121122
Pravcr festivals, 35, 427
I'rlmc ministers, (;clup;pa and, 41
Pu Ti~ng-tang,242

Radio Lhasa, 622
Ragashar Shape, 374,480,619,697,
804,810
Ragra Rirnpoche, 462
Rai Bahadur. See Norbhu Dondup
Rai Bahadur Sonam Tobten, 55 1
Ramba (Thubten Kunkyen), 258,706;
foreign affairs and, 619; Kapshoba's
fall and, 615, 616-61 7; Reting's arrest and, 47611.41, 478-479,497;
Trimon's resignation and, 3 14
Ratna (member of trade mission), 573
Rau, B. N., 729, 751
Reba Gyawu, 432,441,443-444
Regency: lama in, 186-190; role of,
146-147; rule by, 11-12
Reid, J. E., 308, 621
Religion. See Monasteries; Monk(s)
Reting Dzasa (Jampey Gyentsen), 33 1,
332; punishment of, 514, 521n. 176;
Reting conspiracy with, 464,465,
481-483, 494n.94, 508; Reting resignation and, 360-361
Reting ex-dzasa, 48 1, 5 15
Reting monastery, massacre at, 5 16-52 1
Reting hmpoche: administrative control
by, 330-340; appeal to China for aid,
471-475; arrest of, 476-486; arrival
in Lhasa after arrcst, 491-496; death
of, 5 10-5 16; English school and,
422, 424; Fourteenth Dalai Lama's selection and, 3 10-3 1 1; imprisonment
of, 494-496; investigation of, 5065 10; Kapshoba and, 61 7,619; Khcmc
cxpulsion and, 338-340; Khyungram
vs., 340-350; Kuomintang and, 471475; labrang, 342-343; Lake Lhamolatso visit, 3 10-3 14; Langdun's resignation and, 333-336; Lhasa visit,
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